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Abstract: Recent technological revolution has been reported as the revolution 
of the cloud computing technology. The explosive availability of the 
unstructured data in the cloud has gained the attention of the researehers nnd 
the users store their data in the cloud without any right over controlling the 
data, causing the privacy concerns. Therefore, there is a need for the effeetive 
privaey protection techniques that assure the privacy of the user data in the 
cloud. Accordingly, this paper proposes a kernel interpolation-based technique 
for preserving the privacy of the data in the cloud. Privacy and accuracy are the 
two factors assuring the privacy for the data, which are afforded using the 
proposed teehnique that uscs the proposed rider-cat swann optimisation 
(R-CSO) algorithm for computing the kernel interpolation coefficient, which is 
associated witb affording the privacy in the cloud. The proposed rider-cat 
swann optimisation (R-CSO) algorithm is the integration of thc standard cat 
swarm optimisation (CSO) in the standard rider optimisation algorithm (ROA). 
The analysis of the methods using the dataset from UCI machine learning 
repository reveals that the proposed method acquired the maximal aceuracy and 
minimal database difference ratio (DBDR) of 80.552% and 15.58%, 
respectively. 

Keywords: cloud computing; pluggable data; privacy preservation; 
interpolation; optimisation; rider-cat swarm optimisation; DBWorld; kernel 
interpolation-based; termination; rider optimisation algorithm; ciphertext
policy; R-CSO algorithm; block diagram; Hash-Solomon eode algorithm. 
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Introduction 

Cloud stands as an effective representation for the internet and it is a common motto, but 
when cloud is used together with the term 'computing', the synonym is vast and is quite 
messy. The privacy preservation technique for portable storage in cloud computing is 
facilitated using the optimisation permitted kernel interpolation-based technique in which 
the privacy as well as accuracy of the cloud storage data is give surety without any 
weakness to hazards. Cloud computing opens an opportunity to the organisations that 
enables the connectivity of the organisations to the cloud and utilise the available 
resources (Singh and Singh, 2018). Numerous people upload their data of various types 
including the highly sensitive data, facilitating the individuals to enjoy the easc of sharing 
and cost-saving. At present, the togetherness of cloud computing and technologies in 
wireless communication and their integration in the mobile devices significantly enhance 
the growth of mobile cloud computing that render attractive services to the users 
irrespective of the time and place (Zhang et aI., 2018). Cloud storage is used nowadays 
that minimises the burden of tbe users' regarding tbe local storage of the data in the 
cloud. At the sarne time, assuring tbe integrity and security of the outsourced data in a 
cloud storage server is a huge region of interest of a lot of researchers (Yang et aI., 2018). 
Cloud storage is therefore a cloud computing system that yields data storage services and 
management services. The trending number of applications, technology in the network, 
and technology for distributed file system and cloud storage enable the functionality of 
large data storage devices to function together coordinately. Providing an effective and 
powerful storage capacity increases the users to opt for cloud storage. In near future, the 
trend is to avail the data storage on a public cloud server and hence, the technology for 
cloud storage expands widespread within few years (Wang et aI., 2018). Cloud storage 
addresses the requirements for the hiking demand in cloud storage and minimises the 
anxiety of handling huge amounts of data. However, the cloud storage server is 
un-trusted and if the outsourced data posses any sensitive data, like medical records, 
finance data of a company there is a requirement for the security of the data. The end 
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users therefore encrypt the data before the datu is being uploaded to the cloud server as it 
may be maliciolls. Thus, the data utilisation becomes Illore hectic (Wu ct aI., 2018). 

The technology evolution of the users causes the users 10 pay for the services 
provided by the cloud based on the consumptiOIl basis. Success and failure of the 
technology depends on the trust oflhe users regarding if the rendered service is available, 
reliable, and secure. Keeping in mind the benefits of clo\ld computing, there arc various 
organisations marching towards the IT solutions, which depend on the cloud. Howev!!!', 
prior to llsing the cloud, various organhmtiollS tukl! into account the possible 
vulnerabilities and threats, which converts their dreams of rendering scalability and 
cost-saving of the management into a terrible datu loss and misuse. In other words, the 
trustworthiness of the technology is poor as it is prone to the threats and vulnerabilities. 
Some of the significant vulnerabilities taken into accounl when an organisation moves to 
their critical applications and dak1 for any cloud computing environment include the 
following: session riding and hijacking, vit1ual machine escape, availability and 
reliability of servicc, data protection and portability, insecurc cryptography, and internet 
dependency (Bamiah and Brohi, 2011). The occurrcncc of the vulnerability is the result 
of the immature providers and the availability of new business models that increase the 
failure risks and running out of the business. On thc othcr hand, in-spite of the available 
benefits, seven deadly threat'S are available and so many vulnerabilities are available in 
this technology. In the growing IT-world towards cloud, privacy protection of the user is 
a big question in which the cloud computing brings a lot of changes in the field of 
computing through increasing the efficiency, effectiveness, and optimisation of the 
service environment and so on. As well, the data of the cloud users along with their 
identity, maintainability, reliability, aud privaey differs for various cloud providers 
(Chandramohan et aI., 2017). Traditionally, the technologies for privaey protection are 
grouped as three main categories, such as privacy by policy, statistical analysis, and 
cryptography (Singh and Singh, 2018). 

There are numerous techniques for privacy preservation to preserve the pIivacy at 
various stages, like data generation, storage, and processing. The methods for data 
anonymisation employed for privacy preservation include L-diversity, K-anonymity, 
TCloseness, notice and consent. Differential privacy is one among the privacy 
preservation techniques that are widely employed using several users and this method 
awakens the analysts in refining the necessary data from the database holding the 
personal details through enabling protection to the individual users (Gosain and Chugh, 
2014). Data gathered using the sensors available in smal1 phones render higher 
commercial potential to the mobile cloud services and in addition, raises huge challenges 
in the privacy protection of the data (Yu, 2016). With the constant changing properties 
and updatiug over time, there is a huge value for the mobile data in case of the pluggable 
data analytics in order to predict and understand the behaviours of the individual. Since 
the mobile data yield effective personal information, there are huge concerns in case of 
the mobile cloud data (Reilly et aI., 2013). There are numerous techniques used in 
privacy preservation that protects the confidcntial data of the users. A two-phase top
down specialisation method (Sreedhar and Umamaheshwari, 2014) is used to protect 
huge data using the cloud framework that solves the issues of data in the cloud computing 
context. A top down scale (TDS) (priyanka et aI., 2014) is used to preserve the privacy. 
Meanwhile, the technique failed to handle huge datasets, fonnulating several problems. 
There are numerous optimisations employed for privacy preservation and there are 
simple and well-known methods, such as linear programming or easy heuristics using 
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thresholds to latest, extra advam:ctl method, slich as Lyapunov optimisation (Kivity caL, 
2007). Additionally, al'tificial intclligem:c algorithms based on the biologically 
galvuniscd methods, like ant coluny optimisation and theory of games afC applied 
(Sawant et aI., 2(13). 

The primm)' intlJlltion of this research is to design .ulll develop an apprmlch fur 
privacy protection of pluggable data by proposing a kcmcl-hascd interpolation method 
aiong with un optimisation algorithm. The proposed appro<.lch involves two steps, in 
wh.ich the first step deals with the determination of II cocllicicnt that maintains privacy 
and l.lccurucy for computing the objective function and the second step is the 
determination of privacy protection data tbat is carried out using Ihe input pluggable data 
and coefficient. Initially, the coefficient is dete.mincd optimally using rider-cat swann 
optimisation (R-CSO) algorithm using a new objective function. The algorithm is 
designed by the integration of the follower update equation of rider optimisation 
algorithm (ROA) (Binu and Kariyappa, 2017) into cat swann optimisation (CSO) 
(Bahrami et aI., 2018) such that the coefficient is selected optimally. Then, the coeffieient 
generated along with the input pluggable data is used to construct the privacy protected 
data for publishing the data in the cloud environment. 

1.1 Proposed R-CSO Algorithm for privacy protection in pluggable data 

J 	 Security and privacy issues in the networking industry pose a strong barrier for users tu 
store their personal data on cloud computing systems on the other side of the Internet and 
access selVices from other parties (i.e., cloud providers, cloud selVice providers). This 
can result in security and privacy issues. This privacy protection of the pluggable data is 
assured using the proposed R-CSO algorithm, which is the modification of the standard 
CSO algorithm using the standard ROA. The main goal of this algorithm is to adopt the 
adequate security. 

1.2 The remaining part ofthe paper is structured 

Section 2 deliberates the review of the existing methods in the literature to declare the 
challenges for the research. The proposed method of optimisation enabled privacy 
preselVation is perfonned using the proposed algorithm that is discussed in detail in 
Section 3. The results of the methods are deliberated in Section 4 and finally, Section 5 
concludes the paper. 

2 Motivation 

In this section, the review of the existing methods along with the merits of the methods is 
deliberated. The review summarises the challenges of the research that motivates us 
towards developing a method for privacy protection. 

2.1 Literature survey 

The review of the eight existing methods is deliberated in this section. Wu et al. (2018) 
developed secure searchable public key encryption with privacy protection (SPE-PP), 
which attained effective security in addition to high efficiency. The drawback of the 
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method was that thc mcthod could not be able to launch the insider kcyword guessing 

attack (KGA) and file-injection attack (riA). Chen and Wang (2017) dcvcloped a secure 

light-weight network coding pseudonym scheme that could simultaneoLisly guard against 

attackers from both out- und inside. Moreover, it offered higher robustness from bmtc 

force attacks in the cloud computing sccnario. However, the mcthod was not applieable 

fur mach inc-to machine (M2M) communications. (Chandramohan ot aI., 2017) used the 

privacy preserving model to prevent digital data loss in ti,e cloud (PPM-DDLC), which 

ll:;sisted the cloud providers to have a universal standard privacy policy. The method 
lacked trust in cloud arcbitecture. Yu et al. (2017) used thc identity-based remote data 
integrity checking protocol (ID-RDIC) that attained soundness and perfect data privacy. 
The drawback of the method was regarding the Implementation that generated tags, 
which was morc expensive thaD other parts. Wang et aL (2018) used the three-layer 
stoenge framework using Hash-Solomon code algorithm, which could efficiently 
complete encoding and decoding without influence of the cloud storage efficiency. 
Moreover, it assisted the users to expand their storage capacity. Thc drawback of the 
mcthod was that while utilising the cloud storage, users did not havc the ability to control 
on thc physical storage of their own data and it rcsulted in the isolation of ownership. 
Zhang et aL (2018) used the ciphertcxt-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE), 
which alleviated thc computational burden faeed by the users through enabling the most 
encryption tasks without affecting the performance of the battery. The drawback of the 
method was regarding the data security and privacy concerns. Yang et al. (2018) used 
delegatable proofs of storage (OPOS) scheme that boosts the generation process of the 
tag without any effect in the efficiency in teID1S of olher aspect. Moreover, it prevented 
the leakage of the data to the auditor at the time of the auditing process. The drawback of 
the method was regarding the inability of the method to assist fully dynamic functions 
through minimising the computation for updating the data. Hong et al. (2017) used the 
Searchable Shamir secret sharing scheme and Pedersen's commitment scheme that could 
jointly determine the aggregate outcome without acquiring any knowledge regarding the 
sensitive data. However, the method was not applicable for authentication of the public 
query wherein all the available participants seemed semi trusted . 

2.2 Challenges 

The challenges of the research are given as: 

• 	 There is a ehallenge regarding the association of private pluggable storage in a 
Ubiquitous infrastruetw"e. Since tbe data is plugged to infrastructure as a service 
(IaaS) it gets exposed to the cloud and its users hence vulnerability issues related to 
the pluggable data association of static or ubiquitous devices is a motivated 
challenge. 

) 
• 	 Being portable, pluggable data path synchronisation with query and exploiting the 

availability of cloud resulting in to on-demand pluggable data association can create 
number of techno-social challenging application and thus a searching, mining, data 
updates and backup are administrative challenges in portable pluggable data. 
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• Mobile l.Icviccs with limited computing pl.)wcr cannot CC)I}(..Iuct c{)ll1pkx encryption 
nnd dccryptiolliligorithms and private mobile cloud data arc stored in public cloud 
selvcrs, which increase the opportunities 10 be attat..:kcd by other cloud tCllants (Chen 
and Wang, 2(17). 

• There arc l.l huge number orthe algorithms for enabling the privacy of the data, 
which all intended to enable the privacy of tht: homogeneolls !;ourccs of data, like 
the records present in the databuscs. It is challenging for the methods to deal with 
the data sources, which arc heterogeneous. It is worth important to notc that the 
forthcoming duta is compldeiy heterogeneous with a high probability. Thus, dealing 
with the heterogeneous effcctivcly is chnllcnging nowadays (Gcetha et Ill., 2017). 

• It is more challenging to note that thcre arc several modern privacy strategies to meet 
the advanced dnta-perturbativc methods as there is a need to acquire a desired degree 
of privacy, with tile expense of an acceptablc loss in data utility. Most of the 
technologies for lcading-edge privacy face complex mathematical formalisms that 
are associated with the operational dato-, compression and convex optimisation 
(Rebollo-Moncdcro ct aI., 20 13). 

Proposed method for privacy enhancement 

The privacy protection for the pluggablc data in thc cloud is a ncccssity as thc data in the 
cloud is vulnerable to security attacks and it is a basic nccessity to assure the protection to 
thc scnsitive data, like medical data. Thus, the paper develops n privacy protcction 
method based on the kernel interpolation-based technique, which uses an optimisation 
algorithm for detennining the kernel interpolation coefficient. Generally, cloud serves as 
the platfonn storing huge amount of data and serves as a substitute for the local storage. 
In the cloud, the control over the published data is rendered to the users, which is the 
major challenge of the conventional methods. The data of the user is encI)'Jlted using the 
key and published in the respective cloud servers, which facilitates the access to the users 
based on the nature of the third-party user. According the data access is rendered and the 
protection is enablcd using the R-CSO algorithm-bas cd kernel interpolation technique. 
The R-CSO algorithm is the developed algorithm through integrating the CSO in the 
ROA. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposcd privacy protcction in thc 
cloud. 

3. J Privacy enabled protection using kernel-based interpolation method 

Pluggable data is protected in the cloud using the kernel interpolation-based technique, 
which assures the user to have the control over the data. Prior to data publishing, the data 
is protected with a key, which symbolises that the access to the data is afforded only with 
the particular key. Moreover, acquiring the data is based on the user level such that the 
level-l users is acquire the original data, while level-2, level-3 users acquire the data with 
slight modification. Thus, the fact is the data access is rendered based on the user levels. 
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3.2.2 Fitness evalltlltioll 

Thl! litncss is compuh:d bused on the privacy and accuracy of till: data and the fitness 
function should be m!lximal for the global optimal solution. Th~ fitness based on privacy 
and accuracy is modelled as , 

I
F=-[P+U] (9)

2 

where P is the privacy and U is the accurucy of the method during the data privacy 
protection. Fitness is fonnulated us the average of privacy and accumcy of the data. The 
privacy of the data is computed lIsing the difference in the individual clements in the 
publisbed and the original data ofthc user. The privacy is calculated as, 

I /II N 

P (iO)--LL(lij-Dlj )
ll4xNxC i=) J:I 

where C is the nonnaJisation coefficient. The difference in the row and column elements 
of the published and original data is averaged to detcrmine the privaey, which should be 
maximum. The accuracy is computed that defines the eorrectness of the technique in 
acquiring the data. Moreover, the fitness is based on the privacy and aecuracy and in the 
equation (12), the user level is defined that is essential to declare the user data access 
rrom the cloud. To afford the data aceess, the user importance is referred in terms of the 
threshold and the fitness is interpreted. When the user level-i is refcrred or threshold is 
one (T= i), the same data is provided to the accessing user. When the first level user is 
accessing the data for whieh the threshold is set as 0.9, the threshold and fitness is 
compared. Whenever the fitness exceeds the threshoid, the fitness is sustained or the 
vaiue of fitness becomes zero. In the case of the second level of the user, tbc data is quite 
modified accordingly. Similarly, the other levels of the user acquire tbe data from the 
cloud. 

{ 
F;

Fitness ;:; 
0; 

F > T 

Otherwise 
(II) 

The value of T dccides the importance of the user as given as, 

T = i; Same data 

T = 0.9; For first level customer (12) 

T = 0.8; For second level customer 

The computations mentioned-above explain the effective data accessibility of the users 
and the effective protection of the data in the cloud. The protection is enhanced for the 
sensitive data and moreover, the user protects the data before the data is published in the 
cloud so that only the user with the key could access the data based on the user level. The 
following is thc steps of the proposed optimisation algorithm employed for determining 
the kemei interpolation coefficient. 
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which is dctellnineo optimally using the proposed R-CSO algorithm. The dimen,ion of Iz 
is demoted <IS, (Ill )( liZ)' The Hlctor a is, 

(3) 

Similarly. the factor Z acquires the dimension LI )( 11. which is calculated lIsing the 
constants, a, }', and cas, 

Z,., = exp(-fi' y) + tanh(a.y + c) + log(y+ I) (4) 

where a and P is the COnstantS. The constant y is dCLcnnined using the rows of the kernel 
interpolation coefficient and E is computed using the row elements of the kernel 
interpolation coefficient h as shown in equations (5) and (6). Moreover, X is determined 
through convoluting the input data with the kernel interpolation coefficient h as in 
equation (7). 

N 

Ylxl =LEi •.!... (5) 
j",] N 

M 

E,.N= LXj*1- (6) 

) Jo' M 

XNdf = DNxM ®hnl ><"2 (7) 

where h refers to the kernel interpolation coefficient. Thus, the computations from 
equations (3}-{7) is employed for calculating the key K, which is multiplied with the data 
for publishing in the cloud. Thus, it is known that the data is accessed by the user with the 
key and hence, the retrieved data modelled as, 

D' =.!:. (8)
K 

The data is accessed using the key and the published data in order to acquire the original 
data and in addition, the data is accessed based on the trust of the users. Consequently, 
the kernel interpolation coefficient is determined using the proposed R-CSO algorithm. 

3.2 Optimal formulation ofthe kernel interpolation coefficient 

The ultimate aim of the proposed R-CSO algorithm is to determine the optimal solution 
for kernel interpolation coefficient required for formulating the key that is essential for 
data publishing. The proposed R-CSO is developed through integrating the standard CSO 
in ROA, which uses the fitness objective to declare the global solution. 

3.2.1 Solution encoding 

The solution encoding is the representation of the solution derived using the optimi~ation 
algorithm. The solution vector II of size (III x II,) is determined optimally using the 
optimisation based on the fitness measure modelled based on the privacy and accuracy. 

'()~/
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Evaluating the success rate 

The success nue is computed for all the riders in the search splice and the computation of 
the ,sllccess rate is based on the equation (9) slich that the rider with the maximal value of 
the fitness is declared as the leading rider or the best rider and all the other riders, such us 
attacker Hild follower updates their positions based Oil the leading rider. The attacker 
enables the minimal local optimal c.;onvergence and hence, serves as the effective 
boundary to get-rid-off the c.;onvcrgcnce to the local solution. At the same time, the glob~tl 
optimal convergence is assured using the overtakcr that adds value to the proposed R
eso in enabling the global optimal convergence. Finally, the success rale decides the 
leading rider through which the other riders update their positions. 

Update the position ofthe leading rider 

The leading rider is set using the success rate and the leading rider is a rider close to the 
target and it is significant to know that the position of all the riders vary with time and 
hence, the sllccess rate is evaluated for all the riders evcry now and then, which insists 
that the leading rider changes at the end of every iteration. The position of the leading 
rider is used for updating thc positions of all the riders in the search space. 

Updating the position oIthe riders 

TIle standard ROA uses four riders in the search space for progressing the optimisation. 
The characteristics of each group of riders is deliberated below: bypass rider reaches the 
destination through bypassing the leading way, follower and thc attacker aims the 
destination following the position of the leader, and the overtaker concentrates on his 
own track to reach the target. From the aforementioned characteristics, it is clear that the 
individual riders follow a predefined strategy for reaching the target through effectively 
handling the accelerator, steering, gear, and brake of the riders' vehicle. The rider 
changes his position through adjusting the parameters taking a predefined strategy, which 
continues until the off-time is reached. The bypass rider has a specifie strategy of not 
following the leader since the common path is bypassed, which is mathematically 
modelled as, 

(14) 

where S is the random number that takes the value between 0 and I. p and v denotes the 
random number, which takes the values between I and m. Likewise, ~ describe a random 
number, which acquires the value between 0 and I and the size of the random number is, 
(I x k). Thus, the position of the riders' are updated for individual iterarion for finalising 
the winner. The equation (19) is the standard update for the proposed R-CSO algorithm. 
Accordingly, the follower is updated using the leader for reaching the target, which is 
modelled as, 

~:;'(f) = WL., (L)+[cos( Si~')' WL.,(L)· G; ] (15) 

where q is the eoordinate selector, let the position of the leader is represented as, WL.,(L), 
Si:q is the steering angle of lb rider in qlh coordinate, and Gt represents the distance 

traveled by ;ili rider. In [21], the distance travelled by the rider is determined through 

, 
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Figure 1 Block diagram ofpl'Oposcd R-e Sn bll,~l'd privacy prolccliclII o/'plum;abh.: dilla 
(5Cl! onlim; version for colours) 
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Let us consider the input data D of dimension (N x M). The pluggable data of the user is 
published only using the key and the published data is represented as, 

(I) 

where ® refers to the element-wise multiplication, K is the key, and D symbolises the 
input pluggable data. The key is subjected to the element-wise multiplication with the 
original data and is published in the doud. The pllblished data is represented as, Yand the 
k.y is CUlllpUl.u as, 

1.:1:<.1 -Zmoua (zi 

where Z and a are the factors subjected to the modulo operation for deriving the key, 
which is of dimension [I x IJ. The factor a takes the dimension [1 x 1] and is computed 
using the summation of the rows and columns in the kernel interpolation coefficient h, 
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3.2.3 Algorithmic procedllre o{the proposed R-CSO algorithm 

The main goal or the optimisation. R-CSO is to dclcnninc the optimal value of the kernel 
interpolation coctlicient, which i:-; determined based 011 the fitness mcmmre. The proposl;:d 
R-eSO algorithm i< thc modification of ROA (Binu and Kariyappa, 2(17) using the eso 
(Bahrami ct aI., 2018) to inherit the merits of both the optimisations in sllch a way that 
the merits anti demerits of the (lptimisations me balanced among themselves. 
Specifically, R-eSO is the modification of the update cquation 01' the lullower using the 
standard eso algorithm. Unlike Hny other optimisations. like nature-inspired and 
artificial computing, ROA operates in the tictional computing environment to reach the 
optimisation objectives based on the imaginary thoughts and ideas. Generally, ROA is 
modelled based on the Rider groups, riding towards the same destination in order to win 
the race. The interesting fact of the existing ROA is about the effective perfonnance of 
ROA, offering minimal optimisation time. which outperfonns the existing optimisations 
in nature-inspired and artificial computing. 

eso is based on the social behaviour of the cat, which pcsscsses two modes, seeking 
and tracing mode and these modes represent the resting and hunting characteristics of 
cats. The individual cat possesses a position in the -dimensional solution space. The 
movement of the cat towards the optimuDl depends on a flag, which is sorted in the 
seeking or tracing mode, and in the secking mode, the cats exhibit slow movement in 
their environment, whereas the cats moves fast towards the global best in the seeking 
mode. The global optimal solution is determined using the eso algorithm. Thus, 
integrating ROA in eso is effective in declaring to the global optimal solution. 
Therefore, the proposed R-CSO holds higher convergence rates and offers an optimal 
solution. The optimisation steps of the proposed R-eSO arc based on the steps of ROA. 
Initially, riders are randomly initialised with each rider updating their positions towards 
the target. In addition, the follower employs the multidirectional search space in a leader. 
Similarly, the overtakeI' employs the success rate and decides the optimal dimensional 
space based on the directional indicator that fits the optimisation at the linal stage of the 
convergence. The steps of R-eSO follow. 

Initialisation 

The position of the riders are initialised as, 

W' ={W,~K};(I~i~m);(I ~ "~k) (13) 

where m and k specify the number of riders and the total coordinates. W,~, represents the 

positionofi'" rider at r. There are a total offour group of riders taking part in the race and 
the riders ineludes/, b, 0, and c riders, which are the followers, bypass, over-takers, and 
attackers, respectively. Let the angles with respect to the vehicle of the rider, like 
position, steering, and coordinate angles of the jib riders' vehicle is given as, tA, S/ It> and 

v. In addition, the vehicle parameters of ilb rider include gear, accelerator, and brake as 
represented by, Qi' Ai, and R i, respectively. The gear Q i takes any of the values between 0 
and 4, whereas the values of accelerator A, and brake Ri vary between 0 and I. The riders 
approach the destination through adjusting their vehicle paramcters as the ultimate aim of 
the algorithm is to reach the destination lirst and hcnce, there is a need to update the 
parameters of the rider frequently, followed with the re-evaluation of the success rate. 
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maximal Success rate compared with the success rate of the leading rider in the previous 
iteration then, the leading rider is replaced with the new leader, which acquired the 
maximal success ratc. 

Update the rider parameters at tile end a/the position update 

Finally, the parameters of the rider nre updated at Ihe end oflhe ilernlion for declaring Ihe 
oplimal solulion. The parameters 10 be updated comprises of the gear, sleering angle, 
accelerator, ride off-time, and brake in addition to the activity counter. The activity 
eountcr could be either 0 or 1 depending on the success rate. 

Termination 

The optimisation steps are iterated until the end of the off-time. Finally, the optimal 
solulion is obtained Ihrough the proposed R-CSO optimisation that specifies the optimal 
value of the kernel interpolation coefficient for assuring the privacy of the data. The 
optimisation steps of the developed R-CSO are highlighted in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of R-CSO 

Input: Rider's position W/q 

2 Output: Leading rider WL.q(L) 

3 Start 

4 Population Initialisation 

5 Initialise the Rider parameters 

6 Steering angle Stl< 

7 Position angle ¢; 
8 Coordinate angle v 

9 Gear nj 

10 Accelerator Ai 

11 Brake Ri 

12 Determine the success rate 

13 While T < TOFF 

14 For(i~ltom) 

15 #Position update 

16 Bypass position based on equation (14) 

17 Overtaker position based on equation (20) 

18 Follower position based on equation (19) 

19 Attacker position based on equation (22) 

20 Rank the riders depending on the success rate 

21 Declare tbe leading rider WL,q(L) 

22 Rider parameter update 

23 Return w< 
24 T=-r+l 
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multiplying the velocity m1(1 oft:'tilllc. Since the follower updalc.:s the position b~lscd on 
the leader as givcn as in equation (15), which is enhanced further lIsing the inclusion of 
the standard CSO. The update equation is CSO is given as. 

w..r+1 =W/ + v,r 1·1 ( 16)1.'1 '.'1 I." 

where W;~II and ~~q-t l describes the position of the search agent at time rand (r + I). The 

velocity of the.:: scllrch agent is determined based 011 the bl.$st position of the search agent 
and hence, the updak equation beeomt:s, 

( 17) 

The modification of the follower equation is made through the substitution of cquution 
(17) in equation (15) as, 

(18) 

w,.~;,(/) =W/q +V;~q +9{1 *el *W""SI,/f -~HI *el·W;~1j 

+[eos(S,:.)* WI.., (L) *0;' ] 
(19) 

The equation (19) is the update equation of the follower in the proposed R-CSO. 
Likewise, oUlcr riders update their position. The ovcrtakcr ridcr updates the position 
using the direction indicator, success rate, and coordinatc selector. The position updatc is 
modelled as, 

W<+'(o)I,q = Wi +[/'1 *W (L)] (20)1.'1 L.q 

where J1tf~q indicates the position of jlh rider in qlh coordinate and It signifies the 

direction indicator of;-t" ridcr in r. 1{ is calculated using the success rate as given as, 

(21)f.'=[ 2 ]_1
, Hog(F;) 

where Fj is the success rate of ;til rider at r and the directional indicator is calculated using 
the suecess rate of the individual rider and the maximal success rate recorded among the 
m riders and the value varies between 0 and 1. The coordinate selector is computed using 
the difference in the positions of i 'h rider and the leading rider. At the same time, thc 
attacker aims the target following the leader as that of the follower. The position of the 
attacker is, 

(22) 

Re-evaluate the success rate 

Once the riders in the search space update llldr positions, it is essential to compute the 
success rate of thc riders in order to fwalise the leader, It is mandatory to re-evaluate the 
success rate as the lcading rider in the previous iteration is necessarily not the leading 
rider in the next iteration. Thus, during the re-evaluation if any of the rider acquires the 
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ofthc pluggable data. The effective method reports with the minimal value nfDBDR and 
maxim;:11 accuracy. 

4.3 Competing methods 

The methods used for the compnrisoll includes: nmdom method (thc solutions are 
geuerated randomly), ROA (Binu and Kariyappa, 2017), aud BAT (Kadokar and 
OOlllathi,2017). 

4.4 Pelformance analysis 

Figure 2 shows the performance analysis of the proposed method based on the threshold 
value through varying the training perccntage and data and the analysis is progressed 
using the dataset-I. Figure 2(a) shows the analysis based on the accuracy. When the 
tmining percentage is 40%, thc accuracy of the proposed R-CSO when the threshold is 
varied as 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0,9 is 84.999%, 83.51%, 83.20%, and 81.12%, respectivcly, 
Figure 2(b) shows the anaiysis based on the DBDR. When the training percentage is 
40%, the DBDR of the proposed R-CSO when the threshold is varied as 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 
0,9 is 18.79"10, 17.56%, 15.65%, and 15.54%, respectively. Figure 2(e) shows the analysis 
based au the accuracy. Whcn thc data is 5, thc accuracy of the proposed R-CSO whcn the 
threshold is varied as 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 is 83.354%, 82.76%, 84.345%, and 82.34%, 
respectively. Figure 2(d) shows the analysis based on the DBDR. When the data is 5, the 
DBDR of the proposed R-CSO when the threshold is varied as 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 is 
18.366%,17.36%,16,65%, and 15.36%, respectively. 

Figure 3 shows the performance analysis of the proposed method based on the 
threshold value through varying thc training percentage and data and the analysis is 
progressed using the dataset-2. Figure 3(a) shows the analysis based on the accuracy. 
When the training percentage is 40%, the accuracy of the proposed R-CSO when the 
threshold is varied as 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 is 83.487%, 82.98%, 81.38%, and 80.38%, 
respectively, Figure 3(b) shows the analysis based on the DB DR. When thc training 
pereentage is 40%, the DBDR of the proposed R-CSO when the threshold is varicd as 
0.6,0.7,0,8, and 0,9 is 19.51%, 18.23%,17.98%, and 16.55%, respectively, Figure 3(c) 
shows the analysis based on the accuracy. When the data is 5, the accuracy of the 
proposed R-CSO when the threshold is varied as 0.6, 0,7, 0.8, and 0.9 is 84.748%, 
83.893%,82.387%, and 81.473%, respectively. Figure 3(d) shows the analysis based on 
the DBDR. When the data is 5, the DBDR of the proposed R-CSO when the threshold is 
varied as 0,6, 0,7, 0,8, and 0,9 is 18.68%, 17.58%, 16.37%, and 15.38%, respectively. 

4,5 Comparative analysis 

In this section, the comparativc analysis of the methods is discussed. Figure 4 shows the 
comparative analysis of the mcthods using dataset-I. Figure 4(a) shows the comparative 
analysis of the methods based on the accuracy with respect to the training percentage. 
When the training percentage is 40%, the accuracy of the methods, random, BAT, ROA, 
and proposed R-CSO is 84.25%, 83.255%, 82.58%, and 80.552%, respectively. 
Figure 4(b) shows the comparative analysis of the methods based on the DBDR with 
respect to the training percentage, When the training percentage is 40%, the DBDR of the 
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25 End For 

26 End While 

27 Tcnninatc 

4 Results and discussion 

In this scction. the result:; of the proposed priv,ICY detection methods is deliberated and 
finally, with the compamtivc analysis of the method:; using the evaluation metries. 

4.1 Experimental setup 

The experimcntation is implemented in JAVA using two datasets. such as bank 
marketing data set and DB World c-mails data set taken from Uel machine learning 
repository. 

4.1.1 Bank marketing dala set 

The bank marketing data set possesses the JOultivariate characteristics with real attributes 
possessing a total of 45,211 instances and 17 attributes. The data is acquired from the 
direct marketing campaigns depending on the phone calls corresponding to a Portuguese 
banking institution. A total of four datasets are available in the bank marketing dataset 
and the attribute infonnation includes: age, job type, marital state, education, month, and 
so on. 

4.1.2 DBWorid e-mails 

It is the collection of 64 e-mails taken from DBWorld newsletter and employed to train 
different algorithms for classification. The characteristics of the dataset used are the text 
and there is a total of 64 instances with 4,702 attributes and 47,396 web hits. 

4.2 Peiformance evaluation 

The performance of the proposed method of privacy protection is evaluated using the 
metrics, such as accuracy and database difference ratio (DBDR). The DBDR is 
formulated as, 

ID D"I 
DBDR = ~--=.,...,. (23) 

IDI 

where D refers to the original database and D"" is the encrypted database. The accuracy 
of the methods is evaluated based on the following formula, 

I ' 
Accuracy = - L Ki (24) 

n ''''! 

where n is the total number of the data points and c represents the total classes. Accuracy 
is a term that describes the closeness of the method in enabling the privacy preservation 
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Figure 3 Pcrfofllmtlce analysis lIsing dlitilSCt_2, (a) act:umcy with respect to training percentage, 
(b) DBDR with respect to training pcrccnl<lgc, (c) accuracy with respect to data, 
(d) DBDR with respcci to dalll (sec online version for co lours) 
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Figure 4 Comparati ve analysis using dataset_I, (a) accuracy with respect to training percentage, 
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Figure 5 Comparative ann lysis using dalllSc(_2. (tI) aceumcy with rt:spl~ct to (mining pcrccrll:tgc. 
(b) DBDIt with respect to Ir~lilling pcrcclliagl! (sec ()lIlin~ version lo r colours) 
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4.6 Comparative discussion 

The comparative analysis of the methods is deliberated in Table I. The methods random, 
BAT, ROA, and R-CSO acquired the accuracy of 80.552%, 82.58%, 83.255%, and 
84.25% when the dataset-I is used. The methods random, BAT, ROA, and R-CSO 
acquired the DB DR of 15.356%, 16.85%, 17.26%, and 18.63%, when the dataset-I is 
used. The methods random, DAT, ROA, and R-CSO acquired the accuracy of 80.255%, 
81.366%,82.355%, and 83.255% when the dataset-2 is used. The methods random, BAT, 
ROA, and R-CSO acquired the DBDR of 15.58, 16.382, 17.684, and 18.96, when the 
dataset-2 is used. 

Table 1 Comparative analysis of the privacy preservation in pluggable data 

(a) Based olliraining percelltage 

Methods Random BAT ROA R-CSO 

Accuracy (%) 80.552 82.58 83.255 84.25 

DBDR 15.356 16.85 17.26 18.63 

(b) Based 011 data 

Method~ Random BAT ROA R-CSO 

Accuracy (%) 80.255 81.366 82.355 83.255 

DBDR 15.58 16.382 17.684 18.96 

Conclusions 

The privacy preservation in the cloud is enabled using the optimisation enabled kernel 
interpolation-based technique in which the privacy and accuracy of the cloud data is 
assured without any vulnerability to threats. Accordingly, the pluggable data is published 
in the cloud only after the encryption and the user takes the control over the data. The 
data access to the third-party is provided if the requesting user hold the appropriate data 
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mothods. mndom, BAT, ROA. "n" proposed R- SO is 18.63%. 17.1(.%. 16.85%, and 
15.35%. respectively. 

FIgure 2 	 I'erfunnance nnnlysis u~lng d(1tnsct_l , (l.I) l1c.curncy wuh rc:~cl 10 lnlJlU IlY pt:rccnlngc, 
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The comparative analysis of the methods using the dataset-2 is deliberated in Figure 5. 
Figure 5 shows the comparative analysis of the methods using dataset-2. Figure 5(a) 
shows the comparative analysis of the methods based on the accuracy with respect to the 
training percentage. When the training percentage is 40%. the accuracy of the methods. 
random, BAT, ROA, and proposed R-CSO is 83.255%. 82 .35%. 81.36%. and 80.63% 
respectively. Figure 5(b) shows tbe eomparative analysis of the methods based on the 
DBDR with respect to the training percentage. When the training percentage is 40%. the 
DBDR of the methods. random. BAT. ROA . "nd propo.erl R-CSO is, 18.%%, 17.684%. 
16.38%. and, 15.58%, respeetively. 
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key, which Is employed rur IIcquiring Ihe origllml ,I"I• . nms. based on Ibe prcJer.nce of 

Ihe users, Ihe (u.:ccss 10 the dutll vuries, affording the rcrfect security over the dUIa 

published in the clout!. ~JllC inlcrcstin,g fucl i~ Lh::u Ihl.! privacy is ilssurccl u.'\mg Ihe kcmd 

interpol"lion coefficienl, which i. determined oplimatty using tho proposed R-CSD 

IIlgorilhm Ihlll is II.. , rno<hficalion of Ihe smmlnrd ROA using the stundard O. TI,e 

privDcy proteclion of the dnlJl In the cloud using Iho proposed lechnique is ""uly~ usmg 

Ihe dum,el from uel mUchin" lcuming reposi lory. 111e Dnnlysis bused on .ccurnoy nnd 

DBDR proved th,,1 Ihe pruposed Il:chniquc oUlperfonmcd Ihe e'tsling llIelhods wilh 

maximol accurncy und minim"1 DBDR of 80.552% Hnd 15.58%, respeclively. 
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Vulnerability Assessnlent Methods in 
Cloud Computing 

Manoj L. Bangare# [ 

#Research Scho/ar,Deparlmem o/Computer Engineering, COEP ,Pune 

Absl/"tl(.'I- Cloud computing is all emerging technology which is a big step in virtual computing. In cloud cornputing 
services arc provides to clients via internet. One of the service provided by cloud computing is IaaSi.c.lnfrastru durc :.s 
a Service. In tbis service, customers can hire fundamental computing resources like processing, networking, stor;lgc, etc. 
laaS is focused in tbis paper. Though cloud computing has various benefits like improved system efficiency, reduced 
cost, reduced hardware and so on. Despite of these benefits their exists some challenges in cloud computin g. MOlit 
significant of the challenges is security. The cloud provides virtual computing environment to multiple teoan tli, here 
competitive businesses may co~exist. The sensitive information is hosted here may be attacked. Incidents of invasions 
against eampus·networks have increased significantly in recent years.The aim of such invasions is to obtain 
unauthorized privileges or to promote authority levels by exploiting vulnerabilities in servers, operating system or 
software applications. Our aim is to provide the most effective tools and solutions to measure and assess vulnerability of 
a generic laaS cloud system. We have surveyed various techniques and tools for the assessment of vulnerability and 
recommend their effectiveness in laaS. 

Keyw(1rd.\- Cloud·Computing, Vulnerabilities, assessment methods, security 

J. INTRODUCllON 

Cloud computing has redefined the way, computers are used. With increase in number of u'sers, applications and busjncsscs~ 
importance of proper vulnerabi!jty management has incr.eas~. Vulne(abilities in cloud computing are increasing exponentially 
every year. With increase in vulnerabilities the ne'ed to ,~fficien;ly classify, manage and analyz€ tllem has also increased. Due to 
complexity of modem software systems it is'aifficult t~b~ild softwa e without vulnerabilities. So, the obvious solution to [his 
problem is to find vulnerabilities an&to patch tnem. - • 
Vulnerability can be defmed as weakness in Security ,system. The wealineS'i of system can make system susceptible to attack. 
Attackers can steal, corrupt Or damage data by backing the system. As"s,?}utlo!l to this prdblem many tools and techniqucs are 
implemented but, most of them have following drawnacks: 

1. Several security officers are rorc~d to W;'6rk non-stop. 
2. It is practically not possible FO m1"\tage 'in·house tools. 
3. Not all tools are scalable. . 

4. Tools are not automated. 
Importance of vulnerability cannot be underestimated. According to a survey of challenges in cloud computing, most 

common challenge is security.It was observe4 th~t security in public cloud is the major concern for more than 70% participants, 
and that for private cloud is to aroimd·,45% people [I].ln the graph given below, we can see that top most position is achieved 
by security. I 

~~ .;:.,.;jJ.", , o~·'?}-0'" ::o~~. 
~.....r...';;;:' ~~' ~~~ .....7 .....<!:-~ 

Figure 1 : Ratio ofChaJlenges in Cloud Computing 

Other than above challenges, there are few more challenges in cloud computing, which are; 
1. Low technology maturity. 
2. Less skill set than required. 
3. Organizational challenges. 
4. Complexities in integrating infrastructure. 

As the technological development progresses, these challenges will cease to exist. 

This paper is organised as follows, in following section we discuss IaaS cloud assessment procedure. After that we discuss 
vulnerabilities and how to deal with them. Then we end with conclusion. 
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II. IAAS CLOUD ASSESMENT PROCEDURE 

1\ Before discussing more important things, we will dclinc some commOn lcnninoiogics lI~cd in cloud computing. National 
Institute of Standards and Technolog.{ (NIST) prcL:iscly subdivided cloud computing into three distinct mouels, which offer 
diff~rin.g capabilities to the constlmc/ 1, 

• Software as a scrvice(SaaS): 
In SaOlS Inodel, the cloud service provider makes software and douu infrastructurc avuilablc to client. The underlyillg physical 
sellings of cloud like operating system. network nnd stumSt:. are cOl1lrollcd by service provider. Due to this client int..:rI~lccs like 
web browsers can access these applications. 

• Plutfonn as a Service(PaaS): 
The P(U1S model gives client ability to 11m softwllre on douu. In this model, the clistomer has ability to deploy his own 
applications or create his own applications by using tools supporleu by clouo provider. Though control over physical scllings is 
restricted to cloud service provider, client of this model arc able to fully managed deployed applications. 

• Infrastmeture as a Service (laoS): 
In lanS model, consumer can provision computing resources like storage, processing and networks. Most of well-known 

cloud services like Amazon EC2 deploy this model. Users arc charged according to nmOWl t of utilized resources. In this paper 
we will be concentrating on this model. 
Cloud Assessment Procedure 

The cloud assessment procedure is an easy-lo-fo(Jow guided process. This process is described in flowchart below: 

•Filtering 
•Conversion 

·Valuel1lles 
•Range Rules 

•Decision support system 
•Parameter Impact matrix 
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-legal aspect 
-financial aspect 

-Automatic Parameter Evaluation 
-!\·ianual Parameter Evaluation 

www 

-Initiated by third pmty or cloud provider. 

Fig 2 :Ftaw Chart-,poud AssessmeIll Procedure 

The main elements of the assess~eut proced [0 are.the foU6wing[3L 

I. Negotiation Phase: 
In negotiation phase, service requirements like fGCUS of assessment and special assessment target are identified. 

2. Data collection Phase: 
In data collection phase, data regaraing cl.oud infrastructure. services ,!nd procedures is col1.ected. The evaluation parameter is 
defined in advance. Manual data collection is carried out by auditor. The automatic data col\e~tion is carried out by CloudScope. 
Various measurement tools are integrated }\lith internal architecture. 1 

3. Data Processing Phase: 
In data processing phase, data sets are colIec!;eP, fiI~ered. processed and conve,rted to a single value. This value is then stored as 

evaluation parameter result . 

4. Parameter Evaluation Phase: / ',' ' 
In the parameter cvaluation Phase, parame elCis.;;e! for evaluation usiilg,pfedefined evaluation rules. 

5, Cloud Assessment Phase: ' , . 

Tn cloud assessment phase, evaluated p'araineter 'sinulti~lioo §y pammeter i.mpact fuatrix. According to decision 

rule, official assessment result is sent to cloud proviOer. . 


l'AB~E I 

Sr. No. 

1 

2 

3 

7 

VULNERABILTY ASSESMENT ME'f.HODS AND COUNTER MEASURES 
Name of Vulnerability 

Insecure interfaces and APIs 

Unlimited allocation of 
Resources 

Data·related vulnerabilities 

Vulnerabilities in Virtual 
Networks 

Type 

laaS 

laaS 

laaS 

raaS 

Counter Measures! Assessment Tools 

_Identify and access management guidance. -I, 
Web Application Scanner-

- Cloud providers should implement policies 
to o.ffer limited computational resources. 

.Destruction strategy should be specified on 

SLA. 

• 
-

PALM 
VNSS 

;~~
f"- Mirage 
! ~ ~c:: 

_ Hypersafe \\:~ """'<:'-"" 
• TCCP \,~ "Of, 

- TVDc ,~~eT\ ::<' 
.Virtual network framework. It should be 

based on shared networks: bridged and 

routed. 

,
} T' I\? ll 

.~ J, ,5' 'I 
~'O 

,.. 
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1. Insecure Interfaces and APts 

Cloud computing provides services, which arc acccs>ed viII through APls like SOAP, REST or IITrp with XML or JSON. The 
security of cloud is dependent 011 these interfaces. Problems regarding insecure interfaces and APls include weak c redentials, 
insufficiently authorized checks and insufticicnt dnla validation. Another !\ccurily hole in application is a fixt:d bug. 

Counter mCH51lrcS arc: 

• Identity and access management guid:mcc 
Cloud Security Alliance provides security ill cloud computing. It is 1I non-profit organization. It has issued a report that providL',S 
list of recommended best practices to ensure identities and access management. The report issued includes access management, 
centntlized directory, identity mnnagement, user aecess certificalions, rolc-based access control, idenlity and access reporting 
and separation of duties. 

• Web application scanners 
Web applications are targeted because they arc exposed to public and potential attackers. Web appiicl1tion scanner scans web 
applications for identifying security vulnerabilities. Application similar to web application scanner is web applicatio 11 firewall. 
It routes all traffic via itself to inspect specific threats. 

2. Unlimited Allocation of Resources 

Unlimited allocation of resources is c~used by inaccurate modelling of resomce usage. It ean lead to overbooking or o"Vcr
provisioning. 

Counter Measure: 
Cloud providers should implement policies to offer limited computational resources. 

3. Data-related Vulnerabilities 
Data related vulnerabilities include, Ctifference in location of data may cause difference in jurisdiction l also due to incomplete 
data deletion, and data cannot be deleted completely. As data back-up is done by third part providers it cannot be tmsted. 
Infom1ation of data location is kept disclosed. Data is not encrypted or decrypted, but it is stored, processed and transferrcd in 
clear plain text. 

Counter Measure: 
Destruction strategy for data should be specified on the SLA. 

4. Vulnerabilities in Virtual Machine 
Vulnerabilities in virtual machine are caused qy colocation of virtual mac:hin~s and also by unrestricted allocation and 
deallocation of resources with virtual machines. It is also caused QY ·uncontrolled lJ1igratioo and uncontrolled snapshots. 
Uncontrolled rollback also leads to \Vulnerabilities in virtual machines. 

Counter Measures: 

,/ 

PALM: 

Protection Aegis for Live Migration is a secure live migration framework for preserving integrity and privacy after migration. 

This system is implemented based on Xen and GNU Linux. This system adds to downtime due to encryption and decryption. 


VNSS: 

VNSS is a security framework that can customise security policies for each virtual machine. It also provides cootinuous 

protection via a virtual machine migration. It is implemented using firewall technologies and Ilserspace tools. 

5. Vulnerabilities in virtual machine images 
Vulnerabilities in virtual machine include mismanaged Place~· ages in public repositorie .. ossible to patch 
VM images since they are dormant artefacts. "' \'lavale c.

0«: 
."'-'1 

,;. I
'_:l 

00 .'SJ'Ii 
,. n Technology ~ 

Counler Measure: Department of In1ormn,to . " ~ .. 
Sml Ka.hibai Navale College at E."91Oeeling ;;'! p. 0'9"" 

Mirage: . Vadgaon, IBIL), pune· 411 041 .. . ; Ii. (,,~ --:-af..1. 
Mirage is virtual machine image management system in cloud computing. It provides folio " ~<:I'uritY'fd~f s' like image 
filters, access control framework, repository maintenance services and provenance tracking. The .1iJi[~i~oqhis approach 
is that filters are not able to scan allmalware or remove sensitive data from images. Filters also raise _. Yco.ncerns because 
tiley have to access content of images that may contain confidential data. . 

.bilities in Hypervisors 
,es in hypervisors are caused by complexities in hypervisor code and flexible configuration ofhypervisors, that 

. needs of organization. 
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• HypcrSarc 

Hypcl'Silfe provides hypcrvisor control-flow integrity. It prOlcl:IS type I hypervisor.; using technologies, non bypassabJe 

memory lock down Hnd restricted pointed indexing. Following fOllr types of attack were condUl.:ted 


1. ModifY hypcrvisor code 
2. Execute injected code 
3. ModifY thc page table 
4. Tamper from a return table. 


The Hypersnfe pn!vented allihese attacks successfully. The oVCrhCi.ld W,IS low. 


• TCCP 
Trusted Cloud computing PlaUbnn aLTers closed box execution environments to users. The two important elements requjrcd Me 

a trusted virtual machine monitor and a lrusted coordinator. TCCP has downside that tbe transaetions must be verified, this 
creates overload. This issue can be resolved by direct Anonymous attestation find privacy CA scheme. 

7. Vulficrabilitit!s in virtual Networks 


Vulnerabilities in virtual networks are caused due to shared virtual bridges by several virtual networks. 


Counter Measure: 

• Shared virtual bridges: 
In virtual network security. virtual network framework secures the eommunication among virtual machines. It has two 
configuration modes, bridged and routed. It consists of three layers rooting laycr,.iircwall and sharcd network layer. Secori ty 
web services describe how to secure communication between applications. It is impl'emented through confidentiality. 

integrity. authorization and authentication. 


III. CONCLUS10 

Cloud computing is modern concept that provides many opportunities to users. Some oD the limitations of cloud computing 
reduces its implementation. Overcoming vulnerabilities inn cloud wj ll ma e

J 
organizations shift towards cloud. When cloud, 	 , 

computing leverages othcr technologies, it alsb inherits their security issues. Tl)ere arc orne solutions that help overcomc 
vulnerabilities, but they are immature or ppctically impossibl<:.Jrl thi~ paper, v)e ha,ve discussed vulnerabilities for IaaS cloud 
model. In this paper we have also discussed vaJious vulnerabilities along with counter measures to overcome them. The cloud 
assessment procedure is also described in this paper.·As an output. we dan use processes and evaluation parameters for initiating 
cloud assessment service for cloud pro j aer~ as well as customers. , 

FUTURE WORK 

Cloud computing is said to be way of future. It has made applications and technologies accessible in recent years. Companies 
now require tremendous amount of data to succeed. It is important that sensitive data is well protected, In future, increment in 
implementation of volnerability tools and techniques is expected for all three cloud models. Various tcchnologies like 
CloudSpace are expected to evolve for bettennent. 
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,·tbw/'{/{'{- The potential for quick and different intcrcOIlIlcctivity dUrlng devices operating mixed communications inferfnces has 
permitted a accurately ubiquitous computing situ~lion. Ou the other hund, this bas affected in the same way ubiquito liS Imzanl~ 

owing mlllnly to tbe number and difficulty of facilities being rUII above similur networks. Due to development in Dew tee JlIlology 011 

the way to the awareness of a ubiquitous computing background, it is necessary to discuss effect on the conventional iItfol'llIatioll 
security for maintaining the secrecy, hOuc.sty and availability of information. Also it is rcquircd to find the effect, upcoming 
information security needs, mainly taking into consideration the business practices which have need of actual time durillg which :1 

process or event occurs during information sharing. This paper illustrates study carried out to resolve security problem. 

/(c:rWfJnl.,- Cloud computing, Vulnerability. Ubiquitous Computing. Privacy Preservation. 

I. I N1TtODUCTIO.\ 

An internet-based computing in recent times is developed from business idea to highest riSing 

Information Technology industry which is recognized as Cloud Computing (CC). It permits service in 
well-situated way and users are able to insist network admission to a common pool of sources. It is able to 
as well quickly prerequisite, arrange, and free with the negligible supervision attempt. The CC has a 
number of necessary uniqueness, for example resource collection, whenever required self-service, wide 
network access, calculated service, and quick flexibility [I). In addition, it offers various service models 
like Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and Platform as a Service (paaS) [2). 

There is no more difference in security controls ofCC and information technology environment. On the 
other hand, CC present extra threat as compare to information technology environment for the reasons that 
of the cloud service form, for example consumption [3]. 

Security risks and threats in CC is every day advised us by a new news article, blog entry, or additional 
periodical. Most of the time, security is referred to as the majority considerable barrier for development of 
CC [4]. However this mentions regarding CC security problems creates it hard to prepare a well
established assessment of the defrnite security effect for two main causes: 

I. 	 In these conversations regarding threat, fundamental dictionary terms- plus risk, threat, and 
vulnerability-are repeatedly utilized interchangeably, not including regard to their individual 
mearungs. 

2. 	 Not each matter increased is palticular to CC. 

It requires an investigating on how CC manipulates security matters to get a justifrable kind of tbe 
"delta" that CC includes regarding security matters. A main issue at this time is security vulnerabilities: 
CC creates little best known vulnerability extra important in addition to puts in latest ones to the combine 
[5] . Earlier than we take a nearer glance at vulnerabilities related to cloud, though, we have to primary set 
up what "vulnerability" in actuality is. 

11. ARClllTECTURE OF CLOUD COMPUTISG 

The difficulty of a common IaaS kind cloud infrastructure through hoste 
business environments is absolutely massive. The common cloud model is shO\wn.~lY~· 
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IaaS 

Cloud Computing 

, Orchestration . Hird\vare/Software . 

Services 
Storage _ 

Fig. !. Generic laaS type cloud infrastructure environment [6] 

Furthermore, at the present time a small amount of dealer particular and open source middleware 
elucidations are leading the cloud market. Profit-making cloud middleware elucidations are suggested by a 
small amount of suppliers and a huge quantity of less significant enterprises. Main players in open source 
IaaS cloud branch are Eucalyptus, Nimbus/Cumulus, Open Nebula and Open-Stack, Cloud adopters are 
utilizing cloud expertise at various maturities to increase profit and they are able to no more than hope and 
make use of non-typical, non-transparent, un-trustable communications and overhauls. Clouds are 
regularly utilized for business ideas, so end client's data security is an additional significant issue in clouds 
than in at all other Distributed Computing Infrastructure (DCl's). Our common aim is to offer support 
for several of the main players like system administrators building up sustainable and a smaller total of 
vulnerable infrastructure and live cyber-attacks. 

The United State National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) confines strongly what it 
indicates to offer IT services as of the conveyor belt using fmancial systems of degree in its explanation of 
fundamental cloud uniqueness [7]: 

Self-service required on demand: clients know how to order along with control services with no 
human communication by means of the service supplier, such as, a Web portal and management interface. 
Supply and non-supply of services and connected resources happen without human intervention at the 
supplier. 

Way to ubiquitous network: Cloud services are right to use the network, utilizing standard methods 
along with rules ofprocedure, 

Collection of required resources: Computing resources utilized to provide the cloud service are 
recognized using a homogeneous infrastructure that's collective taken between every service users. 

Fast flexibility: Resources is able to be scaled up and down quickly and flexibly. 

Calculated service: Resource/service handling is continuously indicated, sustaining most effective use 
of a resource of resource handling, usage coverage to the customer, and a system of meeting costs as they 
arise or paying for a service before it is used business models. 
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III. VI II.\I'I\\ItIIII\ " f IOlll( 'O\lI'l 'I'U\{' 

Vulnerability is an important issue of risk. ISO 27005 describes risk like "the possible that a provided 
threat will abuse vulnerabilities of a benetit or collection of benefits and in that way affect damage to the 
business", evaluating it in telms of together the possibility of an incident and its relevance. The Opel/ 
Group's risk taxollomy (OGRT) presents a valuable impression of risk factors as shown in Fig. 2. 

A loss incident takes place as a threat agent fiuitfully exploits vulnerability. The incidence durillg which 
this occurs depends on following factors [8]: 

• The incidence with which threat agents attempt to exploit vulnerability. This incidence is obtained 
by in cooperation the agents' incentive and how much contact the agents enclose to the hit targets. 

• The diversity between the threat agents' hit adeptlities and the system's power to oppose tire hit. 

, Control strength 

Threat capacity 

Random 

Regular 

International 

Asset value 

ILevel of effort I 
Risk 

I----~JI Vulnerability 

Threat event 
Frequency 

Internal VS. external 

Timing 

Organizational 
IDue diligence 

y 
Department~' :-,f~ rmotion Tech~ol09Y 

Sm! K>si,:b1: :~d"3Ie College 01 Engilleenng 
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Fig. 2. Valuable impression of risk factors-[9] YStakeholders I 
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UbiquitOl/S computing (UC) is a prototype where the procedure of daia is connected by means of every 
action or purpose as come across. It engages linking electronic appliances; comprising implanting 
microprocessors to be in touch data. Appliances that utilize ubiquitous computing contain steady 
accessibility and are totally linked. UC highlights on training by taking away the difficulty of computing 
along with enhances good organization at the same time as utilising computing for dissimilar every day 
activities. Unseen mixing of technology in human being envirorunents wherever clients are able 10 
admittance to information and functionality at required location and required place. Unseen mixing of 
technology in person surroundings wherever clients are able to way in to infOJmation and functionality at 
required location and required place (lO]. 

The next are the best reimbursements carried out about by ubiquitous computing the same as they 
force architecture and inhabitants in daily life [II]: 

a. Indistinguishable, 
b. Socialization, 
c. Executive, 
d. Growing Behaviour, 
e. Information dispensation, 
f. Pleasing to the eye knowledge, 
g. Union. 

Ubiquitous 
Mobility 

Internel 
of 

Things 

Mu lti-device 
experience 

s 

Embedded Low COSI, Low 
Sensors Computing power Connectivity 

! t ~ 
Smart Material and Internet on·rungs 

Design Applications 

1 -  1 

Pervasive Computing Applications 

IJ 
Fig. 3. Architecture of Ubiquitous computing 

Y. PRIVACY PllliSE RVATlON T ECH!\'lQUE FORPOlHABLE STORAGE IN UBIQlilTOUS COMPI!TL" G 

The privacy of movable data in cloud is protected using the kernel in~erpolation-based technique; due ~o 
this user can have the control over the movable data. Before exposmg the dar"), the movable data IS 

protected with a security key. This key provides the access to the movable data ".'Llch.can be afforded only 
with the particular key. The layer architecture is bein~ ~eferred ;mor~over, d~ta retneval IS based on the 
user level such that the level-l users is acquire the onglnal data, while level·2, level-3 users acqurre the 
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data with some little modification. The pluggable moving data of the any authorized user is avail~lble only 
using the key and the published data is represented as in Fig. 4. 
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User Interface 
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, 
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K=,' b&oo ;""P0""oo ~"'C 
./ 

Rider 
Optimi7.alion 

algorithm 

Cat Swann 
Optimization 

I I 

~------------------------------

Fig 4. Privacy Preservation Technique for Portable Sforage in Ubiquitous Computing 

VI. RrrSLILT AND DISCUSSION 


) 


The experimentation work is carried out in JAVA language using two varieties of datasets, such as /
Shopping Marketing Data Set and DB-World e-mails Data Set collected from User machine learning 
repository. Shopping Marketing Data Set: The Shopping Marketing Data Set having the multiple 
characteristics with real attributes possessing a total of 34522 instances and 15 attributes. The data is 
collected through the direct marketing campaigns at shopping market which includes the phone numbers 
corresponding to a Indian marketing institution. There are three datasets available in the shopping 
marketing dataset and the attribute information includes: sex, age, product, job type, marital status, 
education, and so on. DB-World e-mails Data Set: It is the collection of 103 e-mails taken from DB World 
newsletter and have been trainet'! for different algorithms for classification. The typical characteristics of 
the dataset considered are text and there are a total of 54 instances with 57432 attributes and 45378 web 
hits. 
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VII. CONCLl!SION 

The privacy preservation technique for portable storage in cloud computing is facilitated usillg the 
optimization permitted kernel interpolation-based technique in which the privacy as well as accuracy of 
the cloud storage data is give surety without any weakness to hazards. The p0l1abie storage data is make 
public in the cloud only after the encrypted data and the user obtains to organize the data. Third-party can 
access the data if the holds the suitable record key, which is utilized for obtaining the original portable data. 
Thus, based on the liking of the users, the right to use the portable data varies, giving the perfect security 
over the data make published in the cloud. 
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Abstract. loT (Internet ofThings) is a sophisticated analytics. and automation sys.tcm Ihal utilizes network.~. big dala, artificial intelligence, and 
sensing technology. and is controlled by an embedded module. It allows one to use affordable wireless technology and transmits the data ill10 

the cloud at a eomponent level.1t also provides a place to s.ave the data - however. the significant challenges in loT relay on security restriction.~ 
related with device cos.1. Moreover.lhe increasing amount of devices further generate opportunili~s for attacks. Hence. to overcome this iss.u\!. 
this paper intends to develop a promising methodology associated with data privacy preservation for handling the loT network. It is obvious 
that the loT devices often generate time s.eries data. where the range of respective lime series dala can be vast. Under such eircumstances. 
proper information extraction through efteclive analysis and relevant privacy preservation of sensitive data from foT is challenging. In this 
paper. the problem that occurred in the data preservation is fonnuJated as a non-linear Objective model. To solve this objeetive model. an 
improved, optirruzed Dragonfly Algorithm (DA) is adopted, whieh is tenned the linproved DA (IDA) algorithm. Here, the proposed model 
focused on preserving the physicalliclivity of human monitoring data' in OIe.. loT l'Cetor. Moreover. the proposed IDA algorilhm is compared 
with convemional schemes such as Geoetic AlgoriUun (GA). Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Bee Colony (ABC), Firefly (FF) and 
DA and the outcomes prove thatlhe suggested scheme is highly used for preserving the sensitive information uploaded in loT. 

Keywords: Internet ofThiogs, seJlSilive dara, privaey preservation,lmproveCt Dragonfly Algorithm 

1. Introduction 

The loT is a compilation of physical objects that are entrenched with software, electronics, together with sensors, 
which allows objects to be sensed and controlled distantly across the traditional network infrastructure, makes the 
direct integration feasible among computer communication networks [1,17,26,29] . Therefore, loT is generally ap
plied in numerOus gpplicalions such as environment monitoring, privacy information [28] transportation, medical 
healthcare systems [7,10,11,37]. building automation. and energy management [21,31]. Moreover, loT is the con
temporary web evolutioIYthat comprises billions of devices, which are preserved by various association and people, 
who are emplQyed to utilize them for their own determinations [3-5]. It can hold the data of entire countries [9]. 
Furthef; <;yber security and privacy manages with the embarrassment of intimidations which currently interrupts 
the organizatiO'lls. loT must deal powerfully with such intimidations and confidentiality of the information gath
ered d asSure the protection and are distilled from loT strategies to comprehend its entire potential [2,27]. On 
the other h1md. loT offers several characteristic limitations that make the appliance of traditional privacy methods 
and security challenges [39]. It is owing to the loT solutions, wbich comprise a variety of private security and 
solutions for defending such loT data in addition to the store at the layer of the device. the loT platform and the 
infrastructure layer or loT application layer [42]. Subsequently. a magnificent confront in loT is to guarantee the 
end-to-end security across the mentioned three loT layers. 
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Unsuitably, owing to the resource constrictions of loT devices, it lumds over tremendollsly multifaceted com
putation to the energy nbllndant doud for significantly improved c:lpability forever [35], On the other hand, the 
output,..;, inputs, in addition [() Ihe rule of Ihe fundamental estimation might be intimately related to the privacy 
of loT users, which could not be undefended to collusion between malicious loT llsers in addition to maliciou s 
cloud servers [13, 14}. Several cases take place, where information and communication systems are endangered 
by one who utilizes security guidelines in Information and Communication Technology (lCT) appliances [12,22]. 
Therefore, several security tools are being developed and researched to defend from communication and infor
mation attacks. The protection requirements and susceptibility for protocols that are utilized in an atmosphere 
are scrutinized [40], In addition to security solutions, the related threat investigation is suggested in [19,25] with 
the intention of dealing with security threats using network edge strategies, In [23,32] an examination 6f an loT 
environment is provided with major security associated factors. As a result, an important problem of immense 
concern is necessary for how to model new proficient privacy-preserving solutions with loT---cloud convergence for 
subsequent generation mobile technologies. 

This paper contributes an enhanced data sanitization and data restoration over the loT network for secure data 
transmission, Primarily, a key is produced by hiding the secured data, by which the sen~i t ive data is sanitized in 
a protected way, and the data restoration is performed using the inverse key. For: an improved key generation, an 
optimization scheme known as DA is employed to obtain the objective model. Be~ides, the suggested scheme is 
distinguished with various traditional algorithms like GA, PSO, ABC, FF ana DA algOrithms and the outcomes are 
attained, This approach is feasibl e to preserve all types of datasets in different applications like medical, business, 
entertainment, etc. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the related works and reviews done on this topic. Section 3 
discusses the proposed data privacy preservation architecture and Section 4 analyses the optimal key generation 
based on the DA algorithm, Section 5, I describes the simulation procedure, and Section 5 portrays the results and 
discussions, Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper, 

2. Literature review 

2,/, Related works 

In 2017, Prem Prakash Jayaraman etlll. [16] proposed loT for end-to-end cyber security to prevail over the 
threats in privacy, This has been, attained 5y initiating novel methods to conserve the loT data, obtaining loT 
architectures and perfonnance of concept systems, which guarantees the confidentiality of loT data that, was 
widened for open source, platform, The entire data was gathered arbitrarily from the loT tool and articulated as 
data addends when accu-rnulating one of the numbers in the component. The effectiveness and presentation were 
estimated, and applicability and possibility on the open platform were confinned experimentally. The suggested 
method had improVed performance on evaluating the proposed loT system since it produces the data and conserves 
the system privacy, 

In 2017, Gan&Sun et ai, [30] hypothetically evaluated the Attack Dummy Local Selection (ADLS) scheme with 
their suggested Dummy Local Selection (DLS) algorithm, This was made on the location Based Services (LBS), 
in which the uS,er privacy was attacked, LBS offer service to the entire users offering the improved probability 
to follow the data of third parties, Using the offered information and the metric entropy, DLS chooses a dummy 
location for best privacy leveL ADLS scheme has the benefit of recognizing the location of the user from the 
dummy DLS location, On executing the algorithms, they establish that the implemented algorithm offers data
driven service of loT with improved effectiveness and reduced perfonnance error defending the user's location. 

In 2017, Mujahid Mobsin et aJ. [24] formed a novel and a comprehensive data-driven service loT checker that 
was scalable; interoperable offering enhanced security. The variances of security formation were arrested routinely, 
and the intimidation vectors were evaluated, Real world loT commodities were calculated for security depending 
on ontology. The hl:lma.o formation errors were moreover eradicated. Automatic security arrangement for a variety 
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of global specifications, intcmctions. and dependencies was offered. Threats vectors develop from several cyhcr 
privacy attacks were al~o resolved. Simulation of rule dependent constraints lIsing several configurations expo~cd 
the performance of the network such ns :-icalability i.1nd effectiveness the siz.e of the network. 

In 2017, Seokcheol Lee et al. [20] inspected the susceptibilities in the existing security system. A Game The()ry 
dependent on loT was suggested to prevail over Ihe issues like adverse effects owing to thc mutual communkalion 
of adversary. loss of objectivity in cost efficiency, and sccurity administrator. It encompasses three steps specif
ically analyzing cost, strategy modeling. Hnd payoff computntion. Tn construct a safe loT, a network loe,alon is 
considered, therefore the crisis and the solution can be explained. The network was safeguarded against a variety 
of cyber-attacks. The proposed technique was evaluated with the legacy scheme. The security suscep).ibilities were 
noticed, and moreover, it eradicates the inconveniences of cybcr-auack. 

In 2017, Ming Tao et al. [33] worked on the highly developed Cloud computing technology and loT for offeri ng 
enhanced service in home mechanization. They measured interoperations, of interaction heterogeneous devices 
that produced a cloud layered platform which is dependent on ontology for offering security service framework. 
This scheme has facilitated monitoring and remote controlling of business intelligence, home applications, alld 
multimedia entertainment for a smart home ecological unit. The intention of this technique was to offer pleasanc and 
secured smart monitoring and control of the home appliances. It has moreover offered the cybersecurity for all the 
communieations. Certain inconveniences such as deficient in globalizing the standar..ds owing to the multifaceted 
addressing were produced from collaboration of the home devices with any government authorities or organization. 

In 2017, Bogdan-Cosmin Chi for et aI. [6] presented a scheme that offers a secured communication channel 
among the eloud computing services and the embedded system. It is a user-centered tool giving security from 
a cloud system, which was not confidential. A security stack was ' n"Corporated in conventional loT frame previ
ously for heterogeneous devices, which was offered to the user to substantiate their strategies. Linkage among 
various accounts could not be able to be done by the producer. A device authorization system attaches the smart 
home loT applications to a cloud, which was not confidential. The FIDO protocol was adopted for transferring 
secured authoritative messages and unlocking was made by {he user employing a private key, such as biometric 
authentication. 

In 2017, Mengmeng Ge et al. [8] designed a structure to protect the loT that includes five phases namely, model 
updates. security visualization, security model generation, data proeessing and security ana1ysis. The probable 
improvement and the consequence of the securilY attack were learned. The structure was produced from loT gen
erator that offers infonnation network. Moreover, security modeled generator offering the comprehensive Security 
Evaluator and Hierarchal Attack Representation Model (HARM) design has scrutinized the network security with 
several security matrices. Three various situations like health care, smart home, and environment monitoring were 
selected. A security decision maker deeides the major susceptible part of the network. Depending upon the decision 
taken, the defense operation in opposition to the cyber-attack was continned. 

In 2017, Fernando A. Teixeira et aI. [34] focused the distributed body as a single body and accordingly modeled 
a widespread program for exchanging infom18tion. The program protects the system from attacks caused due to 
buffer overflow by verifying the infomlation from several nodes. An algorithm was outlined to efficiently discover 
inter-program associations. They confirmed that the scheme introduced was secured, and the system was designed 
accurately witli appropriate tennination. The solution involves minimized runtime of 6% with an average overhead 
size of the grogram. The outcome had increased precision, and Tainted Row Analysis (TFA) selects the memory, 
which has to be chosen to regulate the overflow. 

2.2. Review 

Numerous research contributions have been done in the literature to address the issue of security protocols in 
loT as shown by Table I. In [16], integrated privacy preservation scheme has been developed for cybersecurity 
and privacy threats. Nonetheless, it affects form compatibility and complexity. Also, the ADLS [30] provide better 
computational cost, and it is efficient for locating the user with less probability. However, it does not reduce the 

'bandwidth usage. Conversely, the semantic model [24] has also been reported in the literature. It hjl£-$>m enefits 
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T:lhle I 


Rcvi(\w Oil security pw\()\!ois in 10'1' 

Author Icit:llionJ Adoplcd mclhO(\ology Fcailires Challenges 

Jayarmmm el :11.1 I6] 

Sun et n1. (301 

Mohsin et nJ. [24) 

Seokeheol Lee el al. [20} 

Millg Tao et al. {33] 

Bogdan-Cosmin Chiror et al. (6] 

Mengmeng Ge el al. lS) 

Fernando A. Teixeira ct a1. [:WI 

hltcgrated privucy 
pre~ervation scheme 

ADLS algorithm 

Semanlic model 

GamcTheory 

Multi-layer eloud 
architectural model 

FIDO pr()(ocol 

HARM~based technique 

Distributed system anaJysis 

• Cyber security 
• Privacy threats 

• Beller computlltional cost 
• The efficiency with Jess 
probability of locating the user 

• Scalnbility 
• Interopernbility. auto nrresting 
• Eliminates human errors 

• Eliminnte.~ the loss of ohjectivity 
• Cost efficiency 
• Eliminate.~ security vulnernhililie.~ 

• EITcctivc and secured home scrviecs 
• Eliminates hcterogcneity is.~\lcs 

• Secured tr<lllsaction 

• It provides n suitable defense 
mechnnism 

• Protect against buffer overflow 
attack 

• Compatibility 
• Complexity 

• It doc.~ not reduce the bandwidth 
usage 

• Limited ontologies 
• II limits the reusnliility oplions 

• To overcome energy cfficiency 
problems is difficult 

• Lack of handling global standards 

• Not support if there is a loss in the 
network packet 

• Does not have the ability to 
compute allthc potential attacks 

• Program insecurity when integer 
overflow occurs 

such as scalability, interoperability, auto arresting and elQuinates human errors. Nevertheless, it suffers from some 
drawbacks such as limited ontologies, and it limits tl1~ reusability options. The Game Theory [20] eliminates the 
loss of objectivity and also it eliminates the securi!)' vulne(]lbilities but to overcome energy efficiency problems is 
difficult. In [33] Multi-layer cloud architectural (Iloilel qas been adopted for eliminates the heterogeneity issues yet, 
it lacks from handling global standards. On the other hand, the loT and cloud computing technology, FIDO protocol 
[6] is known for its secured transaction. Nevertheless, it does not support if there is a loss in the network packet. 
In [8], the HARM-based technique has been developed to provide a suitable defense mechanism. Nonetheless, 
it cannot compute all the potential attacks. Also, [34] proposes the distributed system analysis it protect against 
buffer overftow attack. However, the main issue of this technique is program insecurity when integer overflow 
occurs. These drawbacks have extremely motivated for handling privacy preservation mechanism in loT. 

3. Proposed data privacy preservation model 

3.1. Adopted architecture 

The sens;(ive daia-which has to be uploaded to loT involves two major processes namely, daLl hiding and data 
restorati~. li'li tiiilly, for hiding the preserved data, a key should be generated, by which the sensitive data could 
be encrypted in a secure way. Moreover, the generated key has to be converted into its binary value, which should 
be similar to the length of the data. Moreover, the main contribution of this paper is to tune or optimize the best 
key that is most suited for the data sanitization and restoration. The optimization concept with the proposed IDA 
is used for optimizing the keys which are given randomly. The binary cODverted optimized key is utilized by 
the sanitization process, and the corresponding inverse key is utilized for the restoration process. The sanitized 
(encrypted) sensitive data is subsequently conveyed over the transmission line in a secured manner. The authorized 
person at the receiver could then obtain the sanitized data using the inverse key. The generated key should be 
designed optimally so that the correlation between the restored and original data seems too high. The overall 
architecture of the suggested data preservation model is given ;I\~ 1/ 
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Fig. I. The oyerall framework of the proposed data privacy preservation in loT network. 

Fig. 2. The process involved in data hiding scheme. 

3.2. Data hiding and restoration 

Data hiding: The sensitive data transmitted over the loT network has to be hidden using key generation before 
passing it over the transmission line. Prior to the hiding process, the key should be converted to the binary form. 
The formation o~binary data is a specific process that could be carried out as follows: Let the data size be DI x D2 
(200 x 4), where DI be the records and D 2 be the fields. The optimal size key could be considered as 20 x I tbat is 
to be mUltiplied with original sensitive data to produce the sanitized (ltidden) data. The key to be processed should 
be convened'into its binary form initially. For tbat, the elements in (20 x I) are partitioned into five subsets, where 
all the subsets contain 4 elements and every element in the key is transformed into 40 binary bits, such that each 
subset achieves (40 x 4) data. Thus the partitioned set contains five (40 x 4) data, which is said to be the generated 
binary data. The entire five (40 x 4) data is concatenated to get the cumulative binary data that would be in size 
(200 x 4). After the production of binary data, it is multiplied by original sensitive data to attain tbe sanitized data. 
Figure 2 demonstrates the overall architecture of the data hiding process. 

Data restoration: The generated key eomprises of two major components namely, index and sensitive data. In 
the data restoration process, a vector of the sanitized data of equivalent length is produced for sensitive data that is 
subsequently multiplied with the optimal key index. Consequently, the multiplied data is added with sanitized data 
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Fig, 3, Process involved in dala rc,~toratjon scheme. 

to obtain original or restored data. If the optimized key produced by IDA is accurate, then original data is recovered 
efficiently. In a funher case, if the key produced is not optimal, then the restoration of original data could not be 
made proficiently. As a result, in this paper, the correlation coefficient of both recovered. and original data is 
determined to reveal the efficiency of the implemented IDA scheme. The process involved in the data restoration 
process is given in Fig. 3. 

3.3. Exemplary form 

Let us consider that the data could be 5, 3, 3 and 2, where '3' is considered as the sensitive data. The key 
generated would be 1.0, °and 1. On multiplying ~e sensitive data and the generated key (after converting into 
its binary fonn), the sanitized data could be attained as 5, 0, °and 2. Further, by deploying the inverse key, the 
original data can be accessed as 5, 3, 3, 2. The overall illustration of data hiding and data restoration process is 
given in Fig. 4. 

3.4. Objective model 

The objective of the propqsed privacy preservation model in LoT network is to generate an optimal key for 
obtaining the accurate re.sto(ed data. The objective model L can be formulated as given as in Eq. (I), where S is 
the sanitized data, a is the original data and R is the data which has to be preserved and N is the number of data 
and the value of H is given by Eg. (2). 

L = MID(H) , ( L) 

H = Min(L~J S_[L~t °N- Lf=J RJ). (2)
~Li=J 0 Li=t 0 

4, OptimaL key generation based on the DA aLgorithm 

4.1. Solution encoding 

The keys to be sanitiZed are given to the DA algorithm for solution encoding. The number of keys ranging from 
key I to Mk is optimized using the DA algorithm, and the better key is identified. The solution encoding process 
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Fig. 4. An illustration of data hiding and restoration process. 

Fig. 5, Key$O Jor. solution encoding, 

is illustrated in Fig. S. Here, key (chromosome) is given as solution and the length of the chromosome is given by 
the Eq. (3). It means the random keys are considered as a solution to the IDA method. 

DI 
Lenglh of chromosome = 40 x Dz· (3) 

Moreover, the boundary limit of chromosome length lies between I to 2" 
limit, and 2" - I is the maximum boundary limit. 

I, where I is the minimum boundary 

4.2. Improved Dragonfly Algorithm 

In nature, dragonflies'are measured as tiny predators that hunt all the other minute insects. The major inspiration 
of the DA technique [IS] instigates from static and dynamic swarming behaviors. These two swarming behaviors 
are found to be incredibly related to tbe two major phases of optimization using meta-heuristics: exploitation and 
exploration. Dragonflies generate sub-swanns and fly around several areas in a static swarm that is considered as 
the major mten ·on of the exploration phase. Accordingly, in the static swarm, nevertheless, dragonflies fly in larger 
swamis and In a single direction that is constructive in the exploitation phase. All such behaviors are numerically 
designed as follows. 

The separation formulation is measured as in Eq. (4), where X j reveals the jth position of the neighbouring 
individual, X is the position of the current individual and N is the number of neighbouring individuals. 

N 

P,=-LX-Xj. 
j=l Yo 
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Alignment is CV:lhl.ltcd as givcn by Eq. (5), where Xj indic,llcs the velocity of jth neighbuuring individual. 
Moreover, the cohesion formulation is eVilluated hy Eq. (6), in which X j reveals the position jlh neighhouring 
individu<ll, N represents the number of neighborhuods nnd X dcnotcs thl;! position of the current individual. 

(5) 

(6) 

Attraction to a food resource is measured by Eq. (7). in which X+ exposes the position of the fooo source and 
X indic~ltes the position of the current individual. 

E, = X+ - x. (7) 

Distraction outwards an enemy is given by Eq, (8), in which X- exposes the position of the enemy and X is the 
position of the current individual. 

F, =X- + x. (8) 

For updating the arLificial dragonflies position ill an exploration space and execute their movements, two vectors 
were taken into account: position (X) and step (~X) . 

The step vector reveals the direction of the dragonfly movement as provided in Eq. (9), in which P, denotes the 
separation of ith individual, p reveals the separation weight, 'a is the alignment weight and A represents the ith 
individual cohesion, c signifies the cohesion weight, B exposes the alignment of i individual, Ei signifies the food 
resource of the ith individual, f denotes the food factor, e indicates the enemy factor, w provides the inertia weight 
and Fi symbolizes the position of enemy of ith individual I signifies the iteration counter. 

~x,+j = (pP, + aB, + cA; + fE, + eF,) + W~X,. (9) 

After the evaluation of step vector, the position vectors are formulated as in Eq. (10), in which t denotes the 
current iteration. 

(10) 

For enhancing the stochastic behavior, exploration. and randomness of the artificial dragonflies, they are ne
cessitated to fly around the e<u>loration space using an arbitrary walk, while there is an absence of neighboring 

) solutions. Under such situatiorys, the dragonfly position is updated by Eq. (11), in which z iudicates the dimension 
of the position vectors and. t denotes the current iteration, 

(11) 

The Levy flighl is measured as in Eq. (12), in which, (J is a constant, " and '2 are two arbitrary numbers that 
are lying between [0,1), and 8 can be evaluated as in Eq. (13), in which rex) = (x - 1). 

Levy(x) = 0.01 
rj X 8 

x --,-, (12) 

hi' 

_ 
8 

(r(1 +{J) x Sin(¥))*'_I .r(liPJ x {J x 2(-;:-) 
(13) 

The pseudo code of the conventional DA scheme is given by Algorithm 1. 
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Fig. 6. Convergence analysis for the proposed and conventional algorithms: (a) Test case I. (b) Test case 2, (c) Test case 3. 

5.3. Sanitization potency 

The sanitization analysis for the suggested model is given in Fig. 7 for ten experiments. From Fig. 7(a), tbe 
sanitization analysis for Experiment I for Test case I can be obtained, where the suggested model is 40% superior 
to GA, 20% superior to ABC, 20% superior to PSO, 78.5% superior to FF and 26.6% superior to DA algorithm. 
Moreover, the proposed sanitization scrutiny for Experiment II for Test cases I from Fig. 7(b) is 60% better than 
GA, 30% better than ABC, 40% better than PSO, 85.5% better than FF and 75% better than DA techniques. Also, 
from Fig. 7(c), the sanitization study for Experiment III for Test case I is noted, where the proposed model is 
75% superior to GA, 71.4% superior to ABC, 66.6% supeliot to PSO, 84% superior to FF and 20% superior to DA 
scbemes. Further, from Fig. 7(d), the sanitization analysis for E xperiment IV for Test case 3 can be achieved, where 
the presented model is 86.5% superior to GA, 73.3% s.l!perior to ABC, 50% superior to PSO, 75% superior to FF 
and 20% superior to DA methods. Similarly, from Fig. 7(e), the sanitization study for Experiment V for Test case 2 
is observed, in which the proposed model is 13% better than GA, 70% better than ABC, 60% better than PSO, 
92.3% better than FF and 10% better than DA scpemes, From Fig. 7(f), the sanitization analysis for Experiment VI 
for Test case I is attained, where the introduced algorithm is 84.16% superior to GA, 72.8% superior to ABC, 
68.3% superior to PSO, 81.9% superior to FF and 5.26% superior to DA methods. Moreover, the presented model 
for Experiment VII for Test case 3 can be achieVed from Fig. 7(g), which is 77.7% better than GA, 20% better 
than ABC, 20% better than PSO, 76.9.0/0 bener than FF and 20% better than DA schemes. From Fig. 7(h), the 
sanitization study for Experiment VIlI for Test case 2 is represented, in which the suggested model is 75% superior 
to GA, 30% superior to ABC, 30% superior to PSO, 84% superior to FF and 20% superior to DA schemes. Also. 
from Fig. 7(i), the sanitization study for Experiment IX for Test case 3 is measured, in which the implemented 
method is 83.2% better than GA. 70.58% better than ABC, 72.2% better than PSO. 81.48% better than FF and 
3.8% better than DA algorithms. Finally. the sanitization study for Experiment X for Test case I From Fig. 7Ul is 
pointed out, in which tbe suggested method is 78.5% superior to GA, 20% superior to ABC, 70% superior to PSO. 
78.5% superior to FF and 26.6% superior to DA techniques. Tbus the enhancement of the proposed algorithm 
regarding» anifihuon analysis has been confirmed. 

5.4. Res oration potency 

The restoration analysis for the proposed model is specified in Fig. 8 for three cases for ten experiments. From 
Fig. 8(a), the restoration analysis for an Experiment I for Test case I is noted, where tbe proposed model is 9% 
superior to ABC, 10.1% superior to GA, 4% superior to DA. 10.1% superior to FF and 9.5% superior to PSO 
algorithm. Also. from Fig. 8(b). the suggested restoration analysis for Experiment II for Test case I is 15.5% better 
than FF, 14.14% better than GA, 9% better than PSO. 10.1 % better than ABC and 1 % better than DA techniques. 
As well. from Fig. 8(c), the restoration study for Experiment III for Test case 3 can be obtained, where the proposed 
model is 17.17% superior to GA. 16.16% superior to PSO. 17.17% superior to FF, 15.15% superior to ABC and 
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Aigorillull I 


COJlventional Dragunlly clptimi7.:llinn f(lr uptinlal key ~cncralioll 


initialize the populnlil)Q Ill' dra~()lIny Xj (i = I. 2.... , II) 


Initialize step \'CC!OI'S t:-.Xi (i = 1,2, . . , II) 


whih: the end conditiuu i~ 110t fultillcd 


Compute the objective value of entire (il'cftic,~ 


Update enemy alld food sllurce 


Updllie w, s, fl. C, f and e 


Compule P. H. A, F ;md £ using E.g. (o:I)-(X) 


Neighboring mdiu); is updillcd 


if a dragoolly involves one neighbor dt<lgonny. 


Update velocity vector using Eq. (9) 


Update position vector using Eq. (10) 


elsc 


Update position VL"Ctor lIsing Eq. (II) 

end if 

Verify and "pprove the lIovd positions depending on variable boun'daries 

end while 

4.3. Proposed Dragonfly Algorichm 

To obtain an optimal key for secure sanitization and restoration of sensitive data. improved DA is adopted. The 
conventional DA algorithm could be able to solve only continuous and single objective optimization problems. 
Hence, this paper adopts a self·improved DA to overcome the challenges prevailing in it. The best dragonfly is 
denoted by XB, and the worst dragonfly is denoted by X IV. According to the improved DA, after updating w, s, a, 
c, f and e, the values of P, B and A using Eq. (4)-(6) are only evaluated. 

In improved DA algorithm, not only the food position is defined, but also the fitness position is also described 
and compared with the threshold fitness, as given by Eq. (14). 

Fitness threshold = food fitness + (food fitness x 0.2). (14) 

Therefore, the attraction of X B towards the food will be obtained as a minimum the distraction of XB from 
enemy would be maximum. Subsequently, the neighboring radius r is updated. Under a condition tbat tbe dragonfi y 
includes a neighbor, velocity is Updated using Eq. (6) and Eq. (7). Finally, update the positions of the dragonflies 
depending on the optimal position and distance. The pseudo code of the proposed IDA .approach is given by 
Algorithm 2. 

5. Results and discussions 

5.1. Simulation procedure 

The proposed data sanitization and restoration model in loT network were simulated in MATLAB 20 15a, and the 
achieved results were observed. The experimentation was conducted using physical activity data monitoring, http:// 
archive.ics.uci.edulmlldatasets/pamap2+physicai+activity+monitoring. It contains 18 different physical activities 
(such as walking, cycling, playing soccer, etc.), performed by 9 subjects wearing 3 inertial measurement units and 
a heart rate monitor. Each data is of [600 x 41, i.e., 600 records and 4 fields. The synthetic data was produced 
from the original data. The corresponding data was varied in 10%, 20%, and 30% respectively and generated three 
test cases: Test case I, Test case 2 any Test case 3 or every cbange, arbitrary data were produced, i.e., for 10% 
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AI~orithlll :2 

Pro[l()~d IlrOl!;onfly nptimii'.atiull optimal kcy }!c:ncralioll 

Initialize: the p(lpuhltilln Ilf dragotltly Xi (i = 1.2..... /I ) 


Initillli'l.c stcp vc~tU1"S J).X; (i == 1,2.. . .. 11) 


while the: end condition is not fulfilled 


Compute the ohjcctivc valuc of cmire flrcllics 


UpJatc cncmy and food source 


Update w . .I, fl. I.:. j and I! 


Computc 1'. /l and A using Eq. (4)-(6) 

If Dislancc from Xnlh position to food position < rand 
Dist:mcc from X n fitncss to food timess ~ threshold 

Compute Busing Eq. (7) 

Else 

E = zcms(d. I) 

If DiSlancc from Xnth position 10 enemy position < rand 
Distance fro01 X81h ntnc..ss [0 enemy til1less ~ threshold 

Compute Fusing Eq. (H) 

Else 

F = zeros(d. 1) 

Neighboring radius is updnted 

ira dragonfly involves one neighbor dragonfly, 

Update vciocity vector n:>ing Eq. (9) 

Update position vector using Eq. (10) 

else 

Update position vc:ctor using Eq. (11) 

end if 

Verify and approve the novel positions depending on variable boundaries 

end while 

variation random data were genel1lted in the range of (-10 to +10), for 20% variation, data were created in the 
range of (-20 to +20), for 30% variation, data were created in the range of (-30 to +30) either by adding or 
subtracting the value. Therefore, for every test case, there will be ten synthetie data. Next, to the implementation, 
the proposed method was compared with conventional schemes like GA (361, PSO (181, ABC (411, FF (381 and DA 
[15] and the results wete oBtained. In the analytical part. the analysis corresponding to convergence, sanitization 
potency, restoration pot~ncy, key sensitivity, and different attacks has been focussed. Here, .he performance of 
sanitization and restoration is better if the cost function is minimum, and restoration efficiency is maximum. 

5.2. Convergence analysis 

The conver.gence analysis for the proposed model for obtaining accurate data sanitization and data restoration 
process over loT network concerning iteration is given in Fig. 5. From Fig. 6(a), the convergence analysis for Test 
case I for tne suggested model is 86.6% beller than GA, 78.9% better than ABC, 80%. beller than PSO, 86.2% 
better than FF and 50% better than DA algorithms. Similarly, the convergence analysis for Test case 2 ean be 
achieved from Fig. 6(b), where the suggested model is 50% superior to GA, 73.6% superior to ABC, 68.75% 
superior to PSO, 81.4% superior to FF and 20% superior to DA algorithms. Also, from Fig. 6(c), the implemented 
scheme for Test case 3 is 89.2% better than GA, 81.25% better than AIle, 81.25% better than PSO, 80% better 
than FF and 50% better than DA algorithms. Thus the capability of the suggested algorithm in revealing better 

\ .,< ~.~' 

convergence analysis has been proved. '<JJ>s/ 
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4% superior to DA schemes. Similarly, from Fig. 8(d), the restoration analysis for Experiment IV for Test case 2 
can be predicted, where the presented model is 14.14% superior to ABC, 16.16% superior to GA,14. 14% superior 
to PSG, I% superior to DA and 16.16% superior to FF methods. Similarly, from Fig. 8(e), the restoration study for 
Experiment V for Test case I is noticed, in which the implemented model is 6.25% better than GA, 8.33% better 
than FF, 3.12% better than PSG, 4.16% better than ABC and 1.04% better than DA schemes. From Fig. 8(t), the 
restoration analysis for Experiment VI for Test case 3 is obtained, in which the suggested algorithm is 17.17% 
superior to GA, 16.16% superior to PSG, 16.16% superior to ABC, 17.17% superiono FF and 1% superior to DA 
methods. Furthermore, the presented algorithm for Experiment VII for Test case 1 can be achieved from Fig. 8(g), 
which is 1 L 12% better than GA, 8% better than ABC, 8% better than PSG, 12.12% better than FF, and 1,% better 
than DA schemes. From Fig. 8(h), the restoration study for Experiment VIII for Test case I is represented, in which 
the suggested model is 11.11 % superior to GA, 9% superior to ABC, 10.1 % superior to PSG, I ~.12% superior to 
FF and 4% superior to DA schemes. Also, from Fig. 8(i), the restoration study for Experiment IX for Test case 3 
is pointed out, in which the implemented method is 16.16% better than ABC, 19.19% better than GA, 15.15% 
better than PSG and 19.19% better than FF algorithms. At last, the restoration study for Experiment X for Test 
ease I is mea.ured from Fig. 8(j), in which the suggested method is 9% superior to ABC, 12.12% superior to PSG 
10.1% superior to GA, and 10.1 % superior to FF techniques. Thus, the development of the implemented privacy 
preservation algorithm concerning restoration analysis has been established. 

5.5. Key sensilivity analysis 

The key sensitivity analysis for the proposed data sanitization and data restoration model for 10%, 30%,40%, 
and 70% is specified by Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 for three c ..~s for ten experiments. From the Table 2, for Test 
case I, it can be noted that, for 10%, the proposed method is 5.35% belt r than GA, 1.76% better than ABC, 1.71 % 
better than PSG, 3.35% better than FF and 236% better than ClA schemes. Similarly, for 30%, the suggested model 
is 1.2% superior to GA, 5.27% superior to ABC, 2.83% superior to PSG, 5.41 % superior to FF and 3.91 % superior 
to DA methods. Similarly, from Table 3, for Test case 2, the proposed key sensitivity for 30% is 6.85% better than 
GA, 1.14% better than ABC, 5.38% better than PSG, 2.88% better than FF and 8.02% better than DA schemes. 
Similarly, for 70%, the presented model is 3.28% superiorto GA, 6.28% superiorto ABC, 8.13% superior to PSG, 
0.9% superior to FF and 5.99% superior to DA methods. Also, from Table 4, for Test case 3, the implemented 
model for 30% is 5.17% better than GA, 6.77% better than ABC, 4.63% better than PSG, 4.37% better than FF 
and 7.44% better than DA schemes. Li~ewise, for 40%, the implemented scheme is 4.33% superior to GA, 0.15% 
superior to ABC, 1.23% superiof to PSG, 3.52% superior to FF and 2.98% superior to DA schemes. Thus the 
enhanced key sensitivity with better restoration capability was found to be exhibited using the proposed approach. 

5.6. Statistical analysis ' 

As Ihe statistical analysis is met heuristic in nature, the proposed scheme was iterated several times, and the belter 
result was taken. iThe statistical analysis for the proposcd model is specified by Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7 for 
three cases. For est case 1, the best performance oftbe proposed method is 73.9% superiorto GA, 73.24% superior 
to ABC, 73.63% superior to PSO, "nel 70 7.3% superior to FF and 32.8% ouperior to DA techniques. Purther, tile 
wo~t pe orlD!'Ilce of the suggested scheme is 715% better than GA, 71 % better than ABC, 71.8% better than 
PSG, 70.22% better than FF and 42.04% better than DA schemes. Similarly, for Test case 2, the presented method 
for mean estimation is 81.57% superior to GA, 80.92% superior to ABC, 81.25% superior to PSO, and 80.33% 
superior to FF and 35.15% superior to DA techniques. Also, the median performance of the suggested model is 
83.1% better than GA, 82.86% better than ABC, 8223% better than PSG, 82.3% better than FF and 44.1 % better 
tban DA methods. Similarly, for Test case 3, the implemented model regarding the best performance is 73.9% 
superior to GA, 73.24% superior to ABC, 73.63% superior to PSG, and 70.23% superior to FF and 32.8% superior 
to DA techniques. Moreover, for Test case 3, the proposed method regarding best performance is 92.5% superior 
to GA, 92.6% superior to ABC, 92.7% superior to PSG, and 92.2% superior to FF and 50.4% superior to DA 
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Fig. 7. Sanitization analysis for the proposed and conventional algorithm for Test case 1, Test case 2. Test case 3: (a) Experiment I. (b) Ex· 
penment II, (c) Experiment m, (d) Experiment tv. (e) Experiment V, (f) Experiment VI. (g) Experiment vn. (h) Experiment vm. (i) Experi· 
ment IX, (j) Experiment X. 
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Table 2 

Key scnsi!ivity ,Ulillysis fnr proposcd nnd convcutionalmcthlxl.. for Te... t 1.::1:«: 1 


Methods 10% 30% 40% 71>% 

GA [36J 0.793428 0.74664 0.811702 0.643115 

ABC [18J 0.832226 0.776299 0.808966 0.652855 

PSO [41] 0.84975 0.758177 0.797185 0.628397 

FF [38J 0 .835347 0.777358 0.7735 13 0.622441 

DA[ISJ 0.815181 0.766287 0.807078 0.603754 

IDA 0.834724 0.737115 0.755306 0.542988 

Table 3 


Key sensitivity analysis for proposed and convenlional methods for Test case 2 


Melhods 10% 30% 40% 70% 

GA [36J 0.919385 0.867836 0.72953 1 0.724231 

ABC [18J 0.9 14688 0.84596 0.693295 0.745334 

PSO[4IJ 0.930724 0.879129 0.7 19481 0.758585 

FF [38J 0.91 1527 0.840301 0.701927 0.694579 

DA[15J 0.928091 0.869447 0.737909 0.743465 

IDA 0.906184 0.818554 0.682226 0.700958 

Table 4 


Key sensitivity ana lysis for proposed and convemionalmethods for Test case 3 


Methods 10% 30% 40% 70% 

GA (36) 0 .951551 0.787232 0.772462 0.813496 

ABC [18J 0.942405 0.799966 0.741685 0.796677 

PSO [41) 0.941663 0] 83371 0.749087 0.815169 

FF[38) 0.94828 M813l9 0.766292 0.802601 

DA[15) O. 916 0.804601 0.762308 0.817447 

IDA 0.941979 0.748288 0.739892 0.788792 

techniques. Also, the standard de¥iali:on for the proposed model is 51.4% superior to GA, 56.9% superior to ABC, 
34.7% superior to PSO, and 35.9o/"'superior to FF and 59.3% superior to DA techniques. Thus the enhancement of 
the implemented model regarding statistical analysis has been confirmed. 

5.7. Comparison based on attacks 

The attacks like Known Plain Text Attacks (KPA) and Cipher Plain Text Attacks (CPA) are defined in this 
section. KPA isanaJyzed by correlating one original data with all origin a) data and one sanitized data with all 
sanitize<! data. Likewise, the CPA anaJysis is defined by correlating each sanitized data with its corresponding 
restored data. The proposed model regarding CPA attack is given by Table 8 for threetest cases. From Table 8, the 
suggested model for Test case I is 1.64% superior to GA, 2.95% superior to ABC, 1.14% superior to PSO, and 
5.76% superior to FF and 2.24% superior to DA techniques. SimilarJy, for Test case 2, the proposed scheme is 5% 
better than GA, 5.93% better than ABC, 5.72% better than PSO, 2.96% better than FF and 0.2% better than DA 
methods. On considering KPA attack from Table 9, the implemented model for Test case 1 is 0.8% superior to GA, 
0.3% supelior to ABC, 0.1 % superior to PSO, 1.7% superior to FF and 0.5% superior to DA schemes. Also, for 
Test case 3, the presented method is 5.6% better than GA, 3.38% better than ABC, 1.57% better than PSO, 1.7% 
better than FF and 5.19% better than DA methods. Thus the enhanced computation of the proposed method has 
been validated by the simulation results. 
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6. 	 Conclusion 

This paper has presented the improved data sanitization and rcstorar-ion model over the loT network. For hiding 
the preserved data, a key was generated, by which the sensitive data was sanitized in a secure way_ Moreover, 
the generated key was converted into its binary value, which should be similar to the length of the data. Then tl,O 
sanitized (encrypted) sensitive data was subsequently conveyed over the transmission line in a secured manner. 
The authorized person at the receiver side could then obtain the sanitized data using the inverse key. For better 
key generation, recently established optimization technique called Dragonfly Algorithm (DA) was improved and 
adopted to attain the objective model. Moreover, the suggested method was compared with various conventional 
algorithms, and the results were obtained. From the analysis of sanitization study for Experiment III for Test case I, 
the proposed model is 75% superior to GA, 71.4% superior to ABC, 66.6% superior to PSO, 84% superior to FF 
and 20% superior to DA schemes. On considering the restoration analysis, the suggested model for Experiment Il 
for Test case T is 60% better than GA, 30% better than ABC, 40% better than PSO, 85.5% belte~than FF and 75% 
better than DA techniques. Thus the improvement of tbe proposed algorithm was confirmed by various research 
analyses in preserving data in loT. 
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Table 5 
St;)ti.~lic:tl anllJys is nr pruptlscd ;lnd convention:l! IIIc[h()d.~ f(lf lbl caliC I 

Methods GA [361 ABC I!HI PSO{4[1 FFI3HI DA [151 LOA 
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Table 6 


SI:ltiSliclli :ul:llysis of proposed ,lilt! convelllioll;ll mclhlXls for Test case 2 
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T:lble7 

Statistical analysis of proposed and convention.,! methods for Test case 3 

Methods GA [36] ABCI[8) PSO (41) FF [381 DA[[5) IDA 
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Table 8 


Analysing KPA attack on proposed and conventional mode ls 


Methods Test case 1 Test case 2 Test case 3 
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Tahll':<J 

Analysing CPA attack on proposed and conventional models 
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ABSTRACT 

loT (Internet of Things) is a sophisticated analytics and automation system that utilizes networking, 
big data, artificial intelligence, and sensing technology to distribute absolute systems for a service or 
product. The major challenges in loT relies in security restrictions related with generating low cost 
devices, and the increasing number of devices that generates further opportunities for attacks. Hence, 
this article intends to develop a promising methodology associated with data privacy preservation 
for handling the loT network. It is obvious that the loT devices often generate time series data, where 
the range of respective time series data can be extremely large. 

KEYWORDS 

InlernetofThings, Privacy Preservation, Security, Sensitive Dafa 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The loT is a compilation of physical objects that are entrenched with software, electronics, together 
with sensors, which allows objects to be sensed and controlled distantly across the traditional network 
infrastructure, makes the direct integration fe:u;ible .among computer communicatiun networks in 
addition to the physical world, and significantly contributes to enhanced precision, efficiency, and 
econorrtic compensations (Acemoglu, Makjdourrti, Malekian & Ozdaglar, 20.17; Kang, Kim & 
Choo, 20.17; Said, Albagory, Nofal & Raddady, 20.17; Shirvanimoghaddam, Condoluci, DoWer & 
Johnson, 20.17). Therefore, loT is generally applied in numerous applications such as environment 
monitoring, transportation, medical healthcare systems, building automation, and energy management 
(G. Sun, Chang, Ramachandran, Z. Sun & Liao, 20.17; Lopez, Rios, Bai & Wang). Moreover, loT is 
the contemporary web evolution that comprises billions of devices, which are preserved by various 
association and pcople who are employing in addition to utili7.ing them for their own dcterminations (II. 
Chell, Beaudoin & Hong, 20. 17; L. Chen et al., 20.17). loT, in addition, manages with the embarrassment 
nf f'yhl'r Sec-uri,\' and privnr.y illl;, lIil.1Jtllwut: thur ollrtcntJy WILl Illpls ul~anlzations. In nddition.11 ilHs 
the capabJiity to hold the data of entire eounlrie. "'''\evCll indllstri"" for payoff ju.t like erstwhile 
web-dependent information systems potentially (Guliano, M"zzenl:a. Neei ~ Vegni, 20.17), 

1<.11' IlIUS' deal powertully with "neh intirrtidJtiulIu unu confidcuti.lily ul' th~ InformatIOn gathered 
and a!i;SU.fP. the protection and arc distiH~d frum luT srrategies to comprehend its entire pntl;".ntial 
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(Asplund & Nadjm-Tehrani, 2016; Sajid, Abbas & Saleem. 2016). On the other hand. loT offers 
several charuclerj~tic limitations that make the appliance of traditional privacy methods and security 
challenge, (Xu, Ren, Song & Du, 2016). This is owing to the loT solutions, which compI'ise a vaI'iety 
of private security aud solutions for defending such loT data in addition to the store at the layer of 
the device, the loT platform and the infrastructure layer or loT application layer (Zhou. Cno. Dong & 
Vasilakos, 2(17). Subsequently, a magnificent confront in loT is to guarantee the end-to-end security 
across the mentioned three loT layers. 

Unsuitably. owing to the resource constrictions of loT devices, it hands over tremendously 
multifaceted computation to the energy abundant cloud for significantly improved capability forever 
(Tiburski. Amaral, de Matos. de Azevedo & Hessel. 2016). On the other hand. the outputs, inputs. 
in addition to the role of the fundamental estimation might be intimately related to the privacy of 
loT users, which could not be undefended to collusion between malicious loT users in addition to 
malicious cloud servers (Hossain et al.. 2016; Jacobsson, Boldt & Carlsson, 2016). 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Related works 

In 2017. Prem Prakash Jayaraman et al. has proposed on loT for end-to-end cyber security and in 
addition to prevail over the threats in privacy. This has been attained by initiating novel methods 
to conserve the loT data. obtaining loT architectures and performance of concept systems. which 
guarantees the confidentiality of loT data that. was widened for open source platform. The entire 
data was gathered arbitrarily from the loT tool and articulated as data addends when accumulating 
one of the numbers in the component. The effectiveness and presentation were estimated, and 
applicability and possibility on open platform were confirmed experimentally. The suggested 
method had improved performance on evaluating the proposed loT system since it produces the 
data and conserves the system privacy. 

In 2017. Gang Sun et aI. has hypothetically evaluated the Attack Dummy Local Selection (ADLS) 
scheme with their suggested Dummy Local Selection (DLS) algoI'ithm. This was made on the location 
Based Services (LBS), in which the user privacy was attacked. LBS offer service to the emire 1I,\r.r5 
ufftliu~ ilu~lUveu probability to tollow the data of third parties. By means of the offered information 
and the metric entropy, DLS chooses a dummy location for best privacy level. ADLS scheme has 
the benefit of recognizing the location of the user from the dummy DLS location. On executing the 
algorithms. they cstablish that the implemented algorithm offers data-dri vcn service of loT with 
improved effectiveness and reduced performance error defending the user's location. 

In 2017, Mujahid Mohsin et aI. formed a novel and a comprehensive data-driven service loT 
checker that was scalable, interoperable offering enhanced secuI'ity. The vmances of secuI'ity formation 
were arrested routinely, and the intimidation vectors were evaluated. Real world loT commodities 
were calculated for security depending of ontology. The human formation errors were moreover 
eradicated. Automatic security arrangement for a variety of global specificntions, interactions, ami 
dcpcndcnciot W6re uffulW, Thrcat., VU.hlt~ dcvduiJ trtlIn !-;evernl r:yhr,r pnvs'\(.."y att.ad:" \\'UI~ i.lltiu 
resolveu. Silliulurilln of rule depcndclll t.::nnslrnints by means of several cunfigurations exposed the 
performance of the network such as scatani lity aori nf eff'-Ctive,,"," Iho ,iz8 of the network. 

III 2017, 3tuiclicul Lt:t: eL aI. had Inspected the susceptibilities in the existing security system. 
A Game Theory dependent on loT was suggested to prevail over the issues like adverse effects 
owing to the mutual communication of adversary, loss of objectivity in cost eftki~nf.y, ::Inn ~t:"urity 
administrator. It encompasses three steps specifically analyzing cost, strategy modeling, and payoff 
computation. With the intention of constructing a safe loT, a network location is considered, therefore 
the crisis and the solution can be explained. The network was safeguarded against a vmety of cyber
attacks. The proposed technique was evaluated with the legacy scheme. The security susceptibilities 
were. noticed, and moreover, it eradicates the incollveniences of cybt:-r-aH;lck. 
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tn 2017. Ming Ti.H) ct <II. workeu on the highly developed Cloud computing tccillluingy and loT 
/{)r offering enhallced service in hot1le mechanizatioll. They IlIc:tsured inlcroperaliolls, of illtcraClioll 
heterogcneolls devices that prodllCCd il cloud layetcd pi;ufo!'Jll which is dependent on ontology for 
offering security service framework. This scheme has f;tuilitatl:d monitoring and rem ole cOnl.mIling 
of business intelligcnce, home applications. anti multimcdiot entenainment for smart home ecological 
unit. The intention of this technique WitS to offer pleasant and secured smnrt monitoring and control 
of the home appli;mccs. It hus moreover offered the cybcrsccurity fol' all the communications. Certain 
inconveniences such as delit.:icnt in glubalizing the standards owing to the multifaceted addressing were 
produceu from collaboration of the home devices with any government authorities or organization. 

In 2017, Bogdan-Cosmin Chifore{ al. has presented a scheme {'hat offers sccureu communiciltion 
channel among the cloud computing services and the embeuded system. It is 11 user-centred tool 
giving security from n cloud system, which was not confidential. A security stack was incorporated 
in conventional loT frame previously for heterogeneous deviccs, which was offered to the user to 
substantiate their strategies. Linkage among various accounts could not be able to be done by the 
producer. A device authorization system attaches the sman home loT applications to a cloud, which 
was not confidential. The FIDO protocol was adopted for transferring secured authoritative messages 
and unlocking was made by user by means of a private key, such as biometric authentication. 

In 2017, Mengmeng Ge et al. has designed a structure to protect the loT that includes five 
phases namely, model updates. security visualization, security model generation, data processing 
and security analysis. The probable improvement and the consequence of the security auack were 
learned. The structure was produced from loT generator that offers information network. Moreover. 
security modeled generator offering the comprehcnsive Security Evaluator and Hierarchal Attack 
Representation Model (HARM) design has scrutinized the network security with several security 
matrices. Three various situations like health care, smart home and environment monitoring were 
selected. A security decision maker comes to a decision regarding the major susceptible part in 
the network. Depending upon the decision taken, the defence operation in opposition to the cyber
attack was confirmed. 

In 2017, Fernando A. Teixeira et al. has focused the distributed body as a single body and 
accordingly modeled a widespread program for exchanging information. The program protects the 
system from attacks caused due to buffer overflow by verifying the information from several nodes. 
An algorithm was outlined to efficiently discover the inter-program a~sociations. They confirmed 
that the scheme introduced was secured. and the system was designed accurately with appropriate 
termination. The solution involves minimized runtime of6% with an average overhead size of program. 
The outcome had increased precision, and Tainted Flow Analysis (TFA) selects thc mcmory, which 
has to be chosen to regulate the overflow. 

2,2. Review 

Numerous research contributions have been done in the literature to address the issue of security 
protocols in loT as shown by Table l. In (Jayaraman, Yang, Yavari, Georgakopoulos & Yi, 2017), 
integrated privacy preservation scheme has been developed for cyberseeurity and privacy threats. 
Nonetheless, it affects form compatibility and complexity. In addition, the ADLS (Sun et al., 2017), 
provide better computational cost, and it is efficient for locating the user Wilh less probability. However. 
it does not reduce the bandwidth usage. Conversely, Semantic model (Mohsin, Anwar, Zam"n & 
AI-Shaer, 2017) has also heen reported in the literaturc. It hM some benetits such as scalability, 
inreroperability, aulo arresting and eliminates the human errors. Nevertheless, it suffers from some 
drawbacks sueh as limited ontologies. and it limits the reusability uplions. The Game Theory (Lee, 
Kim, Choi, & TaeshikShon) eliminates the loss of objectivity and also it eliminates the security 
vulnerabilities but to overcome energy efficiency problems is difficult. In (fao, JinglongZuo, Liu, 
Castiglione & Palmieri, 2016). Multi-layer cloud architecrural model has been adopted for eliminates 
the heterogeneity issues yet, it lacks from handling global standards. On the other hand, the loT and 
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Table 1. Roview on security protocols In loT 

Adopted
Aulhor ICltnlioll) Features ChallengesMelhodology 


lnyaraman et al.. 
 Integrated privacy .:. Cyber security .:- Compatibility 
20t7 preservation scheme .:. Privacy thrents. .:. Complexity 

.:. BeticI' r.:omputationni cost 
.:. II uOt!s nOI redur.:e the

SUllctul..2017 ADLS algorithm .:. Efficiency with less 
balluwidth usageprobability or locating the user. 

•:. Scalability 
.:. Limited onlologies

Mohsin d nl.. 2017 Semantic model .:. Jmeropembiliry. auto arresting 
.:. II limits the reusability options

.:. Eliminates the human errors . 

• :. Eliminates the loss or 
objectivity

Seokcheol Lee et nL. .:. To overcome energy efficiency 
Game Theory .;. Cost efficiency

20t7 problems is dirficult .:. Eliminates the security 
vulncrobilities . 

•:. Effective and secured borne 

Ming Tao ct al.. 
 Multi-layer cloud services .;. Lack of handling global 

.:. Eliminates the heterogeneity standards. 
issues. 

Bogdan-Cosmin 

architeclUral model20t6 

.:. Not support if there is a loss in 
.;. Secured transactionFIDO protocol 

the network packet. 


Mellgmeng Ge et a1., 


ChiroreUll..2017 

.:. It provides the suitable .:.0 Does not have the ability to HARM-based 
compute all the potential attacks 

Fernando A. 

technique defence mechanism, 2017 

.:. Program insecurity when 

Teixeira et al.. 2017 


.:. Protect againsl bufrerDistributed system 
integer overflow occurs. overflow attackanalysis 

Cloud computing technology, FIDO protocol (Chifor, Bica, Patriciu, & Pop, 2017) has known for 
its secured transaction. Nevertheless, it does not support if there is a loss in the network packel. In 
(Ge, Hong, Guttmann & Kim, 2017), the HARM-based technique has been developed to provide the 
suitable defence mechanism. Nonetheless, it does not have the ability to comr"'~ all the potential 
attacks. In addiliulI, (T~ixeira, Pereira, Wong, Nogueira & Oliverira, 2017) proposes the Distributed 
system analysis it protect against buffer overflow attack. However, the main issue of this technique 
is program insecurity when integer overflow occurs. These drawbacks have extremely motivated for 
handling privacy preservation mechanism in loT. 

3. PROPOSED DATA PRIVACY PRESERVATION MODEL 

3.1. Proposed Architecture 

The sensitive data which has to be uploaded to loT in a secure w~y involve", !W0 major prnc.Rf,~C 
lIullwly. clnrn hlrllne "",1 ".\t,i 1<>i>JluilUlI. l.uHlully, for hiding Ihc presHVeJ d.t., • k~y shuuld be 
generated, by which the sensitive data could be encrypted in a secure way. Moreover, the generated 
key has to be converted into its binary value. which shonlrl he. <imil"r t~ the length of th. data. Thc 
sanitized (encrypted) sensitiv~ data is subsequently conveyed over the transmission line in a secured 
m:lt'lne:r. 'hf': :mthnnze.d person at thc recoiver could llwu ubLuin th~ sanitucu Julu by means of the 
inverse key. Tbe generated key should be· designed optimally so that the correlation between the 
restored and original data seem 10 high. The overall architecture of the suggested data preservation 

model is given by Figure 1. 
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Flguro 1. Overall framework of the proposed dala prIvacy prosorvatlon in loT nolwork 

Fmddu l 
(o be 

pescl'o-ed 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented the improved data sanitization and restoration model over the loT network. 
For hiding the preserved data, a key was generated, by which the sensitive data was sanitized in a 
secure way. Moreover, the generated key was converted into its binary value, which should be similar 
to the length of the data. Then the sanitized (encrypted) sensitive data was subsequently conveyed 
over the rransrnission line in a secured manner. The authorized person at the receiver side could then 
obtain the sanitized data by means of the inverse key. For better key generation. recently established 
optimization technique called Dragonfly Algorithm (DA) was improved and adopted to attain the 
objective model. Moreover, the suggested method was compared with various conventional algorithms, 
and the results were obtained. From the analysis of sanitization study for experimcnt 3 for test case 
I, the proposed model is 75% superior to GA, 71.4% superior to ABC, 66.6% superior to PSO, 
84% supcrior to f'F and 20% superior to DA schemes. On considering the restoration analysis, the 
suggested model for experiment 2 for test case I is 60% better than GA, 30% better than ABC, 40% 
beller than PSO. 85.5% hett .. r than FF "no 7~% kttcr IhJn D!\ tcduuque,. 1'ltu" tlte improvement 
of the proposed algorithm was confirmed by various research analyses in preserving data ill loT. 
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Bit Rate Trcmscoding for }-] igh Efficiency Vide 
Coding 

Sonal K ..'agtap, K:tnchall L. nomhale, Ilimali B. (~h()rJladl' 

Abstract: lIi::II efjidem:J' I'it/eo codi,,!: (IIt:V(j IIns 
demons/rated II lIolable illcrease i/1 cllmpressit", perforltl(mce 
amI is lakl!" liS II .\'lIc,·I!.'isor 10 11.2641,1 lie Efficienl bit rille 
lIr1uplnfiulI alRod/llIlts (frc! required 10 coll/aill Ille I//:'VC 
mllu/ nrd be/weell rltllllife C(111 11111111"(I! jru.:ililie.\·, "J pre.\·ellt iU'lIe 
of hit role Irtll1scodiul: h il.\' IIigll cOI1lPUlilliiJIwl complexi(I' 
wlticfl ;j rl!!l1led witll til e encoder of {I (:uscmleil pixel dom(lin 
ITilltycoder. Tltis paper ;,:iW!.'i Top t() Bollom (7111) IIppro(lcll to 
rf!l/uce c(}Iup/e.\'i()' /~)' usillg iliffere", c(JJllp/exi(r .\'('111.'1111:,\'. 
Prvposed lJppro(Jch is effective ill redut;iJlJ.: complexi(l'ill ('(I(lill;': 
Ullil (CU) op/imizolioll Inel. Cor/illg Uuit Itas been alla~vzerl ill 
T2B ApprmlC.'h. While e.\'wniJlillg th e cmlill/: IInit il1jortlwtioll of 
'he illplll I'ideo is fllTlled 10 ftCCOllllt for decreasillg Ih e III/mha of 
f!I'nluOlioll amI ear(v lerminate Ihe process. For th e I'redic:tirm 
VIIi' (PU) levelllu: twits are pOll'erffl/~I' dlOseJl clJlltillgCllt tlpon 

likelihood (IfPredir.'tiolt Ullit siz(!j' alltl CO-jOtilltl input predic:tioll 
paniliol/in/:. 8.1' tllilizillX Ihis nppr{}(u:h. ('olllph:xi(I' scalllhle bit 
rate Iral/scotfing hns (lchiel·etl. Macltillf! h!arnillg apprtwch "1111 
be IIsed 10 ('o lllrol computational ('omple....i(I·, Atltli(iolt(l/~I~. lite 
T2B strategy i.\' able 10 gaill (I spread 011 rrmle-off'i ill trw/ ,'ira/in;,: 
complexity amI coding perjomumce. Using 1'2B (lpproad1 15% 
encoding tim e sl/ving is accomplislted. Frollt this Jclteme, for Ill e 
les.\· resolutilJlt I'ideo 27% time sm'il1!: 11lI.\' ae/tiel'ed. 

Keywords: Coding UIl;I (CU), High Ejfidem.)' Video Codillg 
(HEVC), Tr(lItscodillg. Video COiling. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HEVC is the latest standard which is developed by the 
Video Coding Expert Group (VCEG) aud the Moving 
Picture Expert Group (MPEG). HEVC saves around 50% bit 
rate as compared to its previous standard i.e. 1-1.264. Because 
of high compression efficiency HEVC is widely utili zed in 
many applications. To use HEVC in daily life applications 
some tran scoding algorithms are required. Due to 
lranscoding network bandwidth constraints can be adjusted 
and parameters of the transmitter side can be changed as per 
receiver requirements [1]. Transcoding are of two types I ) 
Homogeneous Transcodi ng 2) Heterogeneous Transcoding 
.In homogeneous video transcoding the transmitter bitstream 
parameters are changed according 10 th e receiver bit stream 
parameters . 

Open and closed loop [ranscoding are the two approaches 
of trans codi ng. Open-loop transcoding is non recursive type 
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oflranscl')dillg and clused loop Lranscoding is n::clIrsive type 
of lranscoding. Open loop transcodcr arc less complex: as 
compared to closed loop Iranscodcrs. 

The coeflicicnts are Iransfbnned in to the frequency 
dOllll.lin ilnd arc further quanlizcd in open 
loop transcoding. ilnd in open loop transcoding motion 
vectors are not cvaluillcu. 

The dil1'(;rcncc bct Wt..'C1l encoder and decoder causes drill , 

This drill call be reduced by cmploying closed loop cascaded 
pi.... cI domain transcoder. In Ihis transcodcr bitslream is 
in itially decoded and then furthl!r encoded 10 match the 
receiver bit nne. Because of large re-encoding evaluations, a 
high complcxity arises. To convert infol1natiol1 from one 
Iype to anuther cllcoder is being used. It transforms analog 
signal illlo digital signal. To chan ge information from digital 
to anrdog decodcrs are uscd. Encoded signal can be recovered 
back by usi ng decoder. in anuther option of requantiza tion 
dYIlOlmic ratc shaping rcmoves high freq uency coefficien ts, 
Different bit rale chnl1ging techniques have been given for 
H.264 hit strcams, 

A sllccessful joined transraring architecture contai ning a 
less complex ity mixed with a drift dropping closed loop 
technique. A bit ratc transcoding mothod uses requantizat ion 
of the Inlflsform coefficients intcgrated in a rate control 
a lgorithm. The hrllldiness of an open-circle transcoder is its 
less intri cacy, however the drift influences yields in vi sual 
quality misfortunes as a result of the error propagation. This 
drin can be downsize in a closed-loop cascaded pixel domain 
transcoder where the video bitstream is decoded and re 
encoded to coordinme the objective bit rale [3]. 

In this paper the T2B approach is given to reduce 
transrat ing complexity of HEVC. The rate distortion (RD) 
cost is used to reduce encoding time, The maximum size ofa 
Cding Tree Unit (CTU) is 64 x 64 pixels and is further splitted 
into Cod ing Unit (CU). For CU's skip, inter and intra 
prediction modes are supported. Splitting is done process for 
CUs ITom depth 0 which is 64x64 pixel CU to depth 3 which 
is 8x8 pixel CU. Every coding unit is Ihe source for farther 
evaluation of the prediction unit (PU), and transfonn uni t 
(TU). 
The furth er part of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II. reiated work is introduced. The bit rate 

581 

methodology and flowchart are 

~~fe;;~~ III. Section IV presents si mul ation 
'V ~\");clls',esthe conclusio and future work, 
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Hit Hatc Tf;lU~l'nclill!!. fnflli:,!h Errit'iclIl'Y Vid('o Coding 

II. RELATEO WORK 

III rhe first st'clioll iWl1logcJll'OUS video Irall.sl:ntlillg i:-. 

explained, .In hornogcllc(H1.S vidcll trilnsceding Ihe I(mlla! of 

video coding docs IhJI get changed. Anti in Ihl' s~l:oncl s t.:clioll 


Ilcli:rogcI1L'tllIS video \!l1codcr optimi :t.•atioll ~ Iratcgics an: 

descrilx:d. There have bL'Cn II couple ofctToI"Is pcrlbrmed I~)r 


erection the higher video coding. The hOlllog~IIL,{) II~ video 

trau $coding n1c:thods and rescnrch dillicllities l:xplttinctl 

between [IJ,[8J whieh gives thc quick concept rcgnrdillg 

tnmscoding techniqucs in samc video coding formal in 

which we can change bit rate, spatial resolution, temporal 

resolution etc, 

for fast transcoding machinc learning approach is used, 

which gives cllcetive results in transrat ing [2], [3J.8it rate 

transcoding approach for downsizing thc pre~cllcoded video 

using the Machine learning based principle is given in 

[4].Motion estimation approach for compression of H.264 

explained in [5],ln \'t'hich motion in video is used for 

compression. By skipping particular frames the compression 
can be achieved. The ways for skipping trames are in [6]. 
Using RD optimization frame skipping is in [7]. which is 
b.1sically implemented for low bit rate. Fast transcod ing for 
video transmission is explainned in (8). 
In heterogeneous transcoding format of the video coding 
standard gets changed. For heterogeneous transcoding there 
are different algorithms. Many algorithms has been designed 
in conformity with expand the speed of the HEVC encoder. 
These algorithms turn to advantage the field yet use the 
temporal/spatial association within the video in conformity 
with recommend the coding in formation over a coding unit. 
A quickly coding unit depth selection approach and different 
modes like inter and intra approaches used are explained in 
[9].Data mining is also used in HEVC encoding and the 
approach is given in [10]. A speedy coding unit size selection 
approach is described within [11). Another direction may 
result greater complexity reduction because it utilizes the 
relation between [he coding information between the input 
and output video. Heterogeneous transcoding based on 
dynamic thresholding and content modeling is given, where 
we utilize the co-relation in between input and outp ut video 
information, and by using information we convert H.264 to 
HEVC [12]. 

III. 	 TRANSCODING ARCHITECTURE AND 
METHODOLOGY 

The transcoding architecture consists mainly two stages 
decoder and re-encoder. CU splitting decision block is the 
main working area in this method. Input to the HEVC 
transcoder is the HEVC video .Input HEVC video is then 
decoded for the video information. Decoded information can 
be used for the re-encodi ng in the transcodillg stage. A 
decoder j(. itn algorithm Ihilt converts information from nllc 
II "IIIHI Ii) ,Imlle" Tlii'nll1I . l!l (: Hr.V l . 1'!\':C(II1cl' fI1l'l:~ til l'! 111 pUt 

as al VC bits{ream and decodes it inlo . ~I.: 

, a eOlIslrllC(t;(l lt\m1t!s are 	 rdi VIded 11110 cO( 'rif~~ 
t ) and CTtl's 1irt.! dl vlded into CLI" $ f l. 

DCI" , "a mes & !)! • 
eieco"" . . " :!glneering , ...; 

. ~Smt .• Ie C('Ucgc ~ 

a:t;r}~ 1'01 NlIJlfhltr:.A I I JJ1().9.1t9r:?4JjltA.MIr~'P 
0 0 1: lojj9.Jfl/ijear.A'j /35. J19219 5R2 

u'l~ t h~re 

inloChl 

0..:,,1 ;IE\{ I ~o rest a~d (U


I spJill~ d~~on usir.S 


f18 .1gorilh[JJ 

~tll' ..m 

Fig.I.Tr:lnscoding architecture 

Top 2 bottom (T2B) approach is used for CU splitting 
decision. For taking decision whether CU should be sp lit or 
1101 the rate distortion (HD) cost is found. First for maximum 
depth the RD cost found (RD Not spl it). then split CU with 
current depth level. Find RD cost of all splitted CU's (RD 
split) and sum up them if the RD not split cost is less than RD 
split then discard the !\trther splitting. IfRD not split cost is 
greater than RD splil then spli t the CU with next depth. CU's 
are then divided into PU·s. PU's are encoded by inter frame 
and intra frame prediction. 

t\ . Finding RD Cost Function 

The RD cost of each CTU and CU is calculated to take 
decision of CTU and CU splitting. The sum of square 
difference is calculated between original block and 
reconstructed block using following equation, 

D= [abs (Origin al- Reconstructed)] ::. ( I) 

Where, D is the distortion , Original and Reconstructed are 
original and reconstructed CU. RD cost is calculated by 
following formula 

RD cost=Distort ion X Bitrate (2) 
For variable bitrate need to find the cost function using the 
Lagrangian multiplier. Now estimation of Lagrangian cost is 
done by using function as; 

C = D +A.noo,.B (3) 

Where, 

),ro .... 0.85 * iQP' \ ')iJ . (4) 
B= no. of bits, QP is quantization parameter and ).,nodc IS 

Lagrangian multiplier. 
Now each block is divided in to four equal size blocks of 
1? x l!. :Jnd Ilam SSD and rate dlstQrtlon 1"'(')<;1 nf f':<1\.h 
sub-block is calculated. If the addition of rate di stort ion cost 
of four 32 x 32 block is less than the rate distortion eo!'t of 
original 64 x 64 block then splitting of block is confirmed 
and split mode is decided for that block. Same procedure is 
carried out for depth I (32x32) and depth 2 (16x 16). 

B. FLOWCHART 

The T2R approach is explained through flowchart in the 
fig. beluw. It ~ 1~1I ($ with selectill~ lII(txillHII11 depth. After 
seiecting thc l11a~il11um d~pth the RD cost of the currenl CU 
depth is-calculated thcn the ClJ ;5 partitioned j~ du:\!'; 111I41~4 
blocks. 

p..:l,,~n 'h " 
// . 

BIT,,! l:) 'i?$ Im<!il igt'llce F./lgmu ring 
& SClellces Plfbltc{lI/OII 
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Illil'l'lJatiOlI:lI.Joul"II:11 nf EIlJ,!im'l'l'iJlJ,! and /\t!\';Ull'l'cl'j'{'C'hIlOICl!-!Y (1.lE .\.,.) 

The RD cos! o j' L'<"Il:h suh block is l:akulaled Hlld the 
Sllllllllillioll i ~ laken o l"lhcsl." J{1l l:~lSls. If"HD I.·osl '''''' orig ill;li 
is llIin ill1ulIl fh l..'!l splilling is discardcd nnd il"hc I~I} COs! is 
more thnt time sp!illing is dorH:. Theil dh.:d li'lI' tht.: lower 
depth CU. 

'" 
Fig.2.FJowchart of RD cost 

Til? 111iniml11l1 d"'l'fh riw IT i ir 1) /1*'011 :md nl'.l.'":inlllnl '.I'1'pth 
for CU is 4*4.'1'0 encode maximum depth CD required 
encoding time greater than the encoding tim e required to 
en ('"(ld e- th e- minimum depth. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To evC'\!uate the proposed method the modified algorithm is 
npplied on six different video scquenccs of ditlcrcnt 
resol utions. Th e results can be calculated for the COIl stmll 
himHf' fie; w p.1I ~<; vl'lril'lhip hif rmf' In thi c; c; imHi fl ti nn "\l ri~hlp 

bitra[es are used. For different quantization parameters 
results are evaluated. The simulation is tested on ten ITames 
of each video sequence. Results are calculated to provide 
answers to the following questions .How much time required 
for th e frame splitting? Hm-v much tim e required for the 
I.:n{'~djn" thl.: fionm c: 

Relrier ol.VJ/lnber: II I /35/091 J9,-!(J19e.~B£J£Sf' 

001. /O.J59·m li,:ui.A I JJ .I.I."?9;; /1) 

vISSN: 22·19 _. SI)5R. V.,hllllc-9 hSIlC 2. D"l'l.'mhl''', 201') 

The SilllUhllioll is pCrf()rHleli Oil 10 fralllc:-, uf ':~Ich video 
st:qtlcncc. whidl iw s difli.:rclI: resolution and hit rah:. To g •.:1 
all swer o rthe tirst qut'S lioll the Ihrcc algllrilhms ilre nllplied 
1) 11 tht: diITcn.:llt video SC(IUCllccs. Firsl algorithm is withoul 
split dcdsioll approm:h. s(:cnlld is Top:2 [J~)tlom appn'<lc h. 

'fable. I. :Specifications of sl'lII<iani video dlll1l b<1sC ._ 
I'idro SeqU,"CI R""iuIio1lIXW) ,,,dall(fpl) 

i. Ali\~ 11SX 191 JO 

1. BQS'iuMI llllX1I6 JO 

J. Balk/iBaIlPa;s liiXlll 30 

1. BQMrul lSOX!l! JI) 

5. fOIllPeopl, 701 XIlSIJ JI) 

6. Trnnis IOl6X 19211 JO 

Simulation is done on six different videos of different 
resolution as, Akiyo, BQ Square. Baske<Bali Pass, BQ 
Mall. Four people and Tennis. BasketBall Pass sequence is 
chose for the further simulation whieh is of 352 X 288 
resolution. 

[I) Al~o 128 , 192 [2) BQ-Square 240 ,416 13) Basketball Pass 312 x288 

14) BQ Mall 480 ,832 IS) four Peo~e 704, 1280 16) Tennis 1016 , 1920 

Fig.5.Different video sequences used for experimentntioll 

/'1I"bJwtll~ , . 
8/1f(' £....e.f Imt!/figcl1cE' £ngmeer illg 
J .\"di!IlCrlS I'ublication 
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Bil Rall, '1 I';l u:-; I'udill l! 1'111' II l}!h Ertil' il·I!t·Y Video ('ncli n~ 

:;';'" ',)':)ta ~ 
\'l.I..-: ... 

. 

ell :o:pliui ng is tionL: wIH:n: l11aximu llI 1I10lioif and IL''xllln: 

difli:rL:l1cL: is P(L':o>L:1I1. \Vh~n.: less ()r no lIIo tion prl' scn' and 
there is no leXlure tlin~'rcncc If0 Il eed Ii) spl il the (" Il J anti 
CU. From the li'; lI11 C cm:ooing time (he li lll\,.' SllVi llgS has 
foun<l . In ,he T(wit hOlIl splil dec isiOn) without "pplying <Illy 

algorithm tb e encod ing lime has calculakd ftnd ill 'I'(T2 B) by 
app lying 1'213 nlgori lhm En codiJ~ g tim e IlH:-: eak: ulatcd. 
By using below fbrnlllin th e total time snvings in %1 has 
cn lcul nted, 

T(Wi thollt split deCision} T(T2B) 


TIme savlng(%) = T{Without split decision) 


( 5) 

The ilVerage encod ing time requ ired using wi thout split 
decision approach is 176.72 Sec and average cn~oding time 
using Top 2 BOllom algorithm is 150, 12 Sec, For the less 
resolution videos I1Hl.ximulll encoding lime savings has 
achieved . 

Table.2. Comoarison I'esults for T2B aleorithm 

Wilhout T2B split 
Encoding t ime 

decision Algorithm split 
s:wing (%)

decision algorithm 

Video Encoding Encoding 
Encoding 

Time saving 
Sequence T ime(Sec) Time(Sec) 

(%) 

Akiyo 9.558 1 6.9928 26.83 
BO Square 28.4447 23 .6963 16.69 
Baskelball 

30,5523 26. 7705 12.37 
Pass 
BOMall 11 7.8627 103.881 6 11.86 
Four Peool e 270.73 16 116.520 16.33 
Ten nis 603. 1827 5 12.8592 14.97 

Average 176.72 150. 12 15.05 

I 

The encoding ume for AklYo Video sequence without spIll 
dedsion approach is 9.558 1 sec and by using TIB approach 
it is 6.9928 for 10 frames. The Ihroughoul experimelll is 
performed on 10 frames of each video sequence, 

V. CONCLUSION 

T2B approach gives around 15 % time savin g as compcued 
to without split decision appruuch. In It:ss rt:soJulioll amI biL 
rat j: video<;; we ~~ I mfl,xim llm tome. !)(tvine Ac; c;hnwll in Tfl hl r: 
J i n /\ kiyo vidtll'J ~~ ~qIJ'd J I t..: tl rIIll)(irn1JTn lim C'. 'Jtl v ing th nl b '/7% 
achieved, And in high resolution videos around 15 % time 
savin gs achieved. By comparing T2B approach wi th without 
<;plit rlr,r.ic; inn f'lpprnrt r.h f'trnllnri 1':;;°/n Fnrming timp "rtvine" 
has bt!l!lI adlicve<.I, Por higher resolution videos the encod lne. 
time i avins is less as compared to Ie!;!: rer.o lution video; 
Interconnection between co-located PUs and motion 
estimation information can be lu i1 ized to further decrease the 
complexity of transrat ing as well for more encoding time 
reduction machine learn ing algorithms can be used_ 
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Design of M icrostri p Patch Antenna with /~- '2J""I 

Enhanced Bandwidth and Harmonic Suppression 
for \Vlan Applications 

D.G. Bhall<c, Suuita Tho.... t, Rahul Mapari, Rutuja Kothe 

tlhStTlI£·t:...I p{lrof/el combination "Jp"ir of )J4 Re.w"(ltor (lilt! 
lite recf(tftcu/ar paleh IIIIS elllulI,,:ed the hlllJdwidth /l1lt1 
suppressed III(! unwlmled 11llrmonic rm/i(llion.1: ()J the pmpo.\·I.·t! 
llIr1elllltl. Due to e/eclr()maglletic couplillg effe,'t, 'h e pair oj iJ.f 
resonolor ex<"iles Ihe rmliatillC palch, Both ;J4 resonalor (IIu/ 
resollating patch excite~' at two differeut Jre'lueucie.\· II'hidl fire 
dose 10 each olher and Ihis helps 10 illcrease the ham/width oj fI 

proposed (luteI11U1. A/~'o a shorling pill is u!J'ed hetween the two ;J.f 
resOllfllors which suppress the IilJlvanterl harmollic fIIdlatiom', 
Design oj a proposed fllllellllfl is dOlle ({sinK ,hl.' /IFSS (Hit:h 
Frequency Simulalion software). The Hardware results fire 
observed 011 V"..... I (I/;,Iual NetJl!or/; Analyzer), Th e opernling 
Jrequeney 3,6Gfh The proposed fllltelllw is used il/ WI.rI.N 
appliclilio 

Keywords )/4 resonator, Bam/width Enhancemenl, 
EleclrolllagJ/elic couplillg, Harmollic Suppressiol/, 

J. INTRODUCTION 

Microstrip Patch antenna is being widely used in difle rent 

fields ofcoml11unication due to its various advantages like il 
is small in s ize. has low profile,light in weight, ease to insta ll , 
Nowadays, in many applications, a very small size antenna is 
demanded, Microstrip antenna is best su itable for a ll those 
applications, So these antennas are mainly used in many 
wireless applications, mobile communications, WLAN, 
Wimax, Radar systems, Satellite communication, military 
applications [1][2]. Even though having many advantages, 
antenna suffers from disadvrmt01ges like n01rrnw h;1.Ilrlwicilh ) 
surfnce wave radiations. Also there has heen a .Q,rcatcr nccd 
for miniatur ized antenna, but the performance of antenna 
degrades in terms of antenna gain, bandwidth and efficiency 
whi le reducing the size of antenna, So it has heen a ciifficll ir 
t3.ck for the recitJ rchvn: to inore;:c:;e Ihi! purfortnuncu uf 
nntAnnn whilA mtillAin,CO: it'i .. ,71"' .!=:n thny hn\lr hrrn rl1nl.-in~ 

\:vlltiIlU~~ dl'orl~ ill (he art:a of enhanr.;ing the bandwidth. 
increasing tile ga lll ulld rmJiution el'licicney while 
miniatu rizing the size of an a ntenna [3] [4] . The main purpose 
ofour proposed antenna is to enhance the antenna bandwidth 
IIlll ul1l'elillg Itll' gu ln tmd the cnklcney of rhc alHcillla. 

I~r", ~rfl Mnn""" "'rl Il rr .. ,,, rd n n 
II, Illi IUt ll l"~ '· . 

Pune, India. 
ThoratSunita"'. 

Engineering, Plitle. r r 
Dr, R:lhul l\-lapllri. 
RutujaKotht'. dl:J,? ltnm(!m 

r~b\Jh..(,j lll'l'~1I1 I ' O iYI r PT"t 

I"n"'~"\' I... . }II}II 
..<I:f ; n~I :1 ( \ JII.. ~ .... \I f l: lIH II '~"' ill ~iflf'j ftl ,q lf h, lill i , .'flll h.. Wt,",rl h)' nrlll l '; tlnp; ,Ihf' rl"amwr.·(! 

;;;. na the 1alIiU~ T he sl!llularion of thc physlc<11 structllle of 
or :p ~ulten lla des;%: is done usmg the HFSS (H igh frequency 

: =-~lllllflat ioll 50 re) 
..t. rr !l 

~~"' 

DiOcrent feeding techniques arc lIsed to enhance the 
handwkhh such as aperture coupling, stacked pat ch 
configuration , proximity coupling [5] [61. III most o f the 
techniques due to the multilayer, the size of the antenna 
inc reases as the substrate becomes thieker. In [6], the 
Ilon-contilcling fed network technique is used, but again the 
substrate th ickness increases. A Iso it is challenging task to 
cmploy the feeding network and the pateh on a single layer 
wi th n thin substrate. 
Researchers have also found that by making the different 
slo ts in the radinting patch, bandwidth can be increased. So 
slo ts with slmpcs like 'U ', 'E', "p' [7] [8] , were made on the 
radiating patch. But again in thi s C<lse, the air or the foam 
material has to be used as the substrme ' ....Ilieh again 
increases the size on an antenna. So it was then observed 
that a non-resonating resonator which forms impedance 
matching network also helps to increase the bandwidth. The 
)..12 resonator wus first employed [9] [1 0] [II]. 
Along with the bandwidth enhancement. we have a lso tried 
supp ressing the unwanted harmonic rad iations. Mainly 
filters are lIsed to suppress the unwanted radiations [1 2]. But 
aga in the filters increased the antenna s ize . So diffe rent 
techniques came into existence like e lectro nic band gap 
st ructure, DGS (Defective ground structure), compact 
resonant cell. But it degrades the front to back ratio. 
In our proposed antenna, we have reduced the length of the 
resonator to tJ4.The radiating patch is placed in parallel w ith 
the pa ir of !J4 resonator on a single layer with a very thin 
subs trate. The two )J4 resonators are combined together with 
the he lp of the shoning pin. Combining t:fft:!..: l o f both 
increases the bandwidth and also suppresses the harmonk 
radiations. 

II. METHonOLO(;Y 

n,,~ 1 ~hm.v'~ 111(' ph}"lit-ullllj'fllli urnII' f1nlllll'il~d 11111111 11 111. '1,1'" 
and 'Wfl' are the le n}!th and the width v I" the rad iating patch 
respectively and 'Lr' and 'Wr' are the leng.th and tht: width o f 
the )J4 resonators respective ly. Shorting pin denoted as ·Pin' , 
between fwo 1J4 resonators, joins both the )J4 resonators 
which has the radius r = 0,5 mill , Thc shorting pili ubu 
connec ts the ground and the patch. The di stance between the 
pair of 
J -Wrn"nt'nr, flnd Illf' rnrli !1lino pmrh ic; npnof r ci hv rhc;r(l!lcF: ' r!'1::::.:r.. .... .... . 

Telec()1U uuui a,ell ~ngil!1.!ccing 
1>1111. l~l -' . 

R,O-;,,·al N"'fff!iV.~I~Aq ;.volW2nW!tfiiF.s1411 1141 
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fle"ign (If ;\rlirm."trip P;lIrh ,\III{'UIW with F:lh:lII("l·tI 1I:lIlIlwidth and Uarmoni(' SlIl'prc!'siun fur Wl;lIlApplintliuns 

'':!'''':1'T'J",ted by Lp and Lr are given by, 

1 

0" f 
/(einerri/ ! \' lIIlIbl:'l' l;bl ()jlll;;).lf)'lll.1l1.{.j/Jt.It..~/' 

/.1(.11,- /1.',.fJ (lI/PllrfIJ. II ". / 6.'. (I I ,'i,~ Jf.' 

r 
II~ 

1 
f 

hi" .e.,.uone.t.or 

fig. • : Geometry of the proposed wideb:tnd p:ltch 
antenna. 

The material used for the substrate is PR4 Epoxy 
with relative permittivity <E/=4.4. The height of the 
substrate 'h' is 1.6mm. Basic formula 
width of the traditional patch antenna is, 

U' = . 

'I lk.!.
, v , 

Where c= (3 x 108 m/sec) 

Re!ative permittivity Er= 4.4 

f= resonating frequency 

The patl.:h length is given by, 

L = L~fj - 2l!.L 

\~':h ere, 

'Lefi ' is effective leng{h and '/...\[ . is 

effective extended length, 

L~ti is calculated by using. 

c 
!..~ff = ~ 

2[..; E';I (3) 

Where, <E~ff I Effective permitivity 

and,.1L is calculated using, 

I . 

f",~) 

~ 


to cnlcll Jate the 

( I) 

(2) 

(4) 

(S) 

__::!:!!!Ii:<~e is obta ined. 

(7) 

Where 

If) = 0pf!ratiIl9 Iraf!lumcy , 
~o=FrC;!c sp11ce permeability. 

Eo == Free space permiaivity. 

Err = The effectivc pcnnitti\'ity of the patch 

Erp = arc the effective permittivity of the ).14 resonators 

The antenna is des igned i.lt the operating frequency of 3.6 
GHz and the simulation is done on HFSS (H igh Frequency 
s imulation sotlware). For comparison, the results of 
traditional and the proposed antenna are shown on HFSS. 

The proposed nntenna conliguralion size is J 8 mm x 27 mm 
and the )J4 resonator size is 11.08 mm x O.Smm. The 
distance 'd' between the ).14 resonator and the resonating 
patch is 0.5 mm. Radius ofshorting pin is r=O.Smm. Fig: 2(a) 
and Fig. 2 (b) shows the traditional antenna and proposed 
antenna designed using HFSS software. 

Fig 2(a): Traditional insert fed antenna designed on 
H FSS software 

III. EXPERIMENTALVERIFICATION 

Bandwidth Enhancement 
As seen from the fig. 3(a), the traditional antenna bandwidth 
i5 VCI)' 3111011. \Vhile from Fig.3 (b), '.\'0 nhr.erve thllt the 

proposed antenna resonates at two different frequencies 3.3 
(iHz and :U~ UHz and the measured frequency range: wilh 
IS ll l luwt:1 lIlall -I UJl3 L::' J.L:.1Gllz- J.':)20 (: 117. li enee the 
bandwidth of the proposed antenna is larger than traditional 
a ntenna, The below table shows that when radius of the 
shorting pin R=O.4mOl, then the maximum frequency the band 

, 

8/lle I:.')"I!S /lIwlllgl!lI l"e £"gin!''''II):5 
It; '1n("lf __ r P"/'/"YI/.flIl 

In our design, the length of the radiating patch and the 

r~. - ...?~ 
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A. II ,\RMONIC SUPPRESSION 

Fig. 3{a) shows that Iht! tmditiollnJ antellna resonates at 

many unw<lnlcd frequencies olher than the resonating 

frequency. While Fig. 3(b), shows that the 2nd . 3rLl and 

further unwanted hannonis mc completely suppressed in 

the proposed antenna. 
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Fig. 3(a):- Simuilltcd resull of reflection coefficient (SII) 

vs. frequenc), for traditional fed antenn;1 


Fig 5(b):~ Radiation Pattern of proposed antenn a at..,,=0° 

IV. MEASURED RESULT 

The Fig. (i shows the tabricatcd antcnllfl. The rC5tlll of the 
f u lJlil:HteJ <-lIdt:lllla dlt: 111\..d~UI I...J 011 th..:. Vi'J /\ t \ ' cctor 

Network Analyser). 

Fig 3(b):- Simulated resul. of rcnection cocfficien. (SII) 

ys. frequency for proposed antenna. 


Gain: The gain c fthe proposed antenna obtained in 2 dB is 
shown in fi g_ 4. 

2 

dB(h l nTotal) 


! . 866~e .eoo 
1 . :::ca2e~ 

., 

Fig.~: 3· D gain in dB t:!r 
i:i 

Fi.!~. 6: Fabricated Antenna 

It i1 oh:lcrvcd thot the rc:;ult on VN:\ J nd HFSS are almost 
si milar. In Fig. 7 shows the output on VNA . lt is observed that 
the rad iating patch resonates at M 1= 3.46 GHz and the 
resonator resonates at M2=3.88GHz. Hence the handwidth.....;:;::;.:

VI! ,.O rved is 'M4~' i. . . M_ 3.4 JGHz. 
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v. CONCLUSION 

A single layer compact electromagnetically fed patch 
antenna has been proposed, designed and fabricntcd. The 
bandwidth of the antenna is enhanced by using" pair of)J4 
resonator. Also we have observed that the bandwidth is 
widened by adjusting the distance between the patch and the 
))4 resonator. The maximum bandwidth obtained is at 
d=O.5mm.The designed antenna resonmes at J.6GHz. The 
traditional and proposed antenna are compared and proved 
that the proposed C'U1tenna has good performance. The 
measured and simulated result shows that the antenna 
bandwidth has enhanced and the suppre ssion of the 
harmonics radiation is successfull y dOlle. 
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Automatic Accident Detection Techniques 
using CCTV Surveillance Videos: Methods, 

Data sets and Learning Strategies 
Shilpa .Iahaginlar, Sanjay Koli 

Abstract: Intelligellt t:OIllI11I1I1fIlC!.\ tlrC! uti/i..i".!: differellt 
creative ide(ls fO improve th/~ quality of IUI11UIII life. I)ue to fast 
growing sizes of our citie.\', need of trtJl.'e/linJ: i... c(lw·tulIIl)' 
iI/creasing. which ill turn 11lI." increused C(}(IIl/ of I'emc/cs Oil tIn: 
r(lluk !m.:rellsillg Itumber (?f l'I!hicles (m the r(}(ul.. Iw.\· hmught 
/lbout IlUlllerOIlS difficu//ies for S/ree/ Tmffh.: MlIIllIJ:ewen/ 
All/flori/ies. Amougst differellt /mffiL' related issue.\'. roml 
ftct:ident.\· (Ire .'.()me/mug worth giv;,rR allelltitm /(1 mrd IUll't! It) be 
mt tlte priori~r Ii~i/. This paper describes wlriollS fIIl/(}lIIa/ie mlld 
m:cideut tle/eetitm teehlliqlle.\·, which (1U((Jllmtim/(r detee, 
accidellts 1I.\·iug ,wrveil/lIllce ~'h1e().\' ill real-lime. Ax tbe.o;e me/bods 
do /101 ,'oJuit/er I'(lrioliS lighting condilio/l.\·, dumging welltller 
cOlldiliomi Ifllll differell/traffic pllflems, IWItt! of the mellrods (tre 
robllst t!lIougil to addrt!s~' (JI/Ille illcidt!IIL'es oflhe /lccident. III this 
paper, IIl1tllors h(lile del'cribed all/I compared lIutll)' slidl methods. 

Kt!yword..: (lcddellt delectioll. ccrv, DNN, .o;un't!iliflllct! videos 

l. INTRODUCTION 

According to the dala provided by World Health 

Organization (WHO) in 2018. out oftot<11 road accidents in 
the world, 6% accidents take place in India where the !lumber 
vehicles present on roads is on ly I% of [he world's [Oral 
vehiclcs. In 2018, nearly 73% of the deaths in South Asia 
region due to road accidents occurred in India. Also, 
according to World Health Organization (WHO)'s report in 
2017, road accident is one of the most probable reason out of 
twelve reasons of death. It is also [he ninth most common 
reason of early death, and the tenth moSt common cause for 
permanent disability [I]. Moreover. as per the report of 
UNESCAP, accidents are responsible for loss ofGDP which 
is approximately 3% down every year in India due to road 
accidents [2]. According to recent statistics provided by the 
Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (India). in 20 18 
the number of overall road accidents in India was 4,67,044 

wherein 1,51417 people lost thei r lives and 4,69,418 faced 
severe injuries. And surpri singly, near ly 45% of the to tal road 
accidents took place on the roads other than national and state 
highways. These "other ' roads are the roads that are not 
properly planned and managed - usually found in urban areas 
[3]. This shows that the road accidents are something worth 

Rcviscd Manllscript Recci\'Cd on Fcbrullr)' 28, 2020 , 

giving Iltll!ll lion to and have to be on the prior ity list or [hl! 
researcher's agenda [0 provide timely help at the place of 
accident and save lives, especially in the densely populated 
areas. 

Many solutions to th is problem have been a ttemplcd 10 

build up a recognition strategy; however. the scope 0 r lhes!.! 
tcchniques is yet restricted to be practiced in real situations. 
Current solutions for automatic detection of accident can bc 
classi lied as 

I. 	 Using additional hardware in vehicles. (sensors, 

modules. smart helmets etc.) 
2. 	 Using application on Smart phone and loT. (using 

sensors from smart phone and transferring data to 
cloud) 

3. Using existing CCTV surveillance video cameras, 

Practically all the major urban communities over the world 
have already introduced noteworthy cameras for traffic 
checking. Making use of these a lready installed observation 
camera systems wil! be a feasible so lution .[4]-[6]. 

Detecting road accidents automatically from the tramc 
surveillance eCTv video is an exceptionally attractive but 
challenging task. Over the years, research community as well 
as industry scientists have been attempting to develop a 
solution for automatic detection of accident using video 
processing techniques [7]-[10]. 

In this paper, section]] describes related work on accident 
detection using video processing. Sect ion III su mmarizes 
typical techniques implemented for accident detection in 
literature s urvey as well as comments about data set 
requirement. In Section IV, aUlhors have illustrated various 
research c hallenges in (his field. In section V authors discuss 
about the need of a new system for detecting an accident. 

1'- LITERATURE SURVEY 

A n innovative method inspired by motion of water waves 
to modeJ the interaction among multiple moving objects for 
the detection o froad accidents was deve loped by Kimi" Yun 
et al. [II]. 'Vhen many objects move o n the water surface. the 
motion of water waves responding to them was the 
motivation for this method. By utilizing the symmetric 
properties of the MIF (Motion Interaction Field), traffic 

accidents are detected and localized. But this method 
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Fun ill'l"rl lI) rc. 11 nuvel 1lll'lhod li)1' I'l·al·ri nl l· :lUtOlll:UIc 
ddL'ClioJl of (rafiie <lccicicn! W;IS Prol)(lscd 1121. P<lrilllh:h:rs 
c:x tril l."!cd !i'om the video I'rmlll!S rem!: (he ha~i, I)i"t hi s sy:-; I--:11I. 
Hcrt'. (jCllls~ ian ivl ixlure Model ((j~, I Jvl) W~IS lIs.:d 10 delc!';1 
the vehicle:.: and mean shili ulgorilhrn \Vus us'.:d to track thl! 
d·.:h:ctcd vehicks. f\ licr Ihm. paralllclc:r~ wen: galh~r~d Ii'o m 
the video Irames. The thrc(;.· signi fi callt pilram..:tcrs. the 
dir..:c tiol1 of the moving vchicles. the changcs ill the position 
oC thc vehicles and the speed o flhe vehiclc=, Wl:rc acquired to 
make the decision of accident. But various cIlvirOllllle11lai and 
imagi!lg conditions were not tested !Ising proposed method. 
Data set used was very small and privatc. 

Siyll Xia cl al. lI sed low-rank matri.\ approximation-based 
method for the detection of accidc rH [13], Approximation 
error \Vas calculated for erich block of f'rnme and compared 
with defined threshold. Accidents were detcct(.!d b(1scd on the 
comparison of approximmi on error with the defined 
threshold. Tested video segment wns cO llsidered ns normal. if 
the crror was less than th e thresho ld , Otherwise, it was 
labelled as a fraffic accident. Simil<lrly, a new detecting and 
positioning technique was addressed from the analys is of 
distribution characteristics based on [(ve rage space 
occupancy, flow rate and nvernge lIavel speed of traffic in a 
defined road segment [14]. In this method, every monitored 
lane segmcnt was partitioned into a cluster of cells. By 
detecting and tracking traffic objects, pnrametcrs in each cell 
were acquired. This method was based on lawful traffic on 
highway. Accidents were detected based on congestion in a 
panicular eell. A Iso, the data set used was private and hence, 
not available for comparison. 

Additionally. an innovative method based on an adaptive 
traffic motion flow model ling technique was suggested [15]. 
In this method, Farneback Optical Flow was used for 
de[ectlon of motIons and a stat isti c heuristic method was used 
for detection of accident. Threshold was varied in order to 
adapt changes in lighting conditions and traffic density. 
While testing results of the new system, only highway and 
expressway traffic patterns were considered. Database was 
small, private (self-created) and not avai lable for comparison. 
Delay for processing video in this method is more so, it is not 
acceptable for real-time app lications of accident detection 
and a 30 frame/sec camera. 

Ivloreovc:r, a lIew accident detect ion module was proposed 
that llsed different parameters like velocity, area, position, 
direction, and inclinat ion angle of the moving object [16]. 
These parameters were extracted frol11 the detected and 
tmcked vehicle~. Accident Index W(lS calculated bascd 011 
Lllc:;,c lJdldll1e(CI ~ Cl1lJ CUII1lJaIc:J willi lIH ~!i hu ltJ tu 1I l::;tt:Cl all 
accident. Incidences o n highways and intersec tions were only 
c(ln~i d6rerl . Author.; ~u~ce:;ted that the mnchinc learni ng 
could be used to improve performance of the module. A 
private data se t was used. 

Perceptual video summarization technique was addressed 
for vehiele analysis and accident detection form traffic 
surveillance videos by SilllJU SU!iioH\ Thumas and other 
I ~() Illllhnf'.: [17]. Optimnl summnry-bascd cvc nt detection 
VJUviJt:;, a nbltl v.((IHII/,' 1\)11. However, d ~p!h-1)8sed 
segmentation, a scenar io and 
environment S 'an be co nsid ered to 

W-I:!. I\\ (\\ c i t~h td- I ·.x l rr.:llIr.: I.earning 1\lac.:hilll!) -b<lsed 
ddel'lor IIXI. The slitlinl; window tt.:dlllique b;1sed on lrailll:d 
hcrn,,:l \V-EI.~ 1 dassi licr wus IIsed tu <\..:tcrminc whelher 
cal:h slidillg windll\\' W~l$ it tr~lnk a(.;(.;itil'nt s(.;cne (X not 
/\(.;cortiing to th\.: <llIthor. there was <.I possibiliiy 0," 1:llse 
detection in case (I f coJli:-io ll. and IlC·nc.:(:. more work was 
Ilctcssary in this issue.:. En largcment o r data set and 
slIpl::rvised h::arn;ng r.:ould bl.! c.:ons i<krcd to improve tile
pCrfOrlnil !ICC ol' the proposcd SystClll . 

()I~jcct Dctectiol l and Tracking Sy!-:le1l1 al ong with a 
popular dct.:p k:arning ndwork WIlS addressed by Kyu Bl:olll 
ct al. [1 9'1. With the help of thi s method. il was poss;bll: to 
detcct <.1n aecid~1ll within 10 seconds for each frame 
containing accidenLBut tes ting of method was done only for 
the particular case (tunnel videos) where traffic pattern was 
simple. Also. for testing author had lI sed a very small datu sd 
of videos <mel data set Was not made pub lic for comparison. 

For detecting accidcnt. multi-moclal deep learning method 
was llsed for II;e first time [20]. This method was verified on 
the real traffic from Hyderabad city in India. Accident 
detection rate of thi s method was about 77.5% and false 
alarms rme was 22.5% on real accidents videos. New data set 
(I ndian Traffic) was made public for comparing results 
obtained from the other method. The challenges that need to 
be addressed in fluure me occlusions. poor visibility at night. 
and large variations in the normal traffic pattern. 

III. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. 	 Techniques of accident detection 
Detection of road accident based on CCTV surveillance 

videos is mainly done by means of typical steps, which are 
motion detection, feature extraction, fea ture analysis, and 
,lcciUt;[ ll [t;cugJ1il iuJ[ [1.::i]. TY Vi',:t11 :, [cV :;' fut d~ttaill.:S 

accident in a video are shown in Figure I . 

'BJ{~~rollnd 
j~blrurioll. 

'Opri,,1 nO;T. CJlrublioll. '\"11001\' 
'[Ie.. oritm'Hol, 'CliUlplmOJlIO 

Hctllrllioe. nalboldl. 
nbitltJlru. 

Fig. l.Typical steps for aecident detectioullSJ. 

Over the last few years, researchers have developed 
various systems to detect road accidents successfully [20]. 
The strategies used so far for detecting traffic accident from 
ceTV surveillance videos can be classified into three 
categories, namely modeling of traffic fl ow patterns, 
ml"lnit(lring <lno <lnrJ1y<:;is I"IfVf',:hir:lp nC'.fivif1~" ,mci rnodt:lillg or 
vehiole in·toraotionJ. MO:it importon t footor in d8t8cting 
accident is to track all the vehicles. Various current strategies 

of moving vehicles to define a typical baseline 

inln loIlHjtft~d· thecD dif{~ I:fn" ~l\'ffl~' \ I ,u\·, 
spli1tct\;!n'jJ&$I.\HlnIY~. ~11m\l~3\lte,,,"rs~e"",,e , "nri 

!)u'l. ....,~hlh:i ·~\i.1 Cvil(A(1 
" I' " ""\.~; l)' l'll.\[- -11(1-11

R,· /, ;;t"I.'" r ",j/ll", r .. l"ln;OQPn ·"n'n-:r'nn {tsr 
UUJ: JU. J~Y.J IJ l) ('u/. lfJJf.Jl .!J.!Ij.J!1I 

performance. L lform ation was given about the ?6~~~~;~:~~~~;d~p:~re-d (,cided th resho ld) and frame of any 
data sd used an 'Boa d n.ade public for oomparison. , which does not follow the baseline is 

Meth""'iIlJ,'f.d}/f'itli(:triYML'l!'~u and other eo·al tl2?rs assumed 
1.. .... 1 
h~n , 
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!Ii 1 ; ..' l":1:11 '011:11 .III(; 1"i1 :.1 of !-: lI t..d,~ l'1'rill~ alld .-\d"·;111 ~'I'd T ('('i\llo!()~y ( i.1 i .. \ I ) 

I lit· 1:11·1 i.... lin il llion" li·OI,\ !I1 (11ilH I parallll.!tl:rs provide 
w id ·1I1 inlilll11illitll) hdilrl; r..:~ III~si ol1. hili it is flUl 5unieil.' I\t lor 
;H,.: \.·idl:nl dl"h'\' linl1. 1·III [h ~~ IJl HII"l: , willi iI dens.; lrafti~ and 
SIHh ll.'1l dmllgl: ill [hI.! IIh ltioll, [he task becomes marc 
dm l!L:!1ging. 

1"1111 '>. 1h e: L':-.iS l iil.= !lIl"1hods to solve the problem of 
HUIOlIl:ltic ddl.:clillJl h::vc Ihl.'i r own means to dcline 
"t\( ·CfDENr· o which Ill ,·,), lead [0 FALSE DETECTION in 
real lili:. D ifl\.-:rL'n l!e bCIWCL'll w llision and occlusion needs 
I llorl.! altl: l1li o ll. 

U. I)ata ~ct used ftlr hosting 

For (kvcJoping efl"c.:Clivc m:cidcnt detection sys tem, 
co llcc tion of dat:! SCI li·om ecrv sllrveillance videos is 
necessary. Dala sc t must include videos of accident cases for 
various conditions as shoWIl in Figure 2. Further, availability 
of public data sct is also necessary so that o ther researc hers 
can compare their rl!sults. Size of data set also matters as 
larger data scI \-vi ll be helpful to generalize res ults o btained 
during the researdl. 

Fig. 2.Videos of accident that arc recorded during 
various lighting conditions 120j IBest viewed in colourJ 

Unfortunately. data sets used in mos t of the methods for 
tes ting are either small in size , private and not available for 
comparison. Therefore, solutions suggested by these methods 
canno t be generalized. Furthennore, many of the methods are 
le<;;te.n only on videos o f lawful highway If<:1 ffic or only on a 
particular type ofcases rI 9].. Hence. these techniqlles may no t 
be implemented for random traffic pattern. Various lighting 
and weather conditions are rt:!]lIin>d to be cOIl.Gidcrcd lu r 
t~ljll.~ Id ialJilitv o f a syc;tf"m .... ~ they may change the 
perfo rmance of system in different conditions. 

IV_ CHALLENGES AND ISSUES 

Aller studying the: lilt:rdture on ( :C('V-based accide nt 
detection me thods, diffe rent challenges and issues related to 
this area are identified . 

Accident dClr..:l!tion Sy :;h::: III S must have limited processing 
tim f' <:;n IIlid lhese method!. r..:un be ll !>cful ill rcal-time. 
Differentiating collision and occlusion is the most important 
factor that needs to be addressed particularly a nd it will help 
to reduce false accident detection rate_ While deve lopill 

suc h a sys tem, different traffic pal .\'J~ (highway/urban/random traffic) need to be consider ;tB.r ~ · 
dcveloping more ro bllst~ generalized solution of the p . ..J2]t;01 

- d I- h - I- - (d / - I If - ! ~. 
vane Ig tmg cone Itlons ay OIg 1 evening/early mptI1lng)

\\ 

R(' r'i~r(ll A'um!wr" ("(iM'nJQ~JfI n n](lf:a8!l;!;,n 
DOl: I0.359401ijeaf,C6361.029320 

'1.:::!8 '1 

!S~\: 22-l1} - S')5S. Volu n~e·· 9 bS\Jc-J . I· chnljlt-~ , ..~fl .~ ti 

;l!Id dil1i::rl:lll \\e,Hher condit ions (sll nny,iraiLly/ fi.\gh'.~ l ;l1"l) 

!1~cd 10 b..; addr~sscd . Avai lability o f enough public clitia "'CI :-, 
lu r comparing resulls with Ihe work carri ed Ollt e~]rlicr b also 
a Ill ajor issu ... in Ihis clrea. 

v_ RESll LTS AND DISCUSSION 

As public benchmark data set is not ava ilable. L' llrrL'1l1 
I ~CllI1 iqlles utili ze a small private assorlmem ofdala SetS_As 
data sels lIsed are not publicly open, it is not reasoll<1bk to 

compare these methods. Still to unders tand the perro rlllances 
of vari o us s trategies disclIssed here, rcs ults o f some Illethod!' 
are summarized in Table 1 with respect to criteria con~i(kred 
while designing the method. 

Table L Criteria Considel"ed And Accuracy By V.u·ions 
Methods 

Method Crj'eria 
Only car accidents wnh law 

Kimin Yun [I tj full tmOk and private daln 
sct. 

J. Ren 114] 
Multilane (1 1) Highway only 

with ovate data set. 

Boutheina Maa louly 115] Highways and bprcssways 
an i ' with rivate dam SCI. 

Sinnu Susan [ 17J 
Data selS from You tube and 

Urban TrJcker 
Yuan Ion y" 18 D,lIa set front You tube 

Ind ian Real Traffic videos 
Dinesh Singh (20] from Hyderabad cilY\~~th 

new ublie data set. 

.·\Cl-UI":IO · 

89% 

9-1%, 

77% 

82% 

>90% 

77.5% 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Different methods for automatically detecting an accident 
with the help of CCTV s urveillance v ideos are di scussed and 
compared in thi s paper. In spite of exceptionally adv isable 
t~ s.k . very less ~nn rf'<; tri r tP.'d work it: ca rriod o ul in thL~ fi...JJ. 
Some methods are developed to work Oll particular pattern of 
traffic in restricted environment and those do not consider 
o ther affecting factors. All these st rategies can sa id to be 
reasonable fo r small s ized samples and don ' t ensure the same 
pe rformance in different s ituation. T his creates an urge to 
design a new system for automa tically detecting accident 
address ing lawful as we ll as lawless traffic patterns in vario us 
illumination and different environmental conditions and to 
compare result s on .o:;o m"" c.ommon data set. 
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; Ihslr(/( . .'I- The brain turnors. arc the mogl cOlllmon and 
aggressive disease and it is challenging task 10 dctl!ct brain 
tumor in early slages of life, it leads to a very short life 
cxpeclnncy in their highest grade. Thus. treatment planning 
will be a key stnge to improve Ihe quality of lih: of patients. 
To evaluate the tulllor in a brain lISed various image 
techniques slich as Computed Tomogmphy (CT). Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) and ultrasound image etc. 
Mostly, inlhis work MRI il1lllges are lI sed to diagnose tumor 
in the bmin. The huge amount of data generated by MRI 
scan that helps to classify tumor vs non-tumor in a pm1icular 
time. Out it having some limitation (i.e.) accurate 
quantilalive measurements will be provided for limited 
number of images. To prevent death rate of human trusted 
;1Ilt! automatic classification scheme ,ue essen tial. The 
Clutoll1.ltic brain tumor classification will be very challenging 
task in large spali ,,1 and slructur<l1 variability of surrounding 
region of brain tumor. In this work, automatic brain tumor 
detection will be proposed by Llsing Convolutional Neurnl 
Networks (CNN) c lassification. The deeper architecture 
design will be performed by using sllla ll kernels. The weight 
of the neuron will he givcn as small. 
Keywords: Neural Networks, MR', Brain Images, Python 

L INTRODUCTION 

Brain tumor is one of the unnecessary organs in the human 
body, which consists of billions of cells. TUlllor called as th e 
abnormal group of cell is formed from the uncontrolled 
division of ce lls. There are two types of Brain tumor such as 
low grade (grade t an d grade2) and high grade (grade3 and 
grade4) tumor. Low grade brain tumor is called as benign. 
Similarly, the high grade tumor is also called as malignant. 
Ben ign tumor is not cancerous tumor. So it doesll't spread 
other parts of the brains. However the malignant tumor is a 
r.<l.nr.erous tumor. Hence it spreads rapidly with indefinite 
bOllndariuli III III hilI' l'(',eiti" ,,-,,,f th.: t,..,:..Jy \:",;It..ily. U I~Utb lU 

immediate death. Brain MRI image will be mainly used to 
detect the tumor and tumor progress modeling process. This 
information will be mainly used for tumor detection and 
treatment processes.MRI image ~ives more in form<l.fion 
"bout given medical image than the CT or ultrasound image. 
MRI images will provide detail information abollt brain 
stmCtIJft (tuJ anulilaly detection in brain tissue,Automatcd 
methods for brain tumors finding and type cataloging it uses 
brain MRI images from the lime when it became possible to 
scan and transport medical images to the computer. Neural 
Networks (NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) are the 
lIsually uscd mcthods for their good Clihuccll1Cllt over the 
most recen t few yr.,lJr'). But here Convolutiona l Neaura! 
Network wi ll be used. 

II. LiTERATURE SURVEY 

Ghaith Husoni and Omar Darwish[2] defines that medical 
images are one of the most important resources used by 
doctors to diagnose brain tumors. A tool with high accuracy 
to automate this process can be extremely valuahle. 
Howevcr, because of issues related to legal liabilities, such a 
tool cannot replace the expert opinions of tfClined 
physicians.ln this paper ,they des ign a system to corn.:c tl y 
classify new brain MRI images into images with tumor and 
images without lumor. The experiments they present in th is 
work show that after preprocessing MRJ images. neuml 
nen-vork classification algorithm \vas lhc best. Lazy-18k did 
very well and came in second. Na""lve Bayes and J48 
decision tree came in last. A much higher accuracy can be 
achieved by gaining a better dataset with high-resolution 
images taken directly from the MRI scanner.Harshini Badisa 
and Madhavi Polireddy [4] defines that tumor is the un lIsuul 
growth of the tissues. A brain tumor is a quantity o f 
unnecessary ce lls growing in the brain or central spine 
canal. It is an unrestrained progress of cancer cells in any 
portion of the body. Tumors are of different forms and have 
different features and different treatment Brain ("umor 

separation using MRI has been an extreme exploration area. 
Brain tumors have various dimensions and shapes and 
appear at different locations. Varying amount of tumors in 
brain magnetic resonance images (MRl) makes the 
automatic division of tumors enormously stimulating.These 
MRI Scanned images are useful in identifying and detecting 
and classifying the tumor parts of th e brain easily. This 
paper has given a far reaching outline of the best in class 
MRI-based brain tumor division techniques. A significant 
nillllber of the present cerebrum tumor division strategies 
work MRI images due to the non-intrusive and great delicate 
tissue differC:llliatiull uf MRI and utilize grouping and 
hunching Tcchn iquc,s by utlllLlt\g JLveL ::'\:" 11I~,.lLlLglib <tILlJ 

considering spatial data in a nearby neighborhood . The 
motivation behind these strategies is to give a fundamental 
judgment 011 finding, tumor checking, and also treatment. 
Ann al50 to ~ive strong olttcomer. inr.infl f.flllt;ihh" 
calculatiutllillle. Vaishnavi S. Mehekarc, 
Dr.S.R.Ganorkar[8] Defines that glioma is a broad category 
of brain and spinal cord tUl11urs timl cutnC frum glial cells, 
brain cells that can develop into tumors. Low-grade versions 
of gliomas can ocelLI' in children. Brain (um DrS are slightl y 
more likelv to occur in males. Prior radiation to the brain is 
a risk factor for malignant gliomas. The precise 
Seglll t:lllaliull of gliomas and its intratumoral struclUres is 
impcrntivc for treatment alTallging. as well as for follo\\'~up 
tlssessments. Be that as it may, it is a est' IlInent,0 

",,~It<:<~he shape. structure, and area lies aI'\! 
'~~r lollndlv factor. In mind tumor di er a 

,;,.~ Ihv lecl11liq~,es that expressly build up a Inc or nOI1

paramelric probabil is'ic modt)l~~ t\\6. t11i~··. iQ ?fI~~ti&" 

Tclcco U • I .•1) ", •.• j IC~·!" ~ 
Sill. , 
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AlItl)I11<l1ic and rdiabk SI.:!!-Illc.:1l1a:iI11l 1lIt:lluxb ;Ift: rt:quired; pt:r!1.1rm OlnCl:. To avoid this kind of prohlc:lll. prc-If;l inl:d 
however. the large spillial ;1IIt! , lructllral va ri:lhility among model b,IS~d brain dalasct wi ll be used 1(,)1' dassilica ti \)fl 
brain IUrnurs make ilUIOllwtil.: segllh.:ntl1tioll a dhlllengillg 
problelll . In this pilpt:r. th L')' propOSl: an il utOlllil tk 
sl.!gm<.:nlil tion melhod hast.:d 011 C(lIlv(: lut iOl lnl Neural 
Nelw()rks (CNN). e,....:ploring small 1·<, kernel s. Alsu 
investigated the liSe:: or intcll!'ity l1urmali z;J tiull as H pre
processi ng slep, which though 1I0t COIllIllOII in ('NN-bascd 
segmentmion methods. prowd together with data 
augmentation to bc vcry effective for brain tumor 
segmentation. 

III. MFT II ()J)OLOGY 

The main objecti ve of this project is (0 make a soHwarc that 

call cil:[cct brain tumor Irol11 th t: MRI images. 

The system consists of the following components: 


The human brain will he modeled by lIsing design 
and implementation of neural network. For vector 
quantization, approximation, p.1tIcm matching, optimization 
functions and classification techniques for this neura l 
network wi ll be used. The neural network will be divided 
into three types based 011 their interconnec tions so these 
three types neural networks arc feedback, feed forward and 
recurrent network. The Feed Forward Neural network wilt 
be further divided into single layer network and Illultiluycr 
network. In tbe single layer network, the hidden layer will 
be not presented. But it contains only input and output layer. 
The multilayer consis ts of input layer, hidden layer and 
output layer. The closed loop based feedback network will 
be called as ree urren f network 

In the normal neural network. image cannot 
scalable. But in convolution neural network, image can 
scalable (i.e) it wi ll take 3D input volume to 3D output 
volume (length, width, height).T1le Convolution Neural 
Network (CNN) consist of input layer, convolution layer. 
Rectified Linear Un it (ReLU) layer, pooling layer clOd full y 
con nected layer. In the convolut ion layer, the given input 
image wi ll be separated into various small regions. Element 
will be activation function will be carried out in ReLU layer. 
However the pooling layer will be mainly used for down 
sampling. In the final layer (i.e) fully connected layer will 
bc uscd to gcncratc the class score or label score value based 
on th e probability in between 0 to I. 

The block diagram of brain tumor classification 
based on convolution neural network will be shown in fig . I. 
TIlt" CN1.J ba~t"d lllHilJ llll1H)1 1..: I<t~~jfil:alil.'l1 ",, ;11 bt' diviJt'd 
into two phases such as train ing and testing phases. The 
number of images will be divided into different category by 
m.illg htLd ~ lI a llle ~lI\",l l d~ tU llI UI alill IIUII-tUII IUI LI ai ll 

image ... etc. In the training phase, preprocessing, feature 
exactiou and classification with Loss fUllction will be 
performed to make a prediction model. In it ially, label the 
training image set. In the preprocessing image resizing \\' ill 
be appli ed 10 change size of th e image. Fi nally, the 
oonvoluli ol1 neural nOt..','orii will bc lI !Jcd for au tomat ic brain 
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FIg. I: Block dmgram of proposed bram tumorciasslficCluon 
using CNN 

In this proposed CNN, we wi ll train on ly last layer 
ill python implcment<llion. We don't want to ([(Jill all Ihe 
layers. So computation timc wi ll be low meanwhile the 
performance will be high in the proposed autolllnt ic brain 
tumor classificntion scheme. 

A. Algorithm/Of CNN based Classification: 

I) f\pply convolution filter in first layer 
2) TIle sensitivity of filler is reduced by smoothing the 

convolution tilter (i.e.) subsal11pling. 
3) Activation layer transfers the signal from one layer to 

nnother layer. 
4) Fasten the training period by using rectified linear uni t 

(RELU) 
5) The neurons in proceeding layer is connected to every 

neuron in subsequent layer 
6) During trnining Loss layer is added at the end to give a 

feedback to neural network. 

IV. OBSERVATIONS 

Class ifier classifies input images as normal or infected with 
brain tumor. For training 20 images and for testing 6 images 
are used. Then applied 03 convolutional layers, 03 times 
Relu, 02 times pooling layers. For each iteraLiuJI!:i w~ lake 10 
epoch, steps per epoch was SOO,validation steps were 
6500.So it takes J hours to complete the task and shows the 
accuracy Fig.2 and loss Fig.3 graph. So we get results as 
trammg aceuracy ')U% and tc:;ting accut~cy Ioo~!o. 
validation loss ).7916' ·06 
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from image net. Image net will be; one of the pre~ 

model. If you want to tr'lin from the starting layer ~!'.ve 
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rig. 2: Model Accuracy 

v. CONCLUSION 

The main goal of this project is to design efficient automatic 
brain tumor class ification with high accuracy, performance 
and low complexity. In (he conventional brain tumor 
classification will be perrormed by lIsing convolutional 
neural network (CNN), texture and shape fC'H ure extraction. , ,< 

mQ:CIelloss 
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0.25 
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0.21) 

.." \ 
~ \ 
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--...=.0.00 

0 ) 4 , , 
",och 

Fig. 3: Model Loss 
Further to improve the accuracy and to reduce the 

computation time, a convolution neural network based 
class ification will be introduced in the propose scheme. The 
classification results wi ll give as tumor or normal brain 
images. Python language is used for implementation. Image 
net database will be used for c lassification. It is one of {he 
pre-trained models. So the tra ining \'\'ill be performed for 
only final layer. Raw pixel value with depth , width and 
height feature values are extracted from eNN. 
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. /hsr"cu:1 i" iltcring daw in n:al (illl": n::tJuin:s dl.:di~atl:d 
hardwClrc to satisf~' dernar:ding {hill: re\luin:Jlll!nls. Ilt:re we 
introducl.: the adaptive tl.:chnique applied ({l 1ll.:Ollstk noise 
cuncellatioll i, c. thc LiV1S (I~l:aSI Mcan Square) algorithm. 
The LMS algorilhm :s used to subtract noise 11'0111 an input 
audio signal. The UvlS adaptiv~ lillcr lIses the noisy signal 
at the input pOll and thl: dcsired signal (noise fi'ce) on the 
output pon to 'll.Hornatieally nl<lich the filter response. Wc 
get noise ;lIld original signal separately. Noi sl! signal is crror 
signal which is given as a feedback 10 adaptive filter to 
improve its perii.ml1<lIlcc. A silliulation or the LMS 
algorithm is done on MATLA B. Further algorithm is 
implemented on DSr processor TMS320C6748. Thl! 
proposed methodology is useful to cancel noise !"i'om audio 
signal. The result will be noise Irel! audio signal in the DSP 
board output. 
Keywords: I.east Mean Square Algorithm , DSP kit 
(TMS320C6748). MATLAB. ANC (Adaptive Noise 
Cancellation) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The random fluctuation or the acoustic wave is thought as 
noise. The presence of noise in an exceedingly signal alters 
the first signal and leads to tlte incorrect transmission of the 
required signal. (t's a problem in several applications like 
headphones, engines, pumps, etc. one in all the examples is 
that the noise generated by the jet rotary engine that affects 
the comfort level o f the airline's passengers. Another 
example is thc noise present in hearing aids due to the 
acoustic feedback effect which reduces the performance of 
the hearing aids. Due to the concern on the impact of noise 
on humans, many types o f research have been done in 
aiming to eliminate the noise in different applications . Many 
strategies are planned in noise cancellation, the standard 
nOIse reduction technique relies on passive noise 
management, like mistreatment earplugs, ear-protector, 
sound insulation walls, and muffler. Passive. nni<:p 
r.anrpllation (PNC) u£e~::m entity put in within the 5o),!!lcll1 lu 
i!-:ulutt:! Ih~ background signal trom the encolllpassing. PNC 
techni(jlleo; ~rp~ \mit was effective in reducing noisc over a 
wide fi·equency range. Chen and Yijun (2016) reduced the 
total noise from the centrifugal fan, Xu and Mao have 
impltHlt::I1tcd PNC in the forwarJ-eurved centrifugal fan by 
5dB after employing the open-cell metal foam. However, 
the main restriction o f passive noise cancellation is that the 
isolation object is comparatively massive and unable to be 
fitted into tiny scale applications. it's additionally restricted 
by the effective frequency range. Thus, acoustic noise 
cancellation (ANC) is developf':ri to hide a wider vary of 
lIu;,e lIe4ueueleS partlcutarly. ANt; employs associate 

howev..:r with anti-phase is generatcd and combined with Ihe 
first lloisL' in achieving the canedlatioll orno~se. 

II. LnTRATlJ RE S tJRVEY 

Filtering knowledge ill th e period o f time nceds dedkalt::d 
hardware to meet demanding time requirements. Adaptiw 
noise C11H;cllalion is an nlternate technique of estimating 
sigrl<lI s corruptcd by additive noise or interference. The 
adaptive filtering algorithms are used to estimate thl! 
statistics of the signal ifprior infomlation of the signal is not 
known. Adaptive noise can cellation is an approach used for 
noi sc reduction ill the speech signal. As a received signal is 
unendingly corrupted by noise wherever ~ch reccived 
signal and noise signal each change unendingly, then this 
nrises the rcquirement for adaptationai filtering, Researchers 
are focusing on the des ign and analysis of Acoustic Noise 
canceller based on the LMS algorithm. Some of thc 
important researches are as follow:-

Madhuri Jadhav and Prof. Aarti Bakshi[I] , 
conducted study for development of Acousti c Noise 
Canceller Us ing LMS filter on FPGA board. They replaeed 
Programmable Digital Signal Processor (PDSP) systems 
with FPGA due to their parallel architecture, wide 
bandwidth, and flexible nature. Due to its reliable nature and 
ease, high flexibility and high integrated FPGA technology. 
LMS algorithm using FPGA technology was well used in 
adaptive filter , compared with other algorithms it is easy to 
implement. The FPGA technology has achieved 
conspicuous development. System on a Chip (SoC) and 
intellectual property (lP) designs are often integrated and 
downloaded into FPGA to figure with an embedded 
processor. The latest 65 nm technology, which m3kes the 
function of FPGA even more powerful than ordinary FPGA . 
The 65nm Virtex-5 FPGAs offer unprecedented 
perforrnance at speeds on the avern2e 10 perC:l'!nf fflsfrr ~n'; 
65 percent increased capacity, while consuming 45 percent 
less area and reducing power consumption by 35 pcrccnt 
th,m previous generation devices. Ihey fm~lly r.onc.luded 
lhal, AdapLive filter useS LMS algorithm for updating the 
lillcc. L:uc;:meit'lIl as il was found to be the most efficient 
training algorithm for FPGA based adaptive filter. 

Rajshree Tiwari et al [3] , studied Adaptive Noise 
Cancellation and review given on implementation of ANC 
On TMS320C6713 DSP Board. They said that 
TMS320C6713 DSP processor board is one such processor 
based on very-long-instruction-word (VLIW) architecture 
which was suitable for signal processing applications which 
are computationally intensive. LMS algorithm is the 
simple~t oI~orithm of 1\11 which h~~ been ' n:;idereu UUI: lo 
less :?In1 xity and ease ofimplementa( many 

dl l t;rI 'l~ r lt:c·tro-a":(IIl ... lil,. ~)'~l'OJII tu cunecl me fir~t nOI Se y¥er~1t1r Ii '-~IS nlp,l)I'hhll1 <';1H'.h a~ . S 
~ujJlJUlh;:J tllt: principle ot superpos1tlon, wherever associate fA~!MS1 a' . m, Variable . . MS) 
degree anti· noise (secondary signal) of equal amplitude f ~algor,tbm, B 'iti S (BLMS) a lgorithm .if, Ilijl lemented 
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Suman and Pnon<t1l1 Ikni wal I:) /. swdiccl tlH: 
vanou~ auaptivc lihc.:ring techlliqul:~ f("lr At.:tivc Nllist.! 
Control likt: l.iV1S (Lt:ilst Mean Square Algorilll1l1). RI.S 
(Reclirsivt: I.casl SquarL' algorithm) ;1I1d Ddta Rult: 
Algorithm. In that study, they hllVC compared IIIC 

pcri()1"IllanCC of LMS, RLS and delta mil..' algorithm It)r a 
while (Jilussinn l1oisl: as rdcn:!IH;l:. Tlwy hnvc cOIH.:ludcd that 
RI.S algorithm is better in pcrfbrl11BIlCl: titan butll the 
ttlgnrithms. But the complexity of till: RLS algorithm is 
much morc than the complexity of' the other two algorithms. 
Thc della rule algorithm requires sligh tly mnl'e number of 
computnlions rhnn the LM S algorithm so as per thcir 
conclusion LMS algorithm have low compalalional 
complexity. 

III. METIlODOLOGY 

The main objcctive of (his project is (0 make a machine or 

systcm thaI cancels the noise signal (unwanted s ignal) from 

the audio signal that is plagued by noise. 

TI,e system consists of the following componen ts: 


A. nSf' Processor (lMSJ20C6 748) 

I) TMS320C6748 Processor: 
The TMS320C6748 fixed- and floating-poi", DSP board 
based on very-Iong-inslructioll-word (VLIW) architecture 
and OSP C674x core which is suitable for s ignal processing 
applications whicn are computationally intens ive 

Orlgin.1 ~il{DIJ, 
NoIse SI2n:t1 

H 
Ads pln-(' 

Hfll'r 

0 
~ USI' "I'Q("ttwr 

TMSll OC(j1.1# F=:> 
(lurpul 

l,i ll::!.h••I, 
f;'Ji...~ 1 

Nni~S~ul 

r;~ j. nk..:k ,JinHllilll 

Various types of noises are present in the 
~nvirol1ment which can hI': fllimillntf\rl hy irnplrmrntin:. 
ANC system on TMS320C6748 DSP Board by using LMS 
algorithm due to its lower computational complexity. After 
that Code Composer Studio (CCS) is used in which 
algorithm is implemented using c code then it is compiled 
and loaded on targeted device. This DSP TMS320C6748 
provides lower power than other members of the 
TMS320C6000"'DSPs.The National Instrument TI DSP 
kits are used to implement the LMS algorithm . The device 
'IO'1I.ilJli;L lIll!;l1ml 114uiPllIUllt U1UflUIlH.!lUrcr:1 (()r:.lvl:1) 1'1.\ wt.ll 
as original-design manufacturers (ODMs) to bring devices 
quickly in the market. This DSP has robust operaring 

IS~~;;Gi~~~ rich user interfaces. TMS320C67XX 
" high processor performance through the 

ex ibility of a fully integrated. Figure 2 shows
th M~~748 processor kit. 

-. 

I, ' ''''\/f,' \ "f" ('; lIIe (·//(1/10:/ ".\lII~ /..\/.\ .11,:,,1"/:11111 "" " ),j' """e ,·.n", 
(!.ISHIJ 1'f)1 . 1.ulI,".' ~illll ' I I) 

Fig. 2: DSP TMS320C6748 Processor 
2) FII? .'IdapliH! Filler: 
The controller filter might take variety of forms, the 
foremost common of that is th:.u the Finite Impulse 
Response (fiR) tiltcr. An FIR filter cnn be represented as 
shown in the Figure helow. 

Here, z-I represents a delay of one (input) sample 
and Wi represents filter weight Wi' When there arc 
resonances in the system or if there is some noise feedback 
from the control source to the reference sensor, resulting in 
the corruption of the refe rence signal. Then the FIR filter is 
not the good choice because FIR filter does not uses 
feedback. Then we use Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter 
is often chosen due to its feedback property. FIR filters 
Depend on both input as well as output and output is taken 
by feedback . The main advantage of the lIR filter is that it 
can achieve given filterin g characteristics in less memory 
and fewer calculations than required by an FIR filter for a 
UJllIlJh•• .'I. ;)),;)h..III, tilU!) 1\...Jut..illg t..uUl)JuLaLi"'lIall"IdJ. DuL Llli;) 
advamage comes at me cOSt ot' Instability, slower 
convergence and also the possibility of convergence to a 
local minimum in the error surface increases instead of a 
global minimum. 

ytk} OutpulL4-4-__~ 
Fig. 3: FIR Filter Architecture 

The three parameters that affeet the performance of 
a digital filter in an active noise cancelling system are: the 
type of filter. the filter weig ht values and the number of 
weights_ The adaptation algorithm of the controller is 
Jc:"';)IJ'_'II!)ilJh: fl.'l (UllillW,lhl;' UYUIJlivl;' tiJll;'l W IIn~( Lh~ to::,u!tilty 
conLrol signal minimises the error signal received by the 
controller. 
3) LMS Algorithm: 
The Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm was introduced by 
Widrow and Hoff in 1959 [8]. It uses a slOchastic gradient
based method of steepest descent and is the simplest 
technique used for updating the coefficients of an adaptive

Dept. of El(,rl. o"ics & fiher. It adopts iterative procedure that makes successive 

Telccornrnnni", .• ::ngil1ceriog corrections to the weig hts of the filter in the direction of the 

SUIt. Ka I, · )1 II. Ct~, ! cgc 
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1I\;.'ga tivl.' cri ll!.: gmliicll\ VL'(;\lIr whil,,;h gr::d~!;lIi )' k:l(b III the 

minimulll 1111:1111 !'ilj llilrc t.:rrnr. "1111: !.!vIS :11 £uriilllll pcrf~mlls 


less operation [0 upclah.: thL' t.:ot.: l'!iciL'lIts or an ;td;tplivt:: I-If{ 

lilicr IXj: 

I) C dcll lati.: the Olttptll signal y(n) li'Ulll tilL' FIR lillL'r_ 

yin) ="r(n). w (n) 
Wh erc. ii(n)is fillei' input vector and 
lien) = jx(n)x(n - l)x(n - N + l)jT 
w(n): filter i.:ocfficiclllS v~~tor 

w(n) = !w,,(n)w,(n) ... WN"(n)\"" 
2) Calculates the error signal e(n) by llsing: 

e(n) ~ <I(n)"'y(n) 

(1.1) 

(I.~) 

(U) 

(1..-1) 

3) 	 Update, Ille lilier coe llicients Ill' using Ihe update 
equation: 

w(n+!) =w(n) + p · u(n)"'c(ll) (1,1) 
where, w(n) : filter ..:ocfTicicllIs vector 
u(ll) : filler input vector 
Stability of LMS <llgorithm: 
[I] The L/'viS algorithm is convergent in the mean square. if 
the step size parameter satisfy the following cq uation ,
0< ~<-	 (1.6)

Am ax 

Where,Amax : largest cigcn values of the correlation matrix 
o f the input data. 
[2] The stability test is 

2 

0< jJ<mput SIgnal power 	 ( 1.7) 

[3] If ~( : large, converge rate is fast and the adaption is 
speedy, but jfll is too large it could diverge and can lead to 
unre liability in system, 
Where. ~t is the step size of the adaptive filter 

IV. OBSERVATIONS 

Wf'; have taken a sine wove signal anel <ijJplit:u to the 
adaptive filter. We have implemented an LMS algorithm on 
th~ adaptive filter for updating filter coefficients and 
observed results, Figure 4 shows the original sine wave 
signal. 

--:r-.--- .- - --'-.----- 1 

, 

,, 

i 

i 
1 

Fip, 4· nrin;in'!\l "inli wavo fl ienn! 
Fig. 5 shows the original sine wave signal added 

with noise signal. We have generated a noise source in 
MATLAB for checking the signal with the noise source. 

Fig. 6 shows the difference between original signal 

ful ~ 

e 

real-time 
and noise affected original signal. We can give any noise butt ~~~~~ 
we have give random noise. Error cannot be 

:~~~~ft~F~I' . ~7~ShOWS the filtered signal. The si~~
, 	 "w filter by LMS Algorithm. 

I of E!l'ctronitS & . " 
ep . II r Ill!ineenn.. 


Te eCOl'll·;'I.1I(.\ ~ ,:", \l~~~ 


1. , ,"'/11 \ , ' ; 'i'; 1"1' ·" ('<111"1/ I/."II!: i .\lS "":111'"/0,,, 0 11/),', /' /'1 ,'\,.'.\1/11 

,1.I\/(O!fI( "I ' ,HII,' I : : tr'll .' II, 

coL'llkie ltl :-. of !ilter al'i.: adjush.:d by I SvlS iligorilh 111. I )ue to 
:ul:tpliw lIallln: ot" signHI w(: haw lI sed adaptive filtt:r, I krc 
Wc M)\'I'l.AB is tJ .'jcd as the simulatiun 1001 lor th(.- pn~iecl. 
The 1'IlI1l;(io/1 ;!daplfiit,lillS() i:; II s..:d ftll' cl'c<lting the adaptive: 
fihl.:r workin!!, on I.I'\'I S 1I1!!,or ithm. -"he MArLAU lool r~O I) 
has hCl:11 u s(:~ 1 lor analY/ing tilL' UvtS algorithm , Afh:r IIl<1t 
MATLi\B I.:od..: is ..:oltVL'rll:d into c codc lor Il sing it ill Cod I.: 

('lll1!pOSIJ !, Studio. 

Fig. 5: Input signal + Noise 

"I 


,:5 *, m ~ ~ ~. a ~ _ 

Fig. 6: Error signal 

,~----------------~------~ 

Pig, 7: Adaprlve Desired output 

V. CONCLUSION 


The hardware implementation of adaptive filters is a tough 

practical noise cancellation, echo 

prediction and just on,ce programmable 
where logic is ready at the' factory and no 

made after manufacturing, In this project, 
uses LMS algorithm for updating the filter ... 

11 11 III n 	 ./J \ I . d b d I 820 ,.__ _1--- ,- - _ _ .. lcl' ,t r C _ 4 H 04},- --- ---- _~~-" I;;::...:· .~ -:z~-----' I I.:e,hts n::;scrv~ Ywww·lJsr .t.:ofll j 
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leu,,,U, \f1I.'" f ''''f .-1'"/1,,1/ 1/,\/1/;.: .'. 1/, 11::",':111111111' /I.... ,. .1'1'0' ,'\\-01 

{1.1.... ,lj) 1,,1 • J,\,WI/' I.l JIJ.l/J ~' 1I1 

(.'ocf'lh; it.:111 a ~ i( fuund 10 be the.: mosl ef1it.:k'nt training 
algorithm fi.lr J)SP based nd<1ptivl' lilter. From rt.'Suhs it is 
obsl:rve.:d (holt Ihe I.MS algorithm is Ie.:ss complex and in 
tcrms o/' storage it is ve.:ry emden!. But the eUJ1vergcllel' 
spl:l:d o r UvlS algorithm is less. Wc obscrved thilt it is 
dink-lIll 10 dilllil1<1te tht: totnl noise so, by using adaptive 
IiIll:!' we cll n dirnil1atc 111.\,'(imlllll noi se. 
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ABSTRACT ARTICLE INFO 

To incre;J.se the !lumber of operations of the Hi\,IC 1ll.1chine, the tool C;J.P41City of the 
11141chine ucec1s to be cnhanccd. This paper states, thc dcvelopmcnt of ;1 Man to 
Machine interface to help overcome the flaws of Ilicking :10(1 placing of the objects 
which mayor may not be hazardous to bc placed at :1 considerable distance. The 
machine helps to ease such operations and perform desired tasks at required time 
intervals. Developed system is a 3-axis Robotic Arm using ARM micl'Ocontrolier. The 
microcontroller accepts inputs from the Wi-Fi module and provides commands to the 
respective 3 difrerent servo motors, yielding 3-~lxis of freedom to the arm. This action 
can be provided remotely through the MMI illterf:1ce for real lime ttccurate 
operations. The arm can be used for exchange o f tools of the HMC mllchine in turn 
increasing the tool capacity. The microcontroller is used for the efficient control of the 
Arm. 
Keywords- ARM LPC2148, Node-MCV, 3-Axis Degree of Freedom, Servo Motors, 
HMC machine, Tool Exchange. 
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proposed. The Robotic Ann is a microcontroller based
), INTRODUCTION 

serup which demonstrates 3 degrees of freedom and 
The need of autonomous systems has become the need provides efficient picking and placing of tools from palette 

of an hour. Rapidly increasing flow of work and the to gear box of the machine. The high amounts of repetitive 
shortage of labour has lead to tremendoll s delay in tasks are also achieved competently lIsing the Arm which is 
manufacturing of good quality products within affordable quite unlikely to be observed in case of humans. 
prices. Due to the standardised s.ystems employed before, 
to attain a better productivity and quality well trained and Paper [1] ou tlines process to develop a human-machine 
expert labourers were required for ensuring correct interface in between the 6-DOF Jaco 's robotic arm and 
operation o f the machines .This not only reduces the Leap Motion controller. An algorithm was defined and 
productivity but also increases the work force requ ired and formulated to a llow an optimal portray of the user hand 
in turn the total cost of the product. Autonomous systems movements. These movements were noted by the Leap 
need to realise this in order to increase the product ivity and Motion contro ller. The system should permit fo r further 
quality of the manufactured goods in the desired time natural human-machine interact ion with a smooth 
frame. The su itab le solution for enhancing the ability of 
the machines is using Robotic systems. They are a perfect handl ing of the robotic ann. The implel'l1entation of the 

b·· eo human-robot inter-communication is discussed in linkcom matlOn Ot various aspects of Engineering Sciences 
such as; Mechanical and Mechatronics Engineering, with atmosphere assisted living and some practical cases 

Electrical and Electronics Engineering as well as Computer were introduced. ~ 
and Informatics Engineering. The interdisciplinary 
approach of these systems helps in improvising the existing Authors in [2] proposed the - " botic
machines. The most commonly used HMC machine has a based on A Tmega32 and . Tmega640. Signal 
tool capacity of 60 too ls. And the next enhanced variant ~\. 1.4~ "lg was done using a persona~gwnU1er . Last ly . a 
has a tool capacity directly of 120 1001s. So cons idering th '0 ___ p..~ vas .d e~eloped 1jjF.htex'p.e~~~ !~(~,~:r.come the 
fact that it is possible to expand the tool capacity o f 1 '" .r. a"\\'S like plckm!r ,jl~d Pth'Cl'l~ l Of bbJect5' I h§lher 
existing 60 tool capacity HMC machine with the help b, .f ·hazardous or not at d~1giiHlcanf:Oeflnite Qistmi£~ f1ijiCet!n 
Robotic Arm System, the concept of this project . . " Ult 1'," . .0 1 g

.' '" . ••~" . 'I "'he II .. 4.On.. ·0 ege 
III Ellgilwcn. fit,]!! _ 411 041 
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In IJ J design and development of robotic ann hased on 
i\ Tll1t.:ga micro';;olltro!ler is discussed. The system 
IL'sponc!s to gestlJr~s as weI! as can be programmed for 
per/~nning a specific task at some definite intervals or 
distance. Gesture cOlltrol is achieved by inputting user's 
arlll movements. The potentiometers sense the movements 
alld ar..:cordingly provide relative 1110tio]] through the servo 
motors connected, driving the arm to the desired position. 

In [4J presented a new natural interface for robotic-arm 
remote directing. The interface was based on inertial 
motion trackers. The system uses two types of sensors to 
track inertial motion. Xsens Xbus Kit tracker is First 
tracker and Razer Hydra Controller is the another one. 
Hydra controller is implemented for localizing the rohotic 
arlll in 3D. The 1I10St important aspect discussed here is to 
approximate linear motion of the ann according to the 
user's movemcnt. 

In [5] proposed an industrial robot on an accelerometer
based system. The accelerometers were connected to the 
operator ' s arms. They sensed and captured gestures und 
postures of the operaror's arms. An Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) with back propagation algorithm senses 
and processcs these hehaviors. The arm begins its 
movement almost at the same time of the ann providing 
good accuracy and a low response mechanism. The results 
achieved recognition rate of(92%). 

[6] proposes a design and developed a robotic arm which 
has traits similar to humans. The communication is via 
LAN or JP. Operator is given the freedom of controlling 
the anTI remotely and accesses the sensor's feedback 
signals. The arm has a camera mounted onto it which 
processes the images and simultaneously transmits it to the 
user. This terminology is termed as Master-Slave 
terminology. 

[7] describes the development of a cheap and user friendly 

controller of a 6-DOF laco's arm having traits similar to 
humans. Diction of the robotic arm is obtained around 6 

single-axis revolute joint points. It uses the Man to 

Machine Interface (MMI) to operate in real-time the 

robotic arm. The MMI captures simple motion and which 

translates motion into analog voltage feedback signals 

which gives corresponding signals in the robotic arm in 
tum leading to actuating motions. 

In [SJ it describes a joystick controlled robotic arm which 

can be further used for healthcare applications. The entire 

ann is constructed of plastic elements like amphibious 

acrylonitrile buradiene styrene 

~~fliiP1~P~d in the manufacturing of 
the robotic ur igJ er and softer as compared to 

those made wi ee ~rJ naterials like meta!' The control ... ~ 
method fjr We ap1\J.~~~~ ,. usi.ng a joystick having Fou#:,.,\f7I ::; 

Offjees o~/le<"fo hl~J'b6'FJ~!CS & ~3 
. eCOmll1 '''I;, ~ tt JI1 Engineering r 
SIl1t. 1< .. ' i •• " 'a 11.. College \~~ 
of .E.ug.t.~u J-'Ull~ -""U 04J 	 ~Itl 	 r 
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III [9J they proposed an algorithm lo r position s ignul 

interface (PSI) , which comrihmcs I(J the initial I)()s i[ioll 

feedback in the RACS. It helps in Keeping track of cVl:ry 

joint positiolls, allowing real [ilm: act.:t~SS to POSilioli. 

IllOV(;;1l1ent and error data. The PSI is dcvdoped on i )[}(..: 

single DIP plug-board and fitted into rack of contro HI.!r. 

Feedback from the 6 optical encoders is lIsed by the PSI 
for determining error detection. VAL communic<ltioll 

interface of RACS receives joint position data for 

operation in a 'VAL-dependent' mode. 

[10] defmed a new concept of force feedback. The system 
can surmount the disadvantages of other feedback system 

in a uscr friendly way. Infonnarion of the gripp!.!r's 
position is communicated betv{een Force sensors and laser 

distance sensors using force feedback module placed on a 
glove. A Magneto Rheological Fluid (MR-Fll1id) actuales 

the gripper's force and pneumatic pressure gives the 

information regarding distance of thc operator. This 

defines a robotic arm which uses a force feedback glove. 

SUMMARY: Thus, this section describes the overall 
survey of the project. A set of servo motors and feedback 
sensors are curated to provide relative Illotion to the arm 
resulting in perfect positioning of the tool holder at 
defined location. The system has been modified to a 
standard servo motor and two servo motor to control the 
movement of the ann. Hence we can conclude by stating 
this system is designed to reduce mallual labour, reducing 
the chances of injuries during work making it beneficial 
for industries. 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 


The system consists of the following components: 

• 	 ARM LPC 2148 microcontroller 

• 	 Arduino Node-MCU 

• 	 Servo Motors 

• 	 Material for Arm manufacturing 

• 	 DC power supply 

Microcontroller (ARM 7 LPC2148): 


The microcontroller used has the following specifications: 

• 	 32-bit microcontroller ARM7 Family. 

• 	 Real-time immitation and embedded trace 

support. 

• 	 High speed flash memory from 32kB to SI2kB. 

• 	 12S-bit wide memory interface and unique 

acce lerator architecture enable 32-bit code 

execution permits 60 ivlHz high speed operation. 

• 	 1'vlinimum performance issues (around 30%) can 

be obtained using alternative 16-bit Thumb mode. 
I, 

• 	 Serial communications interfaces with USB 2.0 

Full-speed dev ice. 

• 	 On-chip SRAM of8kB to 40kB . 

~I 
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Two 1(i(,550 UARTs and Two I ~ bu!)cs with 

400 Kh/sec speed. 

• 	 Tw() ."12·bit timers with PWi'vl units and 

Wntchdog. 

o 	 45 tilSI GPI O lines with up to Ilille level ~~nsitjvc 

external interrupt pins. 

• 	 Single or dual IO-bit AOC(s) with 6/1 4 Analog 

channels and a conversion rate of 2.4"-lus per 

channel. 

o 	 Single 10·bil DAC with variable output facility. 

o 	 Built·in low power Real Time Clock (RTC) with 

32kHz of clock input. 

Fig. ARM7 LPC2148 stick 


(Image Courtesy:- exploreembedded.com) 


Servo i'.."kHur: 

Servolllotors call hl: slated a~ geared down de lllotors with 
,! conlrol signill IIsing an error amplificatioJl mechanism. 
allowing ti'Xilet positioning of the tool holder, with 
<l rotation range ')0 degrees, whidl can be modified 10 
achieve desired operable turns. The servo motor is 
operated by three wired signals: ground line (b lack), 
power line (red), and conllll<Uld line (typically white). 
Operable voltage is ranged from 4V to 6V DC which must 
be away from system power to avoid inducing electrical 
lloi~e. Servos arc able to be driven at higher voltages in 
turn improving speed and torque characteristics. The 
motor is controlled by regulating a variable resistor which 
is connected at the oUlput side. The variable resistor 
checks whether the shaft is at the right angle, thell the 
mOlor shut~ on'. !r the circuit detects that the angle is nOI 

correct then it will turn the servo in the appropriate 
direction unlil the angle is right. Once the servo has 
acquired the desired direction with the help of Pulse Width 
Modulated signal then scrvo Clttcmpts to match the desired 
positions. By turning with aS1l1Clll angle to the motor's left 
or right. For example, if the required position is negative 
as compared to the actual position, the servo motor will 
turn to the left. And vice· versa for the positive motion. 

Fig. Servo Motor 

(Image Courtesy:· ipcsautomation.com) 


In this prospect, the servo sets its "initial point" on the 
appropriate position. When a load forces the servo motor 
horn to the right or left, the motor will accordingly 
compensate. 
Servos are commanded through "Pulse \Vidth Modulation, 
"or P\VM technique, signals are sent through wired 
commands. This signal is a variable· width 
pulse, which can be varied from 1 to 2ms, known as 
"Control Signal". The pulse width controls the position of 
the tool holder. A I.Oms pulse turns the. head of the arm all 
ihe way counter-clockwise. A I.5ms pulse puts the rotor at 

enfra -(0 degrees), and a 1.Oms pulse will place the shaft 

. ~JlJ_djt~l' C-Oc.p"lse freqllency is sent to 
~'" the motor. ~ ~~_ - Head _- . '" .2 ~ ~g Dept. of Electnmics & 
~. .. ft Telecommunication EngiJleerill1!, 
~ ~ 	 0 

;t- <Q-$'''! Smt. K~. hib· . 
• 
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j\-t:!tcl·i<1i for robotic anll: 

The lIIost applicable Illalcri:d used 10 manuthcturc the arm 
must he lighl in \.\'cight and strong enough 10 carry the tool 
heads. Or elsc. Ihl.: motor will not push the arm in (ksircd 
directions and eventtlnlly will not gct Ihc desin:d lurning 
degree. Amongst the mat~riflls IlulI Cflll be lI ~ed 10 
fabricate the struclure arc Aluminium, Pcrspex, Plastic 
Polymer and Carbon Fibre. In dcciding thc matcrials 
required for production, the criteria of sclcction that 
should be takcn into consideration are availability, overall 
cost and the flexibility of the material. Among the 
materials discussed above, Aluminium is the best to be 
chosen as manufacturing material. 

DC Power Supply: 

Biasing voltage of 5V DC required for the components 
Iikc Arduino, shift registers. Line vo ltage available for 
usage is 230V AC. Conversion of 230V AC to 5V DC 
consists of a bridge reclifier, a capacitor filter and a 3
terminal non-programmable regulator. This circuitry is 
used to produce the biasing supply termed as DC regulated 
power supply. 

III. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY 

This chapter is all about discussing the block diagram of 
Pick and Place Robotic Arm with three degrees of axis 
freedom. It shows the interfacing of Servo lvk>tor with the 
microcontroller LPC2148. It also depicts about the 
description of all the blocks in the block diagram, features 
of LPC2148. Three axis Pick and Place Robotic Arm is 
built using software PROTEUS, EAGLE, KEIL, FLASH 
MAGIC and many more. 

SWITCH 

LPC 2148 

Fig. Block Diagram of System 

A 12V 

Precision and high pcrl<)J'Jnancc can he achieved with 
aU10IIHllion of the robo!. It can I)t.~ reprugrammed agai II Inr 
difl~rellt tasks. HunHin en{)I1s urI.! reduced. Highly lime 
efficient as they c.m work continuously without a delay for 
a leng period oflimc. 
Future Scope: Our attempt In develop a economical 
integrntcd system for manunlcturing of pick and pl;:II.;c 
robotic arm has thus resulted in the development of a 
tested, proven arm system. The so ftware program has been 
developed for simplification and organisation of work. 

Results 

Motor Angle Time 

Servo (4.8v) 90 Deg 1.20 s 

Servo (7v) 90 Deg 0.98 s 

IV. CONCLUSION & RESEARCH 
CHALLENGES 

This robotic aml system would make it easier for human 
beings to lesser the risk of handling suspicious objccts, 
which could be haphazard in its present environment and 
workplace. Complex and complicated duties can he 
obtained faster and more precisely with this arm. The 
robotic arm used here contains a rool holder, which safely 
handles the tools required for transfer. With the use of our 
system, the industrial processes and hazardous and 
precarious operations can be done easily, efficiently and 
cautiously in a small amount of time. 
To conclude this project! it involved two phases which is 
the design of hardware and programming the 
controller. The report has covered both the aspects in brief. 
The design uses quite a simple mechanism to give 3 
degrees ofrreedom with servo motor control. 
This project helps in effective and fast exchange of tools 
of the HMC machine which will further help in increasing 
the tool capacity of the machine. 

APPENDI X 
The Servo controlled robotic arm is simulated and its CAD 
layout is des igned. The design specifications of this model 
are displaycd. Its future scope is also discussed below. 
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Publi£.'fltionlsslle: common attacks made to tamper the image. Copy-Move is most commonly Llsed anack 
111ar£.'11 - April 2020 chosen by forger to tamper the image. Detection of copy-move is mainly carried out by 

using block matching and key-point based methods. This paper proposes hybrid fram ework 
for copy-move tamper detection. This hybrid approach combines traditional Discrete Cosine 
Transform and Principal Component Analysis (DCT-PCA) based feature extraction. The 
proposed method is evaluated for 8x8 and 16x l6 block size and effectively works for both 
block sizes. K-means clustering is used for block division which is faster than other 
techniques block clustering algorithms_ Results show tha4 overall accuracy of the system is 
increased by applying K-means cluster ing approach. Experimental analysis indicates that 

Article History system can handle various attacks successfully such as Translation, Rotation. Distortion and 
Article Received: 24 July 2019 Combination of two or more transformations. Proposed system gives 90% success rate with 
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I. INTROD UCTION 

In the rapid development of the technology, 
numerou~ .,m~rt eRrlep!, h~v,. hpf'n rlf'"pIQr~~ for 
acquisition of images, audio and videos. Images 
are main source of information in various sectors 
such as military, sports, journalism, social media, 
commercial , entertainment etc. to convey the 
information. In this wireless era images can share 
very easily using different apps. In fact most of the 
people use images for online marketing of their 

product. However, authenticity and integrity of 
images are in trou bled due to various easily 
operated and low cost editors. [mages shared over 

Published by: The Maltingley Publishing Co. 

tamper images using various image editors. Thus 
security and authenticity of ~uch imag6~ are one of 
the important issues which need to be address in 
tollay's multimedIa world. "Various methods have 
been developed to address these issues. The 
techniques are primarily categorized as Active and 
passive. Active methods need watermark for false 
finding detection in an images. Passive approaches 
don't need any reference for tamper detection. Ng. 
et al. [I] suggested challenges and techniques to 
detect image forgery. 

Continuing segments of the paper are structured 
as follows. Section \I give details about related 
work with respect tampe~~~it:·>fl. in-' images. 

~~~lp':l1D::!Or fast 
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third section. Section IV illustrates experim ental based method to I·ind copy-move attack by 
results and comparative analysis. The conclus ion computing Dcr \vas lirst introduced by Fridrcih 
and upcoming scope is disclIssed in last section. l2J. This work was demonstrated on lossy .I1'F.G 

image. Methad found robust when retouching and 
Imag(' Forgery [k\ceuull , en-hanccmcnt carried out fo r tampering. In 131 

I dyadic wavelet transform (DyWT) and De r is 

implemented and tested for various size of images. t 	 1 
In [4J RANSAC was used for block matching inActi ve Pass ive im<l1!C 


'I'~rh llim l<'<: IC!n·Il"i,·., 11111;71,,' 
I I I I image stabilization operation for videos. Error rate 
I 	 t 

was reduced to great extent due to application of 
~ ~ ~ t ~ 

Embctlcli C:uncm 
us bil s<'''rl 

Digital PilH11l1Ct 
, ;on","r cr:; 	

RAN SAC. Pan [5] used key-point based method 
Embcddl Nmur.1I Scene 

for feature extraction and RANSAC for ieatureng Image Constmi 
Walcnnn statistics Ills based matching. Key-point features unresponsive tobased p..1ramete 

p<lmmclc geometrica l and light dist0l1ions for tamper" " detection are extracted by using Scale Invariant Fig. I. Classi fication of image forensic methods 
Feature Transform (SIFT). Zhao [6] suggested 

identical image match by developing progressed 

RANSAC- SIFT algorithm. The work proposed by 

them was highly applicable in mobile robots for 

identification, tracking and location of target. Fadl 

[7] suggested DCT based for-gery detection along 

Fig. 2. 	 Simple Copy-move attack with k-m eans clustering for block matching. The 

system was little robust to compression, blurring 
Many forensic investigator and researchers 

and rotation. Azra [8] carried the same research
have developed approaches and techniques to deal 

with radix sort as a distinguished method for
with copy-move attacks mentioned above. Block 

feature matching and k-means for clustering. They 
and key point based methods are currently in 

got fair accuracy with less execution time compare 
practice to find the tamper detection in images. 

to [7] . Kumar [9] proposed DCT-PC A based
Figure 2 shows simple example to depict copy

combined approach for discovering copy-move
move forgery [13], wherein first picture is original 

tamper detection. They are the first to introduced 
image and second is fake image. These kinds of 

PCA with DCT for feature extraction. 
attacks change the contents of image and hence 

Experimentation was carried for various block 
information, which mislead the person 	 by 

sizes and execution time is compared with [2]. 
concealing the truth. Work carried out to discover 

copy-move attack is explored in the next section III. PROPOSED METHOD 

II. RELATES WORK 	 This section describes proposed method used 

Copy-Move attack is carried out by stealing the for detection of coy-move attacks. Scheme of the 

objects from the image and placing it to the proposed framework is discussed detailed in 

another location in the same image in order to foll owing steps. The major contribution of 

modifY the entrails f that image. Block based proposed framework is developing hybrid 

approach uses t such as Discrete Cosine ' approach which uses traditional DCT-PCA along 

Transform t ionary wavelet transforms with K-means clustering and lexicographical 

(SWT), Patch ~ ~JJriangle 'matching method· .. '1;:i\'tJ'a .orting for feature matching and sorting process. 

discrete D'@.;w let ~ra\l ~r?fmis \tilWT) etc. Blo ~.<)";~y takmg advantage of these algorithms; proposed 

Tel('('Jf . .'-, ~ "' ''0 ' . I~, 	 1, <S ubhshed by: t MMrtrri'i1?ftjfl1illJlg hing Co., Inc '. 	 2044 
rn :'\I:1'l1:1 ;C CofJeO"e 
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technique peri()rm5 superi or amongst s tnte-o l ~a rt 

methods. 

I. Fi rst step is the conversion of input culor 

image to gray image. 

2. 13*13 overlapping blocks arc 1()I"med by 

tak ing gray input image. 

3. Apply OCT and PCA lor feature 

extraction. 

4. Formation of c luster using K-means. 

5. Apply lexicographical sOJ1ing. 

6. Highlight the forged region by discarding 

unmatched blocks. 

A. 	 Gray Scale Conversion 

Initially input image is converted to gray image 

by using formula shown by equation I. If the gray 

image denoted by I then, 

1= 0.288R+0.587G+0.114B 

(I) 

B. Block Pal1itioning 

The gray image is input to this stage. Gray image 

is further into overlapping blocks. In this work we 

have se lected three different blocks size i.e. 4x4, 8 

x 8, 16 x 16 for experimentation. If the s ize image 

is ofx' y, then no. of overlapping blocks b x b 

can be calculated by equation no 2, where OB are 

the total blocks that can be computed. 

OB = (x-b+l) X (Y-b+l) 
(2) 

c. Feature Extraction using OCT-PCA 

OCT coefficients play vital role in feature 

extraction. In thi s step features are extracted by 

applying OCT to each block having block size ' b'. 

This can be computed by applying forward 20
OCT to get zigzag order coefficients of OCT 

which reshapes b x b blocks. Here low frequency 

components are down sam pled which makes DC 

component alm ost zero. Then property of PCA 

applied further to reduce the vector dimensionality. 

Value o f 'd' will decide coefficients to be retained. 

Published by: The Mattingley Publishing Co .. Inc. 
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So the resultant matrix'A' by appl yi ng pe A and 

Icxiengmpilieal sorting can be represented by 
mudi lying eqtlation 2 as: 

(x- b+ l) X (y- b+l ) X db2 

(3) 

IJ. 	 C luslering lIsing k-means 

In this stage clustering is carried out by using k

Ineans algorithm on feature scts computed by 

n eT-PCA . The clusters are formed based on 

heurist ic whi ch identifi es centroid seeds. Objects 

are ass ign to cluster based on minimum di stan ce o r 

obj ect from centroid . K-means useci here is fil ster 

than traditiona l hie rarchi cal approach. 

1:. 	 Forgery Detectio n and loca lization 

Correlation is then computed between the 

sorted blocks of an image. This correlation is 

compareci with the predetermined threshold va lue. 

A fter removing false matches, forged region is 

highlighted on the basis of matched pairs. 

Generally clusters containing three or more 

matching pairs are considered for highligbting 

forged region. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The proposed framework is executed Llsing 

MATLAB 2018a on Core i3 processor having 4 

GB RAM with 64-bit OS. The comparative 

analysis is carried out by se lecting three kinds of 

block s izes ; 4x4, 8x8, and I6x16. Performance of 

proposeci algorithm testeci on forged images taken 

from dataset provided in [1 2]. We got worst results 

for 4x4 block size. Hence research carried forward 

with only 8x8 and 16xl6 block sizes. 

Experimentation was conducted on 60 images for 

calculating evaluation metrics such as True 

Positive (tp), True Negative (to), False Negative 

(fu) and False Positive (fjJ). Proposed technique is 

also eval uated on the basis of execution time with 

19 methods discussed ' in the paper. The 
,/>"" 	 . .

",,'*" ~p ~ e sults of c tamper detection are~
rff i riented in figure ad 
* 	 ".. " D t. of Elect -onies & 
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.1. Sample Outwmcs of proposed system 

~....,.....-.. .... -'.~ 

.........
,...... ......... 


Fig. 3 (a) Car.png- combination Fig. 3 (b) temple.png- Translation 

...._..:Ellu.." o:n.".AIua.a .. _ = ____ 

_.. -- -'. -
__otl __.... Al 

Fig. 3 (c) fann.png- Distortion Fig.3 (d) Roof.png- Rotation 

The proposed algorithm is tested for five types _ ...........-..- 

of copy-move attacks: Combination, Trans lation, 

Rotation, Di stortion and Scaling. An algorithm --.-- -
works effectively and accurately for all types of 

attacks except scaling. Experimentation is carried 

out on 60 forged images , Statistics for evaluative 
measures are illustrated in table 1. 

Table I. Evaluative Measures For Attacks 

Attack tp tn Fn fp 

Translation 5859 2 I 
Fig, 4, Bird,png- Scalling 

Rotation 56 455 5 
B. Observations and Comparati ve Study 

Distortion 60 59 I 0 Figure 3 (a, b, c, d) shows sample outcomes of 

proposed method for Combination, Translation, 
Combination h/59 I 0 Dis tortion and Rotation attack respectively, Figure e'-':;;;-;~..v! 

, 
haws example of scaling which is less robust. r,ys~ea ~ -')) 10 ·Scaling 8 '_t-~~It table 1 it is clear that algorithm aftern '" "UIU\.-<:J ~ '" -" &!.ITIputing evaluative measures proposed system is TelecOl:l r t ' •C Ol1 EngiiW" d nlt . '" <V <.. ,Spi{ \ r '\ a.!C C , _ 

a' ""- 2046 
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robust to Trans lation. Rotati on. IJi stort ion and 

combinatioll. Ilowcvl'r it ~ h () \.vs less rohu stl1t:'ss to 

scaling and gives ideal results lor plain copy-move 
images. Proposed method is also tested i,,,' 
execution time jor images downl oaded from 1121 

having 512 x 5 12. Experimental analysis shows 

that proposed sys tcm is much l'aster, s ince average 

execution time for forgelY detection is 56 sec . 

whi ch less compare to [10]. Comparative analys is 

for the block size, feature extraction, clustering 

1\/t, rc·I,P.'J/lrii !,'J.!1l 
I.~SN: IJlIJ3p.J 111J Pug!' ,Vn. 11143 - JIJ.I.~ 

and linc malching is Slltuicd as showl! in lable 2. 

Sunil et al. 181 implemented DCT unl y 

sucecssliilly for all three bluck sizes. I.ater this 

r~search was extended using pe A for two bluc k 

sizcs . Parvcen ct al. also lI s~d OCT f'(Jr ('!xlracling 

fcatures f(,,' Xx8 bloek size along with K-means 

clustering. Proposed method is implemented using 

DCT-PCA and K-means c lusterin g for 8xX and 

16x l6 block size success ful ly. 

TABLE II. COMPARATIVE STUDY IJETWEEN I'ROPOSED METHOD AN D STATE-OF-ART 

Sr. 
No 

State-ole 
art Block Size 

Method of 
Feature 

Extrac tion 

K-means 
Clustering 

I 
Sunil et 
al. [8] 4x4,8x8, 16x 16 OCT X 

2 
Sunil et 
al. [9] 

4x4, 
8x8 

OCT-PCA X 

3 
Parveen 
et al. [10] 8x8 OCT ~ 

X4 Oas et al. 
[I I] 

Sub bands SWT 

5 
Proposed 
Method 

8x8, 
16xl6 

OCT-PCA .J 

Form experimental analYSIS and outcomes 

Method Accuracy 
(%) 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificit 
y (%) 

Only OCT 88 93 94 

SWT [11] 93 90 96 

Proposed 
method 95 94 95 

demonstrates that, proposed framework IS strong 

method than SWT. Block size is one of the c rucia l 

factors in the process of feature extraction, when 

we increase the block size; it takes long time for 

execution. However, proposed system got fair 

accuracy fo r both block sizes 8x8 and 16x 16 with 

less execution time. Accuracy, Sensitivity and 

Specificity are considered to check the 

performance of this work. Performancc parametcrs 

are calculated as below, 

Published by: The Malfingley Publishing Co., Inc. 

I . Accuracy - (tp+tn) / (tp+fp+tn+fn) 

2. Sensitivity = tp / (tp+fu) 

3. Specificity = tn / (tn+fp) 

4. Success Rate = tp / (tp+fp+fu) 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE MERTICS COMPARI SION 

98 , - ..·-·-··-----

96 . 

• Accuracy (%) 

• Sensitivity (%) 

• Specifidty (%) 

,~~'~Plt~~5i;~~::~O~f com parison 

Tonics & 
· ;::llgial2oljlg 

Co: lege 
of Eugit1ccrL.g, Pun~ -~; 1 041 
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Table J illustrates comparati ve sci1cl11t.: Ill' 

dif/erent techniqucs. I'ro!)osed system is compared 

lor three pcrf(1I'JllanCC parameters listed above with 

two other methods. Initially we have impiemcillcd 

region duplication by applying DCT only (resu lts 

are shown in table 3). Outcomes of' proposed 

system are matched w ith existing SWT method 

proposed by Oas et al. [II] and only OCT. 

Pro posed framework gives better Accuracy than 

SWT. Proposed system works satisfactorily for all 

performance parameters. Figure 5 depicts the 

graphical analysis tor different methods for three 

evaluating measures Accuracy, Sensitivity and 

Specificity. Proposed framework gives balanced 

performance m comparison with rest two 

algorithms used for the comparative analysis. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A new framework for the detection of copy

move attack by applying hybrid approach is 

proposed in this paper. Feature extraction is 

carried out by OCT-PCA for 8x8 and 16x 16 block 

size, K-means is used for fast clustering. This 

combination g ives robust detection with less 

execution time. Proposed system is also tested 

against various transformation attacks such as 

Translation, Distortion, Rotation, and 

Combination. Proposed framework handles all 

attacks successfully except some cases for sca ling 

with 90% success rate. Compression and image 

sp licing is further scope for this research work 

with variety of image size. 
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Previ(lI ls n.!$t:<lrch wurk hm; highlighted Ih<..ll Ih.:uro-sig,llals of Allhcimer's 
di:-;t:asl! palil!llts art: icit"! complex and huvc low sYIH:hronization as compared 
to thaI of hC<llthy and normnl subjecls. The cllilngc~ in EnG signals of 
Alzhl.:imcr's :-;uhjccts :-;!arl at early stagl.! but arc not cl inically observed and 
d":lcctcd. To lklcct rilese abllornwlities, three synchrony lllt:i\SUrC5 and 
\\'<lveict-ha:-;cd features bavl.! been computed and studied O!l experimental 
d'lliLbase. /\ fkr computing tile!'c synchrony measures and wa\'elet leatures, it 
is ohscrvcU that Phase Synchrony and Cohcn.:ncc based features me able to 
lIisti ngllish betwecn Alzheimer's uiscase paticnts and hl!althy subjects. 
Support Vechlr Nlachine classifier is lIsed for c);:lssificaLion giving 94% 
accuracy on experimental database used. Combining, these synchrony 
features nnd other Stich relevnnl fealures can yield n reliable systcm lor 
uiagnosing the Alzheimer's disease. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is one of the neurodegenerative diseases, characterized by progressive 

impairment that gradually destroys brain ce lls and other cognitive functions. Basically, it progressively leads 
to total dependency, It is most common neurodegenerative disorder particularly in westem countries such as 
United States (US), Canada and many more. Dementia ranks as third most expensive disease and sixth 
leading cause of death over the world. Approximately, 50-60% of patients with dementia and Mild Cognitive 
impairment (Mel) over 65 years o f age progresses towards Alzheimer every year [I, 2). Therefore, diagnosis 
& effective treatment of patients ill carly .stage are critical and important issues in Alzheimer's research. 
Alzheimer 's disease is basica lly characterized by wide spread neuronal cell loss, neurofibrillary tangles & 
senile plaques in the various brain regions such as hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, neocortex and much 
more. As number of individuals with Alzheimer's disease is increasing and about {O increase in future, 
diagnosis and effective treatment of disease in early stage are important research challenges, To search for a 
computational technique for early diagnosis of patients who are progressing towards Alzheimer's, but do no 
exhibit any clinical symptom pf AD during medical tests is an important challenge. Despite of this, an early 
diagnosis screening method must be inexpensive, in r~r to allow screening of elderly patient. EEG is one 
of the most promising (00\5 in such a case. J Ka. 'to 

Neuroimaging techniques play sic fU.'1lil....mle ·ftl AI:zheimer's diagnosis but they posses several 
c1r(lwbacks as discll ssed in [3]. Imag ing m ~; ·f's including I\,1agnetic Resonance imaoing (~I.RI), Computed 
Tomography (CT), Single Photon Em ~ Computed Tomography (SPECT more are 
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spccifiz.:ally lI sed for diagnosis 01' variolls diseases. BUL the lise of these Il!Chlliques is also reponed in 
literature. Although Ihese [Ools arc used ror AlzhcilllCr"S di,:gnosis, EECi h:chniqu (;; is spcL'ific,dly emphasizeu 
in Cllrn.:rH research for A lzheimer's diagnosis. [\ is Illost well kn own and cstnblish!:d technique for lllcaslII"ing 
electric activity o f Ihe bra in which is generated by billions of neurons or the cen.:bal cortex. Th~ bioelectric 
cel l!' are nOil-invasively exam Incd by series of d~ctrodcs placed over palien ls head as per international 10/20 
standards. EEG signal is simply a Illulti variate signal transmitted over differem channels with va:-iation of 
different sampling frequencies depending on each application [4, 5]. This 1001 takes more lime as it generales 
more data which needs to be analyzed. EEG signals are key diagnostic lools not only for ncurologists. but 
also for cl inicians and doctors. Today, EEG recordings are also used in many Brain Computer Interface 
(BCI) applications [4]. Several research findings have idemified the potent ial of EEG for diagnosing 
dementia and Alzheimer's disease in recent years. Since, EEG recording systems are relatively cheap. 
inexpensive as well as portable. In upcoming years, they can be majorly used for identification of several 
neuro·degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease, Epilepsy, HUlltington disease and many more. 
Several dynamical changes related to normal ageing can be easily observed using EEG signals [4]. 

Paper is 	organized in following manner: Materia!s and Meth ods are listed in section 1. Detailed 
methodology and experimentation is explored in section 3. Classifie.1tion results and performance metrics are 
explored in section 4 and Conclusion is summarized in section 5. 

2. MATERIALS & METHODS 
2.1. Participants information 

Dataset incorporated in present study consists of electroencephalogram (EEG) recorded in two 
groups which were aged from 65 to 80 years: SUB 1, 50 healthy subjects and SUB2, 50 A Izheimer disease 
patients wbich were diagnosed as per NINCDS·ADRDA criteria. Alzheimer' s disease patients were grouped 
as having moderate to severe symptoms. Diagnosis of patients was made by experienced neurologists and 
expert clinicians on the basis of MMSE and CDR scores. Alzheimer 's patients scored below 26 on CDR 
scale. Dementia and A Izheimer 's disease patients were also tested using Single photon emission computed 
tomography (SPECT) technique for about 14 to 15 months as functional tes ts such as MMSE and CDR are 
not sufficient to detect Alzheimer's disease. Another criteria used for detecting Alzheimer's disease was 
estimating patients functi onal and cognitive decline for period of last 10 to 15 months based on lalk with 
informants and expert neuroclinicians. Approval was taken from Ethical committee of the hospital and 
participants relatives related to EEG data and its analysis. AI! patients were also checked for various diseases 
such as sugar intake, kidney problems and many more as they can also result into dementia. 

2.2. Recording & acquisition of EEG data 
EEG signals were recorded and analyzed using 12-bit reso lution, 200 Hz sampling rate EEG 

machine of RMS manufacturing. Impedance of machine was ke pt below IOMohms and the electrodes were 
placed according to the International 10·20 systems, recommended by American EEG society. Biauricular 
referential electrodes were also included sillce they are also important for record ing. EEG data was recorded 
for 15 minutes per patient Patients were in relaxing mode with eyes closed. EEG signal artifacts were 
removed by skilled neurophys iologists and clinicians such as blinking effect, drowsiness, muscle artifacts 
and artifacts generated by machine during recording process. An epoch of 20 seconds was extracted from 
each EEG signal from left fron tal (F3), right frontal (F4). central (C3-C4), Parietal (P3 -P4) and temporal (n) 
channels for further analysis by visual inspection. 

For epoch analysis, 512-point hamming FFT algorithm was used for filtering of EEG data. 
The window used was of 2.Ssec duration with 90% overlap between sllccessive windows. Infinite impulse 
response LPF was used for filtering of EEG data with a 50 Hz cut·offfrequency. The pQ\ver grid interference 
was removed llsing of low pass filter. 

3. 	 METHODOLOGY 
Due to non-s tationary characteri stic of EEG signal; analyzing EEG s ignal is not only tedious but 

also time consuming and difficult . Since, brain waves can be represented in time as well as frequency 
omain ; EEG signals are explored and analyzed in time., frequency and time-frequency domain [5, 6). 

MATLAB (2015 vers ion) platform is enabled for ex~cuting :the algorithms proposed in present research ~work. I ~ection, we discuss rhe preprocessing andjeatllre-extraction process in detail. 
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3.1. Block diagrnn orthe proposed :-;ystcm 
Alzheimer'S Disease diGgrlOsis sysh:m work...; in different steps, i) filtering and noise removal ofra,v 

EEG s igna ca lled Preprocessing. Ii) Extraction and sclL'ction of prominent rcalllr~s from EEG data, [md ii i) 
Classification of EEG data illto dinerent subjt.:cts. A faw EECJ signal was filtered llsing suitable Bandpass 
filt er to remove unwanted inform"tion content !i'om signal which gels added during r'~cording process. In 
pres~ni. work, a bandpass filter of third order with appropriate gain designed in between 0.5 to 30 Hz was 
used for filtt':ring . In feature ex traction stage, synchrony based different leatmcs ~lI"C computed and a training 
feature matrix was computed as an input to classifier. Block diagram of the system as shown in Figure I. 

Figure I. Block diagram of the system 

3.2. Feature extraction using synchrony based features 
In the present research study, synchrony based feqatures were studies and analyzed. Brain 

Synchrony resembles simultaneous appearance of rhythmic distinct patterns over different regions of head; 
bilaterally or unilaterally. It is observed that statistical independence appears to be s ignificantly less in case 
of Alzheimer'S patients arouud different regions of brain [5-7]. To observe this loss of synchrony in brain, 
synchrony measures such as Magnitude Square Coherence (MSC) and Phase Synchrony which 
comparatively provide better results in terms of classification accuracy are analyzed. Let us discuss these 
features in more detail. Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC). Coherence refers to measurement of 
synchrony between two independent signals (Let us say x and y) and it can be mathematically defined as, 

( I) 

Where, f is fiequency jn hertz, PX)' indicates cross spectral density of signal x and signal y. Px...: and 
Pry represents the power spectral densities of x and y respectively. For each pail' of channels namely F3, F4, 
C3, C4 and 0 I, 02; coherence features were computed and averaged over the five sub-bands. Coherence 
highlights the synchronicity of activation in various brain regions. EEG coherence helps to access functi onal 
connectivity between various channels over occipital regions of brain. In total, we have computed total (6 
channels * 4 frequency bands = 24 features) for 50 subjects consisting of healthy as we ll as Alzheimer 
affected in training mode. So, it consists of total 50 '* 24 = 1200 features. 
Phase Synchrony indicates interdependence of signals x and y among two phases 0.r and 0y- Even though 

the amplitudes of signals x and yare kept statistically dependent, the instantaneous phases caIl be strongly 
synchronized. It is given by following fonnula [8]: 

0 m ,n = miilxCt) - nlliy(t) = constant (2) 

Where co-efficients m and n represents integers depicting frequency locking ratio and 0m,n IS Its 
relative or phase diffe rence. For computing synchronization between two phases, it is important for us to 
know the phase of two signals at instantaneous v(llue. It can be analyzed by using Hilbert transform which is 
given as: 

(3) 

Suppa,-, vet7tfi· machine based al=he;lI1er's dis ,~e diagnos;s lIsing J:J'l1chrony features (Nilesh Kulkarni)
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III above equation. z(t) is i.:olllplc:x h.:nn with is xU) n:al h.'flll ;llld ,r(L") rcprc~clIl~ its Jli!bCrL 
transform. IlilhCrl Transform is cUl11puh.:d as. 

-() - 'PVJ OO 
X('J I ('I ) xl -- -cL 

rr - 00 t- f 

In above eq uation. pv rcpn,;s~l1ts Cauchy Prim:ipk va lu t:. II1S\;UHilIlCOUS phase 0:Jr) and 0).'(£) for 

signals :\ llnd y arc ca lculated as: 

0(t) ; arctan (X('J) (Sj
x(r) 

In present study, synchrony based features were computed 011 each pa ir of chmllld of twO opposite 
regions for nil frequency bands and then averaged. For example. phase synchrony f(~at ilTc were measured on 
Iypical channels of right and le ft temporal regions (say (F3-T3), (T3 -T4» and so 0 11 . In presem study, phase 
synchrony feature was computed tor fronta l, temporal, parietal and centra l electrode of EEG signal. 
Accordingly, 150 such features \ve rC computed and out of it 100 features \Vere selected (1S per Wil co,,\on tests 
on Olll· dataset [8]. 

4. MAC HINE LEARNING AND CLASSIFIC\TION TEC HNQUES 
Mach ine Learning is a subset of Art ificial Intelligence in which the data optimization is carried 

llsing the past exper ience to predict future result or classifY the target inp ut [9, 10]. This data optimization 
can be done using different alogrithms as discllssed in litera ture. For classify ing the tmget input data into two 
or more classes, different machine learning algorithms can be used. This machine learning algorithms are 
classi fied into three learning mechanism namely: supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning. In 
present research work, Support Vector Machine (SVM), a semi-supervised machine learning algorithm was 
used for classification purpose. For classification purpose, 70% d,ua consisting of both subjects was 
incorporated for training purpose and rest of 30% data was kept for testing purpose. Based on observed 
results, confusion matrix was created and different performances metric were calculated to measure 
the efficiency of the classifier. Figure. 2 represents the Semi-supervised machine learning flow. 

Figure 2. Statistical recognition flow for supervised class ification 

4.1. Support vector machine (SVI\'I) classi fier 
Classifiers in machine learning are normally fonnulated, des igned and adopted by using stat ist ical 

learning. They can be used for classification as well as regress ion purpose. SVivJ is semi-supervised machine 
learning algorithm which is very effective in classifYing data of high dimension. It is also robust and easy to 
implement lI sing Python, MATLAB and any other tool. An optical hyperplane separates the data belonging 
to two classes using appropriate kernel in case of non-linear, multi-dimensional data. In present work, RBF 
kernel was used and algorithm was implemented using MATLAB programming. Leave-One-Subject-Out 
(LOSO) cross-validation technique was used for classification. The advantage of using this technique is that 
it eliminates the problem of over-fitting during data separation and also gu rantees the general ity of class ififer 
to unseen or unlabelled data. 

4.2. Performance analysis of the EEG data 
Different sy nchrony-based EEG features such as Magni tude Squared Coherence (MSC), Phase 

Synchrony and Cross - correlation were computed. anal zed and measured in appropriate manner 0 11 EEG 
data. For selecting training data, computed features/. vcr;- selected frol11 any of the four se lected EEG 

trodes. Individua l features were also computed and tested llsiflg SVM c1assfier based on different 
"'rformanc:e ~S sllch as accuracy. The obtained results are shown in Table.l Based onet'ri da tabase , , 

available for J tatjonA _5~% of the data was trained & remaining 50 % data \vas left out for testing 
t. \If fJ~ctrn\lldr ~ . . e ~ ~ ...... , , 
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purpOSI.'. BilSL'd on Ih ~ individllal Il:awrc!> 1.:omplI!(:d & SV!\·I cl; , ~::;. ili\!r used. dilli:r\!l1[ pc rrnrmcuKc nll.! tric~ 

were ohllliJH:d based on following Il:nninolog ies I(I, IIn 

n"TN
ilcell r a c:y = - --'-'---'-"--= 

TI' Io FN "':1' t FN 

.)'Cnlsitivi ty = _ T_" _ ( 7) 
TP ..."',v 

C 'f" TN.,peel lelty =- (8)
f'I'+TN 

Where. TP stands for True Positive (!\ Izhcimcr's disease patients corrc<.illy cl<:ssificd), T N stands [01' 

True Negative (healthy individuals correctly class ified), FP stands for False Positives (healthy individuals 
miscinssiticd). FN s tands for False Negative (Alzheimer's disease patients rnisclassilied). 

Table I. Performance mensurc on each individual feature 
J:C<1lure:-; /\(':cumcv ( ill 'Yo) 

Magnituue Squared CohcrO:/lcc ~8 
Phase SynchrnllY 90 

Combination of Bolh [callrrcs 9·, 

5. CONCLUSION & RESEARCH CHALLENGES 
This paper presents a method to diagnose Alzheimer's disease by using different Synchrony based 

features. The aim of the present research work was to improve the diagnostic accuracy for Alzhe imer"s 
diagnosis. The features used for differemiming between healthy and Alzheimer's disease subjects are not 
novel but significant improvements can be observed on used database. In present study, each individual 
feature was used for classification and all synchrony features were also separately was classification purpose. 
SYM classifier was lIsed for separating both subjects yielding better results. Spectral analysis also provides 
better results in analyzing EEG signals. In [11-14], authors have already concluded that significance of 
plagues and neurofibrillary tangles in cortex regions as we ll as lower volume of hippocampus s lows the 
signal in case of Alzheimer's disease patients. PET as well as MRI scans was <l[so studied along with MMSE 
and CDR $Core sincc only these are not sufficient for Alzheimer' s diagnosis. Previolls literature sllmmarizes 
the investigation of synchrony-based features for Alzheimer's diagnosis. rr can be concluded that coh erence
based features depict significant effects on signals of Alzheimer's disease patients in resting conditions and 
high frequency band ranging from 13 to 30Hz. The synchrony-based featu res were computed individually 
and classified by use of semi-supervised classifier; Support vector machine (SYM) giving better 
classification accuracy for distinguishing the subjects between two groups. 

From the features computed as discussed in sect ion 3, it is observed that lower dysfunctional 
connectivity is observed in central , parietal and occipital brain regions. A lower synchronization in these 
areas for alpha and beta band identifies disturbance occurred in perception and cognitive disorder. Thus, 
the observations computed in present research work are in agreement with several previous studies which 
reports on decrctlsC': of neuronal synchrony in Alzheimer's disease patiems as observed on EEG signals. This 
loss of synchrony appears due to addition of non - consistent background activi ty and presence of 
neurofibrillary tangles in hippocampus area. Combination of all synchrony-based features provides better 
accuracy as com pared to individual feature. Future work of present research work involves analysis of each 
EEG s ignal in time - frequency domain and to conclude whether they cary any relevant information for 
better detection by using advanced signal processing algorithms. 

H J~ 10 c6ncJUde that when we combme a1l features together. classification rate as well as diagnostic 
accuracy obtained is more and it provides comparatively better results in terms of accuracy. Future work in 
this study involves making analysis ofeach frequency bands in depth to observe whether they carry any other 
significant information for better diagnosis by means of various signal processing algorithms and features 
extraction techniques. The present research work explores a significant methodology for Alzheimer's disease 
diagnosis and further research using some more of these features can report remarkable achievements in this 
field . 
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Abstract 

Due to advance operational editors, digital images and videos can be talllpered velY easily. These /olgedlfake 
images and videos communicated across the lvorld through various apps over social media. Tamperingin video is a 
cOllllllon problem facing by all over the world which causes the negative impact on society. Numerous methods have 
been proposed to detect altering in videos. Techniques for video tamper detection broadly categorised according 
block division operation and key point feature extraction. This paper aims to propose a low computational 
technique to discover copy-move allack in videos. An improved BHFD (Bloclnvise Holistic Feature Descriptol) and 
SVR tee/mique is proposed to object based copy-move detection within the video frames. Holistic Gabor descriptor 
is usedforfeature extraction and SVR (Support !lector Regression) training is used/or classification offOiged and 
non.JOIged video ji-ames. Experimental analysis and results demonstrates proposed system woks satis/ac/orily jor 
handcrajied videos with reduced computational complexity. 

Keywords: BHFD, Copy-moveforgeIY, Nonlinear Approximation, SVR. 

1. Introduction 

Videos are extensively used and important in many areas. They have become part of everyday life as well as part of 
many applications in sc ience. Due to CUFrent development in mobile application and social media communication 
use of video and images is increased rapidly. There are many apps available online and on play store. This makes 
forging in video wi thout any visible traces easier. Copy-move forgery in an image or video is extensively used 
image manipulat ion scheme. In this type of forgery, some image region is copied and pasted into the same image or 
in a video frame. As the fake imagearea comes from the same image or video, the spatial characteristic of image 
remains largely same, which increases the difficulty of detecting this type of image forgery. In the past, severa l 
attempts of image altering have been exposed [16].Simple and free to usemobile apps and image ed iting software's 
provides key to produce object forgeries. Consequently the semanipulated images creates confusion to make judicia l 
decision. Hence, conflrmingthe authenticity of digital images is prime essential and makes important role in forensic 
department [10]. Forens ic unitmake use of advanced skill and iechniques to examineev idence in courts for criminal 
circumstances [II, 12) as well as in areas, where the authenticity of the digital image is important such political and 
sports frauds in courtrooms, banking sectors, biometric imaging etc.[13-15). 

Image/Video forgery is a widely studied research today as, forgery detection in digital images and videos is ga ining 
enormous attcntion to provide security to digital media from several tampering skills and forgery attacks. This 
exertion is significant in forgery detection architecture and ' can be utilized for high security associationsTamper 
localization and detection techniques in video frames identifies the tampered frame correctly by means of temporal 
or inter frame passive techniques whereas intra frame methods or spatial characteristics of the video discovers 
altered contents within the forged frame. When a video is altered, the geometricfeatures of the frame 
correspondingly changes.Howeverl if video forgery is done with precaution, without leaving any evidence. then it is 
very difficult for an expert to recognise whether this video is original or forged. Prevailing methods for copy move 
forgery recognition can be grouped into two c lasses, for example block-based and key point-based technique s. The 
methods based on block division, as a rule extract details from covering blocks of the image. Various highlights have 
been suggested by taking benefit of this type for the recognition of forgeries in an image or video. Whereas second 

class uses key point fea : : : : f ima e or frame which helps i [7~~i~:~~~perin)g in image of videos. 
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,--------, 
Frame Feature 

video Result 
Conve r~iol1 Exr.nlcliol1 Matching _ ~ 

Figure l.Gcneral process pipeline for the copy-move forgery detection in video 

Most of these approaches foilow a generalstages as shown in Fig. I. The pipeline comprises threesteps: i) Frame 
Conversion: In this steps video is splitinto frames according to its frame rate. 2) Feature Extraction: In this stage 
texlure or key point based features are extracted from image or it is extracted from block wise processing.3) Feature 
Matching: In this step extracted features are compare with previously extracted features. If the extracted distance is 
matched with some threshold then at that location forging is done. 

The key contributions of this paper addresses few issues such as:Proposed method primarily stated to detect 
duplications in video. Moreover, wehave tried to optimize the feature extractionand feature matching process, which 
improve the computational efficiency significantly. Proposed algorithm suggests improvementin two aspects by the 
optimization of featLires using Holistic descriptor and Nonlinear approximation in traditional SVR to increase its 
accuracy metric. Also, proposed algorithm is designed to achieve the detection of multiple copy-move regions in 
real-time applications. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section I provides introduction. Section II highlights on various research on copy 
move forgery. Section III contributes proposed method, Discussion on various experimentation is explained in 
section IV. Section V concludes the finding of proposed method. 

l.Rel.ted Work 

The purpose of copy-move attack detection is to identify the forged (copied) part with minor changeswith original 
part. Lots of research is done on image and it is continuously increasing in this area of tamper detection. However, 
in real time application, intra frame or copy-move forgery is carried out with various types of image basic pre
processing, which involve spatial manipulation such as rotation, scaling, mirroring, or colour based operations such 
as illumination alteration, or chrominance. luminance alteration. Some other manipulation are copied region 
enhancement such as sharpening or blurring. 

Subjective survey of copy move image imitation identification methods has been explained and in this section. 
Image imitation detection has been categorised into different methods. Fredrich, et al. [I] suggested a technique 
based on DCT, in which block wise matching is carried out also it works only for small windows. Popescuet al. [2] 
recommended Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based technique. This blockwise PCA found robust to small 
manipulation for copied region.Ascheme based on Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and clustering, which works on 
colour histogram based features to detect the forged region is proposed by AI-Sawadi et al. [3]. This method was 
vulnerable to Rotation and scaling. Bayram, et al. [4], proposed a .technique to discover forgery by using Fourier
Mellin Transform (FMT). As this method is depend on block wise Fourier transform, it was robust to small degree 
of rotation and scaling.Muhammad, et al. [5], stated techniques using un-decimated Dyadic Wavelet Transform 
(DyWf). In this method due to decomposition, forged part detection becomes easy and robust. Zhong and Xu [6], 
proposed architecture based on mixed moments in which fourier moments are estimated block wise. This method 
works for detection of part with intensity change.Hussain et al. [7], states method based on a multi :'esolution Weber 
local descriptor (WLD) system with shape invariant features. Amerini et al. [8] states a Scale Invariant Feature 
Transform (SIFT) based method. This method works better for scale androtationinvariant.Hashmi, et al. [9], 
developed architecture using (DyWT) and (SIFT), which ensures better detection rates. 
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Figure 2.Proposedholistic Feature Approach Architecture 

3.Proposed Methodology 

Figure 2 describes proposed architecture. Initially input video is converted into frames. Then frame by frame and 
block by block image features are extracted. Here, for experimental purpose block size selected is 64x64.Blockwise 
Holistic feature descriptor is used for extraction for the same. After feature extraction of each block SVR c1assi'!ier 
training is conducted. 

A. Blockovise Holistic Feature Descriptor (BHFD) 

Recently. number of various approaches have been developed to improve feature extraction for forgery detection. 
One of the most successful strategies has shown to be the use of Gabor representation of the images. BHFD features 
is an extension of holistic feature descriptor, in which image is processed batch wise. The Gabor channel (Gabor 
Wavelet) states to a band-pass direct channel whose motivat ion reaction is characterized by a symphonies capacity 
increased by a Gaussian capacity. Along these lines. a bi-dimensional Gabor channel creates a multifaceted 
sinusoidal plane of particular recurrence and direction adjusted by a Gaussian envelope. Gabor features are 
popula rly renowned for effective representation. But. only some of the methodsexpl oit phase feature and they 
generallyachieve worse than those using magnitude feature. For this reason. only the blockwise magnitudes of the 
Gabor coefficients are thought of as being useful for feature extraction. It accomplishes an ideal goal in both s patial 
and recurrence areas. Our methodology structures 2D odd-sy mmetric Gabor filter. having the accompanying 
structure as stated in equation (I) 

( [
Y'])r'HD(F)t!IC'ii tGX'Cy (x,y) = exp - ~k + :; .cos (2mixSk + cp) ( I) 

B. Support veclor regressio/l (SVR) 

Let consider that a calculated feature coefficient of up till vis ited obj ect {( x"y,) •.....• (XI,y,)} E x, where x, denote 

the feature extracted frOln previously visited block and y, denote thetarget which is ones or zeros depending upon 

. y =(w.¢(x))H+b. 
dista nce threshold. The support vector regression model is to find' . 

(0 and ¢ (x) are the feature space estimated from Kernel Hilbert space H. SVR can be optimised by, 

I , ' 
711mll- + cL: L(y" x,J).R = 
- ,"'I (2) 

Where L (y"x"f) denotes the E _ loss function given by 

L(y"x,J) = IY-f( x)i. = max(O.!y- f (x) j- E) 
(3) 

. f-(' -')J IIII,+C L,. ? -+?- (r'" "'..,.;.l;~I;"7t {!l 

.",- 1=1 (4)~ 
nrp' . ._ . . 'ul lC5 & 
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(I(x,) - y, _E +0;,,1= 1,....1 

{y, -/(X,) 5E +C;,,i= 1, ...,/ 

J[,[.~O
Subject to 1-1 -/ 

Solution cnn be achieve llsing Lagrangianthcory : 


I 

(V = L(a, -a,);b(x,), 
l e:: I (5) 

{a,a}.i=L...,l .
WIlere .. are the Lagranglanco efficient. 

it can be optimised by fo llowing criteria, 


max i>,(a,-a,)- E I(a, +a, )-~ I (a, - a,)( a, -aJ 
""CI, ,=1 1'""'1 - i .j=1 

( K(x,xJ+~(i,jJ 
(6) 


Subject to 


{:L:", (a, -a,) =0 

{05 {(,.D s; a,. r= 1 . . . ,, 1. 

K(x"x)) =(¢ (x ),¢(x ))H (
Where ') and '.j are Kroneckerco effici ent. 

Algorithm 1: Fea/llre nlatching based Oil SVR 

Procedure SVR(X, Y) 


Xi = {Xl ,x2' ··· ' XN}, ~ = {Yl 'Y2~""YV} 

X= [XW X,.2, ...,X,.or, Y=[r;."r;." ...,r;or,lI = [X,YJ', 

E(B,a-IX,) and E(B,a-/1-: ) 

fork~.I,K do 

fori ~ 1,1 do 

forb ~ I,B do 

X ' -- {" '( Y h Yl ,y" ...,y\,'}ib x\.x2,···,XNj '-{"- ,. and J. , . 

X' I ",,v. y' I ", ;v , 

I ,b =- iV.L.tIl"",xlI and I.b = ly.L.t,I=lYI1 ' 


X· {-" -, } r' { - . -' - ' } 
J = x,.pxc,,,,,xuJ and 1, = Yj. I'Y.1.2' ''· ' Yj.8 

end for 

end for 


{l'(X',Y')}
SVR " 


end for 


- j ,J) =K,IL::'/i"' (X:X)) 
Output: weights and biases~t~~~~7 
end procedure 
Thus, block division is carr ' of complete image as a first step of proposed scheme. Then fi'om each image 
block features are pull ~,,'?I-H' These ex: racted features are the then compare with the previous block wise extracted 
features. IHI}gi~qtJJdfif{l<!Pt~\\1'l."jt~0.m s im ila rity i.e with minimum distance from hyperplane then those palt is 

I'.ltp-r. . ' ,. '1\% 

. TI'1~eaID\lldHl~iit1011' 'uw.ncg:\~ \ii 
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delected tiS i1 fnrgcd 011. SVR willlw bl.!sl appro;J!..'h It)r Silch approul..'h a :-:; it have capability to hillHHl: till: IlonlilH:arity 
in the shape. S!.:illt.:. or olhcr trnllsl"ormmioll. 

4.Expcrimcntall~cs:llls 

Proposed method is tcsted i.1nd implclllcnll'd I'm 15 videos. All videos for experimental analysb arc taken fi·olll 
MATLAB Visiol1 clI!IllOS. Further these videos are forged by applying copy move attack on random frame usi ng 
adobe Photoshop editor. Environlllent used tt)f proposed Illethod conduction is MATLAB 2018. Hardware Corc is 
processor with 4GB memory. 

Figure 3 (a) is original video trame. This frame is forged by applying copy-move forgery, tree on tell hand upper 
corner of perSOil'S head is copied (lnd it is paste in right upper corner. An upper right corner nlready has one In:\! is 
present. This tree portion is masked with newer one as shown in figure (b). Figure (c) shows detected forged part 
within the frame (shown by yellow colour rectangle). 

Figure 3(a) Original video frame (b) Forged Frame by Copy-Move attack 
(c) Forged frame (Forged part shown by yellow rectangle) 

00 W 
Figure 4.(a) Original video frame (b) Forged Frame by Copy-Move attaek 

(c) Forged frame (Forged part shown by yellow rectangle) 

In Figure 4 (a) shows original frame having a single person. The person is copied and it is paste aside with already 
pn'5e.nted one shown in 

In Figure 5 white vehicle is copied from left image (Original fi·ame) and it'is paste in top row, this forged frame is 
shown on middle figure. Right figure shows Detected forged part displayed by yellow box. 

~.,;,\. ,.. ~ 
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In Figure 6 two vehicle is copied trom len image (Original Irame) and it is paste in top row, this forged frame is 
shown on middl e figure. Right figure shows detected forged part highlighted by yeflow box. 

Comparative Analysis of Proposed System 

Proposed method is designed to aohieve the improved feature extract ion and matching algorithm for the extract ion 
of other image feattlres, resulls for the same are provided in above section. For the comparisonof proposed method, 
experimentation were performed on 15 Videos at a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. Clearly, the proposed algorithm 
is computationafly better in terms of executi on time than other methods stated for comparative scheme. Tab le I 
shows that proposed method exhibited the good performance amongst different state-of-art methods. From Table I 
graphical representation is shown in figure 7. 

Table I.Comparative analysis of the Execution Time 
Video No Waog(l 7j 

I 9.753621 

2 9.155437 

3 9.052927 

4 9.843122 

5 9.506868 

6 8.297023 

7 8.772467 

8 9.56930 1 

9 9.501779 

10 9.074575 

I I 8.669126 

12 8.475009 

13 8.649843 

14 9.032783 

15 8.720366 

S. VIISI Pun119] 

6.498508 14.15045 

7.882708 13.3592 

7.620664 13.79945 

7.379764 14.5 11 73 

7.525417 14. I 8898 

6.748402 13 .2584 

7.870567 13.82776 

6.5983 I 8 13.83916 

6.746905 14.18834 

7.886437 14.071 96 

7.130125 14.58135 

6.535687 14.49771 

7.835636 13.424 I 7 

6.872962 14.071 95 

7.548864 13.73059 

Proposed 

6.522293 

6.608 148 

5.236477 

5.059519 

5.6537 12 

5.076952 

5.05741 

5.816274 

6. 132838 

5.5673 I 

6. 165 128 

5.429 18 

5.583306 

6.3847 14 

6.2562 15 

) 

~ 
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Figure 7 Comparison of Execution Time of Proposed method with existing 
Performance of proposed system is measured by calculating various factors such as Accuracy, Recall rare, 
Speci ficity, Prec ision. The parameters are calculated by using confusion matr ix formulae on the basis ofTP (True 
Posi tive), FP (False Positi ve), TN (True Negative). FN (False Negative) values. Further we have compared these 
values with state-of-art methods as illustrated in Table 2. 

Table 2 C omparatlve A nalYSlS 0 fPer~ormance M etncs 
P.M ProposedWang[17] S.V[18] Pun[ 19] 
Accuracy 0.980.96 0.94 0.93 
Recall 0.8 0.90.7 0.6 
Specificity 0.98 0.990.97 0.97 
Precision 0.8 0.90.7 0.6 

All the metrics is calculated in terms of block i.e. detected block is forged or not.Accuracy is block correctly 
classified as a forged and correctly classified as a nonnal out of total available blocks. Sensitivity is block correctly 
classified as a forged and out of total forged blocks. Specificity is block correctly classified as a Normal and out of 
total Normal blocks. Precision is block correctly classified as a forged and out of total predicted forged blocks and 
total normal block predicted as a forged. Figure 8 graphical representation of Accuracy, Recall, Specificity and 
Precision respectively.Accuracy for proposed method achieved is 98%, however other methods are variesfrom 
93.5% to 96.5%. Recall of proposed method achieved is as 0.9 value, while other methods are having between the 
ranges 0.6 to 0.8. Similarly. Specificity and Precision of proposed method obtained as 0.99and 0.9 respectively. 
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~.Conclllsjoll 

Techn iqu e based Oil all improved BHPD ~ncl S VI( based copy-move image forgery dctection is proposed in tili s 
paper. The l!valualiotl and experimentation of proposed approach is demonstratl!d on various forged vi(leos. 
Illvcstigatiollaioutcollle5 show that thc proposed sc heme better outrerfonns than the traditional-based metll()d ill 
reliability of detection and efficiency. Execu tion time required for proposed method is reduced to 50% Oil an 
average. Also, Accuracy for dete.ction of the forged frame is increased 3% ill comparison with variolls state-or-art 
method. Future work to is to try this technique on standard or benchmark datasets that purely belongs to forensic 
purpose. 
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Abstract 

Medical images of human boc(v caplured .li'om varia liS sources such as CampUler 
Tomography rCT) or Magnetic Resonance III/uging (MRI) are in digital jOrll/. These 
imaging techniqlles generally produce huge Cl1JUJlll1ts ojdata, and lherejore compression 
aJthese images is a needfbI" slorage and communication purposes. A /0/ ofprogression is 
already done 10 compress these medical images which provide sign~"fican{ compression 
rCites but tlwre is 0 considerable loss (?l quality of these images. In some cases, it is 
necessary to maintain the quolily 0/ on image in sOnle orea oj image usually called 
Region of intereSI. In this paper, a method/or obtaining compressed il11age is discussed 
using hybrid lIIodel and lossles.\· compression technique in ROJ regions. The proposed 
algorithm is evaluated on klRI images obtained jj'om experimental c/otabase. Different 
pel!ormom;e metrics such as .Mean Square Error, Peok Signal to Noise Ratio and 
Compression Ratio (Ire used to measure the qualifY of images. It can be seen {17m 
proposed algorithm Oll{peljorms over other compression algorithm such as DCT, vector 
quantization and many more. 

KeYlVords: COll1pression. Wavelets. SPlHT, Run-length Coding. Region o/Interes/. 

1. Introduction 

A huge amount of informatio n (called data) is typically obtained from different 
med ica l devices such as Computed Tomography (CT) images, Magnet ic Resonance 
Im aging (MRI). Positron Emission Tomography (PET) images, ultrasou nd imag in g 
and many more, which are usuall y stored in picture arch iv ing and comm unication 
system or hospital information system [I] [3 -5]. Many imaging diagnostic centers 
produce an average data of 10 - 15 GB per day [2]- Hence, it is difficult to manage 
these data for storage purpose. This high ended data therefore requires hig h en ded 
network capabi lity to transmit the im ages over a network as in t.elemedicine 
appli cations. This is on e of the issues co nside ri ng the transmission of image in 
remote areas w here there is no network facility, Compress ion of medical image is 
one of the important concept whi ch he lps in reducing the storage size of image and 
esti mating the bandwidth req uirement for transmitting the image. Image 
Compression can be furth e r c lassified as lossy compress io n and lossless 
compression. In case of medical imaging, although lossy compression tec hniques 
provide 10 - 15% compressio n rates; they are not genera lly used in practice. It may 
be because of clinical information loss which can affect the diagnosis procedure [6] 
[7]. Apart from this, there can also be some lega l issues as report ed in literature. 
Storage of medical im age is not only difficult but also cha ll enge job as there can be 
requirement for preserving th e best poss ible image q ua lity . On contrary, Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MR I) image co ntains vari sl ices which requi re all 
inform ation for diagnosis . Therefore. there h for add itional 
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t\ medical image carries sign ificant churaclcri sli cs thai ~irL' consid ered during 
compression process. Firstly, il should have high loss h::ss compression rnlio . 
Secondly, it should have better re"olut ion scalab ility and last ly, it must have a beticr 
ability fo r decoding the image. Digital Imaging Communication in Mcdicill'.!s 
(DleOM) is one of the most widely used and acquired version 01" med ical imaging 
cC lllmullication standard [6J [7]. This file format co nta ins a header section in wllic h 
most significa!1t information related to the image such as type of image (like CT, 
MRJ, and ultrasound), patient 's informarion and many more. For compress ing 
DICOM fil e, one must provide special information about the header. Due to 
degraded image quality in most of the applications for diagnosis procedures, lossy 
compression algorithms are not used in general. In this regard, for improving the 
diagnostic information of a medica l image using a loss less compression technique, 
Region of Interest (ROI) coding method is discussed for impro vi ng the quality of 
image in certain areas of interest by applying different lossless compression 
algorithms keeping the hi gh compress ion rate in other part of medical image [7] [8] 
[9]. 

A. Concept of ROJ 

Region of Interest are basically ex tracted samples of images within a given 
identified dataset for particular application. The concept of ROI is typically used in 
many applications such as medical imaging, character recognition systems, image 
retrieva l systems and many more. In case of medical images, the tumor boundary 
defined over an image can be useful for measuring the size of an image. Similarly in 
case of character recognition, region of interest den nes the border of an object und er 
cons ideration. In most of applications, symboli c or textual labels are added to RO I 
part for describing the content in more compact way . The first step in obtain ing RO I 
is preprocessi ng. Thi s lIsually involves filtering of an image using various image 
process ing tools. Once image is preprocessed, segmentation is done us ing va ri ous 
techniques for obtaining the ROI and Non - ROI region. Once' ROI is extracted from 
the given medical image, further compression process is carried out. This is usually 
done to reduce storage and network bandwidth . The proposed approach cons ists of 
three steps: I) Extracting the ROI from given medica l image, 2) App lyi ng lossless 
compression technique, and 3) Decompressing the image for transmiss ion. Region 
of Interest is one of the intelligent techniques for medical image compression which 
comprises us ing both loss less and lossy compression technique . In ROI based image 
compress ion technique, the given input med ical image is classified into foreground 
and background regions (7) (8). The fo reground region basically consist 
diagnostically important region such as tumor of brain of MRI image called ROI 
part of image and background conta ins Non - ROI region. The ROI region of 
medica l is compressed using lossiess compression algori thm while Non - ROI is 
compressed using lossy compression technique. In this manner, the quality of image 
is preserved wi th high compression rate. 

Recognizing ROI region of an image is an automated process which eliminates all 
kind of manual procedures [7] (9) . Once the ROI reg ion is selected, the foreground 
region is completely in cluded for processing whereas background pixels are made 
zero. In such a process, Morphological operators are used for generating the masks 
which contains' I' in the foreground and ' 0 ' in the background. To separale ROI 
part from image, it is logi cally ANDed with the mask . Fig. I sho ws the different 
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Figure 1. Different components of medical image 

13. Detection of ROI 

Vari olls methods for detecting the ROJ reg ions from medical im ages are already 
discussed in literature. The aim of proposed work is to apply lossless compress ion 
a lgorithm on given med ical im age fo r obta ining high qua lity compressed image for 
tra nsmission and storage purpose, In prese nt work, M RI images were used for 
ana lysis. These images possess son tissues which contains large amount o f co nt rns t 
levels [9]. The gray- leve l inte ns ity variat ion is bas is o f any al go rithm in such case. 
In case o f medical imag ing, pixe ls which possess hi gher gray-l eve l va lues needs to 
be identifi ed. T o extract thi s. lUi-Koch [10] saliency maps are used for constructio n 
that uses adapt ive threshold ing that identifies s igni fi cant area of an im age. The 
o b.i ecti ve of thi s sa lie ncy map is to recognize th e vary ing pixels from background 
and auract the hum an inte rvention fo r ob ta in ing any diagnostic detail. The fo ll owing 
steps are used for de tecting the ROI: 

Ste p I . Read the orig in al med ica l image and obta in the e leme nts for furthe r 
processi ng. 

Step 2. Tran sform the obtained into HS I color space mode l. HS I co lor mode l is 
more co nsistent with huma n col or percept ion system. If input medical image is color 
image, the n it is converted to HSI col or space. This image is decomposed in to th ree 
compone nts : Hue, Saturati on and Intens ity. 

Step 3. Contras t is used as loca l feature as it stim ulates ihe human visua l perception 
fields. Hence, the contrast between two neighboring pi xe ls a and b is computed. 

Step 4. Compute Sea), Sa lience of pixel a, given by, 

Sex) = L~~~n(M(a,b) + I!.H (a, b) + I!.S(a,b)) ( I ) 

Where m x n, represents the total number of pixels in an image. 

Saliency Map is generated using Salience Sea) by nOllnal izing in a range [0, 255]. 

Step 5. Lastly, Segmentation is done using thresholding operation given by following 
equati ons, 

f (a) ={I, Sea) 2: Th)'esholdm ask (a) = (2)
0, Sea) < Thr esho ld 

(3) 
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Where saliency of 8.xp~ttal iun is given by H(S). Mask images me lIsually fo rmed lI~i ng 
these equations where 255 or I indicates ROI pan and 0 indicates Non-IU)J part of a 
medical image. Extracting the edges of segmented imagt: and adding logically th~ image 
olltli ne with original inlr!ge gives the boundaJ)' of ROJ region. 

2. System Methodology 

The foll owing figure shows the block diagram of the proposed system for 
compressing the given input image. 

MEDICAL SEGME:-""ATlO~ CLASSIFlCATlO" 
IMAGE 

CO)"IPRESSEO 

Figure 2. Block Diagram of the Proposed System 

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed system used for medical image 
compress ion. Initially, the input medical images which are to be compressed are fed 
to the system. These input images are the MRI images collected from online 
databases avai lable and hospitals [1 7] [18]. All the images are taken in DICOM 
fonnat for compress ion. The size of input images and its dimensions are taken into 
considerati on for further processing. Further, the images are partitioned into 
multiple segments for better analysis. This step is actually incorporated for locating 
the objects (in thi s ROJ part) and the boundary of the image to classify the ROI and 
Non-ROI regions for further compression process. After segmenting the im age, ROI 
and Non-ROJ regions are extracted and given for further process ing. The 
background pixels of a medical image are discarded or made ze ro . The ROJ region 
is compressed using lossless compression technique whereas Non-ROI part is 
compressed using lossy compressio n technique. In present work, Run-length coding 
technique was used for encoding and decoding process. 

A. Lossless Compression using Wa velet Transform 

Wavelet Transform is one of the most popular techniques in image compression 
application because it possesses two important properties: i) multi resolution and ii ) 
high energy com putation. Variety of wavelet transform based coding techniques is 
reported in literat ure. Firstly. the wavelet transform is used for de-correl ati ng the 
image data. Then tra nsfo rm coeffic ients are quantized and coded. This is ca lled 
lossy codi ng. Several research works are pu bl ished o n performance of different 
wave let filters . In lossless medical image compression, the image can be 
reconstructed as the orig inal im age . Predicti :e coding, Entro py based coding such as 
Huffman . Arithm et ic Cod ing. Run-le9,g~.:Cbding. LZW Coding can be used for 
lossl ression. The muiliresol ~liOW.~of wavelet 11 ansform 1S suitable for 
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progres!'ivc l[anSml~SHlIl of lllcdit:al imagcs. These lechniques yie ld t:Olnpression 
rates of order 2:1, ):1 depcllding 011 image data. 'Jv'avelet transform in lossy 
compression is co nsid ered to be losslcss as the mathematical transformation is 
reversib le . In presenl research work. Integer W"velel Trunsform (IWT) [9) is 
appiicd on mcdical images for compression. To lise wavelets in specific appl ication , 
it should possess certain properties stich as orthogonality. lineRr phase, compactness 
and perfect reconstruction. No wave let can reflect all such propertics and therefore, 
the choice is to be done considering the app licati on. I-Iaar-. Daubechies- and Bi
orthogonal are some renowned choices for se lection of wavelets. These wave lets 
carry relevant properties for various ranges of app li cations. The Integer Wavelet 
Transform (l WT) has some advantages such as: i) Computation is faster as 
compared to DWT, ii) No temporary memory l'Gquired, iii) Computational 
complexity is low as it generates only integers and iv) It is completely reversible 
[10] [I I] . 

As in [12J, it is highlighted that SP II-IT outperforms well for compression of 
medical images. For lossy and lossless image compression, IWT and SPII-IT 
techniques are combined. SPIHT algorithm also supports embedding coding 
standards. This is usually required for telemedicine applications. Computational as 
well as algorithmic complexities are important factors wh ich needs to be considered 
for ROI based medical image comp ression. 

B. System E,ecution 

In present work, MRI images in D1COM format were used with size 256 x 256 
and resolution of 8 - bits. The system consists of two processes i) Encoding and ii) 
Decoding. The Non-ROI part is compressed using combination of IWT and SPII-IT 
technique whereas ROI part is com pressed using Run- length coding. The output 
image is generated at the decoder sect ion Once the reconstruction process ends. 
Before reconstruction of output image, it is decoded us ing Run-length coding. The 
encoder output consists of bit stream of num bers of ROI section. The algorithm is 
executed on 100 images and various performance parameters are computed as 
discussed in next section. The medical images were collected from private hospitals 
from city and some were used from online databases. It can be seen that SP II-I T 
algorithm gives better results compared to other techniques discussed in literature. 
Although, Bioorthogonal wavelets gives better results , in current research work, 
Daubechies wavelet was used for decomposition. But, it is observed that apply ing 
SPII-IT algorith m to the whole image, ROI information gets lost as that part a lso gets 
affected by lossy compression algorithm. Therefore, ROI part is kept as separate 
part and therefore during reconstruction processes it rem ain s intact. But non-ROI 
information may get lost to some extent during the process. In present deve loped 
algor ithm, compress ion ratios are obtained using SPII-IT at 0.5 bits per pixel and 
arithmetic coder. 

3. Results & Discussions 

In literature, several different ROI based techniques are discussed for medical 
image compression. It can be seen that MAXSI-IIFT algorithm, EZW coding and 
Vector Quantizati on (VQ) requires additional coefficients for decoding process. 
This can be co ns id ered as drawback of the algorithm which can increase 
computational complexity in general. Other such algorithm like region growing can 
be used for ROI extraction but again its complexity is more. Therefore , in present 
research work, saliency maps and contrast based ion techniques are 
e' plored. This makes developed syslem "semi eveloped algorithm 
al so tries to preserve the ROI regi on without I artefacts like pixel 
blending as discussed in [13). An), arbitrary be supported by the 
de veloped algorithm for m~The I and SPIHT reduces theCo~
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algor-ilil/n ic cOlllplc:..;ily to grc,II t! 1' I.!xtcnt as COJllIHII\~d to other kchlliqllt:~ discussL'd 
ill litl.!raturc. In presen t work . di!Tercllt performance paral1letl.!l's such as Mean 
Squared Error (MS I'), Peak .'igllal 10 Noi se Ratio (PSNR) and Comp"ess iun rat io 
(CR ) (ire used for va ljd~tjng the result s obtained in the slLIdy. Table. I summarizes 
the results obtained in the research work for sampic images. Lei us discuss this 
performance measures jn detail. 

I) Mean-Square-Error (MSE): This pcrformance parameter is used for measuring 
the image compression quality. MSE measures the cumulative squared error 
between compressed image and original image. Lower the value of MSE, lower is 
the error. Mathematically it is computed as, 

MSE = LM.NJi,(x.y)-/,(x.Y)I' (4)
M xN 

In above equation , M and N are number of rows and co lumns oran image. 

2) Peak Si gna l to No ise Rati o (PSNR): Thi s ratio is basica lly used as a qua lity 
measurement between the original and a co mpressed image . Higher the va lue of 
PSNR, better the quality of compressed or reconstructed image. Mathematica lly it is 
computed as, 

PSNR = 10 log'0 (~) (5)
MSE 

In above equation, R represents maximum flu ctuation in input image data type . If 
input image consist of double-precision fl oat ing point data ty pe, then R eq uals to I. 
If it is 8- bit unsigned in teger data-type, then R equals to 255. 

3) Compression Rati o: It is the ratio of size of original image to s ize of compressed 
image. Mathematically it can be written as, 

Compression Ratio eCR) = Size o{ol"iginal image (6)
Size 0 { compressed image 

The first image shows the original image which needs to be compressed . This 
image needs to be enhanced in o rder to get the results which are more s uitable for 
furthe r analysis as well as processi ng. It is necessary for one to remove unwanted 
noise and high freq uency components from an image. Morphological filt ering, 
Wiener filterin g, contrast s tretching or histogram equali zation can be used for 
enhancing the quality of image. ... . .. Coosuasl SUetdwrlg 
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~gure 3, Results obtain~ after image enhancement. 
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Figure 4. Segmentation of ROJ and Non-ROJ regions 
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Figure 5. ROJ and Non-ROJ image after reconstruction process 

After this, segmentation is carried for obtaining the ROI and NOIl-RO I part of an 
image. Then, IWT is applied to these images along with encoding and decod ing 
process using Run-length coding. After decoding the image at the output side, 
different parameters such as Mean Square Error, Pea k Signal to Noise Ratio and 
Compression Ratio are com puted as indicated in Table. I. 

a e . tamed va ues for dl erent performance parame eT bJ 10b . 'ff t rs 

Dataset Ima..es MSE PSNR (in dB) C R 

Im age I 75.24 1 3 1.56 0.34 1 

Imaae 2 17.70 40.12 0.402 I 

Image 3 13.25 34.23 0.541 

Image 4 98 .9 1 30.03 0.771 

Imaae 5 89.54 32.19 0.79 1 

5. Conclusion and Future Scope 

In thi s paper, a method for medical im age compression is presented using lossless 
compression tec hnique conside ring the ROI and non-ROI region. Use of Integer 
Wave let Transform ( IWT) is recommended since DWT produces error and increases 
a lgor ithmic complex ity. IWT has certain advantages like it has perfect 
reconst ructi on property and less complexity. In present research, non-R01 region is 
also considered for encoding purpose as it gives correct position of ROI region: For 
exam ining the quality of recons tructed image. different performances measures sllch 
as Compression Rati o (CR), Mean Sq uare Error (MS E) and Peak Signal to Noise 
Ratio (PSNR) are computed and co mpared conventiona l quality 
measures may not be reliab le in a ll the res ults , it can be 
conc luded that better results are obtained in ratios. MSE and 
PSNR using ROI techni~' less pression compari ng with 
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othcr techniques disclissed in litcrallJrc [131iI411"1 5 j. Run-length cod ing was lI s\!d 
for encoding and (kcoding processing along with SPIIIT algorithm. The developed 
has Ic.ss algorithmic complexity and takes It~ss time for encoding and decoding 
proc~ss. Therefore, this melhod can bl! recommended for telci1lt'dicinc applicalions 
ill remote areas where network bandwidth is limited. ,,~ future, a mcthod for lossless 
medical Im age comprl!ssioll wilt bc considering the lexl u!'l! and symmetry of an 
image. 
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~igllifical1ce of S p~cfral & \Vavckt fea!ures III diagnosis of Alzheimer 's 
Disease 

! "lI r l" "\Jjtmdm:.!.illl //rJ1" lIih'.,/i.I,II/I'-OI"l.'l _,I.IJe' ;, ' /I' /lIh':..,'III/ ('d ll lei; !} I ...~ \ \ J ·itJ /·I(: 

i\("co;:p l~'d: :::::: ~'h 10 19, l'lIhh..ht-J l R I d , ~ (l 1 'J 

/lbslmU- .. \ !zl:ci:lit: r IJ i!\l':\!\l' i:-. \11\1,; (lflh l' katl ing nl'lIro -d cgL'llLT~I~h (' di\ ,,';iS;::-. It-i t7 c--"-:-'; ----" \ ,-,"!i-Sl' i~s- h- ' I1- -''\ i"'I--;i-- -~1"~ ~ tile IT'1mlcrn 
socil'ty \\ hich is r har<lCll..' r:/.\,:d by l:llgni(i \ ('. intd k ..."IUa l ..IS \\ 1.: iI as hl'h.!y iorul d islurhancc. [)U": Itl thi:-. :11..: ',- :lri: di<tg nn :-.i :-, (I r lhl.' 

disl'asc is cssclll ial. Ekciruclll:cphalography I.:an ht: lISl'U ;:5 slandttrdii'..:d (Ollis it'" di ag.(1(Isis nl' !\ \/ \1l' ilHt'r D i !j;': ~I S L·. Thi .... papl'!" 
discusses the important aspl..';;ts (11' Ek'ct ro~nccphi.l lography & s;, ..:ct r:!I 8.:. \\;\\ ..:IC1 h. !s~d t~'alu!\:s hlr l' <irI ~ diag.l1 il.. i~ o( 
A lzhL' imcr's ti isc<lsc. T his pap..:r d iscussl's rhe li se oi" the d iftcn:ll t speer!";!1 b<lscd te.UlIres sllch as Rc J;.ui,·c EECi po\\..:r in 
various htl ntls of EEG signa l. In thi s sHlely. it is ohscrn:-d thatthc EE<j nrt llL' .\ Izhcimcr patients slIms d(l\\11 8.: the 1].:( ; ni" lhc 
AD infected paticlll s is less complc:'\ us thilt compan.::d to the Controlk d riJ t i cn t~. In present n.: sc~lri:h \\ 0 1'1\. Cil.! 5s ilication 
<lccura<.:y of 9mti) is a..: hievcd hy use or K ne•.lrcs t Neighhor c1assi licr by combi n<ltioll of Spec tral 8:. W,I\'L,lc t bas:.:d \Calmes. 
EEG can be Ihcre ftlrc us.:d as th..: tool fur the curly & automated diagnosi s of ."dzhl:i mcr di~casc . 

f(eywortfs- Alzhcim.:r ])i s l.:~l sc , Dcmellliu. EEG. Spectral Il":atures, \Va\de! )t:(lillrcs. K ne<.lrCS!-it 11\..' ighbor c l3~si tler 

I. I NTIWDt '( :Tl o:x 

Alzheimer discas~ is one o j" the Neuro-ciegenerati vl' dis~ases 
which are found to he complex in the present scenario. II is 
the common I'DI'm o j' de!llt:l1ti a and by thlt time it affects lht: 
brains cells l1. 21. Alzheimer Di sease is a ch ron ic Neuro
degenerative disordl.! r that has ranked as third most expensive 
disease and sixth lead ing callS~ of dcaih in Unileu States. It is 
neurodegenerativc disorder charac teri zed by rapid impainnt;nt 
of memory and some other cuglliti v~ func tions. which an: 
ma inly associated with the hchuvioural d is turbances and 
finally leads to IOta I dependency l:ll- An important research is 
10 idt'ntify the neuroamltom ica l bas is of cogniti ve impa irment 
in Alzheimer di sease (A D).T he need of research is to 
understand the chunges taking pluce relmed to the cogni ti \'c 
impainnent and Ihe progression of AD in the brain structu re 
[4]-[7]. There exist d ifferent techniques for uiagnosis of 
Alzheimer Disease & other nemodegt:nerati ve diseases such 
as Epilepsy, Brain Strok~, and Parkinson's Dis~as~ dC. 

Different neuroimaging methods SLlch as MRI (Magnetic 
R~sonance Imagi ng), SPECr (Single Photon Emission 
Computerized Tomography). and PET (Pos itron Emission 
Tomography) are used today lbr diagnosis of neural diseases. 
Imaging ha.<; a key ro le in medical diagnosis, education and 
non-invasive therapeutics. The new sc ientifi c and 
rechnological advances boost the comple:\ issues of diseases 
such as A lzheimer, EpHepsy find many more. Computer 
Aided Diagnosis (CAD) is n lOolused li ll a " miel)/p ' 

applications such as . iscase ~ " ",~',;me~~~_I
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appli<..:t1tionso Cr\l) hd ps the ph~ si;: iar:s . rcscar:..:h..:rs in 
diagl1()sing thc di s~a~l: in I c!:'~ ti m...' h~ i d (;ntil~ ing the: palt"::l"Ils. 
mak ing li'::l\\"cr ..:: ITorts. N01Hl..:uroil1laging methods slI..::h n~ 

EFG , Biomarkers are al so Il s,,'d to da~ ior ;"\1) di'lgllosis. 
Electroencephalography (EECi) is Olle <"li' th e tools \\'hich can 
be lIsed for carly di agnosis or /\Izilcilllcr di scase. The 
Elcctrocl1l:cphalogrmn (EEG ) b'ISic:J. !l ~ relkcls th o.:. electrical 
ac tivi t)" or l a rg~ number or cortical neurons whidl is mainly 
associated with the Ilcur~1 in fo rmiltion processing or hrain 
regions [8]. In present sc~ll ar i o . th~rc is no signilicam:c or 
oL~j eet i \fc method based ui;.Ignosis o f t\!%:hc imer Disease hut 
the lISC or EEG as a uiilgnosli(O (001 continlll.:s to he 
challe nging pnrt in CUIn::1li stuuies. FC1cllsing on pr~vious 

studies uhwined in litc r~lIurc , none of th..: c:\ isl ing systems are 
not clinical ly or ana ly ti cally \ ·alidateu . DtI~ 10 such reasons. 
(he SYSlems require signi lieant impro\ emcnts. 

In present study. our ai m was to 1m cstigate and observe 
the effects of ditTerem \v<l velet & spectral based features on 
EEG sienals of both Alzheimer Disc<lsC 8.: Nornm l patients. In 
litera t Ll~c. it is observed that Spectral J3~\scc1 features such as 
b EG Relati ve Power, Magnitude Square Coher~nce. Phase 
Synchrony & EEG ampli tude modulation Energy are widely 
used which plays a s ignilicant ro le in A D diagnosis giv ing 
accuracy of about more than 80%. In our proposeu research 
work, our goal was 1O improve the di agnostic accuracy for 
classi !icaL ion between t\\"o groups. III I'unlte r /JaIL or tltl: paper 
we di scuss the rol~ of the ditTc rem non -li near katurcs used 
Cor ea rl y d iagnosis of Alzheime r d is~asc . 
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II. 'II'. I JlOJ):-. 

I.i (J , ,," mil.: or Iii..: \\d! -\.. !H1\\ 11 111 '\d a!i'~ ,;,1' 1I1\·;t\uriu!:! lit,· 
~! t:<'·irjt.:; d lin;, il :. r ~:!I\..r~t!~d h~ :1l'lI rt lll;-' \, 1'111\· ~ ' " ru.' \ In 11mlt'1 
n.:g i ( : n ~.. I iu' I 1.(: :\ i ~H;lb ! H il1dl'~tril.: ... i~'Il.. I\) lin: rnl1nkd 
nO!lim ,1:-';' ~' I ~ thruugh ,t Sl·t (1:' l..'kctl'O,k:, plO1I.: I.·d (Ill Ihl' ~,(:,dp 
(I( IW!1l;1I1 hr;!;;! ;!i..'l'onling I II illll'rllati(llWI I {jL20 :\ Y·'!"I1:~.. 

I.I.(J 1:-' IHl\\ nil! l1tli~ tr~i1 t ~d :IS kl.·.' di;!gnn:--~ i .: \I:l.d ((I: ' 

nt' uro ll )J:; i~h 11m i~ is 1I,01'l' \\idl.:l~ w,\,'d 11 1 lI l ,lin {\ llllp.lil.'r 

!; lh ·J'!;I.... ..: ( Hell apl~i il'aliol1s, Till' USl' (II' IT(i ill thl' l" \I'I : 
dial.,'llO:\j :-, (it' A i/ill' inh.'!' d isl'usl' is ... uppnnl·d h: lypit:;ll 
"hllnrm;di lil's oh:-'l'I'\l'd in Ihl' li!l'r"lli l\ ': IXI II)II IOI: 

;1) SIUt:'iIl,:! :1 hi,: :-. I!l\\!ng cfkl'i in 1':1':( i sign,lls (It' .. \ I/l !l.: iilll:r 
pali l' 1l1S is :: .... SIKi,:ll'd wilh Ihl' iIH:n:<i~t: ll( n.:I;lIi\'1' ponl'l' 
nr!hl' k\\ II·eqlll:I1I.:Y h.I:,ds (Dl.'!la. (),5 --t Ill. & ·I IK'i<.l. ·1

:-:. 111.). aillllg \\ llh nXhl~li\H1s ill J1\1\\el' In high Ji\:que; ll.:) 
hanJs U\I ;::hl. X· J ~ 11/, 8;, U~(;l. 12':lO I ll). 

11) Redliced C()lJIpll'xi~1': Reduc~d ( \)1n pk.'\it~ i!> mt:aslIrcd 
by U:-jC or dii':i?I\,'llt non- linc<l1' fi:aturc5 such as 
Inl()rtna tioll 'I'!lcory & othcr sigmtl processing llleil:illrCS. 
The 11011-lil11';,\1' measure shows Ih(.' inacase in regularity 
in f'£G signals or Alzheimer p<H icIHS, 

( 
c) !.oss c!l ''))'I1(,/;},OIlY measures: Synchrony measurcs 

obta ined li'om E[Ci signals may be ~igl1 i!i c~ml l~ an~cled 
by brain e\rCllt~ olher than changes or sYIH.:h rony, ~nd hy 
choices (iikL' the rererc lll:(.' clt:cll'()des) thm ncccss:try 
haw II) bc mack duri ng the ana lysis. Several or the 
Synchrony measurcs can be applied such :.is the Pearson 
Corrda ti on Coeffic ient , iVlagnitlldc and Phase 
Coherence. Granger CausalifY, Phase Synchrony etc. 
Some Iypical mcasUl'CS includes Coherence. (jranger 
Mec.lsurcs, S!<He space based synchrony measures, Phase 
Sy nchrony (PS) and stochastic event synchrony 
measures_ ,\ 11 these measures seek to quant ify Ihe 
relationships between two or more Sign<lls. 

The d iagnosis of A lzheimer disease lIsing EEG signa ls is 
followed by suitable methodo logy, Init ially. EEG signal finnl 
patient is acquired through the EEG elec trode. Basicnlly_ ! 0
20 ~kclrodc placement system is used for 'Icquir ing of EEG 
signa l. Nowadays, a specinl electrode cap is ava ilable in 
market, which is normally used for e lectrode placement on 
pu li L' IH:~ h,:wJ, I 11.,,: ~ICllul['~d sigu.d i:.. jJl t: pI UIJl.!:":jCU tu utllUltl 

the noise free signal. This is done in order to remov<c t:ertain 
artefacts available in signal. Different pre-processing 
techniques are used for signa l processing such as Independem 
component analysis (leA), Wavelet delloising, Blind source 
scparnlion (BSS) etc. I3y using suitable feature extraction 
methods, various algori thms are used for diiTcrentiating the 
signal. The features extracted a re given as the input tor 
classification. Various classi fiers are flva il.. hl e: in domain of 
pa llem recognilion & llIachin., 1~<Hning. Linear Di3crirni nonl 
.I\ n-al ysiE. Support " GlO r rna 'ne ore 30mc of rhe clU33ificr3 
that can be U~!l ,.,- ... Z), The fi g, I 3110\,,'3 lhc 

il'Cud . 
c) ](Jl9. I.ICSE . Ill{ . us 1{">6\'~ l t, lCS & 
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III , lHT,\ CO I. I.ECTlO I'\ & st ' IU ECTS i\\'(JL'TD 

Rde\ <l11I ])<110 used ill til(.' stud:' \\'ilS obl ,\i ned frolll Sill\. 
K{\~hibai Ntl\':.i!..: Gen..:ral Hospital & Rt.:s~<1rch Celltl'e. [lUllt' 

(India) & ,lagwj1 C li nk' & Res~arch Ccntr~. Punc consisting 
of btlth /\!I.h~ i 111~i' pmicnts. IJclllentia & control palil'll ts, 
P<lt i ~nts \\'~ re selec ted /i'om consecu tive. commu nit)' residin g. 
elderly persons 6U-80 years o r ag..: with Ih..: reron oj' 
cqgnitivc decline as \\ell ~ t ~ heh..wi olt ra l funct ioni ng. The 
diagnosis of til..: pali..:nts ,,'as made by e.\peri":llI.;ed 
IlI.:lIrosurge()J1~, ncurologist:o; based on Mini ..\Iema! ."Wl/! 
E.xamil1olioll (.H,.\IS£) lIlld Clil1k'o! Demel11ia Raling (CO!(J. 
Resti ng awake multi dmnnd EEG recordi ngs (24 channd 
electrode ) wen! obtained from 100 panicipal1ts separated into 
2 grou ps. The lirst group \\(.\5 consisted of 50 subjects: 30 
males & 20 ICl1lalt::s (mean age: 60 years) giving ind icat ion 
of fu nctional cognith'c & behavioural decl ine. The sccoml 
group consists of 50 panicipants o f normal subjects 
consisting or 35 males & 15 females (mean age: 60.5 years), 
giving no indicmion or funclional cognitive decline. I II 
addition to the !\D cohorts. an ndd it iona l criterion was \hL' 
presence of Il.tnctional, bdmvioural & cognitive decline over 
the previous 6 mon ths. Pat ien ts belonging to the abllorm"l 
~,l'()lIr \\'1'1'(' :ll~n r hrr' kNi fl)1' di nl:' I'o:' 1l 1 rl i O:; ~ :lr;, 'r, O::\ lC,' ll i1:; 

diabetes, kid ney di sease, thyroid dise(l5e lung & liver d isease 
or vitamin 812 deficienc)" as these can also cause cogni ti ve 
decline. The EEG recordi ngs and the study \vas approved 
from Ethical comminee of the hospital & [he parlic ipaills. 

EEGs were recorded ii'om RMS (Recorders & Medicare 
systems Pri va te Lim ited) EEG machine wi lh 12 bils 
reso lutions and sampling rate o f 1024Hz. Impedance was 
maintained be low 10Mohms and Ihe e lectrodes (Referent ial 
Montages) \\'er~ placed acco rding to the International IO-2() 

. uricular referenti a l electrodes \"ere also attached 
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l'\ idl.: 1Wl' , Ir Uti in l" rlwmi ::'flcril' li:-t.:nnn~\.: t ion ill \ I) 8, 
1!t'llll'll!i :!, i l \ inuul lH'nti....rhl.: !'l' ili )'ld.lf IIItlrHug c ,.., ;,1 ..0 1;!~"'1\ 
:l1i(1 \,,'\I n ... td .r.iliull. I hI' (d ' !:~in\'d ..i~I1 , !I~, .11'1' ;:1",1 1~ lIlh:d ;~. 

'1lip(llar :i.ll !n: iI-;', I hI.' Ilip"J;H' ,\ il.!ll,~ h r,'(l l l'lkd in I h~ :-O l ll·." 
8: wl'I.'1l ill!!) Ill .: \,,'C\lhid,.' r: lIic l ll ;i~' l ' I' p l -! p~. I :; · I · , ~ . 1:7 '1 '~' 
('.-;,(,,1. '1."."1.1. 1'3-1 '·1. II-th. (J I _() ~ .. !)uri Jl~ I.ITi 
I.,,,lt~liml[illll & rl'l': ( I:-d i Hg~, pillil'lIh n..;rl· i l \\;lh' ; . l1d-l\'Ia\~d 
n ilh I.' ~ \,,' ~ dn"'l'd. 1114: :lr:d;I\,,'IS ,If J HI ... il.l l1:l1 ... ... t!l:h ;1'0 

mll ... d,,: 011.:1 h i l ~ & l'~ \,," hlinking \\I.:;\." I"l'nUn l'd '~ i1 n \lall~ , 

I V. PluA'lwn SS !'C; 

III prllro:"I.'d n...'!'l:nn:h \Hlrk. EH i ~i ~n~d i~ ;n.:qu in . .'d u .. illt i ,Ft , 
dl.'I.:l rmk (;tr, BU!, at ~hl.' time or ;It"l]lI iring I hI.' sign'lb. till" 
:-.ignal is l:o llwminatcd \\il h dilli:n.:nt I1Pi:. I.' ar!di ll.'t:.. I hl.'sl.: 
:lrll.: I:Il'IS ill'\,: Jllainl~ ilssm:ial..-d dll ': In till: pon .:1' linl' 
im..:rli..'r"l..'111.:1'. :llIlSd\..' ;u;l i\ jlY of thL' P:lIi1.:Jl I:. 8.:. l:\;.,' hlinki rH! 
l'Ili..'l:ts, '1 (I obl~lill 111(..' lIoisl: fr..:..: sif llilb. pn..'-pmt.:l!~~ i ng 1l!'l h~ 
s ignal is nl',,:\."ssar~ ~im.:c :; i!!n~d ccl1l!:lini1l!.! nnisc Illa\' kau 10 
1~ I Js.,; di ..rgnn:--:is of Ill..: pali~1lt In rf":!->l:tH-\\<lrk. liltl~pl.'nd:,.'nt 
anfll) sis (ICA) method is lIs~d lix si!!nal Dl..'l ll)j:--:im.! , In sw.:h a 
cas.,;. lirsl aim is 10 scan..:h ~I mcthcd u) s.,;parat.,; ()lIl~.!\ icl1 ilicall! 
l.:omponcllls Irol11 hal.:kgrmmd IllClHitl acti vity 8:. tlO;$;, As pcr 
Ih..: lilcr:.Hun; rev;e\\ : dillcrcnt algori thms Hrl\' app lied tl) 

hio lllcd il.:nl sigmd:; ..:onsiucring Ih\.' EE.(i signal. (J1l"; uj' thl! 
most popular dasscs of algori thm is Ihe IndcpctH.k:llt 
COmpollen t Analysis (ICA). It is onc or till: cJl i:l..' li vc too ls 
which l:Wl b\! used Il)r obtaini ng I~oi~c n·cl..' signal. Thl.' 
imponunt lIS~ of leA ICl.:hniqu..: is 10 pl.!r!orm th\.' 
dimensionality reduct ion & separate the rdcvalll informntion 
of the signa l. In thi s cas~. aim is tn separatt: om til\.' 
in formation from variuus lobes o f thl.' pat iell l EEG signals 
I.'onsist of high dimcn~ion data, in sUl.'h l:ascs 1( ;.\ hdps out 
for ohlaining noise free signals. leA is general purpose 
stat ist ical technique in which observ..:d random dma ,Ire 

linea rl y translormed into componcn lS which arc ma:..:ill1ally 
indepenclen t Ij'Ofn each oLher. and simultanl:o llsly h::l.\,~ 
'interestlng di stributions [!01 [ I I] [1 2). In general. 
mathelllatica l formulalion or Inucpcndcn t Component 
Analys is is given by, 

x = As + 11 ....... .. (I) 


where A is mixing malrix.., x is sensor vector, 5 is source 
veCIQr and n is noise. which is to be eliminated by lihcrinl.!: 
(11)[12). . 

It is <l lso assumed that the component variables used are 
sla tistica l1y independent from each other. We have a lso 
assumed thilt the independent components must have Non 
Gauss ian components. 

v . FEATURE EXTnACTION 

The There exisl different features for diag nosis o f Alzhei mer 
di sease in IitenHlIre. Featllres pia\' a s ioniticant role in 
automated diagnosis of Alzhe imer r>ist:ase,:::>ln Ih is paper, we 

have illc~orpothe lise or rated \\"velet & spe:~ased 
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I-.J-.( i P'1\\1.'I' ;, p\,:~t:·:: UI( l.: til ,\D. II .:nl1!'1.i:-.ls oj' illl.'I\:I\',1.: in iii,,' 
lkh:! \ l, tih:i ,1 r.::nd Pil\\I.'l' '', Itlgl.'lhl.:r \\ ith a tlL'L'I"\,,', lSI.' ill alpi!;t 
8: b:.:tH bi:1I,\ PI\\\l'C:-, lhus :'l1 l.' gl..' sii n~ a " ~I(l\\'i ng til' 1:/1.' I . i.t i 
:.i~n: :i " '9 111" [j I~!II:;l , III Ihi:- papl.'r, SPI.'I.:II'i.11 1'1'\H'i" 

Il.' i1 tll rl' ''' ~lrl'~lT t in l'W":!"; or" thl..' li\c 1,;()J1\'("'m !lI11ill 1.I .( i 
!i'l.'ql!l· Pl." ~ h:l!~d~ i ~ l11 ~'a ... url."Li, nal11l..'iy: 0. 1 - -l li z (Lidia), ·1 
X III (i !: t.:ta~. Xl :! III (:: Jrh~' ), l:l - 30 I Ii' (H..:w ) :tilt! :;1) 
1110 III Igidll l1W I I I {'i. TIll.' .lho\·...' or thl: li' l! SPI'I.'I!'i11 po\\e!" 

1l.'<Jtul'l.'S I.' !l n b\,,' I..' ll ll1 pUll.'d li)r pl.' r l.'poI.:h Ii)r dil'lc rcnt 20 1:1·.( j 
I..'kctrCldl.'!'> :lIld g hipoktr I.:h~lll1lds. In I hi~ 1)I'~.sl:nt sllld~. \\ \..' 
ha\l' l"t ll11 pUlI.'d tbe :-am~ Ii)]" EEG d~ClrouC.!\ sl!.:h il:-. I'.i 
(' II.'!11I11.lr:II ), I· 3 II· ror,ti.ll), ('.1 (l\'lllrn l ) & P-l ( l 'i.lri~la! I 
n..'~pl.'l'li\ d ~, 'I h l l ~. Spl.'~tril l PIl\\C!' h"lseu !\:at lln:s pla~:. a 
signili;:;Jnt ;'t l lt.: in diagnosis o r j\ i i'h..:i m~r Disl.!usc. 

Thl." <1 ignritiull u::il.'d !ill' th~ computation or Po\\cr lea tu n:s in 

t.:ach suh hand of' EEG signal s is given below. 


St~p, l : I.oud Ih~ !.:I::(j signal orallY electrode, 

Step.2: D~t.:lilr\!' thl! Samp li ng Frequenc)' (fs ) & ohtain the 

length oi' thc EECi signal (Nl, 

Stcp,]: Dl."dnn..' thl.' Wavelet decomposition hml.:lion 

i Duubl'l:hi l..'s n a\'d::I:-;). 

Stl\'pA: Obtain di fl~rcnt EEG bands (from 0,5-30 liz), 

Slep,S: Ohtain !hl.! Ih.:qllcncie~ ~lf EEG Bands Using d..:trcnd 

& 17 Ft' fUI1\,,'lion5. 

Slcp,6: Compllt..: Ihl.! Powcr in each Bands of EECi signal 

~Ising the Po\\"el' Density function ( I' SI) , 

Step.7: Stop. 


from ..lbllVt.: a lgori lhm, it give:s the idea of calculi.Hing the 

Power in cal."h sub bands or each signals rrom Slll::ci fll': 

eit::c.:trodc. Firstly, th t.: lilLcred EEG signal is dccomposcJ into 

the variuus bands u:sillg the wavclet decomposition too l. In 

thi s. "D'H1bl.:~hit':s" mO lll cr wavclel i ~ used for decomposing 

the EEG signal into dif'fcr~ nt live sub bands. The reasons 

behinJ usc o j' Dnubechies \\1.lVclet is (i) they POSSl:'SS wide 

smoothing ~ haraclcr i st i cs (i i) th\!y are well understood & (iii) 

the changes in the EEG signals arc easily seen [17). The EEG 

is decomposed using "db2" D<lubechies wavelel al level 

decomposition 5. Accordingly EEG s ignals into li vc hands 

with following frequencies Delta (0.5 - 4 Hz), Theta (4 - 8 

Hz), Alpha (8-13 Hz) & Beta (1 3-30 Hz) is obtained. 

Further. t h~ Power in cach sub bands o f £EG signal is 

computed by mcans of Power Density function. The 

fo llowing tigure shows the classification of EEG signal III 


various bands, 
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The ~!:-;SL';-;:-;mL'n( ol' sp,-,t.:ll"ill char<!l':cri !'lil'''' ,)l'll1l' j.:1.< i :IC[!\ il~ 
j", hascd Oil thl' powcr spec tral dCIl"i!) I/'.\/)) nr c;lch LUi 
cpo::11. \\ hidl is complIh.:d as Ih;: FlInril:r irull<;lill'll1 nl" ils 
m.Jlocorrd:'llinll. T hL' P."''/) is Jl(~rma ! i:/l:d b) the !tHaI p(l\\cr in 
the cnasidcn.:d hroadbmld ( I II/. (0 ·HII I/) l(l o htain a 
l1orm;:dizl..xl / '5il) (1'."';/)11): 

I'SIJ (f) = . PSD( f) I ' )
II 	 y .• OJ};; PSI)(!' , ........... 

-/"" '/J7. 

The above equmion is used ror cakululing the pnmn in 
tach band oj" (he EECi signals. 

~----------------.------~ 
::0 -

Delw The!" .-'\Iph:-. 

Figure 3.- Com-pUl:!tioli of Powt": r in di fferent EF.G b:mds in EEG 
signals of Alzheimer p:lI'CnlS. 
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Figure 4. Computations of "R:elmi\'e Power ill EEG sub bands in 
Normal patients. 

In the above fig.6 & fig.7, it is observed that power in low 
frequency bands of Alzheimer infected pmien ls is increased 
whereas it is reduced in high frequency bands. T hus, spectral 
based feature he lps out in diagnosis o f AD. Thus, it shows 

tl1<l,t slowing effect is observed in h "_ als of~
Alzheimer's disease patients, 

"i.;. 2019, JJCSE All Rigilis Rcs\':.rv~d act 
Depl "f I ",.Ironies & 

( , '. . 

i l!.'m .... :- !'; :Ir\icll rC!oll il" IJ:'l:li rl t!d r'or Skl\\ i ll~ 1);" lll,' i"i:( ; ~ I F n l! l It ~n1tr.i ll 

.. u hll·'-; ' !.t Ii .' 1£11;11. "i;0\1J1 1i: 11::\I,!·dull1i :1Jl \ I I I. I":,·q .t.::"." \ .fllll.W!I ! '. I t l 

;::OIIIu:l .... f;~'i IU~'I1 ..·~ ,111I1"::\:n :-~ I{ f l 

T he ;!ho\"~ lig.X & lig.9 shows ih~ tilll\..' rn.:q l!e n l.: ~ hllmp~ 
nbsl'!"vcd in thc EEG signal or lb.' !\lzi1cil1lc(s disGI~l' 
p;:ti~l1ls. In C<1SC or AD patients. the l:J·:G ~ignul sh \l\\~ LIll" 
slowing dlcCL due Lo the neuronal lo s~ nbs~I"\"l.xl in the hruin 
rl!giolls: bUL this pllt:!10IllCll0n is not obscn'cd ill -.:aso.: (Ii" 

1l0l"llwi ~ub.iccIS. J),\l1\\·dS"::L al. [9[lKls alro.:ady jusLiJkd Ihis 
C{)I1CCPI in his paper. 

Ti~

. \'. ~'·d .. ::..·..:· , · : ::.: " .: .....,.. 
/ 

n",. ~ : "i~ '::C·" " ~""! i"_"'.~ , x: ; ' ;" f,.-.;,',,,,v,,, ,,.•• 
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\\\, 

EEG .; (, ' 

Figure 6. rr<1cl ic31 rl'stl1ls ob tained for SlO\\";Jlg of the fEG Sl g l\:d 111 .-\[) 


pmkms: EEG sign<11. slwWIl in limc-domain:-. (;j, Frequency dnm:lll1 X (1"1
:mulirn<!-frcqucllcy dom:li" IX I !. n I 


But in (his study, bumps exhibited in EEG signals or our 
datahase are obserH:d. Relative EEG power is also 
com puted. Time - n'equency maps or EEG signal o f 
Alzheimer patient is quite sparse. j\·10SL energy is cont<l ined 
in speci/k regions of lime !"i'equency maps which nrc ca lled 
as ·'bum ps··. It is observed that lransien[ oscillations in Lhe 
EEG signals of Mel & Alzheimer's disease pati~l1ls occur 
more often at low lrequencies as compared to the nonnal 
sll~iects. ~-l. e ~i gnal of severt:: Alzhe imer disease; in 
which &. sJinal exhib its siov.'ing eflecL Thus, cognit ive 
de lic' ~ '&)ytremcndo usl v affecLCd in this stage, The above 
fi gu l J!H,SQ. shows the tim\!- frequcnc) rcpr~$~ntalion using 

~ . 

TelccOmfllt,,·i';' ;,,,( i'.ngincl'ring 
Smt "'l!d. '! i ' ',\ ,.le College 
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\\;I; ..:lI.:i Iran:.lill·lI1: , t l ~ lI11' \\i lll II Ihl.." ··.·I ;,ti \l' 1111\\1.."1" b :tI ..." 
\·;tl i"u!;tl ....d \\il: .... h i" tll~I"l' .I \. 'J in : 11:1 ,'':: Ih l ·,.1 h:: rH(o. ill \.':1" 
ul" .\Ii'hd:n .... r" ~ Ji LW..... 1' ,II It"n l:-.. 1 11\'"~.l· hump , li t' [.1'1 

tlh ....lT\\.:d in l 'a:"l' ;I ( 'llrJ a pd! i.....:II, ',inc\' Iill'~ , ~ \l 11\:1 l', h'hil 
sinn ing l'iri:cl. 

J) Wan'/et !I1I.H·t! J-"t'(lfIfJ"I'.\ 

III Pl'l'\ iOIl:' ~ l''''' l ill l l. 1.1.<j ~igll; 1 1 d..... l:lll11pl l:.i li t ill i:-. (lImpt!:l·, j 

h~ mC.IIl:.. til' \\<l\l'k'! tL",l lIt iq u..:. In pn::"I.'!lt I"l.':..~'m(h \\ ; li"f... 

1:1:< i ~ig na l is tkc('rnpo.... 1.'d <II 11\ l' k\ ds Iii!" ~t.'pt!r, Hjn.;; 1I1L' 
.'iignal in dif"lLn.:1lI hllnd:.. \: ( !i·l·ql a.! I\!" ~ . III 'i\l(,.'h ,I \,: <1:..,: , !~'r 

I..'c.-Iuill n ll'j 'lil·il·nt:.. 1l1\,:an ,\: \;tri.tm.:,: ii ll' Ihl l:"l' !":ll"licE) ,lr 

1..'{II:r'!il..'il.'rH~ un: calcuhli .... d. In (~! :'l.' (I i" :\J) j1:tlil'I1I:.. , !I, i ~. 

l1\llic~d lilal Ihl' \;tllll' Ill' 11 1l.':1 11 & \i,riulll.' ....' dl't!"""·'I:" I,':-; , I:.. 

(tllllP<1l'cd to I];o:;t.: NOJ'ltla! ;1~lIil'nl:". '\· I-...-~m & \·,:ri':!1t.:l' ;,rl' 
gi\ .... 11 hy, 

",111.;1'(: '\I'S arc Ihl.." L·(IIl1P!ltl.:ci I.:Ol.."nll:il.:nlS ol'thc signal al I.:al'h 
suh· lnlJld, 11 is Ih..: nllmb~1' or l:l)l'rtil'i~IHS at ~~\ch hand t'<:. N is 
the Illimber ofhal1d. 

Simi la rl y. VnriflllCC: is caklllm~d h~' using lollo\\'ing formula_ 

Where ~l is lhe expet:ted \,:.!!II~, Thl! above c<lkulat~d \ aluc:-; 
ormcan & vm;um:c is taken for di.lssilil:mion purpose, 

VI. RESU LTS 

Arter computations 01' the abo\'~ Icalmes. [he signilicant 
results were oblain~d clearing out nur proposed hypothe~js. 
Spectral based fcatun: i.e, Rdali\'~ EEG Power & Wan.'Jet 
baC\ed leatures such as mc'lIl & varianc(; wcre computed for 
cellain electrodes of' EEG signals as discussed ~ho\'~, In 
proposed research \vork, Ihl.: lise or K nearest neighbor (k-NN 
dassifier) is incorporated lor classil";:in2. the dma, Bas~d on 
datahase avai lable fl.)r computation,' 50- % of' th..: data \\ ..IS 

trained & remaining 50 % datu w-as lett Ollt J()r t<.::sting 
purpose. The computed values for din~l'ent Ii:-mun.:s us...:d 111 

different ~Iec(rodes are lIs~d ror training & testing purpose, 

Based on above val ues computed_ we have used K neareSt 
Neighbor class ifie r 1'01' classifying the EEG data between two 
group's i,c, Normal vis Alzheimer patienls, K-NN is a simple, 
intuiti ve & efficient method of classification used hy 
researchers & scientists for cl<.lssil~'i n g signals, This classilicr 
makes a dec ision 011 comparing a newly labeled sample 
(testing data) with the buseline data (traini ng data), For the 
given set of input va lues. it linds the \-.: (closest 
neighbourhood) in training dataset and assigns a class which 
appears frequent ly in its neighhourhood , In sim ilar manner, 
the algori thm for b~ given as: 

c. ),oI Q, TD<I>J:_\l\II I{l ghl:1 ItC:lcI'\'ni 

Hcad 

Dept. \If 'lieS & 


l'elccomnll; ;-_ .<lil' 1. :..",::ineerlug 

Smt. h.;1':' "'all (, ,)I ;e-gc 

of E.lgi..< _ - ~ 1J 041 


! h~ k-T1I:.m·.... t 1::..'1 'hhor di!,:-.ilil..";Jii.tl1 i , ; 'rh l flul.'\1 \1,\ 

u in!... .. tra fninl ' dill:t "'l'l \\h it:h '::t1!l1, .in'-o t--Inh Ih ' illl'lll om\! 
Hl l ' 1~''' ling \.!rillh..... ... \\ 11 11.1. ;!, ... tn h : d:l~ :-i lil.:d 

:i. 11ll'1l h..· ... : , I:lt:l \\jtit:h 11 111 ~ ,:I'lll"i!!:... il1pul \ :wiuhlL':, ;, 
cOlnp;[r~d II itl! I"l'l"l'l'cnn' ... l'l IIi" I : dUl'~, 

iii, 	h'. -NN da:-.~ili:..' r \11lI'~ :'" \\ ilh k pill!l.: rn:.., Ih...., di ~ii ll1l.:l' Ill' 

unknll\\ :l 'j,; ' Jl'\I..'f'lllil1l..":" il'> (.:IH~:-' . h~ l'{lIl~ id\,.'l'illg lll'il!l':..1 

Ilt'i rhbol' j1t1ims. I hI.." \:th ll.'" fK (:!!l i,:: \i!ril.,.'d, 

t\ , \ l:jJ( 'ril~ \ oling :...:111.."1111..' \\ h l.'!"1..' (I~I:":-' gd:.. Ol1l' \ l \ !t.:' lill' 1..":11..'1: 
in:..l iUH.'l' in nt.:iglthpurilond :-ampks l.'i dassitil'" 
i\l.:I..'\ l rdi n:;l~ . 

\, 	 Ihe ~i\'L'n 1;!I·g...·! d!l tn i:-. ihl'll suid Il) be l'lm;silid. 

I hI..' (,la~ ::iit jGlli on Outp ul (JI' till: K )\;\,.'a rl'si i\·...:ig!lhtl[' 

l' !il ::.silj~r i!-> ... ho\\n hdow. 

I . ,. , '~ •• _ - '=----'1
L ;.;';'

. - - < ••~ 

. c 

L,-, -C:---,;--"---';--"--T-~--:----;---:---;-
Figul"l: 7 CI<l$Sl li~a l i()1l of K Nc:tr'::,1 Nl!ighborCklssiJier ror d:l~~i(ymg 

Iht: testing D:t!<! imo \no groups 

In K NI.."•.tfeSl Neighbor dU$si lier, wc have to spcl..'il)' the vnl lle 
or K fix c1assilicmion, Dcliwh n llue or K is ~qual to I. Out. 
to obtain more accm<lcy we can vary the \'allic of K Iram I to 
10, We have us~t1 default va ilic K= 1 in our siudy. l3i1scd on 
Ihe IC1.uures calculated & dllss ificr used. wc have cakulatcd 
thc accuracy of ciassilic<lt ion bas~d 011 lolJowing terminology 
II ~)-

Accumcy -= (TP + TN) i (TP + TN + fP + FN), 

Scnsiti\ 'it)" = TP I (TP -+- FN), 

Specilicity = TN I (FP ~ TN), 

Where, 

TP stands for True Positive (AD individuals cOIl'cctly 
c1uss ified), TN stands lor Truc Negative (NC individuals 
t:ol1'ect ly class ified), FP stands for False Posi tives (NC 
ind ividual s misclassitied)~ FN stands for False Negative (AD 
individuals misclassified) [1 8], 

In OU)' stl1dy, we ha\'e truined 50 EEG signals from Temporal: 
Front"ll , Parietal & Central electrodes randomly. O Ul of which 
remaining 50 EEG signals were left out for test ing comprising 
ofboth Normal & Alzheimer AITccted persons. The followi ng 
results were ohtained after testing, 
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i 111;:1 nlllll iia ~Ir( \ In ..'ctl~ ici":!ll i lit.'d .t\I) iudi\ ilJu,':-. 111'1 
~1. 

1111: 11 i1\ tru lw r nl' ('nITl'l'l~~ I~kn!i iil'd '~nnl1iJl indh i. 11,.1 · 
~ i ;\' I 2·1. 

11 11 ,[ 1 flUlllhl'J' Il( mbd:L'isi liL:d ."\ 1) inti;\ it/ un I!'> (I ~ 1 I) I. 

I. 1\)ia ! t11lmh::- lit' mbl"lilssilil,tl Nortl;;,] indh h~ lI : lh d I' } 
III. 

<. 'urn,::-,po l\d inL'l~ . "..- !la\..: 1:\11:11[\\:11 Ih..: lilllll\\ ing \\: .... ulls ;tlkr 
I:akula!ing !ilt' \ ailll'!-.. 

J\n_·tlr;~~: ('1' 1" I l\.' ) 1 / ! P , r'\ "1 171' I F'\:) 2·\ ~~ (~·I 

,24 - (1 1 (1 ) . ·IHI50 - ()()'~ " 

!"ahlc. l Rl'~uI I S ind i":;lling .he !\\."l"Hr:t..:y ubwincd in lhc rC::icardl 

Tb~ wbh:.l 
work. 

VII. 

wIlrk U~1I1~ KNN' dassifil'r 
Sll n'jlic il ~ 

:-; hnws Ihl' <It:eur,u; y obt.li n..:u in pn:s\.' ll\ ITSl'i.In: il 

CONCU ISION & nEst-::\ I{CII ('II.\LLESGES 

011 th.: basi::; or th..: abo ve results & lcmun:s u::;..:d. \\'~ ha\ l' 
l'\'al u<Hl'd d ilkrl'nt lenlurl's lor EEG basc.:d di<'H!Ilosis III' 
Alzit l'i mcr di sl!ose h~ using EI::tj signals . The ain~ or thcs-.: 
fe mures wns Lo (lbsc rv~ and SlUdv them if the\' C<l IT\' <l ll\" 

diagnostic useli.i1 inlol'lnal lon In ,;'cd ica l lcrmi,;olou\": it i-s 
signified Ihm AD "neetS the neurona l act ivity orthe p~ti en ts. 
In this study. \\ 't: evaluated Ihe spectral & wavelet hascd 
Icalmes for AD diagnosis. From th e above clllcul;u cd le8.lurc:s 
values, it is obscr\'~d Ihal pon-a ill lo\\' Ji'cqUl:ncy hanos 
increases 8:. Power in high li'cqucncy bands i!-i dct.:rcascd in 
case of A lzhd lllcr disease patients. The above used realm,,:s 
show decreased (e <.HUl'eS va lues lor AD p::Hicnts, \\ hieh 
prac tica l!y con lirm ollr oblained results a::; d iscl1ss~d in 
literature. The diJ)i;rcllce ill the wavelet baSed femurl's \<llues 
among two groups are small , but indicates ils s igni lkance on 
thl! diffe r\!nl ~ Iectrodes of EEG. The AD group fCi.lIure.s 
consists oflowcr values. suggesting that AD subjects ICIHJs [\1 

be less complex. The fearures used carr)' relevan l inlol1nmion 
in the central: parietal, temporal & fro nta l lobe o r the human 
bruin as per the guideli nes of American EEG society. This 
reduced complexity occurs due to the appearance of th.; 
neurofibrillrlry plnqlles & tunglcs. j\,lean & variance values of 
wavelet cocftici t:nts were <llso lower for Alzhei mer puticnts in 
the ii-onwl & temporal lobes. It is observed that there e:-:ists a 
higher amount of spectra l content in higher frequencies lor 
contro lled group. This is predicted as the high level of 
complexity in cont ,.olled SU~i CC~ ffip:-., 
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Ahslracl 
Conventional wind turbines are generally inejjic:ienl due 10 various losses it encounters. Losses such as 
tip vortex loss, noise. Furthermore, {(more wind energy is cOl1verted by blades, it would result in high 
pressure drop inlhe wake oj'llze blade, which \I'il/ lead 10 buckflow oflhe air. 

The aim o/this resean.:h is fO increase the energy production ofsmall rl'ind turbines by increasing 
wind velocity allhe lurbine blades Ihrough Ihe design ofa shroud {fllaclzmef11 (wind lel1.\). The design 
process involves Ihe Gnalysis of various compuler aided design (CAD) nozzle/dijfi,/ser shroud 
geomelries. Compulalional fluid dynamic (CFD) modelling is used 10 analyse Ihe effecl oj'shroud 
j'eallires on velocilY. The resulting design locally increases velocity by a faclor oj'1.3-1.4, and 
subsequenl energy yield by a jaclor of 3-3.5 when compared 10 Ihe peljormance of an un-shrouded 
turbine. 
KeYlVords- Wind lens, D.o.E., Compulalionalfluid dynamics, Renewable energy, CAD, vorlex 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An aiternative, wind turbine technology may provide electricity in these I'urallocations. In pmticular, 
small wind turbines are an attracti ve option for developing markets that currently lack e lectricity or are 
energy deficient. Small wind turbines can operate for extended periods without attention; with only a 
few moving patts, these systems have very low maintenance requirements compared to other energy 
options 

[4] Kishore, Ravi et al. said that small wind turbines are not difficult to manufacture. In this respect, 
local manufacturing is often a suitable opt ion for developing counn'ies that could, in turn, stimulate 
local economic development and lower production costs. Wind systems replace exi sting household 
expenditures for kerosene, cand les and dry-cell batteries. Lastly, wind systems require little to no water 
to operate and do not contribute greenhouse gases or other toxins to the envi ronment. 
Wind Tunnel Tests on a Wind Turbine with Contractor and Diffuser Arrangement :

Another system for increasi ng the wind speed through a wind turbine is a sym metrical nozzle and 
diffuser. Nine different models were tested in which the main parameters investigated were the rati o of 
inlet to turbine diameters, the ratio of outlet to turbine diameters, and the length of transit ion from inlet 
to contraction and outlet [3] Fletcher, 1. et al. explained that through the use of different geometric 7 
variations and CFD modelling, it was determined that a mirrored system where the inlet matched the 
outlet would produce the best results. In orde r to best analyse the data fro m modelling and testing, the 
energy in the airflow and the ratio between energy at the inlet and energy at th e turbine blades was 
calculated by, 

Where, 

\V is the wind energy available 

is the density of air 
 ~ 

A is the cross-sectional area \ c;.,-<S~.,...,-;-
U is the velocity of the ai r Assistant Prr1c, <:nr 3! I ' 
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Along wi th their de.si gn . data li"tml the l11 0delling :llld wind [ll llnd te~ tillg is provided. This data 

shuws the differences in power output from the iUrbillc \vhen provided wi th a constant wincl speed. 


CFD Analysis for Oplimiz.1 lion of' Diflllser lor" Micro Wind Turbine:-
!51 Kale Salldip A el al. concluded Ihal in Ihe hnpc 01' lowering Ihe pressurc allhe outlel of 


the diffuser even more, the effect ora flange around the outlet and its angle has been rcscar~hcd . 

Three different setups were tested. When the diffuser is vertically tlanged. wind speeds arc increased 
by 34.28% and when the flange is angled 10°, speeds are increased by 40 .3%. Through a fairly simp le 
lest, it \-vas proven that by angling the tlange. speeds are signi ficant ly affected. a diffuser without a 
flange. a eli ITuser with a vertical flange, and a diffuser angled back 10° From the tests, it was 
concluded that while the diffuser without a flange increases wi nd speeds through the turbine by 
18.57%, it does not compare with the effects o t' adding a fl ange. 

II..DESIGN OF BRIM AND DUCT 

A. All Selection ofa Diffuser-Type Structure as the Basic Form 
In a research done by [2) Ohya Yuji et a l. explained two types of hollow-structure models - a nozzle 

and a diffuser, were studied and tested. The distributions orwind velocity U and static pressure p along 
the central axis of the hollow-structure model were measured and the experiments revealed that a 
diffuser-shaped structure can accelerate the wind at the entrance of the duct. 

If a long type diffuser is used, the wind speed is accelerated further near the entrance ofthe diffuser. 
However, such a long heavy structure is not preferable in practical senSe. Then [2] Ohya Yuji et al. 
added a ring-type plate, called "brim", to the exit periphery o r a short diffu ser. The plate forms vOitices 
behind it which results in generation of a low-pressure region behind the diffuser. Consequently, the 
wind fl ows into a low-pressure reg ion and the wind velocity is further accelerated near the entrance of 
the diffuser. A shrouded wind turbine equipped with a brimmed diffuser came into existence in this way 
and was termed as the "wind-lens turbine". 

Also considering other parameters , [2) Ohya Yllji et al. examined the diffuser opening angle, the 
hub ratio, and the centre-body length . Then the optimal shape of a brimmed diffuser was found giving 
a remarkable increase in the output power coefficient (Cw =P/0.5pAU3, P: output power, A: swept area 
ofturbine blades) ofapproximately 4--5 times that ofa conventional w ind turbine in a field experiment. 
The present wind- lens turbine is explained using a simple theory given by Inoue the pressure discovery 
coefficient of the diffuser shroud and the base pressure behind it are the two factors that decide output 
performance of turbine The key features of this wind-lens turbine equ ipped with a diffuser shroud are 
as follows: 
(I )Four-fivefold increase in power output compared to conventional wind turbines due to concentration 
of the wind energy ("wind-lens" technology). 
(2)Brim-based yaw control: The brim at the ex it of the dirfuser makes wind turbines equipped with a 

brimmed diffuser rotate following the change in the wind direction, like a weathercock. Therefore, the 

wind turbine automatically turns to face the wind. 

(3)Significant reduction in wind turbinc noise: The aero!o il chosen for the turbine blade gives the best 

pe rfol11lance in a low-tip speed ratio range. Since the vortices generated at the tip of blades are 

considerably suppressed through the interference with the boundary layer within the diffuser shroud, 

the aerodynamic noise is reduced significantly. 

(4)lmproved safety: The wind turbine is shrouded by a structure making it safe against damage from 

broken blades even at high rotating speed. 

(5)As for demerits, there is increase in structural weigh t and thrust load due to wind on the wind turbin e 


He created 4 diffuser models namely, Aii, Bii, Ci i and Sii. Table shows the length ratios Lt ID 
and the area ratios fL of (exi t area) 1(throat area) for each diffuser model. A ll diffuser types show almost 
the same Lt 10 , but show different area ratio fl. For the S- type diffuser, it has a straight sectional shape 
such as the 500 W prototype. 

For the practical application we ha~v~~~~d a compact-type brimmed diffuser. For the size of 
lbe lJl illlllleLi diffusel ill Ihe p,esellt e. ~1\MnlPjtll vat Liidilidel 0 is J 10111111 and the rotor diameter 

~... q~ 
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is 304.8111111. The researeh dOlle by [21 OIIY,l L'I .11. cOIldllded {iwi [he C~i i lyre brimmed diffuser gave 
lhe, bt!s[ outcome!;, but, due to cOllslrainls of lll(]llulilcturillg and lilllill'u rcsoun.:cs available to LIS, we 
created 11 cOllvcrging- diverging nOi".zlc that would replicate the geometry orC-ii. Energy(P) is carriccl 
by moving Hil" 

p : 0.5pA V' 
There exiSts a physical limit to the amount or energy thai can be extracted, which iSI1:t 

dependent on the design. The quantil), of ~Jlergy harnessed is a (ullction of the reduction in air speed 
over the turbine. 100% extraction is not p()~sible as it impl ics zero linal velocity and therefore zero f1ow~ 
Since, zero flow condition cannot be met hence all the kinetic energy of the wind is not utilized. From 
this principle it was concluded that wind turbine efficiency cannot exceed 59.3%. This parameter is 
commonly known as the power coeflicient Cp, where Illax Cp : 0.593 referred to as the Betz limit. In 
Betz theory it is assumed that wind velocity is constant linear velocity. Therefore, any rotational forces 
such as wake rotation, tip losses or turbulence caused by drng will cause further reduction in efficiency, 
Efficiency losses can be avoided by Lo: 

• Avoid high tip speed ratios which increase wake rotation. 
• Selecting aerofoils with high lift to drag rntio. 
• Specialized tip geometries. 

• Practical Efficiency 
• In actuality rotor designs suffer tram the acculllulation of minor losses in form of: 

• Tip losses 
• Wake effects 
• Drive train efficiency losses 
• Blade shape simplification losses 

III. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 

A three factors two-level Design of Experiments (DOE) approach was used to analyse sixteen different 
scaled shroud geometries and the impact that selected factors had on the performance of the design. 
This was the chosen methodology because it optimizes the design process, reduced late engineering 
design changes, and reduced product matedal and labour complexi ty. 
The primary analysis included three factors: flange angle, flange length and diffuser angle. The 

factors were measured as per steps provided in available literature. In this case, wind velocity at the 
location ofthe turbine blades was used as the output for each iteration. 

· Isolated parameters Maximum value Minimum value_-::-=:=='--'.c:.=___ __..._ _ ...__._.___ ..__..__ _ _ 
Flange angle 9~ 6~ 
Flange length (m) 0.1 0.05 
Diffuser angle 140 5° 

L Geomctrics for CAD models: 
General common dimensions used in cad models are based on r21 ohya's cii model are 
D (diameter of wind lens at turbine blade tip): I meter 
Lt (total length of wind lens): 0.221 meter 
Models created through DOE are 

I) With Diffuser angle ~ 5° flange length 
~ 0.05 m Flange angle ~ 65° \~\.......----' 
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In Flange 

2) With DilTuser angle =5° flange length =0.05 m 
Flange angle = 90° 6) With Diffuser angle = 14° flange length = 0.05 

m Flange = 90° 

J 

3) With Diffuser angle = 5° flange length = 0.1 m 
Flange 7) With Diffuser angle = J4° flange length = 0.1 m 

Flange angle = 65° 

~ . 
. ,.,,\ 

~"C ' J 
~' .... ') 

" .. ... ". '"," 

4) With Diffuser angle =5° flange length = 0.1 m 
Flange angle = 90° 8) With Diffuser angle = 14° flange length = 0.1 

III Flange = 90° 

5) With Diffuser angle = 14° flange length = 0.05 

IV. 	RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

We have tested eight CAD geometries in ansys fluent version 16.0 , according to the references 
available the assume boundary condition where inl et velocity is equal to 6 mls. 

The ve locity contours obta ined in a plane 0.1105 m from inlet for CAD models are as follows: 
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Figure I: Result graph of mentioned DOE 

From above graph it can be concluded that: 

I. By keeping diffuser angle and flange length constant, when flange angle is increased to 90° 
velocity of air is increased (refer velocities of model no. I and model no. 2) 
2. By keeping diffuser angle and flange angle constant when flange length is increased to 0.1 m there 
is increase in velocity_(refer velocities of model no. I vs model no. 3 and model no. 2 vs model no. 4) 
3. By keeping flange length and flange angle constant when diffuser angle is increased to 14° there is 
increase in velocity. (refer velocities of model no. I vs model no. 5, model no. 2 vs model no. 6, 
model no. 3 vs model no. 7, model no. 4 vs model no. 8) 
4. From above three statements it can be interpreted that at diffuser angle = 14°, flange lengt h = 0.1 
m, flange angle = 90° are optimum parameters. 

Below are the results of eighth CAD model, whose velocity in the mentioned plane was 8.97 mls 
(maximum) 

. ~ '":" · 
It . . ~ ... 4.~ ..0

~ . ",. ..... 
~ :10> ::;1; 

~ _ )<0 . .... ... . .J- . ----= Figure 3: Velocity contour in a plane
.;,,<> ..... 

perpendicular to geometry
Figure 2: Velocity contou rs 
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Figure 4: Streamlines showing partic le now (vortices and whirls) 

According to results obtained from analysis of various CAD models of given DOE, the maximum 
veloc ity was obtained in model number eight (With Diffuser angle = 14° nange length = 0.1 m Flange 
angle = 90°) is 8.97 m/s. 
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Abstract 

Rice is one of the mosl important grain in India. It is the staple food of the people in Ihe eastern 
and southern parts of the country.Currently in India small scale farmers s till used conventional 
method for rice haevesting. We designed the machine such Ihat all three important process in rice 
harvesting are integrated in a single machine. This machine is more dedicated to the small scale 
farmers who have the land less than 2-3 acres. Cutting process is carried out by the trimmer like 
cutter which is operated on scotch yoke mechanism. All the cutter.conveyor,and thresher are 
motor operated & motor is driven by battery. This harvestor is that automates the harvesting 
process reduces the harvesting time & maximizes the efficiency also the labour problem is reduced 
largly. 
Keywords: Crop cutting, threshing, harvesting, harvestor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Rice dehusking is a process of removing the husk and grain from the paddy rice and producing 

head white rice grains that are sufficiently milled, free from impurities and contains minimum 

number of broken grains. First process is of harvesting. It is a process of clItting and gathering 

of ripened rice crops. The rice crops are generally cut lVith the help of sickJes and are then 

stacked at one place so as to allow them to dry in the sun for some days . The next step is 

separating the grains from the stock(culm). This process is called as Threshing. Threshing is 

done by beating the crop with the sticks so as to separate the grains from their stock or the 

straw. In big fields, it is done with the help of threshers. The above explained is a conventional 

manual process. 

Fig.l :Manual crop cutting process 

In India agriculture has facing serious challenges like sca':;c~i r i(cultural labour, in peak ' ~:!;::~~

working seasons but also in lIonnal tillle. This Ilullfanli jub \ » 
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opportunities having higher wng\.!, migration or 1:lhollr )brel.! to dties and low statlls of 

agricultural Inbolil's in the society. So this shilkd I~mners to lise h<lrvestol's. 1\ 11 available 

harvestors are too co<!stiy sIna I! scale f~1l'll1crs cannot afore! it. A lso they clo !lot require full 

featured big haevstors.Thus there is need of compal't. cnic ien t~ & cheaper harves tors. The idea 

was to create harvestur to solve all above discussed prublems which i, laccd by small scale 

farmers in current situation. The InClchine fulfill s the need of fanners having small land 

holdings less than 2-3 acres. The machine is cost effective and also easy to maintain. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 


By lIsing conventionall'ice harvesting process following are some problems associated with it , 


• Labour ShOt1age. 
• Time consuming. 
• Less efficient. 
• Coastly. 

As present harvestors are coastly so small scale farmers cannot afford it. 

Due to improper roads in rural areas so that problem occurs to take big harvestors on field easily. 


III.OBJECTIVES 

Our designed prototype achieves the following objectives, 

• 	 Design is 'Simple' to operate and 'Safe'. 

• 	 It have ' Low Cost of Maintenance'. 

• 	 Harvesting requires Less Man Power. 

• 	 The design is Reliable. 

• 	 The riesign c'.)ntains a threshing unit. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Rice is one of the most important grain in India also the demand is increasing, the aim was to 
design and fabricate a prototype of inexpensive rice harvest ing machine which helps the small scale 
tanners whoholds the land less than 2-3 acres. For the fulfilment of the aim we decided to follow the 
following steps: 

I. 	 Discussion with the small scale farmers who have the land holdings less than 2-3 acres. 
2. 	 Study of big harvesting machines i.e, what mechanisms used in it. 
3. 	 Study of International papers to see till date what work is been done on rice harvesting 

machines which targets small scale farmers. 
4. 	 Drainstonning, i:s ("OllJ lJI.;LeJ wiLldn all gruuIJ 1IIt::rt1bt::rs. 
5. 	 Design of sma ll , compact, cheaper rice harvesting machine. 

V. D .SiGN CALCUL,\ nONS 

Design ur Frame 	 - \\.. ~.l-_-'----l1li ,1.$(' f 
Ass'stant Professor ~, 
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Taking. b=-25:n1ll d;:251ll1ll & 1='1.50111111 . 

For design to bt: :iafe. ab,·m.hl l )~ < a :,Il"\\lIh le 


By Bending equation. 

M G 

-=: 

y 

Bend ing Moment. 
M = Porce *" Perpendicular Distance 


= 50 kg • 9.8 1 • 450 

= 220725 Nmm 


Now, Momen l of Inertia, 

aD] -ad):

1=-
L' 

:5 • ~5] - 19 .191 

= 
1Z 

::: 2 1692 m.m.! , 


d 15 l ' 5
Y =::- = -:- = _, mm, 

Obcllc.ling = , 
::07:5 • 12.5 

:':169: 

=127.19 NI,mn4 

Propelt ies of Mild sleel, 

Yield strength Syt = 275 .'VI ",4
m
Assu ming FOS = 2 


(Ref. Page 19 From des ign Data Book) 

syr 175 


GaJlOII'llble = flOS = -;- = 137.5 mm 


Obending < Oallowable 

127.19 < 137 .5 

:. Desig" is Safe . 


• Design of Shaft: 

LI Z LIZ
I~ f

LS-_ 
t-t-"L 40 t· 9. S1 ,,200 

Maximum Bending Moment =.- = 4 

= 19620 Nmm. 
'>haft i. "I~ject.d bonding, 


.o\fY 32 .. M 

a bellding = -[- = rrd3 


32* 19620 
127.19 = -----;-; 

rrd' 

d ~ 1l.62mm 

d = 12 mm is selected as standard size. 

• f'ol" Motor (diarnt!It!1"" 01' motor .'shaft ) \~_ '/-)--,
stunt Professor" 
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11 = 30 rpm 
v := 12v 
1= 1.5A 


Power = V • I 

- 12 *1.5 


Power = 18 wall 

2flNT 

PO ......·(Jr = -
60 

:n·lO·T
18 = 

6. 

T = 5.7295 Nm 
Motor diameter 

For ductile material , 

According to maximuJO shear stress theory, 

Sys = O.5*Syt 

Sys = 137.5 


68.75 = 

d' = 424.4378 

d = 7.515mm 


d=8mm 

• Bearing Selection 

Considering deep groove ball bearing, 
d = 12 
Race rotation factor, 
V= I inner race factor, 
V= 1.2 outer race facto r. 
X= I 
Y=O 
~Q),,; • 
\F\.' 

P = X.Fr + Y.Fa 

P = equivalent dynamic load 
X = Radial load constant 
Fr = Radial load 
Y = Axial load constant 
Fa = Axial load 

In our case, 

Radial load, 
F, = 4Qn" N . ~.,)
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fa ~ 0 

p ~ 1*490.5 N 

CLIO ~ (-)", 

Considerillg 4000 working hour. 
Where, n = No. of revolution1m in 

L = Length on 111 

H = Depth in m 

100 

L = 240 mrev 
240 =(_C_), 

490..5 

C =3.048 KN 

L 

Principle 
Dimensions 
d D 

12 28 

Basic Load 
Rating 
B Co 

8 5070 

Destination 

6001 

VI.ADVANTAGES 


Our machine consists offollowing advantages, 

• Machine is compact operator can easily handel & operate the machine. 

• Cost efficient then conventional harvestors. 

• Highly efficient & time saving then mamlUal harvesting process. 

• Affordable by farmers holding land less than 2-3 acres. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper concludes that rice harvesting machine (prototype) made by us is meeting the 
requirements of farmers holding land less than 2-3 acres. Most of population of our country lives in 
villages & their main occupation is agriculture. Moreever, the farmers have small land holdings & 
their financial status is also poor. Hence they cannot buy available harvestors, so they opt manual 
harvesting. Our machine helps them. Also it is cheap. efficient, compact & can be operated by single 
labour. This machine reduces the labour problem largelY in peak sessions of crop cutting period. This 
is only prototype and can be use more effectively and efficiently by using IC engine as a prime mover. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recently there has been rapid growth in research related to the naturalfibre composites, due to advantage 
ofthese mater;ct/ compared to synthelicfibre composites. As these material possesses properties such as a 
low cost, low weight, low environmental impact and ability to use wide range ofapplication. Properties of 
these materials depends on several fac tors ; and orientation offibre is one of Lhem. The objective of this 
work is to know whether bidireclionalflaxfibre mat properties can be achieved by using unidirectional 
jla<fibre mal arranged such Iha/jla<fibres are perpendicular 10 each O/her. Similarly can chop sO'and 
mal (CSM) glass fibre mal give /he similar proper/ies like bidirecfjonal glass fib re mal. In order 10 reduce 
the maLerial cost general purpose polyester resin is used. Then laminates has been prepared and their 
mechanical properties like tensile ~·trenglh andflexllral strength are studied. Tensile Lest and flexural lest 
are conducted according to ASTA{ standards, According to Test results percentage d(fference between 
Bidireolional and unidirectional flax fibre mat was 14.95% and thejlexllral lest resull shows CSM glass 
fibre polyesler composile shows higher slrenglh Ihan bidireclional glass fibre polymer composi/e. 

Ke),wortls: Glass fibre, Flax fibre, Bidirectional and unidirectional mat 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years use of composite materials has grown extensively in Engineering and non-Engineering 
applications. Composite material consist of two components, fibre and matrix. In which fibre is material 
with possesses high strength and bonded to matrix at distinct interface between them. In this fonn both fibre 
and matrix continue to contribute their physical and chemical indentities, to achieve combinational 
properties that cannot be attained by either one of them solely [I] . The Fibres are segregaled as Natural and 
Synthelic fibres. Natural fibres are oblained from plants, animal s and minerals. The plants fibres are hemp, 
flax, jute, sisal, kenaf, banana and many more [2]. These fibres have mechanical properties like flexibility 
and sti ffness, it contains advantageous characteristics such as low density, low cost, comparable specific 
tensile properties, non-irritating to skin, renewability and biodegradability in nature [3], While common 
Synthetic fibre s are glass, carbon and aramid, Ihe synthetic fibre possesses good tensile, compressive and 
stiffness such as E-glass[4,5]. These synthetics fibres are bonded with polymer matrix malerials to form 
fibre Reinforced Polymer Composites (FRP). FRP includes sel of properties such design fl exibililY, Non 
Corrosiveness and it is lightweight in nature [1]. When synthetic fibre such as E glass is combined with 
polyester resin, it gives properties like good corrosion resistance, good temperature tolerance, ease of 
manufacturing and good mechanical properties at low cost. According to Mohan Kumar S, J{aghavendra 
Ravikiran K, Govindaraju H K [5] 85~/u of fRP components of cars, ajl'~l'afls anti boats are manufactured 
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lIsing polycst~r. Nowa days ~nvi f(}nme.;nta l impact is major l:onl:CI'Il due to illl:re.;asc rat\! o f gree.;nhollse 
emission .the traditional material such as metal, meral based nllo)'s or synthe tic material arc responsible Cor 
emission of carbon dioxide pl'Ociuce clue to their processing ancl usage. f 1clH.:c Researchers arc tinding [he 
interest in environmentally materials like bio-co mposite, while thi s material considered as possible 
replacement for metal based alloy and synthetic fibre components. This bin-composite process satisfactory 
mechan ica l characteristics while being inexpensive. light weight, strw..:turally cft1cient lllatcrials [6].This 
development o f this new class materials came out of environmental com:crn while they own attractive 
mechanical properties. This material have high specific mechanicaJ propert ies due to contribution of good 
mechanical properties and low density due to natural fibre. The prime area of application for this materia l 
are automotive body parts hence automoti ve engineering industry has provided path for further work and 
improvement of their properties and performance(7]. Lifc Cyc lc Assessment (LCA) was carried out for 
under floor panels, fabricated for Mercedes A-Class made with Glass fibre and Polypropylene, and another 
with fl ax Fibre and Polypropylene. From LCA it is found that Flax reinforced panels is better for all 
environmental impacts over Glass Fibre reinforced Polypropylene. Flax Fibre mats require comparatively 
very less energy than Glass fibre which is nearly 800/0. Energy saving and also, it reduces environmental 
impact such as Global Warming (GW), Ac idification (AP), Eutrophication (EP), Emission Ozone 
Precursors, Toxication of Air & Water. The environmental impact is reduced by 20%, But polypropylene 
is an unavoidable component which is to be used to manufacture component so total energy saving come 
up to 40% [8]. Natural fi bre composites gaining the attention as viable and eco-friendly substitute for 
mineral and synthetic fibre based composite. The fact that, Mechanical properties possessed by Natura l 
fibre composite are poorer than synthetic fi bre composites but these natural fibre composite possesses 
several advantages to overcome this lacking. Natural fibre composites are Carbon Dioxide Neutral, less 
expens ive, recyclable, bio-degradable, Non-abrasive to machinery and impose little health risk when 
inhaled. With these advantages Natural fibre composites hold upper hand synthetic composites. While 
considering these advantages the research is directed to achieve their use in optimal designing and 
manufacturing of product which is environmentally safe, durable and of high performance [9]. 

The orientation of fibre also affects the strength and stiffness of composite. The reinforcement fi bres 
are introduced in matrix in various orientations. The short randomly orientated fibre with sma ll aspect ratio 
(LID) can be introduced into matrix which will provide relatively good isotropic properties to composite. 
The fibre with long or even continues unidirectional arrangement will produce anisotropic behaviour 
particularly good strength and stiffness in direction parallel to fibres. This fibres generally designated as 0° 
(This indicates that all fibres are in alignment with applied force). However unidirectional orientation shows 
poor behaviour if applied load is perpendicular directions to the orientation. The orientation of fibre also 
affects the Young's modulus [10]. The objective ofthis work is bidirectional mat propelties can be achieved 
by using unidirectional mat layers when laid perpendicular to each other and s imilarly can CSM gives the 
same properties like bidirectional glass fibre mat. Accordingly laminates were prepared . And mechanical 
properties such as tensile and flexural strength were investigated and compared to a previous study [1 3]. 

2. FABRICATION OF TEST SPECIMEN 

Manufacturing method used for composite laminates under study was hand lay-up Method. Manufacturing 
has been needed to be done under same environmental condition for GJass and flax fibre polyester 
composite. Matrix material used for composite is Polyester along with hardener and the accelerator. The 
hardener were Methyl Ethyl Ketone Peroxide (M.EKP). Accelerator used during manufacturing is Cobalt 
Naphthenate. Glass fibre Chop Strand Mat (CSM) were used for manufacturing while Flax fibre mat was 
with orientation of 0°.Thickness ofCSM mat is 0.6 mm and thickness of Flax mat is 0.4 mm. The size of 
each fabricated laminate was 300x300x3 mm. Fabricated laminates were cut into different specimen sizes 
according to ASTM standards. 
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Fig. 1 Glass Fibre Polyester 
Composite Laminate 

Fig. 2 Flax Polyester 
Composite Laminate 

2.1 Tensile Test: The lensile test conduction was done by following ASTM standard D 638:2014. Specimen 
used with dimension 
Overall Length 165±5 mm, Width 13±0.5 mm, overall width 25±0.5 mm, thickness 3 mm. overall 
dimensions including tolerances are (J65 X 5X 3) ITIm. The tensile test was conducted on universal tensile 
machine with maximum capacity of I Ton. Temperature and Relative humidity at the time of test is noted 
to be 23±2°C and 50±5% respectively. Test Setup and Specimen before testing are shown in fig. 

Fig. 3 Test Setup for Fig A Glass Fibre Specimen 

Tensile Test befo.-e testing 


2.2 Flexural Test: The test method implemented for flexural performance ofcomposite is according to the 
ASTM standard D 790:2017. Specimen size was ( I27XI2.7x3) mm. Load applied on the specimen was in 
upward direction. Temperature and Relative humidity at the time of test is noted to be 23±2°C and 50±5% 
respectively_ Test Setup and Specimen be fore testing are shown in fig . 

Fig. 5 Glass Fibre Specimens Fig_ 6 Flax 
after testing after testing 
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Fig. 7 Flexural testing Fig.S FJax polyester Specimen Fig. 9 Glass Fibre polyester Specimen 

Fig. 10 Glass Fibre Specimen 
after Flexural Testing 

Fig. 11 Flax Fibre Specimens 
after Flexural Testing 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION: 

Work done by C. M. Meenakshi and A. Krishnamoorthy [10] with flax and glass fibre composite fabricated 
using hand lay·up method for developing bi-directional mat of glass fibre and flax fibre reported results 
shown in table no. I and table no. 2. 

As composite exhibits the properties dependent on the orientation ofthe fibre introduced as reinforcement, 
inspiring from th is fact following experiment was conducted to find out whether the bi-directional mat 
composite properties can be achieved from the uni-directional mat composite by laying the mats 
perpendicular to each other in case of Flax fibre polyester compos ite. Similarly following study follows 
wether CSM glass fibre can exhibits the properties of Bi-directional Glass Fibre Polyester composites and 
also providing an alternative which is cost effective in case of materials. Results are tabulated in the table 
no. 1 [13]. 
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Tahle No. I Overall Performance ofTcnsilc Tl'st 

S... 
No 

Composite Tellsile strength(N!mm') Percentage Difrerence 
('Yo) 

I Glass Fibre polyester Composite 92.57 
__~______~~(~B~id",i~~'c~ti~o~n~a~I)L-________________~~ ______ 7.70 

2 Glass Fibre polyester 
Composite(CSM) 

85.44 

3 Flax Fibre Polyester Composite 44.68 
(Bidirectional) 14.95 

4 Flax Fibre Polyester Composite 38 
(Unidirectional) 

Table No.2 Overall Perronnance ofFlexur.1 Test 

Sr. Composite Flexural strength(N!mm') Percentage Difference 
No (%) 
I Glass Fibre polyester Composite 125.54 

(Bidirectional) 32.68 
2 Glass Fibre polyester 186.35 

Composite(CSM) 
3 Flax Fibre Polyester Composite 61.49 

(Bidirectional) 1.08 
4 Flax Fibre Polyester Composite 60.82 

(Unidirectional) 

From data listed in Table No. I The percentage difference between bidirectional and unidirectional flax 
fibre polyester composite were 14.950/0. For Flax fibre the interfacial bonding is equal or greater important 
in predicting the tensile strength ofcomposite. The performance ofthe flax fibre composite can be improved 
by appropriate chemical treatment (like s ilane treatment on flax fibre) [8]. 

The Flexural test result shows that the CSM fibre polyester composite has higher flexural strength than the 
bidirectional glass fibre polyester composite. Whereas flax unidirectional polyester composite has almost 
same result as that ofllax bidirectional polymer composite. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Hased on study presented in paper following conclusions and remedies are stated below. As all the tests 
were conducted according to ASTM standards. 

• Flexural strength shown by gJass fiber in CSM form with polyester resin composite are much promising 
than the glass fiber in Bi-directional form. 

• Similarly the flax fiber unidirectional mat composites shows similar results like bi-directional flax 
composites, the unidirectional composite is manufactu!-ed by placing fibers in perpendicular direction to 
each other forming bi-directional mat structure_ 

• Tensile strength of shown by hoth IInidirectional flax composite and CSM glass fiber composite was less 
than hoth bi-directional cOlllpu~iles_ V ~ 
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• The (cllsik strength of! hc flax libel' composite can be enhancc Li by several chemical treatments \vhich 
will promote inte rHlcial bonding or adhesion between liber and matrix leading to increase in tensile 
strength . 

• The usc of Flax tibrc unidirectional compos ite instead of thei r bi-directional counter paris is suggested 
for ecol1c)fnic sav ings. Also similar economic advantage is expt'C'ted with the use of CSM glass fibre 
polyester laminate instead of their bi-clirectional counter parts. 
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A Review 011 Friction Sti,' I'.-ocessing ofMagnesill1ll Alloys 
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Abstracl 
Friclion Slir Processing (FSP) ",arks on principle "fFricli"n Slir Welding. T/".ollgh inlense localized 
plas/ic deformation FSP changes properties a/materials. SIfI/ace properties, slIch as wear resistance. 
hardness and s /rellg /h (:em de/ermine Lhe service life q/ components in many industrial applications. 
The paper reviewed different factors affecting magnesium alloys during FSP. MagneSium alloys are 
llsed in variety of different applications. They are used l,rhen looking lor weight reduction without 
compromising overall strengLh. Magnesium u//oys are also llsed in automotive, aerospace 
applications. il1 this process we can make different solid stale process composition in which single 
phase as well as nIulli-phase composition can be formed. In two phase swiace composition different 
addilives like SiC, CNT, B.c, elc can be used. In Ihis review arlicle we sludied Ihal FSP can be done 
by considering faCIal'S like 1001 malerial, rolalional speed, processing speed. FSP modifies 
microstructure ofsingle component or Inultipleworkpieces. 

Keywords: Friction Stir Processing, j\1agnesiulIl alloy, Microstructure, Grain Size, lVfechanical 
property. 

\. Introuduction: FSP has such conceivable to give mass scale production with fine grain structure 
and improved mechanical properties[I].During FSP, prope'1ies can also be improved by variation of 
heating input on plate[2,3J. In FSP, the tool rotational speed results in stirring and mixing of the 
material around the rotating pin which in turn increases the temperature of the metal[4]. Well labelled 
diagram of the FSP method is shown in Figure I. This process includes heating and plastic 
defonnation of the material by friction created by a tool, rotating and transverse movement along the 
surface of the base plate. The heating and plastic deformation of the material is to be done using a 
rotating tool, which penetrates the material along the surface of material. When the tool is in rotation 
and the material continuously heated by friction and plasticized near the tool, the entire system moves 
along the line. The plasticized and heated material is forced towards the rear end, where it is mixed 
and compacted by deformation before being cooled down. The movement of the tool set at the correct 
angle results in heating, intensive mixing, and compaction of the deformedmaterial[5]. 

Fig.l. Method of modification of surface layers by friction with mixing of material - FSP process 
diugJ'ulH[5]. 
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strtlcll!ral metals with a density of 1.74 g/cm 3, \:vhilc aluminium is 2.70 g/cm3and steel 7.85 
g/cm·1alllong this light\-veight material magnesium is preferred one because of its high Slf(;llgtll to 
weight ratio. Magnesium alloys has wide range of application in aerospace, automotive and electronic 
indl1stries because of its properties of light weight, high specinc stiffness, high specific strength. and 
so on[6]. A mass reduction of20% can be achieved by replacing aluminil1m with a AZ31 Mg \.vrought 
sheet , with similar stiffness and strength requirements in large surfaced/thin-walled applications, and 
even 50% of reduction if replaced by steel[7]. AZJ I magnesium alloy is 
commercially available in sheet form, and has good mechanical properties. But the alloy have very 
limited ductili ty and brittle- like behaviour at room temperature. Recent results however indicated that 
it is possible to lorm AZ31 sheets at elevated temperatures under certain conditions, and even achieve 
superplastic-like behaviour. The results suggested improved ductility and fOlmability can be achieved 
by re fining the grain structure of the sheet. FSP is the effective method for microstructural 
modi fication of sheet metals[8] . 

2. Friction stir processingparameters 

The major parameters affecting FSP are - CI) Tool geometry, (2) Tool material, (3) Machine 
parameters, (4) Additives. 

2.1 Toolgeometry:
Tool geometry is the most important aspect of FSP process. The too l geometry plays a vital role in 

material flow and hence governs the traverse rate at which FSP can be conducted. An FSP tool 
consists of a shoulder and a pin as shown schematically in Fig. 2. The tool has two main functions: Ca) 
material flow, Cb) localized heating. In the starting stage of tool plunge, the heating results in friction 
between pin and workpiece and also due to the deformation of material. The tool is inserted until the 
shoulder comes in contact with the workpiece. Major part of heating due to friction between the 
shoulder and workpiece. From the heating concern, the relative size of shoulder and pin is important 
and the other design features are not critical. The shoulder also provides impediment. for the heated 
volume of material. The another function of the tool is to ' stir' and 'move' the material. The 
homogeneity of microstructure and properties are regulated by the tooldesign[9 

Fig.2.Fabricated FSP Tool [10]. 
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Fig. 3 Straight flat-bottom FSP tool pin profiles with its geometry [II]. 

2.2 Toolmaterial:

From the analysis carried out it has been proved that SS tool material provided fine grained 
microstructures and better mechanical properties as compared to HSS. As shown in table I gives wide 
idea that use of SS material gives better characteristic than !-ISS. 

/Rotational 
~peed(rpm) 

rrool 
materials 

Ultimate tensile 
trenath(Mpa) 

Yield 
~trength(Mpal 

Elongation 
%) 

Hardness(HV) 

900 SS 96.18 71.52 1.39 70 
HSS 129.77 94.51 2.48 66 

1120 SS 181.94 139.5 4.02 75 
HSS 135.15 100.71 3.32 70 

1400 SS 17L12 1?9.86 7.91 69 
HSS 186.76 139.1 5.00 71 

1800 SS 155.04 117.69 2.24 70 
HSS 152.55 113.46 4.08 68 

/3ase Metal 215 171 14.7 69 

Table L Effect of Rotational speed and tool material on mechanical properties of AZ31 B Mg alloy 
using SS tool and HSS tool[12]. 
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Major machine parameters influencing the FSP are - Rotational speed, Traverse speed. 

Rotational speed 
(rpm) 

Traverse speed 
(mm/min) 

Tilt angie (Degree) Tensile Sirength 
(N/mm') 

Micro hardness 
(HV} 

900 
24 0 190 78 
' ~0_ I 237 83 
40 2 222 81 

1150 
24 I 239 85 
32 ~• 242 83.6 
40 0 226 87 

1400 
24 2 181 76.1 
'~0_ 0 196 83 
40 I 179 81 

Parent material 2 15 79.0 

Table II. Effect of Rotational speed and Traverse speed on mec hanical propertie5 of AZ31 B[ 14]. 

2.3.1 Effect of tool ratationalspeed 

At lower rotational speed (900rpm), the mechanical properties are lower, because of insufficient heat 
generation results in poor plasticisati on zone and insufficient deformation by poor stirring action as 
well as due to the tool pin are the reasons to decrease in mechanical properties. Mechanical properties 
of material are improved by providing sufficient heat to plasticise the material in order to get complete 
deformation with proper grain refinement and material fl ow through dynamic recrystallization with 
higher rotational speeds. As shown in Table II , at rotational speed of 11 50 rpm, tensile strength and 
hardness are improved. As the rotational speed (1400 rpm) fUliher increases results in higher 
tem peratures in the stirred zone than the optimal, leads to the grain growth that decreases the tensile 
s trength and hardness. Hence, optimal rotational speed must be preferred to avoid incomplete 
deformation. Hence, at rotational speed of 1150 rpm the best mechanical properties were 
obtained[ 15). 

2.3.2 Effect of traverses peed 

Mechanical properties of processed material are also affected by Traverse speed. As shown in Table 
ll, a lower traverse speed (24 mmlmin) causes slower COOling rate which provides suffi cient time for 
grain growth results in lower hardness and tensile strength. To limit the amount of grain growth, the 
time of the exposure of processed area to frictional heat generated from the rotating too l is controlled. 
In order to obtain better mechanical propeliies, optimum values of traverse speed are preferred. As per 
analysis at traverse speed of 32 mm/ min are preferred for obtaining best mechanica l pro perties for all 
the rotational speeds[l6]. 

2.4 Effect ofaddit ives 

By using addit ives like SiC, CNT mechanical strength of Mg alloy can be improved .. 4, 8 and 16 % 
(v/v) composition of SiC particles or carbon nanotubes (CNT) was added to AZ31 alloy. With FSP 
microstructure, micro-hardness and tensile strength of the composites were observed. Addition of 
additives decreased the size of the grains and increased structural uniformity and micro-hardness. 
Micro-hardness is increased from 67 HY to 112 BY for 8% SiC and to 108 for 8%CNT [17]. 
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Fig. 3. Average values of micro hardness in the raw material, four times FSP process without 
reinforcing particle and composites contains 4,8 and 16 percentages of SiC nanoparticles and carbon 

nanotubes[ 18] 

Results for yield, ultimate stress, and ductility are listed in Table III. FSP without additives 
resulted in an increase in ultimate stress and ductility and decrease in yield stress [19]. Due to 
increasing percentage of SiC particles there is increase in yield stress and decrease in elongation[20]. 

Yield stress (Mpa) Ultimate stress (Mpa) Elongation (%) 

Base material 110.14 251.80 22.82 

Without additives-I pass 56.71 267.35 33.01 

Without additives-4 pass 57.3 290.70 40.63 

SiC-4% 75.42 292.21 34.84 

SiC-8% 105.17 283.83 17.80 

SiC-16% 122.27 244.13 12.89 

CNT-4% 77.1\ 253.25 26.14 

CNT-8% 107.73 230.73 13.92 

CNT-16% 132.38 222.72 8.30 

t abte Ill. Ihe values ot Yield stress, ultimate stress and ductlhtyl2lJ. 
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3. ! Effect of rotational speed Oll11l1Grostructure: 

The FSP tool was rotated in clock wise direction with clirferent rotational speed [300. [500. [700 
rpm with traverse speed at SO mm/mill and tilt angle at 2.So, For optical examination, the sampl es 
were sectioned, cold mounted, poiished by silicon dioxide paste with grain size of Ipm and tinally 
etched in a solution of oxalic acicl(2g), nitric acid ([ mL) and pure water (98mL), and then observed 
under ZEISS optical microscope[22] , Figure 4 shows the cross-sectional macrostructure of the FSPed 
sample with a rotating speed of 1500 rpm.Three distinct regions are present in the flna[ 
macrostructure: heat affected zone (HAZ), thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) and stir zone 
(SZ)[23], Compared with the advancing side (AS) and retreating side (RS), has a much sharper and 
clearer boundary which can be visible, The microstructure of AZ31 magnesium alloy consisted of 
elongated, uneven distributed grains along the rolling directions (as shown in figure 2 (a», After FSP 
the equiaxed grains were found in the SZ. FSPed samples found significantly refined grains as 
compared with the AZ31 base alloy, At a constant traverse speed, the average grain size was 
respectively 1I,82~m, 12.93~m and 14.50flm (as shown in figure 2 (b),(c),(d», getting larger with the 
increasing of rotatingspeed[24]. 

FigA Electronic cross-sectional macro-image of FSPed sample with a rotating speed of 1500 rpm[25] , 

Fig,5 Microstructure of AZ31 base alloy and SZ ofFSPed samples, (a) AZ31 base alloy (b) 1300rpm 
(c) 1500rpm (d) 1700rpm[26] 

3,2 Effect of additives onmicrostructure: 

Figure 6 shows images from the optical microscope, The figure shows the microstructure of the 

base material (Fig, 6a), specimens without reinforcement (Fig, 6b), 4 % nanotubes (Fig, 6c) and 4 % 

SiC nanoparticles (Fig, 6d), The base material shows a non-unifonn structure with [8 ,llln grains, The 

average grain size of the AZ31 strllctur~ four FSP passes and cooling was 6.4 ).lm without 

reinforcing materials, 3,08 ~tm with 4 }~;rs,,~2,04flln with 4 % SiC. Figure 6 shows that the SiC 
~
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nanoparlides jlnd CNTs decreHsed tile size oj' tile graills in tile SI(ucture ~1!ld made lhe structure more 
uniform. Decreasing the linear speed of'the FSf> increased the SilC ur the grnins in materials with no 
reinforcing phase allu :n materials containing rcinl()["Cing pmtides in response to the extreme incrcase 
in speciJnen tc:mperature. The reinforcillg particles preveilled H lllarKt'd illcrease ill the size of the 
grain!), evell at high temperatures. I renee 4110 SiC gives more refined grain as compared to 
microstructure with 4(YrJ CNT[27j. 

Fig. 6 The material texture in a) the base material, b) after four passes of FSP without reinforcing 

particles, c) with 4 % CNT, d) with 4 % SiC [28]. 


cooling during FSP prevented the excessive growth of grains. The distribution of 4, 8 and 16 % (v/v) 

SiC pat1icles in the AZ31 alloy can be seen in Fig. 7a)-<:). As shown, as the percentage of SiC 

particles increased, they were increasingly scattered among the magnesium grains and were uniformly 
distributed. Similar results were reported elsewhere [29, 30, 31]. A uniform distribution of CNTs in 
the AZ31 alloy was not observed using SEM; Izadi and Gerlich [32] reported similar resHits for 
aluminium 5059. In their study, damage and deformation to nanotubes increased as the number of 
passes increased and, in some areas, agglomeration of nanotubes were observed. 

EDS analysis detected a high percentage of carbon in the areas of interest, indicating a 
concentration of nanotubes. Figure 4a shows the average concentrations for three samples each at 
percentages of 4,8 and 16 % (v/v) CNTs. The CNTs were relatively long and they easily entangled, 
which might have resulted in their undesirable distribution in the AZ31 alloy. Lim et aJ. [33] also 
observed that, after FSP, CNTs were entangled and not uniformly distributed throughout the 
aluminiummatrix. 
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Fig. 7 a) Distribution of4 % SiC nanopal1icles, b) 8 % SiC nanoparticles, c) 16 % SiC nanoparticle, 
d) carbon nanotubes agglomeration within the AZ31 alJ oy[34]. 

3.3 Effect of processing speed onmicrostructure: 

The average grain size of the base material was 16.5 flm and its optical microstructure is as shown in 
Fig.7 (a).After FSP process it is observed from the microstructures that the grains were refined and the 
microstnlcture were homogeneous having finer grain size than the base metal, because of refinement 
process during processing due to severe plastic deformation of the material. As compared to base 
material the sa mple processed with a 24mmlmin traverse speed exhibited homogenous grain structure 
sma ller grains because of excessive heal gl;: lltraLiulI during proct$$ing, which rt::$lIIL~ jll grain growth 
of the material after refinement. Also at 32mmlmin traverse speed more homogeneous eq uiaxed 
grains of average s ize of 6.2 flm were found in the samples. Optimal heat input results in intense 
plasticdeformation[3 5]. 
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Fig. 7 (a) Optical microst ructure base material (b) FSPed material at traverse speed of 24mm/min (c) 
32mm/min [36]. 

4. MechanicalProperties: 

4 . t Effect of FSP on tensilestrength 

Tensile strength and elongation values of the samples studied are given in Table IV. It can be seen 
from Table IV that for all FSPed samples, the strength and ductility values are higher than those for 
as-received sample. The tensile test results indicates that for the FS-processed sample with no pat1icle 
addition both strength and ductility values are higher than those for one-pass processed sample. This 
can be assigned to agglomeration and nonhomogeneous distri bution of particles during one-pass 
processing which accelerate nucleation and growth of cracks during tensi le test [37]. 

Sample UTS (Mpa) elongation (%) - -
Base material 124.56 10.1 

fSP-No addit ives 203.65 14.04 

fSP-SiC 

One-pass 171.57 12 

Two-pas 306.63 13.05 

Four-pass 390.71 16.56 

Tah!e IV Cnmrar;"m nfmer.hanieal prore.rtie.s re.lMing to FS-processed samples and as-received 
cample (}8] , 
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As can he seCll in Table I.thc increase 01" pass !lumber during FSP results in ilion.! grain relincment and 
morc homogeneous disti"ihulioll of reinfon.:ing particles which delay L:r.. ick initiation and growth_ 
There is lillL:ertainty ill illL:rCl1Icnl of strength and ductility as pass numher cnh:lllL:es. Bccause of the 
breakup of coarse dt:ndritcs, elimination of porosity. and rennernelll of matrix grains there is an 
increase in mechanical properties, this has also been observed by other researchers [39,401. 

4.2 Effeci of f'SP onmicro-harclness 
The micro-hardness increased as a result of three factors after the addition of reinforcing particles 

using FSP: fine grain size, the percentage of reinforcing phases in the matrix. and quench hardening 
from the Ihennal cxpansion coeflicielll of Ihe reinforcing panicles and Ihe malrix [4IJ. The micro
hardness of differenl samples is illuslraled in Fig. ). As seen, the micro- hardness increased from 67 
Vickers for Ihe base male rial 10 108 Vickers for Ihe composile wilh 16 % CNT and 112 Vickers for 
Ihe composile wilh 16 % SiC. This can be represenled as: 

Hcomposile ~HmalrixV malrix + Hparlicle V parlicl e 

Where H is Ihe micro-hardness and V is Ihe volume (v/v)_ Fig.3 shows thai Ihe micro-hardness of Ihe 
composile increased as the percenlage of reinforcing phase increased [42J. This suggested that AZ31 
alloy containing SiC nanoparticles displayed greater micro-hardness Ihan AZ3 1 alloy containing 
CNTs. An evalualion of the microslructure shows thai a more uniform distribulion of SiC 
nanoparticles in Ihe malrix created a slruclure wilh a finer grain si ze that increased Ihe micro-hardness 
of Ihe composites. An increase in micro-hardness resulting from the uniform dislribution of SiC 
nanoparticles was previously reported [43, 44). 

4.3 Effect of FSP onwear 
As per Sarkar [45), abrasive wear occurs due to hard parlicles embedded in eilher hard, rough 

surface or a soft surface slides over a softer material. Hence ploughing aClion takes place, and 
scralches or parallel furrows in Ihe direclion of mOlion form. As shown Fig. 8, In processed samples 
grooves are not as deep as Ihat in base metal. This relates to Ihe low hardness of base material as 
compared 10 processed samples. High hardness resists Ihe formal ion ofdeep grooves during wear. 

Fig. 8 Wom surfaces of base material (a, b) and FS-processed samples (c-I) after wear test (c, d relate 

10 samples FS-processed with SiC particles while e, f rei ale 10 samples processed wilh 
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Fig. t) shows \Vcar raIl: ofdirlcn.!1I1 Silltlpll!!:\ . l:jgur\..: slwws Wl!lll' rate of base Illetni is gl'eat-el' than 
other samples, and As pass Ilumber increases wear rat t;' (kcn.:ases. I\s pt'!' Archad relation l47.1. when 
wear rate dccn::ascs then hardlless increases. Al so. it comeS from Fig. S that wem' rate or processed 
samples lIsing AhO:.. SiC panicles havt! llen,.l)' the same wcar resistance [4XI_ 
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Fig. 9 Wear rate of FS-processed samples and base material[49]. 

5. Conclusion: 

In this review article friction stir processing is briefly explained. We studied different parameters 

like tool geometry, tool material, machine parameters, additives and their effect on microstructure and 

mechanical properties are as follows
1) As per Mishra R S ,they concluded that SS tool material provided fine grain microstructure and 

better mechanical properties as compared to HSS toolmaterial. 

2) From research perfonned by GantaVenkateswarlu, M Joseph Davidson , Pulla Sammaiah.,at lower 

rotational speed (900 rpm), mechanical properties are lower. But as we go up to the speed of 

1150rpm, mechanical properties were improved. Beyond 1150rpm due to temperature increase leads 

to grain growth that decreases mechanical properties. Hence the optimum range is to be preferred in 

between 800 rpm to 1150 rpm. Finer grain size is obtained in thisrange. 

3) As per research of Ganta Venkateswarlu , M Joseph Davidson , Pulla Sammaiah., when there is 

increase in traverse speed from 24 mm/min to 32 mmlmin, mechanical properties are improved as 
well as grain structure becomesfiner. 

4) As per reaserch done by A.Alavi Nia, S.H.Nourbakhsh ,the di fferent additives like SiC, CNT etc. 

are used with magnesium alloy for carrying out FSP, results concluded that processed sample using 

SiC showed beller mechanical propel1ies as compared sample using CNT. 
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Abstract 
R4i-igerator is a device used for chilling offood products jar the both commercial and domestic 
appliances utilizing mechanical vapor compression Cycle in its process. Optimization for the belle,. 
pel/ormance of Ihe syslem becomes main issue and mQny researches are still ongoing 10 improve 
e/jiciellcy ofthe system. The main oly'ective ofthis work is to enhance the pelformance ofthe domestic 
reji-igeralor by flooding the evaporator with liquid r~fi·igel'Qnt. This work presents a Vapor 
compression refrigeration (VCR) system for simultaneous cooling utilities for different pwpose in 
industries, hotels, The main advantage oJthe simultaneous is to cany aul cooling by which fossil fuel 
con be saved by minimize the use of the energy due to simultaneous operation. And even due to 
simultaneous operation the requirement ofindividual equipment is no more so it saved the first cost of 
equipment. For project work magnetic arrangement before e.rpansion device so increase COP and 
effiCiency of VCR System olso evaporator is lIsed in which water flow rate is varied and test was 
condueleel 

Keywords- Magnetic "~fi'igeration,Coefficient ofperformance. 

l.Introduction 
Nowadays classical vapour compression refrigeration technology is widely used, but there are various 
limitations in using vapour compression system, because technology is very energy inefficient. This 
project of Magnetic vapour compression system is for performance enhancement of VCR system to 
increase COP and efficiency by using magnetocalorific effect also producing low cost, stable , 
ecofriendly VCR system. 
2. Objectives 
Evaporating heat transfer is very important in the refrigeration and air-conditioning systems. HFC 
134a is the mostly widely used alternative refrigerant in refrigeration equipment such as domestic 
refrigerators and air conditioners. Though the global warming up potential ofHFCI34a is re latively 
high, it is affirmed that it is a long tenn alternative refrigerants in lots of countries. 
The Objectives ofthese stages are also discussed below. 

1. 	 Building up of a test rig for evaluating a perfOtmance of domestic VCe. 
2. 	 To perform experimental performance by using square magnet arrangement aruuml the 

capillary tube. 
3. 	 To perform experimental performance for heating and cooling effect. 

Condllnser mOioy be 
Cornpressor"nner·eool ed or 

air.cooIQd. 'Wpor 

EvaporMor Condenser 
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Fig. I Representation of magnetic refrigeration systcm (a) VCR System and (b) Magnetic 

retrigeration System 

3.General theory about magnetic li eld 

as well as less liquid refrigerant was boiling in the compressor shell. compression refri geration 

system. It was shown that propane and propanelisobutene mixtures conducted included the 

relationship between the nature of magnetic transformation and the effect and its application regarding 

the cooling near room temperature. The study the research on magnetic calorific intennolecular forces 
in the working fluid and enhance expansion of the -working fluid magnetic field force, increases 
compressor head pressure and discharge temperature slightly magneto-caloric. may be used in an 
unmodified RI2 system and give better coefficients ofperfonnance (COP) molecules. power 
consumption of the compressor and improving the performance of the system. The refrigerants such 
as R41 OA, R507, R407C, and R404A under various conditions of magnetic results also reported that 
the increase in the magnetic field force enhances the COP of the Richardson et al have investigated 
the perfonnance of HC 290/HC 600a mixture in a vapour system. The test results of the performance 
of new alternative temperature dependence of the magnetic calorific effect and the entropy utilized in 
the 
than RI2 under the same operating conditions. The magnetic field was applied to the working field in 
the liquid phase to disrupt the performance of new a lternati ve refrigerants such as R410A, R507 , 
R407C, and R404A This reduces the amount of residual liquid that is boiled in the compressor shell , 
lowering the under various conditions of magnetic fi eld. The test results reported that the increase in 
field . 
5.Compressor 
The low pressure and temperature vapour refrigerant from evaporator is drawn into the compressor 
through the inlet or suction valve A, where it is compressed to a high pressure and t.emperature. This 
high pressure and temperature vapour refrigerant is discharged into the condenser through the delivery 
or discharge valve classes: 
4. Cundenser 
The conuenser or cooler consists uf coils of pipe in which the high pressure and temperature vapour 
refi"igerant is cooled and condensed. Refrigeration System The refrigerant, while passing through the 
condenser, gives up its latent heat to the surrounding condensing medillln which is normally ai r or 
water. 
6. Receiver 
T he condensed liquid refrigerant from the condenser is stored in a vessel known as receiver from 
where it is supplied to the evaporator through the expansion valve or refrigerant control valve. 
7.Square Type Magnet arrangement: 
Before the expansion device square type magnet arrangement done then the anmclion between 
penn anent magnet the capillary tube pressure and temperature drop the gas is transfer to a expansion 
device. 
S.~xpall"on Vatve 
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it is also called lhroltlc va!ve (Jr refrigerant contro! valve" Tile rUIKtion of the expansion val\"\.; is to 

allow the liquid rcfrigeranllllldcr high pressure and temperature 10 pass at a controlled rale after 

reducing its pressure and temperature. Some of the liquid rcrrigerallt evaporates as it passes through 

the expansion valve, but the greater ponion is vaporized in the evaporator at thc low pressurc and 

tClnperature. 

9.Evaporator 

An evaporator consists of coi ls of pipe in which the liquid-vapour. Relfigerant at low pressure and 

temperature is evaporated and changed into vapour refrigernnt at low pressure and temperature, In 
evaporating, the liquid vapour refrigerant absorbs its latent heat of vaporization from the medium (air, 
water or brine) which is to be cooled .. 
I O.Calcu lation of condenser: 
The condenser load can be calculated by the following equation: 
Heat transfer Q=m Cpl (T3-T2) 
Load on the condenser = m Cpl (T3-T4) 
Q = heat absorbed in evaporator + heat of compressor. 
Heat absorbed in evaporator = 1555 k callh 
Heat of compressor = v x I 
= 220 x 3 =640w 
= 640 x 0.86 =550.4 kcal. Q= 1555 +550.4 
= 2105.4 k cal 
=2 105.41 400 x 22 
= 0.239 
A=TIdl 
d = 5mm 
Length ofcoil (L) = 0.239 10.005= 15.23m 
LENGTH IN ONE TURN = (40 + 40) = 80cll1 
Number of turns required = 15.23 10.80 

= 19.0389 
=20 
Evaporator Temperature (T I) = -30·C 
Condenser Temperature (T2') = 30·C From charts, At -30·C, Entha lpy (hi) = 338.143 kJ/kg Entropy 
(s I) = 1.57507 kJI (kg.K) 
At 30·C, Enthalpy (h2') = 363.566 kJ/kg 
Entropy (s2 ') = 1.54334 kJI (kg.K) 
Enthalpy (h3) = 228.540 kJlkg From the graph, 
s I = s2 and h3 = h4 We know that, 
h2 =hZ' + Cp(T2 - T2') 
Equation - A 
s2 = s2' + Cpln (T21T2') 
1.57507 = 1.54334 + 0.7253 • In (T2/303) 
On simplification we get, T2 = 316.5 K 
SubsIltllllng In Equation - A we "ave, 
h2 = 363.566 + 0.7253 • (316.5 - 303) 
= 373.35 kJ/kg 
1).Refrigerating Effect = hI - h4 
= 109.603 kJlkg 
(2 )Coefficient of Petformance (C.O.P) =Refrigerating Effect 1 Work done by the Compressor= (h I 
h4)1 (h2 - hI) 
=3. 11 

II. Drier 
~ilter-dliers playa pivotal role in the operallon of air conditiollillg "1IlI,er,i~c'''livll systems. At thc 
Ileall of lIu:! UIJil i~ [lie t.It::~ i\.:c.;alllllt~IJ ill ib L.'y lillJti..:.al JH~tal cOl1tllincr, A'J illlJJortont as the filter-dner 
j,:, . IIh1JJY adullll.y dv nuL ull~.k.rjtllild how it WiX!.:'J, 11 e,['('. nl"C~ 10mo clotnil r;. Tho word deEit:C"'IltF:' Inpi)n" tn 
dry out completely and a dC3icc~. atcl'ia] or 3ub3tancc that occompli !:.hes the moisture rem0V~1 
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Moisture ill the 1ll t: ,,:halJit.;al rerrigenltion cycle is d""trilllcllwl !o the opcr'ltion Blld life of the systelll. 
The tiltl.::r-dricr is (Ill ;H':Cl::;sory that pl!rfoI'Jns the flllH..:tions or Illlt'ring out particles and remov ing and 
holding moisture to prevent it from drculaling tllroUgh the system. 
12. Reti'igcrants 

A refi'igcrant is the mediulll or hi;!at tranSfer. which absorbs heat by t:vaporating at low temperatures 

and give out heat by condensing al high tcmpcralllrt: and prcs~l1re conditions .. A refrigerant must meet 

certain chemical. physiL:al and thermodynamic properties so thal it L:all be used suitably in the Vapour 

compress ion cycle. A good refrigerant should have !,i.Ifc working properties apart from having 

economic [Ispeclstherc me wide di fl"ercllL:cs in L:onditions and I'l!quircmcnts of various applications 

hence single refrigerant is nol universa lly suitable. rile working fluid Llsed to transfer the heat from 

low temperature reservoir to high temperature reservoir is called refrigerant. Refrigerant classified in 

two type Primary and Secondary refrigerant. Primary refrigerant s are those which can be directly used 

for the purpose of refrigeration. If the refrigerant is allowed to now freely into the space to be 
refrigerated and there is no danger of possible harm to human beings, then primary refrigerants are 
used. There are different types of refrigerant which are described as followings. CFC: They are 
molecules composed of carbon. chlorine and tluorine. They are stable, allowing them to reach the 
stratosphere without too many problems. It contributes to the dest ruction of the ozone layer. These are 
RII, R12, R113, RSOa, RS02 etc. HCFC: They are molecules composed of carbon, chlorine, fluorine 
and hydrogen. They are less stable than CFCs, destroy ozone and to a lesser extent. These are R22, 
R 123, R 124, R40 I a etc. HFC. They are molecules composed of carbon, fluorine and hydrogen. They 
do not contain chlorine and therefore do not participate in the destruction of the ozone layer. This is 
known as substitution substance. Restrictions on this family of gas are currently limited. Within the 
European Union, the HFC will be banned from air conditioners for cars from 201l.These are R134a. 
fn the process of searching for new alternative, since no single component refrigerant matches, hence 
refrigerant blends as alternative was recommended, because by mixing two Or more refrigerants a new 
working fluid with the desired characteristic can be developed. Problem with blend of refrigerants is 
that not all of the properties can match the original refrigerant under all conditions. RI2 for example 
will rarely match the pressure at all point in the desired temperature range. What is more common is 
that the blend will match in one region and the pressure differs elsewhere. The mixture of refrigerants 
could be A zeotrope, in which two or more refrigerants with similar boiling point acts as a single fluid. 
The components of the mixture will not separate under nomlal operating conditions and can be 
charged as a vapour or liquid. An example of these blends is 50/50, which is the mixture of R32 and 
R134a. The near Azeoh'ope mixture consist of two or more refrigerants with different boiling points, 
when in liquid or vapour state, act as one component. When changing from vapour to liquid or liquid 
to vapour, individual refrigerant evaporates or condenses at different temperatures .. The mixture has a 
temperature glide of less than 10 and should be charged in the liquid state to assume proper mixture, 
and the Zeotrope which is a mixture made up of two or more refrigerants with different boiling points, 
they are charged in the liquid state. 
13. EXPANSfON VALVE 
An expansion device in refrigeration system normally serves two purposes. The purpose of an 
expansion val ve is 
a) To reduce the pressure from the condenser pressure to the evaporator pressure and 
b) To control the mass flow rate in the refrigeration system according to some predetennined 
criterion. 
The mass flow rate in the system should under ideal conditions to be proportional to the cooling load 
on plant. Sometimes the product to be cooled is such that a constant evaporator temperature has to be 
maintained. In other cases, it is desirable that the liquid refrigerant should not enter the compressor. In 
such cases, the mass flow rate has to be controlled in such manner that only the superheated vapour 
leaves the evaporator. Again, an ideal refrigeration system should have the facility to control the mass 
flow rate in such way that the energy requirement is minimum and the both the required criterion of 
temperature and cooling load are satisfied. Some additional controls to control the capacity of the 
compressor and the space temperature may require as well, "So as minimizing energy consumption. 
There are two basic types of conh'ol on the compressor, name ly on-off control and the proportional 
control. The expansion valve used in refrigeration sys e compatible with the overall 
sy.st~m ~ O&; 
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14.CONCI,USION 
This experiment shows that 011 the application of magnet ic licld the COP incrcases drastically llsing 
hydrocarbon as a refri gerant. Thlls study is to val idate thaI there is improvement in the COP of the 
vapour compression cycle by placing permanent magnets at the exit of condcn:;cr. The is carri ed 10 
validate that there is change or 17.890/0 of COP than til e cOllventional vapour compression cycle. 
Improvement in COP = (COP with application ofmag"ct ic li eld/ COP without application of 
magnetic field) '" 100. 18% COP improvement is experimentally observed with application of the 
magnetic -field on R404a. 
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Abslrtlcl 

Three dimensional printing has remarkable pOlen/ial as a fabrication method in creating scaffolds for 
lissue engineering. Recent advances in medical field have enabled 3D printing of biocompalible 
materials, cells and supporting componems inlo complex 3D functional living tissues. 3D bioprinting is 
being applied 10 regenerative medicine 10 address the necessity for tissues and organs suitable for 
Iransplantation. 3D bioprinling involves creating scaffolds layer-by-Iayer by depositing a bioink which is 

a mixture ofcells, biocompatible polymers and biomolecllies. The major component ofthe 3D bioprinling 
is the bioink, which is crucial for the development offunctional organs or tissue structures. The bio-inks 
used in 3D bioprinting technology require so many properties which are essential and need to be 
considered during the selection. The bio-ink maintains a stable cell suspension, preventing the sellling 

Gnd aggregation of cells that usually impedes cell printing, whilst meeting the stringent fluid property 
requirements needed 10 enable printing even from many-nozzle commercial inJqet print heads. 

Keywords: Additil'e Manufacturing, Scqffolds, 3D Bioprinting. Tissue Engineering, Bio-inks, 

Biomo/ecules. 

Introduction 

Tissue engineering is an integrative branch wh ich is mainly focused on two major areas: (i) developing 
new technique to repai r, regenerate, and replace damaged tissues and organs and (ii) creating in vitro 
tissue models to better understand tissue development, disease development, and to develop screen drugs. 

Among the currently used ::it) printing technologies like fused deposition modeling (FDM), direct ink 
writing (DI W), inkjet bioprinting, selective laser s intering (SLS), direct melal laser sintering(DMLS), 
stereolilhography (SLA) and laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT), the DIW and inkjet bioprinting are 
always preltmed tor 3D printing of living cells [I]. Thc suilC of bioprinting tcchniqucs that allow the 

controlled deposition of living cells has expanded to include extrusion printing and laser printing, as well 
as drop-on-demand approaches like mierovalve printing and inkj el printing. 
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-Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
-Computed Tomography (CT) ] 
-File saved as DICOM format (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) 

-Computer Aided Design (CAD) software 

- File converted to STL file (Standard Tessellation Language) 


-Virtual prototype model 

-3D Printing technique choosing: 	 ·Fused deposition modelling (FDMl 
- St~r~olitho8I<1phy (SLA) 
- Selective laser sinlering (5L5) 
. Inkjet bioprintlng 
- Extrusion bioprinting 
- Laser assisted bioprinting 

-Printing layer by layer to achieve the final structure 

• Post production modification 

The choice of the biomaterial is dependent on the target tissue. In recent research, much focus was 
towards engineering biodegradable biomaterials_ Depending on the chemical composition, biomaterials 

are classi fi ed into ceramics, polymers, and composites. The ceramics class of biomaterials has major 

components of inorganic metal compounds andlor calcium salts [2,3]_ These biomaterials have been 

primarily used in orthodental applications. Polymers are used in soft tissue engineering because of their 
" '"J ni \i~llt 'Ky witll I.'.lllllt"divt" li~ ~ut:~, Tilt: l..:ullljJu:-:itt: d:i~~ uf lJiulI\:iteri:il ~ i ~ i.Jlt:IH.b ur 1.:t:nLlllk~ 'rUIJ 
polymers_ These several composites have applications in orthopedic and dental TE_ In the continuing 

quest to engineer functional tissues and organs, bioprinting could allow the fabrication of multi-cellular 

constructs where cell-cell and cell-material interactions mimic the physiological environment and where 
cellul ar responses to st imuli are more reflective than that found in vivo. Drop-on-demand techniques are 
attractive due to their relative simplicity and capability for precise nOll-contact deposition, yet have been 

hindered by some critical limitations [4]. Cell settling and aggregation within printer reservo irs restricts 
the working of nozzles and leads to non-unitorm cell distribution_ Inkj et printing provides additional 

challenges as the ink must fulfill str ingent fluid property requirements such as viscosity and surface 
tension for effic ient deposition_ 
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Thco,·y 

3D bioprinting process should be relatively mild and cell ti'iendly as it is required to allow cell printing. 

This rcqlliremenlliJllil ~ the number of3!) prinling lechniqu\!s that arc suitable for bioprinling. 

Inkjet bioprinler 

Thermal Piezoeletric 

r L
Heate~ · ~RR--r~ctuaterpie20eleClriC
Vapor 


bubble 


Processes involved in lukjet bioprinlil1g [5) 

Requirements of bioink for 3D bioprinting: 
For developing tissue/organ structures, two important categories of bioink materials are used in 3D 

bioprinting. One of this is the cell-scaffold based approach and Ihe other one is a scaffold-free cell-based 

approach. In the first method, the bioirrk consists of biomaterial and live cells, which are printed to 

develop 3D tissue structures. Here, the biodegradation of scaffold biomaterial takes place, and the 

encapsulated live cells grow and occupy the space to form predesigned tissue structures [6]. But, in the 

scaffold-free cell-based method, the living cells are printed directly in a process which resembles the 

normal embryonic growth. 

Need for Scaffolds and Tis s ue Engineering: 
Tissue engineering offers an aitelTlative method to resolve the issue of ever increasing need for organ 

transplants. Data from the Organ Procurement and Transplant Network (OPTN) indicates that as of 

January 2018, over I J5,000 patients needed organ transplant, while only 34,769 transplants were 

performed [7]. Using approaches from TE and RM, the gap between the number of patients awaiting 

transplants and donors available can be filled. In degenerative diseases affecting organs, such as the 

kidneys~ liver, pancreas, and heart, the organs fail completely and organ transplant from another human is 

the only available treatment one can get. Patients mayor may not have the time to wait until they receive 

an organ donation, leading to death of 20 patients every. The aim of TE is to create functional organs 

from patients' own cells [8] . 

Properties of Biomaterials That Make Them Suitable for 3D Printing: 

The principle of bioprinting is that the biomaterial which is in the form of liquid, is printed layer by layer 

until the whole object is fabricated. Immediately a.fter the biomaterial in liquid form leaves the print head, 

the biomaterial is solidified to retain the shape [9]. This method of convening from sol to gel is the key 

for a biomaterial to be adapted in bioprinting. Polymers and composites are most widely used because 

they can be polymerized using variolls methods, rendering them ;" 3D-printable" . Factors that are 

impOltant to make biomaterials suitable rheological properties and the 
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method or LTu!->slinking rlO-12J. These properties arc. again. dependent on the mdhod of bioprinting, i.c., 
requirement!-> for hioinks llsed in inkjct printing arc difierl!l1t from extrusion-based bioprinting. 

Methodology 
Inkjet-based Ilioprinting: 
Inkjet-based bioprinling initially employed a commercinl printer to spray cells CPigure 3). Inkjet 
bioprinlel's, known as droplet-based bioprinters, use thermal or acollstic force to eject liquid drops onto a 

substrate and build constructs layer~by~la)'er. In thermal inkjet bioprinting, "bioink" droplets are 
generated by electrically heating the print head to lorce cells in the liquid drops out of nozzle by 

increasing pressure. Bioinks made of cells, scaffold materials and growth factors can be deposited 
accurately through controlling the droplet s ize and deposition rate. During the inkjet bioprinting process, 
the heating temperature can reach approximate 300 'c [17, 18). 

e~.,'4 

~_.:t'·'''''~' .. ! ~l---:r-+---_ 

,.
•, 

Schematic diagram o(inkjel-based bioprinling 

Since the early twentieth cenrury, inkjet bioprinting technology has experienced rapidly 
development. It is the earliest use of biological printing technology. It adopts non-contact printing 
technology llsing ink (cells or biological materials) to realize organ fabrication based on the digital 

models of tissues and organs in computer. The technology could be mainly divided into two types: 
thermal inkjet printing and piezoel ectric inkjet printing. Thermal inkjet printing technology mainly uses 
heating element to spray droplets. The element is used to heat the adjacent area of ink rapidly, so that the 

ink in the pressure cavity will be gasified into bubbles. The pressure generated from gasification makes a 
part of the droplet overcome surface tension and be squeezed out of the extrusion nozzle; when voltage is 
released, bioink coo ls quickly and returns back into the pressure chamber [19]. The droplets can be 

squeezed continuously by applying and releasing voltage repeatedly. Piezoelectric inkjet printing 
technology mainly uses piezoelectric materials to spray droplets. When voltage is applied on both ends of 
the piezoelectric element, piezoelectric element bends and droplet near the nozzle is squeezed out. When 

voltage is released, the piezoelectric element restores back to its original shape. In this way it can achieve 

continuous extrusion drops through applying and releasing voltage repeatedly. Cui et al. used inkjet 
printing technology to repair articular cartilage of human body, which was proved to be potential to lead 
tissue to regenerate efficiently [20]~~was by means of controlling the process parameters such 

as cell concentration, volume and/~6!.'!ii~~~p l et, nozzle diameter and average diameter nf printing 
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cells to print cells and biological male:·i,,]s. Weiss ct al. developed an inkjct printing pl<.Hfonn with Illulti
nozzles to manufacture compo~ite structures. A variety or growth ilwtors, such as fibrinogen ,Inc! 
thrombin, together v/ith cells were printed precisely into cell skull defect of mice [211. They shO\ved the 

feasibility of in-si(U printing; however. due to the complexity of this process. it was not suitable for 

practical use. Inkjet printing technology has been applied earlier so it is relatively mature, and its main 
advantages include: (I) Similar to color printing. inkjet printing can integrate multiple nozzles to 
synchronously print cells, growth factors. biological materials together and is capable of building 

heterogeneous tissues and organs; (2) inkjet printing is a 1101l-CQIHact \vay of bio-fabrication. Nozzles and 
the culture medium are separate, so possible cross-contamination in the printing process can be prcvcnted. 
It can be printed on solid. hydrogels and liquid interfaces. And there is no additional requirement for 

printing graphic smoothness, which is advantageous to the in silll print; (3) inkjet printing is in high speed 
and high efficiency, which is beneficial to solve the organ printing-related problems such as longer 
production time and biological activity decline, and is suitable for large parts manufacturing; (4) the 
droplet volume is small. similar to a single body cell size, so that precise operation can be realized to the 

individual celL Although there are many research achievements with inkjet printing technology, still there 
are some limitations: (I )Because the nozzle diameter is too small, the cells are more likely to precipitate 
and accumulate, which limits the printing density «5 x 106 cells/ml); (2) during the thermal printing 
process the nozzle is heated to a very high temperature, so it would be harmful to cells, and at the same 
time the existence of shear stress would also reduce the cellular activities; (3) the fusion between droplets 

is not easy, and the shape of the droplets cannot be accurately controlled. The structural integrity of 
printing is also a problem need to be solved when using inkjet printing [22]. 

Conclusion 
3D bioprinting has the robust capabilities to produce tissue/ organ structures with ease; however, it needs 


further enhancements in different areas such as bio-inks, commercialization of the 3D printed products, 

etc. 


This method can facilitate to develop more complex patient specific 3D structures for urgent medical 

needs. It has numerous advantages like design flexibility, printing modes, use of specific cell lines, 

control of biodegradation and mechanical properties, etc. 


The development of ideal bioink is still in progress and owing to the significant contributions fi'om 

around the world, it may be possible to use this technology for commercial applications in the future. 


Natural biopolymers have good biocompatibility, but usually perform poorer at mechanical properties, 

which make it achieve the required formability as a single printed material. By contrast, synthetic 

biopolymers generally have good fonnability with poor biocompatibility. 

I) Bioprinting literature has grown exceptionally fast and developed concomitantly on several topics, 


including biomedical engineering. Recent fronts had emerged tlu·ough the last decade, such as 

"hydrogels" and "'stem celIs". 
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Ab.,lracl 
Air-Io-air heal pumps do have Ihdr limitations when it comes 10 space heating. The colder the outside 
air the less helll each pound (~r I'(:ji-igeranl picks lIjJ as il circulates through the system. Healing 
capacity, as well as e;Ulciency. decreases as olltdoor telJ1peralures fall. This inescapable constraint of 
thermodynamics (?fien requires oi/'- source heal IJUmps 10 be equipped with supplemental heat sources 
10 handle peak loads in cold norlhem climales. i/lhal slipplemenlal heal is provided by eleclric 
resislance elemel1ls, Ihe overall ejjiciel1cy o/Ihe syslem can be reduced subslal1lially. Air-la-air heal 
pumps also require a d~/;,osl cycle 10 remove ji-osl Fom Ihe oUldoor heal exchanger during cold 
wealher. HOI reFigeral1l gas is periodically recirculaled in Ihe Olildoor coil 10 mell Ihe Fosl. The 
energy lIsed 10 deFosl also IOlVers overall syslem ejjiciency. 

Keyword- COP, Condesalion. VCR cycle. Ejjiciellcy, Heal Pumps,ReFigeranls. 

I. INTRODUCTtON 

Heat pumps are used to move heat from one medium where it's readily available to another medium 
that can accept it. The medium donating the heat is called the "source," while the one receiving the 
heat is called the "sink." 
Water to water heat pump device can extract heat from a flowing source of low temperature water and 
deliver that heat to anal her, higher temperature water stream. The low temperature source may be 
ground water, cooling water from an industrial process or even process water that needs to be chilled 
before use. Almost any si tuation where heat is available in the form of low temperature water, in 
combination with a simultaneous load to which heat can be delivered in the form of higher 
temperature water, is a possible application for a water-to-water heat pump. 
The 21 st century is facing huge problems of energy crisis. Due to this, there are advancements in 
almost every field of engineering. One of that field which has great importance is Refrigeration and 
Air conditioning. This paper comprises of detailed case study about reversible heat pumps and their 
different types along wilh applications. Geothermal heat pump is one of the recenl innovations that 
have been being researched on large scale in European countries. Scope/or tllis project is as/olloHls:

I. To develop a high temperalure water heating heat pump by condensation technique. 
2. Reduce load 011 condenser 
3. Increase efficiency. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

I. Study on different types of heat pumps, Air-Air, Air-Water, And study of Water to Water heat 
pump. 
2. Study 011 refrigerants used in heat pumps and its selection for the system. 
3. Calculation of cooling load as per required application. 
4. Selection of componenls such as compressor, condenser, capillary tube and evaporator. 
5. fabrication of physical model as per se lection. 
6. Experimental analysis of the system with analytical calculation. 
7. Optimization of system. 
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Ill. rITtmATlJRE Sl'I(H:Y 

Heal Pumps nre used in the market 1'01' various residential. commercial and industrial purposes. [n 

residential purposes, water heating is majorly achieved by solar heating and electric geyser. Today, 

due to its high efficiency. (;osl savings. space savings and high productivity, heat pumps are replacing 

the current methods of producing hot water. Space heating is ,1llother comfort need that is must during. 

(he cold climates and rainy seasons, For overall comfort needs. the above-mentioned requirement 

plays a major role. 

In todayts world, where space savings. highly efficient and low wastage compact machines can 

reward with a great benetit. Instead of using three different devices for three different needs it would 

be more nexible, profitable and efficient if a single device can produce all the required results. 

Improvements in the characterization of the efficiency degradation of watel'-to- water heat 

pumps under cyclic conditions : 
This paper presents a study on the characterization of the performance of a wate r- to-water 

heat pump of 40.5 kW fixed heatin g capacity under diffe rent cycling conditions scenarios_ 

Semi-vit~ual laboratory experiments were conducted to anal yse the influence of inet~ia ohm 

1.23 to 24.7 LIkW on the efficiency of the heat pump o perating at partia l load. These 
parameterizations will lead to s ignificant performance over prediction in the case of real 
installations where start-up losses may be significant.[ll 
A study on the performance characteristics of the testing facility for a water 0 water heat 
pump :
In this study, the performance characteristics of the testing facility for a water-to- water heat pump are 
investigated according to the variation of heat pump capacity and COP in both cooling and heating 
operating modes. The objective is to analyze the energy consumption of the test facility used to 
investigate the performance of a water-to-water heat pump unit. 
The analysis of experimental test results showed that the total energy consumption rate of the heat 
pump test facility increased as capacity and COP of heat pump increased in both cooling and heating 
modes. In study, a water-to-water ground source heat pump unit with variation in capacity from 3 to 9 
kW and COP from 3 to 6 was tested in a conventional heat pump testing facility in both cooling and 
heating operating modes 
The total energy consumption rate in heating mode was about 15% and 20% higher than in cooling 
mode as heat pump COP and capacity increased respectively. Also, , the total energy consumption 
rate of the test facility was about 10 times more than the energy consumption rate of the heat pump 
test unit itself. This imptied that, conventionally, the test facility for a heat pump unit consumes so 
much energy to evaluate the perfonnance of a heat pump unit. [2] 
Improved water to water heat pump desigll for low temperatllre waste he,d pump desigll for low 
temperature waste /zeat recovery based on subcoolillg control ; 
This work presents the experimental results of a new water-to-water heat pump composed by the 
basic heat pump components (condenser, compressor, evaporator, expansion valve and liquid reliever) 
able to adapt its performance depending on the required water temperature lift. Result Show COP 
values up to 5.5 at the design condition (20- 15°C at the inlet-outlet of the evaporator and 10-60°C at 
the inlet-outlet of the condenser) and an optimal degree ofsubcooling of 47K. 
The developed prototype is a water-to-water heat pump for heating water from 10°C 60°C from the 
htat lecuvery uf any luw lellll-'eralure waler suun:e which control s the sllbcoolil1~ with the cxpunsion 
valve in order to maximize the efficiency. 
The obtained results show that the proposed heat pump configuration with the proposed control 
system for the expansion valve could increase significantly the efficiency of the heat pump overall 
when a high water temperature lift is imposed by the application.[3] 

Performance ofR407C as all Alternate to R22: 
In this paper Calculation related to the exergy for both R22 and R407C vapour compression plant and 
they reported that the overall exergetic perfonnance of R22 was significantly better by maximum of 
45% to a IItillilllUllt 0[7%. Ex~illtlte overall plant fol' R407C is greater than R22_ru 
Exergy flo\\' des troyed in tlt '>l ~iD ~ -ill. \'al" greater for R407C in the range of 4-13 % dltC to 
/,ig]'!"''' r.H.lWl:'r 1.'1.\11Slllnptil)ll~.r,jF ihl:'l/f;'riiblrff:9. . Tlw 1-"'\''''''1)1' nIl\\! Ilt-' .... r! I lyt-'II ill th~ t";V?I]1omtor nnd 
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t'ondcnsl.! (" worki ng with R407C" Was always highc.::r (han R22 in the rang!.' or ,:I-I01X) and 2-191% 
rc~pc(."tjveJy . 

They cOlicl tlded Ihat the l!vapnratnr and cOlllpn':s::>OI" must be upt imi zed in order 10 improve the overall 
plant pcrfOnnHl ll:t.'. j4 ] 

IV. TIIIWRETICAL APPROACH 

Watt:!r heating i.s H heat trnllsier prncess that l1se~; WI energy source to heat water above its initial 
tempernlure. Typical domestic uses of lint water include cooking. cleaning. bathing, nncl space 
heating. III industry, hot water and water heated to steam have Illany uses. 
These metal vessels that hcat a batch of water do not produce a continual supply of heated water at a 
preset temperature. Fossil fuel s (natural gas. liquclied petroleum gas, oil). Or solid fuels are commonly 
lIsed for heati ng water. The$e may be consumed directly or may produce electric ity that. in turn, heats 
water. Electricity to heat water may also come rrom any other electrical source, such as nuc:\ear power 
or renewable energy. 
Alternative energy sllc h as solar energy, heat pumps, hot water heat recyc ling, and geothermal heating 
can also heat water, often in combination with backup sys tems powered by fossil Ittels or 
electricity.[5] 

Grouncllweter to water heat pump working principia 

• • 

. 'f 
1 

rr.. .....'6'iJo'lW!: .. ~ 
u~lIk>cocI 

i 

Figure no- I : Working of Heat Pump 

Design Calculation: 
I. Assumed parameter before design and selection: 
2. Refrigerant: - R407 
3. Condensinl: tel1lP.eratyre:- 60°C 
4. Evaporating temperature: - 5°C 
5. Initial water temperature: -30°C 
6. Final water temperature: -15°C 
7. Assumed time to reach final: 3600sec water temoerature sec. 
8. Water to be cooled in liters:-200 liter 

Compressor selection: 
Energy input required= m.Cp.LIT 
= 200'4. I 87* I 5 
=12561 K.I 

Cuvucilv u(heu' pump = energy Inpllil rIme 
- 1£) 01 /3600 
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= 3.48 KW 

From selecti on report of compressor, 

I:or 5°C evaporating lempenllure and 60°C condensing temperature, 

Compressor selection values: 
Parameter Values 

Condcnsing capacity (KW)= 4.93 

input power (KW) =2.59 

Evaporating capacity (K W)=6.98 


Operating characteristics of compressor: 
Compressor - ZR28K3E-PFJ 

Mass flow rate - 133 .13kJlkg 

Maxm high pressure- 29.5 bar 

Suction pressure - 20 bar 

Low side temperature - 5°c 


From above va lues plotting P-H chart for R407c refrigerant we get 

At s tate 1: 

PI =2.785bar 

TI=50°C 

hi =4 1 OkJlkg 

At state 2 : 

P2-29.5bar 

T2= IIO°C 

h2=480kJ/kg 


At state 3 : 

T3-62°C 

P3=29.5bar 

h3=300kJlkg 


Heal rejecled 10 waler from P-H clzarl 

Q=I11*(h2-h I) 

= 133. 1 J*(480-300)/3600 

=6.656kw 


At state 4 : 
P4-2.785 
T4=-18°C 
M =J OOkJ/kg 
Q=m *(h2-h I) 

= 133 . 13*(41 0-300) 

=4.07kw 


COP ofSyslem 
COP=Heating Capacity/Input power 

=4 .93/2.59 
= 1.903 

V. CONCLUSION 

I. Wate r source Heat Pump, Water Heater is designed and prototype is fabri cated. 
2. Tests are perfonned on developed prototype is well conditioned test fac ility. 
3. Calculated values are validated with test results. 
4 . Thi s device can be directly used in place of Electri cal Water Heater in standard Indian house. 
S. Heat Pump can be best choice for 'f technology is properly promoted , by the 
government through advertisement wback being higher initi al cost, subsidizing 
the heat pump will make it able to I G.! ete even \ itl lar Water Heater. \ ":.,. 
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ABSTRACT 

Vorlex tube is a non-conventional type of reji-igeratil1g systems. It is a simple device 10 gel desired 
lower temperatures. Vortex tube is Q simple energy separating device which causes heal separation 
between two air streams and is compact and simple 1o produce and 10 operate. Even after extensive 
research the efficiency ofsuch a system, in refrigeration is VelY low. The phenomenon of temperalw'e 
disiriblllion in a confined steady rotating gas jlows is called Ranque-Hilsch effeci. A simple counter
jlow vorlex lube consisls of a long hollow cylinder a tangential nozzle at one end for injecting 
compressed air. The jlow ofair in the vortex tube is whirled shaped vortex track. The vortex tube is 
allached to the hot sUllace. Compressed air is passed through itlangentially and in such a process, 
heat is added 10 Ihe air. AI the same time, once the air jlow comes in contact with the cone, filled at 
Ihe Font end of the vortex lube, it jlows back lowards the backend of the setup, due 10 pressure 
difference. Hence, two different air streams are setup in the system. The temperOlllre difference 
between !he n,vo streams, causes heal exchange 10 lake place between the air streams. 

Keywords-: Vortex tube, Temperatw'e Separation, Cold Tube, Hot Tube 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The vortex tube is a heat exchanging device which separates a high pressure now Ihat enters 
tangentially into the tube, which has low pressure in it, producing a temperature change. High 
pressure gas enters the tube through the nozzle, hence increasing the angular velocity and producing a 
swirling effect. Thus the air entering will follow a swirling path. There are two exits in the vortex 
tube. One of the exits is located near the far end from the inlet nozzle called as hot exit, while the 
olher is located at the olher end, close to the inlet nozzle. The inlet air after following the swirl path 
collides with surface of the cone, which is located at the hot end. After collision, we get low pressure 
air. This air flows through the center of the tube almost following a straight line palh. Thus, on the 
boundary of the tube, there is hot air flowing, which is at high pressure, while the returning air is 
nowing Ithrough the cenler, which is at low pressure and lower temperature (below ambient 
temperature getting a cooling effect). Al the cold end, belore the outlet, an orifice can be fitted for 
prodllcing Ihe required pressure drop and allowing only the cold air, to pass through it . 
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2. I.ITERATLJRI~ SU RVEY 

Vortex tube i::; a non conventional cooling clevic!.: which produce cold air and hot nil' from the source 
of compressed air witilout affecting tlw ellvirollment. When air with high prcssl1 l'l.! is tHngentially 
inj e(; ted illto von ex ~hal1l bcr. a strong V(Jrte .~ tlow will hI.! created which will be splil int o two air 
streams. When the inlet prI.!SSlll\! increases then till: lemperature difference in co ld end and hot end is 
incrcJsed. Hencc. vortex lube CHll be used for any type of spot cooling or spot heat ing applicat ion.[ I] 

A vortex lube is a thermo fluidic device Ihat generates co ld and hot streams from a s ingle injection of 
compressed gas. This interesting phenomenon of energy separation is due to fluid dynamic effects . In 
this study, the optim iz,1tion of the vortex tube geometry was performed to investigate the potential 
applications of the vortex tube as an expansion device in natural gas processing and air separation 
industri es. Velocity streamlines and temperat ure distributions of the separated air stream were 
obtained for differelll control va lve shapes located at a hot end. The Cl'D results showed the effects of 
(he cont ro l valve shape. cone valve geometry. and nozzle inlet pressures 011 thc vortex tube 
perfol1l1ancc. [2] 

In a vortex tube, the energy separation is it combined result of different factors. As classical fluid 
mechanics phenomenon, understanding of the complex belical flow mechanism within a vOJ1ex tube 
is a necessary foundation. The small scale of an industrial vortex tube and the extremely complex 
flow conditions are the two main challenges in obtaining the internal flow propcrties. [3] 

3. OBJECTIVES 

To opt imize vortex tube for maximum temperature difference from previous investigations. To 
experimentally inves tigate the performance of th is optimized vortex tube. To decrease the time 
required for cooling material after laser cutting operation and to find out the maximum temperature 
difference of vortex tube. 

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

While performing laser cutting operation , material gets heat up to high temperature which leads to 
formation of Heat aflected zone on the material which reduces its performance and it takes much time 
to cool the material. 

5. MECHANISM OF DEVICE 

~~jF~~~~~\ 

/Hot oir 

\ Hot air 

fig. Vortex Tube 

The Compressed air is passed at high pressure into the Vortex chamber thCOligh small hole. The hole 
is drilled tangent ially lu lhc ~urfac~ with .:t :'Illtlll lunvaHl ul1gk. Thi s forward angle guides the ali' 
through the walls of the tube, Lhus it creates a vortex flow. The air flows through the length of the 
tube. As the air flows it gains momentum and because of this there is a rise in temperature. This rise 
in temperaturu CUu!.iO~ lhe roluti vcly cold particle3 p r(,,\ (' l'll il1 l.11I,; (1; 1 11.1 III I..I VC: lu l...e. lIl1 t . Tlli ~ iJC:1(J(JtIl S 

be~a use. of the inertia effect. The end of the tube is coy c and kcpt partially open. When 
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the air !lows towards (his cOile it tries to c:-:capl' frulIl the small opening. bu! since Ihe speed of the air 
is too high. only some pan of the hot air siphons bll and Ihe remaining air is forced lO bounce back 
and now through the centre to the oth!.!!' end of (ile tube. 'While the air is !lowing back from the centre~ 

agajn the comparatiyely hot molecules try to move outwards pushing th~ ~older ones inside. Thus thi s 
creates a cold zone at the celltre or the tubl:!. The flows li'olll the centre of the lube is received as the 
wid air at the othcr end of Ihe ILlbe. 

6. DESIGN 

6.1 MATERIAL 

The material used for fabrication of vortex tube cooling is unplastieized polyvinyl chloride 
commercially acknowledged as UPVC. UPVC is essentially inert to most inorganic bases, acids, 
paraffin acyclic hydrocarbons. The distinctive molecular structure grants hydrocarbons. The 
distinctive molecular structure grants superior heat retention reducing heat loss tlu·ough it. The fabric 
has wonderful mechanical characteristics and sensible impact strength. These properties build the 
UPVC appropriate for top service pressure (up to sixteen bars at 20°C). UPVC is light-weight weight 
when compared to metals. it's simple to figure with UPVC compared to it of metals. The chamber of 
the vol1ex tube is created of UPVC; it is in cylindrical form concentrically with the cold and hot side 
tubes. The chamber consists of a coupling that eontains tangential nozzles. 

It additionally consists of a provision for recess air offer to vO,1ex tube. Within the chamber the 
pressure energy of the compressed gas is reborn into mechanical energy. Cold air flow and 
temperature area unit simply controlled by adjusting control valve wi thin the hot air outlet. 

6.2 DIMENSIONS 
Do : Internal Diameter of tube 
Do : Outer Diameter of tube 
Lh : Hot end length 
L, : Cold end length 

LID 0, 
(mm) 

b 
(mm) 

L, 
(mm) 

Do 
(mm) 

Cone angle 

100 25.4 1143 254 12.7 45° 

100 31.75 1429 370 16 45° 

50 19.05 857 190 10 45° 

50 21 945 210 10.5 45° 
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6.3 CATIA MOD"L OJi VORTEX TUBE 
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7. ANALYSIS 

.."...., 

R. CONCLUSIONS 
Tn chi3 wori( an attempt in made to foeu3 on maximum tcmpcrulufll :";llpurution in ~~ '.'Ortex tuh.o:: . 
Variable geometrical parameters have been tested in the experiment. and their e[[ecls un the 
tcmpcrature scpal"ation in the vortex tube arc discussed. Vortex flow as the radills is decreasing the 
linear velocity of fluid also decreases he.nce kinetic. enere;y neereases ann this decrease in kinetic 
energy is convened in heat which is dominant fo the temperature separation for vortex tube. Have 
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ob!'icrved the variatioll hy changillg parall lct 'rs of workillg at inlel h.!ll1pCm;ure and pressure is 
decreasing we ohlain colder air. 
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Abstract 
Glassfiber reinforcement has been a recent /rend and ejfeelive me/hodfor enhancing strength 

characteristic afmewls, plaslics, joints etc. at a veJY low competi/ive COSI. Aluminium is a Ugh/ 

weight metal wi/h less strength characteristic as compared (0 other me/also Comparative analysis is 

made between aluminium and glass-fibre reinforced aluminium specimen/or studying strength 

properties. A nonlinear material approach is usedfor simulation Experimental analysis will be done 

witl1 help oflhree- point bending leSI. Force plols are usedfor comparing both models. FEA and 

experimental results will be validaled by camparative analysis. Resuli and conclusion are going 10 be 

stated ajier the comparative analysis between FEA & ExperilJlenialtesting. 

Key words- Glass Fibre reinforcement, Aluminium, Three-point bending test, FEA & Experimental 

testing. 

I. Introduction 
World is now focused on the rapid developments in the various fields such as aerospace, space, 

automotive, electronics, and defence, infrastructure developments & power generation. Automotive 
sector has emerged as booster to the economy of nations over worldwide. As automotive 
manufactures are lOOking to bring light weight and fuel-effi cient vehicles in market. So, there is 
continual research on reducing the cost of vehicle by utilizing the light weight composites which can 
g ive si milar mechanical characteristics as compared to metals parts used in automobile [I]. 
The fibre/melal composite technology combines the benefits of metallic materials and fibre 
reinforced matrix systems. Metals are isotropic because they have a high bearing strength and impact 
resistance and are easy to repair. Full composites have a superb fatigue characteristic and have high 
strength and stiffness. The fatigue and corrosion characteristics of metals and therefore the low 
bearing strength, impact resistance and repambility of composites have overcome by the mixture of 
metal and fibers [2,3]. These material systems are created by bonding composite laminate plies to 
metal plies. The concept is usua lly applied to aluminium with aramid and glass fibres, also it is 
applied to other constituents. Several articles have shown that, FMLs possess both the wonderful 
impact resistance characteristics of metals and the attractive mechanical properties of fibre reinforced 
composite materials [4]. 

A. Components ofBumper 

Bumpers in cars are meant for absorbing shock or impact at low velocity like accidentally hitting 
while reversing the car. A urethane or other fl exible polyethylene plastic bumper cover is applied to 
the surface to offer the car a fini shed appearance. 

Modem bumpers are made with a mixture of materials. The first element is an impression absorbing 
spring device, usually gas-filled ca~which mount the front bumper to the chassis This allows 

the bumper system to soak uP~~r(~!Ili fii i>a~ts with none damage. 
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Abslract 

This paper seeks the design oIthe -I'tl'll(;tllral components ala ""i-pole design lor solar panels connected 

to a }valel' pump coupled directly without any power storage device. Agn"culture is the most import sector 
lor Indian growth oJGDP. The higher I'lInlJillg price and manufacturing cost is a threalto theJanners. So 
in sllch cases the renewable energy like solar will be effective source oIpowerJor them. The conclusion is 
that although the initial cost orsolaI' water pllll/ping system made is 2.14 times oj the conventional diesel 
pumping system, initial cost. It 's operating and maintenance costs and total life cycle cost are 8. 7 tillles 
and 29. 9 % lower than that oj costs oj conventional diesel pumping ;ystem. The use oj conventional 
system also has given ride to the emission a/greenhouse gasses which contributes to 8% to 12% ojtotal 
emission. To alleviate this government a/India has launched a solar pumping program Jar irrigation and 
drinking water with an ambition to target ll11i/liontill 20211-2021 to five environmental and economical 
advantages. 

Key,voJ'ds- Inclllde at least 5 keywords or phrases 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Solar operated water pumping system gives a huge advantage over conventional systems. The solar 
pump structure has to tolerate various environmental conditions like varying temperature, wind loads, 
corrosion of materials, etc. A solar pump system is considered to have 25 years of life span expectancy. 
so it becomes necessary to provide proper structural arrangement which denote deteriorate with time and 
age due or environmental conditions. The components should be manufactured adopting a process which 
is economical, providing aesthetic appearance and ergonomic factors consider. The pumping set is 
designed for a 3 HP pumping motor which is directly driven without use of a energy storage device. Each 

) panel is assumed to produce 335 KW power so according to calculations 10 solar panels are required to 
run the setup under varying loads. Providing a good clearance so as to tackle the change in the amount of 
solar energy avai lable according to seasons. 

Each so lar panel = 335 KW 
Water pump = 3 HP 
1 HP = 745.7 KW 
10 solar panels produce = 3350 KW 
The solar pump is used for irrigation purpose therefore it is a remote app lication. In conventional 

systems the transportation of fuel to site and its consumption increases the running cost and the 
conventional system also has considerable maintenance cost. This is a proof that solar water pumping 
system is a onetime investment giving a major advantage over conventional systems in terms of running 
cost and maintenance cost. The solar pumping system is a self-sufficient system as it produces its energy 
by its own without any external aid with the help of renewable resources. 
The purpose is to reduce the halmful emissions which are a by-product of conventional system. This also 
helps to reduce the amount of fue l imported from foreign nations to operate these mechanical engines 
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affectillg ellvironmellt and our curnmcy :lIlogclhcr. The cOllventiOI1ClI systems also arc noisy Hnd operate 
at high vibraliDlK DlII'ing the event or leakage it Illay also contaminate whieh will eventually ancel the 
final crop harvested ii'om Ihe hll'fll. 

A. 1.1 SOLAR MOUNTING SYSTEM 
Solar moullting sys tcm allaches the solar ptliluis array to either the grollnd or rooftop for residential and 

commercial applications. For roof'lop of industrial sheds installatiuns, it variety of frame designs are lIst:u 
depcnding on whether the system is muunled on pitched or flat roof. These structllres helps panels to rest 
com- port ably, prevent Ii'om being dalilaged more importantly position them at precise tilt angle to 
harness maximum sun's energy. MOUilling structures can be made for rooftops, ground mounting carports 
and Slln tracker solutions which now havc seell a lot of developments in terms of wcight, material, 
adaptability and case of installation. There have been many technological innovations that have led to 
reduced cust faster and better installation, high durability and with cnllanccd output. 

Extruded Aluminum frame structures meet or exceed the strength and flexibility requirements while 
delivering a lower lifetime cost compared to stee l frames, especially with a properly designed custom 
solution. Aluminum also provides a high level of aesthetic appeal through anodizing or powder coating to 
achieve the desired surface finish. And, an aluminum frame structure will remain free of filst and resistant 
to corrosion for the life of the structure. 

Long life, simple design, easy installation, and greater aesthetic appeal over the life of the structure 
combined with lower lifetime cost makes alt1lninum the metals of choice for products. 
8. MATERlAL 

An overview of various l11(1tcri(l\s llsed 
I) Galvanized steel: 

The process where the steel is coated wit h protective corrosion resistant zinc is known as galvanization. 
In case the coat gets scratched steel is still protected. The galvanization does not change mechanical 
properties of steel. 
2) Hal dip galvallized steel: 

Hot dip galvanizing is where an already funned part for example plate, round, perlin, etc. is dipped in 
zinc bath reaction takes place between steel and zinc during the time part is in zinc bath the thickness of 
zinc coating is influenced by number of factors, including surface of steel, the time steel is dipped in bath 
composition of steel as well as steel size and thickness. 

One advantage of hot dip galvanized is that entire part is covered including edges welds etc. giving it 
an all round corrosion protection. The end product can be used outdoors in all different weather 
conditions. It is the most popular galvanizing method and is widely used in construction industry. 
3) Pre galvanized steel: 

Pre galvanized steel refers to steel which was pre galvanized while in sheet format, thus prior to further 
manufacturing pre galvanization is also known as mill galvanization due to the fact that the steel sheet is 
sent through the mill to be galvanized it is cut to size and recoiled. 
4) Aluminium Alloy (Anodized): 

Aluminium alloys are the alloys in which the aluminium is a predominant metal. The typical alloying 
elements are silicon, tin, copper, magnesium, manganese and zinc. Aluminium has special properties that 
make it an intcresting material [ur many solar power companies. Light weight, high strength, proper 
corrosion properties, high surface reflectivity, excellent electrical and thcrmal conductivities as well as 
special optic properties of its anodic coati ng are such an interesting properties of aluminium that male it 
inseparable part of solar power systems. 
5) PosMAC: 

The material is the most sustainable of all above materials. The endurance factor is essential in building 
quality solar energy structures. To withstand exposure to wind, water and salt PosMac was invented as a 
revolutionary coating layer that significantly increases the resistance to corrosion. 
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O. METHODOLOGY 
C. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

a. Adaplive Design of the Members. 
b. Theoretical Checking of individual members it)r structural safety. 
c. Modeling and Analysis ofthc pan~1 slrllclllr~ for Strength. 
d. Optimization of Panel mcmber strength. 
1) ASSUMPTlON 
The Modeling and analysis of suppurting strudurc is basc:d on various assumptions: 
a. The wind load is acting in horizoJltal direction. 
b. Wind load is acting with a constant velocity. 
c. Only wind force and weight of the panel are acting on the structure. Other forces arc out of scope of 
tbis study. 
2) MATERIAL 
a. Aluminum 
b. Galvanized Iron 
c. Steel 

d, posMAC 

3) SOFTWARE 
a. For Modeling Solid works. 
b. For analysis ANSYS and CFD. 

III, LITERATURE REVIEW 
Alex Mathew & B. Biju et al. studied design and stability analysis of solar panel suppOlting structurc 

subjected to wind force. In this study the arrangement of solar panels in structure is similar to double 
sloped roof trusses. Due to this wincl force, tbe structure experiences an overturning effect. This 
overturning couple imparts a reaction forc e at the base of tbe structure. The structure is symmetric along 
any vertical plane. They used CAD modeling software CREO 2.0, the test model of solar panel 
supporting structure was created steel. They concluded that the design of solar panel supporting structure 
is done and the effects of wind force on its structure stability are analyzed. Due to the wind force, a 
reaction force is experienced on the structure and the structure will retain its stable state, only if this 
reaction force is compensated by the force due the self-weight of the structure. This structure will be used 
as the fuel stations to meet the energy requirement of solar cars, as it can be used for domestic purpose, 
commercial purpose. 

Mihailidis et 01. represented the anal ysis of two different design approaches of solar panel support 
structures which are I) Fixed support structure design, 2) Adjustable support structure design. They did 
analysis according to the following steps. 

) Load calculation, 2) Analysis of the structure, which includes the creation of a Finite element model 
using ANSA as preprocessor. Loads calculat ed in the first step are applied to the model. As solver MSC 
Nastran is used. 3) Identification of the structure critical points. According to the results weak points are 
redesigned in ordcr to increase theenel. 

JII1Xll1 Cao et al. pertormed a W1l1e1 tunnel experiment to evaluate wind loads on solar panels mounted 
on flat roofs. In order to find modul e fo rce characteristics at different locations on the roof they use solar 
array which were fabricated with pressul'e taps. They consider two different cases 1) single array, 2) 
multi-array and find mean and pea k modul e force co- efficient. They also find effect of mean module 
force co-efficient 011 design pararnel,·1' of so ia I' p;me1. They found effect of mean module force co-efficient 
on design parameters (tilt angle, h<' i:'ht) of solar panel. The results show module force coefficient for 
single array cases is larger than mu ll i HITay cases. 

Chih-Kuang Lin et al. use FE!\ app roach to find the effects of self wcight and wind loads on structural 
deformation and misaligmnent of sol :l r r~l d i :l l ion. 

Sayana M. et 31. silldi~u Bucklin~ " llUl ysis of solar panel supportinp; strncmres. Tn this stndy buckling 
analysis IS done by I) bgen vaillc buckling analysis, 2) Non Linear buckling analysis. In this project 
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The bumper systL:tn is usually fL:(; ognil.cd as bt:illg cornpriscd of' 11basic compolll.!tlt SiHltlwly bumper 

1 ~ ls cia. energy absorber. bumper beam ami bumper [61 . 

•r--- Plastic Fascia 

'--__ 

r-Rc..itlforcing BeaIll 

~ Frame Rail 

.Foam. or l-loneycoInb
Energy Absorber 

Fig. l . Basic Component of Bumper 

1) Fascia: bumper fascia must be aerodynamic, light weight and aesthetically pleasing to the 


consumer. Usually fascia is made of polypropylene, polyurethane or polycarbonate. 


2) Energy absorbers: energy abso rbers are designed to negotiate a portion of the kinetic energy 


from vehicle Collision. 


3) Reinforcing beam: this part is a key component of the bumper and helps absorb the kinetic 


energy and serve protection to the rest of the vehicle and passengers [5,6] . 


II. Methodology 
From lots of literature studies and after various experiments the proper method to find the result of 

aluminium Glass fibre reinforcement with various tests are is as follows: 

? 3D CAD Model Generation 
? Determination ofloads 
? Testing and Analysis 
? Fabrication, Experimental validation and Result Analysis 

III. Design of Catia Model 
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A. / I/uminillm IlJilllOut Glass Fibre reiJ~/orl.'l!menl: 

Fig,2. CATIA model of Aluminium specimen 

B. Aluminium lVilh Glass Fibre Rein/orcemelll: 

Fi g.3. Aluminium Specimen with 2mm Glass fibre reinforcement 
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iV. FEA Analysis of Spccimcn 

A. Alumillium Specimen: 

f: Atlf.tlllJl,4.tIW.VALllAIIOH 
o!P' U:r."tfti 

f".,:1.1 

Oo.l~!t!mll'" 
(o r~."'ntJ1r.; h~J{! !.·H ,tI." 

1: Al.QJ~IUAJI\'l.YALn\IK.l1 

Tlf~ k ;·:1!!tt.~r·t'.'~I:~m ' i'FJ£11lm 
l.t ~'~~ 

TWrol .l 

(~1I >m 

1.'.:d,Wci 

FigA.FEA analysis showi ng deformation and stress Analysis. 

Details of "Displacement" 

B 

B 

Scope 

Scoping Method Geometry Selection 

Geometry 1 Face 

Definition 

10 (Beta) 30 

Type Displacement 

Define By Components 

Coordinate System Global Coordinate System 

X Component Free 

YComponent Free 

o Z Component -4.5 mm (ramped) 

Suppressed No 

Table No. 1. DetaIls of DIsplacement AnalysIs. 
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Maximum Value Over Time 
-

0,10146 N i Xk<is 

~ YA)(il 1.5201 N 

3245.4 N ~A)(iS 
3245.4 N jL Total -

Table NO.2.Details or Reaction forces acting of component. 

B. Aluminium R 

f: ALUMINIUM-GlASS fiB RE VALIDATION 
Static StJUCtl.lf<lJ 


lImt::1. 5 


~ 

[!] Displacement 

Remote: DisplacWlent 
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f: ALUMINIUM-GII,5S FIORE V,\UOATION 
E qurv,~ I~ rr! ~tr~ H 

Type: EqUlv.) l ~ n t (von · Mi $ ~ j ) St rw 

Unit: MP ~ 

Tune: 1 
Custom 
M~x; 1124.9 
MU1: 0.26Di3 

11 24.9 
500 
4J7.53 
375.07 

312 .6 
250.13 
187.66 

115.2 

61.718 

0.16078 

FigA. FEA analysis showing Displacement and Stress Ana lysis. 

Details of ~Oispla cement" 

B Scope 

Seoping l\'l etho d 1Geometry Selection 

Geometry 11Face 

B Definition 

ID (Beta) 30 -
Type Displacement 

Components~e BY 
Coord inate System Global Coo rdinate Syst em-- ._ - - -----LJ X Component 0. mm (ramped) 


:J Y Component 10. mm . (ram~ed) 

o Z Component 114. mm {ramped) 

Sup~ress ed JNO 

_. 

Tab le NO.3. Details of Displacement. 

._
. -.~ 

MaxImum value Over TIme 

o XAxis 55.947 N 

n YAxis 17.416 N 

n ZA.xis -3644.3 N 

U Tot~1 l.:1Bl'fi N 

Tabl e NO.4 . Details of ReactIOn forces acting on component. 

1. Comparision ofResult Obtained from FEA: 
From Analysis we are came to know that reaction force fot Aluminium spec imen fo r 4.5mm 

displacement is 3245.4N and same for composite specimen having 14mm displacement is 14866N. 

i.e. by doing some basic calculations we had reached to the result that Reaction force for Composite 

Specimen is increases 48 % 
• 
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V. Conclusiou 

The Composite speci men has more stronger and more bene t,c ial properties which will enhance the 

bumper specimen and will take it to the next level. From Analysis we are UplO (he result that reaction 
force in composite specimen is more than the Aluminium 5pecimen i.e more resistance will be offered 
by composite specimen to the impact imposed on the bumper due to many reasons such as accidents, 
unexpected dash and many more. So it is more beneficial and safe to use the Bumper made from 

composite specime n rather than only metal such as Aluminium as it wilt ensure more safety to 

passengers inside the vehicle [5,6]. 
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Ahstract 
We did study on Domestic gas burner in which found some researchers peljormed portfolio analysis 
on burners. They also peljol'm conjoint analysis ill which they assess customers preferences for 
simulated concepts 10 improve hurner's like and dislike. This study helps in improving or developing 
gas burner .. For analysis purpose we took results ofvarious experiments conducted on domestic burner. 
There/ore, in {his paper sWirhngjlame c0111amics are investigaled using computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) with commercial sojiware (ANSYS), A new generic swirl burner operated under lean-premixed 
conditions was modelled. 

Keywords-Swirljlow gas burner, Losses. Efficiency, CFD Analysis. 

1. lntroducti on 
Much attention has been paid to higher thelmal efficiencies and lower emissions ofdomestic gas burners 
since the ever-increasing demand for energy saving and emission reduction. As recognized, the 
domestic gas burner most extensively used is of the conventional Bunsen type (i.e. Partia lly aerated). 
The typical partially aerated burner entrains primary a ir naturally by a momentum sharing process 
between the high velocity gas jet and the am bient air. The most popular fuel used in domestic gas 
burners is liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), which is also used in this work. Typically, designs of 
conventional domestic gas burners a re mainly re lied upon open combustion fl ame such that energy loss 
through the dispersion of the flue gas to the surroundings is very large, resulting in re latively low 
thermal efficiency. Clearly, if the dispersion of the fl ame or flue gas to the surroundings can be 
prolonged, then the thennal efficiency can be improved. Heal and mass transfer are strongly influenced 
by swirl in a number ofnatural and technological flows. However, most of the domestic gas burners are 
of non-swirl fl ow type, rather than swirl flow type. Therefore, in order to achieve high efficiency and 
low emissions, il is of great importance that the swirl flow in a domestic gas bumer can be properly 
designed. Recently, low-emission, energy-efficient gas burners have Attracted much attention. 
However, there is still lack of stud ies on the fl ow type affecting burner performance, especially swi rl 
flow. The objective ofthis study is to investigate the influence ofswirl flow including swirl angl e and 
inclination angle on the burner performance. Domestic gas burners with swirl flow are proposed by 
adjusting different values of swirl angle and inclination angle. Their thermal efficiencies and CO 
emiss ions characteristics will be discussed and compared wi th those of the convectional non swirl flow 
burner. 

2.0verview of gas burners 

The conventional LPG domestic stove was tested for its thermal efficiency and was found as low as 51 % 


under adverse conditions as against 64% specified as minimum thennal efficiency by the BlS. This 

difference in efficiency has generated an instinct to develop some means or to develop a new burner 

plate for LPG domestic stove. Authors tried to find out the various thermal losses occurring in the stove 

and found that they are mainly a) Related to combustion and its products and b) Related to heat transfer. 

T hese were analyzed and it was found that swirling flames, porous inselts and low thermal ineltia pan 

~uppurll:i.ln increase the thermal effioiency of the domcslic LPG :;luvc. Amun,!:!. lhcsc the swirling flame 
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burner cap and pan sllppon is very suitable lllodilic<.llioll in 

the conventional stove. So this were designed and c:-.:pcriments were carried ouL 

5.._-. 

•...,..... 

Fig. 1 CFD analysis of domestic gas bumer: (a) flow pattern front view and (b) top view of gas flow 

pattern. 

3.Swiri flow gas burner 
Domestic gas combustion bumers are essential in all cooking household appliances including 

professional kitchens and restaurants. Developing the bumers to be more efficient and safe for the 

domestic U~8 in 3. ta!:.k that rnanufacturing; companies in tho industry nrc taking U!:i n duty to improve and 

enhance such vital component and on the strict level as the international standards are releasing more 

constraining regulations to increase pedestrian safety by reducing the consumed energy of burners and 

also reducing formation of un burnt elements such as "CO, COx and NOx ". Liquetied Petroleum Gas 

(LPG) is the most common used gas for the domestic use, since it was abundant from the resources 

point of view in the last 60 years, while the current shift is towards the NG as many fields are been 

discovered containing a large reservoir for this matter. For Domestic burners the flame is considered 

stationary flame, and this type of flame is divided into three classes: Aerated flames, Partially-aerated 

flames and Non-aerated flames. The domestic burners in market are commonly partially-aerated as the 

burners are designed to be naturally aspirated. The paltially aerated burner's propelties have relatively 

high efficiency and good combustion properties. In order to improve the combustion behaviours ofthis 

premixed single ring burner, reducjng energ consumption and pollutant emission swirling flow' has 

been used. There are multiple types of ~~~ he domestic cooking gas burners. These types 
~~ ~ ;:,.'1) ~,": i9 _ 
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arc indicated by: hurner s i zt~. pc}wcr. 1l11mbtr of rings. Ilumber oj' porls. types of port~ and angle of 

impinging. Upon this approach's rescarclH..'s have heen done \() provide more efficient and reliable 

appliances. Hllcll.ilc loc lIS or thi~ research is 011 domestic gas \)perated cooking appliances specifically 

the !lob burners. Swirling !low conducted to the domestic gas hurners were studied variously with 

diffen..:nt designs. All of' them concluded that, using swirling now 10 enhance the burner thermal 

efficiency and a swirl tlow has a rositive effect on the CO emissions, Thc cflect of the mixillre Reynolds 

nlllnber and pan height f'or three single ring burners radial, swirl anci star pattern on the thermal 

efficiency and CO % has been studied using LPG, It was found th"t swirling flow increase the thermal 

efficiency in general and slight decrease in emissions. Used natural gas to study the efficiencies and 

emi ss ions of domestic burners, They found that the thermal efficiencies and the emissions produced 

from the burner are affected by the thermal input and the load height to flame length ratio. Increasing 

the pot height to Ilame length ratio or the thermal input, the burner thermal efficiency increasing, Also, 

with either thennal input ratio or pot height to flame length, the NOx and NO generally rise, Also, other 

parameters were stndied to cvaluate its effect on the performance of the burner, some of these 

parameters are, the air to fuel ratio or equivalence ratio and swirl number. Flame impinging is a new 

approach for developing burners with lower CO emissions, and this is achieved by impinging two 

neighbouring flame fronts together fonning one flame front The aim of this idea is to utilize the 

momentum of the jets at an angle that introduces a turbulent motion in impinging flame front allowing 

more air and fuel mixing, This parameter is affected by the flame length and speed as flames tend to 

allract each other when the flame speeds are higher. In this study all of these parameters are joined 

together in a comparative form to evaluate which are the effective parameters on improving the 

performance of domestic gas burner. The study focuses on combining the swirl effects of a single ring 

burner that operate on a partially premixed mixture flow configuration, with the target of enhancement 

combustion characteristics by the aid of the swirl effect. 

._.-
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Fig. 2 (a) CFO or Swirl flow gas blilner n'ont view and Fig. 2 (b) shows CFO of top view of Swirl flow 

gas burner. 

3. [ Effect of swirl burner' s flow on efficiency and cost per cylinder: 

a) By increasing the swirl angle the thermal efficiency increases by 2% than conventional burner. 


b) Swirl flow burner shows lower CO emission than domestic burner. 


c) Swirl 110w burner when used with modified pan support increases the thermal efficiency of the 


stove from 64.22 to 66.59. This s lightest rise in efficiency will save approximately Rs. 431.31 


crares in domestic sector only. Because of this the operating cost per cylinder wil! be reduced 


by Rs.II /- . The cost of the existing burner is approximately Rs. IOOI- whereas the total cost of 


proposed burner might be Rs. [501- in mass production. And the cost of pan support will be 

Rs.501- Thus the extra cost of the new burner can be reco vered within the usage 5 cylinders. 

3.2 CO emissions of the swirl Ilow burner: 


The influence of the pan height to the flame front and Reynolds number has been introduced as the 


changing conditions, To study the improvement of future domestic gas burners by increasing the 

thermal efficiency as well as decreasing CO emissions, LPG was used as the testing gas for the 

examination of these burners. The resu lts indicated that, using the swirl motion improved the thermal 

effi c iency and CO emissions, but for dle Star pattern burner the CO emissions improved evidently. 

Increasing the pot height from the burner front flame decreased the thermal effiCiency and CO emissions 

under all operating conditions due to lower pigmentation of the fl ame to the pan bottom which reduces 

the heat transfer from the flames to the heated pan. For the S"'irl fl ow burner, the efficiency increased 

by 2.7% from thc bcnchmorked burncr. On the othcr hand, thc CO cmiJ~iun dccrcuJuu bj' 80% for the 

star pallern burner from the benchmark due to two reasons increased first the gaps between each flame 

length which allowed more air 10 reach the flames and help complete the combustion process secondly 

the increased flame length because of impinging flames increased the iner1ia of the flow which resulted 

into propagation in the rad ial dimension decreasing the contact with the heated load. The results showed 

that the swirl flow burner yields higher thermal efficiency and emits lower CO concentration than those 

of the conventional radial flow burner. A s wirl angle results in higher thermal efficiency and 

CO emi ssion. With increasing l oadi n.p~ i?f' _ mal effici ency increases but the CO emission 
/""'"" o?

decreases. For a lower loading height (1 or 1 cm),'tl ~l hest efficiency occurs at the inclination angle 
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I So , On the other ]lami. af a higher loadillg Ileig.ht. 4 enl. iilCrllJaI cffidency inCl"(;!;tses \·'vith Ihl.! inclinHtion 


angle. Moreover, the addition of a shield ca ll [lcilievc a great increase in thenll<l l clTi cicncy. abollt 4

5%. ar~d a decrease in CO emiss ion for the same burller (Swi rl l1ow), 


3.3 Thermal Efliciclli.':Y calculati on: 


Three different burners design were tested at dine-rent ai r to fuel rat io (A /F). pan heigh l and burner 


power to indicate their effect on the burner performance and 10 find the most suitable and optimum 


condition for each burner design. 


In order to find the thermal efficiency, the International Standard EN 30 [24, 25] tes t and calculated 


fro m the following equations: 


EEgasbunler = Etheoric /EgasbunwT (I) 


Etheor = 4.186 x 10 -3 x me x t2 - t1 (2) 


Egasburner = Vc x Hs (3) 


me = mel +0. 213me2 (4 ) 


Vc = Vmes x pa+p-pw 1013.25 x 288.15 273.15+tg (5) 


Where; 


• 	 E gas burner: energy content of the consllmed gas for the prescribed healing in MJ and rou nded 


to the /irst decimal place; 


• 	 Etheoric: theoretic minim um required energy for the corresponding prescribed heating in MJ 


and rounded to the fi rst decimal place. 


• 	 me: is the equ ival ent mass of the pan fill ed 

• 	 mel: is the lIlass of the water used in the pan 

• 	 me2: is the mass of the a lumi nium correspondi ng to the pan and its lid (the mass me2 to be 


taken into account will be the mass measured). 


• 	 Vc: is the volume of the dry gas consumed, in cubic meters, determined from the measured 


volume, by the following formula: 


• 	 Vmes: is the measured gas volume, in cubic meter 

• 	 pa: is the atmospheric pressure, in mbars 

• 	 p: is the gas supply pressure at the point where the heart input is measured, in mbars; 

• 	 pw: is the partial vapor pressure, in mbars; 

• 	 tg: is the gas temperature at the point where the heat input is measured, in degrees Celsius; 

• 	 Hs: is the gross calorific value of the gas . 

3.3 CO emission's calculation's: 

On the other hand, to measure the combustion emissio ns the intemational standard EN-30European 

Standard [24,25] is used. In this standard the com bustion ·emission is evaluated by measuring the CO 

concentration in the air and water vapor free plOd ucts (ncl I'mmlStion) as shown in the following 

equati on: ~r~~il J 
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(CO) IV = (CO) M x (C02) IVI (C02) M 

• 	 (CO)N: is the volumetric percentage of carbon monoxide content relative to the dry, air free 

products ofcombustion; 

• 	 (C02) N: is the vo iumcLric perccntage ofearbon dioxide calculated tor the diY, air~free products 

o r combustion; 

• 	 (CO)M: is the volumetric percentages of carbon monoxide 

• 	 (C02) M:is the volumetric percentages of carbon dioxide measured in the dry sample during 

the combustion test. 

So finall y to have as a compromise for an enhanced efficiency and lowered combustion emissions 

the Swirl burner would be promising to study more, and more cases must be designed for the pattern 

burner adding an inclination angle to enhance the contact between the flames and the heated load. 

4 Co nclusion: 
I. 	 Swi rl burner when used with modified pan support increases the thenmal efficiency of the 

stove ITom 64.22 to 66.59. This slightest rise in efficiency will save approximately Rs. 431.31 
crores in domestic sector only. Because of this the operating cost per cylinder will be reduced 
by Rs.II/-. 

2. 	 The cost of the existing burner is approximately Rs.1 001- whereas the total cost of proposed 
burner might be Rs.1501- in mass production. And the cost of pan support will be Rs.501
Thus the extra cost of the new burner can be recovered within the usage 5 cyli nders. This 
proposed change can be easily adopted on existing stove. 

3. 	 Experimental set up can be developed for a different combination of port angles and their 
optimum value can be found out. Further efficiency can be enhanced by developing a 
recuperator, which utilizes a waste heat of the flue gases to preheat the air (reactants), 
required for the combustion. Also a porous media burner can be developed in which the 
combustion flame is embedded. 
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Abstract 

An autonomous and low-cost system/or leak deleetion in/luid distribution system is proposed in this 
paper. The proposed robolic system is capable ojdetecting smal/leaks. This il1-line p ipe leak detection 
robot uses the presence ofa radial pressure gradient neGr the leak site. The pressure gradient creales 
suction jorce, which ill turn I i/IS the disc from neutral position. This rotation is detected using gyro
accelerometer sensor. This method does not require skilled operalOl"s. Leak signals are sent wirelessly 
using Blueloolh 10 computerJor inspeclion. 

Keywords-leak detection, inexpensive, 
In-pipe, fluid distribution system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pipelines are used for long-distance transportation of fluids such as liquid or gas, usually to a 
market area for consumption. Over the time these pipelines which are buried develop leaks and lead to 
introduction of contaminants into the pipeline which co uld deteriorate the quality of fluid and give rise 
to health risks. 

Several methods exist that are employed to detect the location of the leaks. However most of 
them are detecting leaks from outside pipe system. With many ambient conditions influencing the 
results, it is hard to accurately locate the leaks and they often require manual work or skilled operators. 
Thus, most of outside pipe approaches are costly but not effective. 

Therefore, it is necessary to fi x those leaks and first step in doing 50 is accurately identi tying 
where the leaks are within the vast network of pipelines. To more efficiently and accurately detect the 
leak, an in pipe approach is taken. 

Shantanu Datta et al [I] Xiao-lian Wang et al [2] summarizes the various methods used for leak 
detection. This method is time consuming and also does not localize the leak site. Sniffer gas technique 
uses coloured or odour gas. The gas is filled in the system. The gas leaks are then monitored using 
specially designed sensors. This method is expensive and not reliable. Acoustic methods depend on the 
acoustic signal produced due to interaction of gas or liquid flows past a crack or hole [3], [4] , [5]. The 
main disadvantage is that the method is slow and it requires experience. Peter et a l r61 in his work uses 
[ntrared thermography to detect leak in buried pipeline. The basic principle is the difference in thermal 
conductivity of wet and dry soi l. l. H. Goh [7] et al states a method in which Electromagnetic sensor is 
used . Main drawback is that it can detect only one leak at a time. 

The radial pressure gradient has already been used to detect leaks [9], [1 0], [II]. The MIT Leak 
detector detect leaks and provides infonnation about position of the leak location. The main 
disadvantage is the detection is dependent on material characteristics and thi s requires calibration for 
every new pipeline. Sutej et al [12] describes about a prototype that uses leavers that can detect the 
existence ofleak. The drawback is sensitivity is not same in all directions. 
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I L SF_NSOR DESI(iN 

A pressure drop is generated at the leak due to tluid !low producing a sliction rorce. Sensor 
designed consists ofa disc sllspended by two springs that are used to maintain the neutral position once 
it has passed the Icuk site. The. disc has a gyro-accelerometer sensor mOllnted on it. The periphery of 
the e1isc is mounted with long elastic membranes of very small thickness. As the membrane moves near 
the leak, the rapid chc.nge in pressure, forces the membrane towards the circumference of the pipe unci 
gets attached to the leak site. This creates a drag on the disc and the disc tilts. This tilling is detected by 
the gyro-accelerometer sensor. The sensor data is transmitted to the computer via Bluetooth. 

Fig.l A gyro-accelerometer sensor and He-OS Bluetooth module 

Ill. ROBOT DESIGN 

A Robotic system was designed with the prime objective of moving the sensor inside the pipe_ 
Pipe of diameter "4 inch" (II Oem) is chosen. The robot is mounted with two microcontrollers_ One 
microcontroller controls the direction of motion and speed of robots and other processes sensor data. 

The sensor designed is mounted to the front of the robot One battery is used as power supply_ 
This supply is given to the left and the right wheel motors through motor driver. The connection between 
the robotic segment and an operator is established wirelessly using Bluetooth module He-OS. The 
proposed system will be tested in the laboratory. 

Fig. 2 Top view of robotic system 
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Fig. 3 Side viC\\I oj" robotil.: system 

IV. 	TEST APPARATUS 

The robot is placed in the pipe and c lo~cd. The pipe is pressurized using a compressor. Pressure 
regulator can be adjustt;;d to vary pressure inside the pipc. thus serves as H method to measure the 
sensitivity of des igned scn~or. 

V. 	 DATA ACQUISITION 

The sensor designed provides six raw values from gyro-accelerometer sen:sor. Accelerometer 
reads both tilt of the sensor disc and acceleration of the robot. Gyroscope integrates angular velocity 
with respect to time to produce a tilt angle. A wireless connection is established between the two 
microcontrollers and the sensor data is interpreted in the form of a graph in Arduino IDE software. 
There exists a sudden change in angle value whenever a leak exists. The time difference between leaks 
can provide a method to locate the leak. 

VI. RESULTS 

The system was deployed in a pipe of"4 inch" (I I Ocm) diameter. Leak of relatively small s ize ) 	 is accurately measured. The sensor designed was found satisfactory and provided reliable results. The 
result of leak test in a pipe with two holes separated by a distance using Serial Plotter of Arduino IDE 
software is shown in the fi gure. 

'"I 
! 

. ) ------.;~--~,.---~ 

Fig. 4 Leak Monitoring in Arduino IDE 

VII. DRAWBACKS AND REMEDIES 

o 	 The duty cycle of the robot is very less. It can be increased by making the sensor arrangement 

self-propelling. 


o 	 The location of the leak is not indicated clearly. Bluetooth is not feasible in real time due to its 

limited range. Adding a GPS to the system extends the range. 


o 	 The spring arrangement on which disc is suspended is susceptible to vibrations. Further, 

research will help in finding proper suspension aJTangements. 


VIII. CONCLUSION 

This research focuses on deve loping low cost robot that can be used to detect leaks in fluid-distribution 
pipes. 
The prototype built is inexpensive and its making cost is very less. The leak detection method is 
continuous and can detect leaks irrespective of material prope'\ie .-;-:;-;, 
The system does not require any expertise to operate. Once th~PS m;,J( W'~ ded to the leak location 
can be accurately detennined thus increasing reliability ~nd ease of u "0 rther, computational 
algorithms can be developed to analyse the magnitude and ~ature~ofthe l 'ioa~ ;:;; 
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ABSTRACT 
Generally we are lIsing hydro enerRY, wind energy or minerals (coal) (v produce electricity .As water 
has a major scarcity problem and Wi wind energy CClII'1 be used everywhere due 10 ils prerecluisile 
requiremclIl. Sun is the unly source of energy that i.\' available mostly throughout the world. thaI's 
why we are using solar energy_ Salol' photo voltaic panels {:(m be installed on roofofstructure 01' on 
the ground. Normally lve focus on the ground mouJ7fing strIfcture, so in this paper by considering 
some design structure Clnd analysis of solar panels SUpPOri structure, structural loads and height of 
the structure can be done llsing different software, to determine its load calcliialion, 10lal 
deformation, equivalent elastic strain, equivalent .\'Iress and reaction force on the structure, 
Identification ofthe structure critical points, if can be jill'lher extending up to differenl material. 

KeYlVords- Solar panel, three legs support structllre, PosM4.C, simonkol/eile, structural analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Solar energy is a renewable free source of energy that is sustainable and totally inexhaustible, 
unlike fossil fuel s that are finite. It is also a non-polluting source of energy and it does not emit any 
greenhouse gases when producing electricity. Photo vo ltaic solar cells convel1 sunlight directly into 
electricity by the so-called photo voltaic effect, by which certain materials are able to absorb photons 
(light particles) and liberate electrons, generating an electric current. 
The types ofmoullling struclure to mount the solar panels are as follows: 
Ground mounting structure, roof, top-of-pole, side of pole, tracking. The mounting structure is the 
supporting structure that holds the solar panels or arrays of solar panels to the ground. The solar 
panels, either on rooftops or on the ground, they are Inounted on metallic structures. Mounting 
structures made of steel or aluminium support the panels on the ground, and also tilt them at an 
optimal angle to receive maximum sunlight. You might ask why solar panels cannot be directly 
attached to the ground. The fOllowing are the reasons panels need to be attached to the roof or to the 
ground. The panels themselves cannot be d irectly attached to the ground owing to their structure, and 
hence they need a separate mounting structure. Solar panels need a secure fastening to the roof or 
ground to protect against winds. Mounting structures do this function. Solar panels also require 
protection against water and other elements that gather on the ground or on the roof. In case of rooftop 
solar, the roof might not have a suitable inclination to get the maximum from sunlight. Having 
mounting structures at a sui table angle can tilt the solar panels at an optimal angle. You need some 
space between the solar panels and the ground for the cables etc. In addition to that there is nf need 
space fur repairs and Inaintenance of the panels. Typically, mounting structures cost about 10% of 
total system cost for large solar power plants and about 15% for smaller power plants. In this paper 
we are going to optimize the ground mounting structure design and by studying the material to get 
better strength, less cost and increase its longevity. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

I. To detelmine the optimized geometric configuration of the three legs support structure of a solar 
panel under a load when subjected to stotic load. 
2. Studying the new coating and comparing it with con ' · riat . coatinc~" 
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III. L1n:RATlJRli: SlJRYF:Y 

Mihailidis et all J'eprt!s0I1teci the analysis of two dilfen':lIt (k:sign approaches of solar panel support 
structures. 
1. Fixed support structure design. 
2. Adjustable 5npp0l1 structure design. 

They did analysis according to the following steps. 

I. Load calculation. 
2. Analysis of the structurc. which includes the creation of a Finite element model using ANSA as 

pre-processor. Loads calculated in the first step are applied to the model. As solver MSC Nastran is 

used. 

3. Identification of the structure critical points. According to the resuits weak points are redesigned in 
order to increase the end. 
Chih-Kuang Lin et aF use FEA approach to find the effects of self-weight and wind loads on 
structural deformation and misalignment of solar radiation. They consider distribution of stress and 
deformation with wind speed 7rn1s and 12m/s with various blowing directions including gravity. The 
result shows that this CAE technique is applicable for designing a reliable. Highly stressed regions are 
located at bushing and ball bearing & according to von-mises criterion there is no structural failure for 
given photovoltaic system. The result also indicate displacement and angular displacement increase 
with an elevation angle for wind directions at, 0', 30' and 60' but it will started decrease with wind 
direction of 120', 150' and 180'. 
Alex Mathew et al3 worked on design and stability analysis of solar panel support sb·ucture made out 
from mild steel. They conducted this work as a part of project of Mahindra Reva Ltd. Named as "solar 
2 car". The result shows that the solar panel support structure can able to sustain a wind load with 
velocity 55rn1s. They calculated required amount of weight to withstand wind load for different wind 
zones without any holding arrangements and then after optimization can be done for easy assembly, 
dismantle and transportation. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Type of struclla-a! material: Some common materials used in the manufacture of structures are 
Galvalume, PosMAC', and hot dip galvanized metallic structures. The material must allow for the 
structure to be sturdy so as to withstand the load of the module and the wind load. The solar mounting 
structure can be made up of many materials as mentioned in the previous paragraph. It can be made 
with the help of welding and with the use of nuts and bolts. The mounting is made up of legs, rafter, 
outline, base plate which are joined together with the help of u-clamps-c1amps and spring bolts. 
Software used to make the mounting is solid works for creating 3D model. ANSYS software is used 
for analYSing the load analysis on the mounting. 

PosMAC (pOSCO Magnesium Aluminium alloy Coating product) is a ternary alloy coated steel (Zn-
3%Mg- 2.5%AI) with high corrosion resistance developed with POSCO's own technology. PosMAC 
is the registered trademark of POSCO. 

Following are PosMAC characteristics: 
PosMAC is a corrosion resistant product that is 5 to 10 time's stronger resistance than that of a normal 
hot-dip galvanized steel sheet (GJ, GI (Hot Dip)) with the same coating weight. PosMAC has an 
excellent cross-section corrosion resistance; normal thick plating products can be replaced with this 
product. The same processing, assembly and painting process can be applied to PosMAC as one 
would apply to Gl. 

This paper focuses on analysis of different types of design of ground mounting structure. By 
performing FEA analysis on different Iyp design stmcture of solar ground mounting which was 
design in SOLlDWORKS (V20 16)/lfrtO anal i NSYS software using static structural. 
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Fig. I PosMAC coating layer 

TABLE I 


COMPARISON BETWEEN 


Chemicollreo lmenl 
li!m 

PosMIiC 
cooling loyer 

Sleel 

DIFFERENT DESIGNS OF GROUND MOUNTING STRUCTURE 
HDG Strut Channel: ~ 86/Kg; PosMAC: ~ 76 IKg' 

Four Legs (SOx5.0 111111) 

Mass = 13 1.0570 Mass = 140.1699 Mass = 137.1 179Mass = 156.7295 
kilo rams kilo rams kilo ams kilo rams 

Total Cost : ~ 9,960.332 Total Cost: ~ 10,420.960Total Cost: Total Cost: ~ 11,911.442 
~ 10,652.912 

Purline TD(mm) = Purline TD(mm) = Purline ID(mm) = 0.5674 Purline TD(mm) = 0.8898 
4.5538 1.0743 Rafter TD(mm) = 0.3810 Rafter TD(mm) =0.6859 

Rafter TD(mm) Rafter TO(mm) = 
4.8991 0.8701 
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l:ig,2: talic structure Analysis ofThn.:e l.egs support (40x40 llllll) 

1. 'T'hrce legs (S(h50 I11m): - This design includes 6 legs (W.l".l bcsse plate), X purJine and 12 panols. By 
applying the hOlindalY conditions as. density I(lf stl'lleture is 7850 kg/m", density for panel s is 416.67 
kglm:;~ applying the standard gravity 9.81 I11/s.:! , maximum derormation or 4.89 n1ln for rafter and 4.55 
mm for Purlinc. Total mass of structure cXI.:!uding solar panels is 131.057 kg, By applying the 
material cost or ~ 76 Ikg. the total cost or the structure is ~ 9,960.332. As the deformation of thi s 
structure exceeds the allowed range there is the need for design modification to optimize the structure. 

2. Four legs (SOx50 IIIm):- In this design there is an addition of extra two legs in an attempt to reduce 
the total deformation of purline and rafter. Thlls total no of legs adds lip to 8. This increases the 
material and thus increasing the total mass of the structure. Applying similar boundary conditions as 
for three legs structure we get total mass of the structure as 140.16 kg. The total cost is ~ 10,6S2.9 12. 
The total deformation for Purline reeluced to 1.074 mm and for rafter 0.870 mm. Due to the extra pair 
of legs the total deformation of structurc reduces considerably but due to increase in material cost also 
increases. It also increases the foundation cost for the extra pair of legs thus there is a need for 
optimization. 

3. Three legs support (SOx50 mm):- This design is similar to the three legs but with slight changes in 
the design. Instead of using the 4th legs for reducing the deformation a support is added to structure. 
Total four supports are provided to the stnlcture, the supports are connected from the middle of the 
rafter to the base of the legs. Applying the similar boundary conditions the total weight of the 
structllre is IS6.72 kg and total deformation is 0.S67 mm, 0.3810 mm for purline and rafter 
respectively. The total cost of the structure adds up to ~ 11,9 11.44. Deformation is within the allowed 
limits but cost is comparatively high. Thus there is need for optimization. 

4. Three legs support (40x40 mm):- The main problem with three legs support structure (SOx50 mm) 
was the cost compared to other structures. Also the deformation was way more within the allowable 
limits. So to reduce the cost of the structure there is a need for reduction in material. As the design is 
optimum with added support, so instead of changing the design the cross-sectional dimension of the 
legs are reduced to 40x40 mm. Thus for this design by applying the boundary conditions we get 
analysis res ult as total mass is 137.117 kg, the total deformation is 0.88 mm and 0.68 mm for pur/ine 
and rafter respectively. The cost optimizes up to ~ 10,420.96. Because of its three legs the foundati on 
cost is reduced compared to four legs structures. By this results we conclude that this is the optimum 
design for the mounting structure as deformation is within the acceptable limits and the total cost of 
the structure is also comparatively less than any other st ructure. 
PosMAC shows S to 10 times corrosion resistance compared to galvanised sheet steel on fl at surfaces. 
In addition PosMAC shows equal or greater cOITosion resistance than Galvalume on flat surface. The 
magnesium (Mg) in PosMAC's coating layer will accelerate the formation of a dense corrosion 
product called "Simonkolleite (ZnS(OH)8CI2 H 20)" which is extremely stable. When simonkolleite 
is formed on the surface ofthe coating layer in a film-like-form, it plays a role as a corrosion inhibitor 
for the base metal. In addition, the upper coating layer can be dissolved to cover the cross-section and 
accelerate the growth of a stable corrosion product. However red-rust can be found in the already 
exposed steel plate, but fortunately, the film of the corrosion products covers the cross-section and 
serves to prevent corrosion. 
PosMAC has particularly excellent galling & scratch resistance compared to that of GI due to its high 

surface hardness. Consequently, PosMAC excretes less dust-like compound than a GI, so our 

customers can keep their press machines clean during the forming process. 

Test Method: 

Surface inspection after salt spray test (S% NaCl, 3S0C) every 24Hr. 
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TA 1\ !.r': /I 
COMPARISON TO «OJ (H » /Gt\LYALUM[, 

IN CORROSION .: ON FLAT SURF 

480 Ill'S. 

720 hI'S. 

1440 hl'S_ 

V_ CONCLUSION 

1. Solar panel ground mounting structw'e experiences the loads under gravity due to weight of the 
panels. 
2. This three leg (40x40 mm) support structure which is designed can successfully withstand this load. 
FEA is a good tool to reduce the time consuming theoretical work and also reduce costly experimental 
work. 
3. Depending on the analysis of the corrosi.on test, it has been concluded that PosMAC is the optimum 
coating material as compared to conventionally used coating materials. 
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AbslraCI 

The firs' ornilhoplers capable ofjlighl were JOys buill in the lale 191h cenllllY in France. Large-scale, 
piloled ornilhopters were jirsl developed inlhe em'ly 20th cel1lury. Piloled ornilhoplers come ill two basic 
categories: engine-powered and human-powered In Ihis paper, we are concentraling on the procedure 
for lhe design andfabricalion ojjIal wing ornilhopler wilh theflappingfrequency of6Hz and wingspan of 
1m. While designing an omilhopler chronological sequence should be mail7lained, in Ihal we have 10 

selecl flapping frequency according 10 predicled weight then by selecling a suitable molar we have 10 

design gearbox for Ihe required reduclion ratio. Ajier lhat, while designing wing there are difJerent 
paramelers like the coefficiel7l of drag, aspect ralio, elc. optimum seleclion of these parameters is 
important. The designing tail is important as it is responsible for pitch and yaw control, during the design 
oftail slability and control for flight are the parameters to be considered. Ajier the design ofmechanical 
components seleclion ofelectronic components like ballery. ESC, servomolors, controller, and receiver 
are selected. In this paper, we have discussed Ihe mosl advantageous types of these electronic 
componenls, 

KeYlVords - Ornilhopter, Micro-Aerial Vehicle (MA V), Flapping wing design, Gearbox design, Flapping 
mechanism 

I. Ii" KUUuL. "UN 

An ornithopter i, " m"chine rie,ienen to "chieve fli~ht by flappine its wings like a real bird . The word 
"ornithopter" comes from the Greek words for ubird" and "wing". Nature-espec ially ammals· have been 
the foremost inspiration for the design of many of the objects we use in our daily li ves. From items as 
si mple as forks to sophisticated airplanes, humans have continually looked to nature fo r clues. While 
some of the efforts to mimic nature have led to great successes, others have faBed to materialize into 
practical outcomes. One such futil e effort is the abi lity to fly like other volant animals in nature. This 
ability has always intrigued humans for a very long while until the invention of airplanes which although 
are excellent and reliable in many respects, do not quite sati sty that desire to reach for the skies and soar 
like birds, bats, and insects. The insatiable quest to fly like birds has recently led to the design of various 
micro-aerial vehicles (MAV) modeled after smaller insects and birds as well as medium-sized 
omithopters-a general term for flapping-wing propelled aircraft. 

Flapping wing flight like fi xed-wing fli ght works based on the principle of action and reaction as 
described by Newton's third law of motio ' ng body ge nerates lift by displacing a mass of air 
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downwards and thrus t by dispbcing a sunick:nl IllHS~ or ai r III llle opp{)~itc direction to the des ired 
dire(.;tion ofllight. 

II. DrSIUN A NI, FArlRlCATION OF A N OI{NI n IOI'TER 

A. Gearhux (l1ll1 Flapping lHechalJislTI 

The Illost critical part of the ornithoptcl' is the drive mechanism tbat cOllverts the electric power from 
the battery to the napping motion of the wings . This system is the most complex to design and fabricate 
because it mllst withstand very large forces that reverses direction several times a second while at the 
same time it needs to be extremely light and durable. Because ofthc loads, it Illust be made fi-om durable 
material which makes it beneficial to perform careful analysis and trim as Illuch weight as possi ble_ The 
drive system call be further broken down into foUl' sl.::ctions, the electric motor, a gear reduction s tage, a 
linkage to convert the high torque rotation into a reciprocating molion and the connection to the wing 
spars. Re terring to ditTerent research papers, we have concluded to take a napping frequency o f 6 Hz for 
flat wings [I). Now to obtain 6 Hz fi'equency at wing we decided to use a motor with 7500 RPM (125 Hz) 
and for required speed reduction, the gearbox is designed [2). 

Gear reduction for outer runner motor having specification speed of7500 RPM should be, 

6 Hz ~ 5 x 60 ~ 360 rpm i ~ 7500 1360 ~ 20.83 

Where, 
i = tota l reduction 

As i lies in between 6 and 36: a 2-s tage gearbox will be required, 
Speed reduction in each sUlge, 

i'~ .Ji ~ 4.5 

'module was assumed to be I mm (as the gears of module I are easily available) 

Accordingly, calculations were done and specifications of required gears were obtained , as specified in 

the following table, 


TABLE I 


S PECIFICATION OF GEARS 


GEAR NO. PITCH DIAMETER NO. OF TEETH MODULE QUANTITY 

I 10 10 I I 

2 45 45 I I 

3 II II I I 

4 50 50 I 2 

The shafts used were 3mm mild steel shafts with push-fit. For the flapping motion of the wing, we select 
a simple four-bar mechanism [1). Crank and wing shoulder (rocker) of mechanism must be strong for 
sustaining the large force and connecting rod should have some flexibility so for that tie rod is the bes t 
option_ 

J) Material Selection for Components ofGearbox: 

a Motor pinion - Mild s teel 

a Other gears - Nylon 
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o Shan -- Steel 
o Crank and connecting rod - Carbon ti ber 

2) D~sign of Gear 80:< and flapping Mechanism in Sol id-Works 

Fig. I CA D model of four-bar crank mechanism Fig. :2 

CAD mode l of Gearbox 

3) Manufactured Gearbox and Flapping Mechanism 

Fig. 3 Actual Gears Fig. 4 Parts of the gearbox frame 

Fig. 6 Assembly flapping Fig. 5 Assembly of gearbox and 

mechanismmotor 
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IJ. Wings 

As with the napping mechanism. there arc Ill /Illy w~ly:~ 10 build i11l ornithopter wing. The simple 
"membrane" type of ornithoptt!J" wing is the most cO!1llllon!y uSl!d. This is not only because it is easy to 
build . It is also ~he most consistl!rH ly succc..:ssful ornithoptt:r wing design. The membrane wing consists 0 r 
a spar, at the leading edge of the wing., and a membrane. which cx tonds backward from the sp<lr and 
attaches to the body of the orn ilhopter. Now ,IS we have chosen membrant: type of wing, the second 
important thing is to decide the dimensions of the wing. One of the key points to be considered while 
designing wings is the Aspect ratio. The aspect ratio is the ratio of the ....vingspan to the chord length. For 
the low aspect ratio (AR= !.2). the i"llci consumption is high becHuse of more drag force. Also, the low 
aspeot ratio results in the low stabi lity of birds during flighl. All these disadvantages can be resolved by 
using a high aspect ratio (AR= 12.5), But keeping the ~spect ratio ns high as 12.5 will give a very high 
value of wingspan, eventually, the size of the bird will be more, and a bird will be bulky [3]. Hence a 
moderate value of Aspect ratio, 5.6 is selected. 

Considering different parameters of the frame, initial weight of the bird, and frequency of 
flapping the width of the wing is considered as 18 cm. and with the help of aspect ratio, the wingspan is 
calculated as 102 cm. with 2 em as frame thickness~ the length of each wing becomes SOcm. The process 
for calculating specifications can be seen in the sec tion be low 1"4]. 

First, the constants were set. 
• Coefficient of Drag (Cd) = 2 
• Density of ai r (p) = 1.225 kg/m' 
• Acceleration due to gravity (G) = 9.81 mis' 
• Maximum angle wing makes concerning the body (8) = 0.5236 radians 

The coefficient of drag was set as if the wing was a flat plate. This was done because the velocity 
of the wing is in the Y direction concerning the direction of the travel of Wing. Also, the surface area of 
the wing when looking straight at Wing's beak produces negligible drag. Therefore, the only source of 
drag will come from this flapping motion. Finally, values were calculated, Considering 

• Wing Span (b) = 1 meter 
• Chord Length (c) = 0.18 meter 
• Initial Weight of Bird = 0.55 kg 

1) Drag Force (Fv Was Calculated with The Fo//a>dng Equation: 

Fd = (p*Cd * C * b' )/3 

2) Angular A10menlwll (w) Was Calculaled Using the Following Equation: 

3) The Torque (1) Ofthe Wings Was Theil Calculated: 

4) Power (P) In Walls Was Calculated: 


P = r*w 


With the help of above standard equations, the drag force is calculated as 0.147 N, Angular 
momentum obtained is 6.05 rad/s, the value for the torque of is 2.0 I N-m and the power required is 
12.16 watts. Since the power of the availab le motor is 255 .\;\:i'!f~~~ 
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drag torce and the ornithopter can tly easily. The parameter for wings is now decided so the second most 
important thing is to provide proper support to wings. Support is a crucial part of wing design and needs 
to be provided so that the wing membrane won)1 get torn off. In thi s support structure, the spar is the part 
where all forces react.ion gels transmitted. 

For spars, we require high rig idity and stiffness where for membrane we require high tensile strength 
with less weight. 

• Material selection for wing: 

o Spar - Corban Fiber 
o Membrane - Nylon Fabric 

Fig. 7 Carbon fiber rod (Spars) 

Manufactured wing with 3D printed c~mnectors 

C. Tail 

Fig. 8 

Steering is usually done by the tail. The wings can be used for steering, but this is less consistently 
successful and more difficult to implement. A simple elevator and rudder system is very effective for 
ornithopter steering. For a more birdlike appearance, though, a flat. triangular tail is more often used. The 
tail may swing out to the left and right sides so that the downforce of the tail causes a rolling moment on 
the omithopter. Alternatively, the lail may rotate about its long axis. In this case, the down force is 
redirected in a way that provides yaw control. Flat v shape design is used since it is cons istently 
s uccessful [6]. 

• Material selection for the tail: 
o Spar - Carbon Fiber 
o . Membrane - Nylon Fabric 

it 
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Fig. 10 Tail Assembly Fig. 9 CAD model of tail 

D. Selecliol1 afElectronic Components 

I) 	 MaioI' 

Most radio-controlled ornithopters are powered by an electric motor 

and battery. There are several types of electric motor that may be lIsed in an 

ornithopter. The selection of motor type will depend on your specific 

project. The motor should be small in size. Big size motor weight a lot and 

weight can be very critical for the design. At the same time, the electric 

motor should be sturdy to provide enough torque to overcome air 

resistance. 


In a brushless type motor, the electromagnets are switched on and off -;;:;;:mci,:;:~:: 

electronically, so there are no mechanical contacts which make the brushJess motor more 

we have selected "Avionic C2830/12KV 1000 Brllshfess Motor" which satisfies all the requirements. [5] 


Fig, 11 Motor 

• 	 Specifications of the motor: 

o 	 Power - 255W 
o 	 Weight - 60g 

2) 	 BallelY 

Birds use their body fat to store energy for flight. In OUr omithopter, 

the battery is the most massive component by weight and size, so it's 

critical to choose the right one, To power the motor, we use aLi-Po 


. battery. The capacity of the mass coefficient of such a cell is high. Also, 
they can output a high cun'ent value which is so required for brushless 
motors [5]. 

• 	 Specifications of the battery: 

o Capacity - 1000mAh 

o 3 cells, I 1.1 V 
o 	 Weight - 85g Fig. 

12 Battery 

3) Electronic Speed Control 
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We need H controllt::r to control and regulat!;! the speed of the brushlcss 
motor any hobby ESC is su itable the only thing to check is continuous and 
peak current. To reduce the weight of the orn ithopter, it is better to choose 
the controller in the mini form. 

• Specifications ofthc ESC: 
o Peak current - 20Amp 
o Weight - 20g 

4) ServomolOl"S 

In the ornithopter, the motor is lIsed only for flapping wings. To steer 
the omithopter, we need 2 servos that will position the tail. One servo for 
attitude control (pitch). Second for turns (roll). This servo should be light 
and sturdy. 

For the given purpose, the servo motor weighing 9 grams having 
plastic gears is selected. 

Fig. 13 ESC 

Fig. 14 Servomotor 

5) RIC Controller and Receiver 

The Remote Controller used to transmit conunands to omithopter 

was a FLYSKY FS-i6s along with FLYSKY FS-iA6B receiver. This 

combination was initially chosen because it offers superi or protection 

against interface while maintaining lower power consumption and high 

reliable receiver sensitivity. The controller has a fairly standard set of 
two joysticks, each wi th two degrees of freedom, two dials, and four 
switches. It has s ix s ignal channels, mapped by default to all four joys tick 
directions and the two dial s, although th is was adjusted to include one of 
the switches. These channels send information via pulse-width 
modulated signals which could control a servo or motor directly. The 
receiver counterpart to the contro ller is very lightweight, 6 channe ls PPM type compatible for mounting 
GPS and Go-pro. 

Fig. 15 RIC Controller and receiver 

t;. MOinji-ame 

The mainframe of the omithopter is a surprisingly simple component ITom a design standpoint. 
Because the fl apping mechanism is contained fu lly within the gearbox frame the mainframe of the 
machine serves mainly to provide mounting locations for the wing mounts, electronic components, 
battery, and tail assembly. The frame design is a s ingle fla t plate which re lies on its thickness for stiffuess. 

• Material selection for mainframe 
o Mainframe - Reinforced Glass Fiber 
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fig, 16 Designed mainfi·mne 

Fig, 17 Manufactured mainframe 

III. ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC 
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Fig. 18 Electrical Schematic 

IV. CONCLUSION 
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In this paper, variolls mechanical aspects that define the designing of ornithoptcr has s llldied. The 
study is mainly focused on a wing and gearbox c\t:sign. Other things like motor, battery, ESC, servo 
motors, controller and receiver are just pnrt ofseleclion based on payload capacity and compatibility with 
mechanical components. 

While designing an ornithopter chronological sequence should be maintained in that according to 
predicted weight, flapping frequency of wing should be decided. Depending on the availability of the 
motor gearbox should be designed tor the required reduction ratio. By doing various calculations, based 
on lift and drag forces, the required wing area should be calculated and from aspect ratio. length and 
width were decided. 
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Abstract 
Pal/els and lrays used in indusby are widely lIIade up o/polypropylene plaslic. These are used/or 
malerial handling and /01' beller siorage efficiency. Once damaged or broken, il should be 
appropriately disposed or recycled, bUI Ihis does nol happen many limes and they (fre just thrown 
carelessly oul in the open or even burnt sometillles. This is harmful as polypropylene plastics are nOI1
biodegradable and are hanl?fitllo nature in many ways. Many previous studies have suggested 11701 
jule jiber composile has mechanical properties almost equal 10 polypropylene plaslic or more Ihan it 
in some cases. Also jule jiber composiles are nol harmful 10 nalure as Ihey are biode!,~·adable. 
A10reover, jute fiber composites have found many applications in recent years. This paper gives a 
literalure survey on feasibility of lIsing jule fiber composile inslead of polypropylene plastics for 
pallets and Irays used in indusfl)'. 

Keywords-jllte jiber composite, indllslrial pallet, industriallray, polypropylene plastic, nalural 
fiber composile 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pallets are used for various purposes like stacking, storing or moving materials with the use of 
forklifts, pallet jacks, erect cranes, etc. It is a fl at structure with stringers beneath it which provide jack 
openings to lift it. They are usually made up of plastics or woods and also metal in special cases. They 
come in various sizes recognized by International Organization for Standards (ISO) or can be 
customized. Various molding processes are used to manufacture pallets. Trays are a shallow, 
rectangular shaped structures used for storing, inspecting cleaning or finishing of smaller size and less 
weighing work pieces or products. Most commonly they are made up of plastics, but sometimes 
metals like aluminum and steel are used for specific purposes. They are manufactured by using 
different types of thermofonning processes. 

Various types of plastics are used for manufactuling these but in small scale indust,ies those made 
up of polypropylene are generally used because it is light in weight, has optimum strength and is 
economic. It has high melting point, around 160°C. It is quiet durable and resistant to many chemicals. 
In spite of having many ad vantages the major disadvantage of using polypropylene plastic is that it is 
non-biodegradable. After the life of these products is over, i.e. when they are damaged or broken they 
are most of the time thrown out in open 'or bUIllt. On burning it releases harmful gases. When thrown 
in water bodies it adversely affects the aquatic bodies and also causes water pollution. It prevents 
water from seeping into the ground. It affects the fertility of the soil. Dumping the plastic in the 
ground affects the growth of plants in the area as they do not get water from the soil. 

Jute fiber composite on other hand has similar advantages compared to that of polypropylene 
plastic. According to various studies, it has physical properties almost equal to polypropytene plastic 
and in some cases even more than it. Also jute fiber composite can be easily manufactured. And as it 
is a naturat fiber composite, it is biodegradable. Hence it can be easily disposed and cause no harm to 
the environment. Its range of melting point ca than that of polypropylene and is around 
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I85" C. And it has good chemical res istivity as wel l. It is almost as durable tiS polypropylene pl as tic. 
In rece!lt years it has lound a wiele range of appli cations. It is tlsed for making bio gas containers, 
suiic(lSC5. hetmets, toys. interiors of railway coaches, furniture. I~ll se ceilings etc, It can be easily 
manufactured by using molding processes like hand laminating/contact molding~ compression 
molding or resin transfer molding. Hellce. the pallets ,md [rays used fur industri al purposes can be 
made ofjute compos ite fiber instead of polypropylene plastic thus keeping the environment safe. 

II. FIBER REI NFORCED COMI'OSln: A:'<1l JITE 

Composites can be classified on the bas is of their matrix and reinforcement. 
• Matrix based composites are 
I. Polymer matrix composite 
2. Metal matrix composites 
3. Ceramic Matrix Composites. 

• Reinforccment based composites are 
I . Fiber reinfo rced compos ites 
2. Particle reinforced composites 

Jute fi ber composite is a polymer matrix composite and fiber reinforced composite. It is manu factllfed 
by cross-linking jute fi ber molecul es with resins in the fiber reinforced composite material matrix 
through a proprietary molecular re-engineering process. This gives it exceptional structural properties. 

Jute is one of the biggest soumes of natural fiber. The cellulosic fibers i.e. jute is obtained from the 
stem of the jute plant. Jute constitutes maj orlY of Lingo-Cellulose, a polymer. The chemical formula 
ofj ute is (C6H l oO,),. The table given below gives the composition of jute. 

TABLE ! 

COMPOSITIO N OF JUTE 


Cellulose 58% - 63% 
Hemi-cellulose 2 1% -24% 

Lignin 12%  !4% 
Protein 0. 8% - 2.5% 

Mineral Matter 0.6%- 1.2% 
Wax 0.4% - 0.8% 

Pectin 0.2% - 0.5% 

As observed in the table above, there is about 58%-63% of cellulose in j ute. Hence on combustion 
it does not produce any kind of toxic gases. It is carbon dioxide neulral and biodegradable. Also it has 
good chemical resistance, low thermal conductivity and is less abrasive. Besides as it is grown 
abundantly around the gl obe, it is cheap. Jute fiber also has some drawbacks which are inherent, some 
of them being stiffness and harshness. It is difficult to produce fine yarns because of presence of 
lignin in it. Because of lignin there is branching and fi ber length also varies. But as it has coarse and 
hard fi ber it is possible to improve its mechanical properties by removing the non-cellulosic 
components to some extent. Hence, in spite of having some disadvantages, those can be overcome by 
various means. This makes composites of jute fiber useful in various fields of science and engineering 
technology. 

The table below gi ves a comparison of mechanical properties of jute epoxy composite and 
polypropylene plastic. 
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TAIII .I·: III 
COM I'A RIS()N ()I' MECII,\NIt'i\l.l'lwl'UrI'lI.S 0 1' .It 1'1 I' EI'()XY COM POS IT!' ,\:-ID I'OI..YPIWPYLENI' 

.(
PI ,\STIC 

Property 
.Jllte Epoxy 
Co mposite 

Polypro py I Clle 
Pl:lStiC 

Tens ile Sl l'c lI~lh 42 .54 MPa 40.7 MPa 
I:Je",r,,1Slrcn~lh 45 rvlP" 40 MPa 
Young' s modulus 1250 MPa 1265 Nll'a 
rlexural modulus 1850 MPa 1400 iVlI'a 

Jute fiber composite is usually made by using Hand Laminating Molding or also called as contact 
molding. In thi s first the ciloppcd fibers and resins are sprayed 'with hand or [I spec ial gun on the 
mould and trimmed. Then it is i111ow~d to L:ure, And after curing it is removed from the mould, Other 
methods include Compression Molding (lnci Resin transfer molding which are rarely used. 

III.L1TEt!ATvnE REVIEW 
'I 

[I.] P. J . Roc el al. caleulmed tiber slrength orjute reinforced polyesler composite to be 442 
MNm-' and Young's modulus was cnlculaled as and 55.5 GNm-'. They are tough at Vr > OJ and 
have work of fracture 20 kJm·' . If the application does not req uire high strenglh jute has many 

~ i 
a 
n 

advantages as a composite. On comparing the properlies of jute and glass tiber on the b~s i s of cost 
and weight they concluded that jute tiber was superior to glass fiber in many aspects. Jute fiber forms 

in 

strong bond with the polyester resin. The jute composite is aesthetically better. Superior quality 
composites with specific propert ies can be produced with jute and polyester resin. And hence there is 

~I 

much scope for increasing the use ofjute fiber. 

[2.] Hua Wang el af. showed that by mod ifying the jUle fiber in jute fiber composi tes can increase 
the tensile strength more than 43 MPn and as high as about 83 MPa than the pure epoxy. The tensile 
strength, elongation at break void frac tion and interfacial adhesion of treated jute fiber composites 
was observed to be better than the corresponding raw jute fiber composites. Chemically treating the 
jute fiber makes the matrix-fiber adhesion st ronger. These findings were supported by SEM images of 
fractured surface of composites. 
composi tion of the j ute fiber. 

Also after treating che mically there was no change chemical ., 
\ 

[3.] Vivek Mishra el al. mentioned natural fibers are not only strong and less weighing but are also 
E 

comparatively cheap. The study 's result showed considerable effect of fiber loading on the 
mechanical properties of the composites. The hardness, impac t test and tensile propet1ies of jute
epoxy composites increase as fiber loading increases. Also the flexural strength and inter-laminar 
shear strengt h was affected by void content of composiles and improved with void content from 12 
wt.% to 48 wt.%. As void content decreases fiber loading increases. The tensile strength was found to 
vary from 43 MPa to 11 0 MPa when fibers varies from 0 wt.% to 48 w1.% . 4.875 J was the max imum 
impact strength in case of composite with 48 wt.% of fiber load ing. 

[4.] Md. Rashnal Hossain el al. tested jute fiber composites having jute fiber pre-for m staking 
sequences (0101010), 01+45°/-45% and 0190°190°/0. lt was found out that the tensile strength and 
stiffness of 0-0 laminate composite was more than that of 0-45 and 0-90 in longitudinal direction. Th is 
was because there was higher degree of fiber pull in that direction. But the scenario was opposite in 
case of bending strength in the same direction. In traverse direction the tensile strength and bending 
strength of 0-0 was lower than 0-45 and 0-90 lami nate composites. In the same direction of 0101010 
composites the jute fiber that was reinforced underwent drastic sl icing and fibrillation. This was the 
reason for poor traverse mechanical properties. 
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Abstract 
Nowadays, the main obstacle Ihal is encountered after Ihe producliOI1 is ofsorting. Arranging items in an 
indus"y is a dull modern process, which is by and large done physically. As a result, an automated 
system for sorting is greatly needed to replace a manual sorting system. Automation has and will continue 
10 lead to the growlh oj indus"·ies. In this paper, we have recommended an automated system that sorts 
objects according to their color using TCS230 color sensor, Raspberry Pi 3B+( Raspbian Operating 
System), Conveyor belt, and servo motors. The identification oj the color is based on the frequency 
analysis oj Ihe output oj the color sensor. 71,is machine is open·ended and can be jill'lher used to sort 
products based on their weights, size, material, etc. by using a dijforenltype ofsensor and some changes 
in the code. 

Keywords: Color Sorting, Raspbel'lY Pi 3B+, TCS230 color sensor, Conveyor bell, Servos. 

Introduction: 

We're in the midst of a significant transformation regarding the way we produce products, thanks to the 
digitization of manufacturing. This transition is $0 compelling that it is being called Industry 4.0 to 
represent the fourth revolution that has occurred in manufacturing. From the first industrial revolution 
(mechanization through water and steam power) to the mass production and assembly lines using 
electricity in the second, the fourth indust rial revolution will take what was started in the third with the 
adoption of computers and automation and enhance it with smart and autonomous systems fuelled by data 
and machine learning. 
lndustry 4.0 is all about automation and the Internet of things. Automation provides mechanical assistance 
by llsing a control system. This reduces manual efforts done by a human, time consumed, and also 
improves the time to market, and thus it has gained a lot of scope in industries. The research on 
automation and robotics has shown importance in industries, defense, surveillance, and security. 
Sorting of objects is necessary for indust ries where products are manufactured on a large scale. This 
process is simplified by automation. Objects are classified based on different characteristics like shape , 
color, and v-leight. The purpose of this model is to design and implement a system that automatically 
separates products based on their color. Color·based sorting is used in many industries like food 
processing factories, agricultural machinery like rice sorter, beans sorter, peanut S0l1er, etc. 
This machine consists of three parts: conveyor belt, color sensor, and servos. The output and input of 
these parts were interfaced using Raspbeny Pi. Raspberry Pi is a Linux based operating system which 
allows user to perform and develop task efficiently_ With the help of color sensor, the color of the object 
is detected. This detected color is used as an object sorting parameter by Raspberry Pi. 
Object Recognition is an important task in the field of automation. The color sensor is coded using the 
Python scripting language to recognize the color and feed it as input to the Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi is 
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used as thl! controllcr 10 conlrol Imrdwilre cunlpnncnts like the SCrvo 1ll{)lors. Raspbcrry Pi is a portabl e 
compull! l' with the j\RM I I <l l'chilCclUl'c, which runs 011 LillllX Debian cn vironment. The proposed system 
has an inclined passagL' thro ugh which the ob,iL:cI S arc ph!ccd in the system. The passage consists of .a 
color SfJ J1sor that detecls the color and Iceds Ihis 10 the Raspberry Pi . The Raspberry Pi then instructs the..: 
servo motor [Q open the nap a\ Ihe t.! nu of the inclined passage for ihe objt.!ct to slide onto the con veyo r 
belt. The conveyor belt. whioh is controlled by a motor which is powered by DC supply, then passes on 
the object to another inclined passage. In this P(l SSflgc. l\vO servos arc mOllnted, which segregate the 
objects into three containers depending on their color. 

Components: 

I) Raspberry Pi 31l+ 

Fig. I Raspberry Pi 3B+ 

The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ has a fast 64-bit IAGHz quad core processor, 1GB of RAM, fast dual-band 
802.11 b/g/nlac wireless LAN, Bluetooth 4.2, and significantly faster 300Mbitls ethernet. 

4 x USB 2.0 ports 
• 40 GPIO pins 
• Full s ize HDMI l.3a port 
• Combined 3.5mm analog audio and composite video j ack 
• Camera interface (CSI) 
• Display interface (DS!) 
• MicroSD slot 
• VideoCore IV mul timedia/3D graphics core @ 400MHzl300MHz 

2) Servos 

Fig. 2 Servo Motor 
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It is compact and lightweight. with high output power. This servo call rot<.ltc approximately 180 degrees 
(90 ill cach direction). Any servo code. hardware or library can be used to conlrol these servos. It comes 
with 113 horns (arms) and hard ware. Tht: Specifications of serve 1110tor arc mentioned below: 
• Make- FliTABA S300] 
• Opernting voltage (4.8 V) 3.17 kg-em 
• Opcrating speed (4.8 V) 0.23 sec/60degrecs 
• Pul se eyclc- JOms 
• Pulse width- 500-3000 microseconds 

3) TCS 230 Color Sensor 

Fig. 3 Colour Sensor 

This TCS 230 color sensor consists of a TAOS TCS230 RGB sensor chip and 4 white LEOs. The main 
part of the module is the TCS23 0 chip which is a Color Light-to-Frequency Converter. The white LEOs 
are used for providing proper lighting for the sensor to detect the object colour correctly. This chip can 
sense a wide variety of colours and it gives the output in the fo rm of corresponding frequency. This 
module can be used for making colour s011ing robots, test strip reading, colour matching tests etc. 
• 	 Input voltage: (3.JV to 5.5V) 

Programmable colour and full-scale output frequency 
• 	 No need of ADC 
• 	 Working temperature: -l50C to 60°C 

Circuit: 

The circuit diagram shows the connections of three Servo Motors, Color Sensor, and Raspberry Pi 3B+ 
board. A servO motor is a type of DC motor which, upon receiving a signal of a certain frequency, can 
rotate itse lf to any angle from 0-180 degrees. It has three pins- Power. Ground, and Pulse Width 
Modulation Pin. Here. we connect the rower and ground pins to the +5 V and GND pins of Raspberry Pi 
3B+ board. The PWM input is connected to one of the Raspbeny Pi's digital output pins. Servo motor 
M I is connected to GPIO 17, M2 to GPIO 27, and MJ to GPIO 22. A I kQ resistor is connected between 
the signal output of servos and the board to avoid damage because of flu ctuations in voltage. 
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Fig.4 Circuit Diagram 
Along with the three serVO motors, a color sensor is used to detect the color of objects. The chosen color 
sensor- TCS 230 has 8 pins. SO and S I are Output Signal Frequency Scaling inputs. Using these pins, you 
can scale the output frequency to one of the three pre-set values. This pin is connected to +5V. OE is the 
Output Enable Pin. It is an active LOW pin, and thus, connected to the ground. GND is a power supply 
Ground Pin. Vdd is Power Supply Pin and is connected to +5V. OUT is the Output Pin, connected to 
GPIO 25 of Raspberry Pi, which produces a square ware of 50% Duty cycle, and the frequency of the 
square wave is proportional to the intensity of the light. S2 and S3 are the Photo Diode Selection Pins and 
are connected to GPIO 23 and GPIO 24, respectively. 

Design considerations: 

The height of the object insertion slot is considered according to average Indian height so that anyone can 
insert the object into the machine. The height of the slot is about 3.8 feet from the ground. The frame is 
manufactured using Mild Steel. The inclined box/passage, which drives the object onto the conveyor, is 
made of Acrylic. The incline box has an angle of 25' , so that gravity suppO/is the object onto the 
conveyor belt. As we had a motor of 300RPM, we designed a driving mechanism for the conveyor 
according to it. The standard speed for most unit handling conveyors is 65 FPM (feet per minute), which 
is O.3m/s. Therefore, the needed speed of driven gear was approximately 150RPM. Since we had a motor 
of 300RPM and the required speed is 150RPM, we designed a gear system having gear ratio 2: I. While 
designing a Spur gear system, we selected a 20° pressure angle as it reduces the risk of undercutting and 
even reduces interference. The minimum number of teeth to avoid interference and undercutting is 17 
teeth for a 20° full depth system. So, we decided 17 teeth on the pinion, and thus driven gear has 34 teeth. 
The height of the conveyor was also decided based on human height to easily work on the mechanical 
part if any failure occms. As wc are mi'lking (I prototype. we;: a~sumed the knr.rh nf thA r:linvr.ynr to hI" 
"jjUmm. The slope of the sorter was designed according to the height of the crate, in which the sorted 
objects are to be stored. Hence, accordingly, the slope came out to be 25' . 
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Fig. 5 Prototype 
Servo sizing: 
The torque needed to rotate a mechanism comes from three different sources: mechanism's inertia, 
friction, and external forces. By determining the rotational inertia, the fi'ictional forces. and external 
impact forces, peak torque of 44 oz-in (3.2 kg-cm) was calculated. Thus, by considering output 
characterist ics, market availability, and costing, FUT ABA S3003 servo motor was finalized. 

Workflow: 
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Fig. 6 Workflow 
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The 110v/ chmt d:.;picis the working of tht; machine. The initial stcp is to sllirt th e conveyor belt. actuated 
by a DC molar. Tht~1l the Raspberry Pi is initialized by lIsing a laptop (a power bank or a 5V adaptor can 
bc used as well), Ailer initializing the Raspb(!ITY Pi, start the Command Prompt and run the code using 
Python. The code initiatL's the color sensor and the servos. Alter the color sensor gives all output i.e the 
color. the first scrvo connected to the inclined box is actuated which lets one object slide onto the 
conveyor. The conveyor then passes on the object to the ~orlcr. The sorter consists o f two servo motors. I r 
the object is Red in color, no servos on t.he sorter actuate, and the Object slides right down the s lope into 
the container on the front side. If the object is Blue. the left sidc servo actuates by 30°. thus directing the 
object through the first cavity on the left side into the second container. The servo returns to its original 
position after the object has fallen into the container. And if the object is of Green color, the right side 
servo actuates by 30°, thus directing the object into the third container. The program terminates when no 
output is g iven by the color sensor for 2 minllt~s. 

Object Size R~lnge: 

Fig. 7b Largest Object Size 

The proposed prototype is developed so as to sort objects or red, green and blue colors of dimension 
6x4x I em to 20x 13x8cm (dimensions as I*b*h)and up to a weight of 300g. Fig. 7a shows the object of 
smallest dimension i.e. I*b*h = 6x4xlcm, and fig. 7b shows object of largest dimension i.e. 
l ·b·h~20x13x8cm . 

Future Scope: 

Packaging is one of the important sections in the industries. The automatic sorting machine helps to 
improve the standards of packaging by enhancing efficiency. It guarantees ease of packaging with 
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improved performance and elimination of human-maLIc errors. The model can be improved by making 
some changes in the progmm and componcnts. Somc suggesti ons are giV(;1l below. 

· A counter can be added for counting the number of products. 
• 	 The system can be used as .a quality controller by adding more sensors. 
• 	 The senSor can be changed according to the type ofprodliCt. 
• 	 The DC motor can be replaced with a stepper motor. 
• 	 The Raspberry Pi can be replaced with PLC or PIC. 

The camera module can be used instead of color sensor to sogregate smaller dimensional objects. 
• 	 Time can be further optimized by using faster sensors. 

Conclusion: 

The suggested framework will be a demo rendition which gives expense effective, taking less time and 
technically the easiest way for differentiating objects. This framework utilizes Raspberry Pi which makes 
this model simple to utilize which is more additional effective. The proposed prototype is developed so 
as to sort objects of red, green and blue colors of dimension 6x4xlcm to 20xl3x8cm (dimensions as 
l*b*h)and up to a weight of 300g. The system is equipped with a colour sensor and servos, which are 
operated using Python scripting language. The object sorting is achieved in 200ms, while it takes 8secs 
for the object to reach the final container after sorting. The colour sensing is dependent on lighting 
conditions and the performance ofRaspbeny Pi 3B+. 
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Abstract 
Nowadays, 'he main obstacle film is encountered a..fier the production i.'I aIsorting. Arranging items in an 
indus/I)! is (l dull modern process, which is by and large done physical/y. As a result, an automated 
s)'slem for sorting is greatly nc(.;;lied to ft!plm.:e a manual sorting system. Automation has and will continue 
to lead to the growth of ;'u/us(ries. In this paper, we have recommended an automated system that sorts 
objects according to lhcir color using TCS230 color sensor, Raspbcrry Pi 3B+( Raspbian Operating 
Syslem), Conveyor belt. and servo motors. The idel1lificalion of the color is based on Ihe frequency 
al/alysis of Ihe outpUI of Ihe color sel/sor. This machine is open-ended and can be fill'ther used to sari 
produc.:(s based on their weights, size, material, etc. by using a differelll type ofsensor and some changes 
in the code. 

Keywords: Color Sorling, Raspberry Pi 38+, TCS230 color sensor, Conveyor bell, Servus. 

Introduction: 

We're in the midst of a significant transformation regarding the way we produce products, thanks to the 
digitization of manufacturing. This transition is so compelling that it is being called Industry 4.0 to 
represent the fourth revolution that has occurred in manufacturing. From the tirst industrial revolution 
(mechanization through water and steam power) to the mass production and assembly lines using 
electricity in the second, the fourth industrial revolution will take what was sta r1ed in the third with the 
adoption of computers and automation and enhance it with smart and autonomous systems fuelled by data 
and machine learning. 
Industry 4.0 is all about automation and the Internet of things. Automation provides mechanical assistance 
by using a control system. This reduces manual efforts done by a human, time consumed, and also 
improves tile time to market, and thus it has gained a lot of scope in industries. The research on 
automation and robotics has shown importance in industries, defense, surveillance, and security. 
Sorting of objects is necessary for industrie~ where products are manufactured on a large scale. This 
process is simplitied by automation. Objects are classified based on different characteristics like shape, 
color, and weight. The purpose of this model is to design and implement a system that automatically 
separates products based on their color. Color-based sorting is used in many industries like food 
processing factories, agricultural machinery like rice sorter, beans sorter, peanut sorter, etc. 
This machine consists of three parts: conveyor belt, color sensor, and servos. The output and input of 
these par1s were interfaced using Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi is a Linux based operating system which 
a ll ows user to perform and develop task efficiently. With the help of color sensor, the color of the object 
is detected . This detected color is used as an object sorting parameter by Raspberry Pi. 
Object Recognition is an important task in the field of automation. The color sensor is coded using the 
Python scripting language to recognize the color and feed it as input to the Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi is 
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ugcd as th", controller 10 1;01111'01 IHlrdw~m.: l.iot1lpOI1~nts likl! the servo molor~. Raspberry Pi is <l portable 
computer v·,ilh Ihe ARM 11 ,m.:hitcclun.:, which nllls on Linux Dcbinl1 environment The proposed syst em 
hus an inclined passage through which till! objects ,In; placed in the system. Tht: passage consists of a 
color sCnsor that delocts the color and ICcds this to the "aspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi then instructs the 
servo motor 10 open the !"lap at the end oJ'the inclined passage lor the object to slide onto the conveyor 
helt. Tho eonvoyor belt, whicb is controlled by a molor which is powered by DC supply, then passes on 
the object to another inclined passage. In this passage. two servOS arc J11otmlcd, which segregate the 
objects into three containers dcpl.:!ntling on tlll;i.r color. 

Components: 

1) Raspberry Pi 3B+ 

Fig. t Raspberry Pi 38+ 

Tbe Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ has a fast 64-bit IAGHz quad core processor, I GB of RAM, fast dual-band 
802. 11 b/g/n/ac wire less LAN, Bluetooth 4.2. and significantly faste r 300Mbitis etbernet. 

• 4 x USB 2.0 ports 
• 40 GPIO pins 
• Full s ize HDMI 1.3a port 
• Combined 3.5tnm analog audio and composite video ja\,;1<. 
• Camera interface (CSn 
• Display interface (DSI) 
• MicroSD slot 
• VidcoCorc IV multimedia/3D graphics core @ 400MHzl300MI-lz 

2) Sonos 

I,.,,.,, . --
.. . . "''''' 

-' . 

Fig. 2 Servo Motor 
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It is compad am! lightw!":ighl. with high output POWI.:L This servo \.:ml rolate approxill1Cltely 180 degrees 
(~O in each direction). Any servQ t,;()tk, h~lrdwarl.: or library (.:an bl! lIsed to control these servos. It comes 
with n 3 hurns (arms) and han..!warl.:. The Spe..:itkations ofs..::rvo motor arc mentioned helow: 
• Make- FUTABA S300.\ 
• Opcnlting vllltagl.: (4.X V) 3. 17 kg-...:m 
• Operating speed (4.8 V) 0.23 scc/60dcgrccs 
• Pulse eydc- 30ms 
• Pulse width- 500-3000 microsl:concis 

3) TCS 230 Color Sensor 

Fig. 3 Colour Sensor 

This TCS 230 color sensor consists of" TAOS TCS230 RGB sensor chip and 4 white LEDs. The main 
part ot" the module is the TCSc30 chip which is " Color Light-lo-Frequency COllverter. The white LEDs 
urc used for providing proper lighting for the SL:nsor to ddcet the object co lum correctly. This chip can 
sense a wide variety of colours and it gives the output in the form of corresponding frequency, This 
module can be used fur making colour sorting robots. test strip reading, coluur matching tests etc. 
• Input \'o ltage: (3.3V to 5.5V) 
• Programmable t.;o lou r and fu ll-scale output fj·cqucncy 
• No need of ADC 
• \Vork ing temperature: _15 l!C to 60uC 

Circuit: 

The circuit diagram shows the connections of three Servo Motors, Color Sensor, and Raspbeny Pi 3B+ 
board. A servo motor is a type of DC motor \vhich, upon receiving a signal of a certain frequen cy, can 
rotate itself to any angle from 0-180 degrees. It has three pins- Power, Ground, and Pulse Width 
Modulation Pin. Here, we connect the power and ground pins to the +5V and GND pins of Raspberry Pi 
38+ board. The PWM input is connected to one of the Raspberry Pi's digital OUtput pins. Servo motor 
M I is connected to GPIO 17, M2 to GPIO 27, and M3 to GPIO 22. A IkQ resistor is connected between 
the signal output of servos and the board to avoid damage because of flue nlati ons in voltage. 
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Along with the three servo motors, a color s~nsor is used to detect the color of objects. The chosen cotor 
sensor- TeS 230 has 8 pins. SO and S I are Output Signal Frequency Scaling inputs, Using these pins, you 
can scale thc output frcquency to onc of the three pre-sct valucs, This pin is connected to +5V, OE is the 
Output Enable Pin, It is an active LOW pin, and thus, connected to the grounc/ , GND is a power supply 
Ground Pin, Vdd is Power Supply Pin and is connected to +5V, OUT is the Output Pin, connected to 
GPIO 25 of Raspberry Pi, which produces a square ware of SO'/', Duty cycle, and the frequency of the 
square wave is proportional to the intensity of the light. S2 and S3 are the Photo Diode Selection Pins and 
are connected to GPIO 23 and GPIO 24, respectively, 

Design considerations: 

The height of the object insertion slot is considered according to average Indian height so that anyone can 
insert the object into the machine, The height of the slot is about 3,8 feet from the ground, The frame is 
manufactw'ed using Mild SteeL The inclined box/passage, which drives the object onto the conveyor, is 
made of Acrylic, The incline box has an angle of 25', so that gravity SUppOltS the object onto thc 
conveyor belt. As we had a motor of 300RPM, we designed a driving mechanism for the conveyor 
according to it. The standard speed for most unit handling conveyors is 65 FPM (feet per minute), which 
is 0,3m/s, Therefore, the needed speed ofdriven gear was approximately 150RPM, Since we had a motor 
of 300RPM and the required speed is 150RPM, we designed a gear system having gear ratio 2:1. Wltile 
designing a Spur gear system, we selected a 20° pressure angle as it reduces the risk of undercutting and 
even reduces interference. The minimum number of teeth to avoid interference and undercutting is 17 
teeth for a 20· full depth system, So, we decided 17 teeth on the pinion, and thus driven gear has 34 teeth, 
The height of the conveyor was also decided based on human height to easily work on the mechanical 
part if any failure occurs, As we are making a prototype, we assumed the length of the conveyor to be 
750mm, The slope of the sorter was designed according to the height of the crate, in which the sorted 
objects are to be stored, Hence, accordingly, the slope came out to be 25°, 
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Fig. 5 Prototype 
Servo sizing: 
The torque needed to rota te a mechanism comes from three different sources: mechanism's inertia, 
friction, and external forces. By determining the rotational ineltia, the frictional forces, and external 
impact forces, peak torque of 44 oz-in (3.2 kg-em) was ca lculated. Thus, by considering output 
characteristics, market availability, and costing, FUTABA S3003 servo motor was finalized. 

Workflow: 
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Th", How t.:hart depkls t'h\:: working or thl,; machine. The initial :;;11,;1> is to start the conveyor belt, actuHLed 
by a DC motor. Then the Raspberry Pi is initializl:d hy using a laptop la power bank or a 5V adaptor ean 
bl,; used as well). After initializing tJ1I..~ Raspberry Pi, start the Command Prompt and n1l1 the code using 
Python. The code initiates tht.:: color st.::Jlsor and the :;~rvo.s. AIlt.:r the eolor ~ensor gives an output i.e the 

color. the first servo eonncckci to the inclined box is actllated which lets one object slide onto the 

conveyor. The conveyor then pusses on the objcCllO the sorter. The sorter consists of two servo motors. If 

the objcct is Red in color, no scrvos on thc sortcr aetllatc, and thc object slidcs rigbt down the slope into 

the container on the front side, If the object is Bille, the len sidc servo actllates by 30°, thlls directing the 

object through the tirst cavity on the left side into the second contniner. The servo retllrns to its original 
position after the object has fallen into the container, And if the object is of Green color, the right side 
servo actuates by 30°, thus direcling the Object into th~ third container. The program terminates when no 
output is given by the color sensor for 2 minutes. 

Object Size Range: 

Fig. 7b Largest Object Size 

The proposed prototype is developed so as to sort objects or red, grccn and blue colors of dimension 
6x4xlcm to 20xl3x8cm (dimensions as I*b'hland up to a weight of 300g, Fig, 7a shows the object of 
smallest dimenSIOn i,e. I*b*h = 6x4xlcm, and fig. 7b shows object of largest dimension i,e. 
l*b*h=20x 13x8clll. 

Future Scope: 

Packaging is one of the important sections in the industries, The automatic sorting machine helps to 
improve the standards of packaging by enhancing efficiency, It guarantees ease of packaging with 
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illiprov~d perfOflll<lI1!;C and elimination of Ilumilll-mack crrors. Til\.' model ~,Jll be improved by making 
some changes in thl' program and C() rl1POI1t.:!lts . Somc sugol:stions ilrt: given bl!low. 

· /\ counter can be ;uitb:d f()r COlilltillg the 1l11ll1ber of products. 
• 	 Thl' systclllcDn be used ;IS .:1 quality controllt-r by ;-tdding more sensors. 
• 	 The sensor call be l'hangcc! aCl'nr<iillg 10 the type of product. 
• 	 The DC Illotor l'i.lll be replaced with a stepper motor. 
• 	 Tho Ru ' pborry Pi oan bc replaced with PLC or PIC. 
• 	 The l'amera mudul0- !..:an bl." used instead uf color sensor tu scgreg<ltL! smaller dimensiunal objects. 
• 	 Time can be further optimized by llsing fa ster sensors. 

Conclusion: 

The suggested framework will be a demo rendition which gives expense effective. taking less time ancl 
technically the easiest way for differentiating objects. This [r",nework utilizes Raspberry Pi which makes 
this model simple to utilize which is marc additional effective. The proposed prototype is developed so 
as to sort objects of red, green and blue colors of dimension 6x4xlcm to 20xl3x8cm (dimensions as 
I*b*h)and up to a weight of 300g. The system is equipped with a colour sensor and servos, which arc 
operated using Python scripting language. The object sorting is achieved in 200ms, while it takes 8secs 
for the object to reach the final container after sorting. The colour sensing is dependent on lighting 
conditions and the pcrformance of Raspberry Pi 3B+. 
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Fig I, 0 iomass Briquette 

B. BIOMASS BRIQUETTES 

/) Compositioll of Municipal Solid Waste: MSW is the so lid waste which is generated in 
municipality by households, industries and commercial companies. The content of MSW and the 
amounts available changes daily. In many cases, organic matter cons titutes about 47-75% of the tota l 
available MSW. Composition of MSW worldwide is in terms of organic waste, paper, plastics, metals, 
glass and others. In particular, organic matter which is in abundance, has been successfully utilized for 
the production of energy, both at commercial and household levels. 

2) Mallagemellt of MUllicipll1 Solid Waste: Management of MSW involves the proper 
containment, transportation, treatment and effective disposal of the treated waste) In developing 
countries, these processes ollen do not occur as they should. Waste accumulation can hinder the 
environment, cause air and water pollution, and promote many dangerous diseases. This could cause 
publi c health problems and lead to environmental degradation, thus resu iting in underdevelopment of 
many developing countries I) The waste after segregation is either recycled, composted and land 
filled. Processi ng of Municipal So lid Waste to generate energy is a developing technology which have 
a wide variety of systems designed both for processing of solid waste as well the combustion of the 
same. Traditionally two technologies have been used for the combustion, MSW mass burning and RDF 
firing. The technologies are dis tinguished by the degree of preparati on the refuse fuel undergoes before 
it is fed into the boiler. Observation from visit The input raw material required for briquetting machine 
should contain moisture less than 10% but at the plant the moisture content of input raw material is more 
than 10% due to which the formation of briquette in first attempt is difficuit and required two- or three
times processing for manufacturing complete briquettes. 

C GROUNDWORK 

After studying and viSiting various places. Future plan of action was prepared for making Fuel from 
RDF. Firstly, the biomass briquettes were studied and lab tested. By taking raw RDF Briquettes were 
manufactured and lab test were carried out. Test was performed on biomass briquette, RDF briquettes 
made of different size raw material. 

1) Biomass Briquette: The Biomass briquettes were studied for their Chemical , Mechanical 
properties and its proximate analysis was carried Ollt, this was done because on the basis of Biomass 
briquette the RDF briquettes are to be prepared the following table has test results. 
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Panllneters Results 

Gross Ca loritic Value 3360Kcal/Kg 

iTetCalorific Value 225Kcal/Kg 

Ash Content 18.6% 

Moisture Content 10.29% 

Volatile Matter 56.29% 

inh:rmiliolla1 .Iullrp:!1 t~r Fulure (!l'lll.:ralit '!l L(,IIIt:;I1i1il!<Ll ion al\d Nl!:\,orkll1g 

VIII. 1.~ , Nil. 2:-;, ( ~ O ,H)) , pp, X51 ·-N57 

Tahle I. Biomass /Jrit/uelte 

The Biomass briquette has high calorific value and is used in boiler currently. This biomass briquette 
has composition of wood. leaves and waste collected from garden. This briquettes when bUl11ed in 
boiler has less emissions and provides constant heat supply, also the emissions don ' t halm atmosphere 
as it has carbon balance. This fuel is easy to transport and use. The biomass briquette manufactured in 
plant are of95mm diameter. 

2) M(lIlu/actllrillg RDF Briquette/or Lab Test: After transportation of municipal solid was te from 
kachra depot to briquettes manufacturers, the raw material was kept for few days for drying naturally 
and then the samples of 16 mm 35 mm briquettes were manufactured for lab testing. It took around 7
8 Days to Dry RDF. Approximately 500Kg of briquettes were manufactured at briquettes manufacturer. 
The time required for manufacturing 500kg of briquettes was I hour. 

Challenges while manufacturing briquettes 
- During production of 16 mm loose briquettes, the temperature of machine increased several times 

because moisture required in raw material decreased below the permissible value i.e. 8% so we added 
water to increase moisture percentage 

Fig 2. RDF Briquette. 
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• During pmli ul'l ioll of 15 mill loo:->e hriqtl~((!;s. the plastic mC1ll.:rial oj' big :-. ize g~t s 111(;lt inside th e 
machine while compression and n . .:hmses som!.:: gas!.::s into the atlllosph...:rc. Thb need to be studied and 
reduced. Following are the IGlb lest rcsllii s . 
• The Illm:hille L'uuld not be operated COlltinuotlsly. 

Aftt:r testillg the RDF briqucttes ()fhotll 35111m (llld !6Tlll11 sile il was obscrved that the 351nl11 si/.:e 
briquettes gave a bciter valuc or GCV as co mpared In the I ()I1 11lJ size. The GCV produced was fairly 
low as comparccl lo lhe biomass briquettes and the ash product..:d was also high 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The briquelles I"rom RDF wcrc pre pared and ils slrenglil was tested. Tile strength of RDF was found 
similar as compared 10 Biomass Briquelle blillile GCV oflilese briquelles were less. From the lab resulls 
which s ize of raw malerial RDF is to be selected was decided. Different s izes of RDF were used for 
briqlletting purpose in which 35mm showed good results as raw materiaL These briquettes were lab 
tested for GCV anellater Ihey were prepared in large quanlity (960kg). Briquette were tested in boiler 
for emissions and e ffici ency of boiler. This RDf showed problem in burning and the ash produced and 
clinker removed was also in large quantity during testing. Using RDF as a fuel in boiler solves the 
problem o f wasle to some exten!. There is possibilily of using il as allernate fuel in boiler. 
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Design & Fabrication (If Banana Fiber Extracting Machine 
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Abs/mcl 
The present paper is aimed (0 design ancl develop a process fa ex/rael high quality natural fibers p"om 
Ihe banana pseudo siems. Manual exlraelion 0/ banana ./iber produces good quality oj)iber but il 
much time consuilling. Labour expense is (jllile high and oulput is quite low. Hence efflcienl extraction 
0/ banana jiber can ani)' be possible Ihmllgh lIIechanization. Nowaday's machines exist /or 
e.xIrac(i11gban(111 a./ibe rbula rem a n Ifal~}I()peru! ed (f Il.dcaIlll a I 
beappliedjiJrmassproduclion. Theotherma iudism/vlIll lages 
o!eJ..'islillgmacfu'ncareimpuritiespreselilinl'olledjiher. The eJ}lciency of existing machine is average. It 
consumes lime & tlze process is nol safe. This projecl is special~)' designedJor extracting banana fibre 
Jrom the banana stem. 	The 11l{/(;hine is designed ill {{ ve(y simple way such thai il can be used hy 
everyone, as Ihe mechanism ;s very simp/e. The 
majorcomponenlsllsedareblade,bellandplllle.'~ l1lolor,and 
rollersha{t. Thismodelishelpji,/injibreinriuslriestoexlract Ihe jibreJrom bananaslem. 

Keywords: Banana Fiber Exlracljug J';lachine 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bananafiberisenvironmentallyfriendlylikejntefiber.lthas large export demand from many countries 
like Japan, Australia, Gennany and many. Fiber can be ob tained from whole banana plant. After the 
fruit is obtained, the plant is thrown away giving rise to increase in waste. The proper disposal ofthis 
plant is another problem. By using a good fiber extractor machine, a large amount of fiber can be 
obtained which will gIve nse to additional mcome. Banana 
fiberisabestfiberwithrelativelygoodmechanicalproperties 
duetoitshighalphaceliuloseandlowligninpercentage.The Banana Fiber Extractor Machine is first of its 
kind invented fortheextractionoffibelfromwasteportiousofBananasuch as stems, leaf stalks and 
peduncle. The manual (or) semi mechanical extraction of Banana Fiber was tedious, time consuming, 
and caused damage to the fiber. It is a low cost pOltable device developed for the benefit of the 
farming CommunityandSelf-helpwomengroupCostoftheMachine varies basing on the iron and steel 
rates. 100% safety in machine operation with less maintenance cost. Respective State Governments 
offered subsidy on the machine due to its practical utility. Subsidiary is given by Khadi Village 
Industries Board and Horticulture Deportment. Production capacity of machine is 25 kg per 8 hrs. 
Chemical freenatural fiberintennsofcolourandquali ty.Specialfeatureoffiberis light in weight and shiny 
in nature. Banana Fiber test.ed in productioo of eco-friendly, chemical free handmade pnper 
andfoundsuccessfuI.lOO%Chemicalfreetissuepaper,filter, craft paper, paper bags etc., and are some of 
the products made out of Banana Fiber. Paper made out of Banana Fiber is having very good export 
potential for European countries. Paper having longevity of 700 years can be made out of Banana 
Fiber. In some countries Banana Fiber is being used 
formakingofcun·encypaper.Evenladiescaneasilyworkon the machine. Banana Fiber extracting 
machines are oftwo 
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vanetles. I. Single motor-single machine rlillS wi lh 2 HI' single phasc motor. 2. Single Motor-Double 
machines runs with 2 HP single phase motor. They etln be run wit'h dit:sel ..:ngillcs also. You can abo 
make it mobile wilh slight modifications wilh litile investment. 

H. LITERATlJRI1:RIWIEW 
Banana has long been considcred a toOl\. fruit and Illdder crop. In addition to this, nowaday, it is aIso 
gaining importance as a source of fibers. [ndia is the largestprodlleer of banana ill thc world with an 
estimated allnual outputof 
13.5 million tons, of which 80% is generated from six states, namely, Tamilnadu, Maharashtra, 
Karnataka, Kerala Andbrn Pradesh and Gujarat. Annually about I.S milli on tons of dry banana fib ers 
can be produced Ii'om the outer sheath of pseudo stem. With the increasing demand for banana in both 
the Indian and International markets, the acreage and production arc expected to increase in thc 
coming years,thus generating more of th e Pseudo stem biomass waste. Being a rich source of natural 
fibers, the pseudo stem can be profitably utilized for numerous applications and preparation of various 
products. Thus in order to get acquainted with lh~ earlier reported details of banana fiber production 
and utilization and blending possibilities, an extensive literature review was carried out. In order to 
have a clear picture ofthe banana fiber utilization the literature collected has been further classified 
under three categories. Thi s consists of studies related to banana fibers and itsapplications. 

Sinha (1973) 169 studied on the llse of banana plant fiberasasubstituteforlute.Banana 
plantfiberisstrong,soft, and coarse and technique developed for processing the fiber on standard jute 
machinery is reported . In some trials the banana fiber was also blended with Mesta (cellulosic fiber). 
The banana 82 fiber spin ability and wcaving pertormance were invested, so that it can be used as a 
good substitute for jute in making of sacks and packaging materials. The yarn 
composedofentirelyofbananafibercanreplacejuteonweft, sacking warp yarn and sti ll maintain the 
standard cloth characteristicBanana. 

The study also affirmed that sacking fabrics woven withbanana
fiberyarnasweftandwithjuteyarnintheother direction compiled with standard specifications and 
performed better than corresponding all-jute fabrics. Jute Technological Research Laboratories, (JTR 
Lab)Ca1cutta73, carried out an experiment work, (1974) on rope making with banana plant fiber. It 
was concluded that banana fiber can replace ce11ain percentage of Mesta, a cellulosic fiber in the 
composition of agriculturalopes 

UU'FI=:RJ:::\\T UlA.:.\-lETEH Vi"TR£ATED BAl\k~.·\ FlBERS 
MECHAC'ICAL PROPERTIES 

(Di:lmctcr Dhlll1cll' I'(lIlm) Young's {'1Ii;;';-- Slflliu(%) 
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Implementation of MATLAB in Spur Gear Profile System. 
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shriharshaI1998@gmail.com, Shcml'(Jirase 1998(ci)rediffinail.com. 

Abs(act 

An arrangement ofGears on the conveyer plays a key role in determining the physical properties and the 
performance characteristics ofgears. AtfATLAB is extensively usedfor scientific & research purposes. It is 
accurale & also having a number of buill in func tions which makes it versatile, As Gear dejects are a 
major reason for poor quality and of embarrassment for manufacturers. Inspection processes done on 
these industries are mostly manual and time consuming. To reduce error on identifying gear defects 
requires more automotive and accurate inspection process. Considering this lac/dng, this research 
implements MATLAB for en'or detection ofgear tooth profile which IIses USB camera and RF sensors to 
identifY possible defects. The recognizer identifies the gear defects within economical cost and produces 
less error prone inspection system in realtime. Primarily the USB camera Capflffes digital gear image 
and converts Ihe RGB images into binary images by restoralion process and local threshold techniques. 
Later, the outputs of the processed image are the area of the faulty portion and compute the possible 
defective and non -defective gear as an output. 

Keywords: Spur gear, Image processing; Defect detection; Geometric error delee/ion; Counting no of 
teeth; Threshold 

Introduction 

Gear is a widely used mechanical component whose primary use is to transmit power from one 
shaft to other. These gears are of many types namely spur gear. he! icaI gears, worm gears Rack gear etc. 

Gear drives are llsed to various kinds of machines like automobiles, metal cutting tools, materia l 
handling equipment, rolling mills, marine power plants etc. The friction and other losses in this type of 
power transmission equ ipment is comparatively very low. 
In this work we use a sufiware tailed "M ATLAB" to determine gear parameters. MATLAB is extensively 
used tor scientitic & research purposes. It is accurate & also having a number of built in functi ons which 
makes it versatil e. The program is a user friendl y one & when executed it ask the inputs and performs the 

necessary design calculations and gives necessary output values. As computers are used to perform the 
task of gear design becomes simple, friendl y & error free. 

In this world of fast paced computation where resources with time and money/capital are very 

important the acti vities in manufacturing and processing indus tries are day by day being performed by 

computers, algorithms and computing agents replacing 
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human or ~ emi-htlJl1a n intervcnri(lIl. ! !ere inlhe industries that require gem's the tilt<:ring and c lass ification 

of gears is vcry important und is d01l1..: by human labor. precist.:ly human labor is limited to its way of 

working and the time, cost rcquin.:d. Classilicalion call bt: done with the lISC of imaging dcv ic!;s. Cameras 

and scanners with developing an algorith1ll that describes what to accept and rcjf..'ct. 

Computer science image process ing technology is gradually becoming a pon of our daily life as it 

continues to get excellent results whil e promoting the technologi cal ndvancemenl and dcvelopment. As the 

keyroJe of techno logy that presents gear size and lllcasurellll!nt and guides to do research and develop more 

advanced computer technologies. such as DSP (digital signal processing) technology, and DIP (di gital 
image process ing) technology. We wi ll measure the image object featu res easily by us ing these 

technologies . The measurement is essentia l task to limit the gear at specific size. By us ing image 

processing the fundamenta l work has been carr ied o ut to measure followi ng th ings which a re its mos t 

important features. 

, . To calculate outer diameter (Addendum diameter). 

b. To calculate inner diameter (Dedendum diameler). 
c. To count the number of teeth in gear image object. 

d. To calculate tooth height. 

e. To calculate pe D orgearTo calculate module or gear 

s 


Fig. proposed model 
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In this r~gmd W0 have: converted the originill gear ima ge object inlo grayscale, and then gray scaJe of 

origi na l gem' image goes fr"ull st eps to t.:Olllll the tee th or lile gea r. It means by using 

Fig. 

programming code, we measure the gear teeth in respect of teeth counted through image process ing. 

The gears are used in machinery and we know that gear transmissions can be used to alter a 
machine motion property, 

Fig. USB camera 

although it ensures the modification in the motion through linear and rotary development ofgear. 
It is an old technology and gear transmission was invented having complexity. 

In light of gear teeth count and to measure the parameter of the gear object complexity of 

transmiss ion. The geometry is used to measure the gear transmiss ions for commercial vehicles. Here it 

presents a technical exposure of gear basics. On the other hand, for appropriate use of gear and design of 

gear that is necessary to have a minimum know how about the gear. 
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Original imageI I 

J, 

Noise r e rnoving a nd filteringI I 

J. 

Gray s cale imageI I 

J, 

Threshold value(T)I I 

J, 

Decision tree processing for threshold 
valueI I 


J, 

rhresholdingI I 


I Binary '" in1age I 

Input setI '" I 


J. 
Actual outputI J 


Fig Microcontroller 

Fig LCD DTSPLA Y 
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Fig Motor Drive Ie 

Prognlmnlc 

l)Median liter 

rllll' Ii,.,. ,li" 'LI - "P'dirq;fih.-."(inp) 

% Padarray c=padanay(inp,[ I, 1],O,'both'); [RI C I] = s ize(c); 

%Median filt er for i=2:R I-I 


for 1=2:C I-I 

temp = [c(i-I J-I) c(i- I j) c(i-I.j+ I );c(i.j- I ) c(ij) 


c(ij+ I );c(i+ I j-I) c(i+ I ,j) c(i+ I.j+ I )]; d = tempe:); 
e = sorted); mcd = c(5, I); 

dimg(i-I,j-I) = med; end 

end end 


2)Gear defect · 

%% input image cle; 

close all; clear all; 

No_of_teeth = 15; s I = serial(,COM8'); s I.TilJleoot ~ I; fopen(sl); 


O/Oidn = 'I'; 
% while(idn ~ '0') 
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% ion = fscanl\s I); 
% cnd 

% idn = '1'; 

cam = webcam( I); data_send ~ I; 
wbi le I 
idn = 'I'; 

"bilo(dala_scnd = I) idn = fscanftsl); disp(idn) 
inp = snapshol(cam); figure( I ),subplol( 1.2, i ),imshow(inp,(]); drawnow; 

ifid n = '0' da ta_send = 0; break; 
end end dispCrx') 

idn = 'I'; 

inp = snapshot( cam); figure( I ),subplot( I ,2, I ),imshow(inp,O); drawn ow; 

%i np = imreadCs.jpg'); ifsize(inp,3) > I 


inp = rgb2gray(inp); end 

% figure(2), 

% subplot(I,2,1); 

% imshow(inp,O); 

% title('input imnec'): 

%% preprocessing 

dimg = medianfilter(inp); 
0.1,. Gubpiol(l ,:!?) ~ 

% imshow(dimg,[]); 
% title('denoised image'); 

%% segmentation 


level = graythresh(dimg); segJ= im2bw(dimg, level) ; segJ=-selLf; 

% figure(2), 

cubplot( 1,272); inulhJw(~c:;~f), 


% title{'Otsu image'); 


[imgcnt] = bwlabel(double(seg_f)) ; stats = regionprops(imgcnt:all'); img = segJ; 

cnt = length(stats); try 

ifcnt > 0 

for i = I :cnt 


ar = stats(i).Area; if ar<= 500 

img(imgcnt=-i)={); cnl = cnt- I ; 


end end 

% subplot(l,2,2); 

% iu,"how(img); 

," tltleCseimentf':r1lm~F.p')·.'" 
%% cropping 
[imgcnt] = bwlabel(double(img)); for i = I :cnt 
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s n.:g iQllprops(irng. 'IJulIlldingUnx'); nXlanglL~('Pos itioll'. 

s( I ).i3ounditl~130x .' EdgcC(l I"r'.'r'); end 

xtllill = routlo(s( I ).i:loutldillg8ox( I, I »;xlllax 

routld(s( I ).l3outldillgl3ox( I , I ) I s( I).130utlcli Ilg80x( 13)); 


ymitl '" rouncl(s( I ).l3t)t lllclillgi3ox( 1.2»;Ylllax = 

routld(s( I ), 130undingl3ox( I ,2)'1 s( I ). i3ounclingi3ox( 1,4»; 

out == img(ymin:ymax.:-.:miJl:xmf.lx); 
% figure, 
% illlshow(oul.f]); 


% hold 00 


slals = regiollprops( ollt,'all'); cell = roulld(stats.Centroid); 

% plot( cco(2),cell(! ).'r*'); 


% title('cropped image with cenlroid'); cnt = 0; 


for i = cen(2):s ize(out, !); if out(i ,cetl( I »==0 

cnt = cnt+ 1; end 

end 
A = out; 


% determine convex hull 

B = regionprops(double(A), 'Convexlmage', 'BoundingBox'); 


% generale mask image C = zeros(size(A»; 


C(floor(B.BoundingBox(2))+( I :size(B.Convexlmage, 1 »,11 

oor(B.BoundingBox( I ))+(! :size(B.Convex!mage,2» 

)=B.Convex 1 mage; 


C = bwmorph(C, 'erode', 2); 

% generale teeth image D = A; 

D(C) = 0; 

% count teeth 
D = bwfill(D,'holes'); [D cnl) = bwlabel(D); 

stats = re~i Qnprop5(D.'all'); for i = 1 ;cnt 

ar = stals(i).Area; if ar<= 7 

D(D=i)=O; 


cnt = cnt-I; end 


end 


[img, NumTeeth) = bwlabel(D); disp(sprinlf('lnner Diameler value: %d',cnl)); cntl =5*cnl; 

%oul II =2*(s ize(out,2»; 

%outI 1 =50+oulll ; disp(sprintf('lnnerDiameter value:%d 


nun',(2*(2*cntI )/1 0»); 

%disp(spritlll\,Outer Diameter value: %u',outl I»; disp(sprinlf('Outer Diameter value: %d 


IIUII',Ouur(rulIuu«3 .2 ·'·,i:<e(uul ,2)/ I 0))))); uisp(sprintf\"'No ofTeeth: %d',NumTeeth"]); dispfsprintf('Tooth 
Height:%d 

mm', floor(round«3 .2*size(out,2»-(2*cnll »/1 00»); cnt2=«6*NumTeeth)/3.14 I 5); 
disp(sprintf('Pitch Diameter: %d mm',cnt2»; c nt3=(cnt2lNumTeeth); disp(sprintf('M odule: %d 
mm',cnt3» ; 
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' !!',irNUllIT~r.: lh ' 11 
&&tloor(ruullu(..3 .2 tf1sir.e(olll.2))) 200 ' 111 

if NUIlITce l11 
200 


disp('nok') lilrinllts l,'l'); dala sene! ' I; 


~Jsc 

disp('ok') Ij)rintils I ,'0'); data_send = I; 

~l1d ..:nd 
calch 

wnrningCgear 110t Jbulld'): end 


end 


} 
J)Gear mechanism 

int IR_in == 2~ int motor I p == 4; int motorl n == 5; int motor2p == 6; int motor2n == 7; void setupO { 
Serial.begin(9600); 


II mukc Ihe pUDhbutton'9 pin an input: ~iIlMude(lR_in , INPUT); pinMode(motorlp, OUTPUT); 


pinMode(motorln, OUTPUT); pinMode(motor2p, OUTPUT); pinMode(motor2n, OUTPUT); 

digitaIWrite(mot.or I p, I); 


digitnl\Vdh...( llIv[UI 111. 0), 

dil~i t:l I W ritl"( Ill !''!!fll,') 1', f.l) ; 


digitaIWrite(motor2n, 0); 


} 

int ir_val = 0; String readSt = "\0"; int setFlag == 0; 
void InnpO { 

,.'..hil o (Ecl'iol.o\·ail"l,k()) {,dPlag I; 

delay(.l); !!delay to allow buffer to fill if(Serial.availableO >0) { 

char c = Serial.readO; Ilgets one byte fro m serial buffer readSt += c; Ilmakes the string readString 

} 

} 
ir_val = dig itaIRead(IR_in); Serial println(ir val); 
if (ir_val ~ I) 

{ 
delay( IOOO); digi talWrite(motorl p, 0); 

digitaIWrite(motor! n. 0); Serial.~rintln('"'); 

II digitaIWrite(motor2p.0); 
II digitaIWrite(motor2n, I); 

II rlclny(~nn0); 

II digitaIWrite(motor2p,O); 

II digitaIWl'ite(motor2n, 0); 
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ir(seIFlag ~ I && rcadSI[O]= 'I') 

sctFlag = 0; 

digitaIWrite(motor!p, I); 

digitalWrite(motor! n, 0); 
digilaIWrile(motor2p, 0); 


digitaIWrite(motor2n,0); 

} 

else if (setFlag ~= I && readSt[O)=='O') 


{ 

setFlag = 0; 

digitalWrite(motor I p, I); 

digitalWrite(motorl n, 0); 

JigildlWI iit(wvlvI 2p, I); 

digitaIWrite(motor2n, 0); delay(2000); digitaIWrite(motor2p, 0); 

digitaIWrite(motor1n, U); 


} 

readSt = ""; 

Text. Res. J, 

5. 	 M. M. Platt, W. U. Klein and W. J. Hamburger, 

Text. Res J , 29, 611 (1959). 

6. 	 1. W. S. Hearle, E.l. Behery and V. M. Thakur, 

7. J Text. 1nst.,52, TI97 (1961). 
8. 	 S.M. Ishtiaque, A. Kumar, A. Das and P.B. Tholeti, J Text. Ins/., 101, 687(2010) 

Result 

The timc requirod for tho ohooking tho goar i!::. reduced from 5 minutes to 2 minl.lt ~' 


This Machine reduces the manpower, reduces human errors and increases reliability. ie. for 100 gears only 

1 person is required. 


Conclusion 
It is demonstrated above how image processing technique in MATLAB could be employed by taking 
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gear images from economic USB camera to cvalualC gear pl.ll'HmelCrs accurately. Image processing can 

be lIsed in order to compute accurately other useful parameters of gear. This non-dL'Struclive evaluation 

method could potentially be applied in vurious fields of biomedica l imagillg. material engineering and 

other photogrammetric applications. 
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NUlIlcrical Invcsti~ation of Fluid Flow Through Catalytic Convcl·ter using 

Topological Changes. 
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Abstract: 
fn the currenl scenario Air politi/ion ami global warming arc the major issues in fhe world. And the 
emissiol1sjhml internal combustion engine contribute more amount (~lair pollution, Catalytic converter 
plays an importcmt role in reducing these harm/itl emissions, but the presence of catalylic conve,.Jer 
increases the exhaust back pressure. This increase in hack pressure Causes increase in jilel consumption 
and decrease il1 the ej]icienc:y ofengine. In th is study. Numerical investigation is carried out in order to 
understand the jlow through the catalytic converter lIs ing d~llel'enl topological changes. An al/empl has 
been made to design and get the optimized back pressure ofcatalYlic converter by using CFD software 
(Fluent), A CFD model K-epsilon turbulence model and porous media are utilized 10 simulate Ihe flow 
through monolithic ceramic substrate, 'lhe analysis involved determining back pressure across the 
converter syslem for a g iven mass flow rate. In CFD analysis variolls models with different topological 
changes sllch w'/Illet cone diameter (90mm,95mm,IOOmm). inlet Cnnp. angle (90°,45'J,23fl

) Cone length 
(25mlll,65mlll,65mm) were simulated lIsing the appropriate boundaryl conditions and fluid properties 
specified to the ~ystem with suitable assumptions, The numerical results were studhtd to get the optimized 
back pressure at inlet oJthe converter and it iSJound 10 be at I OOmm cone diameter and cone angle 23lJ 

• 

Keywords: Catalytic Converter, Exhaust back pressure, Cone angle, Cune diame/er, Cone length, CFD, 

INTRODUCTION 

Intern::!1 Combm:tion engincE :ue the_mOlin suurt:':.' ,~, r n:,·k'""i')ing h;:trmfll1 r-Ini"",inn c;; which hns led to the 
development of emission control systems to treat exhaust gases and convert them to less harmful products 
called catalytic converters , Catalytic Converter is a cylindrical unit installed into the exhaust system of 
vehicle, between ex.haust manifold and the silencer. Due to presence of catalyst in the converter toxic 
gases are exhaust, i.e. CO, HC and NOx are converted into harm less C02, H20, and N2 commonly used 
catalyst are platinum and rhodium. Monolith s ubstrates are the main component of exhaust line after 
treatment systems found in automobiles today, They provide superior performance in comparison to the 
pellets support type, Monolith substrates are typically characterized by their cell density and channel wall 
thickness. Due to the large total surface area of the channels and the small thermal mass of the substrate, 
heat transfer is greatly enhanced, which improves the conversion efficiency indicati ng an improved 
thermal performance. The need for better automotive technologies to improve fuel economy, while 
meeting more stringent global vehicle emission standards, continues to grow with the increasing demand 
for environmental protection and rising fuel prices. Therefore. improving the thermo-fluid perfonnance of 
('".at::"lytir. ('onvprtpr<; i, np('. p.c;;<;~ry t ('1 mpp,t p.mic:;c:;inn n~el1hHinns . fmproving the pc:rfQrmance of catalytic 
uUlI','ul'lu rtJ rLJyutrUlJ IIllUII:JI',U UHlJuf'lJlluntul ill','uOligotiollC to ctudy fl o'.v ~,:hinlinr il1·~j"t' Ilw 1·:11:·11 .,)'(11 

converter reqlJire~ accllmte fluid fl ow and pollutant concentration measurement in.stn llnp.nt~t.ifm and a 
safe environment for researchers to perform these tests. Those restrictions decrease the feasibility of such 
studies and a more feasibl e approach is needed. There are many investigations have been perfonned the 
srudy on fl ow characteristics of catalytic converter Hesham A. Ibrahim, Wael H. Ahmed, Sherif Abdou, 
Voislav Blagojevic' ,'Experimental and numerical investigations of flow through catalytic converters. In 
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this study both experimental and liulllcrical investiga tions arc L:lIn'icd uut in order w lInd~rstand the floyv 
through the catalytic converter, using different monolith t.:ell densi ti~~s. A dynamic,!!ly senled-dowll model 
for a typical flow through catalytic converter \\'US IIlil izcd ,(,)]" this study.They concluded that the now 
becomes nl.ore uniformly distributed when the inlet pipe is shorter in length and thc bending angle i:-; 
smaller. Moreovcr~ they investigated the effect of brick properties on now distribution concluding thUllht..: 
higher the brick resistance the more uniform the flow tlistribulion observed. Thcy also added that, with 
multi-brick catalytic converters, the second brick tends to ~how more uniform now distribution than the 
first one due to the gap between the two bricks whil.:h nllows flow. They utili7.£d CFO models to 
investigate the effect of the inlet Reynolds number on flow distribution and they reported that flow 
uniformity decreases when increasing the inlet flow velocity and Reynolds number 10 redistribute more 
uniformly. Both experimental inves tigation and numerical s imulation were carried au[ in order to evaluate 
the thermal and hydraulic pertbnnance of cata lytic conVl:rtr.!rs with monolith cell densities of 400CPSI 
and 900 CPS!. A.M. Leman I,a. Fakhrurrazi Rahman dcalt with 'Emiss ion Treatment towards Back 
Pressure in Internal Combustion Engine against Performance of Catalytic Converter. The presented is a 
review of back pressure problems together with several alternatives taken by not affecting the 
performance of vehicles engine and fuel consumption. It is observed that the back pressure for the 
converters that have larger diameter. The result from the research shows that increase in inlet cone length 
will reduces the backpressure and also reduces the recirculation zones in the catalytic converter. The work 
can'ies by Cornejo, Petr Nikrityuk, Robert E. Hayes reports theoretical studies of flow behavior in a 
monolith outlet zone for different Reynolds numbers covering laminar and trnnsitionallturbulent flow 
regimes. Simulations are performed using different discrete geometry to study and quantify the velocity 
fluctuations of flow leaving a monolith. Parametric studies are carried out to illustrate the influence of the 
Reynolds number on the appearance of flow fluctuations at the outlet zone of the monolith. The results 
wcrc nnnlyzed in tClIU:S of lite flow regIme and average and stand;mi deviation of the velocity. Robert E. 
Hayes,Petr Nikrityuk, Ivan Cornejo dealt with ' A New Approach for the Modeling of Turbulent Flows in 
Automotive Catalytic Converters'. The proposed model implemented together with the turbulence 
damping emulates the fluid-flow interaction observed at the beginning and the end of a monolith, despite 
it being represented as a perfectly homogeneous porous med ium. Compared 10 other available models of 
the converter. the proposed methodology represents the flow thought an actual honeycomb type substrate 
better, achieving a realistic behavior along the entire convel1er. 
The task of presented work is to analyze the effect of Catalytic converters which restricts the fi'ee flow of 
exhaust, which negatively affects vehicle performance ann file I er.nnomy and also to reduce back pressure 
on the engine by providing streamline or laminar flow into the inlet of silencer by changing angel of inlet 
and outlet of catalytic converter to increase efficiency of the veh icle. 
Different modules with varying inlet and outlet are to studied to remove the recirculating zone created 
near the entrance of converter the results of all modules are compared with each other and optimum 
solution is identified also using computational fluid dynamic the flow pattern, velocity thermal and 
pressure counters are studied. 

Geometrical configuration: 

The three-dimensional model, depicted ill Figure 1, represents a Catalytic Converter used in Royal 
Enfield bike with a length of7l5mm. while its catalyst diameter of 100mm wi th cone angle of23'. 
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Fig.1 Block diagram 

Test Geometry Model: 

Fig. 2 Test Geometry model 

Above figure shows the geometry which has been considered in this simulation to study effect of exhaust 
back pressure so that it will reduce emission 
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NUMERICAL STUDY: 

The cOlTImc:rciai CFD package, ANSYS Flucnt is used to ~ illluiare tht: fluid flow and heat transfer through 
the experimental domain. Steady statt:. 21). axisYll1ll1ctril: simulations arc performed with air as th..:: 
working fluid. The solution domain is divided into tim.::\:: rcgions as shown in I:ig. Regions I & III 
include the illiet and outlet sections where turbulent 110w occurs. The third region is the monolitll 
substrate region that is modeled as a porous media region. This region is ciominated by laminar now dtJe 
10 the small h),draulic diameter of Ihe challnels. 
A computational fluid dynamic analysis 01" il three-dimensional exhaust catalytic model, provided with 
topological changes, as reported in Figure 4. is considered in order to evaluate its backpressure and fluid
dynamic behaviors and study the pressure and velocity fidds. Different inlet ciiameter and cone length are 
considered in the ranges of turbulent regime 

The working fluid is exhaust gases and thc assigned boundary conditions arc the following 
• Inlet: Velocil), inlet boundary condition [vclocil)" pressure]. 
• Outlet: Pressure Outlet [atmospheric pressure). 
• Test geometr), and Meshing is created using ANSYS FLUNT 
• 3-Dimensional, CFD simulations are performed using ANSYS FLUENT. 
• The pressure-based solver is chosen for the simulations with the consideration to the exhaust, tlows in 
this problem 

Boundary Condition 
• Inlet : Velocity inlet boundary cOllliitiun [velocity, temperarurej. 
• Outlet: Pressure Outlet: [atmospheric pressure]. 
• Can Surface : No-slip, stationary outlet slH'face. 

CFD Modeling - Solver Settings: 
The mesh was imported in to ANSYS FLUENT or setting up as well as performing CFD simulations. The 
pressure based solver we chosen for the simulation as this project work, the gmvitational effects are not 
included in the flow ph)'sics. 
The fullowing server settings are (lpplied while solving this project work 
• 3-Dimensional. Steady-state CFD simulations are performed using ANSYS FLUENT. 
• The pressure solver is shown for the simulation with the consideration to the exhaust flow problem. 
• This was done using the single channel model. where flow through a single channel was modeled at 
different flow rates and temperatures that represent the conditions available during the experiment. 
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Fig.4 Pressure contour with Vector for COne diameter as 90mm and Cone angle 900 
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Fig.S Pressure contour with Vector for cone diameter as 95mm and cone angle of 450 
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Fig. 6 Pressure contour with Vector for eOlle diameter as IOOmm and cone angle of 23° 
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Fig? Back Pressure Vs Cone angle and Fig.8 Back pressure Vs Cone Diameter 

CONCLUSION: 

1. 	 Among all the types of technologies developed so far use of catalytic converter is the best way to 
control exhaust emission. 

2. 	 The increase in diameter of inlet, inlet cone length, angle of inlet and outlet of catalytic converter 
reduced the backpressure by 2.2 bar and also reduced the recirculation zone. 

3. 	 The tW'bulent flow pattern at inlet is converted into laminar flow 
4. 	 Modified catalytic converter is eco ~friendly, because it reduces the emission of vehicles. 
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Abstract 
J¥e foclls on building CI machine which is a small prololype q( the actual hacksaw machine anti with 
the foc us on process oplimization ond jurlher 10 reduce Ihe COSI 0/ Ihe projeci and ejjicient 
mam{factllJ'ing. As many hacksaw machine lack safety which is a Jhreat to the worker we focus on 
making a safe machine, We fly to accomplish this by making a chassis and mounting motors and 
roller on il and will clIl a pvc pipe using robolic ann al a predefined dislance.This is a small 
prototype ofthe actZlal hacksaw machine in which lye can conclude thai this is a safe process. worker 
friendly. 

KeyJVords-Hacksaw,Guide Ways,Roll ers,Electric Motors. 

L INTRODUCTION 

All power hacksaw machines basically have the ,,"me. look and they all are precise in their 
appli cations. The sawing machine is a machine tool designed to cut material to a desired length or 
contour. It functions by drawing a blade containing cutting teeth through the workpiece, The sawing 
machine is faster and easier than hand sawing and is used principally to produce an accurate square or 
mitered cut on the work piece. Power hacksaws machines are used to cut large sections of metal or 
plastic shafts and rods. Cutting of solid shafts or rods of diameters more than fifteen millimetres is a 
very hard work with a normal hand-held hacksaw. Therefore, power hacksaw machine & 
shapingmachine was invented during 1920s in the United States to carry out the difficult and time
consuming work. This power hacksaw & Shaping are consid ered as an automatic machine because the 
operator need not be there to provide the reciprocating motion and downward force on the work-piece 
in order to cut it. Once the operator has fed the work-piece till the required length in to the machine 
and starts the machine, then the machine will cut until the work-piece has been completely cut in to 
two pieces, The fact that the operator has to feed the work-piece to the required length in to the vice is 
one aspect that motivated us to automate the feeding of work-piece automatically. Another one aspect 
is that after a shaft has been cut for one time, the operator has to unload the work-piece and advance 
the rest of the work-piece to the required length again and again till the end of the work-piece is 
reached. The Power hacksaw & Shaping mach ine though being able to cut the shaft or rod without 
requiring any human effort to cut, it does require a human intervention to feed the work-piece many 
times with measurements bei ng taken each time before feeding. Therein, arose a need to completely 
automate the process of cutting, and here we are with a proposal which will aid in eliminate the effort 
of the people associated with it. 
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Fig.1 Power Hacksaw[ I] 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

1.1 Daniel Albrecht, Hans Christian Mohring[ I] 

Under the concept of "Industry 4.0", production processes will Sawing processes are the [uells of 
process optimization in order to redllcc material costs and savc cncrgy resources. I:landsawing 
maohinc~ 011 ow foot proOQ!JSOQ but produce il low curfaca qU3lity and great cutting Jo"q~, of fflW 
material up to now. The wear of saw blades is signj ficant due to the cutting conditions as well as the 
thin and unstable tool design. Electromechanical drives can substitute inefficient hydraulic systems 
for workpiece clamping and for the prestressing of saw blades, and provide the precondition tor 
autonomous process control. In order to adjust the sawing parameters during the process, the 
~ ilIlultant:olls identification of process stability is necessary. In this work, iIlnUcnces on the process 
stability were investigated by experiment and simulation in order to develop a stability criterion as a 
fllnr,tinn of niffr.!T.nf prnr,(,:11 rnrnmntl1l~. Tho fnmm haro V,'Ofi on tho boni:l'/iollf of thr:- \,inu m;:lrhinf'C:: 
allow fast processes but produce a low surface quality and great cutting losses of raw material up to 
nuw. Tho wear ur saw blades is signilicam due to the cuttmg conditIOns as well uS the thIn amI 
unstable 1001 design. Electromechanical drives can substitute inefficient hydraulic systems for 
workpiece clamping and for the prestressing of saw blades, and provide the precondition for 
autonomous process control. In order to adjust the sawing parameters during the process, the 
simultaneous identification of process stability is necessary. In this work, influences on the process 
stability were investigated by experiment and simulation in order to develop a stability criterion as a 
function of different process parameters. The focus here was on the behaviour ofthe saw.[1] 

1.2 TawandaMushiri, Fortune Masarakufa, Charles Mbohwa[2] 

This rc,carch paper c)(ploros thc dcsign of an automatic "atel)' brake mechanism on a manual ..,;",,,I",· 
table saw machine which stops the blade from rotating when human flesh is detected in the blade 
proximity. Fatal injuries are occurring, human thumbs and entire hand cutting during operation when 
opennor J\I:d.jli'mall~1 tOl.1('h~s Th(' ~rlnnlng hlfjdt' IT h~l'" h"/'/Hr)t': a 111 ;1111":1' ur \:I/IICtilil If, develop the 
safety mechanism which can be retrofitted on old-model table saw machines used to train students at 
a university wood workshop. The researchers made use of capacitive proximity sensors to detect 
human flesh and then automatically activate the brake pawl to the rotating blade, D.C injection brake 
vol.tage which abruptly stop the running motor. The design procedure confirmed the quick release of 
the safety mechanism within 0.25 seconds as revealed from the simulation of circuits in Proteus 
software. With this desip,n it is possible to stop the s pinning blade in 0.25 seconds, belore the operator 
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(ollches the spinning blade alld alsQ thc mcchanism is adUpl:lbie to :-111 cirnd;II' saw ll'I;lL:hincs (panel 
saw, bench saws), thus making a work-safe environment on tile circular s;lw~, Thc va.... t n,:vll:w or 
literature will help to understand Ihe concepts, thcon:llls and dilfcrl'n! !:Iclors ai'!i;uling thL: 
performance ofmacl1ine. R.S.Khurmi. l,K.Gupla in their hook I'Theory or lIlachines" (Vl'lociliL's in 
mechanisms) helps to lind Velocity diagrams of slider crank mechanism. I:! I 
-= Prof. KshirsagarPrashant R .. RathodNayan J .. RahatoP""hant P .. IlalayoPrash'"ll P .. SlIrvcSaohill 
S. in their research paper '·Theurelic.al Analysis iJf Multi-Way Power Ilack saw Machim.:"' designed 
and developed a multi-way power hachsaw machine which convert~ converts rotary motion into the 
reciprocating motion for working of model. This machine is able to cut IC)Uf pieces at same time 
which overcomes single piece cutting of conventional power hacksaw machint'. [9 J 

I D.V.Sabarinanda, V.Siddhartha, T.Mohanraj in their paper "Desigll and Fabrication or Automated 
Hacksaw Machine" (April 2014) gives an idea about the various componeJ1ts required for fabricatiun 
of the proposed model. Thcsc components will help to gel smooth working conditiun ane! future 
automation ofdiffercnt mcchanical actions as well as linkages. [9) 
LJ R.Subash, K. Samuel Jayakaran, (2014), In this paper author has designcd Pedal uperated hacksaw 
machine which can bc used for industrial applications and Huusehold necds in which no spccific input 
energy or power isneeded. This project consists of a sprocket arrangement, the crank and s lider 
mechanism, the chain drive. In the mechanism, chain drive is directly connccted to the hacksaw for 
the processing of culting the wooden blocks.The objeotive of the paper is using the conventional 
mechanical process which plays a vital role. The main aim is to reciuce the human effort for 
machining various materials such as wooden blocks, steel, PVC etc.[9)Current scenario of industry 
focuses on the high production rate with less consumption of resources. To achieve this we need to 
minimize idle time and machine time per unit. The multi-way power hacksaw improves those factors 
by reducing time per unit to increase the production. To minimize the cutting time in conventional 
machine and increase the rate production rate. The conventional hack saw machine nrc operfltr.rl hy 
hUlllan operatoIS <is mentioned, have the demerit of unloading and loadine the. wnr"-pie!"e rn~nl' 

timd . I" IIICdl"IJI~allndttstrics need to cut 110. of ideal parts. It is very difficult for operator to cut the 
individual parts. It takes more time for cutting. This can be achieve by using proposed machine at the 
place of conventional machine to cut different metal bar pieces with high rate of and accuracy to 
minimize an idle time. In present situation electrical as well as hydraulic operated machines are used 
but the output from them is not satisfactory as it has low cutting rate Power hacksaws & Shaping 
Machine are used to cut large sections of metal or plastic shafts an(1 roos Cutting of solid shaft" or 
lVeI, ufdiruneters mOre III"n fifteen millimetres i3 a "cry hard wurk with a normal hanel-held hacksaw. 
Therefore, power hacksaw machine & shaping machine W"s inventerl during 1920s in thc Unitcd 
States to carry Ollt the difficult. "nd timc ·cOI1!Umil\!l \vo' k. ThIs power hacksaw & Shaping are 
considered as an automatic machine because the operator need not he there to provide the 
recil-'JUcalil1g motIon and downward force on the work-piece in order to cut it. Once the operator has 
fed the work-piece till the required length in to the machine and starts the machine, then the machine 
will cut until the work-piece has been completely cut in to two pieces. The fact that the operator has to 
feed the work-piece to the required length in to the vice is one aspect that motivated us to automate 
the feeding of work-piece automatically. Another one aspect is that after a shaft has been cut for one 
time, the operator has to unload the work-piece and advance the rest of the work-piece to the required 
length again and again till the end of the work-piece is reached. The Power hacksaw & Shaping 
machine though being able to cut the shaft or rod without requiring any human effort to cut, it does 
require a human intervention to feed the work-piece many times with measurements being taken each 
time before feeding. Therein, arose a need to completf':ly rHllmnMp thr: proCrlr.r. nf (\1I"inj~ j nil,:! h,.i<.. \'\' 1.1 

atc w,tli a ~ropusal whleh Will a,eI in eliminate the effort of the people associated with it. 
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We visited the Power Hacksaw Machine during the literature survey of this project the speci fications 
of the same machine are mentioned in the above image. It gave us the idea about our project and also 
helped us for selecting materials which are used in our project various materials used in our project 
are in reference to this machine. 

III. ADVANTAGES1IOj 

-High torque output is achieved. 
-Fowor moving part!:. 
- Smoother operation . 
• Simple in construction . 
• Maintenance is easy 

-Reduced friction. 

-Easy to operate. 

-Reduces time and high production rate. 


1V. Methodology 

For the technical mechanical drawings and assembl ing of parts the researcher used Solid Works 2018. 
Finite e lement Ana lysis (FEA) for st ress analysis of the critica l componcnts using Ansys software. 
Sensor programming to execute the routines, the researcher used Arduino 
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so!'twar~ alld for "illlllblil1g till' llli(["I:Ml'on!r'nlkr ,' in'uit, l'rl /ll'US sort wan.:. 'I h ...· 1\;scit rchcl".s abo visited 
I()( al IIHH.:hilll.': s1rppl icr.... ill t()1llpi kll ion or pril" "': of IIll' Illach iIll' ;lS~C lllbly. 

V.l.imitatinnsllOI 

• 	 ! Jncvl:1l Illn.:e!S ;1I;t Oil !III..: work pkCl~. 

• 	 Unly :-.nwll C01l1pOlu:nts can bl: JllUchilll'd. 
• 	 I.oading i:lnd 11l1h)adingofwork piece dOile manually. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We conclude !hal it is possible to build a sate and small prototype of automatic hacksaw machine. 
This prototype can pt::rJ'orm various functions just 011 a smell sl;ale but it still proves to be safe for the 
workers. It 's also lilll!.! and energy saving. Til!.! prolotype buill provt::s to be cost cfficiem. Il ' s easy to 
lise and is very lIser friendly. The variolls SOn wares llsed to lest it and design it al so validate it is a 
safe design. 
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Design and Manufactu/"ing of Drainagl' C leaning System 
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Abstracl 
During this projecl, the proposal concepl is 10 switch Ihe manual add drainage by drainage 

cleaning syslem. fVaslewaler is characlerized because (he stream of IIlilized waler ji-om /tomes, 
OI",,!unizatiol1s, ventures, business Exen.:ises,e!c. Drainage pipes are lised for Ihe disposal and 
un(orlunately sometimes there could also be loss oj/"'/I1a17 life \lhile cleaning Ihe blockage wilhin Ihe 
drail1age pipes. The mOlive of!he projecl is 10 implement a system for sewage cleaning process ill 
drainage, 10 scale back the spreading ojdiseases to human. II improves Ihe period ojtime and sensOlY 
qualily ojJood products and also helps 10 slap the mosquito generation fi'0I11 Ihe wastage. So as 10 get 
rid oj a specific amounl oj solid waSle and undesirables fi'om Ihe wasle waler we use Ihe guller 
cleaning m(lchine which is meant 10 as a check point at various foc us points where the waste gels 
accumulaled. 
Keywords- Chain, Drainage, Gear, Blockage, Disposal, BallelY, waste water,shaft. 

!.INTRODUCTION 
Water may be a basic necessity of humans and everyone living being.,;. Lhere's " InL, of watcr on 

earth but that's not suttable for human lise. Clean water is lIIure illlf'uJ L nt and is employcd for u r"W 
pllrpose. The impurit ies present in water can cause hazardous diseases. Impurities in drainage water 
will be like empty bottles, po lythene bags, papers etc. House drains empty themselves into the most 
dra ins whIch run under the most streets and below many I"/le.>. S"liJ tHatters LhaL arc crClltcd by 
human or anima l activities, and which are disposed because they're hazardous or useless are referred to 
as solid waste. Most of the solid wastes, like paper, plastic containers, bottles, cans, and even used cars 
a nd electronic goods aren't biodegradable, which implies they are doing not get lessened through 
in'.'[g~t fli, ·. /lr IlI"£iillil'! pn)(:p.",,~. Thlls, after they aCCllmlllntp. they cause a health threat to people. 
u ecayhtg wastes alsu alU'aCL huusehulll ",est> dlJJ ,""J Lv urbnn nre03 bcooming unhoalthy, diny "nn 
uns ighLly places Lu res ide in. Moreover, it also causes damage to terrestrial organisms while "Iso 
reducing the uses of the land for other more useful purposes. Therefore, this problem needs immediate 
remedia l measures. These impurities present in drainage water can cause blockage or the system. The 
system wi ll be cleaned time to time manually or such a system will be des igned which will 
automat ically throw out wastages and can keep the wat er clean. This project helps to scrub water 
within the system whenever any wastage appears and this wayan efficient and straightforward way of 
cleaning the system and preventing the blockage. It also reduces human power and improves the 
standard of water that's cleaned. The drainage systems are cleaned when there's no water in them i.e. 
when it's not ra ining, but when it's raining the dra inage systems can not be cleaned due to the tough 
conditions of the rain which nobody would volunteer to cOnIrrm that garbage doesn't enter into the 
drainage sysLems. Our system uses a gutter/ drain c1caning system that lets fluids flow through it hilt. 
t:atch'='5 lilrrr,p c:n lirl W::t~tp li,,"p. hnttl~ . pl ftf\tir. anrl Accumulates it. So gutter cleaners must just clean 
lIlc~e gutter cleaning systems instullctl ul point.:) rather (hall L:lt:auillg (:ntjr~ gllttrr tloor~ . We are 
vi<itine im[ll~me.n' " 'y.~' e", iI,", ",eS a ;;equence qrive systcm driven by a motor which IS includ ing 
battery. 

II. LI TERATURE REVIEW 
I. NDUBUISI C. Daniels, et.al. wont to remove garbage and 

sewage automatically which from different varieties of 
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ellvirulllll 1.: lIlallm~!nls , The SyslCll1 ct~;II'l cr has Ihn'l' lI1ajor pari s whiL:h an: tile Propeller, thl: Ckaner 
and also tl1\': I')all aJlllluKI;,S lip l'n!' ils dTl:Gliv!"; flllll'l il)llinr', 

R.Salhiynbla. 1.:xplaincd I': bllck!.:1 (dc.... ll'OlIil: 11I11'kcl) USc for d['ailH.I ~ '(! Gki'lliing SYSlcl1l hcc:ltlsl: E
bucket lined a Sl:WagL' and ll sed l:vapon:tiuJI rrcat:nL'1'l1 fIJI' this sl!wngc wet sewage wa~ cOllvert ed into 
dry IlH1t!cr:::;. with the or ARM board (ARDlJlNO) rhis prnL'l~SS was pcrfonllt:d, Aflcr this pl'OCt!~S they 
were add lhis wa::;le a govL'!'J1ll1ent hank with HOlle reasonably ;d'fct..:tinn oflhe bacterin, 

i. 	 l3aladlHndrfl el al. Reviewcd abnllt drainnge cleaning to switch tlIanual work to automated systcm 
because lIlanllnlly cl(.:!aning sysll!1lI it's h;lrmfui for hUl11an lif(; and ..:Iealling time. is more so to beat this 
probk:rn tli(;y impiclllcllllJd 11 design "J\utumatic draini.lgt,; pUIllP monitoring and system using PI.C illld 

SCJ\OA'l, Pl.C and SCJ\DJ\ wen: dcsignt:d, during this project to use ~fficit:nt thanks to c.ontrol the 
disposal of wastage regulnrly, trt:lltmcnl of disposal in numerous way toxic and nontoxic gases, PLC 
controller li'om Sienlcns wus employed in the treatment system of drainage wastewatcr control by the 
stepper motor. compressor. gas exhauster, pressure valve and also the liquid level, flow and other 
analog variables to realize Jtltol11atic control or sewage waste water treatment. 4,Mohammad Idhris et 
al. implemented the automatcd remote controlled sewage cleaning system to resolve the matter of 
water logging because of plastic/thermocols and metal leads, this technique llses RF transmitter 

alld receiver for remote controlled open.ltion . SoH wnre implementation of electrical setup is meted out 
using proteus software for simulation, 

4. 	 Prabhushankar N et al. designed a machine which used reciprocating pump because the main 
component rather than pump for dewatering of drainages, As pump was costlier and fewer effective in 
complete removal of suspended and heavy solids. They used pneumatic and spring system with 
reciprocating cylinder. There was use of pneumatic cy linder which used power of compressed gas to 
supply linear motion with reciprocation, One component of pnelJmatic system was spring retnrn 
pneumatic cylinder. One drawback with it had been less efficiency. as a part of force produced hy 
cylinder was lost her."lIse it tried to push against thc spring. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 
To find an answer for the matter of water logging because of plastic thermocols metals etc. To treat 
prvbkJiI~ liJ....L IIUllal ill lYllituiu elL. LebeL! ut!diUse or waler al,;cumUJation. 

WORKING PRINCIPLE 
The device is placed across a drain so that only water flows through the lower basement. Floating 
wo,tc like hottlC3. plastic callS, cover'...dc. i., lilkd uy liflers which are conncctcd to thc chain. Thc 
chain revolves with the sprocket wheel which is driven by the motor. The energy provided to the 
motor is electrical energy. When motor runs the chain starts to circulate making the lifter to lift up. 
The wastage material are lifted by lifter teeth and stored in storage or collecting bin. Once the 
collecting bin is full, the waste materials are removed from the bin. Further they are replaced in 
various size of our convenience. There by it works as the flow of water, it could be fllliher scoped as 
to create a water flow in stagnant water so that the waste are made to flow in the path to ollr conveyer. 

DClJ,lofor 

. " " ,-  ~Ud,(1 

'T"'r\,-- \\·.l<I<::.l t=>m.':::( 
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Fig. l.Drainugc cleaner selup V.DESIGN SPECI HC'ATH IN 

I) Fnllne (Malerial Used: Mild Sleel) I.ellglh : 450 nUll 

Heighl : 750 nllT! 

L-angle c.hunnel- and li'ame: (25 ~ 25) mm 


2) Bcarillg (Malerial Used: Slainiess Sleel) 6202 single row deep groove BallB.aring 
3) Battery 

12 Volts, 7 Ampere, Lead Acid baltery, Rechargeable Iype ballery, Works for 2 Hrs. 
~) Sprocket (Material Used: Cast Iron) Chain pitch:9.525 10m 


Pitch diameter:46.0 19 10m Roller diameter:6.35 111111 


Width between inner plate:5.72 mOl Transverse pitch: I 0.24 mm 

Outer diameter:49.77 mm 


S)Chain(Materialused:cast iron) Pitch:9.525 mm 
Roller diameter:6.35 mm Width:S.71 mm 
Transverse pitch: I 0.24 mm Rool diameler:40.3S mm 

Tooth side l'adius:9.525 mm Tooth width:5.434 mm 

G) Motor Shaft Diameter:8mm Length:300mm 

7) Main Shaft Diameter:15mm Length:300mm 


8) Motor: 
12 Volts, 18 Wall, 45 rpm DC motor 

9)Storage tank(Materiai used:mild steel) Length:250 mm 
Width:250 mOl Height:200 mm 

Fig.2.CAD model Fig.3.Actual drainage cleaner setup 

RESULT & DISCUSSION 

While conducting the experiment the parameters should be considered as uniform flow rate of 
water, depth of the channel is I feet and height of the channel is 3feet, rate of disposal of waste is 
uniform, lifter speed and motor speed is constant. 

• . Lifter speed is constant and it regularly lifts the waste. 

b. Cost of the machine will be economic and it requires only 12-24 volts of current. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the treatment system of drainage Waste wal ;ce~ the motor, roller chain and sprocket, lifter 
and the collecting bin to achieve semi-auto 'fi.e root.rdl~ sewage waste water treatment. Drainage 
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from industries will be trented Ihmugh this proj ect to IllCt;: ( the nationa l emission standards. with stabl e.: 
operation~ low cost and good clrcel. Drainage wastewater control should treated by this method to 
irrigate plant5. clean toilets. etc. The deaner fUllctioned move effectively during the heavier rains 
which had more volume of running water with garbage and high velocity. 
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I)I~SI(;N OF MOUNTING STRUCTURE FOR PORTABLE SOLAR 

GENERATOR 


Akash Bhlljbal"l, Annirlldha Kasar' 2. PiYlIsh Klilkarni#'. Akush Kalaskar'" 

, Departlllent (!/ Mechanical Engineering. S(Jl'itri/Jai Pintle Plllle Ulli l'ersity, Plllle, MahaJ'{{shtra 

Abstract 
'[he mounting structure is the supportiJlg struc!IIl'e thaI holds the solar panels or arrays alsolar panels 10 

the ground. l\;follflting slrUClUres made o/sleel ()I' G. I suppo,.' the panels Oil the grollnd, ({nd also lilt them 
01 em oplimal angle to receive maximum sunlight. In Ihis project we have designed the supporting 
struclurejor mOllnting ofthe solar panel a/portable solar generator. This mOl/llling structure can survive 
harsh weather conditions due to its strength and propel' designing qf a structllre. Also, this mounting 
structure I:" economically aJlordable. The .\yslem has 10lV maintenance. 771e materials used to develop the 
solar generator can be easily obtained from local markets, Ihus reduc.:ing Ihe cost of developing the 
system and making it suitablejor commercial application. The increase in demand ofenergy, stimulated 
by developing countries and decrease of power sOlwces, is leading to an unsustainable future. Thus, 
renewable and clean energies are necessQI]' to be used, particularly solar energy. The main concepts of 
portable solar generator are to reduce installation cost and to introduce u compact design ofan optimal 
energy sizing system. 

Keywords: Solar panel, lviounting Structure, Portable Solar Generator, Solar Container. 

MATERIAL SELECTION: 

Density (kg/m') 
Young's 

modulus(psi) 
Shear 

modulus(psi) 
Yield strength(ksi) 

7971.81 
28,5" 1 0' 

11.2*10' 

87.4 

7850 
204*10' 

78* 10' 

79.77 

2712.63 
10,1 *10' 

3.9*10' 

16.5 

1356.3 
0.38"10' 

0.13*10' 

6.03 

Compressive 
strenoth(ksi) 

Tensile 
strenoth(ksi) 

Durabilty(Water) 

87.4 

87.35 

Excellent 

72.6 

230 

Excellent 

19.5 

19.5 

Acceptable 

5.9 

6.02 

Excellent 

Durability(UV 
radiation) 

Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent 
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Table I : Matel'ial Cha ..actl'ris til·~ 


Galvaniseu Iron wa~ the 1II0S( suitable material !()lIowcd l'l osd y by ~ Iainlcss S[ccl /\ISI 


CALCULATlONS; 

Step I :The first step is to determine the ri~k t;lCtOI' or lhe single soim mOllnting system s tl'uctllrc, see 

Table 3. Based on T<thle 3, Ihe risk calcgOl)' lor the single solar pane l ground mounting sys tem structure 

is determined to be Risk Category IIllO ensure that the des ign is conservative. 


Step 2: The second step it to determine the basic wind speed, V ~ for the Ris k Catcgory III using the map 

in Appendix C, Method II. Based on the map, the highest \-vind speed in the India would be (V= 89 rnts). 

Step 3: The third step it to determine the wind load parameter: 


Wind directionality factor Kd.,for the purpose of this calculation, the structure type is assumed to be an 

open sign and lattice framework. Given this assumption, the wind directionality factor is (Kd=O.85). 


Determine ex posure category 13, C or 0 

Based on the nature of this design project, exposure category B is the most probable. 


Topographic tactor, Kzl, can be assumed 10 be equal to 1.0 (Kzt= I.O) 

Gusl Effect Factor, G, for a rigid building or olher structure is permitled to be taken as 0.85 (G=0.85) [I S] 


Step 4: The fourth s tep is to determine the velocity pressure exposure coefficient, Kz. The veloc ity 
pressure exposure coefficient Kz is determined from the following equation: For height above ground 
level, Z, where z < 4.6 In 

Kz= 2.01 (4.6/Zg)1I· 

For ex posure categOlY B, as determined in Step 3, the values for a and zg are the following: a=7.0, 


Zg- 36~.76 Ol. Now uSlIlg above equation, Kz can be calculated as, 

Kz= 2.0 1 (4.6/zg)"· =0.576 


Step 5: The fifth step is to determine the velocity pressure, qz, using the following equation: 
qZ=0.613 Kz Kzt Kd V2, (V in m1s) 

Inputs for Equation: 
Kz=0.576 
Kzt=l.O 
Kd=0.85 
Y-R9 m/s 

Using the given inputs in Equation yields Ihe following: 
qz = 0.613 Kz Kzt Kd V2=2.376 x 10) 

Stell 6: The sixth step is to determine the force coefficient, Cf , us ing reference (ASCE/SE17-IO pg.3ll) 
,Cf is ass umed to be 1.95 

Step 7; The seventh s tep it to calculate the wind force, F, using Equation 4 (ASCElSEI7-1 0 pg. 308) 
bellow: 

F = qz G Cf As (N) 

Where: 


qz = the velocity pressure 

G = gust-effect factor 


Cf = net force coefficient 

As = the gross area o f the solid freestanding solid sign (m2) 


Inputs for Equation: 
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qz 2.376 x 10:; 
G ~ 0.85 

c:f = 1.95 
As = 1.942 Ill.:! (Solar panel dimensions 1956 111111 x 993 tllJ11) 


So lvillg Eq ual ion y ie lds Ihe la llowing: 

I" =qz G Cf As =7.4227 x 103 N 


I-Ienee, F=7,422 N 
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Abstract 


II is a/ways a great challeflge jr)/'Ihe physically handicapped person 10 move in IV Ihe places like bus 
stops, hospilals, to &0 anywhere easily hence options are limilecl as vely/ew/orm aUlomobi/e industries. 
So keeping ;n Ihe mind Ihe limitations qf hum./;capped person (lnd to reduce his efforts we do 
developmenl, designed Glut mam-(j;,u...·lured solar powered tricycle /01' handicapped person hy giving 
some other usefitl/eolures. This Iricycle is cOllvenienllo o handicapped person as well as qf!ordable to 
a poor person. as Cosl is major issue fbI' them. 

Key Words: Tricycle, Solar Pallel, Solar charge cOlltroller, £Co friendly, Electric motor, physically 
handicapped 

1, Introduction 

Technology is developing fast and every day new developments are being done .Most of the 
developments are done keeping in view, normal human heings .However very less thought is given for 
development of means for handicapped person. In order to taking the handicapped with mainstream of 
society idea of designing vehicle for such person is developed. A conventional mechanical tricycle 
make it hard to drive in ronr fOf1rl rnnrlition 0r on:l gradiont. \\' horo UJ m0difi..:d ~\"'vuli';' l IC4UilC l~gllh:l.l 

maintenance and operatine r-nM j<; r.nmpnrnti"r:ly high. Sm~1I1 whooluhuir:1 ubo Iln i)l)tion but it l~ :> LljldlJ!~ 
lUI shurt dist~Tlce iiOci r.ost (l<;"nr,i(1tprl wdh ~u('h duir ic too tnuuiJ hi!;h. 

This project aims to mitigate the above listed problems by doing development designing and 

fabricating a solar powered tricycle which will be driven by using solar panel and an electric motor wi th 
simplified electric drive system eliminating chain and sprocket mechanisms. 

There are different types of vehicle developed for 
physically handicapped person like Hybrid Tricycle, Modified scooter, Electric Tricycle which is 
driven by IC Engine, Solar operated tricycle, Smart wheelchair etc. Cost of Modified scooter is around 
70000. Electric tricycle requires electricity, battery charging port which are high in cost and in recent 
there is no availability of charging station. 

[I] Ami! Ku, hwaha & Chetan Nandanwar- They said that how solar power is utilized for providing the 
power to the tricycle which will reduces the effort of the handicapped person. They give infonnation 
about the main PaJlS like Solar panel, Brushless DC motor, Battery Charge Controller and their suitable 
arrangement. 

[2] R. Isermann etal- They analyze A photo voltaic module or photol'oltaic panel is a packaged 
interconnected assembly of photovoltaic cell. The photovoltaic module known as solar panel. Lead acid 
battery is the only variable battery technology for electric~' .~ rsion . C 

.,\~ ~':;---- ~~ 
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131 I)lmll:l"hri S~lll<lr, Slmll:illlII SUml!" uml Ruh(:l ll Katariya l'Ia1. ,- They said thaL there arc lllany 
dinic"lli,'s with Illobility ofJlhysically di oabled peopic in S(lci cty. They arc scc Ihal physically disabled 
people arc baska lly lIsillg "Oll ]t,; m.:cessories like crutches prostheses or artiiiciallcgs ell.:. To overcome 
their problems lise of availab le r!::SQurceS for COln p()I1CnIS such as pipes lor chass is, wIH.:els. bearings 
elc. from the local mw"kt:t ilnd simplicity in designing result cost economy. 

2. Dcsign of Tricycle: 

Weighl (N) Componenl 

rrame 392.4 

Ballery 147. 15 

Rider 686.68 

Front wheel 34.33 

Wheel with hub 88.48 
lTIotor 

Wheel without 55.05 
hub motor 


Handle 
 44.28 

Solar Panel 196.2 

Accessories 45.35 

Total 1805.06 ( 180 kg) 

Table 2. 1 DeSign CalculatJOns 

As vehicle is being design for disabled person speed is li mited to 25kmph and any vehicle having speed 
below 25kmph requires no RTO registration. Radius of vehicle is 203 mm (8 inch) thus rotational speed 
of wheel is limited to 327 rpm. 

3. Component Selection 

Tricycle consist of various components like motor and controller, chassis, batteries, Voltage convel1er 
and speed control and brakes. 

3.1 Frame 
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]:I'<ltIIL' i!-o till: ~lIppOrliJJg IIIclIll1(;r Dr till.": lri cyde ;llld ~ldli ,,'~Il'd 10 :--'(ill ic ;llid dYllun.i(: IO:-ld. 11 idso lakc:-i 
various load li~ t: vc.;rlica] load. Cornering hmd, sitk Ihrnst, a('!;.'("h.;raliolJ :lIld brake dip. VurinLls 
t\cl.:e$suJ'ies and COlllPOll011tS an: Illoulltl,.~d lJvI,.)!' tlit.: I"l"allI,,'. 1\ {'nUll!.: -: hm:ld liuv~ sunkicrlI $~rt:llgtl1 to 
slane] against all the lislcd loads. Weight of !he {hilla' "llollid hI,.' ;\S llIilli1l1111l1 as possible to reduce the 
overall weight PI' tricycle. Cust or the material of li';ulll! 11111~ t bL' low. We selected the ]'nUIlC by 
cOilsideri 11£ available si 2;cS orpipe. 1l1H." i1l1l1111 sl r('sscs ck:\II,.'1 opcd in tlic critil,.;;:11 component and ilVtt ilable 
f~lctor of safety. ~elcclcd hollow pipe has till,; Ihllowillg .... peciJicHliolls. 

Material: AISI 1018 

Ouler diameler: 25.4JllIll 

Inner Diameter: 21.4mm 

Thickness: 2Illm 

Length: 1900 Illill 

Width:900n1ln 

Handle l'leight: I 050Illill 

Seat Height: 640mm 

Handle Length:670 

Sut:440 N/mm' 


3.2 Batteries 

To run the motor at full load condition for 2-3 hours it requires energy about thrice of capacity of motor. 
along with this batteries should provide high energy demand during starting without affecting the further 
performance. Battery power can be estimated by Voltage and current rating. Batteries must have high 
voltage in order to provide ubundlmt en6fgj ;:,u~fJ)Y (.IIIJ lu Illainlaill volta.~e drop as minimum as 
pOSSible. Another fe'1llirr.lnf",nt nf h~ffprip, i~ low ("Oit and low maintonanco, Loud aoid bottorim fulfill 
the sec.nnrl c.nnrlirion. Voltage of system can be increa~e by connecting it in 3cries. Considering above 
parameters lead acid battery is suits best. 
Selected batteries have following specification 

• Current rating:20Ah 
• Voltage:12V 
• No. of batteries: 04 
• Combination of batteries: Series 
• Combined Voltage: 48V 

3.3 Motor 

To drive the vehicle at a speed of 25kmph and provide a rated torque about 5 N-m a motor having 
capacity above 200 watt is sufficient. Next Standard available motor is in capacity of 250 watt. Thus 
we have taken a Brushless DC motor of hero optima electric bike. The motor available in wheel itself 
i.e. hub motor. Hub motor of this kind is available in authorized workshop of hero motors. Cost of hub 
motor is below 5000 making it suitable for low cost application. Vehicle having electric power source 
of more than 250 watt requires RTO registration. Selected motor give us exemption from RTO 
registration. 

Specification of selected hub motor. 

• Type: Brushless DC Motor 
• Power:250 Watt 

3.4 Controller and Voltage Converter 
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Motor dmw the l'UITL'nt Ii'om halleric.s according the need or (he driver, Controller l;'Ikcs different input 
like hl'ilkl'. ilGcderatioli illld vary the power supply 10 the lllotO)'. We seil:c\t..'d sli.ITldard controller taken 
rJ'(HJ1 tht: hero ckctric's hikc ami installed it with the givcn huh IImloJ' or SHme bike mood. It has the 
/(.1llowi!lg specilicati(lIl 

• Op~rati llg eurrent: 19/\ 
• Operating Voltage:48V DC 
• Phase angle: 120 degrees 

Tricycle does have different llccessories like horn, Headlight, Indicator lamp, Brake light and all of 
those operates on 12V. But combined vo ltage of system is 48V thus it is essential to conven 48V into 
12V and DC-DC Voltage converter serves this purpose. Along with voltage conversion it also gives 
protection from over ClIrrent, short circuit and low voltage. The converter used in given tricycle has the 
following speci tication. 

3.5 Solar Panel 

Photovoltaics is the field of technology and research related to the devices which directly convert 
sunlight into electricity. The solar cell is the elementary building block of the photovoltaic technology. 
Solar cells are made of semiconductor materials, such as silicon. 
A number of solar cells electrically connected to each other and mounted in a si ngle suppon structure 
or frame is called a photovoltaic module'. Modules are designed to supply electricity at a cenain 
voltage, stich as a common 12 volt system. 

:,pecltlcatlOn IJ f :,olar I'anel 
• Solar panel= 100 watt 
• Quantity =2 
• Voltage = 12v 

SIIII 

Fig 4.5.1 Power generation system for a tricycle 

tvtolor musl overcome follO\ving rc£istnnccs whilt' driving. 
Pl)wf>r r~lrlll~tif)n~ . 

\\fright 0fVf'1hirtlf'1' , 50 K.g 

EffIc iency - 85% 
Wheel Size(radius) - 0.1524m 
Length Ofvehiclc -1.9m 
Width -0.9m 
Speed - 20krnph 
RPM- Total distance covered per hourll)ner distance 
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RPM 20000l.! ;'1 ·1' 0.1 5l' I ' (.1I 

3.'0 1'1'"1 


Powcr~{ M nss ill I\. I '* act:. +vcloci ly '" Rr)' (A I' +- ( 'd "' :Il'l'a to V" 3 ) 

Power ( I 50*'1. X IOS . .'5'O.ll l ) 1(O.M(,5 · II.~X · I . 7 1" 5 . .'." '3 ) 

Powcr~ 2:'iOwatl. 


Torque ; 

p= 2"J. 14 NT/60 

250=2*3. 1 '1'3 .'OTIGO 

T=6.820Nm 

Tmax=6.820* 1.75( loaci l1,clor) 


= I 1.935 Nm 

Battery : 

Batlery=3 * Power 

=3*250 

=750watt 


12*24*0.83= 240Watt- Single Battery 

No o f Batteries-4 

240*4=960 watt 


Solar Calculations-

General Solar Panel - 12vo!t .6amp 

Loose Wiring connections factors = 10% 

At sum mer approx. sun appears-7Hr 

At winte r approx. sun appears-5.5 Hr 

At Rainy season sun appears -4H r 

=7+5.5+4/3 
=5.5Hr 

Solar panel= (Load/avg.sun sunshine)' correction factor 

=( 96015.5)* 1.1 
= 1 92watt 

We select I OOwatt 24volt 2 panel 

Charging time =Ioadlvolt*current 


= 960/48*6 
= 3.30Hr 

4. Charging & Discharging Phenomenon 

4.1 Cha rging the Battery 
The charging of the battery is done by solar energy. As it takes approxi mately 6-8 hours from being 
fully charged, but as solar energy with high intensity is not present for the full time of a day, for this 
reason chmeine W:l': n OJ1r:' in two diffe re nt dnys in tha full !;ull!;hint!. Tin! h.:\'d uf iW':Jl!t.t:Jjll~ churgc~ uy 

day t ime is shown in Fig. 5. 1, in which level ofc harges (%) exists in the vert ical axis and time of day 
is on the horizonta l axis. Also, the standard deviation is shown in Fig. 5.1 
T he experimental data were taken on six di fferent days. For charging the battery fully, evely time two 
days were taken. The experimental date for charging the battery was 8"' to 10"' March 2020. 
TheoreticallY, the charging profile should be linear, but not exact in a Uf study because the so lar intensity 
on the panel varies by time ofthe day. After 60% level of c harge, the slope was downward because data 
was taken on the next day morning. At the end of chargin e rate of chargi ng the battery was s low 
because the reacti on rate of the battery was s low. A~S ~11e'i vs the standard deviation too, from I 
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Ihe graph il \\a~ rUlInd tllatthe IlWXillll.llll level ofsiandard (h.:vi;ninll is unly 1.527 \vhich is I'L:Hlly small. 
So Illlally il C;1I1 hI.: ~aid thnl the $imilnr charncteristic oi'cilare.ill,!' is tbund 1'0[' alilhe different days. 
4.2 Oischarging the baU<.'ry with a sulnr panel 
The ba!lt.!I'Y WU$ conm:t:leci to the motor that runs the :iolar tricycle. While running Ihc tricycle 
discharging was :)tarlcd. Discili:lrging ihe battery while running 111\: tricycle is a linear phenomenon. rig. 
5.2. I shows Ihc relalion bClweclllhc levels ofcharges (%) wilh "lime "flhe Iricyde. Ii dearly d isplays 
the decreasing of thc st(Jring energy due to consumptioll with the increasing of time. 
Discharging oClhe prolile of Ihe baltery wilh solar panel is shown in Fig. 5.2.1. On fig. 5.2. I. Ihe level 
orcharge is reduced li'olll 100% 10 15%. Thcorelically, Ihe discharge curve should be linear, bUlan Fig. 
6 it slighlly deviates from the linear phenomena. It took approxi mately 3 hOllrs for discharging the 
battery. It was lo und lium the disc harge curve that in the firsl hall' hour ballery losl its 8% slorage 
energy. But ihr Ihe ncxl every hal f hour discharge percenlagc was 17%. 15%, I 1%, 14% "nd 20% 
respeclively. 

'c 30 
, 20 
> 
~ to 

;) 	 os 1.5 1.5 

Tlw, (hI) 

Fig 4. 1. I Level of charge vs Time Curve 
5. Feasibility Study 

5,1 Costs 
The main parts of the constru cted solar tricycle are Solar Panel , Battery, Motor, controller and three 
wheels wilh equipment. Here the tOlal approx. cost is Rs 23500. This is comparatively lower Ihan other 
solar Trleycle. The COST of solar Tricycle available In market is appl'ux. goes tu R,.60,000. 3u ill Illi~ ~mt 
analysis, it is seen that our tricycle is economical than other solar ass isted tricycle. 
5.2 Environment 
The air pollution that warming the ear1h as a result of pollutants from the automobiles, which is about 
23% of the total air pollution. One of the great problems faced in urban areas throughout the world is 
the increase in vehicles due to an imbalance between the public transport and the increase in population 
which, finally results in a huge amount of air pollution. 
With the increasing rate of population, the number of vehicles is also increasing due to the imbalance 
between these two factors and finall y Ihe pollution rate is also increased. Over the last IWO decades, 
many experiments have been done to conlrol emission from IC engine. So in this respecl, this solar 
Iricycle may be one ofthe solutions because of pollulanl free property. 

6. Future Scope 

• 	 SOLAR r ANEL: Usc thc Ultra Efficient Solar Cell. 
• 	 A suspension system can be added. 
• 	 Motor of more capacity can be added 10 increase load carrying capacity. 
• 	 Power can be g iven to both of the rear wheels and in case of failure of one motor secondary drive 

will be helpful. 
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7. Conl'insiulls 

III 	The nhil!clivl' oftilc Sllldy was 10 desigl1 alll.::l.:o-friclldly vl'liit;tc which will he afTon.luhlc In poor 
IWlldicapPl:d person. 	 .. . 
[2J We lIJitigaled prohlems nlcc;d hy pn,.:viollsly designed l11ndcl. 
[3 J Tri(,;'yclc ha~ been filhricall!d :lIal tested Sllcl: l!S:. fully. Different parameters likt.: running. range, cost 
per kilol1l0lCI', Di scharge liml' or haUery has been measured with 11(;tual running condition amI it 

delivcr",'d bdtl!r results. 

r41 The gelleral solar 'ricydc don', have HlIy revcr~c mechanis1l1 i.e handicapped persoll su rrcrs from 

parking pn')b!t:m. 

[5] 	The maximum speed or the tricycle has been fi.ltmcl a[ 25 km/h. This ensures continuolls energy 
input to the tricycle without any additional cost. 
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Abs/mc 

Forecaslillg o/e/ec/ricity demand has assumed a 10/ ~r impvrlGnce to provide SZLstainable salutions 10 tlze 

electricity problems. In Ihe present situation power is the basic need for human life. Energy is 

responsible for major developments ofany COlm!1y 's economy_Use ofConventional energy sources are 

polluting the environment and causes global warming. In this project we are generating electrical 

power as 1I01l-conventionalmethod by simply running train on the railway track. This study aims to 

harvest the electrical energy from railway tracks. The power is produced by the semicircular seClion 

when the train moves over proposed track, the semicircular plate gets pushed down due to the train 

and causes the I'otation of rack and pinion arrangement which produces the electricity using a 

dynamometer. 'jhe energy generated will be stored 111 the bal/ely and ulsu showillg the output by 

glowing a 5V LED. 


Keywvrils- Sus(ulnlJble, Cutlvf::flliufJlJ/, Nun-Cuflvf::ldiuflLll, Rl"jcJ. Uful ['iI/iud, Dyw:mwllu:tcr. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

World is growing at the faster rate with regards to consumption of fuel and so the scarcity of energy as 
the sources producing them are depletable in nature. Around the world, there were 8,06,000 cars and 
lieht tn,ck, nn the rCl~rl r.nn,,"nine 7.IiO hillinn liS ~a llon~ 980000 liters of !!asoline yearly. Railways 
were first introduced to India in 1853. By t947, the year oflndia' s independence, there were forty-two 
rail systems. In 1951 the systems were nat ional ized as one unit, becoming one of the largest networks 
in the world. IR operates both long distance and suburban rail systems. Indian railways operate about 
9000 passenger trains and transports 17 million passengers daily across twenty-e ight states and three 
union territories. IR owned about 225 ,000 wagons, 45 ,000 coaches and 8300 locomotives and ran more 
than 18,000 tra ins da ily. We are looking forward to conserve the kinetic energy that gone wasted, while 
trains move. The number of trains passing over the system fi xed on the railway track is increasing day 
by day.[ I] We proposed a non-conventional power generating system based on railway track 
mechanism which generate electricity without using any commercial fossil fuels, which is not producing 
any polluting products. In this paper, Our aim is to conserve the kinetic energy which convert into 
electriCity that gone wasted, while train move on track. [2] Unfortunately, a substantial portion of 
railroad tracks exist in remote areas or certain underground regions in which there is little electrical 
infrastructure. In these regions, instalment of equipment such as waming s ignal lights, wireless sensors 
for railway track monitoring, bridge monitoring and train positioning have limited practical deployment 
due to the lack ofa reliable power supply or low-maintenance battery. Therefore it is necessa ry to design 
a cost-effective and re liable power supply to track-side sensors and equipment. [3) This project work 
inc ludes s imple rack and pinion arrangement with increased gear ratio which then moves a 
dynamometer to generate the electric ity. 

Problem Statement: 

\~~)-~
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III our L'OI IllII'Y dll ~ In iIl Tl'a~ ,t! pily il1 ,!{, n tpncit y, adv:lm;nl likstyl t: illle! rapidly g,l'owin!! 
induslriil!i zalioJl. thl: Ileed 8.: d l:Itl ;Jlld of 1J"il11SpOrlali{1I1 b iJll,;n.:a~ i ng day- hy- day. Till' 111II II I1t'l" o f Irai II 
rolling on tile !rm~ k is illlm..:asillg daily. llellre Wl'. Ilh: group or ("1m class fOllnd the.:: 1H.::: l.:d or designing 
Hnd !1HlIlllf:l(; ILlI'iI1', .'ilJdl a SYSI l!I1I. whi ch will JIIakt,; lilt: In.lck sOllh.:v.'llal l1cxihlc. so ft wllich wi ll nol 

dUJllilgc Ihe mol'(' also till! impact enel'gy ht.:i llg ah:-oorl}(,:d by lin! gUJII.:rati u l1 system 'will be..: utili zed to 
convert il ill to clcctriL:ity raillt.:r tl1an Illb hurd irnpac.llmns tul'ring In damage the.: sllspensil)ll. 

II. On,IECTIVES OF I'ItJo;SENT \VOl!" 

Tilc lIluin ol~iec l i vc is to build a POWCI' generation systelll slIch tlwi it can contribute to the present power 
generation ~ystcm as the need of enc:rgy is growing. day by day. The generated power is ceofriendly as 
well as inexhaustible means the powel' can be generated as long as the railways are in fLillction . 
This can be achieved by utilizing rhe cnergy I'cSOtlfCC!-i along the rai lway tracks i.e.• by utili zing the 
mechani ca l energy supptied by both wind gust from train as well as mechanical energy stlpplied by t.he 
train when it is in mot ion. The proposed rt!chnique relates generally to generating electricity and~ more 
particular!y, to a method and a system for generaling electricity along a railroad track. Many known 
railroad systems emp loy a variety of wayside equipment alongside {he railroad tracks. Within a network, 
railroad tracks oftcn span I'urai and unpopulated areas. and as such, providing power to wayside 
eq uipment in remote locations may be a cha llenging and cosily task. At least some known railroad 
systems run power l.i.nes into remote areas to power wayside equipment. However, depending on the 
location, such power systems may be expensive to install and to maintain. 

HI. COMPONENTS 
From aUf survey we identified the suitable material lor all ihe above parts. Such mechanism is to be 
mounted on frame. The entire frame such as Railway track, supports, C Channel is made from mild 
steel. All the a'5embly is done through welding 

• STEEL FRAME 

It is constructed from mild steel and by applying MIG welding. The frame dimensions are such that it 

can incorporate a rack and pinion arrangement as well as two shaft and a spur gear pinion arrangement. 

The dynamometer is used to produce the electricity. 


• HELICAL SPRING 

/'1 Jpril1i;, i~ all dd~ "\... uuJy wllu~t:: rtJlJUIUl1 Is LU dlston wilen loaded and 10 recover ItS ongrnal shape 

when the load is removed . It cushions, absorbs or controls energy either due to shocks or due to 

vibrations. 


• RACK AND PINION 

Rack and pinion can convert rotary to linear of from linear to rotary motion. Rack is a linear gear and 

pinion is a circular gear. Applied force on rack is converted to rotation by pinion, The mechanical force 

is converted into rotational force. 


• SHAFT 
A shaft is a rotating machine element, usually circular in cross section, which is used to transmit power 
from one part to another, Of from a machine which produces power to a machine which absorbs power. 

The various members such as gears are mounted on it. In our project we use two shafts one is connected 

with ciyntlmn ~nrl rlnnthpr C"lnP i .. r0nn~~t~d w ith r3~k and pinion nrrnncnmrmt, 


• BEARING 

A bearing is a machine element that constrains relative motion to only the desired motion. 

reduces fri ction between moving parts. 
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• SI'I Ii{ (,EAR AND PINION 
It is rolaling disc IYPI! structure having sL:vl.'ral tl'dh CUI's on il. lien: two gears art: used Illad\.~ frolll ';1St 

Iroll. Uig gear i$ l11oul1t\;,'d Oil main ::;hal"l and olll!.:!' pilliull is mounted 011 counter shan which 
continuous ly meshes. I I] 

• DYNAMOMETER 
The device \vhich converts mechanical energy into ckctrical energ.y is called generator. An AC 
generator is used for producing alternating current which contains an assembly of stationary (stator) 
and rlhlving parts (rotor). The rotor is connected with Ihe g~ar. The torque which generated by gear 
rotates the rotor of the generator. The rOtor creates a movillg magnetic field around the stator. which 
induces a voltage difference between windings of stator and prociuce the alternating current (AC) output 
or the generator. 

IV. METHODOL.OGY 

Power can be produced from conventional and nonconventional energy sources. In this paper we show 
energy conversion from kinetic energy to rotational energy and rotational energy to electrical energy 
respectively. This project explains the mechanism of electricity generation from railway tracks. It is a 
simple but optimulTI process to generate energy from railway tracks arrangements. We want to add our 
proposed railway tracks with traditional railway tracks. It is an Electro-Mechanical unit. This system 
utilizes both mechanical technologies and electrical techniques for the power generation and its storage. 
The generation will be proportional to the number of railway bogies passing over the railway tracks as 
,hown in fig I. 

RAILWAY HELICAL RACK AND 
TRACKS SPRING PINION -

I 

SPUR GEAR AND 


PINION 


Fig I A line diagram of power generation using railway tracks 

V. 	EXPERIMENTAL. WORKING 

This project model includes a simple gear pair arrangement for generation ofelectricity using deflection 
of semicircular plate which is situated between the railway tracks. Whenever the railway bogies move 
over our proposed railway tracks, the deflection of plate causes the spring to deflect and passes the 
linear motion to the rack and pinion arrangement, which converts the linear motion into rotary motion 
ofshaft on which rack and pinion are mounted. Hence, the gear mounted on one side of main shaft also 
rotates. Small pinion is provided which is mounted on countershaft which continuously meshes with 
big gear. Hence, countershaft also starts to rotates. 
On one end of counters haft a 12Vdc dynamometer is fixed. As the shaft of Dynamo rotates mechanical 
energy of the shaft get converted into electrical energy. Instead of using chain and sprocket arrangement 
which is noisy and expensive a simple gear and pinion arrangement is used which is more efficient as 
compared to the chain and sprocket alTangement as shown in Fig 2. 
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Fig 2. CAD model 

VI. CALCULATIONS 

1 Ot:>sigll of fnune 

Frame design for safety for 25 x25x3mm square holl ow mild steel channel 
b=25mm, d=25mm, t=Jmm 
Consider maximum load on the frame to be W=50 kg 
Force = Wx g = 490.5N 
Max;IIl"'" uelluillg moment- Furce x perpendicular distance oi square bar lenglh= 220725 N mm 
We know, M I I =O'b I Y 

Where, M=Bending momenl 
[= Moment of inerlia about axis of bending i .e.lxx 


y= Dislance oflhe layer at which the bending stress is consider 

E = Modulus of elasticity of beam material 


I = bxd' = 32552.08 mm' 
12 

O'b = mxy = 84 76N/mm'I . 

TIle allowable shear stress for material is O'ollow = ~ 
F.o.s. 

Where Sy,= yield stress =2 I 0 N/mm' 

So O'allow= 105 N/mm' 

comparing above we get, 

CJb < O"allow 

i.e. 84.76 <105 N/mm' 

So, design is safe. 


2.Design ofspring 

Force =F=20kg=196.2 N 
Diameterofwire(d)= lO mm 
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Mean diHlJleter ofwire(D)- 85 IBm 
C~l>/d=8.5 

ASSlIlllillg carbon steel material ofspring 

Modulus of rigidity(G);77 GPa 

Modulus of c1asticity(E); 21 0 GPa 


For severe service condition, maximum allowable shear stress is t:;::::350 MPa 

Depending lIpon above said limit~ it is possible to calculate maximum load that spring can handle 

before failure by, 

Ks x B X F,llax X D 
r = rrd3 


Where. 

Ks;1.05882 


Ks x B X F,1l<U X D 

350 = rrd 3 


F ;1527.16 Nmax
Deflection in the spring is given by, 

BFnD3 
8=~ 
8=21.28mm 

3.l)esign of Shaft 

Power = Force x ~eflection 4.175 W 
TUne 

For finding torque ofshaft, 
Px60

Torque =-- = 2.657 Nm 
2rrN 

For calculating diameter of shaft: 
Torsional shear stress, 

T = IGX~txT 
7l'xd.J 

d =6.911 mm 
Taking, factor ofsafety;) 
d =6.911x3 = 20.73mm 
Diameter of shaft is 20 mm. 

4.Design of Spur gear and pinion 

n, =40 rpm 
G=2.3:1 

Minimum no. of teeth on pinion to avoid interference, Zp=18 for 'P = 20°'''g = 410 = 136.67 N/mm', 
cr, _J~O = 66.67 N/mm' 

No. of teeth of gear =Zg=G x Zp=41A 
Zg= 42 

Diameter of pinion = d,= m x Zp ;36 mm 
Diameter of gear =ct, ; m x Z9=84 mm 

Lewis form factor for pinion Y, = 0.3245 
Lewis form factor for gear Y, = 0.4156 
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a" x Yp .,.\, ;·IX '; N/IlIJI1' 

ff.fJ x ~(J 27.7()X3 Nlrlllll! 

lien:'. n.11 x ~lI • . 0 x Yp III1: rc li.H'c. design rill' weaker eOIHpOllcnt i.e. gear 
"Pcripht.!ral spL'l'",1will he sallle for gear :1I1c1 pinitllJ 

I)cripilcral speed, 
IHI II I


V'- I' ' . 1i.07539 m/s 

(l UX 10 ,1 

"'7'Nr., = v!"..":I' »)..l 

F'UI:ls = Cs xC " xF, = 107.976 N 
Cv = 0.9754 
P = PI UIfI."t = I 10.689 N 

eff· Cv 

Beam strength, 
Fh : 00 X Yo x b x m= I 108. 15 N 

Wear strength, 
F;v =<1" x b x Q x f( 

Where, b = 10m = 20mm 
Q=IA 
K= I.44 

Fw = 36 x 20 x 1.4 x 1.44 = 1451.52 N 
Factor of safety =..!.L =I 0.0 I 

Fell. 
SO, L>esign is safe. 

Fig 3. Working model 
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VII. HESUI.TS 

In this project. oLlr main aim was to SOIVl' problem rlJi:.ned to thi.: energy crisis. I:or lhis purposl' we have 
ht!cn able to ~tore the eleL:tricity in a batlcry, which ...:all he llsecllah;r f<lf different purposes. The load is 
allowed to ,I\,;t as sudden but not impnt:t or gradual. /\ fixed load is n..:lea:;cd on tht: IlH..:chanislII and the 
peak of the voltage reading is noted. Also W~ have lIsed a 5V Icd which glow B~ ~lHHl as the :!Okg load 
is applied on the plate. 

VII I. CONCLUSION 
This, generated electricity can be stored til batteries and can be lIseo for variolls purposes lor example 
illuminating street lights. Now, train lraffic is increasing. we ctln utilize this for power generation by 
means of train track power generation. It has nuvantage Ihat it dOes not utilize any cxtcl'Ilal source. As 
the conventional sources are depleting very fast, then it' s limc to think of alternatives. We got to save 
the power gained from the conventional sources for effioient lise. So this idea 110t only provides 
alternative but also adds to the economy of the country. 
A properly designed mechanical based electrical generation sys tem has the Jlotential to power major 
railroad equipment and infraslructure, representing a satety benefit to areas lacking electrical 
infrastructure. The listed system is non-conventional and the way orpower generation technique is also 
eco friendly. It has advantage that it does not utilize any external source. 
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Abstruct 

Swarm rohotics concept is inspired ji-rJll1 small insects ~uch as ant or bee colonies. It compose,,) a 

.\yslem consistinR qf'many small robots with simple cOJ/trol mechani.'Wls capable o/ae/Zieving complex 

collec:.tive behaviors on the swarm level .'weh as aggregation, pattern jhrmalioi}, Gnd collective 

transportalio11. The most remarkable (.:hurm.:teristic 0/ s}parm robots are the ability to work 

cooperatively to achieve the common goal. Thus swarm robOlics is a Hew approach to the 

coordination of multi-robot system which con...ist lurge! number of simple robots which takes it 

inspiration from soda! insects, 1t is an inte!resting alternative to classical approaches to robotics 

because qfsome properties ofproblem solving present in the social insects, which is flex ible, robust, 

decentralized and self-organized. This work gives overview of swarm robotics concept and its 

app lication in materia! handling. Computational swarm intelligence is modelled on the social 

behavior of animals and its p rincip le application as an optimization technique. Swarm robotics is 

relatively new and rapidly developing.field which draws an inspil'Cltion (rom swarm intelligence 


K eyworrlfi- Klann I\,f('r:hanismj Swarm Robotics, Li,-,kago!s, S~JJ.:!JUI, Wi-Fi But 

I. INTROI)[JCTION 

Nalure has always inspired researchers. Swarm roboti cs is a branch of multi·robot systems that 
embrace the ideas of biological SWillms sllch as insect colullie" n()ck~ of hirrls and schools of t'sh. 
The term "swarm" 's used to refer "a large group of locally interacting indi vidual ~ with common 
goals". Swarm robotics systems as well as their biological counterparts consist of many individual s 
exhibiting simple behaviors. While executing the~e si mple behaviors, individuals are capable of 
producing complex collective behaviors Ull lhe swarm level that no individual is able to achieve alone. 
We are applying this SWam! intelligence to a robot whi ch has Klann mechanism. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Il]Aleksis Liekna, Janis Grundspenkis "Towards practical application of swarm robotics: overvi ew 
of swann tasks" by Aleksis Liekna and Janis Grundspenkis represent the description of use of swarm 
robots in industri al applications. 

[2]Aleksandar Jevti"c, Diego Andina "Swarm Intelligence and Its Applications in Swarm Robotics" 
LJV AI~k~i:illd:-tr,J~VTI t,rip,("rlhp'" 7\I;"O\lt ~omplltntjonClI mvonn int,-.lii t,! ll' , ' Iltll 11 11. l,,=lhHl iul u[ atlllW.d 
and their principle application is an optimizati on technique Optimal Design of Klann's hoserl welking 
.Mec.h.1ni ~,1I1 I~)r \Vntcf'-rnnn i, I, ', RrAu-'l~ l''=prcEcm Infllrrn/l linn m rl! llly "hull I l~i'.)bN ILIIIII;Ug UII I-: I:.tllll'ti 
Mechanism with help oflinks and gear transmission. 

[31 U. Vanitba, V. Premalatba "Mechanical Spider Using Kl ann Mechanism" SR is currentl y one of 
the most important appl ication areas of SI. Swarms provide the possibility of enhanced task 
perfotmance, high reliability (fault tolerance). low unit complexity and decreased cost over traditional 
robotic systems. They can accomplish some tasks that would be impossible for a single robot to 
achieve. ,..-. \~~ 
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1-41 1I1'Vii P Paid "Design ,inti Finih": EkJlll'rH Analysis Ilf Ml'l'hallical Spider" S\varm robotics (SR) 
refers to tile lIpplit:ation or swarm -intt!lIigl'l1ce [cchniqlll':'" to the nnalysb or activities in which the 
ngents arc phys ic.at robotic d~vkcsth at Gill dkcl changcs in their enVin)llllH.lIIJS based on intellig(!llt 
dccision-lIIukillg rrom variulls inpuL The goal of Ihis appruarh is to study Ihe design of robots(both 
ihcir physical hody and tllcir controlling hehaviors)such that a des ired colh;ctiv~ behavior emerges 
from the iIHt..'r-rohot interaL:tions and the interactions of the robots with lile environment. inspin;:d but 
nol limited by tile emergent behavior observed in social insects. 

[5} Ying Tan, Zhong-yang Zheng "Re~~an;h Advance in Swarm Robotics", describes the relation of 
swann with nnture and nature's aspects with comparison between single robot & multi-individual 
systl!ITI, Also research on its algorithm, including cooperntive control mechanisms, navigating and 
searching applications. 

[6[ Miss. Suman Sharma. "Mechanical Spider by victimization Klann Mechanism", describes the 
ineffective or wheel s on rough and rocky areas, and advantage of Klann mechanism to climb stairs 
and step over curbs, or travel areas that are not accessible with wheels. The paper briefly describes its 
helpfulness in venturesome material handling, clearing minefields. or securing a neighborhood that is 
jn danger. 

[7J R.Arjunraj, A. Arunkumar, R. Kalaiyasaran, B. Gokul, R. Elango " Fabrication of Six-Legged 
Kinematic Moving Mechanism", describes the kinematics of the movement for a six·legged mobile, 
inspired from the living world, as well as the commano and control system. 

U1.KLANN MECHANISM 

Fig.l Klann Mechanism 

The main objective of our project is to replace the function of wheel in order to overcome the 
difficulty of travelling in uneven terrain. In this mechanism links are connected by pivot joints and 
convert the rotating motion of the crank into the movement of foot similar to that of animal walking. 
The proportions of each of the links in the mechanism are defined to optimize the linearity of the foot 
for one-ha lf of the rotation of the crank. The remaining rotation of the crank allows the foot to be 
raised to a predetermined height before returning to the s tarting position and repeating the cycle. Two 
of these linkages coupled together at the crank and one-half cycle out of phase with each other will 
allow the frame of a vehicle to travel parallel to the ground . It has been a hobby for a number of years 
to develop a bicycle without wheels that could wa lk. It would move on legs and resemble a large 
insect. A linkage was developed that satisfied the design criteria and several small-scale prototypes 
were built that demonstrated the concept. Applications for the linkage go beyond human-powered 
machines. The links are connected by pivo' d convert the rotating motion of the crank into the 
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Ill()VelllCnl nf II iClot silllibr to that or all anililal walkillg, Two of" illL'SC leg::; couplL',J t(lgl;'t~Il:[, at thL' 
crank call :iL'l :IS a wlll..'L'1 ['L'placL:ll1l.:lIt m\(1 providt:: vchides witb a greater ability tn hnlldle obstacles 
and Il'avl.:1 across UlleVell lerrain whik providing R slIlooth evell ride. Initially il was called the Spidel' 
Bike hllt the applicatiolls lil[' til is linkagl.! havt.: t.!xpClllCkd wcll beyond the initial desig.n purpose of Fl 
IlUJI1illl-powcrcc! walking l11i1chinc. This linkage could be utilizcd almost anywhere a wheel is 
employed from SIlHlIl wind-up toys 10 large vchides capable of transporting people. The rclationships 
lor thl! linkage have been c..'stabli.'ihcd und an.' covcred by SL'vl;.'ral patcnts. The simplicity and 
::;calahility of tile walking device, along with H little imaginative engineering, lead to numerous 
po!'sihilitics. 'rhe Klann link~lgc is a planar mechanism designed to simulate the gait of legged animal 
and fUllction 115 a wheel replacemcnt. 
Working ofKianil A4ecllllJli.\'1II 

The Klann linkage is a planar mechanism designed to simulate the gait of legged animal and function 
as a wheel replacement. The linkage consists of the frame, a crank, two grounded rockers, and two 
cOLiplers all connected by pivot joints. The proportions of each of the links in the mechanism are 
defined to optimize the linearity of the foot for one-half of the rotation of the crank. The remaining 
rotation of the crank allows the loot to be raised to a predetermined height before retLirning to the 
starting position and repeating the cycle. Two of these linkages coupled together at the crank and one
half cycle out of phase with each other will allow the frame of a vehicle to travel parallel to the 
ground. The Klann linkage provides many of the benefits of more advanced walking vehicles without 
some of their limitations. It can step over curbs, climb stairs, or travel into an area that are currently 
not accessible with wheels but does not require microprocessor control or multitudes of actuator 
mechanisms. It fits into the technological space between these walking devices and axle-driven 
wheels. The foot of a walking mecllanism is the part of the mechanism that carnes in dircct contact 
with the ground as indicated. As the crank turns, the foot traces out a cyclical path relative to the body 
of the wolk~r; this path i, known a3 tho luclCi. A crank based leg system with the toot, locus, and 
c,"l1k lahplprl The rlir~ction of mn',-nm.:nt ._.f tli" lillkugu tll the crunk aM ti,e tuullllluugh th~ locus 
are indicated. Additionally, a fixed point in the linkage relative to the body of the walker is indicated 
with a black square. The locus can be divided into four pOlis: the support, lift, return, and lower 
phases. Throughout the support phase, the foot is ideally in contact with the ground. During the lift 
the foot is moving toward its maximum height in the locus. During the return, the foot reaches its 
maximum height off the ground and moves in the same direction as the body of the walker. Finally, 
rillrine thp 10Wf.'T the foot rfo!)condg in IK.-iglll Ulilil illlwkcs contact WI til lhe ground. 

Advantages ofKlann mechanism 

I. Klann Mechanism makes legged mobility easier. 
2. It directly converts a rotation into a gait. 
3. Easy to build. 
4. Initial cost is reasonably low. 
5. Construction expense is low. 
6. Heavy load can be cOlTied. 
7. It can be rLin in rough surfaces. 
8. Easy to control. 

~~>-..-' 
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IV. ACTUAl. CONCEPT OF SWARM ROBOTICS • 

Objecl 

Fig. 2 Concept 

All bats are connected with each other by means of a Wi-Fi module which is connected to 
every bot. The bats are controlled by the Server (Microcontroller) by means of Wi-Fi. All bots are 
pla,,~J S~rl"lIy. All ulh"sUJ IlC 'CII"" " I'lucclI '"' 1I,c 1.u,L uvL (I.c. wH I bvt I) U3 wull W UlIllIl! iuiLilll 
destination (i.e. object moved sensor) and final destination (i.e. object reached sensor). An object with 
particular weight is placed in front the Wi-Fi bots and parallel to initial destination. As the tirst bot is 
connected with an ultrasonic sensor, the sensor will keep on detecting any object in front of it. Once 
we keep a object in front of the sensor, it will detect an obstruction in its range and the sever will 
command the bot to move in forward direction by means of wi-fi. Once the bot I comes in contact 
with the object it will try to push it forward. If it is successful in pushing the object, it will keep on 
pushing the object up till its final destination. If not it, the ultrasoni c sensor at initial destination will 
wait for 8 sec and will give signal to the server for next command. Once the sever gets signal from the 
ultn;tSnnil~ Sl':nsor it will command the bot 2 to move forw\iru , Th..: bOT 2 will come in contacl wilh the 
object and both bots (i.e. bot I and 2) will try to push it fOlward to its final destination. If not the 
ultrasonic sensor at initial condition wi ll wait for another 8 sec and wiII give the server a signal for its 
next command. After that the 3"' bot will be instructed to move forward and all together (i.e. all bats) 
will try to push the object to its final destination. Once the object reaches to its final destination. The 
ultrasonic sensor at final destination will detect the presence of the object and will command the 
server to instruct all the bots to return back to its final destination. 
Degree ofFreedom (DOF) for klonn mechanism 

The Degree of freedom (DOF) of a mechanical system is the number of independent parameters 
that defi ne its configuration. It is the number of parameters that determine the state of a physical 
system and is important to the analysis of systems of bodies in mechanical engineering, aeronaut ical 
engineering, robotics, and structural engineering. 

The Klann mechanism uses six links per leg, whereas the Jansen's linkage developed by Thea 
.If11l.len 11.1.:.1 .:ii;ht linb }ler leI:. with onc dcln'cc of frccdom. It oon '.'Iolk only on .'!.n f.urfa~~i "nri 
tcrrnin. 
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Fig. 3 Klann Linkage 2 

Where, 

n = Degree of Freedom (ooF) 

I = Number of links = 6 

j = Number ofjoints = 6 

Kutzbatch's criterion Equation, 

n=3 (I-I)-2j 

.... This equation is called kutzbatch criterion equation. 

n = 3(6-1)- 2x6 

- 15-12 

n=3 
Degree of Freedom (OOF) = 3 
V. DESIGN CALCULAnONS 
("'.(Jh'ullllion ofgeOl-unci pinion: 

Motor Specification: 
Voltage (V) = 12 V 
Current (1)= I Amp 
Power (Pl = Vnlt"ce (V) x rurront (I) 
= 12 x 1 = 12 W 
(I) Take 10 rpm for I" iteration, 

p _ 27t.NT 

60 
12 = 2nxlOxT 

60 

T= 11.459IN-m 


(2) Take 20 rpm for 2" iterat ion 
12 = 2rrx20 x T 

60 

T = 5.7295 N-m 


(3) Take 30 rpm for )'d iteration 
12 _ ? 7T)( ":InyT 

60 

T-3 .3 1C)7N III 


The )" iteration torque value is satisfied for our desi gn weight and capacity. So taking T = 3.8197 N

m and 30 rpm. 

fnput speed = 30 rpm 

Output speed = 10 rpm .. . (Assume) 
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Gea r ratio (G) =Rcdilctillil ra tio (i) 
IIIPll ts)Jl.W(t -lJll fp lIl S,ICClt • 

:to 

i = :l 
Gear ratio = J 

i = Vi 
=V3 
i = 1.7320 

Id 
i1 = 0.8 [i2 k21'/3 

Gear and pinion are same material, i.c. acry li c (PMMA), 
So. kl = k2 

i1 = 0.8[3 2 ]'/3 
i1 = 2.667 

For better design, assume 200 full depth system, for that minimum number of teeth ofPinioll is, 
2 

Zmin - sin2. a 

- --2 

sin2 20 
= 17.097 

Zmin= 18 
Where, 

i 1= ~~ 
2.667 _zo 

18 
Zr. = 48.006 

Table no 6 I Gear & Pinion Teeth relation 
18 48.006 

17 45.33 9 

16 42.672 

15 40.005 

14 37.338 

13 34.67 1 

12 32.004 

In this table find the gear and pinion teeth, so we are assuming 
Zp = 12 
Ze = 32 

Gear Ratio (G) = ~~ 
G = 2.667 

G = Zc _ Np 

Zp Nc 


Nc = 11.25 Rpm(Output speed) 

Input Speed
Gear Ratio (G) 

Onput Speed 

30 
=-

11,25 ~ \\.~.J--~>G =2.667 
'It f-'Or€s 
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Pitch ('ircll' l>ianu·It.·r(PCD,: 
IJiwJ/i'lt:J' f!/j)h';(I}I (.wlt,dl S/"//' .l~(·(fr) 

l1iilllh,.:lL'r of"pinion (iiI') l'ilL:h C ir~; h.: J)ialll~tt::r(PC IJ) 

(d"i (f'CD) '" x 7." 
2 xl2 


(u,,) ~ (I'CD) = 2~ IIIIll 


Dicundcr (~rGear ( /Jig .\'pllr gellr) 
(dB) e (PCD) = 11\ x 2" 

= 2 x 32 

(dg) = (PCD) = 64 lIIlIl 


Input speed;: 30rpm 

T= Tdcsign= 3.8 J 97 N-Ill 


dp =25 JJllll = 0.025 111 


Tangential Load (1',): 

T _l'rxdp 


2 
38197 PrxO.025 

• 2 

= 305.576 N Pf 

Effective Load (I',n): 
p _Pfxcs 

eff --c;

r\.r;n 1 7 :< I C, 

Peff Cv 
Peft = 4:'~.J64N 


Where, Cvis neglected because rpm is very low. 


Beam strength 
Sb = m. b. (Jb' Y 
Where. b= IOmodule =IOm 
Now, the gear and pinion material are same the acrylic (PIVIMA) of ultimate tensile strength are same 
so, 

(SuJ ~ 79.6 N/"""l 

(Syt) ~ 86 N/mml 


Sut 

(Jb=

3 
_ 79.6 

3 
(fb = 26.5333 N/mm2 

Lewies~ s strength equation, 
Y = 0.484 _ 1 .87 

Zp 

Y = 0.2·1-18 
Now, 


Sb =26.5333 x 10m x m x 02448 

Sb =66.0148 m 2N 


Module (m): 

Sb = FOS x Pef f 

66.0 148m2 = I x458.364 
m= 2.43 

\s.,';-,tSSN; 2233-7857 tJFGCN 
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III == 2 

I'actor ot" sal'ety (FUS) 

5h c FOSx rerr 

51> ~ 66.0 148x 111 2 


51> = 264.059 N 


51> = FOSx PolT 
264.059 ~ FOSx 458.36 

FOS ~ 0.576 

FOS= 1 

I-Ience, FOS is lour design is safe. 
CnlclIllllioll ofsllllJt: 

Motor Specitication: 

Speed = 30 rpm 

Power = 12watt 
Voltage = 12v 

Torque, T = 3.8197x 103 N.Il1111 


The motor shaft is made of mi ld steel and allowable shear stress at" mild steel for shaft is 42mpa ... 

(Standard value t"rom V.B. Bhandari) 


rrd'
T = -XT

16 s 

3.8197x 103 -~:' x42 

d3 = 463.180 
d = 7.7371 mm 


d=8mm 

..... (The diameter of shaft is 8mm is taken from table in V.B. Bhandari, table no. 9.1 page no. 331) 

Calculation ofbOis: 
Application requirement: In our application the bot should move the object of I kg from one place 

to another place. 


1. Normnl Bol (2110'S) 
Sr~~rl -10 rrm 
Voltage ~ 1? V 
Current (I) = I Amp 
Power (P) = 12 Watt 
Torque (T) ~ 3.8197 N-m 
Diameter of Wheel = 65mm = 0.065m 

Radius of wheel = 6s-32.5mm = 0.0325m 
2 

Weight = 1.2 Kg . .. (Calculate on weight machine) 
Convert in newton, 
W = 1.2 x9.81 
W= 11.772 N 

Mass (m) =~... (g = 9.81 m/sec' )
g 

11.772 m -- - 
·) .ill 

m = 1.2kg 
Now calculating ve locity, 
V ~ "ON 

60 
1lx O.06S x 30 

60 
V = 0.1021 mlsec 
Now calculating Acceleration (a), '0. ,> >-"''---~Acceleration velocity with respect to time 

nt Pr .... essCi, 
, of Meehani 
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. Vduc;lty v
AcceleratIon (a) -.-,,--= 

111111' l 

Time cnkll l:!l ilig for I revolutiun per miniltc (rpm) i.e. ()()SCl.: 
v 11,1021 

a ---
I (,() 

l\cccicl'"lioJ1 (a) ~ 0.00 170 m/scc ' 

Force Massxl\ccclcration 
F == ll1 xa 

; 1.2 x 0.00170 

F = 2.04 x lOA" N 


Torque ~ Force x Radius 

T = F Xr 


= 2.04x 10A"x (32.5x 10-") 

T = 6.63 x lOA" N-111 

Add without weigh! !orque= 3.81 nN-m 


T = 6.63 x I OA"+ 3.8197 

T = 3.8 197 N-m 

By converting 

I N-m = 0.102 Kg-m 

Capacity of Normal Bo! = Torque X 0.102 


= 3.8197x 0. 102 

~ 0.3896 Kg-m 


Capacity of Normal Bot = 390 g-m 


2. Klal1l1 MeclUlI/ism Rnf (' 11M) 

Weight = 2 Kg calculate on wei~ht m~r.h inp. 


Mean Diameter ofGear = 50.66mm = 0.05066m 


Radius of Gear = O . O~066 0.02533m 


Convert in newton, 
W = 2x9.81 

W= 19.62 N 


W ,''Mas, (m) = g'" (g = 9.8 1 m sec-) 
11 77'

111
'J,Ol 

III - Lkg 
Now calculating velocity, 
V = "ON 


60 

1TxO.OS066x30 

60 
V = 0.0795 mlsec 
Now calculating Acceleration (a), 
Acceleration velocity with respect to time 

o Velocity V
Acceleration (a) = - -. - = 

Time t 
Time calculating for I revolution per minute (rpm) i.e. 60 sec 

v 0.0795 
a - ---' 

t M 

Acceleration (a) = 0.001325 mlsec' 
Force = Massx Acceleration 

F = m x a 
= 2 x 0.001325 

F = 2.65 X lOA" N 
Torque = Force x Rad ius 

T = F XI' ~ 
D ~~--~ 

, I . roresso,= 2.65 x I OA·J X (0.02566) 
01 II chanlc!SSN: 2233-7857 1JFGCN 
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l - () ,7 t)C) ... 10......1 N-Ill 
Now, 
Add without IVl'ig,ht turque - 3.8 I97N-11l 	 • 

T = J.81'!7 1 6.799 K lOA.' 
T -	 J.X 197 N-m •. 
I N-m ~ 0.102 Kg-m 
Capacity of Klal1l1 Mechanism Bot - Torquc X O. 102 
= 3.X 197 x 0.102 
=0.389 Kg-Ill 
Capacity of Klann Bot ~ 390 g-m 
Total Capacity of AII (JOIS - Klann Mechanism (Jot + (2x Normal Bot) 

= 390 + (2*390) 
Tot", C"P:lcity of All Hots ~ ll70g-m 

VI.MATERIAL 
The Klanl1 Mechanism uses Acrylic as a material. Acryl ic is a plastic manufactured us ing one 

or more derivatives of aCly lic acid. Polymethyl Methaclylate acrylic, or PMtvIA, is one of the more 
widely used forms of acrylic due to its exceptional weatherability, strength, clari ty and versatility. 
Transparent, translucent opaque and colored polymers are available with varying levels of heat 
resistance, light transmissions, impact strength, now rates and release capabilities. PMMA acrylic 
sheet exhi bits glasS-like qualities - clarity, brilliance, tmnsparency, translucence - at half the weight 
with up to 10 times the impact resistance. It can be tinted or colored, mirrored or made opaque. A 
number of coatings can be applied to a sheet or fini shed part for performance enhancing 
characteri stics such as scratch resIstance. antl ' lOgging, glare reduction and solar rellecti vity. 

VII. ASSEMBLY IN A CATIA MODELLING 

Fig. 4 Assembly of Klann Robot 

VIlI. AOYANTAGF.S, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 
A. Advallfages: 
I . 	 Some advantages of swarm -roboti c systems make thcm marc appealing then classical robotic,. 
2. 	 SOllie tasks Jllay be too complex tor a single robot !O pertorm. 
J. 	 The so lution speed is increased when using large number of robots, even when the cooperation is 

not present. 
4. 	 It is easier to design simple robot units required fo r a swann. 

5. 	 The communication between the ro bots is reduced because of the indirect interactions. 

6. SR is currently one of the most imp0l1ant application areas of SI. 

., . Swarms prOVIde the posslbrllty 01 enhanced tasJs...fl . ance, high re li abIlity (0dUll wlelatlce), 


10\'" unit cOl11plc) ci t~" and dCCrt!03Cd COJt w,'er t 'omiionol roba GJ'ctomc. 
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8. 	 They call accomplish some tasks thilt would be impos:j ihlc for 1:1 single robot to achieve. 
9. 	 Research in the field of SR shows that a set of relalivl~ ly primitive individual behaviors enhanced 


with communication will produce a lmge set ofcomplex swarm behaviors. 


B. 	 Limitations: 
I. 	 Failure may occur due to insufficient power supply 
2. 	 Programming is required to perform tasks. 
3. 	 Slipping of wheels may occur on rough surface. 

IX. FUTURE SCOPE 

1. 	 Robot swarms might one day tunnel through rubble to find survivors, monitor the enviro!lment 
and remove contaminants, assist dwindling bee populations in pollinating crops, and self

assemble to form support structures in collapsed buildings. 


2. 	 Swarms of robots acting together to carry out jobs could provide new opportunities for humans to 

harness the power of machines. 


3. 	 They could playa part in military, or search and rescue operations, acting together in areas where 

it would be too dangerous or impractical for humans to go. 


4. 	 In industry too, robot swarms could be put to use, improving manufacturing processes and 

workplace safety. 


5. 	 Researchers are developing Artificial Intelligence to control robots in a variety of ways. The key 

is to work out what is the minimum amount of information needed by the robot to accompl ish its 

task. 


X. CONCLUSION 

Thi, 1"" lelia.> given the dctailed overview of current swaml intelligence research and its applications 
in ~wann rnbotic3 .. !)Wdllll JuuOLks Is an JIlterestlng alternRtiv/;': to classical approaches to robotics 
because of some properties of problem solving by social insects, which is flexible, robust, 
decentralized and self-organized. Advantages of swarm-based robotics are numerous. Some tasks may 
be too complex for a single robot to perform. The speed is increased when using several robots and it 
is easier to design a robot due to its simplicity. Rapirl progress of hardware brings innovations ill robot 
design allowing further minimization. The communication belween robots is reduced, because of the 
interactions through the environment. We are reaching a stage in technology where it is no longer 
possible to lise traditional, centrolized, hiclarchical command and control techniques to deal with 
systems that have thollsi:mrlc:; or even million3 of dyn~rllil"uJly dlallging, COIl1I1lUlllcatmg, and 
heterogeneous entities. The type of solution swarm robotics offers, and swarm intelligence in general, 
is the only way of moving forward when it comes to control of complex distributed systems. The most 
forceful motivation for studying legged robots is to give access to places that are inaccessible or too 
dangerous for human beings. Legged robots can be used for rescue work after eal1hquakes and in 
hazardous places such as the inside of a nuclear reactor, giving biologically inspired autonomous 
legged robot ' s great potential. Thus, in our paper we have proposed a method to replace the function 
of wheel in order to overcome the difficulty of travelling in uneven terrain. The most important 
benefit of this mechanism is that, it does not require microprocessor control or large amount of 
actuator mechanisms. 
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.Abstracl 
'I'll;.\' t/(JulIlJ1enl im.:ludes methodj(JI" designing sounding rocket. 'Ihis tll"licle includes llJlalytical method 
(?/ d<.:.signing rockel.A sUlillding rocket. sometimes culled Cl research rockel, is (In ins/rumen/-carrying 
rucket designed to take measurements (Ind IJeI./brm sciClIlUk experiments during i/ssub-orbital flight 
The rockets are used 10 cony instruments/i'om 4810 1·1) kill above the swjcu.:e ofthe Earth.the altilude 
generally belween wealher hal/oons and satellite.\'; the maximum altitude for ballouns is about 40 km 
and Ih" minilllllmfbr salelliles is appruximalely / 21 kill. (Jur rockel allillide is aboul 3000 feel ( 3 Km). 
Sounding rockels often use sahd state rocket motors, ilvionics are the electronic systems used in rockets, 
ain..'}'a/l,ar1tftc:iai satellites, a}ld<;pacecrafi. Our aviunics system isuseclfor sounding }'oeke! Iracking and 
recovering il succes,~/ll"Y, 

I. INTROD UCTION 

Sounding rockets have been used for scienlific rese8J"Ch since the late 1950s and were origiually 

implemented in meteoro logical and upper atmosphere studies. These rockets, or research rockets, are 

dara·collecting spacecratt carrying scientific instruments to conduct experiments during sub-orbital 
flight. They are typi~ally ,,,;en In tf' t "nn ra lihrnlr , "Iri lite ond [paoooraft illulru","ululion, and fl~' fVI 

less Ihan 30 minutes. Efficient and cheap, sounding rockets are of small size enough to launch from 

temporary sites, and Iheir experiments can be developed in about six months. 

Sounding rocket has a s ingle or two-stage solid-fuel propulsion system, the service systems (rate 

control. teI~metry morllllf':, r l"'(':overy ::iystcm ~nd the ~cicntifie fJuyluuu (lhe section tliat L.C1J1 i~ LIte 

inst l ulJlt:ub lu cUlujuC[ experiments). (,hey are sub-orhital carriers, whieh means that they do not go 

into orbit around Earth. The rockets follow" parabolic trajectory from launch to I"nding, which, for the 
case of till.! ruckets Ilsee! hy rllmpt?an Spacl;:! Agency, provide a lo'w gravity cnvironmel1.t ufbclwt:t:1l ~ iJi. 

llnd thirteen mlilul\",), 

The sounding rocket is divided into Iwo parts: the sci entific payload, which carries Ihe instruments for 
experimenlation and data collection, and the rocket motor, wh ich propels the rocket into space and 

separates from the pay load after launch. Data coll ected by sounding rockets are transferred to 
researchers on the grollnd during the fligbt via telemetry, which is similar to how a radio system works. 

The payload remains in space for five 10 twenty minutes to conduct the experiment, and then returns to 

Earth under a parachute and is collected for future application. 
These rockets produce microgravity conditions for longer periods than airplanes, or drop towers, and 

tubes. An experiment is placed in the rocket, which is launched and then allowed to free-fall back to 
F::Irth S\lr£.")cc.Sollne!ing roeket foll()w~~ H )1Clt':lh(Jlic ilrc:. like the ~jn.:nln, but :.;oe:. nlkl\'\: 111I ~ \--',' Irlh"..: 

atmor;nh Qro, l,\'hnrn rkn~. ,-10,1: I II,A dh.111J II Ihi lIl L.lJ;IU'.'hy LIU1!{.IItloll~, 1il\" tj iJl\"..t1 111~ll fJl ul liL: u1' a 

sounding rocket is the following: subsequent to a launch and as the rocket motor uses up its propellants 

it separates from the vehicle; the payload continues into space after separation fi'om the motor(s) and 

begins conducting the experiments; when the experiments are completed, the payload re·enters the 

atmosphere and a parachute is deployed, bringing the payload gently back to Earth; the payload is then 

\~~ 
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retrieved (by retrieving th e: payload (t consiclt:rable saving can be achieved bee-all:--\..' [he payload or parts 

oflhc payload and expCril11l!nlS can be refurbished and tlown again). 
Tile pn~iect work includes; 

I. To st ll(ly tile basic basics or the designing or the rocket. .. 
2. To study the various materials and perform the analysis for them. 

3. To analyse composite structures with their behaviour under the Slress 

4. Developing the onboard electronics system for the rocket 

II. DESIGNI NG OF ROCKET 

Reducing the number of parts and making the assembly easier and simple was one ofthe primary goals. 
Various innovative thoughts were brainstormed for individual subsystems of the rocket. The major 

subsystems were designed and an outside-in design methodology has opted. The subsystems are 
reducing the number of parts and making the assembly easier and simple was one of the primary goa ls. 
Various innovative thoughts were brainstormed for individua l s ubsystems of the rocket. The major 
subsystems were designed and an outside-in design methodology has opted. The subsystems are listed 
below: 

I) Propulsion system 

2) Aero-structure system 

3) Rec overy system 

4) Payload system 

5) Avionics bay 

A. Propulsion System 

Motor: 

The motor is the main unit of the propulsion system. The rocket can be powered by either solid, liquid 
Or hybrid propellant as per lREC guidelines. Owing to the following factors, we chose to use a 

commercially available solid motor. 

1) Stud~nt re:.f::'an~h ~d :md dp'vP.lnpe--:d IIlnlnrs involve copiolls am0l1nt~ of rr5,cnrch, 

2) testing and safety measures. We h~d ~ limited set of resourees and experi~nce 

3) Availability of materials of the right type in the Indian market. 

4) COTS Sol id propellants seemed the most appropriate option given our situation. 

Criteria for motor selection: 

I) Total Impulse required for flight trajectory (10k feet apogee) 

2) Minimum Thrust to Weight ratio of 5 

3) Physical dimensions of the ca;;illg 

4) Cost of Casing Hardware and reload Experimental Sounding Rocket Associ at ion 3 

5) Availability of reload 
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Towl mas,,, J I/ ' ,In: rockct il t Ii l) -olT i... ,~7 kg. !\ lid \VL" opll.:d lo go wit II tIll.! dead plly h)ad I'll]' t h i ~ wi lII 3 ( J 

voluJlle. dUl'lpllJis. the di:lIllctCI' ()!"II H.: Body tuhes il1l:rL'asl..'d suhst,lIllially kadill g. lu high drag. 

• 

. ., " .. " '" '" ~ ~ 

r • ...:...............l.-~ _ ___"_ ~_~~.:a.L...:.ii
~--

- "'"'-'

f-igurc I. Motor design 

f'rop. Wci£lll: .n l t g 

AYcmgc TlvU!>t: 2500.0 N 

M:1.xinlll1n Thn\5l: J71 0,YN 

TOI.11implllsc: 9671.0 Ns 

numTimt: 3.9 S 

bp: "", 
C;;L<;<: Info: RMS-9Sll Ol-KI 

Propdhllllnlil BlucThWidcr 

Itenltions rnr stilt-ding Mntnl' : 

Motor 
Name 

Thl'uS 
t 

(I.J) 

Apoge 
e 

(HI) 

Veloeit 
y 

(lvlfteh) 

Weig 
hI 
ll~) 

163 

Stab 
ility 
lL) 

1.7Ll390G 
-p 

1390 1316 0.4 

Ll500T 
-p 

1390 1316 0,50 183 2.42 

L2200G 
-18 

2200 1860 0.65 207 2,37 

MI 305 
M-P 

1305 245R (1 ,7 1 'i lll IWI 

MI.'iOO 
H-P 

l'i'iO 1<)77 or,'i 216 2.34 

M 1845
~' 

1845 3025 0.8 227 2,0 1 

M2000
R 

2000 3275 0,88 226 2.01 "".c==--~--
\ (,. ~..2----' 

" P-r.>f 
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• 
. " 

lable No.2 

M2S00 
'1'-1' 

2500 346 1 O.lJ6 240 2.38 

II. Slmc/1I re : 

The rocket structure is comprised of the following 

• 	 Nose Tip 

• 	 Nose Cone 

• 	 Payload and Avionics bay Tube 

• 	 Main chute body tube 

• 	 Motor Retention System 

Bulkheads • 
Fins• 

General aerodynamic properties: 

•. 
components: 

In '}J!:t ,~ I ........... 


I ,,". ;. I/l .'l · .1!t7x 

f\,;~ , ../ 

"'.. 1' " 	 '", , 1 t" .j. J c. '''(0''' ' 1\" " ' ''1' r' " 
,1>,,,.., 'r, 01 ..." /J .",,1 ,,,.r.,,,,J r",,~· S. (h) h 'I[H·",li,·" r". ' .~""r'"'''·''' ""\1,, (Or
",,,,,,. ,1 I·,, .I' ''' I' ,, I.,.: I,.l j,,.,,.,,· ,,, ,11 .. ·.• 1., ' ,'.1 .• ."",.,.,,,,11;"',' 11 ,' .. '," " ' '''-1' 
.'" """ ,h"" I) , l'-} n,,· p,II-h. '-"W "",I 1',,11 d,,-. ,,-n ..,,~ ,of " ",,,.I,·j .....)." ... 

Figure 2. General Aerodynamic Properties 

The aerodynamic forces acting on a rocket are usually split into components.The two most important 

aerodynamic force components of interest in a typical model rocket are the nOl1nal force and drag. The 

aerodynamic normal force is the force component that generates the corrective moment around the CG 

and provides slahili;;-,I;on of I.he roekel. The dral!. of a roekel is delined us the force component parallel 

to the velocitv nf the rocket. This if. the ~crodyn:-imic force that ()Ppo:-;~Joi LIlI': IIIlJv~m~nt ·)f tho:- rnrkpt 

thrnllp,h th~ "IiI" Fjp,llr~? ~hnw" th~ Ihrll o;; t, ?.r~vity . n()rm~l torr,!"'. "nei rlrt'lp, of A ror.ket in free flight. It 
should be noted that if the rocket is flying at an angle of attack Ct > 0, then the normal force and drag 

oro not porpondioulor. In ardor to ho'.'o indopondont foroo oomponontc, it ic neceLLar), to detjn~ 

component pairs that are always perpendicular to one another. Two such pairs are the normal force and 

axial drag, or side force and drag. The two pairs coincide if the angle of attack is zero. The component 

pair that will be used as a basis for the flight simulations is the normal force and axial drag. 

Aerodynamic force coefficients: 

When studying rocket configurations, the absolute force values are often difficult to interpret, since 

many factors affect them. ln order to get a value better suited for comparison, the forces are normalized 

by the current dynamic pressure q = I 2 pv2 0 and some characteristic area Arefto get a nondimensional 

force coefficient.The moments are nOlmalized 1;1)" pressure, characteristic area and 
characteristic length d_ / I- ~-. 
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Velot..'iI-y region : 
Most Dr the a~r(ldynall1ic properties of rockets va ry with tlle s.pccd or the rocket. The important 
puralllcler is the Much Ilumber, v..rhich is tIll': I'rccstrcum veloci ty of rilL: nx:kd divided by the local speed 
of" sound M - vO C .TIl\.' veloci ty range t:iH.:OlllltCl'cd by rockets is divided into regions with different 

imp;-H.: I:-i on the :ll.:rodyn<llllic.: proPl.!flics. 

In subsonic !light nil of" the "irl1ow Brauud the rocket occu" below the vel ocity of sound. This is the 

case lor approximately M less thrlll O.S. At vcry low Mach numbers air can be effectively treated as an 
incompressih le l1uid, but already above M ::::: 0.3 some compressibility issues Illay have [0 be considered. 

In transonic flight some of the air nowing around the rockcl accelerates above the speed of soulld: while 

at other places it is subson ic. 
DJ'ag Forces: 
Air Howing around a solid body causes drag, which resists the movement of the object relative to the 

air. Drag forces arise from two hasic Illechanisms, the air pressure distribution around the roc ket and 

skinli·iction. T he pressure distribution is further divided into body pressure drag (including shock waves 

generated as supersonic speeds), pnmsitic pressure drag due to protrusions sllch as launch lugs and base 

drag. Additional sources or c1rng include interference between the fins and body and vortices generated 

at fin tips when fl yi ng at an angle of attack. The dif ferent drag sources nre depicted. Each drag source 

will be nnalyzed separatel y; the interference drag and fin-tip vortices will be ignored as sma Ll compared 

to the other sources. 

The ITontal area of rocket is 0.0172 m 2 and velocity is 303 rnJs 
1

Drag force:::: '2* p * A * V2 * Cd 

- iT I Iln , ., 0.0171 '" 0;65 • 30 J" 

= 515 N 

G force calculations : 

Ac Gf = 1+
q 

:::: l+~ 
9.B l 

11 .2956 G 

Mass and moment of inertia calculations: 
Convert ing the forces and moments into linear and angular acceleration requires knowledge of the 

rocket's mass and moments of iner tia. The mass of a component can be eas ily calculated from its 

volume and density. Due to the highly symmetrical nature of rockets, the rocket centerline is commonly 

a principal axis for the moments of inertia. Furthermore, the moments of inertia around the y- and z

axes are very close to one another. Therefore as a simplificati on only two moments of inertia are 

calculated, the longitudinal and rotational moment of inertia. These can be easily calculated for each 

component using standard formulae and combined to yield the moments of the entire rocket. 

Thi:. i~ ne.onri wny ofrfl kuli\ting r.ll ~ 11 1:V.;t;, CG und in Cf{in ofnrockc.t durlllg, til l: uc:, i~lI lJliusc. lluwcvtl', 

ac tua l rocket components often have a slightly different dens ity or additional som ces of mass such as 

glue attached to them. These cannot be effectively modeled by the s imulator, since it would be 

extremely tedious to define all these properti es. Instead, some properties of the components can be 

oven'idden to utilize measured values. 

Mass of tbe rocket : 
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; l/2 • (23.5)(0.070)' 

; 0.0 174K kg. 111' 


In = Iyy = 1/2 * :J' • (31'2 + 1/) 

=J/2 . (23.5)(3(75. ul") + (222 T 10)') 

= 58.1062 kg - nt2 

Weight Distribution: 

Name of Part Weight (grams) 

Body tube and 
bulkheads 

9018 

Fin set 480 

A vionics bey 1200 

Payload 6200 

Parachute assembly 2015 

Mounts 1000 

Bolts, Washers,Nuts,Heli 
coil 

950 

Table No.3 

Black powder calculations: 

T = 3307 R 


F = 700 Ibl 

R = 266 in.lbfllbl 


D = 5.90 in 

L = 7.872 in 


IT 
A = _ * D2 

4 

=!:.5.922 


4 

= 27.33 in2 

v = 215.166 in3 


PV - mRT 


m = PV / RT 


700 • 215.16 
m 

3307 * 266 

= 0.001715 slug = 
\<:''-2::>--->' 

.am !-roteSSiJ 
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Roll raIl.:! calculilliolls: 

(/ = 1/2' P '•. A ; V' * r:" •sil1(lC ) 

= 1/:1 , I.OOS • 0.0172 • :lO:,' , 0.65 * sinC6) 


= 5·1.1 4 mise,' 


lL :;::: (d Z lie r 

54.11 = w' • 0.078 
(,) = 0.5024 deg /sec 

Dellection of bulkhcmlundcr the motor I()rces : 

Q = fl exural rigidity 
E = 70 * 103 N/ mm' 

v = 0.3 33 
212 = Et 3 /12(1 - v ) 

E. t 
12 = 12(1-v') 

70.103"53 


12(1-0.333 2 ) 


=O.81BKn-m 

0.25.782 


64 ·S1823 7.35 


= O.0322mm 

C. Recovery System: 

The first parachute (Drogue chute ) is deployed at the apogee of 10k feet with the help of ej ection 

charge, As the rocket descends, a secondary cj cction charge is fir ed Cal an altitude of 1500 fect.) a full

s ize parachute is ejected, bringing the rocket down to a much lower descent rate that will not damage 

the rocket upon hitting the ground. The purpose is that the rocket falls fast for most of the descent and 

doesn't drift very far. It is also called "close proximity" recovery. 

The speciiiealions of the Drogue chute and main chute is given in the foll owing table: 


Diameter 

Drag Coefficient 

Shape 

Drogue chute 

36 inches 

2.2 

Toroidal 

~~~>---' 
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I )l:Cl'1l1 Hale 19.09111/s 

M: I I II I I ~Il'.llIrCr Fruity Chut", 
.. 	 ,,I •• hle No.4 

Main chute 

Diamcler 84inchcs 

Drag cocflic icnt 2.2 

Shape Toroidal 

Decent rate 6.23 mls 

MamltactUl"cr Fruity Chutes 

-Table No.) 

D. Avionics : 

The purpose of the rocket avionics is to control parachute deployment while collecting rocket flight 
data and live vehicle tracking system. The rocket avionics system consists of two flight computers 

(Stratologger CF and a custom built flight computer). The Custom flight computer serveS as a backup 
altimeter that measures the rocket's altitude during launch and stores in the ground station computer 

board and will fire a redundant igniter for the recovery charge after the Stratologger CF is programmed 

to. 
This data can be collected after rocket recovery where the Strata logger flight computer is connected 

to the ground station computer via a PC Connect Data Transfer Kit. The Stratologger CF flight 

computer hand les primary parachute deployment as well as determining the rocket state variables and 
flight status. 

Rocket State Variables: 

• 	 Maximum Alt itude 


Velocity
• 
Altitude • 
Accelerat ion • 

• 	 On Pad 

• 	 Thrust 


Apogee
• 
Descent velocity • 

• 	 Drogue parachute Deployment 


Main parachute Deployment 
• 

E. Pr%typillg & testing and avionics: 

c 
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Figl1l'e 3.Altimetcr testing 

Figure 4.Schematics and PCB designs 
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FigurL' 5.Xhec Pro 

Figure 6.Final PCB Assembly 

Figure 7. Arduino Nano microcontroller 
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Figure 9.Forces aCling on bulkhead 
The bulkh!.::aci sho\vn in the fig is llsed in parachute ejection chember. The impact force due to opening 

of the parachute is 10lally exerted on Ihis bulkhead Ihrough the eye bolt. The impact force calculations 
are done analytically, by using calculations the diameter of bolt obtained is 10 mm. with FOS of 2.5. 

The impact forces are passed to the bulkhead and carbon fiber tube through the eye bolt. In the first 
figure, bulkhead is applied to all boundary constaintants. Fixed supports are given at bolted connections 
and force of 5200 N is applied to at on the total surface. The thermal boundary conditions are neglected 
because strength of material used i.e AL 2048 is not vary much at temperature attained. 

It · ___ ~ ,_ 

-~ - - - - ~- ,...... - ...... .. 

~, ..... '" ..... . ~ ".. .. -. .- ....... 


.--,.~. ~.~.~....~ ---..... ._... --._-- .. --

f~--
f=-:~ .:. - -~ r-:

Figure 10. Meshing Of Bulkhead material 
The meshing is done on the bulkhead with relevance of 80 
after meshing is improved by using PH formula tion. 
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Figure II. Direct ional Dcfonnation(X Axis) 

Aller applying boundary conditions and meshing von miscs stress. tota l stress and total deformation 
as well as axia l deformations are touncLThe figure above i ~ showing the total deformation, 
According to analys is conducted the minimum and max.i mutn deformation conducted at time is 
0.0038775 mm and +0.003 8712 mm resp. at fos of2.5. This deformation is below the allowable 
deformation.So it is concluded that bulkhead can withstand this deformation. 

Figure 12.Maximum Principal stress 

The von mises stress is also found out at the same time on the same boundary conditions. The 
minimum and maximum von mises obtained are 0.01 3545 Mpa and 133.99 Mpa resp. at fos 2 .5. These 
values obtained are below the working ami ultimate s tress of the material. So it is concluded that 
bulkhead will withstand these forces without fail. 
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The bulkl1cad sl1owl1 abovl: is thl: thrust bulkhead IIs ...'d III n..:laill 1111': IlINo)' to original positioll. It is 
only slIbjeclcd to the thrust 1i.1J'f.:c of"lIlc Illofnr whif,;,11 is 37! 1 N IllU,'\ill"llHll. So lhe boundary cOIldition 
is ollly forcl: in :lllllpward direct ion. Fi.,cd supports ,m: given '.It holted u01ll1cdions , PH /"onnlllaliol1s 
arc lI~cd fClI' I't:iinillg Ihe IIH!sll. Tile v()lIl1liscs strc:-;;~ 1()lIIlfl is 42.25.'1 Mpa IllH:dmulll ami -11.771 Mpa 
minillluill. TIH..: lotal deformation obtain.;c\ is O.OO:·HI66 mm maxililum. Both values are below the 
a!lo\-vahle vaItH:::::; of material. Fro!ll tlH..: result it is cOIH.:ludcd that design of bulkhead is safe. 

COllclusion 

After rending the reporls we 1IIldel'~tand the maximulll forces on the rocket body are taken by 
bulkheads.The d(.'Sign of bulkhltatl should be !')w.ih that it should havL' maximum purpose connecting 
body lubcs,taking forces sllstaining impact load during parachute opening and thrLlst of mator. material 
selection for the body tubes and bulkhead should be lightweight and strong sufficienLhence we decided 
to use carbon liber material for body tubes and aluminiulll 6061 T6 Illaterial for bulkheads. Profile 
selection for the nose cone is based 011 slenderness ratio is selected between 2 and 4 for transonic speed 
rockeuhe nose cone tip should be made up of material with high heat dissipation rate to dissipate heat 
generated clue to rocket body and air fi·iction.hence we decided to lise aluminium 606 I for the nose cone 
tip.stability is measured in caliber.ln case of rocket stability is distance between the center of gravity 
and center of pressure. After reading the reports we understand that stability of the rocket should be in 
between I to 3 to get stable fli ght performance. The number of Iins and fin surface are two major factors 
while deciding the stability margin of the rocket.The weight distribution of the rocket should be such 
that the center of pressure lies below the center of gravity. All of the above parameters give stable flight 
performance. 
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Abstract 

Rene"wable energy is an important energy source for low carbon growth and it is a better 

sollllion 10 the problem ofelec[r~flcation in remote locations. Ocean energy conversion has been 

iJJlereslillK topic for many years. lluf!.€ amount arc/can encrK), cCin be obtainedfrom the waves 

of the oceans. As wave energy extraction technoLogy is currend..v m a prehmmal}' swge of 

development any new results in this field should be ofreal interest. in this paper, power take off 

(PTO) and electrical energy conversion had been studied in detail. If the recent development of 

these energy conversion is well enough then developing wave energy converter with economic 

and commercial viability is possible. The aim ofthis paper is to provide information onjront end 

energy conversion of a point absorber and empbasize the strategies and calamily to be 

considered in designing such kinds ofdevices to improve the energy harvesting capability. This 

will be helpful to the engineers for speeding up the development of a efficient point absorbing 

type wave energy conver/er. 


Keywords-Point absorber wave energy converter, Effective shape ofbuoy, Wave energy, Linear 

generator, hydrodynamic damping. 


r INTRODUCTION 

Today's need for electricity is day by day increasing. Using fossil fuel has limitations, the 

demand for energy can be partia lly completed by using renewable energy such as wind energy, 

solar energy, wave energy etc. Earth has the 71 % of water and remaining is land. Considering 

this aspect, we can use this energy to fulfil the needs. Now considering the various types of 

Wave energy converting devices. Point absorber has the highest effiCiency (- 53%) amongst all 

other devices. 


The mechanism used in the point absorber is linear generator. As name indicates the linear 

motion of the wave is converted in electricity by electromagnetic induction. The basic 

requirement of electromagnetic induction i.e. "There must be changing magnetic field associated 

with the conductor", is fulfilled by the fixing magnets on the rotor and coil at the stator. Various 

shapes of buoys are designed accordingly and perfonned various experiments to find effective 

shape of buoy. /" 
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II. IlI,S/(;N ..INIl ,W .'J'II(}/)OI.oU)' 

Till: dl' VL!l()PII'tI..! 1l1 stages flll' dL"sig llillg ~llId Illalllll:lcllll'ing a waVl' l:IICl'gy tcdmology Wl."re s tilled 
as j()llmv';: 

I ) ('olln.:pl-1\11 initial phase in which a :;;Iudy oC;dllllc options afe ctl rricd Ollt and a particular 
dc:-. it:'.11 is !i.\ l!d tnking V(lriUllS 1~lclors in cOTlsi(il;)ratioll likl! Cos!. efficiellcy. prc,;:v iolls studies in 
that topk. etc. TlIis stage ;!lso inellld~s making various IHllllcrical model s of the selected device 
lor Ihe vaiili(:llion oftht: cancep!. /\ scaled model is also created in this ::>tage. 

2) Tank Testing - Aller the des ign. tank is tested. Tests can be conducted on the scalcd model 
at variolls places like in sea itsel f. various estuaries. manufactured Test Tnnks etc. But 
!';onducting tests in the test tank itself have ~everal advantages like safety, accessibility to 
workshops. accessibility to electricity, accessibility to model itself. and most importantly, YOll 
call choose the sea states according to your need. The design that is simulated on various 
sillluintioll tools need to be validated according to the assumed conditions. In oceans, estuaries 
elC. , you won't be able to get these conditions. So~ the best option would be to test the setup in a 
Te~t tank in which you can generate the same environment/conditions that are assumed. 

3) Open Sea Scale Trial - Aner the tank testing. it's necessary to bring the sca led model 
outside in the real sea conditions in order to study its behaviour in real sea and generate some 
real til1ll.! data because it 's not possi ble to gather all the real time conditions inside the Test Tank 
due to human limitations. 

4) Full sea scale trial - After testing the scaled model, it's necessary to move towards the full
scale testing. Economic factors, availf1bility of resources, availability of manpower etc should be 
studied before the Full-Scale model. 

5) Array - A lier the successful testing of the full-scale model, next step is to deploy large 
number of such devices in the Ocean and shows the viability of this concept. This concept is 
known as " Wave Farm". [4] 
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WAvES 

I 'I~I 

SEA 

I) Floating Buoy: 


rig. I Assembly of Point Absorber (solid work) 
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BHOY b :1 Ihml illg dcvkl' Ilia! \.';111 hil Vl~ 111(111), IHlrpo!>l'."" II call be 111H.:ilorcd (Slal iP II;lI'Y) or 
allowt'd (0 clrin witll on'JiIl ClIlTl'I11S, 

2) l 'onllecting I .inc: 
The .1ITallgcl1len l \Vh id'l l.'() J1[I~cls Ihe Iloating parI 10 lilll'ar generator is connectillg lil1 ('; 
1) Lincal' Bearings: 
A linear-nlOtion bearing or lint:nr slide is a bearing dcsignL:d to provide free motion ill ont.:: 
directi on, 
4) Permanent Magnets: 

1\ magnet thai retains its magneti L: propcrtie:-; in Ihe absence of an inducing ticld or L:lI1Tcnt. 
5) Stator: 
The stationary portion ofall elcL:tric generator or motor. 
6) Windings: 

A f'it:!ld coil is an electromagnet Llsed to gcnenl!1;) a magnetic ti eld in an eleclro-111agm::tic 
machine, typi cally a rotating e1cctrical machine such as a motor or generator 

7) Mover: 
The rotating part of linear generator is called mover. 


S) Moorings: 

A mooring is any permanent structu re to which a vessel may be secured. 

9) Foundation: 

All the arrangement of linear generator is fixed on a concrete foundation. 

IV. Working OJAn OSCillating Type Pain/-A bsorber 

The approach proposed in this report by Loran(f1s to design a direct wave energy conversion 
device i.e. a linear generator using simple electr ical circuits. In this system, a floatin g buoy will 
be used which will be connected directly to the linear generator. Buoy will move in a 
reciprocating type motion which will depend upon the amplitude and speed of the incoming 
waves. The linear generator (stator & mover) is further connected to a concrete foundation via 
moorings to restrict the degrees of freedom of the whole setup. In short, an circular permanent 
magnet tubular linear generator is to be designed, analyzed and manufactured . 

BUOY 

STATOR 

MOVER 

Fig. 2 Permanent magnet type tubular linear generator [3] 

v. Electric Power Take-Off Works As Follows 

It consists of a stator and a mover. The mover consists of permanent magnets pl aced at a certain 

gap on a shaft. Iron cores are placed in between those gaps as shown in figure 3. Magnetic fields 

are present in radially opposite fashion in the pennanent magnets. This whole mover assembly is 

surrounded by a stator assembly. The stator assembly consists of copper windings and stator iron 

core. The three such windings are coupled together and a singl e phase is formed. By combining 

tlu'ee such phases, a three-phase circuit is prepared. Now by moving the mover, a changing 
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lllaglll..'li' Ilux is generated within IIH.: ::-lator eoil which product:s tile l:].,::ctricily. (Faraday's Laws 
"r ciectri ci ty). 

Permanent 
Shaft .. 

Fig.J The s tructure of tubular linear generator [3] 

Vl Seleclion O/Coil Arrangemenl 

SII/Ioneial. explained that pladng the coils apart yields better results and placing the coils at a 
distance from cach other would yield the best wavefonns without interference. Using that 
information, it was determined that using 3 individual wires with intermittent coils would be 
best, using either one could or two coil s would leave wasted space along the pipe. A concept of 
the wire deSign is shown below III (Igure 4, where the differenl coluur circles fepr,;sent differeul 

sets of wire. The coils are labelled as coil A, coil B and coil C respectively from above, forming 

a pattern of A-B-C-A-B-C in order from top to bottom of the winding. 


FigAConcept of three wire design [3] 


VII. Seleclion a/Magnets 

The shape of the magnets should be cylindrical according to selected design of the wave energy 

converter. There are two types of magnets available i.e. Ring type and rod type. The parameters 

and specifications for both the magnets were compared. The main parameters considered for 

selection are the power and weights of the magnet types while the outer diameter and thickness 

of the magnets was kept same in both the cases. The rod type magnet is selected as it has higher 

weight but has 32% more pull power as compared to the ring type.[7] The distance between two 

crests of the incident ocean wave (co~ the frequency of the 

outputsignal)andtheAmplitudeJspeedoftheincident ntrolsthemagnitude of induced 
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voltage in coils) are ever chan;; ing in real m:\!all L:onditions. the output voltage <11....0 have variable 
Amplitude/ Frequency values. So, this electricity generated is nol in pure form i:nd is also having 
variable ampiitude and frequency. as shown in figure 5. thus it can ' t be used as 

it is. [3] Thus, a suitable conversion device setup having suitable GOllverts and ill\'~ncrs 
have to be used to convert this electricity generated into some Llseful form. 

Fig. 5 The Generated Voltage [3) 

I'm Wave Energy Formulae 

In order to design a wave energy converter, it is necessary to study the forces acting on the buoy 
and power contained in a wave. So various formulae stated by Muetze regardine that ar~:[Jl 

Name Description Units/ Value 
SWL mean seawatc:r level (surface) 
Edcnshy 'wave energy density J i m ..! 

energy per meter wave front Ji m 
p dct•sitv 'INa ve power density W / IU 

po"ve:r per lTIeter wa ve front 
h depth below STYL m 

"vave frequency radls 
A.. orL 'waveleng th  gT'/ (2rr) m 

sea water density 1000 kg/rn' 
g gravitational constant 9.81 mig" 
A 'VIave amplitude ro 
H 'wave height In 

T ,\vave period s 
c celerity (wave front velocity) m/s 

_ ---::::::::::;;:.=====L;====;=-.__ .. 

--,.-- -- -- - 

h 

H 

7 77777777777,,77).7/.//./77/77///7777777 777/./ /./77 /./././ 

= 
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":l1crgy density Ori! wavc


Fig. 6 Wave Nomenclature 

The t:1H.:rgy density ora wave is the mean energy !lux crossing a vertical plane parallel to a wuvc's 

cresl. 
 '. 

(.1. I ) 

Power density of a wave-
density 8 2 
The energy per wave period is the wave's power densiry and can be found by dividing 
the energy ciensity by the wave period. 


Edensitv
P 
(3.2)--

Power per mcter of wave front 

density T 8T 2T 


A wave resource is typically described in terms of power per meter of wave front (wave 

crest). This can be calculated by multiplying the energy density by the wave front 

velocity. 


P = C * E 


= pwater*g*H2 pwater*g*A2(3.3) 
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Fig. 7 Wave power density [I] 

Using PO\ver density formula above graph is plotted showing as wave amplitude increases the 
power associated with wave increases and power density is inversely proportional to the wave 
period 

Power per IllClc:r \\'!l\'C: (rom I\\fI1ll1 

:( 101' 

ID 

Fig. 8 Power per meter of wave front [1] 

This graph shows wave am plitude is directly proportional to power per meter waterfront and also 

directly proportional to wave period. 


IX. Forces Acting on Buoy 

Power and energy harvested from all directions 

This is the case for "buoy-type" or "point absorber" type of wave energy converter. The buoy 

will bob up and down on striking wi th the incoming waves. Whenever a crest of a wave hi ts 

the buoy, the buoy will travel up and when a trough comes, it wiJl travel down. This linear 

movement of buoy is converted into electrical energy. 


Now, there are various approaches to calculate the forces on a wave. First approach is as follows: =--.--

Muetze described that the forces acting on the fl oat may be modelled via Newton 's second law \ <..".~~'-"_--; 
1. tant prolesso.r 0, 
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or mulion. Thc mass "/11" o r waler is lakcn 10 bc "pw(L(e,·. f/ *A j"/oat ". where "Aj'loat" is 
the area of the floa t in " lIr' ·'. nlld gravity is the accch..:J'<IliIlg force, "u".[I] 

Fwate = nt . a ~ (pwate ,·. H*Afloat) (3.4 ) 

Thc power transferred 10 Ihe 11 0al " Pgenerated" can be calc ulalcd by Ihe produ C:1 o r 
"Fwater" and the velocily or lhe floal, which is Ihe stroke length "Lstroke " dividcd by half 
the wave period. 

H. rVave & tank generation 

To carry oul the testing in Ihe conlrolled environmenl, it is necessary 10 decide Ihe dimensions 
of the tank/flume and decide lhe wave generator. For W(1ve generator, fl(1p \-vave maker (shown 
in tigure: 9)due to its easy working mechanism and cost effecti veness is selected. 

--- -.

( ) 
r,, 

Fig.9Flap Wavemaker [6] 

For deciding the tank dimensions, you used the data of the whole year from the buoys 
installed at GulfofKutch as an example. It's given below: 

A( m) hem) H(m) T(s) 

Intermediat 
e Water £ 

Gulfof 
kutch 
wave tank 

37.75 15 1.5 4.95 

0.755 0.3 0.03 0.7 

Deep Water 
£ 

Gulf of 
kutch wave 
tank 

22.95 15.0 0.9 3.83 

0.765 0.5 

-
0.03 0.7 

Table I Wave data of Gulf of Kutch [)] 

X S"'oke Length Calculation: 

Falnes suggested that you can ca lcu late tf,e e len althe lank by us ing the r~ationfv~..>==------> 
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Wllcrc. 
II - Wave Iluiglil ( III). 


k 

Wa 
vo 
Nu 
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ge 
(m), 
So 

Stro 

ke 

Len 

gth 

(m), 

h ~ Water Depth (m). 

Gulf of Kuteh - Intermediate wave data r51 : 

The values of intermediate wave data for )"h,H and t are as follows: 

A(m)~37.75 A' (m) ~ 0.755 

h(m)= 15 h'(m) =0.3 


H(m)= 1.5 H'(m) =0.03 

t(5) =4.95 t'(s) =0.7 

t=21t = 21t 


= 83¥rro~~55 
k 

h 
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II. 
Il 
5 
III 

Sillh 
(2 .'1 

96) 

6.02 
5 ; 
Sillh 
(2*2 
.496 
) ~ 

73 .6 
II ; 
Cos 
h(8. 
32" 
0.05 
)= 
1.08 
7 ; 
Cos 
h(2. 
496) 

6.10 
~. 

Thus, using equation (3.5), 

C [ H 

1fl ap = 

4*6.025 
) 

[6.02. ~5..:J:±'---_ 

1~087-6.1 08 ( 
1-1.10$0 73.611 +4.992 
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.\'1. BII"Y Sdec/ioJl 

I\ s per proposed design for buoy you have to decide the appropriated design wh ich gives 
maximum Illolion ratio to the mechanism involve and also to generated maximum power 
out put. 

There are various ava ilable or prospective shapes o f buoys ava ilable and in lise globally. 

Out of whi ch fo ll owing are rhe proposecl shapes for buoy selecrioll-


I) Conical-

J 

i . :1_.~ ,il\~':-, '-:' 

'. 

According to studies conical shape, the performance of the buoy is not related to its height. 
The diameter and the cone angle influence the effic iency an d moving amplitude evidently 
anti rhe relationship is llon-l ine.1'. Hongtl. slaled lhal rhe ~OJle buoys perform the best in 
application. 

2)S pherical-

T hi s type is generally used in li near relationship and possess less drag force of flui d. Limited to 
ce.tain heights and after which can ' t bear uniform buoyancy pressure of working fluid. 

3). Ova l Shape-

Thi s Buoy is used in pull buoy and thus can used for float purpose. 
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VirLmll Analysis nil Ails)'." WorldHHlt"h \'t'rsioll Ill.n (Flul'IIt) 
Inpuls Panllilcl..:rs 

• 
 I. MatL'rial Polyethylene. 

2. M..:cJwllism used Sl't)t~h Yokl'. 
3. j:ILlid IIs..:d Water. 
4. Viscosity oJ"Watcr (I.()O'l1 poise. 
S. Pressure Dillcrl'llcc B/w two waVl'S ends lTo:..;sing buny NA. 
c.. Input Velocity oj" fluid - 1.5 mls. 
7. Dimensions oJ"Tank (enclosure); 1. 2.5tn: W O.SIll: II . 0.45111. 
8. I lead oj" water "" 30 em. 
9. Selt~Weight oJ" Buoy = NA. 
10. Motor Details= I hpsingle phase DC molOr. 
II. RPM 0· 1440 rpm. 
12. Iteration 

Commanded = 

200 

13.Reporting 

Interval =Al\er 

I iteration 


A) Computational Fluid Dynamic (CrD) of Oval Shape Buoy· 

Fig 10. Geometry interface of Oval Shape Runy 

To perform CFD of any shape we have to consider some of the assumptions appended below· 
a). Enclosure Fonnation - you have to specify fixed volume surrounding the body assuming 
that pressure variation, velocity variation is within the enclosure only and we study the 
sectiull uf actual condition. 
b). No Slip Condition - Velocity should be zero along or near the boundaries of enclosed as per 

boundanes layer theory, 
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Fi II. Define Enclosure 

lImm· 
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Fig 12. Defining nomenclature to boundary walls of 
L:I1l:!osun.:. 

Above Figure represents the Input & Output of the working fluid (water in our case), and also 

.e'lLailLilLg wall>. l)lvlesllilLg-

For meshing, CATPART fi le buoy is imported to ANSYS 16.0 Since all the dimensions of the 

sprocket are measurable, the best element for meshing is the tetrahedral element. Meshing tool in 

ANSYS workbench is used to create a very fine mesh Meshing parameters-
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Fig 14. Mesh Check from CFD Solver 

3). Solving Nervier Stroke Equation by Iterative methods-

According to studi es it is found that Newton Rapson method is used to do the iteration to 
increase the accuracy of the results. Table of Sample Iterations

iter continuity x-velocity y-velocity z-velocity timeliter 
I 1.0000e+0 

0 
1.3072e

05 
9.449ge-07 1.0708e

06 
0:03:1899 

2 1.0000e+0 
0 

3.3676e
01 

5.9038e-02 5.9362e
O? 

0:02:5698 

As per Final Iteration (i.e. 
iter no. 200) we have, 
Drag force on the buoy in 
"x" direction: 0.0758 N 
Lift force on the buoy in 
"y" direction: -0.689N 

.

Fig 15. Graph B/w coefficient of lift & Iteration 

A bove Graph shows the relation between coefficient of lift and number of iterations, after 
certain iterations coefficient oflift attains the constant value zero. 
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Fig 17. Residuals Vs Iterations 

Above graph shows the relation between resid uals and iterati ons, res iduals tend to move to 
zero as the number of iterations increases. 

According to Newton Rapson Method, X+ Residuals=X I. 
X = Initial Guess, X I = Rea l Value, Residual = Function Deviation . 

41. Results
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Fi g 18. Static Pressure (pa) 

The Above Figure shows the contours of stalic pressllre(pascal),initially the static pressure is more 
and at the end it is less . 
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The Above Graph Shows the Variation of stati c pressure with position. The static pressure 
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Fig 19. Position (From Input wall to Output wall) Vs Velocity 


The Graph Above shows magnitude of velocity with respect to position, as the buoy moves 
upward magnitude of velocity increases. 
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Fig 20. Stat ic Pressure (Pa) Vs Position 

decreases as buoy moves upward from its mean 
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Fig 2 l.Path lines 

The Above Figure Shows the lines traveled by neutra lly buoyant panicles in 
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Spheric,,' Sh"pt' Buoy-

IJ. Gt'(lillClry 

Fig 22. Define Enclosure 

The Figure SholVs Ihe Geometry of Spherical shape 

buoy define in an Enclosu re. 2). Meshi n~-

Fig 23. Mesh Elements 

The Above Figure Shows the mesh elements in spherical shape buoy. Meshing is finer at the centre 
as compared to boundary. 

3). Solvi ng Nervier Stroke Equation by Iterative methods-

As per Final Iteration (i.e. 
iter. no. 200) We have. 
Drag force on the buoy in 
"x" direction: 0.1499 N 
Lift force on the buoy in 
"y" direction: -1.209 N 
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rig 24. Graph Bfw coeflicient of drag& Iteration 
The Above Graph Shows the coefficient of drag is high initially but as number of iterations increase 
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it attains a constant value. 

Fig 25. Graph Bfw ~ocflicicnt uf lin& Iteration 

Tlie Above Grapli Sliows variation of coefficient of lift with the iteration. it is high initially 
and attains a constant value after certain iteration . 
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Fig 26. Graph Bfw Residual Vs Iteration 

The Above Graph Shows the relation between res iduals and iterations. As iteration increases 
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The Above Graph Shows the variation of static pressure with respect to position of a spherical 
shape buoy. 
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Fig 28 Velocity Vs Position (m) 
The Above Graph Shows the magnitude of velocity with position, the magnitude of velocity is 
maximum in the centre. 
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Fig 29. Static Pressure (Front view of enclosure) 

The Figure Shows the static pressure acting on the front view of the enclosure i.e. flume. The 
majority of portion is in green colour that show~~derate pressure on the enclosure..,c",-~_ 
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Fig 30. Velocity (Front view of enclosure) 

The Above Figure Shows the magnitude of velocity contours on the front view of the enc losure. 
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Fig 31.Path lines 

The Above Figure Shows the lines traveled by neutrally buoyant particles in equilibrium with 
the fluid motion with spherical shape buoy 

C). Computational Fluid Dynamic 

Geometry 
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Fig 32. Geometry i nLcr l~tce or Cunica l Shape Buoy 
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Pig 33. Define EnclosuJ"C 

The Figure Shows the Geometry of Spherical shape buoy delinc in an Enclosure. 

2). Meshing-

Fig 34. Mesh Elements 
The Above Figure Shows the mesh elements in conical shape buoy. Meshing is finer at the centre 
03 comparcd to boundary. 

J). Solving Nervier Stroke 

Equation by Iterative methods-

As per Final Iteration (i.e. iter 

no. 200) we have, 
Drag force on the buoy 
in "x" direction: 0.225 N 
Lift force on the buoy in 
"y" direction: -0.69 N 
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Fig 35. Graph Bfw coefficient of drag& Iteration 

The Above Graph Shows the coefficient of drag is high initially and varies non-linearly as the 
number of iterations increases. 
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Fig 36. Graph Bfw coefficient of Lift& Iteration 
The Above Graph Shows variation of coefficient of lift with the iteration. It is low initially and 
increases as iterations increases. 
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Fig 37. Graph B/w Residual Vs Iteration 

The Above Graphs Shows the residuals, continuity, velocity in the x-direction, y-direclion and 
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Fig, J 8 Static Pressure 

The Figure Shows the contours of static pressure in a conical shape buoy. These are the lines ofa 

constant magnitude for the given variable 
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Fig, 40 Path Lines 

The Above Figur~ Shows the lines traveled by neutrally buoyant parlicles in equilibrium 
with the fluid motion \.... ith con ica l shape buoy 

XIl CONCLUSIONS 

The considered factors for the optimization of buoy shape taken are as follows: 

I) Drag faced by the buoy due to the incoming waves: This is minimized to minimize the energy 

dissipated in order to harness maximum energy. 

Based on the CFD readings given above, the drag force for the shapes in increasing order 
can be seen as follows: 

Oval Shape> Spherical Shape>Conical Shape 
Based on the above minimum readings ofCFD, we conclude that Conical Shapes the optimum 
shapes for our consideration of unidirectional sinusoidal waves in case of Point-Absorber. 

XIII. Future Scopes 

The future scope of this project is very vast when considering an array of wave energy 
converters. Some of the topics for future scope of this project are listed below: 

• Design optimization of the WECo 

- Study of independent parameters and their effects on the WEe. 

- Development of efficient and economic PTO mechanisms. 

· Analysis of pennanent magnet generators using simulation software. 
• Study of control strategies to obtain maximum power from the waves. 
• Design and mathematical modeling of better optimize geometrical shapes and size of buoys. 
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Abstract 
The prqject presented in the paper have aim to mimic the movement of snake for gaining its 
advantages, boll, in IheOlY and praclice. The purpose is how Ihe mOlion of biological snake can be 
usedfor robolic mo vement. The reporl consisls ofdesign, simulalion and analysis ofsnake like robol. 
There are several types of movements in snakes. The most common movement lateral undulation is 
used for Ihe design of Ihe snake like robol. Analysis of Ihe snake like robal is dane wilh Ihe help of 
ansys software. This work will lead 10 make a robol which will be having a real snake like movemenl. 

Keywords-lateral, undulation, snoke, robot, snake-like, design, mnvement. 

J.INTRODUCTION 

Snake is a reptile haVing no limbs known as limbless reptile. It is commonly noticed by its 
movement where its moves by different movements. The most common movement is lateral 
undulation.[ I) According to Encyclopedia of Britannica[2] , the snake exists from way back to several 
million years, where oldest fossil ufsnake ever found has been 167 million years old. The evolution 
of snakes proves that its movement is somehow advantageous. 
Latera! undulation is also known as serpentine crawling. It is the most common movement amongst 
all the snake species. The muscles around the spine of snakes make a wave like motion. The sides of 
body of snake pushes the r6ughness on the ground and exerts the force perpendicular to its present 
position. This motion is observed in figure 1.1 where arrows show force exerted to the sides and that 
force results in resulting force forward. [I] 

BodyW~ Propulsion 

< .. 

Propulsive 

ground contact fcree 


Fig 1.1 Propulsion generated by ground contact forces [1] 
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2. SIMULA TlON 

The general purpose of the simulation is to create understanding of how the lateral undulation works, 
how the motion forward is created and controlled. By creating a kinematic and dynamic model of the 
robot, complete s imulations of the movement are possibl e and changes in the movement and 
properties of the robot can thoroughly be tested before the implementation. 

2.1 Simulation Environment 
The simulation is done with the help of ode solver ode ISs. When ode ISs is done with its calculations, 
it gives the resu lt list of all state variables and torques during each time step. This results can be used 
to plot the movement and torques in matlab. The display tool was made in C++ as a supplement to 
matlab. The variables are saved in matlab in the file form and loaded by display tool. [4J 

View ~ 

II I I 


Fig. 2.1: /\ view of simulation of robot 

7..7. SimlJlllllnll IIP.flllt.f 

List of parameters used in the simulation: 

Parameters Value 
L 55cm 
M 100,g 
J 1/3m l2 
fln 0.7 
flt 0.1 
Kp 50 
Kd ~ . 10 
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A 

Q 
N 
/l.(3601N) 

40deo ree 
80degree s-I 
8 
45deoree I 

2.3 Notations 

S mbol 
L 
M 
J 
un 
lit 

K 
Kd 
A 

N 
/l. (3601N) 

Descri tion 
Hal f the Ienoth of links 
Mass of links 
Moment of inertia for each link 
Normal coefficient of friction 

Phase shift 

3. PROPOSED DESIGN 

Oesign ofsnake like rohnt consists of three m"in parts: 
• 	 The modular segment 
• 	 Head 
• 	 Tail 

Design of snake like robot require to convert muscle movement of snake into a robot. The design 
nrnr.r.rillrP' r0nJi~'t8 of Esgmonto. Tltu :Jcgmcnt3 in th(.. IvLul l..vllvell JlILisL:ie JIluvemem Imo a ~obQ[ 
with the help of the angular actuators. All the segments in the robot thus transfer the motion from one 
to another to appear like a wave like motion ofrobot. 

bJ 


Fig 3.1 : Extended view of a segment of the robot [3] 

1.1 TIll:: tfludular !:I'egment 
The function ofonoh :lcgmcilt h tv iJludllLC t1 funvmLl [1u'tl: so rh:lrYh(". s¢gmcnt~ togetllt::r c.m dnve the 
robot. The segment consists of three designed parts and one servo. 

• 	 Base 
• 	 Flexjble arm 
• 	 Propulsion ann 
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3.2HeM 

The head is the largest part of the assembly of robot. All the electronics are placed in the head part 
except the battery. It has an open design that has easy modifying of the electronics. It has 3 tracks for • 
each circuit hoard that can fit and has 90 front. The IR sensors are positioned on each side of the 90 
front and one on top known as three eyes. The back ofthe head has the flat flat side through which it 
is easy to attach and detach the head. 

Fig 3.2: The Head [3] 
3.3 Tail 

The ta il holds batteries and give the balanced weight to the last wheel. Then wheel is now capable for 
producing enough friction. The tail also improves the aesthetics of the robot. It has room for the lipo 
battery. 

I 

I 

Fig. 3.3: The Tail [3] 

3.4 Assemhly oftlte wltole robot 

When all the seven segments ,ar~e~~~~~~ 
have counted tail as first lin~ 
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rig. 3.4: Assembly orlhe robot [.oj 

4. VIRTUAL VALIDATIONS ON PROPOSED DESIGN USING FrNITE ELEMENT 

ANALYSIS (FEA) 


4.1 Boundary COllditions & CalculatiollS 

I. friction Force Acting B/w Wheel & ground; Ff=0.92R*0.7=0.0496N. 
2. Total Inertia acting on bot; It=0.928* A=0.02332N. 

N(motor RPM)-GOrpm 

V-(~i ·l· lY'·I~);uO-().0.l020 Illi s 

(Dia of spindle=16mm;Time of aClion=2s) 

V=U+AT; 

0.05026=0+A *2; 

1\=0.02513 m/s2 
3. Tail Inertia; Irear=0.125'A=0.003 141 25N. 
4. Head Inertia; Ih=0.089* A=0.002236N. 
5. Inm1in nctlng, 0 1'1 ulcl, lillI", I1-0.1O~·A-U.UU:L:' 6JI~. 

6. No. or linbr;e = 8 (Head+Tail+Segmcnts). 
7. W=joint angle freq=1.3962 rad. 
8. Ampl ofeach link = 0.6981 rad. 
9. Total length; L=0.85rn. 
10. Joint angl e differs from one in front & back = 0.7853 rad. 
II. Torque due to motor; T=0.23Nm. 
12. Motor loretia; Im=53.5*9.8 1*1 0-3=0.5248N. 
13. Weight can lift by the bot = 0.928*9.81 *4=36.4147 N (4 Times the net weight of bot). 

4.2 Mul"riul Seledluns 

After a number of iterations with different types of materials like Mild Steel, stainless steel, steel 
alloys etc. With taking cost of manufacturing strength characteri stics and hardness values of the 
lI'i1 11':1 iii I" HIIII WI": II~I"'-' c;1.' il:I.'red The tlhal tnaterial At1~ lAcrylomtnle Butadiene StYWllU). 

Properties of ABS accordi ng to studies is appended below 
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Techn'cal Data: 

fesl 

c"' 
i ~Ielt I low index no · C!: I k" 

. ' OU IO 

le"sile . yield 50 ""ro m Imi,,) 
Tensile I: 50 mm Imln 
"exural I 
Flexural 5mm I min) 

00 notcneo Imp' . strengtn (at 1/4' 
!ZOO notched Impac strength (at 1/8' 

Vlcat 
1 Temperature 

1.00 MPA) 

I?:~i.~dec".,' I "","e,.,., 0' 

IMPa) 
I other 
I§peelfic gravity 

.... , <j Hrs, 

Unit 

ISO 1133 gms/lQ m'.". 
IJ Y' .. 

2ci~~/2
0638 
IJ IJB 
0790 
0790 
IJ "0 
0256 

>25 
0648 

0648 

IJ '02 

R-Scal. 

I/crn2 
IIcnL 
I/cm2 

K I/cm2 
Kg eml' 
Kg ernl em 

O( 

°C 

°C 

,.Iue, 

35 
UkU," 

105 

)2: 

27,000 
JOC 

26,000 
L 
24 

y, 

92 

96 

1.04 

, 

) 

Proper tles of OutlIne Row 4: ASS - :.~ 

A B C 

Properly 1 V41u. Urit 

1,53 g crn A -3'ia Density2 

El 'ia Isotropic Eiastidt'l 3 

Derive from4 Young's r--lo ... 

Young's Modulus 27000 Pa5 

Poisson's Ratlo 0,29b 

1 Bulk Modulus ~1"2'J r" 
Shear Modulus 10465 Po8 

El 'ia Aeld Variables9 

Temperature10 Yes 

Shp;:lr AnOIt'"11 r-Jn 

Degradation Factor12 No 

'ia Tensile Yield Strength13 525 MPa 

'ia Compressive Yield Strength14 525 MPa 

'ia Tensile Ultimate Strength 750 fl'lPa15 

'ia Compressive Ultimate Strength16 750 MPa 

Fig,4,l' Material Properties Input in Ansys Workbench version 16,0 Library 
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• 

FigA.2: Proposed Snake robot Assembly 

4..lAII(f(l'sis ofrobot Tail 

I. Geometry 

• 


t 
l~" 

FigA.3 Geometry 
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• 

• .. ~ro~__==~'!!!'.;OO~_-===="~jOO(..-.m) 
15.00 45.00 

Fig.4.4: Meshed Elements 

For meshing, CATPART file buoy is imported to ANSYS 16.0 Since all the dimensions of the 
spro~ket are measuralJle, lile L~t dt::l.11t::l1l fUJ 111t::!iltil1g i!i lht:: ldrallt::tJrai dt::lllt::l1l. 1vh:~"illg tuul ill 
ANSYS workbench is used to create a very fine mesh 
Meshing parameters-
Aspect Ratio = 1.81 (avg) 
Jacobian = 0.8 
Element Quality = 0.88 
Warping: Factor = 0.00 

• x 

Control, I 

I_Td1~ 1 

7SOO.OC 

5000.00 .. ... . .... ... . - .... . 

l5OO.oo .... ..~ 

'.00 
().()7 (1.13 n.'~ '.00 

v 

iaph ofE!
rig.4.5: ~D , . 

,: 
.1 '~'J ... I 
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:; . Boundary Conditions 
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.Jiud~ 
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Fig.4.6: Force Applied on face, (ROlmciary cOlloitiollS) 

4. Results 

""~ ,
JJllln::II~O"" 

1Z2l_ 
100m 
~5iltl 

ImSl.,..,.. 
<..., 
l.m~ 

1. 3,S51 

0.0069041" Mm 
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rigA.,: Equivalent Von Mises Stress 

"I 

';OO___===."___I::==:J~OO~",m) 

1 1.~ )7~ 

FigA.8: Cut Sections of most affected zone 
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, 

,
mu 
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20.00 W.OO 

FigA.9 :Total Deformation in X - Direction 
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FigA.IO: Maximum Shear stress Induced 

Thus maximum Equivalent stress induced IS 12.23 Mpa whi ch is less than ABS ultimate tensil e 
stress value and thus it is safe. 

4.4.1Alla/ysis ofrobot Base 
1. Geometry-

t 

l~' 

Fig.4 11 :Geometry 
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2. Mesh,ng

... 

) 

Fig.4.12: Meshed Elements 
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Element Mortrks 

Fig.4.13: Bar Graph of Elemental mesh Metrics 
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3. Boundary Conditions 
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Fig.4.14: Force Applied on faces (Boundary conditions) 

Results 
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Fii.4.15: Von mic;:pi i1'r~f:f. 
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4.4.2 AlIllll'sis ojrobot Lillk 01 

I. Geometry 
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, 
0.0' 3 0,033 

FigA. IS : Geometry 

2. Meshing 
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3. Results 
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FigA.2 1: Von mises stress (Size View) 
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Fig.4.22: Von mises stress (isometric view) 
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Thus ma~imum Equivalent stress induced is 54.28 Mpa which is less than ABS ultimate tensile 
stress value and thus it is safe. 

4.4.3 Allalysis o/robot Link 02 

I. Geometry 
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JFig.4.32: Maximum Shear Stress 

Thus ma'<imLlm Equivalent stress induced is 35.3 Mpa which is less than ABS ultimate tensile 
stress value and thus it is safe. 

CONCLUSION 

To summaries, design, simulation and analysis of snake-like robot was made. The design of robot had 
the ability of moving forward using the movement lateral undulation and succeeded to meet almost all 
of the demands. 
The final product of design, simulation and analysis emulated the movement and appearance of a 
biological snake in a satisfactory way. In order to make the snakes movement lateral undulation 
meaningful and suitable, a different source of friction other than wheels would be necessary to make 
the robot handle uneven terrain in a more efficient way. Thus this design and analysis of the robot will 
result in the robot which will mimic the lateral undulation .The reSUlting robot is however a great step 
in the right direction and has lot of room for further development. 
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ABSTRACT 
Safety is one ofthe utmost important faCial'S to be considered while using Ihe equipments which ore 
highly expensive. The processing plants include chemical conversions, pharmaceuticals, beverages, 
powder, food. etc. The equipmenls include /links, valves, filters, heal exchangers, piping, etc., which 
are cosily and need 10 be handled and used with high precautions. Silo tanks ore used around Ihe 
world by many companies to slol'e huge amount of any subslance withoUi pUlling it al risk. The 
construction material usedfor making the silo tanks are steel, aluminium, wood, or even cona·ete. The 
slOrage capacily oflhis lanks is around 1000-5000 lilres and Ihe COSI ofeach lank ranges around 1.5 
lakhs 10 5 lakhs per unil. The heighl is around 1Of eel 10 20feel. So il is nOlfeasible 10 do Ihe repairing 
work so high up and if Ihere is any damage. it would lead 10 a financial crisis for Ihe entire projecl. 
One ofthe major reasons for damage to the silo lank is negative pressure. To avoid this, the vacuum 
buill-Up inside should be broken by some means 10 avoid Ihe huge loss ofresources. There can be any 
technical obstructions in a manufacturing plant sllch as electricity supply cut, equipment failure, 
damage due to loads and stresses, or working conditions. By studying all the possibilities, we design a 
device willt simple mechanism. which is reliable and cosl efficienl as a safely device. 

Keywords- sq{ety, distortion, negative pressure, mechanical device, vacuum. 

INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, a safety device has been suggested to protect the silo tanks from distortion. It is major 
issue faced by powder manufacturing industries that the tanks which are used for processing the 
powder (silo tanks) have some negative pressure inside them and if the intake to the tank stop 
suddenly due to any technical error, the vacuum is created inside when the negati ve pressure exceeds 
its limiting value, and the tank squeezes in. 
This major failure leads to hltge economical loss. This device is based totally upon the ratchet 

mechanism and no external power supply or components are required for its function ing. The device 
will break the vacuum built up inside the tank by taking in the atmospheric air and establishing an 
equilibrium into the system. Once the equi librium is achieved, the intake of atmospheric air stops and 
the system takes its original position with the help of ratchet. 
The stress analysis of the device is to be done in ANSYS software by considering the loads which 
could be acted upon it. The results obtained from numerical solution and analytical solution are 
compared and verified . 
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Safety valve is a valve that act as a protection of equipment from c;\ploding or damaging and it is 
mainly installed in pressure vessels such as chemical plants. electric po\ver boilers and gas storage 
tanks. Safety Valve is a type of valve that automatically actuates when the pressure of inlet side of the 
valve increases to a predetermined pressure, to open the valve disc and discharge the nuid (steam or 
gas); and when the pressure decreases to the prescribed value. to close the valve disc again. [I J. 
In the study regarding the hydraulic pressure control system Most variable hydraulic loading 
machines L1ses traditional counter balance valve to create the opposing hydraulic force [2]. 
The air tilters in an air intake system permanently removes foreign particles such as dust, dirt and soot 
from the intake air, thereby maintaining the performance of the engine and protecting it from damage. 
Proper maintenance can help vehicles perform as designed, thereby positively affecting fuel economy, 
emissions, and overall drivability [3]. 
Negative pressure relief valve in the scavenging of gases tram anesthetic circuits may present hazards 
to the patient the negative pressure relieve valve prevent generation of sub atmospheric pressures in in 
the circuit as result of discrepancy between the fresh gas now and evacuation rate. The ideal valve 
will open at small negative pressure, and immediately permit a high gas inflow leakage with positive 
pressure in the circuit [4]. 
Following are the objectives and scope of the proposed work: 
I) Avoid economic loss of powder manufacturing industries due to damage of silo tanks. 2)Build 
cost-efficient and effective design. 
3) To study various possible safety devices. 4)Selection of most suitable mechanism for problem. 

DESIGN OF DEVICE 

A design of the safety device, named vacuum breaker is proposed. This device works on a simple 
mechanism without the requirement of any external supplement such as electric power or hydraulic 
and pneumatic system. The vacuum breaker is desigFled in such a way that the vacuum built-up should 
not take place inside the tank when the negative pressure exceeds the limiting value. The device has 
two components; the upper body(hopper) and the lower body (cubical box). 
The vacuum breaker's lower body, that is the box is connected to silo tank, the hopper end is open to 
atmosphere and it has air filter fitted inside it. The purpose of air filter is to filter out the contaminants 
from the air which is to be taken inside the system. The powder inside cannot sustain the contaminants 
because it is required to retain the purity. There is a movable plate at the interface of hopper and box 
which acts as a flap. This plate is connected to a lever outside the box. This lever is responsible for the 
movement of plate aided by a bearing for smooth movement. 
When vacuum starts to build up inside the tank, the pressure inside is lesser than atmospheric 
pressure. So, this pressure difference forces the plate to open in the downward direction and intake of 
air into the system takes place there. After equilibrium is achieved and vacuum is removed, the plate 
shuts the opening between the interface. The plate opens only when the dead weight attached to it, 
allows it to open. The dead weight is adjusted according to the pressure consideration. Basically, dead 
weight holds the plate. The lever's other end is connected to a Ratchet. The ratchet is responsible to 
keep the plate unviolated either open or closed. The ratchet knob has to be adjusted manually after 
each run. 
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Plate: 

Length of plate = 0.2 m 

Area of plate = 0.2xO.2 = 0.04 m2 Density of stainless steel = 7700 kg/m2 Thickness of plate ~ 0.005 
m 
Moment Ill/\ is calculated as, 

MA= [PUlI11 xAx (Ll2)] + [W x(Ll2)]- [Pin x Ax(Ll2)] 

= [(l05xO.2 xO.2 xO.I) + (Q xgxvxO. I) - (3x 105xO.2xO.2xO.I)] 

= [400 + (7700 x9.8 1 xO.2 xO.2x O.005 xO. 1)-1200] 

= [400+ 1.51-1200] 

MA= -798.49 Nm 

In order to balance this 1110ment, dead weight is applied at the end. 

798.49 = mx gx 1798.49 = I11 x9.8 1 xO.I m = 30 kg 

Hence, if the mass ofJO kg is appli ed at the end of bar the pressure is balanced. 


RESULT AND CONCLUSIONS 


We have selected a mechanical safety device instead of other devices. Hydraulic and pneumatic 

devices are smaller in size and amount of air entering through it, also will be less. Mechanical device 

required less processing time. If we use Hydraulic and pneumati c device, special arrangement or 

system is required to operate the device. Special provision for the oil and air supply required. A 

Mechanical device does not require electric supply for its functioning. 

Mechanical device requires less maintenance compared to hydraulic and pneumati c system. 

Mechanical devices are simple in construction, H&P system is complicated and bulky. 

Mechanical device is more durable due to rugged construction. 


By considering mechanism of dead weight pressure relief va lve and with the help of ratchet 

mechanism the device is designed to break the vaccum inside the tank. 
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Abslracl 
A vortex lube is a simple mechanical device, which splits a compressed gas sh'eam into a cold and hot 
stream without allY chemical reactio11S or exlernal energy supply. This study presents the results ofa series 
of experiments focusing on various geometries 0/ the "hot end side " for different inlet pressures. 

Specifically. the tests were conducted using different hot end plugs. Three vortex tubes were designed, 

fabricated and tested/or maximum temperature drop. 

An experimental investigation has been pelfonned to realize thorough behavior ofa vortex tube system, A 

reliable test rig has been designed and constructed to investigate the effect ofgeometrical parameters i.e. 

angle ofthe inline conical valve, lip diameter ofthe inline conical valve. 

Keywords - Vorlex lube, Rejrigeralion, Cooling, Nozzle 


L INTRODUCTION 

Vortex Tube is a simple mechanical device, which produces cooling effect by separating 
compressed air into hot and cold streams. The tube is fitted with a central aperture orifice at one end and a 
throttle valve atthe other end. The shape and size ofthe nozzle is such that the gas attains maximum velocity 
of emission as it enters into the tube. In the process o f movement of the gas inside the tube towards the 
throttle end, there develops in the spiraling gas a region of high pressure in the peripheral layers and a 
region of low pressure in the axis rotat ion. Thus, a hot stream of gas comes out through the throttle end and 
a cold stream through the orifice, By manipulating the throttle valve, the amount of gas and also the extent 
of heating and cooling can be controlled. 

The most econo mica l method o f making a person comfortable while working in hot surroundings 
is to provide a personal supply of cool a ir rather than conditioning the entire surroundings . A vortex tube is 
suitable for this application because compressed air is readily available in workshops, fac tories, foundaries, 
mines etc. Preliminary trials revealed that it is adequate to provide cool air fo r the upper portion of the body, 
i.e. above wais~ and the cooling load is of the order 0[200 kJlhr. (2]. 

Fig. 1 F low through the Hilsch Vortex Tube 
"#11 I.. ..h, ')3i Nil l• dIe (L./. _ 
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The purpose of the preSCIH work is to study the effect of cold fraction at the SeunE temperature on 
Ranque-
Hilsch Vortex Effect and Maximum temperature drop. In the present ~tudy, two vortex tubes were 
manu factured 
namely s imple vorl ex tube and Short vortex tube. The performance all the two vortex tube was studied 
experimentally. During experimentation on short vortex tube, effects of tip diameter (3 mOl) and angle 
(30° , 
45° and 60° ) ofa mobile inline conical valve or plug, located at the hot end, were determined 
experimentally effect of supply pressure 2-5 bar was also studied. 
The internal diameter (D) of the vortex tube used in the experiments was 10 mm; the ratio of the length of 
the 
vortex tube to its diameter (LID) was 10. Four different plugs were studied. The maximum difference in 
the 
temperatrnes of hot and cold sh·eams were obtained for the plug diameter of3mm, tip angles of 30° ,45° 
and 60° and by keeping the plug location at the hot end. 

A. Advantages of Vorle"'( Tube Refrigerator 
Vortex Tube Refrigerator has several advantages, which are as follows: 


I) [t only uses air as refrigerant, so there is no leakage problem. 

2) Vortex Tube is simple in design and it avoids conu·ol systems. 
3) There is complete absence of moving parts in Vortex Tube. 

4) It is light in weight and requires less space. 

5) Initial cost is low and its working expenses are also less, where compressed air is readily available. 

6) Maintenance is simple and no skilled labor is required. 

7) No electricity Or chemicals employed. 

8) Durable - Stainless steels, Stainless stee l, Brass, 

9) Instant cold air. 

10) Adjustable temperatures 

I I) Interchangeable generators 


B. Limitations of Vorte..'C Tube Refrigerator 
Given such desirable features, why isn't the vortex tube more widely used? There are basically two 

problems with the device which are explained below: 
I) The thermal power ofthe vortex tube is limited. 
2) The efficiency of the vortex tube, measured as (power out) / (power needed to compress inlet air) is 

diabolical. E.g. a typical vortex tube and compressor arrangement achieves a coefficient ofperformance 
of around 0.08 when operated as domestic refrigerator. 

C. Applications of Vortex Tube Refrigerator 

I) Cool ing an Ultrasonic Weld 
2) Cooling Blow Molded Fuel Tanks 
3) Cooling Small Parts After Brazing 
4) Cooling Vacuum Formed Parts . . -r-I,.>& .5) Air suits 

J'oISsrstan t Professo & He'ld.
6) Aviation 

Dept oi Mechanical Enoo.7) Cooling of Gas Turbine Rotor Blades 
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II) Spot Cooling 
12) Incentive Testing 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Chro1/ological SUTlJey 
Vortex flows or swirl flows have been of considerable interest over the past decades because of 

their use in industrial applications, such as furnaces, gas-turbine combustors and dust collectors. Vortex (or 
high swirl) can also produce a hot and a cold stream via a vortex tube. The vortex tube has been lIsed in 
industrial applications for cooling and heating processes because they are simple, compact, light and quiet 
(in operation) device. Several researchers put a lot ofefforts to explain for the phenomena occurring during 
the energy separation inside the vortex tube. Research studies about these phenomena were formed mainly 
into two groups. The first one performed the experimental work (geometrical and thermo-physical 
parameters) and then through the value of their results attempted to explain the phenomena. The second 
performed the studies in qualitative, analytical and numerical ways in order to help in the analysis of the 
mechanisms present in the vOltex tube. 

Table: ISummary 0 fExpenmenta stud· les on vortex tubes 
Year Investigator 

1933 Ranque 
1947 Hilsch 
1950 Webster 
1951 Scheper 
1956 Hartnell and Eckert 
1956 ~artynovski andAlekseev 
1957 Scheller and Brown 
1958 Otten 
1959 Lay 
1960 Suzuki 
1960 Takahama and Kawashima 
1962 Sibulkin 
1962 Reynolds 
1962 Blatt and T rusch 
1965 Takahama 
1966 Takahama and Soga 
1968 Vennos 
1969 Brunn 
1973 Son i 
1982 Sclenz 
1983 Stefan et al. 
1983 Amitani et aI. 
1988 Negm et al. 
1994 Ahlborn et al. 
2001 Guillaume and Jolly II[ 
2003 Saidi and Valipour 
2004 Promvonaue and Eiamsa 
2005 Aiiuwayhel et al. 

Dia. (D)mrn Pi Th -Ti Tc-Ti 11 
(bar) 

12 7 38 -32 ---
4.6 II 140 -53 0.23 
8.7 ---- ---- --- ----

38.1 2 3.9 -11.7 0.26 
76.2 2.4 3.5 -40 ----

4.4128 12 - -65 ----

25.4 6.1 15.6 -23 0.506 
20 08 40 -50 0.43 

50.8 1.68 9.4 -15.5 0 
16 5 54 -30 I 

52.8 ---- --- ---- ----
44.5 ---- ---- ---- ----

76.2 --- ---- --- ----
38.1 4 ---- -99 0 

28178 ---- ---- --- .--

78178 ---- ---- ---- ----

41.3 5.76 -1 -1 3 0.35 
94 2 6 -20 0.23 

6.413 2 1.5/3 ---- - -- ----
50.8 3.36 ---- ---- ----
17.6 6 78 -38 0.3 
800 3.06 15 -19 0.4 

11/20 6 30 -42 0.38 
18 4 40 -30 ----

9,5 6 ---- -17.37 0.4 
9 3 ---- -43 0.6 
16 3.5 ----. 33 0.33 
19 3 1.2 -I I 0.1 
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Table. 2 Summar' of Numerical studies on Vortex tubes 
Investigators 

Linderstrom-Lang 
( 1971) 
Schlenz (1982) 

Amitani et al. 
( 1983) 
Borissov et al. 
(1993) 

Guston and 
Bakken 
( 1999) 
Frohlingsdorfand 
Un~er (1999) 
Promvonge 
(1999) 

Behera el al. 
(2005) 

Aljuwayhel el al. 
(2005) 

Skye et al. (2006) 

Eiamsa-ard and 
Promvonge 

! 120061 

Flow considered Model Method or Results compared with 
software used measurements 

Incompressible Zero Stream-function Poor but just trend 
eauation 

2D Zero Galerkin's Poor but qualitative 
compressible equation technique Trend 

2D Neglected Finite Fair but assumptions in 
compressible difference Doubt 

Incompressible ----- Velocity field Qualitative agreement 
induced by 

helical vortex 
2D k- s model FLUENT'" Fairly good 

compressible code 

2D k-s model CFX code Fairly good 
compressible 

2D ASMand Finjte volume Good 
compressible k-s 

model 
3D k- s and Star-CD code Fairly good 

compressible RNGk- E 
models 

2D k- sand FLUENT™ Fairly good 
compressible RNGk-E code 

models 
2D k- s and FLUENT™ Fairly good 

compressible RNGk- E code 
models 

2D ASM and Finite volume Good 
compressible k-E 

model 

III. DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND TESTING 

A. Design of Vortex Tube 
Literature review reveals that there is no theory so perfect, which gives the satisfactory explanation 

of the vortex tube phenomenon as explained by various researches. There it was thought to carry out 
experimental investigations to understand the heat transfer characteristics in the vortex tube with respect to 
various parameter.; like mass flow rales of cold and hoI air, nozzle area of inlet compressed air, cold orifice 
area, hot end area of the tube, and LIDT ratio. 

In general, there are two design fearures associated with a vortex tube, namely. 
(A) Maximum temperature drop tube design for producing small quantity of air with very low temperature. 

= 
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(8) Maximum t.:00i ing effed vortex tube design for producing large quantity of air with moderate 
temperatures. 

In the present study, out of these two design considerations first has been Llses. In the prescnt 
investigation, a nOlzie area to tube area ratio of 0.11 ±O.O I for maximulll temperature drop and a ratio of 
O.084±O.OO I for achieving maximum efficicnt..:y has been considered, as suggested by Soni and Thomson. 
Further, they suggested that the ratio of cold orifice area to tube area should be O.08±O.OOl for achieving 
maximum temperature drop and it will be O.145±O.035 tor attaining maximum efficiency. Also, the same 
researchers suggested that tbe length of the vortex tube should be greater than 45 times the tube diameter 
but no upper limit was specified. 

B. Maximum Temperatllre Drop Tube Design 

As per Soni and Thomson's Correlations 
(For Nozzle Diameter) 

AN/AT = 0.11 ±0.01


) 	 Considering the diameter of the Vortex tube DT = IOmm~ 

AT = rIl4 xlO' 
= 78.5398 mm' 
A , 178.5398 = 0.1 I ± O.OI(i.e. 0.12 or 0.10) 
c.AN=9.42 or 7.85 
c. rIl4 x D,' = 9.42 


DN' = I 1.9939 

DN = 3.46 mm 

OR 

rIl4 x DN' = 7.85 

DN' = 9.6129 


DN=3.1 mrn 
Finally, the Nozzle diameter was selected as DN = 3.0 mm. 

As per Soni and Thomson's Correlations 
(For Cold Orifice Diameter) 

AdAT = 0.08 ± 0.001 

Considering the diameter of the Vortex tube DT = 10mm; 

AT = rIl4 x 10' 


~ 	 = 78 .5398 mm' 
Ac178.5398 = 0.08 ± 0.001 (i.e. 0.081 or 0.079) 
c. Ac. 6.3617 or 6.2046 
c. rIl4 x Dc' = 6.3617 

Dc' = 8.0999 


Dc = 2.83 mm 
OR 


I1I4 x Dc' = 7.8999 

Dc' = 2.81 


Dc=3.0mm 

Final Dimensions of sh ort Vortex Tube are as follows: 
DT = 10.0 mm 
DN= 3.0mm 
Dc=3.0mm 
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2 Newly designed VOl1ex Tube [Assembly] 

Fig. 3 Cold Section 	 Fig. 4 Generator 

~. ~"",.......... . 


,;~ ..,I,~ ,• ' • li __ -' 
. .	 .• '..I~.t~ 

Fig. 5 	 • • • . .. 

Fig. 7 Outer Tube ofVol1ex Tube 

C Manufacturing methot! ofShort Vortex Tube: 
For the design of vortex tube there are essential components are cold end, cold end orifice diameter 

cap, hot end and inline conical valve. 
1. 	 We take stainl ess steel rod of dimension <Xl 30 mm x 90mm and is drilled at the center <I> 10 mm 

throughout the length in order to produce a tube. 
2. 	 Hole of <Xl 3 mm drilled on the periphery at near to one end of the end, which is done very carefully 

using fixture. 

I 
X7 
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3. 	 A taper of I in lOis produced 3211lrn away frorn olle end inside the tube of J Omm length. 
4. 	 External threading is prepared on both end for holding cold orifice diameter cap on one side and 

hot end holding inline conical valve ins ide on other side. so manufactured vortex generator. 
5. 	 Again. we taken stainless steel rod of (I> 40111111 x tf) 35mm which drilled throughout a hole of (I> 

4rnm for cold oritice diameter. 
6. 	 Hal fway drilled of hole (I> 16mm on cold orifice and then tapped thread to matching external thread 

on cold end of vortex generator. 
7. 	 Step of length ofeI> IQmm from outside so that completes the manufacturing ofcold orifice diameter 

cap. 
8. 	 For inline conical valve Stainless Steel of <I> 30mm x (I> 40mm is drilled a hole of <1> 15ml11 upto 

distance 35mm and remaining 15mm length is tapped ofQ> 5mm then tube is drilled nO. of holes (D 
3mm on the periphet)' and side which completes the manufacturing of hot end. 

9. 	 Three conical valves are produced with different cone angles of 30° ,45° & 60° with same tip 
diameter of3mm. So, we complete manufacturing of in line conical valve 

D. 	Testing ojthe Vortex Tube 

The schematic of the experimental apparatus and measuring devices which is used for the 
detennination of the energy separation in a vortex tube is shown in Fig. Compressed air is passing through 
the inlet valve and filter section, since then it is conducted tangentially into the vortex tube. The compressed 
air expands in the vortex tube meanwhile is divided into cold and hot streams. The cold air leaves the central 
orifice near the entrance nozzle, while the hot air discharges the periphery at the far end of the tube. The 
control valve (needle valve) may control the flow rate ofthe hot air. Two rotameters namely 9 and 6 measure 
the mass flow rates of the hot and cold air, respectively. Thennocouples numbered 5 and 8 measure the 
temperature of the leaving cold and hot air in the vortex tube: respectively. The pressure of inlet gas is 
measured by pressure gauge (Pi) and the temperature of inlet gas is measured by thelmocouple. To 
investigate the effect of geometrical parameters on the operational characteristics of vortex tube, vortex 
tubes with different tube sizes and different number of nozzle intakes \vere constructed and examined. 

The experimental tests of the vortex tube were performed with the variation of the pressure of the 
inlet air, Pi - 2 to 7 bar, and the cold air mass ratio fl. The temperature obtained was in the range of -I 0 ° C 
to 22° C. 

= 
Fig. 8 Final Product 	 \ s,..d->:......-~ 
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IV, FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENTS 

A, Furlher Research 
I) Compressed Air 
2) Creating Clean Water 
3) Reversing System of Heat 
4) Increased Vortex Efficiency 

B. Future Developments 
I) Use ofSilencers and Mumers 
2) Design ofWann Tube End 
3) Design of Outer Tube 
4) The Cold Ori fi ce or Diaphragm 

C RecommendatiOlls: 

Based on the fact that the device had very poor cool ing capacity as compared with industry standard 
refrigeration devices, it would not be a good substitute for commercial purposes, Significant redesign of 
the device may in the future better the cooling capacity to a point where it may be usable in the refrigeration 
industry, but for now, all this device can be reasonably used for the spot cooling and perhaps providing a 
quick and simple way to cool or heat a pressure stream. 

Since the device has specific length and diameter restrictions, one cannot significantly alter the 
design of the tube, The reason it has certain length restrictions is that too short of the tube would not give 
the hot stream enough time to heat up and too long of a length would cause the vortex within the tu be to 
depressurize and collapse, Likewise, too large a tube diameter will also collapse the vortex flow, so there 
are tight restrictions on tube design. Increasing pressure will help to enlarge these dimensions, but only 
slightly and pressurizing the air could get costly depending on the scale up , 

V, CONCLUS IONS \ I:. '> 
'. stant P ofessor ~----" 

Newly design vortex tube we conclude fo llow.iJlg:thing , 
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Inlet port is perfectly tangential to (ile cin,:ulllfcrcnce ofvol'tex generator we get more templ:(ature 
drop, it gcncrn tes vortex effect perfectly, tip angle of conical valve also effects the effic iency of vorh::x tube. 
According 10 it, maximum temperature drop is at 45° tip angle. 

It is clear that inlet pressure is the necessary TO driving force of energy separation experiment show 
that higher the inlet pressure the greater temperature difference of the outlet stream. 

Using vortex lUbe, we get cold air instantly, so that it can apply on hot surfaces. 
Newly designed vortex tube is so compact, so that used in anywhere (compress air need upto 2 t05 bar). 

A vortex tube was investigated experimentally for best performance with an emphasis on a plug 
located at the hot outlet. Investigated parameters are, plug location plug tip angle (30° , 45° , 60° ), and 
supply pressure at the inlet (2-5 bar). Three differcnt hot end plugs or inline conical valves were slUdied . 
The vortex tube investigated had a length to diameter ratio of UD ~ 10. Length of the tube has no effecI on 
the performance of the tube. 
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Abstract 

Currently, Ihe inspection of sea-going vessels is pelionned manually Ship surveyors do a visual 
inspection; in some cases they also use cameras and non-destroctive testing methods. Prior to a ship 
surveying process a lot ofscaffolding has 10 be provided in order 10 make evelY spol accessible for Ihe 
surveyor. In this work a robotic system is presented, which is able to access many areas ofa cargo hold 
ofa ship and peljorm visual inspeclion wilholll any scaffolding. The paper also describes holV Ihe 
position oflhe acquired dala is eslimaled wilh an oplical 3D /racking unil and how critical points on 
Ihe hull can be marked via a remole conlrolled marker device. Furlhermore firsl results ofonboard 
lesls wilh Ihe sySIem are provided. 

Keywords: sea-gOing vessels, robotic system, 3D tracking unit, remote controlled, etc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Marine vessels are subject to numerous and regular inspections and maintenance measures. Ship 

surveyors inspect the vessels on a regular basis. In most of cases, the surveyor performs only a visual 

il12pcction. In ordel tu reach each spot on the ship, scaffolding has to be erected in thc cargo holds. 

Typical heights ofcar~n holrls "rp 1 'i-?n m. Fig. I Ehowc two part3 ofa cargo h01J uf d Lulk calli~r with 

different wall structures. The installation of the scaffolding usually takes several days, before the 

surveyor can start the inspection process. Every day the ship stays ill the rlock anli OUt of s~rvir,e reSlllls 

in a significant loss of money for the ship owner, making this (currently necessary) preparation time is 

very expensive. The EU-funded R&D project MINOAS (Marine Inspection Robotic Assistant System) 

addresses this challenge in an attempt to develop concepts for the automation of the ship inspection 

process. 
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The key idea of the project is to develop and test a fleet of semi-autonomous robots which can provide 

visual data as well as thickness measurement data to the surveyor without the need for sening lip 

scaffolding prior to the inspection process. While the idea to employ robotic agents for the inspection 

ofhazardous environments is not new, a fully autonomous inspection ofa cargo ship still is a long-term 

goal. The idea of the project is not to develop an autonomous inspection but rather focus on robotic 

tools that can enhance and simplify the current inspection process. One of the fleet's robots is a 

lightweight magnetic crawler which is able to climb along the vertical walls of a vessel. The robot 

provides a live video stream as well as offline images of the ship for later inspection. Apart from the 

locomotion capability of the inspection system, it is mandatory for the inspection process that the data 

is localized, i.e. the position of images and video streams are known within' the vessel. For this purpose 

a 3D tracking unit was developed which acquires the position of the magnetic crawler in real-time. This 

allows a meaningful comparison of inspection data over a vessel's lifetime, because the exact position 

of the data can be stored and therefore replicated. A 3D user interface provides the necessary 

infonnation to the surveyor and allows access to all acquired data within a 3D view. 

Problem Statement: 

In the research of literature survey the normal robot wheel are not climb on vertical position MS sheet 

construction structure.We are designing the new concept ofmagnetic crawler using a variolls operation 

of cleaning and security purpose for ship vessel inspection. 

II. Objectives 

Design and developing the magnetic crawler usina . application. 
,,": '.1'::;1Ni1~ 
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Design and developing (he magnctic crawler lIsing SCL'urity purpose application 

Design and developing lhe magnetic crawler Llsing Boiler cleaning application. 

III. Methodology 

I. COLLECTION OF DATA 

2. CA TIA MODEL 

3. PROTOTYPE OF PROJECT OR MODEL 

4. WORKING MODEL 

5. RESULTS 

6. CONCLUSION 

IV . Design Of Magnetic Craw ler 

; O~Il1t?n~ion:d l :S: I,V:\ l ;' : 
! ·v"d~h:: 
I i'~h;,!t)': 

5~(m x 2Scm x 15.:rn 
670g 

i ..k:tlilt':tm: 

I 
IR,rt.:ry: 

\'ihod ,: 
Sec....;,\T ~ 

; 
; 

::{ I cr.lal~C 011 Y~rlic-al fl!'rru:.: s- sl.:r:;l~tS 

;). 12. V DC :;I!a m;)IC'i~ 

1l.J V - lim Rl'1.11 - litbulrn ~o!)'rn~r 
b,Uel)' 

~x5() neodymmlll magfiet~ 


Wi!~ks!l \'i(~l\) ;:;! rll~1J with inl~mlll 
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Fig. 2:Dimenssions of Magnetic Crawler 

V. Experimental Working 

' 

Remote Robot Side 

Remote 

Control 


Cameras ar.d 
Application Sensors 

Optical Laser·based Trac '<ing 
Wire:ess Transmiss 

······················1····...._..... 
Real·time PositionH~man operator 

Control Station 

II !!Network ..-&-*= 1:1 ... .' - ....-
Spati ..1 Content Management DB 

Oper ator Side 
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Fig. 3:31) Tracking COIlCl'pt 

In Dreier to localize the crawler inside the vessel intonnation fi'olll tl1e two Dynamixel RX -2S servo 

motors, one Hokuyo laser scanner and one monocular Guppy F-036C camera are fused, The LED 

mounted on the crawler, is tracked by the monocular camera llsing Difference of Gaussian. The 

discrepancy between the current and desired position is mapped to servo motor commands to hold the 

crawler in focus. The 3D position is calculated based on distance measurements provided by the laser 

and current angles of the servo motors resulting in a 3-dimensional point which is sent to the user 

interface described. Using a laser range find er instead of a stereo camera rig for depth measurements 

saves computation time and is more accurate on larger di stances. It is also more practical in our case, 

si nce vessels provide relatively homogeneous image content which is generally not beneficial for stereo 

vision Barnard (1987). The extemal position mapping depends on the position of the tracking unit. To 

generate replicable data over time the exact location of the tracking unit inside the vessel must be 

known. 

The tracking system works together with the magnetic crawler as one inspection unit, Fig.3. The robot 

platform is operated via a remote control. The onboard video device transmits the data using a wireless 

2.4 GHz connection. The position and the video data are stored together in a spatial content management 

system. 

User Interface and 3D Representation: 

For a user friendly inspection process, a graphical user interface (GUl) was added to the system where 

all data is easily accessible. Since positional information sent by the tracking unit and visual data sent 

by the camera are transmitted separately the user interface synchroni zes all incoming data based on time 

stamps and constructs data items containing aligned positional and visual data. For an overview of the 

process, see Fig.4. ROS (Robot Operating System) is a communication middleware for robotic 

applications and takes care of the sensor data processing, Quigley ef al. (2009) . In the left pal1 of the 

interface, Fig.9, data items collected while the crawler moves along the wall are displayed in a list. In 

the right part, a 3D view of the vessel including a blob-like visualization of data items is given. It is 

possible to inspect data by selection either inside the list or direclly inside the 3D environment, which 

in the latter case opens the corresponding item on the left. Data items are organized into " runs" whereby 

a run represents an entire acquisition process while the crawler moves along the wall. This assists 

inspection of vessels over their life time in making a comparison of data from different time periods 

possible. Since the availability and interchangeability of data is a common problem in the inspection of 

run. As the crawler provides offline visual for videos is available which 
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automatically synchronizes the input video with the ICmporally closest item in the currently considered 

run. Tile timestamp of the video is extracted Cram its meta-clata. 

IVisuol Date l__ 
TlmesUimp-reJoted 

Synchronizetion 
Positionel Date 

Fig. 4: Workflow of the Visualization 

VI. Conclusion and Future Work 

The new developments in the inspection system presented include an optimized mechanical design of 

both the crawler robot itself and the tracking unit. Furthermore the software to localize the data taken 

by the lightweight crawler and its graphical representation for the user is introduced. The presented 

marking unit can provide a way to label defects inside the hull for later inspection. The lab-trials and 

the real-world tests aboard the "Alaya" showed some issues that need to be corrected, before an 

application of this robotic system becomes a useful addition to conventional inspections. On the 

mechanical side the robot needs stronger magnets to provide a robust attachment to the steel walls in 

any orientation. Simply replacing the current magnets with stronger ones though, might lead to different 

issues that have to be considered, such as a decreasing motor speed due to higher loads Or a possible 

failure ofthe current mounting system resulting in a loss of the magnets during the nms. To test possible 

outcomes the testing surface in the lab is to be adapted to resemble an actual ship wall more closely and 

allow for meaningful experiments without the need to board a ship. Stronger magnets may also help to 

transit from a horizontal to a vertical surface or between two vertical surfaces. Otherwise a new wheel 

design, e.g. TCiche el af. (2009), might help overcome these problems. To make a use of the marking 

unit in a real world environment, it needs to be equipped with a more suitable varnish for metallic 

surfaces. This varnish must not clog the outlet of the spray container and has to be suitable for multiple 

if not a ll surfaces in a Ship. Another option for a marking system may be the use of a servo actuated 

marker pen. The transmission problems of the video images have to be prevented, as other repairs 

cannot be put to a hold during the inspections. Therefore a new video transmission was later integrated 

into the robot with a 5.8 GHz submission rate and 2.5 times stronger signal. The transmission remains 

to be tested on board a ship but the noise ratio inside the lab decreased drastically with this setup. On 

the software side the tracking algorithms need to be optimized and sped up to enable the tracking unit 

to follow the robot robustly at all times. This could be ach ieved by using for instance a particle filter 

which estimates the motion before the motion is executed, Fox el al. (1999). The synchronization and 

matching of the sensor data with the localizati a works well and reliably. Yet some problems 
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olientimcs, is not ava ilable for the inspection process. Another robot of the w!l NOI\S !leet might 

provide this model in later adaptation', namely the Oying inspection unit , (Jl'li= cl (Ii. (20 11). 

Furthermore the tracking unit needs reproducible anchor points inside the ship. This mighl be put into 

practice by welding markers (i.e. screw nuts) to the anchor points or otherwise marking them inside the 

ship. Or it might be possible to map the anchor points virtually and retrieve them during the inspection 

process by measurements from certain landmarks in the hull. Nevertheless after the optimizati on of 

these factors the lightweight crawler can serve as a llseful tool during the inspection of large cargo holds 

or even (with a watertight cover) for the outer hull. Before that can happen not only the technical 

problems need to be solved but also a wider acceptance of the reliability of such robotic tool s for the 

commercial use has to be sought. 
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Design, Analysis and Validation of Torsional Stiffness of Chassis for 
Formula Student Car 

Abhishek Aradhye, Pankaj Kulkarni , Jainmejny Patil, Nitin Sherje 

UG Students at Department ojlvlechanicnl Engineering, Smt,KashibaiNavale 
College ojEngineering, Vadgaon (BK),Savitribai Phule PZlI1e University (SPPU) 

Abstract 
Tltis paper describes tlte a/lalysis anti validation of torsional stiffness of chassis of a formllia 

student vehicle. Chassis being a major componellt of a vehicle it determines the dynamic 
performance of tlte car. Design of major systems mclt as Suspension, Steering anti Wheel 
Assembly are affected tlue to torsional stiffness of the chassis. In tltis paper experimental 
determination of torsional stiffness of si/lgle seat tubular cltassis for comparison willt Fillite 
Elemenl Analysis (FEA) motlels. 

Keywords: Chassis, Analysis, torsional sliffoess, fOl7nula sludellt, validation 

1. Introduction 

The torsional stiffness offonnula student racing car chassis plays a very important role in its handling 
characteristics, These handling characteristics can be improved by altering the roll stiffness of front 
and the rear suspension (for e,g, understeer and oversteer), The load distribution is affected due to 
adjustment of these parameters which affects high speed cornering stability , Forces generated during 
high speed comer are high enough to defonn the chassis which has adverse effects on suspension 
geometry thus hindering the handling characteristics of the vehicle, To avoid this chassis needs to be 
stiff, 

2, Methodology And Experiment 

For conducting the experiment one beam was used, In this the rear bulkhead was fixed from its 
hard points, While the front axle was attached to a beam which could rotate about longitudinal axis of 
the frame, To one end of this beam we apply a known amowlt of force which inturn acts like a torque 
on the frame, Due to this torque the frame twists along its longitudina l axis, The angle of twist was 
measured with the help of an inclinometer place at the front end of the frame, Thus the ratio of torque 
applied to the angle of twist gives the tors ional stiffness ofthe frame 

Torsional stiffness of chassis is usually measured in units ofNm/deg and is denoted by 'k', 

Hence, 

K=T/8 


Where, 

T = torque applies on the front beam in Nm 

e = angle of twist on degrees 


T= F, r 
Where, 

F is the force caused by the applied mass and r is the distance from the point of the force 
to the point of the rotation, 

Also, 
F=m.g 

Where, 

\\S 
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2. 1 SETUP 

.j. 	 The ri!.~ is designed fot validating the to rsional stifti1ess o f vnriolls chassis_ Further lllaking some 
changes which can be done in no time within the lest rig w ill make it sui table to test di fferent 
chassis. But fo l' now it is made to tes t Olll" current years FS veh icle chass is_ 

B. 	FoJlowing me the images fo r setup of the test rig: 

Figure!: Side view of the test rig and chassis mounted for th e validation. 

Figure 2: Rear bulk head mounting on the test rig 
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Figure3: Front bulk head mounted on the beam for allowable rolling moment about longitudinal 
axis 

The chassis can also be tested with suspension geometry as well but in that case the test rig has to 
be designed and developed with very high precision which can cost time as well as money. Also that 
test rig can be used for a particular design of the chassis. For the same we decided to test the chassis 
without suspension geometry which makes the test rig simple and easy to construct in small budget. 

c. 	 Design of Chassis: 

The design of chassis begins with the final design of suspension geometry. Both the trackwidth and 
wheelbase are determined by the suspension department. Then position of all the hard points are 
determined and from these positions the design of chassis begins. Design of a Formula Student 
Vehicle is based on a rule book and everyone must follow it. As a result chassis design is also based 
on set of rules mentioned in the rule book. For a tubular chassis the OD(outer diameter) and thickness 
of the tubes used also have certain limits.Foliowing is the tabl e describing the rules for tubular 
members used in construction of chassis. Title must be in 24 pt Regular font. Author name must be in 
11 pt Regular font. Author affiliation must be in 10 pt Italic. Email address must be in 9 pt Courier 
Regular font. 

TABLE I 

MINIMUM MATERIAL REQUIREM ENTS 


Item or 
application 

Minimu 
m wall 
thickne 
ss 

Minimu 
m cross 
sectiona 
I area 

Minimum 
aera moment 
of inertia 

Main and 
front hoops, 
shoulder 
harness 
mounting bar 

2mm 175 mm' 11320 mm' 

::,..« ,.a·.. ~!~ 
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Side impact 1.2m1l1 I 19 mm' 18509 mm 4 

structure, 
front 
bulkhead, 
roll hoop I 

bracing, I 
driver's 
restraint 
harness 
attachment 
Front 1.2 mm 91 mm' 6695 mm' 
bulkhead 
support, 
main hoop 
bracing Isupports 

Non-welded strength for continuous material calculations: 
• Young's Modulus (E)= 200GPa 
• Yield Strength (Sy)= 305MPa 
• Ultimate Strength (Su)= 365MPa 

Welded strength for discontinuous material such as joint calculations: 

• Yield Strength (Sy)= 180MPa 
• Ultimate Strength (Su)= 300MPa 

Considering all the rules and design constraints of all departments (steering, drivetrain, 
powertrain, wheel assembly) the chassis design was finalised. Following is the design of 
our chassis for the upcoming season. 

FigA CAD of chassis for our upcoming season 
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During the analysis we /{)uild the torsional stiffness of the chassis came out be 1800 Nm/dcg" {'\!lel 
during tile actual validation the torsional stilTness came out to be 1720 Nm/deg. This is not 
exactly same as there crln be some errors during the manufacturing period as well as the \\elding 
strength may also differ as the chassis was welded by two different members orour team . 

[V Conclusions 

The purpose of this paper is to describe one of the few methods to validate the torsional stiffness of 
the chassis of a FS vehicle. A[so the design constraints are described in this paper which will make it 
easy for designing an error proof chass is. Thc method described in this paper for torsional stiffness 
validation is one of the easiest method that can be used which is not very complex as well as not very 
costly. This test rig can also be modified further as per new chassis design with some minor changes 
which again will not be costly. Many other changes can be done in the structure of the test rig which 
will make it highly flexible but will need some high investment in the uture. 
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Implementation of Rapid p)'ototyping for Optimisation of Intake 
System in a Powertrain of Fonnula Student Vehicle 

Shubham Jadhav, Abhishek Kulkarni, Shubhankul' Kulkarni, Nit in Shel:je 

Department a/Mechanical Engineering, SIIII. Kashibai Navale College (1/ 
Engineering, 41 1041 ,Pune. 

Abstract: 
The Air intake system For a Formula Student car is done for cUlling edge peljormance of car with 
satisfying all Rules sel by FSAE for the competilion. The intake system designed jor high torque 
jigures and stable torque plateau. Designing of any intake system requires great applicative 
knowledge in engineering. For designing intake lot ofparameters were considered to setup Engine 
simulation model and according to that Validations are done. Different intakes were designed in 
Solidworks and were introduced in Ricardo wove and oUlputs were checked. ANSYS Fluent jeature 
provides you the BoundOl}' layers and Massjiow through the intake. When the simulation results were 
salisn'ing the material selection is done on the basis ofANSYS static structural. 

Keywords: Intake, Throllie Body, Restrictor, Plenum, Ricardo Wave, Ansys, Solidworks, 

1. Introduction 

The function of the air intake system is to allow air to reach car engine. Oxygen in the air is one ofthe 
necessary ingredients for the engine combustion process. A good air intake system allows for clean 
and laminar air into the engllle, thereby achieving more power for car. The air intake system has 
following main parts: air filter, custom throttle body, De-Laval (restrictor), Plenum, RUiUler and lower 
throttle body. The powertrain ofthe Formula shident veh icle islocated behind the main hoop.To attain 
utmost air flow in tine engine, process begins in the intake system. ijle aim of the powertrain 
department is to desi;!!o.an intake system that will provide best possible air flow uniformly through the 
cylinder while keeping maximum airflow possible to the engine. Also, the intake system must have 
best possible ait flow 'th least pressure losses achievable. Without a high perfOlming engine, the rest 
of design optimizations for the car will not have a chance to be utilized. 

A. Constraint: 

The air for all cylinders must pass through a single air intake. In order to limit the power ability of the 
engine, a single circular restrictor of cross section area of 20mm must be located in the intake system 
and all engine airflow must go by through the restrictor. The only line of action to be followed is 
supposed to be like below: 

. 

/ ... X .. ~, 

Throttle Body Restnctor Engme 

Figure-I Line of Action 

B. J'vIethodology: -Softwares used for the purpose are Ricardo wave, Ansys, Solidworks. Various 
Geometries are created in the Solidworks software. Later these geometries will be insel1ed into the 
Ansys software where the para§.~s :s.;::h.aspre ure and velocity are obtained. After satisfYin.: 
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the values. the g~ometrie s arc inserted into the Ril:a rclo Model. t~ llgille simulatioll model is created 
on the Ricardo Wave. The detailed descriptions of the softw(lrcs wH-x1,-!n,~ ment ioned be IO\.\!: 

i. 	 Allsys: ANSYS's Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a branch of lluici mechanics that 
uses numerical analysis and data structures 10 solve aJld analyse problems that involve flLiid 
flows, This computer si mulation product prov ides finite elements to model behaviour, and 
supports material models and equation solvers for a wide ran~c of design problems. This 
so ftware provides many important parameters which help to meet the targets. Ansys ,ma lyses 
the design and gives Parameters like mass now rate, pressure difference, type of flow cmd 
much more important parameters. 

2. 	 Solie/works: It is a designing software whose purpose is to create various geometries, 
understanding 3D views of any part, applying different material to the object and obtaining the 
estimation weight. 

3. 	 Ricardo Wave: The Ricardo software is used to create an engine simulatioa mode/. The 
advantage of using a simulation program like WA VE is that many design iterations ofa 
component can be perfonned without physically building and testing them . WAVE saved a 
s ignificantamount of time, muney and materials by optimizing the system des ign before 
dynamometer testingWAVE is an extremely powerful tool capable of producing results so 
accurate that major manufacturers a llover the worlduse it to design engines and related 
systems before they ever build one, This accuracy is solely dependent on the accuracy olthe 
computer model in relation to the actual engine. 

Figure 2- Ricardo Wave Simulation Model 
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II. DrSIGN ,\ND SIMULATIONS 

Thc main componcnls of the Inlake system for a formula st udent vehicle include Throttle body, 
Restrictor, Plenum find Runners, 

A, Thl'Olfie Body: 

It is a component that controls the engine RPM by direct ly controlling the amollnt of air supplied to 
engine, IIconsists of a Butterfly Valvewhich is actuated using accelerator pedal at the will of the 
driver, The throttle body can be of any size or design. The design of throttle body must be very 
accurate so that the Thrott le Position Sensor should be acc urately mounted so that it will not give any 
fal se reading to the ECU. In the designing process the throttle body, it was observed that by reducing 
the diameter more drivability was increased. With the stock throttle body, the mass now rate was 
saturated much earlier than the modified thrott le body. As the diameter of the throttle body is 
decreased velocity increases and the pressure of air decreases. 

Figure 3- Solidworks CAD model of Throttle Body 

B. Restrictor: 

An air restrictor is a component placed in the intake of an engine to limit the air-flow to the 
combustion chamber, II is assembled in between throttle body and plenum. This component limits the 
power output oflhe engine and hence slows both the acceleration and overall speed of the car. The 3 
main types of restric tors designs which were taken into account are Orifice, Venturi and aD-Laval. 
The coefficients of discharge of the three are 0.65, 0.95 and 0.96 respectively. 
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Figure 4- CAD model of Restrictor 
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Figure 5- Pressure Analysis 

L 

Figure 6- Velocity Analysis 

The optimum results were observed when the D-Laval's length is 12mm at converging angle of 
16° and diverging angle of4° . 

C. Plenum: 

Due to the 20mm venturi the engine starves at a high rpm and due to this there is a significant loss in 
the power and torque. In order to mai ntain a high pressure and to provide adequate air to the engine an 
air box or a plenum is integrated in the intake mani en a valve closes, the air outside of the 
valve compresses against it, due to which high pr \llllSillib into the plenum. During this action 
the pulses are created of oscillation. If thes I!~ Jl Ilf.e ~ · hed then high torgue, power and lrGj § Jr ~. 
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volulllelric efficiency can he achieved. I icncc to match Ihese pu lses. opt imum desi gning of the 
geomclIy is necessary. 

Following a re Ihe graphs ach ieved from the Ricardo Si mtl lmiolt Model: 

':::oo;:-----,-"--". ~ .:---:--,.c:--- .:---,,,-:-.-,,.c---:-,='~ :;----:o-:--,-:- o~ , .-:-=-,-:: ~,_ 
e~Q'ne.~I'P'1'1 

Figure 7- Torque vs RPM 
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Figure 8- BHP vs RPM 
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When \VC compared these parameters the graphs we lIlHlIlimolJsly sci~c(ed {he Prism plenum. 

Figure 10- CAD model of Prism Plenum 

D. Runners: 

Intake runner is the duct linking intake valve and the plenum exit. This length is accountable for the 
resonance effects. The length, inside diameter, volume and shape of the runners are absolutely critical 
in terms of power output, and where in the rpm range the engine makes that power. Therefore the long 
runners will give more power at low rpm and short runner will do it at high rpm range. There are 
many theories such as Helmholtz Resonance Theory, Ram Air Theory and David Vizard 's Rule which 
explains the importance of runner length, volume and its shape. Simulations were performed on 
Ricardo wave by changing the runner length and optimum length was achieved. 
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Hence from the ahove graphs, the final length of runners was finali zed to 23501 01 (ye! lolV line from 
the graph) and the shape was st raight to minimi ze the bend loses. Since there are total 6 injectors (3 
Primary & 3 Secondary) each runner wiil have 2 inj ectors each with a spray angle of 15 degrees . 

Figure 12- Runner with injector ports 

E. Fina! Intake Geomel1y: 

Figure 13- Intake geometry 

III. RAPID PROTOTYPI NG 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Intake system was designed from the ground up with the needs of research in mind . All 
components are designed to be li ght weight and high performance. The knowledge of all the research 
papers are to be incorporated within the prototype. All the pros are to be put to maximum use and 
init ia l s imulat ion tests , This will show a high rformance behaviour of the vehicle with stable torque 
plateau with we ight reduction of intake . 
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Abstract 
This paper describes an analytical study carried out to determine various parameters affecting a lire's 

lateral pel!ormonce such as camber angle. toe angle. vertical normal load on the lire and lire pressure. 
A method to consider all ojthe mentiolled parameters andfind the optimum volue ojeach parameter 
which makes vehicle Jas/est and neutral steer in natllre is Jollowed. This method may be called a 
beginner's method as, it does not involve any lire model. Being a simple method there are various J 
.factors which can be Jurther involved in the process to increase accuracy. SlIch a disCZlssion ojJurther 
improvements possible is discussed towards the end. A constant radius turn is considered to simulate a 
steady-state condition. that occurs in the Skidpad Event. Primarily. these inputs may be usefid to decide 
the suspension and steering geometries of the vehicle. Since the vertical normal load is a parameter in 
consideration Ihe obtained result may also be useJul Jor designing the aerodynamic nature oj the 
vehicle. 

Keywords- Tire Data Analysis. Steady-State Vehicle Dynamics, Steady-State Cornering 

r. INTRODUCTION 

The research performed in this paper is carried out during the design of a Formula Student vehicle of 
Stallion Motorsport a Formula Student Team. Fonnula Student is a engineering design competition held 
internationally among cOlmtries ofthe world at a student level. The vehicle is a open wheeled, SI engine 
driven race car, the specifications of which can be seen in Table I. The car was designed keeping in 
mind the Steady-State event (e. Skidpad essentially a "figure 8 shaped" track having a layout as 
illustrated in Fig. I. 

As a result ofthe layout, a car running on the track undergoes pure cornering forces, hence qualifying 
as a Steady-State event considering the driver inputs remain constant too. For all thrlher calculations in 
this paper the car is assumed to execute a right tum within the right circle of the Skidpad track shown 
in Fig. I.The tires used are 16.0 x 6.0 -I 0 Hoosier Slicks designed specifically for track use only, having 
a rubber compound namely R25B. The tiredata utilized in this paper is provided by CalspanFSAE TIC. 

Technical SpeCifications 

Weight with 
65 kg Driver (kg) 

294 

Weight Distribution 
(F:R) 

40: 60 

Wheelbase (mm) 1545 

Trackwidth (mm) 1200 

Tires 16*6*10 

Tire CompOllnd, .. R25B 

1!ffiji"'" M·, v Pow ~ 
*C.' <'1 ~ Triumph 

Daytona 675R 
~~2----:-:-
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Fig. I Skid pad Track Layout 

II. Experimental Data 

Before starting work on the data, the target result that should be obtained at the end of all the analysis 
is defined. The result, includes values of Tire Pressure, Dynamic Camber, Roll Stiffness Distribution 
(Front:Rear), Aerodynamic CoP Location, Steering Angles, Maximum Lateral Force and the moment 
about CoG. The data available from CalspanFSAE TTC needs to be processed further, so that it can be 
readily available for perfonning multiple iterations. Originally, it consists of21 channels or parameters 
out of which we will only be using Slip Angle, Inclination Angle, Tire Pressure, Longitudinal Force, 
Lateral Force, Normal Load, and the SelfAligning Moment. 

A. Importillg the Data 

The data available is in .dat file format. It is already organized into 2 I different columns that just need 
to be imported into a suitable application for viewing for e.g.MS Excel. However, for this method there 
are many columns of data that we will not be needing, hence the data needs to be processed and brought 
into a usable fonnat. This processing includes, removing repeated or warm-up runs, storing the actual 
data to be used in variables in the fOim of an'ays, identifying individual runs and segregating them, and 
interpolating the data so that it can be measured at any point of interest. 

B. Illterpolating the Data 

The data measured is at 5 specific nonnal loads that are, 222.4 N, 444.8 N, 667.2 N, 889.6 Nand 
1112.06 N. Therefore ifthere is a nonnal load of 500 N on the wheel there is no data in existence to 
correlate with. This generates a need to interpolate the data across all the nonnal loads. After 
interpolating the data one must be able to take the value of any parameter of interest from the tire data 
corresponding to any normal load and any other parameter if involved. For instance as seen in Fig. 2. a 
graph ofLateral Force vs. Slip Angle at 444.8 N, this shows the nature of variation of lateral force over 
a specific range of slip angles. Unfortunately in the non - interpolated form, the data will only show 
such plots at the values of standard appIied Joads.,After interpolating the data, we can create such plots 
at infinite values of normal load, as sh9fo,$.in .the~. Ultimately, the valuesforLongitudinal Force, 
Lateral Force and Self AIIgnmg Mon~'7Ii at any particular combmatlOn of Normal Load ~a..0fa"[l aQ.1 
and Slip Angle. i -=-? '\ (" ... • 
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Fig. 2 Lateral Force vs. Slip Angle 

Fig. J Surface Plot 

C. Calculating Lateral Load Transfer 
The Normal Loads must be calculated under a condition such that the vehicle is undergoing the 

maximum possible lateral acceleration i.e. its peak lateral g. Since we have no idea of what this peak 
value is, we simply follow an iterative process to converge onto a single value for a particular vehicle 
setup(i.e. values of roll stiffness distribution, aerodynamic balance, weight distribution, etc). 

D. Determining the Peak Peiformance i.e. Peak Slip Angles 

Therefore, to use the tire data, we now need two parameters that is the Normal Load and the Slip' 
Angle. Since we want to find the upper limit of the performance of the vehicle, we must consider 
calculating for the peak lateral acceleration possible. This peak lateral acceleration will be achieved 
when a ll four tires are applying their peak lateral forces onto the vehicle, provided they do not lose 
traction. To detect, such a loss of traction we use phenomenon due to which the SelfAIigning Moment 
of the tire suddenly drops. A plot of Self Aligning Moment vs. Slip Angle as shown in Fig. 4 depicts 
the variation of the moment. But, when s uch drop in the Self Aligning Moment of the tire is observed, 
the vehicle is too close to losing traction, or has lost traction in most cases. To avoid this we take a value 
of Self Aligning Moment when it bas stopped increasing, i.e. its peak value. The value of Slip Angle 
when the Self A ligning Moment is at its peak is considered. 
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Fig. 4 Self Aligning Moment vs. Slip Angle 

E. Determining Nature alHanding 

To get a good estimate of the lIndersteer or ovcrsteer nat lire of the vehicle, the moment about the CoG 
of the vehicle is calculated. This moment is a resultant ofthc Longitudinal Force, Lateral Force and the 
Self Align ing Moment of each tire.To account the moment about the COG due to the Longitudinal 
Force(M ,),expression( I lis used: 

... ( 1) 

!) 
o 

,). 

F", 

[J
) 

Fig. 5 Yaw Moment due to Longitudinal Forces 

In top view the moment acting clockwise i.e. causing oversteer has a positive sign convention as 
opposed to the moment acting in anti-clockwise direction and causing understeer, whi ch has a negative 
sign convention. Further considering the Lateral Force, the moment exerted by the Lateral Force about 
the CoG is taken by simply multiplying the magnitude of Lateral Force with the normal distance from 
the CoG. As all the four wheels of the vehicle tend to form a rectangle, the Latera l Force acting on both 
th e front wheels apply a moment about the CoG that makes the vehicle oversteer, and the rear wheels, 
cause understeer as shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6 Yaw Moment due to Lateral Forces 


Therefore, the moment acting about the CoG due to Lateral Forces(M,) is given by the expression(2). 


T 
+(FyFL·sin(oL) - FyFR·sinsin (OR) )·z 

-(FYRR + FyRL)·b ... (2) 

Lastly, the Self Aligning Moment also exerts a moment about the CoG. To conwrt thi s moment about 
each tire to moment about CoG, we simply resolve the forces acting on the toe linkages or tie rods abo ut 
the CoG. Expression(3) gives us the moment about CoG due to Self Aligning Moment(M,). 

'. ne 0 ACI:onl 

II I 

if· 
~cr 
J , 

f A ,. nfTco CO"'lo1lllleo ClIO 

Fig. 7 Yaw Moment due to Self Aligning moment 

The total moment acting about the CoG denoted by M is the sum of all the 3 moments calculated 
above i.e. MI , M, and M, . 

The total number of calculations needed to perform increased to above 1400. Thus this procedure 
was converted to a code in Mathworks MATLAB, to reduce calculation time required and human error. 
The form ofoutput ofthi s code was the numerical results in a tabular form. The output numerical values 
were of parameters needed for f1ll1her suspension and steering design such as, Iteration Number, 
Estimated Lateral G,AerodynamicDownforce, Downforce Distribution, Roll Stiffness Distribution, 
Normal Load on each Wheel, Lateral Force on each Wheel, Self Aligning Moment on each Wheel, 
Longitudinal Force on each Whee l, Slip Ang l _ at, eel, Steering Angle Required of each Wheel, 
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Moment aO"lit (XX i and the Calculated Lateral G. This tal!Lilated data is imported into MS Excel to 
perform statistical analysis, and find [he peak values of parameters des ired. 

III. RESULT 

After analysing the MS Excel spreadheets, the minimum value of moment about CoG was found out. 
Simultaneollsly. the fastest cOllfigllration i.e. the iteration with maximum Lateral G was found out. Had 
there been a condition, where one would havc to chose between, the peak Lateral G and the least 
moment about CoG, then in such a case, the iteration with least moment about CoG would be prioritised 
over the itemtion with peak Lateral G. This would ensure the selection ofa configuration of the vehicle 
that is easy to handle at high speed cornering. Out of all the iterations the iterations mentioned in Table 
11 , were shortlisted to undergo the above mentioned selection criteria of the final vehicle configuration. 

Table 1I 

Sr. No. 

Tyre 
Pressur 

e 
(psi) 

Cambe 
r 

(deg) 

Moment 
about 
CoG 
(ron) 

Lateral 
G 

I 8 0 -85.2944 1.7121 

2 8 0 239.488 1.7192 

3 8 2 
290.518 

2 
1.6403 

4 8 2 -177.664 1.6342 

5 10 0 -8.04 175 1.9316 

6 to 2 -17.5659 1.815 

7 10 2 -49.8728 1.8182 

8 12 0 12.1994 1.9153 

9 12 0 17.6888 1.94 

10 12 2 5.0923 1.9119 

II 12 2 48.5499 1.9395 

12 14 0 12.8413 1.8269 

13 14 0 65.1862 1.8527 
14 14 2 -115.838 1.7672 

15 14 2 -12.2868 1.7624 

Out of all the above iterations the iteration no. 5 was selected and is highlighted in green colour. 
Some of the key parameters 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this paper being to provide a way to utilize tire data in the design of a vehicle' s very 

basic but key parameters, is justified as seen in the result above. The vehicle further designed with this 
event proved to follow the design trends and won the Skidpad event in Formula Bharat 2020. The 
approach described is very basic and has a lot of room for futther improvements. The no. of parameters 
considered can be increased as per any individual's wish. Increasing the number of parameters 
considered not only increases the complexity of the method by increasing the number of calculations 
required but also increases the number of interdependencies of parameters , thereby increasing the time 
required to build a enor free logic or method to use all the parameters. Even though the complexity is 
higher with increased number of parameters it is preferred as it increases the accuracy ofthe calculations 
tremendous ly. 
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Abbreviations 

S[ Spark Ignition 
FSAE Fonnula Society of Automotive Engineers 
H C Tire Test Consortium 
CoP Ce nter of Press sure 
CoG Center of Gravity 

Wbmenclature 

Right Wheel Steering Angle 
F Left Wheel SteeriJlg Angle 

T Trackwidth 
a Distance of CoG from Front Axle 
b Distance of CoG from Rear A'(]e 

FxFR Longitudinal Tire Force Front Right 

F' FL LongrtuduJaI Tire Force Front Left 

FxRR Longitudinal Tire Force Rear Right 

FxRL Longitudinal Tire Force Rear Left 

FYFR Lateral Tire Force Frollt Right 

FYI'L Lateral Tire Force Front Left 

FyRR Lateral Tire Force Rear Ri.~ht 

FyRL Lateral Tire Force Rear Left 

FTRR Tie Rod Force Right 

FT RL Tie Rod Force Left 

FrCR Toe Control Force Ri.ght 
Frce Toe Control Force Left 

hTR Perpendicular Distance of Tie Rod From CoG 

hrc Perpendicular Distance of Toe Contro l From CoG 

MI Moment about CoG due to Longitudinal Force 

M2 Moment about CoG due to Latera l Force 

MJ Moment about CoG due to Self-Ali.gning Moment 
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AbstfllCI-


This paper describes the process of designing, optimization and manufachn-ing of an Aerodynamic 
syslem of a Formula sludent car lIsing Computalional Fluid Dynamics. The adoption of CFD for 
simulalion could provide flexibililY of design and permil oplimizalion al reduced cosl .The main 
objective of this projecl is 10 use Ihis CFD 1001 for design and oplimization of an efficient 
aerodynamic system so as to reduce I/Ie drag and provide maximum down/orce which would enable 
slability while cornering 

Keyovords- Compulational Fluid Dynamics, Aerofoil, Flaps, Undertray, Diffuser, Aerodynamic drag, 
Downforce 

r. INTRODUCTION 

The Aerodynamic system forms a key element for conception of any automobile. This paper focuses 
on design of aerodynamic system for a Formula student Car. Formula Student is a engineering design 
competition held internationally among countries of the world at a student level where students build 
an open wheeled race car Design an aerodynamic package for a formul a student car has two primary 
objectives - Reducing drag and producing maximum amount of downforce by iterating through 
various parameters. This paper provides in depth knowledge of designing process of various parts of 
the Aerodynamic system of a Formula student car with the specifications as shown in table I 

Technical S ecifications 

Weight with65 kg Driver (kg) 294 
Wei ht Distribution (F :R 40: 60 
Wheelbase (mm) 1545 
Trackwidth (mm) 1200 
Tires 16*6*10 
Tire Com ound R25B 
Power Unit Triumph Daytona 675R 

Table I 

II. OBJECTIVES 

a) Select Proper Airfoil considering optimum Coeffici"nt of Drag and downforce 
b) Reduce Aerodynamic drag for the vehi~I'V\ ' • ~).~-
c) Select the angle of attack for Airfoil ~r":-~' Assistant Professor & Head; 
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tI) Perform CFO analysis for all the components 
c) Se lection ofmatcrial and manutacturing proccss Ii" the components 
I) Ensure that all the aerodynamic system is buill in accordance of Formula student rilles 

III. DESIGN PROCEDURE 

a)By itera ting various weight distributions, downforce distributions & roll stiffness distributions front 
to rear of the vehicle, a target downforce was obtained. The Iterations were performed for obtaining 
the targe t values of down force for the Formula stucient vehicle which were us ing tire data of Hoosier 
16.0 x 6.0-10 R25B tire in MS Excel. A total of fi ve variables were iterated in all their possible and 
valid permutations which were - Tire pressure, Camber angle, and Weight di stribution of the vehicle, 
Downforee distribution of the aerodynamic package and roll stiffness distribution of the vehicle. After 
perfonning various iterations the peak value of required downforce was obtained 

b)The maximum value of Drag was obtained by limiti ng the maximum speed of the vehicle in 
Autocross/Endurance using the maximum power olTered by our engine. For detennin ing maximum 
speed of vehicle, peak velocity of 80 Km/ hr was selected 

c)A fter obtaining the input parameters, the des ign of the following components of Aerodynamic 
system were carried out 
i) Front wing 


ii) Rear wing 

iii) Undertray 
The primary designing of the components was carried out in Solidworks software. For optimization 

of the designed components, Ansys Fluent software was used as it provided high accuracy and a 
variety of tools for analyzing result. Ansys Fluent software uses Finite Volume Method and cell 
centered formulation for solving Fluid fl ow equation. 

IV. DES IGN FINALISATION 

A.Front and Rear wing: 

Ailfoil Selection: 
T he A irfoils are selected for Front w ing and Rear wing. The airfoil for both front and rear wing is 

divided into two parts - Main Airfoil and Flap. Selection of Main airfoil s will be done by comparing 
CI vs Alpha for main airfoils as the a ngle of attack of main airfoils is very less leading to less increase 
in frontal .Selection of Airfoil for Flaps is done by comparing CIICd vs Alpha graphssince the angle 
of attack of flaps is quite highe r with respect to horizontal they contribute significantly to the frontal 
area of the whole vehicle.Thus the Coefficient o f Drag was also considered as important as the 
Coefficient of Lift and the Ratio of Coefficient of Lift to Coefficient of Drag with respect to angle of 
a ttack was taken for consideration. The airfoil with the maximum CI/Cd ratio was desired. 

J) Front wing 

Fig I. Front Wing CAD Fig 2. Front Wing Ans ----'('V1...-----
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Mai n Air/i)il S I 223: 
The main airfoil was selected by comparing Cl \IS alpha gr;Jph~. Since the nnglt: or attack of main 
airf<:lils is very less the increase in frontal area with increase in Ii·ontal area is considered to be vcry 
less. Due to this the airfoils short li sted for compari son were sllch that they had very Im·v CoclTicienl of 
Drag and high Coenkient of Li nat low angles of attack. The air foil with the maximulll cocf'ficicnt of 
lill was desired. 

S.NO. AIRFOI LS CL CD 
I S 1223 HIGHEST MODERATE 

2 GOE477 LOWEST HIGH 

3 
EPPLER 
12 10 

MODERATE LOWEST 

4 GOE448 HIGH HIGHEST Wing AirfoilTable I Front Main 
Selecti on 

Therefore, S 1223 is selected as the main airfoil, using the above procedure of comparison. The 

graphs ofCL vs Alpha, CD vs Alpha are given below: 

Cl VSAlPHACDVSALPHA 

'" 
0.2 ' 

O.l S . ., 
" 

, 
" , 

Fig 3 SI223 Cd vs Alpha plotFig 4 SI223 CI vs Alpha plot 

FLAPS - The flaps for Front wing were finali zed by comparing the CI/Cd vs Alpha graphs. Since the 
angle of attack of flaps is quite higher with respect to horizontal they contribute significantly to the 
frontal area of the whole vehicle. This is why the Coefficient of Drag was also considered as 
important as the Coefficient of Lift. Hence the Ratio of Coefficient of Lift to Coefficient of Drag with 
respect to angle of attack was taken under consideration. The airfoil with the maximum CIICd ratio 

was desi red. In case of the inboard flaps a lower angle of attack was to be used, and hence the 
required ailfoil must perform at lower angle of attacks i.e. like a main airfoil. Hence the S 1223 
already being selected as the best mai n airfoil in the above comparison was used. 

S.NO. Airfoil C llCd Ratio 

I NACA 6409 Highest 
2 NACA 4412 Moderate 
3 GOE464 Lowest 

Table 2 Front Wmg Flaps AIrfOil SelectlOn 

Therefore, NACA 6409 was selected as the outboard flap using the comparison mentioned above. 
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CD VS J\lrIIA 

: ". 

Fig 5 NACA 6409 cl/cd vs Alpha Plot 

2)Rear Wing 

" 
Fig 6 S 1223 CD Vs Alpha 

Fig 7 Rear Wing CAD Model Fig 8 Rear Wing Ansys Fluent 

Rear Wing is one of the most important part of the aerodynamic system and is responsible for 
producing downforce of 80N and drag or20N. The Rear wing is made of Side flap, Main Airfoil and 
Flap and is designed so as to have Maximum plan area and minimum frontal area. The Rear wing is 
divided into Side flap, main wing and flap and is made in different parts. The flaps are manually 

adjusted so as to produce maximum downforce during skidpad event and minimum drag during the 
acceleration event. The selection of different airfoil is given below 

Rear Main Wing Airfoil Selection 

Therefore, S 1223 is selected as the main airfoi l, using the above procedure of comparison. The 
graphs of CL vs Alpha, CD vs Alpha are given below: 

CD V SALPHA CL VSALPHA 
o ., .. 
., 

.. l ... .. 
0"'"" _ _ _ -,-~ 

• ..• .. 
Fig 9 S I223 CD vs Alpha plot Fig 10 SI223 CL vs Alpha Plot 

Rear Wing Flap Airfoil Selection ~',.l-:: , ' 
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Thcl'clore, GOE 464 W,lS "e lected a$ th.:: flap lIsing Ihe.:: comparison mentioned above . The graphs llsed 
for comparison are the ClICci vs alpha graphs, mentio[]ed below: 

CL/CD VSALPHA 

5J 

10 15 I5 

Fig II GOE 464 CL(CD vs Alpha 

B.Undertray 

Fig 12 Undertray CAD model Fig 13 Undertray Ansys Solution 

The undertray has been designed with an aim of maximizing the downforce by increasing the plan 

area as much as possible and by accelerating the ai r beneath the vehicle using a diffuser. It produces 

downforce of 66.5 N and Drag of 19.2 N. The undertray was designed as 3 parts each having a 

specific function, namely the undertray inlet, the flat portion and the diffuser. 

1) Undertray Inlet: 
]( was designed to increase the amount of air flowing into the undertray which on getting restricted 


between the flat portion and the ground will accelerate and generate a drop in pressure head. 


2) Flat Portion: 
The flat portion was designed so as it maintains a constant gap between itself and the ground. The 


air present between it and the ground is at a lower pressure head than that of the surrounding air. This 


lower pressure is exerted onto the large surface area of the flat portion and in tum converted into 

downforce. 


3)Diffuser: 
The diffuser was designed to perform two jobs. Firstly, it generates a region of low pressure just 


behind the flat portion of the undertray which in turn pulls the air beneath the flat pOl1ion towards the 
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rea r of the vchide and in turn incre(lses its veloci ty further. This results in an even larger pressure 

drop. 

v. MATERIAL SELECTION 

Selection of material was a key element for maintaining high performance to wei ght ratio. For 
selection of material we compared the material based on the following parameters: 

• Tensile Strength 
• Stress by Strain 
• Cost 
• Density 

- .u....".._ - c:=.~=..== 
T..... ~_c......... SWcto<oI .... lIIrW. 

, . 

) 

Fig 14Tensile Strength: Fig 15Density: 

, , 
$lQi~ (~.) 

FIg. 12 

Fig 16Stress Vs Strain: Fig 17Cosl: 

Based on the above resuits and comparing the properties we decided to use Carbon fiber for our parts. 

Epoxy resin is used as a resin system to bond carbon fiber laminates. Epoxies generally out-perform 

most other resin types in tenns of mechanical propel1ies and resistance to environmental degradation, 
which leads to their almost exclusive use in aircraft components, high perfonnance vehicles etc. 
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VI. iVlANlJFA CTlJRINCi 

For m~H1tdllclurillg Ihe pans we u~t.:d wet hand layup technique. Resin was imprt~gllated by hand into 

fibres which are in the form or woven fabrics. This was accompl ishcd by lIsing brushes lor forcing 
resin into the tabrics and a bath or resin. It was followed by vacuum bagging of part lO ensure further 
resin impregnation and to consolidate laminates. Laminates were left to cure under standard 

atmospheric conditions at mom temperature for 24 hours. 

Fig 16 Wet Hand Layup 

VII. RESULT 

After implementation and study of the simulation on Ansys fluent software, the following results 

were obtained and the downforce and drag produced by each component is expressed in following 

table: 

Table 5 Downforce and Drag values 

Component Downforce 
(N) 

Drag (N) 

Front Wing 102.9 13.7 

Rear Wing 80 20 

Undertray 66.5 19.2 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Design, Simulation for the aerodynamic package was successfully performed. This simulation results 

indicated that aerodynamic system will improve cars performance in comering and straight line 

speed .. The main purpose of the paper was to design a vehicle which could produce maximum 

downforce for stability during comering and minimum aerodynamic drag. The vehicle further 

designed us ing this approach proved it and won the Skidpad event in Fonnula Bharat 2020. 
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Abstract 

Automobile maintenance is a major area in the industry of automobile and also a major income to the 

business. In present, Internal Combustion engine maintenance can be stated as a veJY important section in 

automobile maintenance and the valve lapping process that is subjected in this thesis is done during Ie 

engine maintenance. The current methods Zlsed in most automob;te maintenance businesses for valve 

lappingprocess are not effective and consume a lot ofworking hours. "Valre lapping Machinefor Inten101 

Combustion Engines" is a machine designed to overcome these problems by minimizing the human 

involvement in the process. The thesis consist ofthe background in designing the machine, methodologies 

used, results obtained by data analysis in order to optimize the design oj the valve lapping machine. 

Lapping is a machining process in which two swfaces are rubbed loge/her with an abrasive between them, 

by hand movement or using a machine. This can take two f orms. The first type oflapping involves rubbing 

a briltle material such as glass against a swjace such as iron or glass itself wilh an abrasive such as 

aluminum oxide, j eweller's rouge, optician's rouge, emery, silicon carbide, diamond, etc., between them. 

Keywords Valve lapping; Engine valves; Cylinder head 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Valve lapping or the process of creating a good seat between engine valves and the corresponding valve 

seat area in the IC engine head is a task which have to be done very accurately. The importance ofobtaining 
a good seat is that the air/ fuel mixture or air is prevented from flowing in to the combustion chamber, same 
as the exhaust gas is prevented from flowing to the exhaust manifold from the combustion chamber until 
the right time. And also a good seat prevents compression leaks. The engine will lose its efficiency by huge 
percentages ifany of the situations explained above happens. So as this is a very important task in IC engine 
maintenance, extra attention is given to this particular task by tech.nicians. This process of valve lapping is 

typically done using a valve lapping stick or a power tool. As both of these tools are not very effective, 
these tools can be replaced by the ' Valve Lapping Machine for Internal Combustion Engines', specifically 
designed for the process of engine valve lapping. The machine employs a fully mechanical system which 
performs two different motions in two directions previously performed by hand when lIsing valve lapping 
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stick nnd pO\ver tool. Comparatively the valve lapping machine is very effective because the human 

involvement is very limited in the process. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

The main purpose of the project is to minimize the human effort with excellent machines with precision 
although the time required ror the process is the same for manual as well as the machine but. if we use a 
machine instead of the person the person can do another job by this time. Also the efforts which are given 
by employee will be reduced. 

OBJECTIVES: 

The main goal of this project is to design a machine both efficient and effective than previously used 

methods for valve lapping and to reduce the labor cost by reducing the human involvement in the process. 

The objectives that had to be achieved in order to achieve the main goal were designing the basic model of 

the machine designing the valve Japping mechanism, assembly of the whole machine by designing the parts 

needed, calculating and designing the cam needed, analyzing data and categorizing them in order to design 

valve holding pieces, analyzing data to obtain the specifications of the machine, obtaining two dc motors 

that has specific RPM values and deciding what materials must be used in order for the design to be durable 
and economical. 

SCOPE: 

To develop a new automatic operated machine of valve lapping. The new model will get good efficiency 

compared to old method. This machine will reduce manual effort because of the automation. No need of 

high skilled worker for the operation by using this machine. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

MATERIAL REMOVAL MECHANISMS IN LAPPING AND POLISHING: 

Polishing processes are critical to high value production processes s uch as Ie manufacturing. The 
fundamental material removal mechanisms, however, are poorly understood. Technological outputs (e.g. , 
surface finish, sub-surface damage, part shape) and throughput of lapping and polishing processes are 
affected by a large number of variables . Individual processes are well controlled within individual 
enterprises, yet there appears to be little ability to predict process performance a priori. As a first step toward 
improving process modeling, this paper reviews the fundamental mechanisms of material removal in 
lapping and polishing processes and identifies the physical scale of material removal processes in polishing 
such thal it is difficult (practically imposs ible) to observe them directly. Much of what we know about the 
fundamental mechanisms involved in the process has been derived either by correlating macroscopic 
measurements of process outputs with models, or by extrapolation from experiments at scales which can 
conveniently be observed[I]. 

NEED OF LAPPING MACHINE FOR VALVE COMPONENT: 

Lapping process is characterized by its low speed, low pressure, and low material removal rate. This process 

is used in achieving finer surfaces and closer fits, correction of minor imperfections, and maintaining close 

tolerances. During the process of lapping, the mechanisms of s urface formation and removal rate are 

decisively influenced by the movement type of the individual grains within the lapping abrasive. A gate 

val ve is used to start and stop the fl ow of fluid. So the wedge and seat ring of a valve are in continuous 
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pr~ssurc of fluid l10w and due to opening and closing of valve these component get \V'ear and they need 
lapping during reconditioning. This paper will share the need, requirement and application oflapping during 
tlw reconditioning of valvc[2]. 

ENGINE VALVE LAPPING: 

The automobile maintenance is a major area in automobile industry. The Internal Combustion engine 
maintenance is one of the important sections. The valve lapping process is also one of the maintenance 
processes. The current method used for valve Japping process consumes lot of time to perfonn the lapping 
operation. So a separate valve Japping machine is designed to overcome the above problem. The lapping 
process is a critical operation used to do precision operation. The main parameters considered are pressure~ 
relative velocity, abrasive size, material removal rate[3]. 

PETROL ENGINE EXHAUST VALVE DESIGN, ANALYSIS AND MANUFACTURING 
PROCESSES: 

The aim of this paper is to design an exhaust valve for a four wheeler petrol engine using theoretical 
calculations. Manufacturing process that is 2D drawings is drafted from the calculations and 3D model and 
transient thermal analysis is to be done on the exhaust valve when valve is open and closed. Analysis is 
done in ANSYS. Analysis will be conduct when the study state condition is attained. Study state condition 
is attained at 5000 cycles at the time of when valve is closed is 127.651 sec valve is opened 127.659 sec. 
The material used for exhaust valve is EN52 steel. We are doing material optitnization by doing analysis 
on both materials EN52 and EN59 .Static Modal analysis the exhaust valve to determine mode shapes of 
the valve for number of modes[4]. 

EFFECT OF EGR ON THE EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE AND EXHAUST OPACITY IN 
COMPRESSION IGNITION ENGINES: 

Tn diesel engines, NOx fonnation is a highly temperature-dependent phenomenon and takes place when the 
temperature in the combustion chamber exceeds 2000 K. Therefore, in order to reduce NOx emissions in 
the exhaust, it is necessary to keep peak combustion temperatures under control. One simple way of 
reducing the NOx emission ofa diesel engine is by late injection of fuel into the combustion chamber. This 
technique is effective but increases fuel consumption by 10-15%, which necessitates the use of more 
effective NOx reduction techniques like exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). Re-circulating part ofthe exhaust 
gas helps in reducing NOx, but appreciable particulate emissions are observed at high loads, hence there is 
a trade-off between NOx and smoke emission. To get maximum benefit from this trade-off, a particulate 
trap may be used to reduce the amount of un burnt particulates in EOR, which in turn reduce the particulate 
emission also[5]. 

ENGINE VALVES: 

There are two kinds of engine valves, intake/inlet valves and exhaust/outlet valves. These valves could be 
identified easily in a cylinder head. Inlet valves are usually bigger than exhaust valves. Although more than 
one inlet valve and exhaust valve can be present for a single cylinder. There are different designs for inlet 
valves and emaust valves. The following figure shows a detailed diagram ofa valve[4]. 
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Fig 1 :Detailed diagram of an engine valve[4] 

CYLINDER HEAD: 

Cylinder head is the casting which seals the combustion end of the cylinder block and the inlet and exhaust 
valves and their ports are positioned in the cylinder head for air/fuel mixture intake and exhaust of the 
combustion products. Cylinder head also facilitate overhead cam shafts if present and otherwise it facilitate 
rocker anns and valve springs. 

LAPPING COMPOUND: 

Lapping compound is applied to the valve seat before beginning of the process. Lapping compound wears 
surfaces ofthe valve and the valve seat of the cylinder block smoothing both surfaces and creating a good 
seat. A lapping compound tube usually has two types. The two types named as fine and coarse. Technician 
decides which type of compound has to be used by observing the valve seat. If the valve seat has rough 
edges, coarse compound is used. Otherwise fine compound is used obtain a smooth surface. 
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Fig 2:Lapping Compound 

VALVES LAPPING STICKS AND ITS MOTION : 

There are valve sticks is cleaned using reciprocating motion with osciallations in-out.The valve sticks is 
lubricated by lapping compound due to that the exhaust compond gets removed ITom the valve sticks and 
val ve.Because of that the valve and sticks of exhaust of combustion engine gets cleaned and the efficiency 
of the engine is increased. 

Fig 3:Lapped & Non-Lapped valve 
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in hand lapping process, the valve lapping st icks are the tools lIsed to lap valves. The valve is attached to 

slicker at ihe lip of the stick and the lapping compound is applied before the process begins. This is very 

hard process to undergo ~lJ1d it will lake approximately half an hOllr Lo lap Oile valve of an engine. The 

technician have to decide whether to apply compound from observing the valve seat area time to time. This 

method is still used in garages. 

Fig 4:Hand Valve Lapping Process 

Using the valve lapping power tool is much more efficient than the valve lapping by hand movement. It 

will take less than 30 minutes to lap a valve using the power tool. But still we have to hold the power tool 

in position for lapping process, whieh is somewhat hard labor to undergo. Power tools work using an electric 

motor or pneumatically using compressed air. 
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Fig 5:Power tool Valve Lapping Process 

3.DESIGN OF MACHINE: 

MACHINE BED: 

Machine bed is the base of the valve lapping machine. The cylinder head can be initially kept on the machine 

bed for measuring Or observing purposes and the bed is designed to accommodate a cylinder head without 
any problcm. 

MACHINE STAND: 

Machine stand is assembled to the machine bed in one end. Other end of the machine stand is the mounting 

for the valve lapping mechani sm and also the holding bracket for motor. mounted near the same end. 

Therefore, allowing the access to any valve position of a cylinder head placed on machine bed. The load 

generated while the valve lapping process is transmitted to machine bed through the machine stand and the 

integri ty of the structure is a very important factor to consider when designing. Lower end of machine stand 

which is assembled to machine bed is one of the areas of the machine with highest stress concentration. 

CA M AND CAM FOLLOWER: 

Cam is the main part responsible for th e vertical movement of the valve lapping mechanism. Actually, a 

cam works as a system that consist with a follower, a cam drive and a follower system. The vertical motion 

is gained by the valve lappi ng mechanism when the cam is rotated by the rotary motion. DC motor which 

is the cam drive and the rotary motion is then converted in to linear motion using the shape of cam and it is 

transmitted to the valve mechanism through the cam follower. The vertical motion of the valve lapping 

mechanism hel ps to break the contact between valve seat and the corresponding surface ofa cylinder head. 

The importance ofthi s action is the rotary motion is converted into linear motion. Cam follower is tensioned 

using a spring in the valve lapping mechanism and as the cam rotates, follower gain space to move upwards 

and when the cam nose area returns follower move downwards creating a linear motion. 

SPRING CONSTRAINT: 

The contact between follower and cam profile is maintained by spring. The valve lapping machine for 

internal combustion engines is mainly consist of three main units. The base, the machine stand and the 
valve lapping mechanism. 

~ 
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Fig 6:Catia Model or Valve Lapping Machine 

Load = 300 N, ,= 350 N, Deflection = 25 mm, G = 73.6 x 10' N/m', Spring index(C) = 8 

(I) Stiffness ofspring (k): 

K = Load/deflection, K =W/ii 

K = 12N/mm 

(2) Shear stress fuctor: 

Ks = I + 1/2C 

Ks = 1.0625 

(3) Resultant of shear stress: 

T = (8xWxDI IT x d3) x K, 

Spring index (C) = Did 

d = 4.307 mm = 5 nun 

D = 8x5 = 40mm 

(4) Deflection: 
-\<:."').,.-

Ii = (8 xW x D3xn)/(Gxd4) 
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II =7.48 ; 8 

Assum ing Square & Groun<.i!..:d :;idc spring; 

Total No. of Coil = n+2 

n'=8+2= I 

(5) Solid lellgth of spring: 

Ls = n' x d == lO x 5 = 50 1)1111 

(6) Free length ofsprillg: 

Lf = Ls + omax + 15 " oma, 


Lf = 50 + 25 + [0, IS x 25) 


Lf = 7&25 mm 


(7) Pitch ofcoil: 


P = Free length I (n'-I) 


P = 801 (l0-1) = 80 19 = 8,88 mm 


4,RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

The proposed model can provide benefit in the lapping of valve, Valve lapping mechanism is impl emented 
replacing manual labour. There is no presence of human intervention in the mechanism. The mechanism 
can be used automatically. The various components required for the machine are designed. The dimensions 
of machine bed and spring are calculated. 
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Abstract 

Many fatal vehicle accidents take place due to overs-speeding evelY year causing damages to vehicle 
and life of passengers. The main pUlpose and the objective of this research paper is to develop a 
system to keep the lower ji-ont end of vehicle secured and protect it ji-om gelling damaged and to 
protect passengers by reducing the certain impact of an accident. The main aim of the project is to 
develop an If Automatic speed control and accident avoiding sys1em ll for the vehicle using ultrasonic 
sensor lvhenever any obstacle is de1ected with a certain range. The aim is to design and develop a 
control system based on intelligent electronically controlled automolive bumper actuation and 
automatic braking 'ystem for a four-wheeler vehicle. This project of ultl'Osonic transmiller has a 
receiver Circuit, control unit, pneumatic bumper system and braking system. 

Introduction 

As per The Economic Times, every year more than 1,50,000 fatal accidents take place in the cOllntry 
dlle to over speeding. Thus, there is an urgent need to develop an automated system that can help us 
reduce these accidents, if not completely avoid them. The sheer loss that is incurred in road accidents 
due to either carelessness of the driver or pedestrians is increasing at an alanning pace. As there are 
limitations to the use and effectiveness of seat belts and air bags, we have made an effort to develop a 
system that can help us achieve our aim. The technology of pneumatics has gained tremendous 
importance in the field of workplace rationalization and automation. We've chosen pneumatics to ow' 
advantage in this mechanism as pneumatics take advantage of the low friction and compressible 
nature of air. A lot of air can be moved rapidly, and althollgh compressibility needs to be factored in, 
it can provide an advantage with unmatched response and cycle times. Most pnellmatic applications 
are low inertia, so they tend to accelerate and ' uickly. ~<l,.__ ___ 
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Tile aim is to design and dcvdop ,1 control system based Oil an intelligent, electronicnlly controlled 
Automotive Pnl:!lImal ic Bumper Activation System & all Automatic Braking System. This system 
cons ists or an ultrasonic transmitter and receiver. control unit, pneumatic cylinders and solenoid 
va lves. l'he ultrasoni c sensor is llsed to detcc! the obstacle. I f there is any obstac le closer to the 
vehicle (within 8 feet). the control s ignal activates the Pneumatic Bumper system. 

The Pneumatic Bumper sys tem is lIsed to protect the passengers and the vehicles by reducing the 
sudden impact that one experience when a vehicle crash into another one. The material of this 
pneumatic bumper will be chosen according to its capacity to absorb as much impact force as it can. 
This system can bring about a cons iderable change i.n the outcome of an accident. 

Problem Statement 

Ir. conventional vehicles there are different mechanisms which are operated manually. When the 
driver sees the obstacle or any vehicle in front of his vehicle, driver may fail to give the proper input 
to braking system. Currently, there are no provisions to minimize the damages to the vehicles. 
Currently bumpers are a part of the vehicle body which have a specific capacity and when the range 
of the accidental force is velY high then the bumpers fail and these forces are transferred towards the 
passengers. To overcome these unwanted effects, we have to design the Automatic Braking System 
with Pneumatic bumpers which have following object ives. 

Objectivc of the project: 

• 	 To increase the sureness of Braking Application. 
• 	 To reduce the response time of Braking system. 
• 	 To improve pre-crash safety. 
• 	 To reduce the intensity of passenger injury by using external vehicle safety equipment. 
• 	 To reduce the dependence on internal safety devices like air bags, seat belts etc. 

Literature Review 

• 	 A Characterization of Dynamic Human Braking Behavior with Implications for ACC 
Design 

Skilled driving behavior can be characterized as tracking, control, and regulation of 
appropriate perceptual cues. From experiments and supporting literature, we identi fY time 
head-way and time-to-collision as plausible perceptual cues, and cbaracterize ski lled braking 
behavior as a trajectory through the resulting perceptual state space [I]. 

• 	 A Deceleration Control Method of Automobile for Collision Avoidance 

In the view point of preventive safety, deceleration assistance control is effective when 
collision lisk is high and it is difficult for the driver to avoid it. On the other hand, driver can 
feel anxiety or nuisance against the system if the initiation timing of automatic brake andlor 
deceleration profile is not appropliate and it may make the system inefficient. Thus, in order 
to reali ze an acceptable and efficient system, it is important to know characteristics of 
comfortable deceleration behavior and apply them to deceleration assistance system [4]. 

• 	 Safety System: 
..

. The final phase of the new modem vehicle s~n~ll!de<<l18 .. 	 \~..2._ _
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Development of improved i\I:lS control syslCms 
Development and assessment or an electro-hydraulic-BI:l W(EH-BB W) system 
Individual wheel braking combined with tmctioll control 
Assessing sensor failure r:l1le! fault tolerant control sys l~1l1 design 
Preliminary stlldies into an electriC4:1!1y actuated system 
Re-engineering using simplified models. 

Construction and Working: 

~!POWER SUPPLY CONTROl UNIT ___I" 

,

PNEUMATIC 
CYLINDER tSOlENOlD VALVE I.... 

I 
'NEuMATIe " l .......


CYUNOER ....,... 

,_____.J 

ULTRASONIC 
SENSOR 

flOW 
CONTROL 

VALVE 

~:~~-:j

ARRAHGEMENT 

Fig-I: Constructional block diagram 

This system is designed mainly to be used at the time of an emergency; when an obstacle, human, 
animal or vehicle is in front of the vehicle and in close proximity, it is detected by the ultrasonic 
sensors insta lled at the front end of the chassis. The range of the ultrasonic sensor to detect an obstacle 
can be defined in Arduino program. The signal received by ultrasonic sensor is sent to the control 
unit. This control unit commands the relay according to the input signal. There are two relays used in 
this system; one responsible for the activation of the bumper mechanism and another for the operation 
of brakes. Hence, when an obstacle is detected within the specified range, the control unit activates 
the bumper extension and automatic braking system simultaneously. 

Constructional Features 

L Relay 

It is a control unit having specification 3P 240A. This control unit acts according to sensor signal to 
activate bumper system and to apply breaking through solenoid valve. 

A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many relays use an electromagnet to mechanically operate 
a switch, but other operating principles are also used, such as solid-state relays. Relays are used where 
it is necessary to control a circuit by a separate low-power signal, or where several circuits must be 
controlled by one signal. 

2. Compressed Air Tank 

Compressed air tank is used to store the compressed air having pressure 1.5 bar. 

3. Solenoid valve 
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A so lenoid valve is HlJ electromcdwllicalcontrolied valve. The valve JCt1wJ'cs a solenoid. which is ail 

electric coil with it movable ferromagnetic core in its center. This core is called the plUllgt!L In rcst 

position. the plunger closes ofr a small orilkc. An t'lectric current through thc coil creates H magnetic 

field. The magnet ic ficld excrts a forc e 011 the plunger. As a resuit, the plullger is puiled tuward the 

cCnter orthe coil so thut the orifice opens. 


Applications: 

For Automobile applicatioll" 

• It works etTectively on hcavy vehicles, which tend to roll back in slopcy regi olls. 

System Elements 

Ultrasonic Sensor 

Ultrasollic ranging and detecting devices use high frequency sound waves called ultrasonic waves to 

detect presence ofan object and its range. 


Control Unit 

The Arduillo Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega3 28 (datasheet). It has 14 digital 

input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic 

resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, all ICSP header, and a reset button. It conta ins everything 

needed to support the microcontroller; s imply cOllnect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it 

with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. 


Pneumatic Cylinder 

Pneumatic cylinders are mechanical devices which use the power of compressed air to produce a force 

in a reciprocatjng linear motion. 


Stand 

This is a supporting frame and made up of mild steel. It is used to support the whole setup rigidly. The 

frame was made by means of welding steel rods. 


Power 

The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power supply. The 

power source is selected automatically. External (non-USB) power can come either from an AC-DC 

adapter (wall-wart) or battery. 


DC Motor: 

A DC motor is of a class of electrical machines that converts direct CUITent electrical power into 

mechanical power. The most common types re ly on the forces produced by magnetic fields. Nearly all 

types of DC motors have some internal mechani sm, either electromechanical or electronic, to 

periodically change the direction of current flow in part of the motor. Most types produce rotary 

motion; a linear motor directly produces force and motion in a straight line. 


Specifications of motor: 

• RPM: 30 at 12V 
• Voltage: 4V to 12V .- \~\..-
• Stall torque: 28 Kg-cm at stall current of 1.3 A ;ssistan Professor & 1_ 
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• Shali diameter: 6mm 
• Shal't length: 22mm 
• Gear assembly: Spur 
• Brush type: Carbon 
• Motor weight: 143gms 

Bearing 

A bealing is a machine element that constrains relative motion to only the desired motion, and reduces 

friction between moving parts. The design of the bearing may, for example, provide for free linear 

movement of the moving part or for free rotation around a fixed axis; or, it may prevent a motion by 

controlling the vectors ofnonnal forces that bear on the moving parts. 


"Design 

The CAD design in an integral step in the formulation of the entire system. Every minute part needs to 

be either designed or imported to fonn a perfect assembly. This step is further divided into two: 


Ci) System design 

Cii) Mechanical des ign 

System Design: 


System design is mainly concerned with the various physical constraints and ergonomics, space 
requirements, arrangement of various components on frame at system, man-machine interaction, 

number of controls, position of controis, working environment, maintenance, scope of improvement, 

weight if machine from ground level, total weight of machine, etc. 

Mechaoical Design: 

In mechanical design, the components are listed down and stored on the basis design and procurement 
i.e. 
Ci) Designed parts 

Cii) Parts to be purchased 


Mechanical design phase is significant from the designer 's view as the success of the project depends 

entirely on the correct design analysis of the problem. 

Many preliminary alternatives are eliminated during this phase. The designer should possess adequate 

knowledge of the physical properties of material, load stresses and failure. He should be capable of 

identifying all internal and external forces acting on machine pru1S. These forces may be classified as, 

Ca) Dead weight forces 

Cb) Friction forces 

Cc) Inertia forces 

Cd) Centrifugal forces 

Ce) Forces generated during power transmission, etc. 


Following is the assembly of the system generated in CA TIA VS. 
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Calculations 

1. Design of Frame 

Frame design for safety FOR 25*25*3 L angle mild steel channel 

b = 25 mm, d= 25 mm, t = 3 mm. 

Consider the ma'limum load on the frame to be 50 kg. 

Max. Bending moment = force*perpendicular distance 

= 50*9.81*450 

M = 220725 N-mm 

We know, 

MIl=o"/y 

M = Bending moment 

I = Moment ofInertia about axi s of bending that is; In 

y = Distance of the layer at which the bending stress is consider 

E = Modulus ofelasticity of beam material. 

i=bd3 112 

= 25*253/1 2 

I = 32552.08 mm' 

= 220725* 12.5 / 32552.08 

Gb = 84.76 N Imm' 
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The allowable shear Slress for material is O:11 101Y = Sy,1 fbs 

Where 5, .• = yield stress = 21 0 MPa = 210 N/mm' 


fos is factor of safely = 2 


So cr",,<>,,= 2 1012 = 105 MPa = 105 N/mm' 


Comparing above we ge t, 

cr.<cr,,,o,, i.e. 84.76 < 105 N/mm ' 


Hence, design is safe. 


2. 	 Welded Joint: 

Check the strength of the welded joints for safety. 

The transverse fillet weld is used to weld the s ide plale and the edge stiffness plate. 

The maximum load which the plate can calTY for transverse fillet weld is 

P =0.707xSxLxft 

Where, S = facIal' of safety, 

L = contact length = 25mm 


The load of shear along with the friction is 50 kg = SOON 


Hence, 500 = 0.707 x 3 x 25 x ft 


Now. let us find the safe value of 'ft' 


Therefore, ft = 
soo 

0.707 x3 x 25 

)
ft =9.4295 N/mm' 

Since the calculated value of the tensile load is sma ller than the permissible value i.e. ft=56 N/mm '. 

Hence, welded joint is safe. 


3. 	 Design of Shaft: 

For a ma in shaft which is a power generalOr, power is given as, 

P = F x V ------------------------------------------ (I) 

A Iso, force acting on shaft is given by, 

F = m x g---------------------------------------- (2) 

Assuming load on the shaft = m=50kg 
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• 'F, 

g = 9.81 
Thus, F = 50 x 9.8 1 = 490.5 N 

Vel oci ty is found out to be 10 cmls i.e. V =0. 10 mls 

Power, P = 490.5 x 0.10 = 40.05 watts 

We know that torque is given as, T =P x 60/(27[n) 

Assuming no. of revolutions, n= 50 rpm 

Thus, we have Torque, T =49.05 x 60/(2nx50) 

= 9.36 x 10' N-mm 

For a given shaft, we have, from diagram, 
Vertical reactions at wheels i.e. fixed supports, 
RA = RB = (5+40+5)/2 

=25 kg 
=25 x 9.81 =245.25 N 

From bending moment diagram, maximum bend ing moment is found to be M = 1750 Kg-mOl = 
17.167xIO' N-mm 

The resultant moment on a given shaft is given as 
MR= (M +T)'n 

= «(! 7.1 67x I03)2+ (9.36 x 103)2) "' 
= 19.552xlO'N-mm 

Also, we know that shaft diameter is given as, 
d = [(MRxI6 )1 (nxT)]'13 

= \ ':" '--> 
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,Consider shear stress, 	 50Mpa 
d [«19.55 2x I03) x16)1 (=50»)"3 

d = 12.58 1 mm 


This is ideal diameter of shaft which is needed. Since a shaft may be subjected to extra load as it has 

to work in rough conditions and from avai labi lity point of view, we chose a sa fe diameter from 

DDHB (Table 3.5a) of standard shaft diameter of 15 mm. 


Thus, diameter of shaft, d = 15 mm 

4. 	 Motor 

Speci fication and calculation 

Speed = 30rpm 

Voltage = 12 V 


Power = 18 watt 


torque of motor = , = p • 60/2 • 3.14588 N 


,= 18' 60/(3 ' 3.14' 30) 


, = 5.294 N/m' 


, = 5.29 103 N/mm' 


Motor shaft is made of MS and its allowable shear stress F d = 42 MPa 

Torque = t = (3.14' Fd* d3)1 16 

5.294' 103 = (3.14 ' 42' d3)116 


d=6mm 


Results: 

I )When the distance is set between maximum and minimum, i.e., is 0-40 cm then the bumper is 
act ivated and simultaneously braking takes place. ~ 

. \ ~':;,.---
2)When the distance is set beyond 40cm then the bumper does not extend and braking dOteS.llOl~t!I~or £ 
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Conclusion 

By conducting tests on the Illode l, we can com.:lude [hul during a head on coll ision, this system 
significantly reduces the impact 011 the front end o("the vehicle hence reducing the damages caused to 
the vehicle. It also reduces the probability or occurrence of an accident as much as it possibly can. 
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Abstmct-

A prolOl)pe model oj Ihe saJel), helmet is made using successive layers oj nalural composile fibre 
using hand layup lechnique, The work aims al developing a saJer induslrial helmel with beller 
physical properties along lVith improved slrength as compared 10 present day saJelY helmels. The 3D 
model was drawn wilh Ihe help oj CATJA soJl1vare. The analysis was carried out on Ihe ANSYS 
Workbench soJMare. The prolotype along wilh exisling saJelY helmel bOlh were Ihel1 subjecled 10 

impacl lesling and flexural lesling. The comparison beMeen resulls !i'OJn Ihe mechanical lesling oj 
bOlh specimens shows thaI Ihe natural fibre helmel shows beller load bearing capacity as againsl 
convenlional safety helmel. A comparalive sludy oj resullS from mechanical lesling and soJMare 
analysis will help us to arrive al an appropriare conclusion and suilable flaure scope will be 
suggested. 

Keywords-Jute, ABS, ANSYS, CATlA, impact testing,flexllral testing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the major environmental problem faced today is the non-degradable plastic wastes. The 
continuous manufacturing and utilization of plastics in each sector of our life has expanded the plastic 
waste in enonnous scales. The waste management issues, have coordinated extraordinary part of the 
investigative exploration to eco composite materials that can be effortlessly debased or bio 
acclimatized. The bio composite would consists of characteristic strands of natural fibers and suitable 
polymer matrix. In addition, bio composites are mixture of regular natural fiber strands with a 
polymer matrix of biodegradable nature. Composite material can be the answer to such needs. 
Composites can provide better combination of properties which is achieved by cohesion of materials 
made by physically combining two or more materials with different characteristics. Another reason is 
the generation of extreme amount of greenhouse gases and need of high energy levels for producing 
products from raw materials that are obtained from crude oil has drawn the attention of manufacturers 
towards green composites fabricated from renewable and sustainable materials. The green composites 
reduce carbon foot print and dependence on crude oil derived raw materials. Green composites are 
basically made up of natural fibres which are abundantly available and many times are left in the 
ahnosphere as waste, Due to their low density, low cost, eco-friendly character and biodegradability 
natural fibres are attracting the attention of researchers worldwide. But natural fibre reinforced 
competition have high water absorption tendency and are mechanically inferior to synthetic fibres. 
Jute fibre, consisting of hydro folic polar groups, is one such natural fibre. These polar groups enable 
formation of hydrogen bonds when jute is in contact with water molecules. This water absorption 
capacity of jute contributes to poor interfacial bonding between fibres and matrix. Hybrid composites 
may answer the question of high water absorption capacity of natural fibre and inferior mechanical 
properties of natural fIbre reinforced composites. 

Generally, a composite material can be defined as a non-homogeneous material which consists of at 

least two individual materials. These components are clearly noticeable, and thus between two 

components a clear boundary line exists. There a oories of constituent materials: matrix ~ 


reinforcement. The matrix material surro . \ lll~~ liS the reinforcement materials b y \,"-~ 

maintaining their relative positions. The 'il rceme . )al1 their mechanical . and~tnbvaj~~sor ;. 
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properties to cnhan!.:c tile malri,.,. properties. This I;ibn:.: re infor!.:cd l1la!eiial is used as construction 
material clue to its mechanical properties. The material IHis very good m~chanical properties (strength 
and stillness) ill the direction of the fibre, combined with a low mass density. The stiffness of CI 

component means how much it deOects under a gi ven load. The st!'cnglh of a material is its resistance 
to failure by permanent deformation. The mechanical properti es depend on tile direction of the fibre, 
this gives the material an anisotropic character. This is in contrast with isotrop ic materials such as 
steel and aluminium, there the material properties are the same in every direction. 

MANUFACTURING PROCESS-

Hand Lay-Up 

Hand lay-up is the s implest composites molding method, offeri ng low cost tooling, si mple processing, 

and a wide range of part sizes. Design changes are read ily made. There is a m.inimum investment in 

equipment. With skilled operators, good production rates and consistent quality arc obtainable. 


Process 

Gel coat is first applied to the mold using a spray gun for a high quality surface. When the gel coat 
has cured sufficiently, roll stock fiberglass reinforcement is manually placed on the mold. The 
laminating resin is applied by pouring, brushing, sprayi ng, or using a paint roller. FRP rollers, paint 
rollers, or squeegees are used to consolidate the laminate, thoroughly wetting the re inforcement and 
removing entrapped air. Subsequent layers of fiberglass reinforcement are added to build laminate 
thickness. Low density core materials such as end-grain balsa, foam, and honeycomb, are commonly 
used to stiffen the lam inate. This is known as sandwich construction. 

Compression molding 

Compression molding is a high-volume, high-pressure method suitable for molding complex, 
fiberglass-reinforced polymer parts on a rapid cyc le time.1 

Compression molding tooling consists of heated metal molds mounted in large hydraulic presses. The 
process can be automated. Compression molding enables part design flexibility and features such as 
inserts, Jibs, bosses and attachments. Good surface finishes are obtainable, contributing to lower part 
finishing cost. Subsequent trimming and machining operations are minimized in compression molding 

1 
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Process 

The mold set is mounted in a hydraulic or mechanical molding press and the molds are heated li'om 
2500 to 400' F. A weighed charge of molding material is placed in the open mold. The two halves of 
the mold are closed and pressure is applied. Depending on thickness, size, and shape of the part, 
curing cycles range from less than a minute to about five minutes. After cure, the mold is opened and 
the finished part is removed. Typical parts include automobile components, appliance housings and 
structura l components, furniture, electrical components, and business machine housings and parts 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: 

The pilot study is done with an aim to understand the behaviour ofthe newly developed class of 
composite. 
CAD design Computer-aided design (CAD) is the use of computer systems (or workstations) to aid in 
the creation, modification, analysis, or optimization of a design. CAD software is used to increase the 
productivity of the designer, improve the quality of design, improve communications through 
documentation, and to create a database for manufacturing. CAD output is often in the form of 
electronic files for print, machining, or other manufacturing operations. 
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Fig. 13Material properties of Plastic 

YIELD STRENGTH OF HOPE = 30.3MPa 

WEIGHT OF PLASTIC HELMET 

Fi g. 14 Material properties of jute 

YIELD STRENGTH OF JUTE = 133 MPa 

WEIGHT OF JUTE HELMET 
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Fig. 15 Meshing of jute helmet 
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Fig. 16 Meshing of Plastic helmet 

Boundary Condition 
A boundary condition for the model is the setting of a known value for a displacement or an 
associated load. For a particular node you can set either the load or the displacement but not both. 

The main types of loading available in FEA include force, pressure and temperature. These can be 
applied to points, surfaces, edges, nodes and elements or remotely offset from a feature. The way that 
the model is constrained can significantly affect the results and requires special consideration. Over or 
under constrained models Can give stress that is so inaccurate that it is worthless to the engineer. In --r-: 
an ideal world we could have massive assemblies of components all connected to each other with " ~';........-
contact elements but this is beyond the budget 
computmg hardware we have available 
realistic boundary conditIOns. 
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Total Deformation 


The total deformation & directional deformation are general terms in finite element methods 

irrespective of software being used. 

Directional defonnation can be put as the displacement of the system in a particular axis or user 

defined direction. 


Total deformation is the vector sums all directional displacements of the systems. 
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Fig. 20 Total deformation ofjute helmet 

Equivalent Stress 


Equivalent stress is related to the principal stresses by the equation: 


Equivalent s tress (also called Yon Mises stress) is often 
used in design work because it allows any arbitrary three-dimensional stress state to be represented as 
a single positive stress value. Equivalent stress is part of the maximum equivalent stress failure theory 
used to predict yielding in a ductile material.The von Mises or equivalent strain E., is co mputed as: 

Where: v' =,effective Poisson's ratio 
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Maximum Shear Stress 
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Fig. 21 Maximum shear stress ofj ute helmet 
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Fig. 22 Maximum shear stress of plastic helmet 
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• 
Fig. 23 Maximum pri ncipal stress or .!ute helmet 
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Fig. 24 Maximum shear stress of plastic helmet 
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Fig. 26 reaction force orjute helmet 

CONCLUSION 

Due to use ofjute composite material for manufacturing helmet, weight reduces from 1.8kg to 0.879 
ko,,

From FEA result it conclude th at reaction forces obtain from Jute helmet are maximum than Plastic 

helmet. So jute helmet has minimum weight and max.imum load impact sustain capacity. 
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Abstract 

In order to improve the vehicle pel!ormance and improve filel efficiency, the mass of the vehicle must 

be reduced. An effective ).vay 10 do this is to construel the wheels out ofa lVoven carboJ1jiber composite. 


In doing so, not only is the overall weight of the vehicle reduced, but rotalion inertia and unsprung 

mass are reduced as well. Several designs were evaluated and one was selected for refinement. The 

final refined design reduced the weight ofthe wheel by nearly 50%. The project incorporated the design 
ofwlIeel rims using CREO and SolidWorks, analysis ofrims f or safety via ANSYS composite pre-post 
and simulation software and finally in-house manufacturing of wlIeel rims witii the method called 
Vacuum bagging technique. TlIe wlIeel was then fabricated andfuture plans were made to validate and 
test the wheel. 

Keywords- Sprung Mass, Unsprung Mass, Epoxy Resin, Vacuum Bagging, Tooling 

I. INTRODUCT[ON 

The performance of the car is of utmost importance when the design and analysis of the different 
components of the car comes into picture. Every year the team strives to design and re-model a car that 
is a better version of the preceding year. Bringing down the weight of the car to as low as possible is 
the ultimate goal, which further enhances the performance and elevates the speed of the car. Various 
ways are adopted to establish a substantial weight reduction of the sprung mass, which obviously leads 
to reduction in the overall weight of the vehicle but the ratio of sprung 10 unsprung mass grows apart. 
Thi s leads to increase in the response time of the suspension system. In order to circumvent that, the 

unsprung mass of the vehicle should also be minimized. The usage of carbon fibre rims as a substitute 
to conventional aluminium rims lead to considerable reduction in weight. Research into lightweight 
components, materials and the related processes, has therefore become one of the main challenges in 
the automotive industry and has led to the substiMion of standard steel with alternative materials in 

many components and systems. This can also be used for electric vehicles to increase battery efficiency 
and the distance covered by the car. This technique is not widely used because of the cost of carbon 
fibre sheets but manufacturing cost is constant. Popular companies such as BMW and MERCEDES 
have adopted this technique to reduce the weight oftheir vehicles. 

[I. AIM 

The aim of this thesis is to manufacture a composite wheel rim using carbon fibre in order to lessen 

the unsprung mass of the car. To Up' ~ ! " . . nance of the car and accomplishing higher speeds -\~2.-----
is the goal towards which each m:'RreIl'ilkr,,~.:l . Creating a beller version of the car .inc;Jllci e&.ofec
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reducing the weight, increasing the StlSPl!J1SiOll response time. achieving greater control and acceleration. 

bringing the sprung to unsprung mass ratio closer to tile original, reducing the vehicle's rotati onal inertia 

and hence improving the transient response time in both acceleration and braking. 

III. TIIESIS SCOI'E 

This project will be utilizcd in a number of FSAE cars; through which students will be able to design, 
analyse and manufacture Carbon Fiber rims, uscd in automobile industry, which are much lighter than 
the convenrional Steel or Aluminium rims. The use of the carbon fibre rims will assist in achieving 
greater control and better performance of the car. The wheel and tyre assembly contribute a significant 

portion of the vehicle's rotational inerti a as the radius of gyration is much larger than that ofthe brake 
discs, hubs and dri ve train components. Reducing the vehicles rotational inertia will improve the 
transient response time in both braking and acceleration. There are a limited number ofcomposite wheel 
products on the market for road cars, race cars and motorbikes in varying sizes. However due to the 

emerging nature of this technology manuf8cturers are not willing to provide information on their 

construction techniques. Also, buying the rim is hardly feasible for the teams which are self-sponsored. 
The final product can be developed in three phases: 

1) 	 Phase 1: This phase is about designing the rims according to the specifications of the car. The 
rim has to be designed as such that there would be feasibility in manufacturing the final product. 
Alongwith the specifications of the car the dimensions of the tyre should al so be taken iota 
consideration. CREO, SolidWorks and Catia might come in handy at the time of designing the 
rims. The final design is selected after the analysis of the rims such that the FOS obtained must 
be acceptable. This phase will also consist of the measuring of wheel loads and translating them 
into the wheel load cases using the ACME Racing design load cases document. The existing rim 
deflection will be measured through static loading that is illustrative of in-service loads. These 
deflections will be used as a yardstick that the composite rims have to accomplish when loaded 

in the equivalent means. 


2) 	 Phase 2: The rim is to be designed to meet the minimum stiffness and strength requirements 

using the known critical rim magnitudes and properties. The materials will then be transformed 

to observe the effect on stiffness, cost and weight on the rim to provide the best conciliation amid 

the three. 


3) 	 Phase 3: This phase entails the design and development of molds from which the ultimate part 

is to be made and the consequent manufacture of the prototy pe composite rim. This 

manufacturing phase will involve liaison with the school workshop and also the composites lab 

to use each department's facilities and engineering familia rity. 


IV. COMPOSITE MATERlALS LiTERATURE REVIEW 

A. Material Selection 

Due to cost and availability three fibres have been considered for use in the manufacture ofthe wheels, 

these fibre families are glass, carbon and aramid fibres. Qualitatively, all three families have high 
ultimate tensile strength (UTS) (above 3GPa per fib re) however all have greatly varying tensile modulus 

from as low as 11 GPa for some glass to in excess of 400 GPa for carbon. The increase in modulus is 
offset by the decrease in ductility and as such the reduced resistance to shock loading and the increased 

tendency to fracture as a result. The carbon f~l. ' las the highest spec ific modulus, and the 
intermediate and high modulus fibres having JIfe1ift ·es'r.ti <l"' r.,...... _sifi c strength. Considering the specifi<l=-.... 
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st rength and modulus as rhe primary design factor carbon is (he fibre family that has been chosen to use 
in the design of the composite wheel. Carbon 81so exhibits far less fatigue than a metal would and 
theretore does not have the fatigue life implications (Barbero, Introduction to Composite Materials 

Design, 20 11). Handling of dIY carbon fabric poses little hazards to the human body; however, post 
cure operations create hazards slich as sanding, grinding and milling as these processes creale small 
paI1icles that can cause irritation to the lungs. Depending on the size of these paI1icies they can become 

permanently lodged in the lining of the lung and diminish the function of the organ. As such, the 
appropriate PPE is required when working with composi te materials. 

B. Fabric selection 

A fiber reinforced plastic was selected as the base material for the rim because they are generally 
considered to have a high specific strength over many metals. There are several different options for 

the fiber reinforcement material including glass, carbon, and kevlar. A comparison of the tensile 
modulus can be done, which leads to the conclusion that Carbon has the highest tensile modulus of 
about 85 Msi when compared to Kcvlar 49, Kevlar 29, M-glass, E-glass, S-glass and Polyacrylonitrite. 
Carbon fiber was eventually chosen over glass and Kevlar, not only for its high specific strength, but 
because of the significant previous experience in the design and fabrication ofcarbon fiber components 
as well as the resources available to produce it. 

(al (b) (c) 

fig. I (a) Plain weave (b)Twill weave (c)Unidirectional stitch weave 

Another consideration when se lecting the material is the weave. The weave of the fabric influences 
the strength of the fabric in the different directions. Fibres can be biased to provide strength in the 
required directions. The main directions of the fabri c that are most commonly referenced when 
describing the strength are the wrap and fill, or the I and 2 direction. The wrap fibers run along the 
length of the fabric and is considered the primary, or O-degree direction. The fill runs parallel with the 
width of the fabrics and is cons idered the secondary or 90-degree direction. Generally, carbon fiber is 
commercially available in three different formats: unidirectional, woven, and braided sleeves. Important 
considerations in fabric selection are the fabric 's drapability, the ease at whi ch a fabric will conform to 

a surface without wrinkling (Barbero, Introduction to Composite Materials Design, 20 II), and the 
comparative strength of the fabric along the principle axes, the specific fabric orientation is defined by 
the intended use of the fabric. For this project a woven fabric will be used. Braided sleeve was ruled 
out due to the specialty item cost of such a large diameter, as well as the difficulty in keeping the weave 

aligned while pulling the sock over the mold. Unidirectional was also ruled out due to the difficulty of 
handling the fabric during fabrication. A balance between commercial availability and handling during 
fabri cation was fou nd in a 3k twill. Twill fabric is when one fill yam is fed over two and then under 

two warp yams, appearing to create a constant diagonal of fill yarns and warp yams alternately. Thi s is 
a common type of weave and has an improved drapability over a complex curve when compared to a 
plain weave as the fibres have more freedom of movement. It still exhibits the same properties in two 
perpendicular directions (Strong, 2008). 
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The use or epoxy as a mairi".x has been chosen fur [his project. It is easy to work with, reasonably 

inexpensive and is Ihe mosl common form of carbon reinforced preimpregnated fabric (prepreg) 
(Rosato. 1997), making it easier to obtain them some oCthe other resins available. Furthermore. epoxy 

resin systen'ls emil limited quantities of styrene's compared to other resins and as such is less ofa risk. 

to the health oflhe manufaclurer and other people working in the area (Huntsman, 2004). Epoxy resins 
can have an operational service temperature of up to 180 degrees C. They have high physical and 
adhesion properlies and as they are the main resin used in the composite industry, make their acquisition 

for a low cost project more realistic than a rarer material. In its cured form, epoxy is considered to be a 
relatively safe material; it is not known to cause any allergic reactions. It is not carcinogenic and even 
in its dust form it is officially considered to be little more than a nui sance. However, prior to mixing the 
two parts of the epoxy are mOderately toxic and can be corrosive. The two components have low vapour 
pressures so there is little risk to the user unless the chemicals are directly spilt onto them. 

D. Core Moterials 

The use of a light weight core material can reduce the weight of a product by providing an increase 
in the height of the cross section of the layup. This increases the moment of area of the product and 
consequently increases the stiffness and reduces the stress. When the core is lighter than the material it 
replaces, it decreases the weight of the component and increases the specific stiffness and specific 
strength ofthe composite particularly in bending (Dolw orth, Gardiner, & Mellema, 2009). When a core 
is used it is referred to as a sandwich panel construction. Cores can be made ofany light weight material 

that will bond to a composite skin. A core can be a material as simple as balsa wood or as complex as 
XCOR® a carbon fibre reinforced foam developed for use in aircraft manufacture. Common cores also 
include paper, Kevlar® and aluminium honeycomb panels and also a mat known as LANTOR SORlc 
SFIXF. This initial conceptual design can be sized appropriately for the design loads and then analysed 
and further improved using greater FOS. 

V. D ESIGN AND A NALYSIS 

A. Design andAnalysis Method 

In order to design the rims according to the specifIcations of the car, the designing softwares such as 
CREO and SolidWorks were used. SolidWorks is definitely a seamless software for developing 
complex structures with accuracy. CREO being a comprehensible software , was used initially but some 
operations were very easily obtainable on SolidWorks. After designing a number of iterations, a final 

design was selected considering the feasible factor of safety alongwith minimum weight. 
ANSYS Composite PREIPOST® (ACP) is an add-in to ANSYS Workbench and is integrated with 

the standard analysis features. The entire workflow for composite structure can be completed from 
design to final information production as a result. The ANSYS® product PREIPOST® (ANSYS® ACP) 
is a composite pre The ANSYS® product PREIPOST® (ANSYS® ACP) is a composite pre and post 

processor that has an intelligent user interface and still uses the ANSYS® solver, the script can also be 
saved before execution in order to be modified by the user for increased flexib ility. This would be the 
ideal package to design and analyse the composite rim. Basis for analysis and evaluation is geometry 
of rim. Boundary properties and composite definitions are applied for model in ACP (Pre) mode. After 
processing, ACP (Post) mode used for evaluating design and composite material propel1ies (Stress and 
load results in individual layers, evaluation of load capacity, failure criteria etc.) 
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Fig. 2 Design process in ACP module, which has 5 steps 

However due to the complicated nature of the shape that the fabric will be placed over, the fibres will 
not be in the same orientation that the FEA package assumes them to be. As such the calculated results 

will not be accurate and cannot be relied upon. [n light of this the rim calculations will be conducted by 
)hand and the final product tested to prove its strength. Conceptually, the forces imparted on the rim can 

be visualised as there are very clearly defined contact areas, this has driven the initial layup 

considerations of the rim. The drive/braking torsion loads are fed into the rim from the wheel centre 
and carried around the entire structure before being fed into the tyre through friction acting between the 
beads and the rim. These loads are best transferred through the use of a +/- 45-degree fabric so that they 
are balanced in both acceleration and braking. 

, 
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Fig. 3 Three different force components (blue faces) and one pressure (light blue 
faces) applied on the rim 

The vertical loads are taken on the bead surfaces as a bearing load , in addition to the initial preload 
on the rim surface, as this takes the form of a hoop stress it is best supported through the lIse of a 
unidirectional tape forming a cylinder under these loaded areas. Finally, the lateral loads will be in 
compression and tension, through the surface of the rim in the axially biased fibres. This initial 
conceptual design can be sized appropriately for the design loads and then analysed and further 

improved. 

B. Manujact,a-ing Methods 

There are numerous methods for fabricating composite components. These all require the use ofso~ 
sort of mold to determine the shape and ensure dimensional accuracy of the finished component. High- \ ~:::..---<:,. '":>
perfOimance parts using single molds are 0 made with the vacuum-bagged techniq~l1;sistant p' ,. .'
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As the prolilc ofIhe rim has. the sY l1ltllctri!.; shape and it can be formed on a simple one-piece mold. 


Hence the vacuum bagging teclll1iquB is selected for the Illznufacturing of the rims. The mold is made 

up of glass-Jiber material as its low cost. availability. mouldability is high compared [0 high-cost 


a luminum molds. The glass fiber mold is made with the he lp of a wood pattern for better dimensional 

accuracy and low thermal conductivity which is req uired for the manufacturing of mold. To apply the 

resin to the fabric in a vacuum mold. the wet layup is used which is a manual method where the two

part resin is mixed and applied before being laid in the mold and placed in the bag. 

Then the bag is sealed over the wet laid-up laminate and onto the mold. The air under the bag is 

extracted by the vacuum pump and up to one atmosphere of pressure can be applied to the laminate. 

'This compression under the vacuum helps remove air voids, and excess gas going offduring curing. 

VI. CONCLUStONS 

The Carbon fiber designed wheel rim demonstrates significant weight reduction with comparison to 

the conventional aluminum wheel rims which leads to the achievement of the report's objective to lessen 

the unsprung mass of the vehicle. Subsequently, it led to the optimization of the ratio between the 

vehicle sprung and unsprung which improved the control characteristics and handling of the vehicle 

and therefore, the vehicle gives better performance on the race track. Lighter the unsprung mass, faster 

will be the response time, allowing better acceleration, braking, and cornering physiognomies. 

The wheel rims are designed without overlooking the structural strength, reliability of the 

manufactured component. Also, the rims have high efficacy because of the selected manufacturing 

technique, i.e. , Vacuum bagging. The tooling cost required for manufacturing is relatively low due to 

the usage of wood patterns and glass fiber mould. The wood is replaced with the aluminum pattern, 

which also leads to less tooling cost with required dimensional accuracy. Glass fiber mould which has 

high manufacturability and availability in the local market contributed to the feasibility in 
manufacturing. 
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Abstrllct-

In this research paper we sludied waler is the main source of sllstaining living beings in earth. 

Nearly 70% ojearth sUlface is covered with water. Water is available in differentJorms such as sea 

waler, swface water, underground waler, and atmospheric water. There is less amount of water 

only leji on earth that is safe to drink withollt purification ajier 20-25 years. 99% ojEarth water is 

in a solid state and other impure Jorm and the remaining is in liquid Jorm water On earth is 

contaminated with imp uri ties and chemical substances. Therefore, it cannot be usedfor agriculture, 

industrial and human wnsllmptiol1. DlIe to waleI' shortage has become one oj the major global 

challenges, which is linked to population growth. Ground water and reservoirs are the available 

SOurces ojfi'esh water to Juljilthe needs oj living beings. But Ihese sources are not always useJul 

dlle 10 dissolved impurities Jar this reason, purification oj water supplies is extremely important. 

Eve/yone wants to jind alit the solution oj above problem with the available sources oj energy in 

order to achieve pure water Solar distillation is an effictive method by which we can purifY the 

water with the help ofsolar radiation. Distil/ation replicates the way nature makes rain. The sun's 

energy healS water to the point of evaporation. As the water evaporates, water vaporizes, 

condensing on the glass sll/face Jar collection. This process remOves impurities such as salts and 

heavy melals as well as eliminales microbiological organisms. The end result is water cleaner than 

the purest rainwater. The Solar aqua still is a passive solar distiller that only needs sunshine to 

opera/e. There are no moving parts to wear out. 


Keywords-Solar water distillation, Solar energy, Renewable energy, Aclive techniques, Passive 

techniques, etc. 


I. INTRODUCTION 

Water is an essential element on earth for the living beings. Nearly 70% of earth surface is 

covered with water. Water is available in different forms such as sea water, surface water, 

underground water, and atmospheric water. Water on earth is contaminated with impurities and 

chemical substances. Therefore, it cannot be used for agriculture, industrial and human 

consumption. For this reason, purification of water supplies is extremely important. Moreover, 

typical purification systems are easily damaged or compromised by disasters, natural or otherwise. 

Everyone wants to find out the solution of above problem with the available sources of enetgy in 

order to achieve pure water. 


Technology that is not only capable of remov~~""yery "Iide variety of contaminants in just one ~~""-.--_ 
step, but IS s imple, cost- effective, and envir0'Y,; ~t'al it..1t~e~d1Y. That is use of solar energy. Water \ ~ 
and energy are necessary for life on Eal1h . :j1ilEt!i3. 1LiH:;:-::---':"-~i)r\(fStistain tH \ !!lOdern world. In man Qf Plefesso r &
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developed world, the control and exploitation of water and energy has driven economic 
development and progress. In the developing world, mHny regions suffer from shortages of fresh 
water and energy supplies. The United Nations Environment Program tUNE?) stated that onc (hird 
of the worid's population live in countries with insufficient fresh water to support the popUlation. 
Consequently by 2025, two thirds of the world population will face water scarcity. Drinking water of 
acceptable quality has become a scarce commodity. 

The World Health Organization estimates that over a billion people lack access to puritied 
drinking water and the vast majority of these people are living in rural areas where the low population 
density and remote locations make it difficult to install traditional clean water solutions. Purificmion 
of seawater is known to be one of mankind's earliest forms of water treatment, and it has become 
one of the most sustainable alternative solutions to provide fresh water for many communities and 
industrial sectors. This plays a crucial role in socia-economic development in a number of developing 
countries, especially in water stressed regions sllch as Africa, Pacific Asia and countries in the 
Middle Eas!. Hence, the increase in population together with the industrial and agricultural 
development in emerging countries will accelerate rapidly the deterioration and depletion of the 
available freshwater resources. Solar distillation is one of the methods of getting potable \-vater llsing 
solar energy. Solar distillation is cost saving in comparison to other type of distillation such as: 
reverse osmosis, due to easily available solar energy. Solar distillation is highly effective in cleaning 
up impure water to provide safe drinking water. It is an affordable and reliable source of potable 
water. Now days solar stills are widely used for distillation. It is one of the most important and 
technical application of solar energy. 

In this an author investigated the optimization of different parameters of distillation process. The 
technology based on solar energy and its usage very important and useful for developing and 
undeveloped countries to sustain their energy needs. Water shortage has become one of the major 
global challenges, which is linked to population growth. Ground water and reservoirs are the 
available sources of fresh water to fulfil the needs of living beings. But these sources are not always 
useful due to dissolved impurities. In this paper an author concluded that solar distillation is an 
effective method by which we can purify the water with the help of solar radiation[6]. 

In this an author studied distillation of water using solar still basin is the most economical 
method to get portable drinking water. Salt, bacteria and other impurities are contaminated which 
are to be removed completely in the distillation process. The solar stills are best technology for 
living beings and environment because they do not need electricity for processing, no running water 
is required, life time is easier to maintain. In this experiment an author found that the black coated 
solar still is more effective than white coated solar still[2]. 

In this paper an author experimentally compares physical and chemical characteristics of drinking 
water samples produced from the conventional and modification of solar water distilleries, water 
samples of networks from different regions were carried ou!. From this research paper an author 
concluded that the physical and chemical factors of water are particularly important in determining 
the suitability for human use[7]. 

In this paper an author focused on performance of solar water distillation using phase change 
materials and studied experimentally Magnesium Sulphate Heptahydrate (MgS04 7H20), Sodium 
Sulphate (Na2S 7H20) used as phase change material and Titanium oxide is a nano-material used 
for energy storage material. Among these energy storage materials Magnesium Sulphate 
Heptahydrate (MgS04 7H20) improved efficiency of solar water distillation. By this method we can 
produce distilled water after removal of impurities. An author concluded that there is a strong need 
to improve the single slope solar still performance and increase the production of water 
distillation[ I]. 
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II. 	 BASIC CONCE PT OF SOLAR WATER DISTiLLATION 

The basic concept of solar water distillation is s imple yet e fTcclive, as distillation replicates the 
way nature makes rain. The sun energy heals the water to the point of evaporation. As the water 
evaporates, water vapour rises, condensing on the giass surnu.::e for collection. This process removes 
impurities such as salts and heavy metals as well as eliminates microbiological organisms. The end 
result water is cleaner than the purest rainwater. 
A. Various technologies of water distillation 

Fig. 1 Configurations of solar energy resources with water 
desalination technologies 

III DESIGN OF PROPOSED WORK 
Basic Principle of Solar Still: 
A solar still is a device used to produce clean, drinkable water from dirty water using solar energy 
from the sun. This process removes impurities and eliminates microbiological organisms. It is 
coupled with thermal collectors, concentrators, and photovoltaic panels which makes the system 
active and increases distillation three to six times. The slln energy heat water to the point of 
evaporation. When water evaporates, water vapour rises, which condenses on the glass surface 

N. 	VARIOUS TYPES OF SOLAR STILL 
A. 	Based on categories 

I. 	 Passive so lar still: It uses direct sun energy for its operation. In present days, most of the 
solar stills are working on passive distillation system because they need sunshine to operate 
it. The solar radiation is rece ived directly by the solar st ill and is the only source ofenergy 
for rising the water temperature and thus the evaporation of water which condenses on the 
glass surface leads to lower productivi ty of pure water. The solar still used for passi ve 
distillation system is of a convectional design is basically a sea led enclosure, containing 
impure water[7]. 
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Some common types of passive solar still: 
Single-effect 
Multi-effect 

• Ba..;;in 

• Double s lope 
• Wick 
• Multi-wick 
• Diffusion 
• Greenhouse 
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2. 	 Active solar still: It is an efficient technique to fulfil the need of potable water for a family 
using renewable energy. It uses external sources of energy to power blowers, pumps and 
other types of equipment to collect, store and convert solar energy. These external sources 
supply thermal energy to the basin water along with the direct sun rays. It uses pumps or 
fans to circulate fluid tlu·ough so lar collectors. It combines with external sources such as flat 
plate collector, photo voltai c panels, evacuated tube collector, heat pipe and hybrid system 
which improves the daily distillation productivity and makes the so lar still active[7]. 
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Comparison of Passive Solar Still and Active Solar Still: 
For passive solar still system no external equipment is required. so automatically the entire 


setup is cheaper than active solar still system. for passive solar still syste m maintenance of 

equipment less than active so lar still system. Pass ive solar still system better than an acti ve soiar 

still system for health . In ac tive solar still system, the Iluid thnt mosl emciently store henl have the 

potential to release toxic chemicals into the air \vhaeas passive solar still system is pollution free. 

eco-friendly and does not cause allergies. Since passive so lar st ill system better than active solar 

still system. 


B.. 	 Based on configuration 
• Double basin so lar still, 
• 	 Triple basin solar still, 
• 	 Multiple basin solar slill. 
• 	 Pyramid solar still , 
• 	 Hemispherical solar still , 
• Inverted absorber solar still , 
• 	 Wick type solar still, 
• Tabular solar still , etc. 


There are various types of solar stills in this the simplest and most proven is the basin type which 

could produce fresh water without having a complex structure or necessity of special maintenance. 


e. 	Based on geometry 
• 	 Single slope solar st ill, 
• 	 Double slope solar sti ll, 
• 	 Vertical s lope solar still, 
• 	 Conical solar still, 
• 	 Multi-effected solar still, etc. 

v. 	 PARTS OF THE SOLAR STILL 

A. 	 Transparent cover: It should have high transmittance for solar radiation, opaque to thermal 

radiation, low cost, light weight, easy to handle and apply, long life, resistance to abrasion and 

universal availability. This cover transfers solar radiation into the still and also helps to 

condensate the vapour. The material uses for transparent cover are glass. 


B. 	 Black liner: It should be durable, easily cleanable, water tight, low cost and should be able to 

tolerate temperature around 100 degrees Cels ius. It is used to absorb solar radiation in the basin 

of the solar still. 


e. 	 Basin tray: The water is initially stored in the basin tray of the solar still. The materi als used for 

basins should have long life, high resistance to corrosion and low cost. The commonly used 

materials are steel, galvanized iron, wood, aluminium, asbestos cement, concrete etc. 


D. 	 Sealant: It is used to prevent the vapour leakages through the sides of the transparent cover in 

the solar still. Materials should remain resilient at low temperatures. Materials used as sealant 

are putty, tars, tapes silicon etc. 


E. 	 Insulation: The solar still are thermally insul ated to prevent the heat loss through the side walls 

and the basin. Vapour leakage is prevented by sealant. The energy received from the sun should 

be kept inside the still to vaporize water. The materials used are saw dust, glass wool etc. 


F. 	 Channel: The va pours which are generated inside the so lar still is condensed on the inner surface 

of the transparent cover and water droplets move down words through the transparent cover. The 

fresh water is collected through the condensate channel fitted inside the solar still. The materials 

used for the condensate channel are galvanized iron, aluminium, plastic materials etc. 


G. 	 Water supply system : Brackish water should be supplied into the still continuously. In systems, 

the feed rate of water sho uld be kept equal to the evaporation rate of water froln the still. The 

water supply system includes overh ead tank, pipes to carry water into the st ill and regulator 
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FigA Single effect, single slope/basin type passive solar still 
Jsystem 

Vl ADVANTAGES 

A. 	 Free of sun energy (during sunlight it eliminates SOOwatt electric consumption per one hour of 
sunlight). 

B. 	 There are no moving parts, therefore it is almost reliable and maintenance free. 
C. 	 Water taste is claimed to be better since the device acts as a solar water vaporizer and it does not 

boil the water. 
D. 	 Neutral Ph is claimed (rainwater). 

VIL CONCLUSION 

After detailed study of the solar energy. It is observed that solar energy has potential energy to 
occupy the space between demand and supply in future. Still there is scope to reduce the cost of 
solar energy system through research and technological development. 
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Abstract 

The need for renewable fibre reinforced composites has never been as prevalent as it currently is. Natural 

fibres that are available in abundance in nature and can easily be produced offer properties such as 

strength as much as plastic, bio degradability, and cost reduction. The aim of this reviews is to find an 

alternative to materials that are not bio degradable. Fibres that have been used in the following research 

are of agave leaf In this present paper a natural and synthetic fibre composite with epoxy resin is made 

by using sisal fibre. The samples are analysed for their tensile, flexural and impact strength. 
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Abstract: 

In this project work. with the litle Tracking ofSolar Panel by Hydraulic System, we were planningfor 
design and developing a solar tracking system which wililifilize mechanical energies for the tracking 
operation. At present. the solar tracking system use electrical energy for tracking operations and this 
e1ecn'ical energy for operations is supplied by same solar panels or by external electrical storage or 
supply lines, this redllces efficiency ofthe solar panels. Using mechanical energy for h'acking will ) 
increase the oulpllt ofsolar panels and remove the constraint on the location ofthe tracking system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Solar Tracking: 
Solar tracking is the process of varying the angle of solar panels, to take advantage of the full 

amount of the sun's energy. in remote places sun is the cheap source ofelectricity. the output from solar 
panel depends on the intensity of sunlight falling on it and also on the angle of incidence. it means to 
get maximum efficiency; the solar panel must remain in front of sun during the whole day. but due the 
rotation ofearth the panel can ' t maintain their position always in front of sun. 
thus, to get maximum and a constant output, a system is required which should be capable to constantly 
rotate the solar panel. initial tests in industry suggest that this process can increase the efficiency of a 
solar power system by up to 50%. given those gains, it is an attractive way to enhance an existing solar 
power system. 
Solar Panels: 

Solar Panels are the devices for captwing the energy in sunlight. Solar photovoltaic panels 
contain arrays of so lar cells that convert light into electricity. The solar cells sometimes called 
photovo"ltaic cells, photovoltaic meaning literally. light-electricity. Solar cells or PV cells re ly on the 
photovoltaic effect to absorb the energy of the sun and cause current to flow between two oppositely 
charged layers. Crystalline silicon and Gallium arsenide are typical choices of materials for solar cells. 
When exposed to sunlight, a 6 cm diameter silicon cell can produce a current of about 0.5 A at 0.5 V. 
Gallium arsenide is more efficient than Crystalline silicon. 

A so lar panel is a collection of solar cells. Solar panels are constructed of these cells cut into 
appropriate shapes, protected from radiation and handling damage on the front surface by bonding on a 
cover glass, and cemented onto a substrate (either a rigid panel or a flexible blanket). Electrical 
connections are made in series-parallel to determine total output voltage. The cement and the substrate 
must be thermally conductive, because the cells heat up from absorbing infrared energy that is not 
converted to electricity. Since cell heating reduces the operating effiCiency it is desirable to minimize 
the heating. The reSUlting assemblies are called solar panels or so lar arrays. 
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tracking op~ration. If not, these syslems should have a bal!cry storage uni t or should be connected IO 
power supply grid or the combination of both. 
Mechanical Solar l'rack ing Systems: 

Mechanical engineering is one of the largest. broadest and oldest engineering disciplines and 
uses principles of energy, materials, and mechanics to design and manufacture machines and devices 
ofali !ypes. Mechan ics. energy and heat, mathematics. engineering sciences, design and manufacturing 
fori'll the foundation ofIllcchanica l engineering. Fundamentally. mechanical engineering involves wi th 
the mechanics of motion and the transfer of energy from one form to another or one place to another. 
The variolls fields of application of mechanical engineering arc, Energy conversion . Energy resource, 
Environment and Transportation, Engineering and Technology management, Manufacturing, Materials 
and Structures, Systems and Design In above fields the Solar Engineering falls in the category of Energy 
resource. 

Mechanical engineers are effecti vely involveJ in solar energy in finding new ways to produce 
mechanical and electrical power for heating, refrigeration and water purification and also in the design 
of devices and structure to collect solar energy. Mechanical solar tracking systems are the systems 
which use the mechanical energy for operation and involve the fundamental concepts of various fields, 
related to mechanical engineering. The tracking ofsolar panels can be effectively done with mechanical 
systems. These systems are robust in design and are very less sensiti ve to seasonal changes. Mechanical 
systems, built with high precision are well suited for tracking operation. 

Literature review 

I. 	 One-Axis Trackers -Improved Reliability, Durability, Performance, and Cost Reduction 
Final Subcontract Technical Status Report - 2 May 2016 - 31 August 2017 by J. Shingleton 
Shingleton Design, LLC Auburn, New York - page 7: 

n,e work effort focused on reducing the total cost of electricity generated by single-axis 
tracking solar energy systems for utility and other large-scale commercial applications. 

2. 	 Low cost tracker by Marliyani Binti Omar This thesi s is submitted as partial fulfillment of the 
req uirements for the award of the Bachelor of Electrical Engineering - Faculty of Electrical & 
Electronics Engineering University Malaysia Pahang -MAY, 2014 - page5 

Solar tracker is invented because solar panel disables to move toward the sunlight when 
the sun moves from east to west. In order to produce maxi mum power output, solar tracker is 
design with motor so that the solar panel will move toward the position of sun. 

3. 	 Atlas solar tracking by Mechatronjcs Company manual by Hossein Mousazadeh, Alireza 
Keyhani, Arzhang Javadi, Hossein Mobli Karen Abrinia, Ahmad Sharifi - Department of 
Agricultural Machinery Engineering, University of Tehran, Iran : 

Atlas system can achieve up to 40% more output power than fixed ti lt systems. It ensures 
that the PV panels are optimally orientated towards the sun, converting efficiently direct and 
indirect solar radiation into electricity. 

4. 	 Rockwell automations solar tracking application manual book International Journal of 

Informative & Futuristic Research (lJIFR) Volume - 2, Issue - 8, April 20 12: 

Concentrated appl ications like concentrated photovoltaic panels (CPV) or concentrated 
solar power (CSP) require a high degree of accuracy to ensure the sunlight is directed precisely 
at the focal point of the reflector or lens. Non-concentrating applications don't require tracking 
but using a tracker can improve the total power produced by the system. 

Photovoltaic systems using high efficiency panels with trackers can be very effective. 
There are many types ofsolar trackers, of varying costs, sophistication, and performance. The 
two basic categories of trackers are single axis and dual alus. 

5. 	 A review of principle and sun-tracking methods for maximizing solar systems output Hossein 
Mousazadeh, Alireza Keyhan i, Arzhang Javadi, Hossein Mobli, Karen Abrinia, Ahmad 
Sharifi, a Dep3ltment of Agricultural MachineI.'. n' ·e.ering, University of Tehran, Iran. g ,l""ine£l .... 
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In this paper different types of sun-tracking system:.: me reviewed and their cons and pros 
are discussed. The most emcicnt and popular sun-tracking device was found to be in the form 
of polar-axis and azimuth/c1evation types. 

6. 	 Automated Positioning Dual-Axis Solar Tracking System with Precision Elevation and 

Azimuth Angle Control, M.H .M. Sidek, N. Azis, W.Z.W. Hasan, M.Z.A.Ab Kadir, S. Shafie, 

M.A.M. Radzi, Reference: EGY !0294, Received Date: 08 October 2016. 

In this paper Selt~positioning dual-axis solar tracking system is used. Sun path trajectory 
based on astronomical equation and GPS used for calculation. Setup used can achieve up to 
26.9% higher power than fixed-tiltcd PY system under clear weather condition. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of design for the design of mechanical tracking system is explained by 
following steps: 

[I] 	Determining time range to which the panel has to be tracked. 
[2] 	Calculating the required angular velocity of the panel. 
[3] Calculating the system pressure and cylinder (actuator) discharge. 
[4] 	Calculating the weight/force required to create the required prcssure. )
[5] 	Selecting cylinder of suitable diameter and stroke length. 
[6] 	Selecting the suitable grade of hydraulic oil. 
[7] 	Calculating the capacity of reservoir. 
[8] 	Designing the hydraulic circuit with quick return facility to reduce the time required for 


bringing the panel to its original position. 

[9] 	Selecting required mechanical components ofsuitable dimensions and material. 

[10] Preparing production drawings and fabrication of mechanical elements. 
[II] Assembly of the device. 
[12] Demonstration. 

III. SOLAR TRACKER USING HYDRAULIC CYLINDER 

Schematic Diagram: 

Figl- Schematic Diagram 

Components of Solar Tracker: 

I. Panel seat 
2. Column 
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3. Base 
4. Weight 
5. Weight holder 
6. Double acting cy linder 
7. Check valve 
8. Flow control valve 
9. Reservoir 
10. Rod end mounting 
II. Piston end hinge 
12. Connecting hose 
13. T-Connector 

Calculations: 

Design of lever: 
Material: Mild steel C45 ............ PSG Design Data book Pg. No. 1.10 
Propelty of C45 
Syt=380N/mm'" ......................... .. PSG Design Data book Pg. No. 1.12 
i.e. ob =J80N/mm' 

Following fig. Shows the cross section of lever for that purpose we have selected the square pipe 
having dimension 25mm x2S mm 

21 
Fig2- cross section of lever 

A,= 25 X 25=625 mm' 
A,= 21 X 21=441 mm' 
1=[lo,+A ,h,']- [1",+A,h,zl 
IG,=bd'1l2 

=25x 25'1l2 

=32552.08 


loz=bd'1l2 
=21 x 21 ' Il2 
=1 6206.75 

Y,=2512 
= 12.5mm 

y,=2112 
= 10.5 mm 

Y=A I YI-A2Y2/(A I-A2) 
=(625X 12.5)-(441 XI 0.5)/(625-441) 

= 17.29 
hi=( 17.29-12.5)=4.79mm 
h2=(17.29 -10.5)=6.79mm 
Moment of inertia 1= [IOI+A I x hI ' ]- [lm+Azhz'l 
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=[32552.08+625 X 4. 79'J- [16206.75+441 X 679'J 
=46892.14-36538.6 
= I 0353 .54 mm" 

P.h4lI ....t 
(R)gh1 nau View) 

w....".hold., 

W 

(Effort~ 

Fig.3- load on lever 

Assuming max. effort applied by dead weight is of2 kg at extreme position 

100 400 1 
Rci r 

Ra Rb 

Fig4- loading diagram of lever 
LFy=O 
Ra+Rb-(2 x9 .81 )=0 
Ra+ Rb=19.62 N 
LM@A=O 
-100 x Rb+Rc(500)=0 
-100 x Rb+ 19.62(500)=0 
Rb=98.1 N 
Ra=-78.48 N 
Bending moment 
M@A=O 
M@B=-(-78.48 x 100)=7848Nmm 
M@C=O 
Max. bending moment at B=7848Nmm 
Flexure formula for bend ing is given as, 
M =(fb 
I Y 

Ymax=25/2 
Ymax=I2.5 
7848 = (fb = 
10353.54 12.5 
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c>q =9.47 Nmm' < J80N/lllm' 
lienee our design is safe against bending nlilure. _ _ _____________ -, 

Structure Calclll ation: 

-~'	 - - .,,, --

-
l~O _ 

t 
. 

"',." 

Fig 5. FBD diagram. 
Take B= Total Weight.=66.02N 
At point A= J O.22N 
Now,IMB=O 
30.22*180-W*665+(B/2)*350 
W=25N 
W=2.6kg 
Case I: Load Carrying Capacity 
Suppose W=5Kg 

Load on Column(L)= 9.52Kg 
Cls= 25*50mm 

I. 	 Check for compression Stress: 

Stress= Loadlarea 

=9.52*9.811184 

=0.507 N/mm' 

If allowable stress > internal stress, then its okay 
Now, Syt=380 N/mm' 

380 >0.507 Nlmm' 
Column will carry load easily. 

2. 	 Check for Buckling: 

[= bd'I12 

= 51*25'/ 12 
=65.1*10' mm' 

Eulers buckling = ,,' EU L2 


=,,' *210'10'*65.1*10'/600' 
= 374.798*IO'N 


As 374.798*10' > 9339N 

Column won' t topple. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

It is observed that the d!'!signed me(.;ilanical tracking system is a system. \\ hich consumes no 
energy for operation and contributing towards increasing the productivity ofth~ solar panels. This is 
tile first attempt made towards utilizing tile gravitational energy as a driving force for solar tracking 
systems and also in providing a suitable tracking system for the remote places 
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Abstract 

Brake pedals are widely used in all aulomotives, which acls as a linkage behveen occupanl and brake 

mechanism. EXisting design seems 10 be overdesigned as per reqlliremenl FEA will be used to apply 

cantilever load optistrucl solver will be used to pelform malerial removing process. The model ofan 

existing brake pedal was generated using CATfA V5 solid modeling. E<isling designlViIl be lesled using 

strain gauge technique at tensile loading using VIM machine. Comparalive analysis will be done with 

FEA and Experimental units. Conclusion andfulure scope will be suggested. The Brake pedal is again 

a very cn/cial component ofan ATV as il would control the overall braking of Ihe vehicle. Proper 

braking is ve/ y crucial ill rough lerraills with all four wheels locking so Ihal Ihe stopping dislance is 

minimum. Hence a brake pedal needs to be designed in such a way it provides the necess01Y leverage 

and creates enough pressure for Ihe brake fluid 10 reach all four wheeis. A brake is a mechanical 

componenl Ihal consh'ains Ihe motion by absorbing Ihe energy from Ihe molion oflhe vehicle. When Ihe 

brake pedal ofIhe hydraulic braking syslem is pushed againsl Ihe mosier cylinder, a pislon pushes Ihe 

brake pad againsl Ihe brake disc which reduces Ihe speed oflhe vehicle or slops Ihe vehicle complelely. 

Hence Ihe brake pedal should be able to push Ihe pislon in the mosIer cylinder compleleiy wilh afull

lenglh sh'oke and thereby provide equal pressure 10 all wheels. Currenlly, aulolllolive industry 

continues 10 strive f or fighl weight vehicle for improving fllel efficiency and emission reduclion. 11 is 

crucial 10 design vehicles wilh an oplimum weighl for a better pelformance of the car. 111 Ihis field, 

'which has boundaries with fixed standards and regulations, manufac turers continue to lVork on 

characteristics, structures and types ofthe materialtodeve!op new components, which have same safety 

specifiealions bUI cheaper and lighler Ihan current producls. 

Keywords- Oplimization, Stress, FE A, Break pedal,Ansys, Universal lesling machine. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In rccent year, the material competes with each other for existing and new market. Brake pedals used 

by driver of a vehicle to operate the brakes. The brake system in car is a sealed hydraulic system and 

relies 0" close tolerances between the brakc shoes and drums or brake pads and rotors. It is one of the 

most significant systems of a vehicle. It has some basic roles, it should slow a moving vehicle, It needs 

to hold a vehicle stationary when stopped, It should bring a vehic le to a stop. 

Fig I Brake Pedal 

Brake pedal of TATA STORME is used as component for study.CAD Model of brake pedal is 

developed in 3D modeling software CA TIA V5.ln design of brake pedal, a weight should be 

minimized. In automobile industry, mass of weight reduction is becoming important issue. To 

reduce the material, material removal process is used. Which is reducing the weight and cost of 

product. In automobile industry, it is obligatory to look for cheap & lightweight materials and 

which should be easily accessible. At present, brake pedals are made from metal but accelerator 

pedals and composite clutches are successfully utilized in automotive vehicles. This study is 

concentrated on variable-material for the conceptual design brake pedal profile.The aims and 

scope of the research paper is to reduce the weight of an existing brake pedal design of a car 

with the application of topology optimization without the substitution ofmateria!' By reviewing 

the design constraints, load and boundary condition the topology optimization was run and the 

analysis. However the result of optimization process needs for further refinement as it has 

manufacturability deficiency. 
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2. L1T1CRATURE REVIEW 

proposes that in automotive industries. met /die accelerators and clutch pedal are replacing with 

polymeric-basee! composite pedals and lite aim o f' replacement is weight reduction, cost saving 

of pedals using compositcs . In thi s research work, brake pedals have been investigated 
analytically and computationa!!y. from the properties ofavailable and suitable polymeric-based 
composite, a final design ofa composite brake pedal has been made. 

has illustrated that the automotive industries accelerator and clutch pedal are replacing by light weight 

materials such as plastic, polymer composites. aluminium and its alloys, etc. The purpose of 

replacemen( is improvement in corrosion resistance and reduction weight, cost. In design 
aspect; the steel material is replaced by light materials. In this study different lightweight 
materials of brake pedal are compared with conventional steel. For different sections for 
different loading and boundary conditions, these materials are analyzed. The purpose of this 
sludy is to design and analyze the brake pedal usi ng CATIA and ANSYS softwareproposes that 
in automotive vehicles, the conventional brake, accelerator and clutch pedals are replaced by 
polymeric-based composite pedals. The purpose of re placement from metallic pedal to 
polymeric-based composite material is to improve materi al degradation by corrosion and 
reduce the weight, cost. In this research work, as per the design parameters, the four different 
sections of polymeric based brake pedals are analyzed .The sections are analyzed and arrived 
at a winning concept based on stiffness comparison. From the winning concept, a full scale 
model is developed while developing full scale model an ergonomic study has been made on 
few hatch back and SUVs car's to improve the driver's comfort and due to breaking operation, 
the fatigue is reduce. The pedal is modeled and analysis using CATIA software & ANSYS 
software. The results have shown polymeric-based composite material replaced with present 
metallic pedal. By using composite material, the weight reduction of 66.7% is achieved. 

Mohd Nizam Sudin has illustrated that the modern automotive industry is continuing to strive for light 
weight vehicle in improving fuel efficiency and emissions reduction. To produce a good 
performance car to design vehicles with optimum weight is important. In order to reduce the 
weight of vehicle without sacrificing its integrity, this purpose of this project is to employ 
topology optimization technique to propose an optima l design of component in early phase of 
product development. The model of an existing brake pedal was generated using CA TIA V5 
software and Topology optimization by us ing Altair Optistructsoftware. Finally, a new light 
weight design of brake pedal is proposed. The result shows that the weight of a new designed 
brake pedal was 22% less as compared to an existing brake pedal without sacrificing its 
performance requirement.proposes that nowaday's industries are replacing accelerator and 
clutch pedal by lightweight rnaterials such as polymer plastic, composites, aluminium and its 
alloys, etc. The purpose is to reduce weight, cost, and improvement in corrosion resistance 
without change in material reduction. a commercial vehicle casted brake pedal lever. The FEM 
and analysis ofa brake pedal lever has been carried out. The FE model was generated in CATIA 
or Pro-E and imported in ANSYS for stress analysis and then optimizing it with the help of 
Optistruct software. A comparison of baseline and optimized model FEA results have been 
done to conclude. illustrated that the vehicle components of materials are dependent on a supply 
and demand process, subject to requirements. Metals i.e. steel, aluminium and magnesium are 
used for elements of the body structure and panels and Plastics are used for exterior attachments 
to the body. Cars cons ist of steel and iron but due to the impending use of multi material 
constructions, it is expected that the amount of steel and iron used is reduced. the steel unibodies 
are multi material unibodies and aluminium space frames. Magnesium and steel space rrame 
concepts for volume applications are still under development. The materials are replaced by 
du rability and specific strength! stiffness of high performance carbon fiber 
composites. proposed that to determine design concept, Concurrent Engineering (CE) approach 
is used and material of the composite accelerator peda l at conceptual design stage. using the 
Morphological approach, the Various design concepts are generated. at design stage, CATIA is 
used and ANSYS is used for analysis. on the basis' ef pas '~arch & specifications, material 

selection is done .the pedal aim profile on Ih~~~lS~2Stte~~ 1l~'\.ss & volume. 
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3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

The first step is to start the analysis with the ANSYS programs. For carrying out detail analysis 

of brake pedal, the static Structural analysis was selected. The geometry of brake pedal was 

created in ANSYS by taking all the parameterS of brake pedal. After creating geometry, 
)material properties were applied to brake pedal. 

Lel'"t view
Front view Scale: 1:3Scale: 1:3 

131.31 

To p v.iew ISOllle1:ric view 
Sca~e; 1 :3 Scal.e: 1:3 

Fig 2 Drafting of Brake Pedal. 

3.1 Computer Aided Design (CAD): 

Around the mid 1970s, as CAD systems began to provide more capability than a manual drafting with 

electronic drafting, the cost benefit for companies to switch to CAD became apparent. The 

benefit of CAD systems over manual drafting are the capabilities one often takes for granted 

from computer systems today; automated generation of Bill of Material, auto layout 

in integrated circuits, interference checking, and many others. CAD provided the designer with 
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During thi s transition, calculations were still performed either b) hand or by ihosc individuals who 

could run computer programs. CAD was a revolutionary change in the engineering industry, 

where draftsmen. designers and engineering roles begin to merge. It did not eliminate 

departments, as much as it merged departments and empowered drafisman, designers and 

engineers. CAD is just another example of the pervasive effect computers were beginning to 

have on industry. Current computer-aided design software packages range from 2D vector

based drafting systems to ]D solid and surrace modelers. Modern CAD packages can also 

frequently "llow rotations in three dimensions, allowing viewing ofa designed object from any 

desired angle, even from the inside looking out. CA D technology is used in the design of tools 

and machinery and in the drarting. 

CAD is mainly used for detai led engineering of3D models andlor 2D drawings of physical components, 

but it is also used throughout the engineering process ITom conceptual design and layout of 

products, through strength and dynamic analysis of assemblies to definition of manufacturing 

methods of components. It can also be used to design objects. Furthermore, many CAD 

applications now offer advanced rendering and animation capabilities so engineers can better 

visuali ze their product designs. 

Geometry 

Fig] CAD Model of Existing Brake Pedal 
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3.2 Mater·i.1 propcl"lies 

A 

Material properties 

3.3 CATIA V5R20: 

CATIA (computer aided three-dimensional interactive applicati on) is a multi - platform computer 

aided design (CAD) / computer - aided manufacturing (CAM) / computer - aided 

engineering (CAE) software suite developed by the French company Dassault Systems. 

CATIA delivers the unique ability not on ly to model any product, but to do so in the context of its real

life behavior: design in the age of experience. Systems architects, engineers, designers and all 

contributors can define, imagine and shape the connected world. 

a) CAE in the automotive industry: 

CAE tools are very widely used in the automotive industry. In fact, their use has enabled the automakers 

to reduce product development cost and time while improving the safety, comfort, and 

durability of the vehicles they produce. The predictive capability of CAE tools has progressed 

to the point where much of the design verification is now done usi.[lg computer simulations 

rather than physical prototype testing. CAE dependability is based upon all proper assumptions 

as inputs and must identify cri tical inputs. Even though there have been many advances in CAE, 

and it is widely used in the engineering field, physical testing is still used as a final confinnation 

for subsystems because CAE cannot predict all variables in complex assemblies (Le. metal 

stretch, thinning). 
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b) Finite Ekmcnt Method (FEM): 

It is a numerica l techni que fo r finding ilpproximate solutions to bound ary value problems fo r pm1ia l 

dilTerelllia l equations. II is also referred 10 as tinitc clement analysis (FEA). rEM subdivides a 

large pro blem into smaller, simpler. parts. call ed finit e elements. The s imple equations tha t 

mode l these finit e elements are then assembl eci into a larger system or equations that models 

the entire probl em. FEM then uses variational methods from the cal culus of variations to 

approximate a solution by minimi zing an assoc iated error fun ction. 

c) Ansys Meshing: 

Over the last 20 yea rs, Meshing has evo lved into the leading premier pre-processor for concept and 

high fid elity modeling. The advanced geometry and meshing capabilities provide an 

environment for rapid model generation. The ability to generate high quality mesh qui ckly is ) 
on e of Ansys Workbench core competencies. Industry trends show a migration to modular su b

system design and continued exploration of new materi als; Ansys Workbench has ad vanced 

model assembly too ls capabl e o f suppOlting complex sub-system generation and assembly, in 

additi on, modeling of laminate composites is supported by advanced creation, editing and 

visualization tools. Design change is made possible via mesh morphing and geometry 

dimensioni ng. Ansys Workbench is a solver neutral environment that also has an extensive API 

which allows for advanced levels c listomizati on. 

:.J Nodes 34046 

-=:J Elements 2074 3 

Fig 4 Meshing of Brake pedal 
3.4 Meshing 

The next step in ANSYS workbench is to generate a meshing, after applying some material properties 

& creating geometry. 

Element Type: Second order Hexahedron 


Elements count: 20743 


Nodes count:34046 


3.5 Loading and Boundary Condition 
..... 
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TIle boundary conditions such as loads & constraillls are imposed, after meshing the model, It is 

important to apply correct loads & boundary conditions, To get accLirate results. 


A: BRAKE PEDAL ORIG INAl 

Static Structural 

Time: 1. s 


• Fix;!;d Support . ~~ I!I Force: 200. N 

...: .. "'~ 
. .. . !:i) . 

.. "-- _.-

Fig 5Boundary Condition 

Existing model of Brake Pedal is fixed at one end at point A. 

The Force of 200 N is applied on the other end B. 

3.7 FEA Pre Processing 

The pre-processing of the connecting rod is down for the purpose ofthe dividing the problem into nodes 

and elements, developing equation for an element, applying boundary conditions, initial 

conditions and for apply ing loads. The information required for the pre-processing stage of the 

connecting rod is as follows 

• Material properties: The values of young's modulus, poisons ratio, density, yield strength for steel 

are taken from material library of the FEA PACKAGE. 

Material- Structural Steel 

Young' s Modulus- 200 GPa 

Poisons Ratio- 0.3 

Density- 7850 kgfm A 3 

Yield Strength- 520 MPa .. \~') 
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• Constnlints: The nodes around tile connecti ng rod holes have (l rigid dement connecting them to the 

centre of the hole whi ch Im5 of its degree of fh~edol1l fixed. The el ement which is used to fix 

connecting rod and crank shaft is fixed and llsed as (I rigid clement. 

Tile minim um and maximulll arc set, together with other mesh parameters slIch as element type and 

material. The selected object !s ready for furiller analysis . 

3.8 Post Processing 

The acceptability of the design of the connecting rod needs to be considered from the results of the 

analysis. The guidance for the modification of the rod need to be available if the design is not 

considered to be acceptable for the connecting rod are as follows. 

Model acceptance criteria: the maximum von-M ises stress must be less than the matedal yield strength 

for the duration of the component. The deflection is considered and the maximum Von-Mises 

stress must be less than the yield strength for abuse load case. 

4. TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION 

4.1 Topology Optimization: 

Topology optimization is a mathematical approach that optimizes material layout 

within a given design space, for a given set of loads and boundary conditions such that the 

resulting layout meet s a prescribed set of pelfOlmance targets. 

Front "' i ~~ Sattl or"! \'.1e"\Y A-r\ 
Scale : 1:3 Stale: 1;3 

TOJ) 'H e'/; 

Scale: 1:3 
Isotll elr l c Vl!!'ll' 
Scala: 1:3 

Fig 6 Drafting of Optimized Brake Pedal 
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Basic Theory: 

There are three kir.ds of structllre optimization, 

• Size Optimization 

• Shape Optimization 

• Topology Optimization 

Three optimization methods correspond to the three stages of the product design process, namely the 

detailed design, basic design and conceptual design. Size optimizati on keeps the structural 

shape and topology structure invariant, to optimize the various parameters ofstrllcture, such as 

thickness, section size of beam. material' s properties; shape optimizati on maintains the 

topology structure, to change the boundary of SlTucture and shape, seek the most suitable 

slTucture boundary situation and shape; topology optimization is to find the optimal path of 

material's distribution in a continuous domain which meet the displacement and stress 

conditions in structure, make a certain performance optimaL Thus, compared to size and shape 

optimization, topology optimization with more freedom degree and greater design space, its 

greatest feature is under uncertain structural shape, according to the known boundary cond ition 

and a given load to detenmine the reasonable structure, both for the conceptual design of new 

products and improvement design for existing products, it is the most promising aspect of 

SlTuctural optimization. 

For continuous slTucture topology optimization, there are some mature methods like: unifonm method, 

evolutionary structural optimization method, variable density method etc. Unifonm method 

introduced cell structure of micro structure (unit cell ) in the elements of the structure, each unit 

cell has three fonms, namely non-material voids (size = I), isotropic-material entity medium 

(size = 0) and onhotropic-material opening-hole medium (0 < size < I). Wherein the 

distribution of each form will be able to describe the form of topology and the shape of 

slTucture; evolutionary structural optimization method believe that stress in any parts of the 

structure should under the same level in an ideal structure. That means the loca l material with 

a low slTess state is not fully utilized, so you can delete the material artificially. So gradually 

rem ove material which in a low stress state, and then delete the update rate, so opti mized 

structure becomes more uniform. Variable density method is used to cond uct optimization in 

this paper. The basic idea is to inlToduce a hypothetical material which density is variable and 

range from 0 to L 
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4.2Process of Topology Optimization: 

Based on Hyper Works plat fo rm topology optimization holder, first, according to the engine mounting 

position. we establish the three·dimensional geometric model of engine bracket, and then 

pretreated in HyperMesh, de fine design area, objecti ve function and constraints under the 

optimization panel, fin ally operate topology optimization whi ch design process is as Figure. 

B: Topolo91' OptillLiu lion 

Topology O~ljm izatior. 


Iter!tion Nun-,be': NfA 

• De Lis n ihgion 

~ b.::1",jon R'3 'on 

• Objt,tI\'t: M '''rrT\L:~ Complitntt 

II iI.(:ponJe Conftr&,nt: SO% MJn 

Fig 7.Topology optimization model 

8: Topology Optimization 
Topology Density Tracke r 
Type: Topology Dt:nsi t-J Trachr 
Iteration Numbt:r: 15 

Remove (O.Oto 0.4) 

o Marginal (0.4 to 0.6) 

Kt:t: p (O. fito 1.0.; 

Fig 8. Topology Density Tracker 
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Fig S,Process ofTopology Optimization 

Steps in Topology Optimization: 

The topology optimization consists of the following sequence of steps, 

• Define the design space 

• Define optimization parameters 

• Material removal process and detai I design 

4.3Defining the Optimization Parameters: 

The aim of topology optimization in this project is to minimize the volume without affecting the bracket 

stiffness and strength compared to base bracket, so the design objective is taken as to minimize 

the volume , Followi ng parameters are defined as constrains: 

1. Allowable stress limit value is defined as stress constraints from durability point of view 

2. Si ngle draw direction is defined as manufacturing constraint. 

Material Removal Process and Detail Design: 

The optimization process took some iteration to remove the unnecessary material from the design space.

The output ofthe topology optimizat' 'ermediate model which may be called a topologyV <:,.-'><----
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based model. is t:Ollstl'llCiCd by removing UIHic<.:cssary 1lIi.l!eriab from the rough conceplUai 

model. 

• Additive Manufacturing 

\Vithout manufacturing constraints, optimized components oncn have complex geometries, Recent 

developments in Additive Manufacturing (3D printing) enable the fabrication of these 

optimized designs without compromise. Topology optimi zation forms the natural design 

technology for Additive Manufacturing, as it flilly exploits its potential. 

• Shape Optimization 

Where topology optimization excels at automated concept generat ion, shape optimization allows for 

efficient fin al fine tuning of designs. However, every fabrication techniqu e has its 

shape/property accuracy limitations, particularly at the micro scale. Our activities on shape 

optimization concentrate on dealing with fabrication inaccuracy, and optimizing for robustness, 

Geometry 

Fig 8.CAD Geometry of Optimized Model. 

Meshing 
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Annlysis: 

To establish the geometry model by CATIA, then input the geometry to the ANSYS to carry out pre

treatment operations like geometry cleanup, meshing, loads, constraints, etc.Initially we need 

to collectthe infonnation regarding different loads acting on the bracket and the packaging data 

for fixing design space. The base bracket results from testing and finite element analysis (FEA) 

point of view for evaluating final optimized design. 

Boundary Conditions: 

c: BRAKE PEDAL OPTIMIZED DESIGN 
Static Structural 
Time:1. s 

II f",d Support 

IlJ force: 200. N 

Fig 17Boundary Conditions of Optimized Model. 

Optimized model of Brake Pedal is fixed at one end at point A. The Force of200 N is applied 
on the other end B. 

5. CONCLUSION 

From results of finite element analysis it is observed that the maximum stress value is within the safety 

limit. There is a great potential to reduce material, this safety limit which can be done by removing 

material from low stressed region thus reduCing its weight without affecting its structural behavior. The 

maximum displacement value is also very less. So, the material from low stressed region is can be 

removed without affecting its strength and is within the yield strength. 
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Abstract-

The concept of bio-brakes has gained popularity in a short period due its potential to replace 
conventional brake material. Metal and mineral jibers used in a conventional brake pads contributes a 
major share in non-exhausl brake wear debris and pollution causingfalal heallh issues. Replacement 
of metal and mineral jibers with potential candidate plant jiber can redllce hazardolls pollution. In 
order to increase the use ofthe plantjiber in brake pads, specific behavior and effects oftheir individual 
properties and characteristics must be studied. This article summarizes the observations ofthe effeci of 
plantfiber content on the performance and properties ofthe planl jiber reinforced brake pads and also 
the influence ofvarious treatments and manufacturing process on them. 

Keywords- Plant jibers reinforced brake pads; Fiber content: Friction and wear: Tribological 

Properties; ivfechanical Properties, Treatments. 


1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1979, a ban was imposed on the use of asbestos in many countries due to its carcinogenic nature [I ), 
[2]. Brake pad was one of the major applications where asbestos was a primary ingredient. This ban 
initiated an extensive research trend for finding a lternative material for the replacement of asbestos. 
Many new types of brake pads were later invented. New generation brakes pads are primarily reinforced 
with metal fibers. It is reported that metallic fibers and minerals fiber used as reinforcement material in 
modern brake pads contribute a major share in non-exhaust particulate matter (PM) pollution [3)- [5]. 
The effects of the brake wear debris on human health have been briefly reported earlier [6)-[1 2). To 
avoid fatal pollution, theses reinforcement materia l has to be replaced with e ligible nonpolluting fibers. 
The effects ofthe brake wear debris on human health have been briefly reported earlier [6J-[ 12). This 
lacuna initiated a major trend among researchers for the application of natural fiber composites (NFC) 
in friction materia l. 

Researchers have reported many candidate brake pad compositions till now [2), [13]-[24), where 
bio-products were used as an ingredient to reduce the use of potential pollutant ingred ient in brake pad 
composition. Bio-prod ucts are primarily bei n used as filler materials. Since conventional 
reinforcement materia l has potential pollutant ~ nent ofthe meta llic and mineral fiber with 
plant fiber could significantly reduce the elJl ~~ f S brake wear debri s. Many studies have 
proved the cand idature eligibility of the PI !ttit, f rs as re in C . llent material. This article s U"lffi dli\~ "
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the observations and effects orlhe pl<1I1l libcr conte III on the mechanical alltl tribological prvperlies of 
the proposed brake pad composition. 

II. EFFECT OF TilE PI.ANT I'IUER CONTENT ON BRAKE PAl) STRUCTURE 

As reported in many studies (2), 113)-[24)[25]-[32), ti'iction samples eXhibiting better friction 
properties. also exhibit better mechanical properties. Il makes evident that structural integrity and 
adhesion between ingredients are the key factors that simultaneously affect tribological as well as 
mechanical properties. The specific amollnt of the plant fibers as a reinforcement improves friction and 
wear performance (28), [33] (Table I). Plant fiber to binder ratio significantly affects the structural 
integrity of the brake pad. When natural fiber to binder ratio exceeds optimum ratio, then fiber doesn't 
have enough binder to bind substrate together, moreover when plant fiber to binder ratio is less than 
optimum ratio, there are not enough fibers to reinforce the friction composite, in both cases, brake pad 
structure ultimately loses it binding power and in tum loses its perfonnance, when subjected to the high 
temperature. Optimum plant fiber content varies for every friction composition as it can be observed in 
table I.Accumulation of tile excessive resin on the surface is undesirous since excessive use of binder 
is hazardous and carcinogenic [34), [35J , also binder allows easy abrasion of the matrix, which in turn 
results in poor interfacial bonding between reinforcement fibers, matrices, and binders. Since the 
propol1ion of all ingredients matters in braking performance [26), [36)-[38]. In order to increase the ) 	 content of plant fiber, plant fiber to binder ratio is desirous to be always greater than unity, as achieved 
by Xin et. al. [30J with sisal fibers, There is no accurate model exist to predict the propel1ies and 
performance of plant fiber-based brake pad before experimentation. Finding out the share of each 
propel1y and characteristic of the fiber in brake pad composition is still a Challenge. 

Table I : Composilions ofPlanrfiber-reinforced brake pads. 

Friction 
composition Other ingredients 

Samples with 
varying fiber 

content 

Optimum 
natural 
fiber 

content 

Binder 
Conten 

Fiber to 
binder 
ratio 

Referenc, 

Pineapple 
fiber 

Phenolic Resin 10%, Lapinus fiber 20%, 
Alumina 5%, Graphite 5%, Venniculite 

5%, Barium Sul£.hate (Balance) 

5,10,15,20 
(wt.%) 

Swt.% 
10 

wt.% 
1:2 (39) 

Banana fiber! 
Phenolic 

Resin 

Phenolic resin(balance), Graphite (10%), 
Ca (OH)2(6%), CaC03 (10%), AI203 
(2%), MoS2 (2.6%), Sb2S3(2%), MgO 
(3%), SiC (3.4%), Steel wool (12%), 

PAN fiber (12%) 

0,7,14,21 
(wt.%) 

7wt.% 

I 

28 
wt.% 

1:4 
[26) 

Hemp fiber! 
Phenolic 

Resin 

Phenolic Resin 10%, Lapinus fiber 20%, 
Alumina 5%, Graphite 5%, Vermiculite 

5%, Barium Sulphate (Balance) 

5, 10,15,20 
(wt.%) 

5wt.% 
10 

wt.% 
1:2 [40] 

Coconut 
Fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

Aluminium (20%, 15%), Graphite 5%, 
Zirconia Oxide 2%, Titan Oxide 11 %, 

Phenolic Resin 40%, Hexamethyle-
Tetramine 6% 

5,10 
(%) 

10% 40% 1:4 [41J 

Pine needle! 
Phenolic 

Resin 

Compound mineral fiber, phenolic resin, 
venmiculite, porus iron powder, BaS04, 

Petroleum Coke, Artificial Graphite, 
Alumina, Antimony sulphide, Friction 
powder, Carbon black (All ingredients 
are in balance with pine needle fiber) 

0,3,5,7,9 
(wt.%) 

7wt.% 
14 

wt.% 
1:2 (42) 

Coir Fiber! 
Phenolic 

Resin 

Aluminium (Balance), Silicon Carbide 
(20%), Graphite (10%), Aluminium,-7 

0,5, 10,15.20 

r''',1 - (Wl;%( . 5wt.% 
10 

wt.% 
1:2 [32) 
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Oxide (13%), Zirconium oxide (2 %). 

Paper Ash (Balance), Resin (10%) 


composite mineral fiber, phenolic resin, 

Bamboo 

venniculite powder, foam iron, BaS04,
Fiber/ 12.620,3,6,9,12 

Petroleum coke, Graphite, A1203, 3 w1.% 1:4.2 [37]Phenolic (Wl.%) wt.%
Sb2S3, Friction )lOwder, Zinc stearate, 

Resin 
Carbon Black, Glass Fiber 


Wollastonite, Basalt fiber, Zircon, 

Jute Fiber 

Baryte, Vermiculite, Graphite, Hazelnut ~,5.6,9, 14.6,23.( 20.2(JH)/ Phenolic 5.6 vol% 1 :3.6 [38] 
shells, Phenolic Resin (All ingredients (vol.%) vol%Resin 

are in balance) 

Wollastonite, Basalt fibers, Zircon, 


Flax 
 Baryte, Venniculite, Natural graphite, 0,5 .6,9, 14.6, 
14.6Fiber/Phenoli, Phenolic Resin, Cardanol based 5.6 vol% 1:2.6 [43]23.6 

vol%Resin benzoxazine (All ingredients are in (vol.%) 

balance) 


Phenolic resin powder (15%), Copper 
Sisal Fiber/ 
(10%), Barite (15%), Felspar (10%), ZnO 10,15,20,25,30 15Phenolic 20wt.% 4:3 [361(3%), Friction Powder (5%), Sb2S3(2%), wt.%(wt.%)Resin 

Clay (Balanc~i 

III. EFFECT OF PLANT FIBER CONTENT ON FRICTION AND WEAR 

Since friction and wear are the syslem responses [44], they are sensi tive to several factors including 
mechanical properties, manufacturing processes, and pararoeters. The stability of the friction coefficient 
is always preferred over high magnitude fluctuations of friction coefficient. The candidate friction 
sample is selected based on the stability of the friction coefficient and wear rate. As it can be observed 
that, majOlity of the brake samples follows friction influence laws stated by Oztiirk et al. [45). Though 
the majority of the studies reported an increment in wear rate with the increase in fiber content, many 
are studies exhibit little deviation to thi s statement as shown in Table 2. Similarly, thermal degradation 
of the plant fiber significantly affects friction properties [37], [38), [40]. 

Table 2: Tribological Properties ofthe plan/fiber-reinforced brake pads. 

!Tribological 
Testing 

Unit fo 

Fiber /Binder Testl 
Machine 

Friction Coefficient Wear wear Ref. 
Standard rate 

PF- I (5% PF) showed most 
Wear of composition 

increases with an increasePineapple stable coefficient (004-0.6), 
in fiber content. PF-I (5 fiber/ IS 2742 Chase followed by PF -2 (10% PF), 

wt.%) exhibited least 
m'/(N

[39)Phenol ic standard Machine PF- 3 (I5 % PF), PF-4 (20% 
(.0035) specific wear and 

m) 
Resin PF). 

PF-4 (20 wt.%) exhibited 
highest (:- .006) wear rate 

Wear of composition 
Banana fiber/ 

Pin-on-disc increases with increase in 
Phenolic NA NA fiber content BP- a [26]

tribometer " Resin 
A0 CoII~ 

0(0.0039) showed least 
wear followed by BP
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Hemp tiber/ 
IS2742 Chase 

Phenolic 
Part- 4 Machine

Resin 

Coconut 
Fiber/ ASTMA 

NAPhenolic 159 
Resin 

Pin- on di sc 
PALl' Fibers! NA test. EN31 

pin type. 

OB5763-
Pine needle! 2008 

JF 1500-11 
Phenolic Chinese 

Resin national 
tester 

standard 

Coir Fiber/ 
ChasePhenolic SAE J66 

Resin 
machine 

Bamboo China 
Fiber/ National 

Phenolic Standard, 
JF 150d-fl 

Resin 1998 

rH- I (5% Hemp) showed a 
most stable coefficient orthe 

ti'iction followed by rH -2 
I (10% Hemp), HI- 3 (15 % 

Hemp), FH-4 (20% Hemp). 
COF ranged between 0.544 

(5% Hemp)-O.512 (20% 
Hemp) 

C2 composition exhibited a 
very stable fl profile (between 
0.39-0.50) across the range a 
pressing force followed by C I 

(5% fiber content) between 
0.30-0.43. 

NA 

FC-O showed the highest and 
stable I' ranging between 

0.33-0.44. Following FC-O, 
FC-3 showed the second-

highest but fluctuating 1'. FC-
5 showed the most stable fl 
profile with a relatively low 

rangeability of~ . 

NA 

3% bamboo composition 
showed a stable friction 

coefficient across the range 0 

temperature, foll owed by 6%, 
9%, 0% then followed by 
12%. Friction coefficient 
profile of3% bamboo-

7(.0060) <BP- 14(O.0 I 06) 
< BP-21 (.0\?9) --

Wear of composition 
increases with an increase 

in fiber content. rH-1 
showed the least wear n [401'" (1.08 g) where FH-4 

showed the highest wear 
(1.69 g). 

C2 (10% fiber) 
compos ition showed the 
least and stable wear rate 
(between 0.07-0.03 gm) 

[41 ]0 

across the range of ~ 

pressing force. C 1 showed 
a relatively wear rate 

(0.1 9 to 0.13 gm). 
Wear rate increases as 

fiber content increases, 
5% PALl' fiber 

composition showed the 
least wear rate (between mgim [29] 
2-3 mgim). The highest 
wear rate was shown of 
30% PALl' composition 

(between 4-5 mg/m). 

FC-7 showed the least 
wear rate even at high 

temperature, whereas FC-
cm3/(N-

3 showed the highest wea [42] 
rate as temperature 

m) 

increases followed by FC-
9, FC-O, and FC-5 

S 1 coir fiber showed the 
least wear rate (8.5% 

weight loss) followed by 
S2 (8.7%), wear rate 

increased as coir fiber 
weight

content increases. 55 [32] 
Composition showed a 

10ss% 

sudden ri se in wear rate 
with 34.3% weight loss, 
where S4 showed 17.7% 

weight loss in wear. 

3% bamboo composition 
flm3

/ (N
showed the least wear [37] 

followed by 0% 
-urn) 

, 

-
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composite showed steep 
increment after 250°C 

Jute Fiber 
(JG)/ Phenolic 

Resin 

SAEJ661 
standards JFI60 d 

JH-9 showed the least 
As jute content increases fl wear rate followed by JH

decr~ases, JH-O exhihited the 14.6. JH-5.6anf JH-I-23.6 
highest value of fl (0.615 at exh ibited similar wear. 
290°C and 0.538 at 346°C) JH-O showed the highest 

followed by JH-5.6 (0.582 at wear rate compared to all 
290°C and 0.405 at 346°C). other contestants in the JH 

m1ll3/ 
Nm 

[38] 

group. 
F-14.6 composition 

F-O showed the most stable showed the least wear as Chinese 
well as stable wear profile friction performance followed Flax National Wanda 

by F-5 .6 and F-9 which aCrOss temperature cm3/(N 
iber/Phenolic Standards. JFI51 tester [43]

m)variation. Where FH-Oshowed better Il. With the Resin GB 5763
addition of flax fiber friction showed the highest wear2008 

performance depressed rate as temperature 
increases. 

S3 composition with 20% 20% sisal fiber 
sisal fiber showed the highest Fomposition showed a rise 

Sisal Fiber/ in wear rate asand stable J.l across all pm3/(N-
Phenolic NA D-SM tester temperature range. Followed temperature increases, [36]

m)Resin by S2( 15%) and S I (I 0%). followed by steel fiber 
and glass fiber. Asbestos Range of the Il for S I was 

between 0.35-0.5 fiber showed least wear 
FnctlOn films pnmanly mfluence the rrlctlOn and wear performance. FIber content affects the 

formation offriction films in multiple ways. Plant fibers tend to agglomerate due to contrast affinity of 
plant fiber and binder towards the water. An increase in plant fiber content may cause the formation of 
non-uniform friction films due to fiber agglomeration affecting friction performance [39], [40]. High 
temperature also affects the mechanical propenies and in tum, it affects the friction properties [37]. 
Plant fibers are pulled out from the fr iction material surface due to weaken bonding due to high 
temperature and stress. Pulled out fibers and other debris can cause three-body friction, removing more 
material rrom the surface, if that debris gets caught between tribo-surface it may cause furrow effect 
[46] on the contact surface. This phenomenon increases the friction coefficient as well as the wear rate 
of the rriction composition [36], [42] This could be some of the reasons for the poor performance of 
friction sample wi th high fiber content. Though specific patterns or trends can't be observed between 
fiber content and friction properties some rough guidelines can be derived rrom the study. Since 
optimum fiber content is different for every composition, it can be concluded that only a specifi c amount 
of the plant fiber content is useful to enhance overall propel1ies. 

IV. EFFECT OF PLANT FtBER CONTENT ON MECHANtCAL PROPERTIES 

Mechanical propenies ofthe brake pads also affect the braking performance. Some trends in mechanical 
properties can be observed in the bio-based brakes pads based on fiber content as shown in Table 3. 
Hardness seems to vary with fiber content. In the majority of the studies, it is observed that hardness 
decreases with an increase in plant fiber content. BlIt in some studies, the hardness of the friction 
samples seems to vary irrespective of the plant fiber content. Selected candidate friction samples with 
optimum fiber content mayor may not be having better hardness among all friction samples. It is 
difficult to comment on the hardness pattern. In the study conducted by Kumar et. al.[27], the hardness 
increases witi! a decrease in the hemp fiber content, and on the contrary, exact opposite behavior can 
we observe with the banana fiber-based brake pads[47], where hardness seems to increase with the 
increase in banana fiber content. Porosity and e always seeming to behave in contrast 
manner. . ~ava 6 C 
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Porosity also afTc~t s jj'iction pcrtbnnancc. Lower porosity I"t'SUIIS in higher friction coefficienl and 
friction perfonmUlcc. Lower porosity availsmore contact areas between Illating surfaces which enhance 
li'iction performance. [32]. Similarly, porosity promotes the water and ('il absorption properties of the 
brake pad, which harms the brake pad performance. Porosity seems to increases with an increase in 
fiber content [48]. [49]. The strong interfacial adhesion bctween the brake pad ingredients reduced the 
porosity and enhanced s tructural strength. When a brake pad is pressed against the rotor to reduce 
relative motion, the brake pad experiences the high compressive as well as shear stress. Compressive 
strength imparts the ability to sustain all kinds of stresses experienced by brake pad during vehicle 
braking. Compressibility seems to increase with an increase in fiber since porosity also promotes 
compressibility (table 3). The orthotropic nature of the plant fiber makes it difficult to predict the 
properties of the brake pad before manufacturing and testing. Plant fi bers exhibit good mechanical 
properties. Precise study regarding the influence of organic content in plant fiber on mechanical 
properties can enable the use of plant fibers on the commercial level. 

Table 3: Mechanical Properties oj/he p!al1ljiber-reinJorced brake pads 

FiberlBinde Hardness Porosity 
Compressi ve strength! 

Compressibility 
Water Oil 
absorption 

Ref. 

Pineapple 
fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

The hardness (HRR) 
remains in the range of 
96-115 and found to 

decrease with the 
increased pineapple or 

Kevlar content. 

Porosity remains in 
the range of 4.34

7.36 % 
and it was found to 

increase with the 
increase of 

pineapple fibers 

Compressibility 
increases with an 
increase in fiber 

content. The range for 
compressibility is 
observed between 

1.16% -2.02% 

Water absorption 
increases with an 
increase in fi ber 

content. The range 
is found to be 

between 2.04%
3.62% 

[39] 

Standard! 
Testing 

apparatus 
TRSN-BD Tester 

JIS D 4418 
standard 

ISO 6310 standard ASTM D 570-98 

Banana 
fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

As fiber content 
increases hardness 
increases, BP-0(83 

HB»BP-7 (83 HB»BP
14(82 HB» BP-21(86 

HB) 

NA NA NA 

[26] 

Standard! 
Testing 

apparatus 
Brinell hardness tester NA NA NA 

Hemp 
fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

As fiber content 
increases hardness 

decreases, FH -I (I 11.2 
HRR»FH-2 (109.8 
HRR»FH-3(l07.6 
HRR»FH-4(100.2 

HRR) 

Porosity Increases 
as fiber content in 
the composition 

increases vi z. FH
1(6.82) < FH-2 

(7.24 %) < FH-3 
(7.82%) < FH-4 

(9.36%). 

Compressibility 
increases with 

increase in fiber 
content. FH-I(1.I2%) 

< FH-2 (1.18 %) < 
FH-3 (1.32%) < FH-4 

(1.50%). 

Water Absorption 
increases with 

increase in fi ber 
content. FH

1(1.18%) < FH-2 
(1.34 %) < FH-3 
(1.85%) < FH-4 

(2.38%). 

[40] 

Standard! 
Testing 

apparatus 
TRSN-BD Tester JISD4418 :1996 ISO 63 10 ASTM 0570-98 

10% coconut fiber 
Coconut In oil C I (0.29%» sample exhibited In oil CI(0.29%» 
Fiber! 

Phenolic 
C2 10% (61 HRS» C I 

5% (59 HRS) 
C2 (0.16%) and in optimum 
water CI (0.75%» compressive strength 

C2 (0. 16%) and in 
water Cl (0.75%» 

[4 I] 

Resin 
I 

C2 (0.55%) ~,8.7788 Nfmm2» 
~ . .' I 27.6141 N/mm2) 

C2 (0.55%) 
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Standard/ 

Testing 
 NA NA 


anparatlls 

Compressive As fiber conten 


strength increases as 


NA NA 

increases wate
10% PALF composition 

ti bel' content ~bsorption
showed the highest

PALF increases. 30O/Cincreases, 30% PALFhardness (101.6 HBN) [29]NAFibers/ PALF compositioncomposition showed
followed by 30'%> 20%> 

hawed the highesthe highest5% 
compressive strength fiater absorption 
(around 107.25 MPa) around 4.5 %) 

FC-3 showed highest 
hardness of 107.4 HRR

Pine 
followed by FC5( I06.8

needle/ 
HRR»FC7(IOS.4 NA NANAPhenolic 
HRR»FCO (l03.4

Resin [42]
HRR» FC9(l03.3 


HRR). 

Standard/ 


Rockwell hardness tester
Testing NA NANAHRSS-ISO 

apparatus 

Only S2(5% coir


S2 showed the leas 
fiber) and S3(10%

porosity (between 
coir fiber) were tested.

10-15 %) and the
S2 exhibited the highest Both samples

highest hardnesshardness (63.92 HRS), As porosityexhibited almostCoir Fiber/ followed by S3 and
followed by S3 and S I. increases water andsimilar compressivePhenolic S 1. S4 and S5S4 showed the lowest oil absorptionproperties with 414.75

Resin showed aharness value of25.93 increasesMPa compressive [32]
significant

HRS. strength and 408.74
increment in 

MPa and 0.66 MPa as
porosity as fiber 

initial and fin al 
content increases 

breaking strengths. 

Standard! 


Malaysian standard MS liS 04418: 1996/Testing NAUTM474 PART 2: 2003 Tens.iometerapparatus 

V. FIBER TREATMENTS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES AND PARAMETER 

Fiber treatments are proven to enhance the properties of plant fiber [50]-[54]. Different treatment 
methods are adopted by the researchers for treatment including physical and chemical treatments as 
shown in Table 4. Chemical treatments are adapted according to the expected outcome since chemical 
treatments change the concentration of the organic ingredients, NaOH alkali treatment is the most 
common treatment adapted for plant fibers. [53]. Similarly, physical treatments like heating treatments, 
sun drying are common treatments adapted for the enhancement ofgeneral properties_ 

Post manufacturing treatments are mainly praY' for curing ofthe binder for proper adhesion since 
uneven cooling can develop cracks and • J<N§k ormities in the brake pads. Manufacturing 
processes and parameters also contribute ~jprsl'!1!ft!j~ ·uclural strength and properties of the plantLUI . ,..,"'- -; ,.,., 
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liber-rei nforced composites 1.55]. Many prm.: l.!sses arc been t1st:d fo r the manu facturi ng or plant liber
based brake pads but compressive molding has bl!l'll comlllon amungst all. New Jl1 a llLlf~.l(:turing 

processes are emerging in this fi eld. II can l'~ observed from Table 4 that. processi ng parameters like;:: 
pressure, curing te mperature, curing time are adapted according to the author's methodolog.y. Curing 
temperature range seems to vary between I 50'C-1 70' (, similarl y applied pressure also seems around IS 
MPa to 25 MPa with few exceptions. Since most orthe parameters are may be adapted accordi!1g to the 
conventional practice observed in brake pad manufacturing. It is difficlllt to comment on the spec ific 

Table 4: Fiber trealments and manujcu.:luring processes andparameters. 

Fiber Pre-Treatment 
Manuractu 

ring 
Technique 

Machin 
e Model 

Time 
Pressur 

e 
Tempe 
rature 

Post 
Treatme 

nt 
Ref. 

Pineappl 
e fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

The procured pineapple fibers were 
treated with 5 wt.% of sodium 

hydroxide solution for 24 h. After 
washing them with distilled water, 

the fibers were oven-dried for 5 hat 
60 .c. Then, the fibers were ClIt to a 
length of -2-6 mm and used for the 

composite fabrication. 

Compressi 
on moldin! 

NA 
10 

Min 
15 

MPa 
ISS'C 

Heated 
in the 

oven for 
3 Hrs. at 

170'C 

[39] 

Banana 
fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

NA 
Hot 

Compactio 
n 

NA 
10 

Min 
15 

MPa 
ISO'C 

Heated a 
I OO'Cfo 

8 Hrs. 
[26] 

Hemp 
fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

Treated with 2% NaOH Solution for 
24 Hrs. then washed with distilled 

water and dried for 5 hrs. in the oven 
at 60'C 

Compressi 
Ion moldin", 

NA 
10 

Min 
IS 

MPa 
IS5'C 

Heated 
in the 

oven for 
3 HI's. at 

170'C 

[40] 

Coconut 
Fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

NA 

Cold 
pressing 
followed 

by hot 
pressing 

Na Na 20KN 

Preheat 
cd at 
200'C 
for 60 
min in 

the 
oven 

Heated a 
I OO'C fo 
480 min 
in oven. 
Cooled 
in the 

open ai r 
for 48 
Hrs. at 
25'C 

[41] 

PALF 
Fibers! 
Epoxy 

Treated with NaOH sol ution for I 
Hr., then sun-dried for 5 Hrs . 

Hand 
layup 

method 
NA NA NA NA NA [29] 

Pine 
needle! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

Firstly treated with a mixture of 
HCHO and C6H6 (I: I) for 2Hrs at 
25'~ then fibers were steeped into 

lNaOH (2 wt.%) solution for 2 Hrs. at 
25'~ then fibers were risen with 

distilled water and neutralized with 
H2S04 (I wt.%) solution for 30 min, 
then steeped in distilled water for 10 

min at 25'C again. Finally, fibers 
were heat-treated in the oven at 

IOO'C for 4 Hrs. 

Compressi 
on molding 

~I 

JFY50 

.,. 
-

30 
Min 

40 
MPa 

160'C 

Heated 
in three 

steps, 60 
min at 
140'~ 

180 min 
at 160'C, 
360 min 
at 180'C 

[42] 
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Sintered ' 

Coir 
 in the

PreheatHydraulic furnaceFiber! 10 ed at [32]NA 20 Kg press ing Na Phenolic for 5min 170·Cmachine Hrs. at 
200·C 

The bamboo pieces were immersed 
into the softener solution (2%vol 

Resin 

Heated 
NH3 H20, 4%vol CON2H4) and in three 
boiled for I h at 100 C. Kept in steps, I 

Bamboo 
Hr. atNaOH (4%vol) solution for 30 min 

Fiber! 25 Compressi 30 140· (,165·CIIF 980B [37]at 70 C. Softened fibers in pieces 
Phenolic MPaMinpn molding 3Hrs. at were broken mechanically and 

Resin 150· (, 6 carded into a fiber bundle. fibers 
Hrs. at 

dried in an oven at 60 C for a half-
were 

180· C 

hour after being washed with water 


Jute 
 Heated 

Fiber 


Raw jute fibers were dried at 80·Cfor 
in the30 min, then treated with 12% NaOH 

25Compressi Wanda 165·C oven for (JG)! [38]solution at room temperature at I hr. 6 Min 
MPaJFY 60pn molding Phenolic 3 Hrs. at 


Resin 

Finally, fibers were treated with I M 

170·(:HCL for 30 min. 

Heated
Flax Flax fibers were treated by drying at 

in the
FiberlPh 2580 C for 30 min, 12% NaOH Compressi Wanda 165·C oven for [43]6Minenolie MPasolution at room temperature for I h, pn molding JFY 60 3 Hrs. at 

Resin and 1M HCI steam for30 min 170·(: 
Sisal fiber was a dip into 10% 

NaOH- Ammonia base liquor at 200 
V for 2Hrs, then rinse with distilled 

Sisal 
water and for neutralization, it was

Fiber! 20Compress i 10 158· C NA [36]treated with H2Si03, then treated in NAPhenolic MPaon molding Min
Na2B407-HCHO-NaHSi03 (10 

Resin 
w!.%) solution. Then fibers were 


dried and heat-treated at 21 O·C for I 

Hr. 


effect of specdie manufactunng parameters on the brake pad . PrecISe study on treatments and 
manufacturing could assist in the industrial utilization of the plant fibers. 

VI. . DISCUSSION 

The use ofa specific amount ofnatural fiber improves the properties and performance of the brake pad. 
That optimum fiber content of plant fibers varies for evert composition. Hardly any model exi sts to 
predict the optimum content of plant fiber before manufacturing and testing of the brake pads. Optimum 
fiber contents reported till now are observed to be within 10% ,with a few exceptions of course. Wear 
and friction properties also get affected by plant fiber content. Quite good fri ction coefficients exhibited 
by various compositions, but friction coefficient and wear rate seem to experience fluctuations and poor 
stability with an increase in fiber content . Plant fiber content also affects mechanical properties. 
Hardness, porosity, and water foil absorption are the properties that have a partial influence on each 
other. An increase in plant fiber content promotes porosity in the brake pad material , and porosity 
promote oil/water absorption. An increase in lant fiber content also seems to increase the 
compressibility of the composite. Hardness \fJ8). ecrease with an increase in fiber content P , 
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wit h. few (!xceplions. For enhancing the performance or plant libel's, different fiber treatments, and 
mmllifaciurillg processes me C1<..lapted. Though it is VL'ry difficult to make a statement regarding trend s 
and specific effects of plant tiber content on spccilic properties. some guidelines can be derived from 
this study for any furt her work. 

V II. CONC LUSION 

It can be concluded from this study Ihat. Ihe use of a cerwin amount of Ihe plant fiber reinforcement 
enhances friction and wear performance of brake pads. Variation in plant fiber content causes vari ation 

in mechanical as well as tribologicai properties. Though it is difficult to make specific and confident 

comments on variation of plant fiber content on Ihe performance of NFRC brake pad materials, some 

initial guidelines and understanding can be derived from this study. This study reveals the fact that plant 

fiber does have the potenlial to replace conventional reinforcement material like metals and minerals 

used in brake pads. Even Ihen precise study is needed to understand specific behavior and influence of 

plant fiber content on the brake pad 's mechanical and Iribological performances, so as to increase the 

use of plant fiber reinforced brake pads. 
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Abstract 

Bearings are one of the mosl usual elements in rotating machinelY, and as Q consequence, bearing 
failllre is likewise one of the main causes of breakdown in rotating equipment. The robustness and 
durability of Ihe rollers are essential qualities for a machine's safety. DefiCiencies in bearings may 
occur during lise or during manufacluring. The identification of these defecls is therefore critical for 
condition monitoring as well as for inspecting the quality of the bearings [J). This paper exhibits a 
Slra/egy for jlaw discovelY in moving component beoring utilizing time-space highlighls and 
recurrence area highlights ojvibralion signals. This system involves two sequential processes: feature 
extraction and decision-making. Vibration signals were recorded in this process. Neural Nehvork 
Feed FOlll'ard Back Propagation was used for the classification. The 12 extracted features such a, 
Mean, Peak, Mean Square, Variance, Standard Deviation, RMS, Shape Factor, Skewness, KuriOsis, 
Impulse Factor, Clearance FaciOr, Crest Factor were used to train and check the neural network for 
four bearing conditions namely: healthy, outer race fault , inner race fault and defective ball & OUier 

race fault condition. 

Keywords- Time Domain Features, Frequency Domain Fealure, Feed FOl1l'ard Back Propagation 

Neural Network. 


I. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the mechanical failure is due to fault with the bearing. Serious bearing failure can cause 

vibration, noise, low efficiency and even device breakdown. Standard treatment of bearings is a 
periodic replacement, possibly resulting in 90 percent of effective life waste bearing. Active 
maintenance is to develop a condition monitoring program to test the bearings satisfactory operation 
and conduct repair, according to realistic running condition and diagnosis offaults. 

Currently, rolling bearing monitoring and diagnostic techniques include vibration, temperature, 
grindings, acoustic emission, resistance to oil film. Among them, measurement of the vibration is the 
most widely used and effective method. The use of vibration diagnosis can effectively diagnose 
common bearing defects such as crushing, cracking, indentation, wear [2]. 

This paper presents a technique for fault detection in rolling element bearing using time-domain 
features and frequency domain features of vibration signals. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Tandon and Choudhury [3], They calculated time-domain vibrations through parameters like total 

RMS level, crest factor, probability density, and kurtosis. In acoustic measurement both the sound 
pressure and the intensity of sound used to detect the bearing defect. Acoustic measurements of 
emissions used to detect defects in rolling element bearings, too. 

Pratesh Jayaswal, A.K.Wadhwani and K.B.Muchandani [4] examined the feasibility of Rapid 
Fourier Transform (FIT) & Band Pass Analysis to classify REB faults with multiple faults. They dealt 
with three bearing faulty & safe conditions. They also repOlted that the filtered signals under three 
frequency bands can be useful signatures for erroneous detection, and the RMS values of the filtered 
signals can also be used as important diagnostic parameters. 

M Amamath, R Shrinidhi, A Ramachandra, and S B Kandagal [5], keys out the appropriateness of 
vibration detection and analysis techniques for detec UJ~O antifriction bearing defects. Analysis of th~ 
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tjll1~ domain, analysi s of the fi-equency domain. and analysis of the spike energy was used to classify 
various defects in bearings. 

B. Smnanta and K. R. Al-Balushi (6), presemed a procedure for rolling element bearings fault 
diagnosis via Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The characteristic features of rotating machine,y 
time-domain vibration signals with regular and defective bearings that are applied as inputs to the 
ANN. 

80 Li, Gregory GoddlJ, and Mo-Yeun Chow (7) presented an approach of using neural networks to 
detect common bearing defects from motor vibration data. They llsed the frequency spectrum of the 
vibration signal to train an artificial neural network and achieved excellent results with minimal data. 

D.H. Pandya, S.H. Upadhyay, and S.P. Harsha (8) Presented an automation methodology for the 
diagnosis of ball bearings with localized deficiencies (spalls) on the different components of the 
bearing. The machine used the decomposition of the wavelet packet using the real mother wavelet 
function' rbi05.5 ' to extract features from the vibration signal, recorded for various conditions of 
bearing fault. The degree of decomposition was detennined by the sampling frequency and the 
frequency of the characteristic defect. For selecting the best node of the wavelet packet tree, maximum 
energy to minimum criteria for the Shannon entropy ratio was used. For selected WPT nodes, the two 
functions kurtosis and energy were extracted from the wavelet packet coefficient. For fault 
classification, the total 10 data sets were registered at five different speeds corresponding to each 
bearing state. Therefore, extracted features were used to train and check a multi-layer perceptron 
neural network to identifY the state of the rolling item bearing as HB, ORD, IRD, BD, and CD. 

III. VffiRATION-BASED CONDITION MONITORING OF ROLLING ELEMENT 
BEARINGS 

Since the last 50 years, vibration has been used to assess the mechanical state of equipment and 
pans thereof. Several researchers have experimented with different methods and descriptors under 
different environments and have attempted to investigate the relationship between the tested bearing 
and changes in vibration response under operating conditions (9) . 

A. Vibration Measurement Techniques 

Vibration analysis can be divided into a time-domain technique, frequency-domain technique and 
time-frequency technique (9). 

J) Time Domain Technique: 

Some of the time domain techniques, such as Root Mean Square (RMS), Mean, Peak Value, Crest 
Factor, Skewness Kurtosis, Variance, Standard Deviation, Clearance Factor, Impulse Factor and 
Shape Factor may be used or applied for condition monitoring (10). 
aj Root Mean Square 

Root Mean Square (RMS), measures the frequency of a single signal as a whole. 

N 

-II f 2RMS = N n 
n=1 

Where N is the discrete number of points and represents the s ignal from each sampled point. 


RMS is a powerful tool for estimating average vibrational strength in the device. RMS has 

employed a considerable amount of research to successfully recognize bearing defects using 

accelerometer and AE sensors. 

b) Mean 

The acceleration signal in Mean is the standard mean statistical value. Like RMS, the Mean is 
only recorded for rectified signals, since the Mean remains close to zero for raw time signals. As 
the Mean rises, the bearing condition tends to worsen. 

N 

c) Peak Value 
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Peak Vaiue is measured ill the DOlliain of Ti me or I-"requcncy. Peak Value is the limit in tht::! 
amplitude of the signal. 

Pv = "2
1 

[max({,,) - min(f;,)1 
(lj eresl FacioI' 

Crest [<"actor is a peak acceleration ratio over RMS. This measure measures bursts of acceleration 
even when the RMS signal hasn't shlfted. Crest factor may be counter-intuitive though. Bearing 
damage propagates, RMS increases. and Crest Factor decreases at advance stages of material 
wear. But to locate defects in rollin!!. elements is unreliable with Crest Factor. 

- P 
v 

Crest Factor = RMS 

e) Skewness 
Machined or ground surfaces in bearings display a random distribution of asperities commonly 
described in the normal function of the distribution. Therefore, specific statistical moments will 
characterize the form of distribution curves, assessing the extent of surface damage at the bearing. 

) The equation defines the third moment or Skewness as 
1 "N - 3NL..n=,(fn -I) 

Skewness = RMS3 

Where the mean value is f. The odd moments for normally distributed data sets are zero unless the 
time domain signal is rectified. Therefore, forbearing conditions skew can easily trac k. 

j) Kurlosis 

The fourth, uniform moment with regard to the fourth power of standard deviation is quite useful 
in the diagnosis of the fault. This quantity is called Kurtosis which is a measure of the balance 
between the lower intensive moments and other more sensitive moments. Kurtosis has been 
reported as being a good criterion for distinguishing between damaged and healthy bearings. A 
Kurtos is value of around 3 will be the safe bearing with Gaussian dis tribution. This value goes up 
when the bearing deteriorates to show damaged condition which reduces again when the defect is 
well advanced. One of the advantages of this method is that there is no need to know the time 
history of the signal, and it is possible to monitor the bearing condition by observing kurtosis. A 
strong surface finish has a theoretical Kurtosis of 3, and the skew and kurtosis are resistant to 
loads and speeds as Kurtosis increases the surface fini sh deteriorates. The no ise level between 
individual readings however hampe red the detection of damage to the bearing. 

1 N - •
N Ln=,(fn - I)

Ku rtosis = "--."..,..,..".,---
RMS' 

g) Variance 

variance = (J2 = 

h) Siandard Devialiol1 , 

s = (N ~1t (fn - r/r 
i) Clearance FacioI' 

j) Impulse Faclor 
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Figure 5.1 SKF 6205 Deep Groove Ball Bearing Geometry (II] 

Figure 5.2 Experimental setup 

The instrumentation allows for a visual inspection of the vibration signal, recording it, measuring 
the overall vibration level. perfonming the frequency analysis. Figure 5.2 shows the experimental setup. 

This system involves two seq uential processes: feat lire extraction and decision-making. In this 
process, vibration signals were recorded. Initially read the bearing vibration signal file on to the device 
and then display the signal graph for the time domain. Set the bearing parameters which have to be 
tested. After this calculate all the FOR, FID, roo, FBD fault frequencies. The system displays a graph 
for the frequency domain. Extract time-domain features then use Back Propagation Learning to train 
the Feed Forward Neural Network. 

V. MULTILAYER FEED-FORWARD NEURAL NETWORK AND BACKPROPAGATION 
TRAINING 

.4. Feed Forward Neural Network 

A network of single-layer S logsig neurons having R inputs is shown in figure 6.1, Full detail to the 
left and layered diagram to the right. 

Feedforward networks often have one or more hidden strata of Sigmoid neurons followed by a 
linear neuron output layer. Multiple layers of neurons with non.linear transfer functions allow the 
network to learn nonlinear input/output vector rela\ionships. The linear output layer is most widely 
used for function fitting problems (or nonlinear regression) (12]. 
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Figure 6.1: A single-layer network of S logsig neurons with layer diagram on the right side [12]. 
The data was then obtained, there are two steps to be done before the data is used to train the 

network: the data must be preproce ed and separated into sub-sets. 
For preprocessing and post processing features, use mapminmax (Normalize inputs/targets to fall 

within the range [ - I , I ]) in this network. in most cases, they don't need to be used expli citly, as the 
preprocessing steps are part of the network object. The preprocessing and post processing will be done 
automatically while simulating or training the network. 

A neural network training process involves tuning the values of the network's weights and biases to 
maximize network performance, as deli ned by network performance function net.performFcn. For 
feedforward networks, the default performancc function is mean square error mse -- the average 
squared error between network outputs a and targct outputs t. It is defined as follows: 

N N 

F = mse = ~I(ej)2 = ~I(ti - aj)' 
i=l i=l 

The progress is constantly being updated in thc Training window during training. The performance, 
magnitude of the performance gradient and a number of validation checks are of most interest. To 
terminate the training, the magnitu/le of the gradient and the number of validation checks are used. The 
gradient will get very low as the tr n ing approaches an output minimum. If the gradient magnitude is 
less than le-5, then the training will cease. You can adjust that limit by setting the net.trainParam.min 
grad parameter. The number of validation checks represents the number of successive iterations that 
fail to decrease validation efficiency. The training will end if this number exceeds 6 (the default value). 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

For test bearing analysis, the vibration signal was acquired for four conditions: HealthY, Outer race 
fault, Inner race fault, and defective ball fault. The theoretical characteristic frequencies were 
determined according to the equations shown for the above cases of a defect as in table 7.1 and 
Summary of overall fault classification as shown in table 7.2. 

T bl 71Th I CI . . F uenCles (Hz)a e . : eoretlca laractensttc re 
BPFRBPFO BPFISpeed in rpm# fs 

Fod lid fbd 
1800 30 105 165 144 

2100 122.5 192.2 168..» 
2400 40 144 220 192 

2700 156.6 24745 216 

3000 50 175 274.5 240 
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Figure 7.1 Time Domain Signal of Inner Race Bearing Fault Signal 

• 

Figure 7.2: FFT ofInner Race Bearing Fault Signal 
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Figure 7.3 Extracted Features and Class ification Result 


Table 7.2: Summary of overall ~au It classi Icafi tion 


I 

Sr. Bearing Correctly 
Mis

%
Da taset c1assi! 

No. Condition classified 
ied 

Accuracy 

I 
Healthy 

15 14 I 93.3%
Bearing 

2 
Inner Race 

15 14 1 93 .3% 
Fau lt 

3 
Outer Race 15 15 0 100% 

Fault 

4 
Ball + Outer 15 12 3 80%
Race Faul t 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

Two sequential processes, feature extraction and dccision-making wCre used for the detection of a 


fault in rolling element bearing llsing feed-fonvard propagat ion ncural network. For the detection of 
faults, SKF6205 deep groove ball bearing was chosen, then vibration Signals were registered and the 
device was fed into. The program will read the registered bearing vibration signal file and will map the 
time domain signal graphs. The parameters of SKF 6205 Deep Groove Ball Bearing were then set, and 
the machine also plotted the frequency domain graphs. 12 Time-domain features were extracted from 
the system: Mean, Peak, Mean Square, Variance, Siandard Deviation, RMS, Shape Factor, Skewness, 
Kurtosis, Impulse Factor, Clearance Factor, Crest Factor. Using the Back Propagation Training 
method these parameters were used to train the Feed Forward Neural Network. Then they classified 
different bearing faults. For Healthy Bearing Classification Accuracy was 93.3%, for Inner Race Fault 
93.3%, for Outer Race Fault 100%, for Ball & Outer Race Fault 80%. 
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ABSTRACT 
In/he ligh/ o/number o/vehicles consis/enlly rising and parking space is becoming a major issue in 

urban and semi urhOlI cilies so there is a need to design a parking system which tlltJ/ reduce manual 

'work (IS weI! reduce the problem o/cars parking 011 streets. The problems associated with parking are 

common 10 most of liS, we always face diJficullY while searching for a safe parking space. This paper 

allemp/s /0 review globally implemenled parking IIIl1nagemen/ s/ro/egies lIsing different /echnologies. 

Further by examining a variety of parking managemem solution from arOllf'l.d the world this paper 

aims 10 examine /he shifi in Jocus ojmodern parking managemenl slra/egies. The mo/iva/ion Jor this 

research paper is 10 identify the positive points oj the innovative approaches, which will aid in 

designing an Gutomatic car parking system. 

Keywords -Automaric Parking System (APS) 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the decades our country has been developed drastically, now we are in this state that we have a 
lot of well contacted roads, commercial building and increasing number of automobiles. While 
parking these automobiles in parking space we use the mantlal procedure of parking. Which most of 
the cases is unplanned and lack of discipline due to this, people can park their cars anywhere they want 
to, which creates a mess as people do not follow the particular cue most of the time. As a result ofthis, 
a huge traffic jam takes place in that place. While parking in and retrieving car due mismanagement 
cars can get dent by bumping with each other as there is lack of sufficient space. This leads to 
arguments, fights among people which sometimes makes huge traffic jam. This is also an economical 
loss as we need to repair our damaged car and also cars consumes extra fuel while parking in or out. 
Traffic jam is an issue here as it kills our precious time. Due to this chaos in parking our valuable time 
gets wasted. It harms the students, office going staffs and emergency patients to a great extent. 
It also causes economical loss to commercial places like shopping malls, amusement parks as people 
are more likely not to visit these places due to this parking hazard. As we are advancing with time, the 
manual car parking system in commercial spaces is creating hurdle which is causing wastage of time 

and some economic losses as well. Therefore we need a solution which can overcome these problems. 
Here we are introducing Automated Parking Systems as a solution of these problems as well ascar 
parking system in commercial spaces is creating hurdle which is causing wastage of time and some 
economical losses as well. Therefore we need a solution which can overcome these problems. Here we 
are introducing Automated Car Parking Systems as a solution ofthese problems as well as a replacement 

to the manual car parking systems at conunercial spaces. This system not only saves time and money, it 
can also earn money by charging for parking spaces. 

1. Problems With Traditional Car Parking System 
Traditional or manual car parking system is everywhere in our country but this system is full of 
problems. They are: .......~ 
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I. We can see in many shopping malls, hospitals huge traflie jam in front of the parkillg. The parking 
guard stops the entire vehicle and gives a payment slip. this creates traffic jam. 

2. It is difficult and time consuming to find Ollt the parking slot which costs extra fuel ancl wastes lime. 
3. Security problem is one another problem in manuai car parking, people can enter in parking slot 
and there snatching, robbery can happen. 

4. In manual parking system some guard needs to be appointed tor the whole job, it is costly enough. 

2. Motivation 
The motivation of the project is, we want to digitalize our daily life as well as our country. III many 
countries this automated vehicle system is available and popular. 

3. Background Of Our Project 
Over the decades our country has been developed drastically, now we are in this state that we have a 
lot of well contacted roads, commercial building and increasing number of automobiles. With the 

increasing amount of roads and highways transportation has 

become the backbone of our day to day life. 14 Transportation has also become the backbone of our 
economy for its wide usage in trade and business . So parking of these transportation or vehicles has 
become a matter of consideration. While parking these vehicles in parking space we still use the very 
old fa shioned manual procedure of parking. Wltich are maintained in unplanned manner, without any 
discipline. Due to this people can park their cars anywhere they want to, which creates a mess as people 
don't follow anydiscipline most of the time. While parking in and retrieVing car due mismanagement 
cars can get dent by bumping with each other as there is lack of suffic ient space. Tltis leads to 
arguments, fights among people which sometimes create traffic jam. This is also an economical lose as 
we need to repair our damaged car. Cars consume extra fuel while parking in or out. Due to this chaos 
in parking our valuable time gets wasted. It harms the students, office going staffs and emergency 
patients to a great extent. It also causes economical loss to commercial places like shopping malls , 

amusement parks as people are more likely not to visit these places due to tltis parking hazard. 
Automated car parking systems will provide several benefits. It will save time and fuel cost. In manual 
parking system it is too hard to find out the empty space for parking, it is very much time consuming. 
Sometimes it causes late in meeting Or other important works. It will save fuel as in this system an 
automatic tray will take the vehicle into the required s lot. This will reduce the fuel cost of searching for 

parking space, parking in and out. Here we do not need to lighting all over the parking space all the 
time. It will only have the lights on when it moves and where is the path and it is very much electricity 

saving also. It provides security from theft of vehicle and it can earn revenue. It can introduce us to 
advanced digitalized systems which show us the Engineering excellence in our country. 

4. Survey 
Our group members have overseen extensive research work, investigating and analysing the parking 
habits, attitudes of drivers and parking s ituation throughout Pune. The work involved Questionnaire, 

market research and Telephonic survey with key interest groups and the results have produced a vast 
range of information related to parking issues in Pune. The following sections give a brief outline of the 

work done and a summary of some of theresults. 

A sample of 50 individuals was taken into account at various locations of Pune city. The analysis of 
questionnaire is given below. 

1) How do you travel to your workplace? 

• By Private Car 
,\,-~• By Public Transport 
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• By Motorcycle 
, Transport Ihcility of the organization 

The analysis of this qLJe~lion suggests that in Pune most of the people travel through their own cars . 
Out of 50 individuals. 56%) lise 
their own cars, 22'!-'6 use public transport, 12%) lise their motorcycles and on ly 10%) individuals lise 

their organization transport I ~\cility. 

1. 	Ho'IN do you travel to your 'lNork 
place?

10 0/0 

'. W'·
....~ ~:'.""'. .,
: .. ' . '. :.~ 


560/0
'0 ,.,.~ .• ,.,.-'i 

. . - . . .. 
'J;. .:: ." - ! 

" ! Please indicate the primary lise of your car? 

• Work 
• Shopping 

• School 

• Social 
The ana lysis shows That most of the people use their cars for working purpose. [t is found that 54% 

people utilise car for work. 20% people For shopping, 12% people for social purpose and 14% people 
use cars to pick lip thei r kids 
from school. This suggests that, Pune, the city of India is now emerging as a business centre. 

2. Primary use of Car 
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3) Where do you normaliy park your vehicle? 
· Parking lot 

• Parking ramp 

• On the road 

· On the street 

The results shows that 30% people mentioned that they park their cars in parking lot, 14% park their 

cars in parking ramp, 34% park their cars on roads and 22% people park their cars on 

street. This ana lysis shows the shortage of proper car parking lots in Pune. 

3. Parking of Car 

4) If driving or being driven, how long does it take you to find a parking place? 

• Straight away 

• 5- 10 minutes 

• 15 minutes or longer 

• Quite Difficult 

34% respondents mentioned that they find car parking straight away, 36% 
respondents take 5-10 minutes to find a car park space and 18% respondents take 15 minutes or longer 

to find a car in key locations of Pune and remaining 12% respondents it is quite difficult to find a car 
parking place. 

4. TitTle required to find car park 
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5) 	 Ilow would YOll rate the current parking laciiilies in "line? 
• I·;xceilent 


· Good 


· fair 
• Poor 

Only 6% respondents rate parking 

tacilities in Pune excellent, 27% respondents rate it good, 31% and 36% respondents rate car park ing 
facilities Fair and Poor respectively. 

This analys is suggests that most of the people 
are not satisfied with the current parking facilit ies. 

5. Current parking facility rating 

6 % 

31% 

.1 

02 

.3 

1114 

5. 	 Types OJ Automated Car Parking System 
The following is a list of existing system that is ma inly used in urban area. 

I. 	 Two step car parking system. 
2. 	 Puzzle Car Parking System. 
3. 	 Stacker System. 
4. 	 Mu lti Level Car Parking System. 

S. 	 Level Car Parking System. 

II. 	 Two Step Ca r Parking System 
Features: 

• 	 Pallet used for CAR lifting. 
• 	 App licable for In· Door & Out· Door. 
• 	 Easy to install. 
• 	 Preferred system at residential zones& commercial too. 
• 	 Easy to operate. 
• 	 Low maintenance cost. 
• 	 Operating System is available with both the options Hydraulic & Electro-mechanical. 

c 

d 

It 
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Fig no. I Two step car parking sys tem 

In the above picture, we can see this type of system features a pallet that is lifted after the car is 
loaded. Cars can be parked on the upper layer through the lift, but there is also a problem with it, 
which is that the bottom car must be moved to access the top car. 

h. 	 Puzzle Car Parking System 

Features: 

o 	 Can be installed above ground & Below ground level. 
o 	 Two layer puzzle is always preferred. 
o 	 Preferred system especially for underground. 
• 	 Low maintenance cost. 

o 	 Most efficient system can be achieved through combinations of units & functions. 
o 	 One empty slot is the key for the working. 
o 	 Single Set, Double set Front and back systems connected to monolithic steel structure with multi in

outs. 
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Fig 110.2 PUl'zle car parking system 

c. 	 Stlickcr Cal" P~lrking System 

Features: 

• 	 Quick In Out by simultaneously moving and lifting the cart while the vehicle wheel is liIled without 
the pallet. 

• 	 Underground big parking system can be installed. 
• 	 Parking room is built llsing the concrete slab structure. 
• 	 Strong and easy to maintain. 
• 	 Lift can be installed along the entry module. 

Fig no.3 Stacker car parking system 

d. 	 Multi level Car Parking System 

Features: 

• 	 Can be installed Underground or out-doors. 
• 	 Approx. 60 -70 cars per lift can be accommodated. 
• 	 System types Transfer type, longitudinal type, hydraulic type, wire rope type. 
• 	 Reduced I n Out time for Car 
• 	 Turn table parking gives more flexibility to system 
• 	 Operating systems are main Lift, Cart, Pallet 
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Fig no.4 Multi level car parking system 

e. 	 Level Parlting System 

Features: 

• 	 Used for large buildings and for superior space efficiency. 
• 	 Addition to multi level parking spaces with vertical and horizonta l directions to facilitate the entry & 

exits ofcars. 
• 	 Operating systems are: li ft, side sliding, pallet 

Fig no.5 Level parking system 

) 

6. 	 Constmetion And Working OfAutomated Car Parking System 

• 	 On the ground floor the loading/unloading ofveh iele is done. 

• 	 On each fl oor of the rack, there is I parking space, which class ify this object as a 2 storey hydraulic 
actuated independent park ing system. 

• 
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to Cars is transported Oil rack by hydraulic c ]ev<"![IlJ. 

• 	 Cars arc tra!lsported down by the same hydraulic elevator, which transports them to the ground noor 

• 	 The system's supporting structure is made or ro ll....:d or bent steel profiles and is located on a rein forced 


concrete foundation slab. 


• 	 \Vhen cars cirive onto the hydraulic cOllvey or. sellSors scan the position of the vehicle and send it to 
the control system. 


When the driver leave the vehicle, the sensor gets actuated and the rack is lined to the extreme top 

position. 


• 	 The rack moves on rails mounted on the support structure tor parking of cars to lift the rack in upward 

direction. 


• 	 Then the cyclic movement takes place lIpto to definite angle. 

Fig. Assembly Of Automated Car Parking System 

7. 	 Modelling 

Fig Modelling Of Car Platform 
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Fig. Modelling Of Opposite Sliding Frame 

Fig. Modelling Of Bracket 
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Fig. Modelling Of Wearing Bracket 

8. 	 Applications OfOur Project 
Over the decades with the development of our country we've reached in a situation where the manual 
car parking system in commercial spaces needs to be replaced. The manual car parking system is 
causing hurdle and chaos in parking space, therefore resu lting in wastage of time and some economic 
losses as well. Therefore introducing Automated Car Parking Systems in commercial spaces can be 
replacemellt to the manual car parking systems at commercial spaces. We can install this system in the 
places like: 

II. 	 Office buildings: 
It will help the staff to park their car without any hurdle and wastage of time. It will also relieve their 
mind from the unnecessary parking hurdle. Also if someone is already late he wouldn't be late any 
further by having to search for the parking space and park his car. It will also provide security to their 
cars from stealing. 

h. 	 Shopping Malls: 
It will help the customers to park their car without any hurdle, which will give them time to browse for 
more products. It' ll benefit both the customers and the sellers as the customer will have more time to 
explore their options and the sellers have more product options to sell. It will increase the nllmber of 
customers coming in the malls. It ,,~II increase revenue as the customer has to pay for the parking 
space. It will also help removing the cars which are kept all day long without shopping purposes as 
they need to pay for parking their cars. As there is a time limit for the parking space the customers will 
keep that in mind and they will remove their cars on time. This will help more customers to come to 
these malls each day. It will also provide security to their cars from stealing. 

c. 	 Hospitals: 
In hospital when there are a lot of emergency cases there are a lot of a cars and ambu lances coming in 
the parking space. This creates jam which cause de • ~p'atients to receive the medical services, 
which often can be fatal to them. If we install t "","~ai&! :S~t~f11' it will take less time to park car 

~:~;i!~~~:E~:r~i~~each the medical servic1(\ ,_..',o,.~~ey;}.. :~"n revenue for other ;~ c~n . cars ' ~e 
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ambulances. It will also provide security to their c(lrs frolll stea ling. 

tI. 	 Amusement Parks: 
I f we install automated car parking systems in amusement parks it will attract more people to come to 
thes~ places. The more the people will come the more revenue will be earned. Moreover these 
amusement parks relieve us from oLir dull and monotonous !ives, refreshes Ollr mind. The more people 

can enjoy these places due to the advanced parking facility. It again increases the revenue as people 
need to pay for parking their cars. It will also provide security to their cars from stealing. Along with 
these places we can use this system in educational institutes and mosques where ca r parking area is 

available. It will help people to park their car easi ly without making any hurdle. It wi ll also provide 
security to th eir cars from stealing. 

9. 	 Economic Overview 
Economical Benefits of Automated Car Parking System 

II. 	 M ore Profitable Land Use: 
APS (automated parking systems) require significantly less area and volume for a given number of 

parking spaces than other parking options. APS enables the more profitable use of valuable land for 
tenants, green space etc. and provide property developers various options such as: minimizing the area 
needed for parking to maximizing the number of parking spaces or some optimum point in between the 
two. 

h. 	 Parking Optimized for Profitability: 
Conventional parking solutions are too large or unfeasible whereas the des ign flex ibility of APS 
a llows them to fit in locations or areas. APS can be installed inside, under or between existing 
structures, very narrow and deep areas and even irregularly shaped spaces: horizontally, vertically or 
both. APS help increase profitability by using unusable or lower value space for car parking 

c. 	 Ca pital Cost: 
The common idea that the APS always cost more than mult i-story parking garages is overly simplistic 
and frequently incorrect. APS can be replacements for conventiona l car parks APS 's substantially 
sma ller size and design flex ibility can s ignificantly sh ift capital cost and project profitability for if the 

developers incorporate them into pre li minal)' designs. 

IL 	 Reduced Fuel &Maintaining Costs: 
Operation and maintenance costs are highly specific to each application. APS have the advantage of 

requiring no or minima l lighting, ventilation, fire suppression, monitoring, clean up, staff and security 
measures in the unoccupied parking area unlike the conventional car park. 

e. 	 Inherent Securities: 
The APS concept inherently provides much higher levels of protection and security for cars, their 
contents and their drivers. Vandalism and theft are virtually impossible in an APS. Personal security is 
much higher than in car parks since drivers and passengers are a lways in well-lighted, highly 
visible/public entry and exit areas a t street level. APS are also an ideal soluti on for the handicapped 

since entry and exit bays can readily accommodate spec ific requirements and building codes . 

.f. Faster Constructions: 
APS are typically faster and to insta ll because of much smaller and hi ghly pre-fabricated 

IJ'::PlJl~i::::!~re is much less vol ume to excavate and 
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Fig Stress Analysis Of Car Platform 

J I. Disadvant(lges OfManual Car Parking 

a. Improper usage of lands: 
As the manual car parking systems are unplanned they lack the proper usage of lands, which is 
unprofitable 

for property developers. It is unable to use unused property without proper shape which is again 
wastage of land. 

h. Added capital cost: 
Manual car parking system adds extra expenditure to capital cost as it is comparati vely costl ier than 
the automated car parking system. 

c, Risk and liability: 
Insurance premium often heavily influenced by the probability of accidents or other events occurring, 
using manual car parking system may maximize the potential for property damage, theft, personal 

injury or death. The possibili ty of dents, scratches, other damage and vandalism to cars, theft of 
property from cars, car theft, robbery, arson fire, assault, rape,falls and suicide can take place as sa fety 
and security of manual car parking systems are that much reliable, 

d, 
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space, parking ill and retrieving th e vehicles 

12. 	 Adl'lllltllt;eS OfAutomatic Car Parking 

The advantages of automated car parking systems are: 

fl. 	 Reducing traffic jam: 

Automated vehicle system reduce the traffic jam because here we are using a card system for paying 


the money, punching the card in the payment booth and one tray will place the vehicle in required 

place 


h. 	 Time saving: 


It is a time saving system. rn manual parking system it is too hard to find out the empty space for 


parking, it is very much time consuming. Sometimes it causes latein meeting or other important works. 


c. 	 Safety in the parking: 
Here no people can enter in the parking so that there is no chance of snatching, robbery, stealing, 

)
sometimes in silent parking space peoples are being harassed. This system prevents these problems. 

d. 	 Operating cost saving: 
Over a period oftime, the parking charge collecting cost is reduced. There is reduction in the man
hour required as the system does not require any human interaction for the money transaction. 

13. 	 COl/clJisiol/ 

After doing study on ACP project it is found that ACP systems can be introduced in our country and it 

will be beneficiary in the context of our country. The main benefits are time and fuel saving. It can also 


provide sustainable parking management in an eco-friendly manner. As the GHG emission will be less 

in amount and the surroundings will be clean. There is less maintenance cost for this system so it is 


helps the property developer in cost saving. It provides security to the parking ground. ACP systems 


reduce the hassle in parking grounds and traffic jam. It will benefit the property developer to increase 

their revenue which will add to the government tax revenue. So in a way it is also helping the 

government by increasing tax revenue. It will also encourage Automation Engineering in our country 


which will make advancement in increasing usage of technology. Therefore we should introduce ACP 


systems and enjoy the benefits. 


14. 	 Future Ideas 

fl. 	 Smart recognition of cars: 
We can recognize the cars by their number plates with the help of image processing in ACP system. 
By using this type of technology users can directly pay for their car parkipg using mobile phone's 
prepaid balance or car parking account balance. 

b. 	 Updating Users about available slots and account balance: 
User can get updates about available slots of a particular parking space and account balance by 

sending a simple SMS to the data base. 
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ABSTRACT 

The main aim ofour project is to utilize the heat which is wastedfrom the gas burner in the kitchen 
to clean Ihe dishes from hal waler. The copper tubes are mOllnled below the gas burner. The waler 
will be passed Ihrough Ihese lubes. Then Ihe waler coming oul Fom Ihe copper lubes will be halos 
Ihe heal will be Iransferredfrom Ihe gas burner and Ihen Ihrough Ihe copper Ilibes 10 the waler. This 
hal waler will be Ihel/ passed through Ihe PCM i.e. Phase change malerial. The heal will be 
Iransferred from Ihe waler 10 Ihe PCM so Ihat temperalure ojPCM gels increased and after some 
lime it will change ils phase. The waler will be Ihel/ collected ill the lank. The flow conlrol valve will 
be used 10 control the flow role ojwaler. The pump will be placed after the tank and Ihe nozzle will 
be placed so Ihal the water will be sprayed on Ihe dishes to clean. 
When Ihe burner is in offcondition then allhat time the heal will be tramferredfrom the PCM 10 Ihe 
waler so that temperalure ojPCM will be decreased. BUI the temperatw·e ojwaler will be iI/creased 
so that we will get the required output temperature oj water to clean the dishes. The 3D model will 
be drawn with the help oJCATlA soJtware. The analysis will be carried out on ANSYS soJtware. The 
experimental testing will be carried out and then the result and conclusion will be drawn. 

Keywords - Gas Burner, WAX (Phase Change Material) and pump. 

INTRODUCTION 
Due to the increase of energy costs, buildings energy consumption has tended to decrease in the past 
decades. This gives an opportunity for developing innovative renewable technologies that are more 
adapted to recent buildings with low energy demand. So, the main challenge is to manage non
simultaneous availability of heat SOurce or sink and the energy demand of buildings. Hence, different 
technologies dedicated to energy storage have been developed recently; one of them is the use of 
Phase Change Materials (PCM). These materials are considered because they exhibit a higher heat 
storage capacity than sensible storages and a tunable phase change temperature according to their 
composition. PCM are used in many applications, for instance, Campos-Celador et al. (2014) 
designed a finned plate PCM energy storage for domestic application using RT60 and water. They 
developed and validated a mathematical model to cover the simulations of the system. They finally 
compared their prototype with a conventional 500 I hot water tank and concluded that the PCM 
storage can allow a volume reduction of more than 50% which leads to lower heat losses at the same 
time. The project focuses only on PCM heat exchanger. In the last decades, many researchers studied 
this type of heat exchanger. Ten years ago, Zalba et al. (2004) studied an air- PCM heat exchanger 
for free-cooling application. They determined the thermo physical properties of two different PCM 
and developed an empirical model. They showed that this kind of system is technically feasible and 
economically advantageous. 

Due to the increasing gap between the global energy supply and demand, reaching a thermally 
efficient and cost optimized thermal energy storage system has received considerable attention 
among researchers. There are three methods for s toring thermal energy: sensible, latent and thermal
chemical. Among these methods, latent heat thermal storage (LHTS) using phase change materials 
(PCMs) is known as the most favorable for its storage density with small temperature 
variation (Mehling and Cabeza, 2007). In are attractive as they are capable of 
absorbing and releasing a considerable nearly constant temperaklfe'\dl.lrin,g 
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melting and ~o l id jtication procl.:::'scs. Latent heal energy storage systems can be used to store a 
considerable <t1J10LlIlt of availabh.:: thermal energy TO be utilized during the energy demand period, 
hereafter providing a promising solution for smoothing rile discrepancy bct\veen energy supply ancl 
demand . Thus. lllany authors have reported their results of researches on reM thermal storage 
during melting and 

Fins, or more generally extended surfaces. are used to provicl~ additional heat transfer surfaces in 
thermal systern , . In LI·ITS systems. various rcsearchers c"cnsively studied the role of different 
configurations of fins on the performance improvement characteristics of LHTS systems. 
Subsequently. different nurnerical studies looking at the impact of lins on overall rCM melting and 
solidification can be found in lit erature (Ogoh and Groulx, 2012; Sccniraj and Narasimhan, 2008; 
Shatikian et aI. , 2005); typically. those studies still neglect natural convection in the liquid PCM 
phase. Although the cited numerical studies provide the tool to determine optimum fins geometry 
and LHTS configuration, the defect in natura l convcction simulations brings about the need to 
perform experimental s tudies. 

In the present study, melting and solidification of a specific rCM is explored in a finned shell and 
tube heat exchanger for two fin heights and three Stephan numbers to study the effect of these two 
variables on some decision-making parameters. These criteria include tempemture distribution, 
melting and so lidification front and total melting and solidification time. There are three types of 
thermal energy storage process, namely sensible heat storage, latent heat storage and thermo
chemical storage. Latent heat storage materials that are used to store thermal energy through change 
of state are known as phase change materials (PCMs). Latent heat-based TESs (LHTESs) show 
advantages of high storage density and small temperature swing. As an example, for the same 
amount of stored thermal energy, an ice storage unit would require 8 times less volume as compared 
to a typical water storage unit storing with 10°C temperature change. Furthermore, the wide variety 
ofPCMs' phase change temperatures makes it possible to tailor each of the specific applications with 
suitable working conditions. 

Nevertheless, only limited results have been shown in making high capacity and high thermal 
storage/extraction rated systems. One major iss ue with use of PCMs is the heat transfer difficulty in 
charging and discharging of thermal energy. A typ ical thermal conductivity of PCM is in the range 
between 0.2W/m-K and 0.7W/ m-K. Advanced design of heat exchangers and accurate numerical 
evaluation may shed light to high performing TES systems. I n parallel, subcooling and phase 
separation properties as well as inflammability and corros ion issues are other technical bottlenecks to 
be overcome. 

1. OBJECTIVE 
I. To harness the untapped heat energy liberated from the gas. 
2. To study the radiative, heat transfer and design the system accordingly. 
3. To design the dishwasher which uses hot water. 
4. To design the system which helps to conserve the energy. 
5. To utilize wasted energy. 
6. 
[J. LlTER4TURE SURVEY 

Ventilated window with a Phase Change Material (PCM) heat exchanger as a new window 
application.PI In summer, night ventilation mode is operated to discharge energy stored in PCM by 
the ambient co I'd air, which can be reloaded again, when ventilation pre-cooled air is provided. 
Numerical models are bu ilt and verified by full-scal e experiment to evaluate the PCM ventilation 
system PI 

The nonlinear properties and hysteresis of PCM are set in the model. The conclusion is that the 
configuration optimization should be based on different climates. In the case study in Copcnhagen, 
the heat exchanger with 10 mm plate thickness is optimized.tl] It can cool down the ventilated air 6. 5 
'c on average in 3.9 h pre-cooling effective time with 3.19 MJ/day energy saving. The material cost 
saving is 16.87% compared to 20 mm plate thickness which has s imilar discharged heat amount. 
Nevertheless, the heat exchanger with 5 mm plate thickness a faster thermal response and a 
higher cost saving ability, which is good for tlie 'c lil11ate . ~tI1~'"(>"'" d of outdoor air t~per~e 
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suitable for night ventilation in a day is short. 

The present study focuses on the design and fabrication of passive solar still system wi th phase 
change materia ls (peM). [In order to improve the distillate, PCMs (parallin wax, stearic acid, and 
lauric acid) have been stored in a copper cylinder. The effects of basin water depth on total distillate 
have been studied for all three cases'll] The maximum distillate has been obtained at I cm depth for 
ali cases with three rCMs used in this study. Total distillate decreased linearly with water depth for 
all three reMs. There has been a 9.2% drop in the maximum water basin temperature in paraffin 
wax as compared to stearic acid (17.6%) and lauric acid (21.5%) with an increase in water depth 
from 1 to 5 cm' ll ] Heat transfer and energy balance equations involved in the present solar still 
system have been stated. Variation of some heat transfer coefftcients with time has also been studied 
for three different PCMs. The total distillate has been found to be increased by 1202, 1015. and 930 
ml/m2-day for paraffin wax, stearic acid, and lauric acid, respectively stored in a copper cylindeL[2] 
The performance of lauric acid for total distillate has been comparable with the other two rCMs. 

Water basin temperature decrease with an increase in water depth using paraffin wax, which is being 
least affected due to high heat storing capacity as compared to stearic and la~ric acid. Total distillate 
decreased linearly with the water depth in all three rCMs. The maximum distillate has been obtained 
using paraffin wax as compared to stearic acid and lauric acid. This has been due to the high latent 
heat of capacity of paraffin wax as compared to the other two peMs. However, lauric acid still also 
performed well as the other two peMs when stored in a copper cylinder. Cylindrical storage for 
peM has rendered better results as compared to spherical storage due to its high surface area. 

The temperature variation test is an alternative simple method of determining the melting point of 
paraffin wax by studying the temperature of a meldi ng paraffin wax at a regular intervals of one 
minute until the temperature of the melting were remains steady with time. This work aimed at 
determining the melting point of paraffm wax using 
T.V.T. method, highlighting the cri tical issues related to the determination and suggesting a suitable 
way of improving the melting point of paraffin wax to suit a latent heat and thermal energy storage 
application. The experimental results also confonn that paraffin wax is a crystalline solid·13] 

An experimental study has been conducted to determine the melting point of paraffin wax by 
temperature variation test. The melting point of paraffin wax is the main property that enables its 
engineering latent heat and thermal 

energy storage applications.p] The result obtained from this study also agreed with other researchers 
who used different method. The melting point of paraffin can also improved by adding paraffin wax 
with disulphurdi-chloride liquid S2C12. 

According to the study conducted by the authors the results were interpreted as , when the mixture of 
LA-TD binary solution presents the eutectic behavior for solid - liquid equilibrium line.p] The 
eutectic melting point is 24.33°C and latent heat of melt ing of eutectic mixture is 161.45 Jig. 
Therefore, the LAeTD eutectic mixture has pote ntial as phase change material for energy storage. 
After 30 and 90 thermal cycles, the changes in the melting temperature, the latent heat of melting and 
the specific heat of eutectic mixture are in acceptable level.14] 

Phase change materials (PCM) are capable of storing thermal energy within a small temperature 
range due to their high latent heat. When designing a thermal energy storage (TES) system with 
PCMs, besides the phase change enthalpy, thermal conductivity and density, viscosity based on 
temperature must be characterized to take into account natural convection. IS] Taking advantage of the 
facilities of the different research groups working within an international network, a set of Inter 
comparative tests were executed to determine the viSCOSity based on the temperature of two[PCMs: 
octadecane and the commercial paraffin RT70 He. Three laboratories have participated, which have 
used three different rheology equipment's: two controlled stress rheometers, AR-G2 from TA 
Instruments and MCR 502 from Anton Paar and a translational rheometer, IMETER' IS] The 
interoperative tests were executed based on a starting methodology approach defined previously by 
some of the authors. The highest deviations were observed when temperature-controlled geometries 
or temperature hoods were not used at elevated test temperatures due to the temperature gradients 
within the sample, as consequence of the hea ue to the room temperatu~equentl y, 
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special aLlention Illust be foclised on the temperature control. since a uniform temperature throughout 
the sa mple should be guaranteed. 

In the present study, numerical simulation of refrigeration cycle incorporated with a PCM heat 
exchanger is carried out. To this cnd, the reti'igeration cycle without reM has been simulated and 

then. the performance coeflicients of the refrigerator in either with and without rCM are evaluated.[61 

The peM heat exchanger is located in the refrigeration cycle, at a location after the condenser and 

before the expansion valve. The utilized PCM is N- Octadecane with fusion temperature of27.5 °C. 

The s imulation of heat exchanger is based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in which the flow 

inside the pipe is considered onE.' dimensional in the ax.ial extension and reM sun'OlInding it, is 
considered two dimensional.16] 

Numerical simulation is carried out using MATLAB software. Simulation results show that utilizing 
peM in refrigeration cycle of a refrigerator causes an improvement in the convection procedure and 
results a 9.58% increase in performance coefficient of refrigerator. 

Liquid-flow window is a multi-glazing system with a flowing liquid layer in the window cavity. 

Thermal transmiss ion is largely restricted and waml water can be produced. These lead to 

considerable energy saving in buildings with daytime hot water demand. [11For service extension, it is 
necessary to enhance the thermal storage capability of the system as solar energy is an intermittent 

heat source.ln this study, the potential advantage of applying PCM onto the double-pipe heat 

exchanger of liquid flow window was evaluated for different situations, including the unfavorable 

case with night-time hot water demand. The enthalpy-based method was adopted for precise 

modelling of the heat transfer process in the PCM layer. The validity of the numerical model was 

confirmed by experimenllli comparison with published data.f71 


Numerical studies were then conducted based on different design positions of the PCM layer at the 

heat exchanger, and for use in res idential and office buildings. The results show that comparatively, 

the design with PCM located at the outermost layer of the heat exchanger has the best energy storage 

performance. For the case with PCM sealed in the middle annular space, the inner PCM layer is 

heated up rapidly, while the outer PCM layer remains at low temperature because of the continuous 

heat release to the cold-water stream. With the use of PCM, 31.4% and 11.4% more hot water can be 

harvested during off-work hours for residential use in typical summer and winter weeks. And as a 

whole, the energy saving potential is greater in summer than in winter. 

The preSent study focuses on the thermal performance of encapsulated phase change material (PCM) 

based heat exchanger for thermal management of building in Indian conditions. Heat transfer 

characteristics of the encapsulated PCM based heat exchanger is investigated experimentally and 

compared vis-a-vis thermally activated roof and radiant panel systems'I'1 Experiments are performed 

on a scaled down concrete cubical test chamber with a window facing the north direction. It is found 

that the encapsulated PCM based heat exchanger is able to reduce heat gain of the test chamber by 

approximately 50% as well as mean air temperature by more than 6 0 C. The encapsulated PCM 

based heat exchanger is found more beneficial in flattening the peak for longer duration and reducing 

the fluctuation in mean air temperature of the test chamber. The developed building s imulation 

model is validated with the experimental results, which is used in parametric studies to identify the 

effect of different parameters on the average air temperature in the test chamber. The duration of 

stabilization period can be kept constant by increasing PCM thickness linearly with the increment in 

thermal load of the test chamber. The inlet water temperature to the PCM based heat exchanger is 

found to be the most influential parameter affecting the mean air temperature of the test chamber, 

whereas thermal conductivity of walls and length of pipe in heat exchanger have minimal effect 


comparativelY'I'1 Further, a ground heat exchanger is incorporated with the encapsulated PCM based 

heat exchanger to investigate the effectiveness of ground heat exchanger in discharging the heat load 

ca'Tied by the working fluid. 


Buildings are exceptionally high electrical consumers and expend as much as 45% of total energy 
consumed globally. Amongst passive cooling methods, phase change materials (PCM) are 
implemented in buildings to prevent heat enhance heat absorption, promote 
temperature moderation and mitigate indoor heat storage using PCM 
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constilllles an elTeclive method to raise the overall heat capac il )' of buildin~, PCMs with illlmense 
energy density have brought about strong interests in deveioring high thermal inertia buildings with 

high energy savings. One main disadvantage of peM is their poor lhermal conducti vity :hat delays 

their energy charging/discharging process and storage performance. Consequently, one major focus 

of PCM research has been the enhancement of peM's thermal conduclivity us ing nanolechnology 

and nanomaterials, Recently, fast growing advancements in the tield of nano Illaterials have led to a 

cutting-edge technology frontier of developing new ultra- sillall nanosized particles to enhance the 

thermo physical properties of conventional peMs. Dispersi ng thermal conductive nanD particles 

such as nanometals, nano metal-oxide and Nano carbon can vastly improve peM's thermal and 
physical attributes such as super-cooling, viscosity, heat capacil)' and thermal conductivitY.19! 

This article reviews recent reports on these emerging functional nanomaterials (type of material used, 
synthesis method, morphology and enhancement effect) used in nano-enhanced peMs (nePCMs) to 
achieve superior thermal performance suitable for pass ive-cooling applications in the built
environment.19J 

l11. METHODOLOGY 

) 

Setup .

We manufactured the whole setup by using a mild steel L-shape bar, copper tube, external Gas stove 

and Pump. 


As shown in the fig our setup consists of two containers, I" is PCM material storage tank and 2" is 

hot water storage tank, one gas stove, copper rube for circulation of hot water and to absorb heal. We 

covered all containers and insulated them to resist heat loss from PCM material. In our setup we used 

copper tube coils below the gas stove and also wound in parallel in the PCM materia l tank, 


We used a pump to circulate water and the outlet of the cold water tank pipe is connected to a copper 

tube coil which is just below the Gas stove (Because we use the wasted heat whi ch is available 

below the gas stove). Then we took the stainless steel container and inside that container we arranged 

the copper tube in the zigzag style just above the surface of the container by keeping some gap and 

filled PCM material in the container. Then that tube is connected to the hot water storage tank to 

store the hot water. 


Working: 

Water starts flowing from the cold water storage tank through the copper tube coils which are 

mounted below the gas stove burner. Cold water absorbs that wasted heat from the burner due to that 

temperarure of the water increases. Copper rube is used because it has more heat conductivity. Then 

this warm water is passed through the PCM, here PCM absorbs the heat from water flowing from the 

copper tube due to this PCM changes its phase. This PCM has the ability to absorb the heat at 

constant temperature. Because orthis characteristic ofPCM even if we shut off the gas stove we can 

get warm water until the peM comse to its original phase. Then this warlll water is stored in the hot 

water tank which is insulated. From that tank warm water is further used for different applications. 


This system is useful to use wasted heat from a gas stove to conserve the energy which we use to 

heat the water. 
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Fig.!: Assembly ofSetup 
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Fig.2: Top view of Setup 
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Fig3: Block Diagram of System 

IV CONCLUSION 
I. Using this system we can conserve the energy. Here we conserve energy in hvo 

ways, one which we previously used for water heating by electrically or by conventional 

method and another one is heat wasted from the gas stove. 

2, This setup can successfully heat the water even after we shut off the gas stove, due 

to characteristics of the Phase Change Material and use copper for circulating water from 

tubes, We used PCM to increase the efficiency of this system. 

3, In the industry like restaurants where bigger gas stoves are used and where large 

quantities of food is cooked on a regular basis, this system will help a lot to conserve 

energy as well as it will help the economy of the business. 


4, From this study we understood that the Wax, has required characteristics ofPCM for this 

system. 


5, The aim of the optimization oftbe PCM-heat exchanger was to enhance the volume 

of available hot water in this system 


6, The aim of this paper was to study the discharging performance of expanded 

paraffm PCM-heat exchangers, To ascertain whether the rapid discharging performance of 

the PCM-heat excbanger was capable of heating the cold water to the required temperatures 

of domestic water, several vital parameters were observed experimentally. 
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ABSTRACT 

Solar energy helps in achieving new levels to satisfy world's energy needs. The effective way of 
utilizing sunlight with solar energy concentration technology and recent developments of its 
applications using convex lens solar concentrator is reviewed in this paper. The present status of 
application, the ongoing research and development works suggest that with some amount of 
efforts regarding the manufacturing the convex lens solar concentrators will bring an 
outstanding market to solar energy concentration application technology in the coming era. The 
project was focused on the Solar Energy high temperatures using parabolic solar concentrator, 
Convex lens, transmilling materials and solar tracking. It identified their level ofpeljormance. 
This paper will provide a contemporOlY review of convex lens solar concentrators and their 
benefits to make solar technology cheap. [t will also analyze on some of the existing solOl' 
concentrators used in the solar technology for the post four decades and pelformance of each 
concentrator will be explained and compared This paper makes a review about the recent trends 
of the concentrated solar energy applications using solar concentrators. The current research 
and development involves imaging as well as non-imaging systems. In comparison with imaging 
systems, the other non-imaging systems have the advantages of greater accept angles, greater 
concentration ratios with minimum volume and short focal length, greater optical efficiency, etc. 
Based on imaging, concentrated photovoltaic is an important application and the highest solar
to-electric conversion efficiency. 
Keywords: Parabolic solar concentrator, Fresnel lens, transmilling acrylic materials, Solar 
tracking 
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1. fNTRODUCTION 

In this paper, the deve lopmcnt of the c heapest solar concentrator with the acrylic materia I 
and its use for the cooking application exp lained . To overcome the disadva ntages we have in our 
solar heat ing system with parabolic tracking system and optimizing the cost of the so!ar devices 
to make it ava ilable at cheaper rates in the market. So lar tracking makes the system very ag ile 
and adaptable to the positions of the sun. The main objectives of the development of 
concentrator are: I) To achieve suffic ient temperature with the help of so lar concentrator which 
can be utilized for the coo king applications 2) To design a so lar tracking system to utilize 
maximum energy radiated by the sun and increase thc efficiency of the system. 3) To develop a 
cheaper so lar cooking applicat ion and making the renewable energy a vailable at cheaper cost. 

1.1 Literature Review 

It] Among the different energy end uses, energy for cooking is one of the basic and 
dominant end uses in develo ping countries. There are numerous solar energy based cooking 
equipments has been des ign, developed and tested for various applications across the wo rld. The 
main aim of the research paper is to provide extensive view on standard testing approach of so lar 
cooker, energy and exergy analysis approach and economic 

evolution of different types of solar coo ker. Also the size of the job is a considera ble fac tor fo r 
deciding the type of forging process[l]. 

[2] The use of dish systems is among the most potential methods for so lar power 
collection. However, the popu larity of the application of traditional dish systems has been 
retarded because they are structurally comp lex, heavy, and costly. According to this, a novel 
ultralight dish syste m is brought into picture where it includes a cable mesh reflector, an 
ultralight thermoelectric converter, and a three-extensible-rod (TER) so lar tracker[2J. 

[31 The product developed invo lves use of mirror polished aluminum reflectors, so lar 
tilt and aluminum pressu re cooker manual trackers. With the help of social awareness camps, 70 
solar cookers were installed in an indigenous soc iety in Mexico; previously it was des igned a 
diagnostic of timber resources use to each beneficiary family. For se lecting thermal and 
ergonomic characteristics, firin g tests were performed with different types of prototype plots. To 
encourage the use of re newable energy, the projec t expects to reduce the consumption of timber 
as a fuel for cooking by about 30%;, to mitigate respiratory diseases caused by the inhalation of 

) combustion smoke and help the family 's econo my[3]. 

1.2 Objectives and Scope 

I] To achieve sufficient temperature with the help of so lar concentrator which ca n be utilized for 
the cooking application. 
2] To design a solar tracking system to utilize maximum energy radiated by the sun 
and increase maximum efficiency of sun. 
3] To develop a cheaper solar cooking application and making the renewable energy 
available at cheaper cost. 

2. Theoretical Design 

n Convex Lens: For the manufacturing of the convex lens we had two options like glass or 
acrylic. Due to easy availability and flexible Manufacturing we go for acrylic. The acrylic 
material we chose had the properties we needed. Some Properties and its range are listed as: 
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I)Spec ific Gravity: 1. 19 2)Refractive Index: 1,49 3)Light Transmission Capacity: 92% 
ient of thermal ' 1. 3 BTu/hr 5)Specilic heat (at 770 F): 0.35 BTU/hL 

/' 	

( 
... 

Fr :>n' vi •• 
Sca.I~: 1: 2 

Ult ~ I U 
$(~It: 1:2 

All Dirn~ns lons i n rom 

Fig-l: One half of Convex lens 

1I) MS Plate: MS are bolted to the lens which hold the lens which is s lotted at the bottom 
which enables it to rotate along the pivot point 
Dimensions= 600mm X 30mm X 5mm 

UI) 	Driving mechanism: 
Motor Specifications: Johnson Geared Motor (Made In India) 100 RPM Rated Voltage: l2V 
Rated Torque: 5,7 kg-em Weight (gm):I64gm 
Gearbox Dimensions: 25x37 (LxW) mm Lead screw: MI2 X 1.25 mm 

Fig. OveraU Design for the Tracking 
3. 	 Calculations for 

Lens: 
Focallength( ) u -( = Depth of lens) 
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Where, IlI=Refi'active index ofacrylic sheet 

Il'= Refractive index of water where III = 1.33 .'"= 1.49 
R= Radius ofcllrvature 

r= radius of lens=400 mm= O.4m h= Depth of lens= I OOmm=O.l m 

By varying lens uepth( ) 


Area of lens=2"R r=,} 

Assuming the radius of lells(l) O.5 m 


R= = =0.9083m 

Focallength( )= =_= 5.6768 m 

Initial assumptions were according to the data from the various research papers of solar cooker 
concentrator. But the lenses are much more efficient than the mirror concentrators. So it resulted 
that the solar lens concentrator can produce the same amount of heat with the half of the 
dimensions of the mirror concentrators. It helped us optimizing the size of the setup with no 
compromise in the heat generation. 
New radius oflens (r)=0.2m 

R= = =0.85m 

Focallength( )= =_= 1.5625 m 

Energy loss per m" by sun =343 W /m" 

The Earth receives L74 petawatts (PW) of solar radiation coming to the earth at the upper 
atmosphere. About 30% is reflected back to space while the remaining is absorbed by clouds, sea 
and land areas. Most of the people in the world live in areas with insolation levels of 160-300 
watts/m', or 3-7 k\Vhlm' per day. 
By the equation, 

Losses= reflected radiations (30%)+ absorbed radiations(2l %) Available radiations =49% 
=0.49(343)=168W/m" 

Available energy= 168 W/m" Radiation heat transfer(q) 
q=oA[(T)4_(Ts)4)) 

174= 5.67 10.8 [T'-3034] T=327k =54°C 
By Using 
Water:- q=500W/m' q=crA[(TJ'-(Ts)4)] 

500=5.67 10's 2 n(0.2)(0.1)[T4-3084] T=530oK =257oC 
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The calculations resu lts the temperature as 257°C 

Analysis ofsuppoliing links: 

i!.. .... .\ 
-' 

Static Slrtlclurat Analysis of lens lor 
equivalent stress: 

• 	 Load applicd= lOON 
• 	 Max stress= tMpa 
• 	 Location of max stress= At the 

holes made for bolts 

-. ~ 
.... 

- - j 


Static Structura l Analysis o f len s fo r 
lOtal deformation: 

• 	 Load applied= lOON 
• 	 Max deformation= O.OO 08mm 
• 	 Location o f max deformation= 

Near the lens, al the lOp 

Heating Test: 	 Cooling Test: 

O$ ! !'\ 
~ ::: if J ~ 

0.2 

0: LI___ ~~_~ 
12:28 12:36 12:43 12: 50 12 :57 

temps (h) 

Heating test: 

Heating test is conducted to detennine optical efficiency factor (F'_o) of the parabo lic 

concentrator solar cooker. For this test, the cooking utensil w ith a already defined amount of the 

water (as the cooking load) is mounted at the focu s of the parabola. 


Cooling test: 

As soon as the water reaches 95°C temperature during this test, the concentrator shall be covered 

w ith the sufficiently large umbrella (w ith dark colour, preferably black) so that it will block all 

the solar radiation. Minimum interference in the heat loss process from the cooking pot must be 


ensured with the shad ing arrangement. 
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Figut.3.: Average t~ra'ures. 

CONCLUSION: 
The so lar concentrator was designed from the ground up with the needs of research in mind. All 
components are to be designed to be as lightweight and high performance as possible. The 
knowledge of all the research papers are to be incorporated within the proiotype. All initial tests 
have to be conducted and results to be estimated if the desired temperature is achieved by the 
lens or not. The working of Arduino is also monitored. 
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Abstract
Reji-igerG{ ion is the process ofremoval ofheat from a space it is where it is unwanted and transferring 
the same 10 !he sWTounding environment, This is produced by evaporalion of liquid re/rigeran! in VCR 
system. The coefficient ofpe/lormance (COP) of VCR system is depends on the refrigeration ejJect and 
work required the rOle of heat tran~fer or by reducing !he compressor work.lt has been found that 
nanorefrigerant have much higher and strongly temperature dependent thermal conductivity than 
conventional rr:;/h'gel'anl and if improve the thermo-physical properties. This can be considered as one of 
the key parameter ofenhanced performance jar reji-igeraJion system. For this project we will use R134a 
as a base refrigeranJ and the R600a (Nano refrigerant) will be added to study its ejJecJ on COP. The 
R600a will be added at different proportions sllch as 0.5%, 1. 0% and 1.5%. Based on the results most 
suitable proportion ofnona refrigerant will be suggested. 

KeylVords- Nanojlllids, COP, Power consumption, Thermal conductivily 

INTRODUCTION 

It is true that rapid indust rialization has led to unprecedented growth, development and technological 
advancement across the globe. It has also given rise to several new concerns. Today global warming and 
ozone layer depletion on the one hand and spiraling oil prices on the other hand have become main 
challenges. Excessive use of fossil fuels is leading to their sharp diminution and nuclear energy is not out 
of harm's way. In the face of imminent energy resource crunch there is need for developing thermal 
systems which are energy efficient. Thermal systems like refrigerators and air conditioners consume 
large amount of electric power. So avenues of developing energy efficient refri geration and air 
conditioning systems with natllre friendly refrigerants need to be explored.,[I] The rapid advances in 
nanotechnology have lead to emerging of new generation heat transfer fluids called nanofluids. 
Nanofluids are prepared by suspending nanO sized particles (1-IOOnm) in conventional fluids and have 
higher thermal conductivity than the base fluids. Nanofluids have the followin g characteristics compared 
to the normal sol id liquid suspensions. i) higher heat transfer between the particles and fluids due to the 
high surface area of the particles ii) better dispersion stability with predominant Brownian motion 
iii)reduces particle clogging iv) reduced pumping power as compared to base fluid to obtain equivalent 
heat transfer. Based on the applications, nanoparticles are currently made out of a very wide variety of 
materials, the most common of the new generation of nanoparticles being ceramics, which are best split 
into metal oxide ceramics, such as titanium, z inc, aluminium and iron ox ides, to name a prominent few 
and silicate nanopart ic les, generally in the form ofnanoscale fl akes of clay. [2]Addition of nanoparlicles 
changes the boiling characteristics of the base fluids. Nanoparticles can be used in refrigeration systems 
because of its remarkable improvement in thermophysical and heat transfer capabilities to enhance the 
performance of refrigeration systems. In a vapour compress ion refrigeration system the nanoparticies can 
be added to the lubricant (compressoroil). 
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PREPARATION OFNANO REFRIGERANT 

The Nano refrigerant used in this experiment is R 1 34n~CuO . The preparation of Nano refr i g~rant is done 
by the use of magnetic stirrer and ultra Sonicator processor. 2 gm of 50 om diameter of copper oxide is 
mixed with 150 ml of lubrica ting oil and stirred about 2 hrs with the help of magnetic sti rrer. Then th e 
Nano refrigerant is placed in ultra sonicator processor to obtain fl ow properties for the copper 
nanoparticies. Then the Nano particles are separated from t.he lubricat ing oil by filtration process. These 
Nano particles are injected into the compressor through suction port or charging port along with the base 
refrigerant R 134a. The complex correlation between all these parameter on the performance of nanofluid 
in shown in Fig. 1.1. Here we can see that all parameter for example when we increase the concentratio n 
ofnanoparticle in base fluid the all 4 thermo physical ofnanofluid will be change. 

NanoHuid Parameters 
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Fig. 1. Complexity and multi-variability o!nanoparticle suspensions 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. 	 R.S. Mishra,DevendraKumar Experimental investigation for enhancing thermal performance of 
vapour compression refrigeration system using nanD fluids:-For increas ing first law efficiency in 
terms of COP and Second law efficiency (Exergetic Efficiency) of VCR systems. the experiment is 
performed on VCR system to st udy the effect of silver oxide Nano paI1icle(50nm) in base fluid of ethyl 
g lycol (50:50 ratio with water) with concentration factor 0.02 to 0.06g by volume % on hot side of 
system (condenser side). For high efficiency out-put, the plate type heat exchanger has been taken in the 
VCR system. Test results show that the performance parameters such as exergetic efficiency of the 
system improved in the range of 1.9- 5.96% and heating capacity was improved by 26-82% respectively 
by using 0.06 Vol% silver Nano fluid compared to water as cold based fluid for considerable range of 
cold base fluid fl ow rate. It was observed that the exergy destruction is decreasing in the range of 29
31.28%, 65.77~70.01%, 14.3 1-16.030/0, 17-23% in compressor, condenser, evaporator and expansion 
valve respecti vely. High volume ratio (0.015 Vol%) of silver Nano fluid shows a very less effect on 
thermal performance parameters of system for different base fluid mass flow rates. 

2.V.K. Dongare, JyotiKadam, AmrutaSamel, RupaliPawar, SarnpadaSarvankar 
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ENHANCEMENT OF VAPOUR COMPRESSION REFRIGERATION SYSTEM 
Now days. refrigeration systems have become one orthe most important systems for people's daily lives. 
So Ihe lise of refrigerants is increasing day by day. In past five years, nano-refrigerant has become the 
input for Jarge number of experimental and va pours compression systems because of shortage of energy 
and environmental considerations. The conventional 

refrigerants have major role in global warming and depletion of the ozone layer By adding nanoparticles 
with refrigerants the coefficient of performance, heat transfer rate and thermal conductivity will 
increased. Because of that power consumption rate will be reduced. This paper compares cofficient of 
performance of refrigeration system with nanorefrigerants and without nanorefrigerants such as R 134a, 
M049 and blend of R290 and R600a 

3.Jayendra, Sanket, Sagar, ViDesh, Yuken, Kaushal EFFECT OF NANOREFRIGERANT ON 
PERFORMANCE OF VCR SYSTEM A REVIEW 

Refrigeration is the process of removal of heat from a space it is where it is unwanted and transferring the 
same to the surrounding environment. This is produced by evaporation of liquid refrigerant in VCR 
system. The coefficient of performance ( cop) of VCR system is depends on the refrigeration effect and 
work required the rate of heat transfer or by reducing the compressor work. Recently it is found that the 
use of nanotechnology in the refrigeration system can increase the performance of system. In this 
technique the nanoparticies are added in to the base fluid which is refrigerant or compressor oil 
(lubricating oil). 

SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter we discussed about the solution methodology of the various formulation used for design 
components of the system, we use for solution of formulation of the components by EES (Engineering 
equation solver) in which we supply the initial conditions of the software before solving, there should be 
No. ofequations is equal to No. ofvariables. 
First all of write all the equation for design of the components of the system. Then we put inputs as per 
our model and for output we put some guess values in the software then solve the equations one after one 
components. First we des ign evaporator then compressor then condenser. For design evaporator we 
"comment" the other components and check tile No. of equations is equal to No. of variables then solve 
the formulation, if there is some error while solving then we update our guess nearest values of OUT 

design.For the design of the components set all the inputs like, s ize of the evaporator and condenser, 
mass flow rate of brine and water, compressor speed, Temperature of brine and water. So, as per our 
objective to constant our inputs data we use various nearest replacement of eco-friendly refrigerants on 
the same configUration then compare the outputs as per various refrigerants used like, R!34a, R404a, 
R407c, R290. It also has been found that nanorefi'igerant have much higher and strongly temperature 
dependent thermal conductivity than conventional refrigerant and it improve the thermo-physical 
properties. This can be considered as one of the key parameter of enhanced performance for refrigeration 
system. For this project will fLl'st find all the available nanoparticles and we will also find their all 
properties and cost. After collecting all these data we will select one of the most suitable nanoparticles 
and mix them at proper concentration. This project is performed in order to check and clariry the effect of 
nanorefrigerant properties on heat transfer compared to pure refrigerant in refrigeration system. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS. 

Fig. 2. Experimen/a/ Setup 

The experimental test is conducted on a domestic refrigerator with vapour refrigeration cycle working 
with refrigerant R-134a. Refrigerator test rig was developed in order to investigate the performance of the 
system. In developing the reliable refrigerator test rig, consideration should be highly taken care 
especially tbe development method and measurement locations of pressure and temperature. These are 
very important to ensure that the test rig can produce reliable data. A test rig was developed as shown in 
the figure. There are five points of temperature measurement, two points of pressure measurement. The 
thermocouple wire was used to measure the temperature of refrigerant in the tube. In order to know the 
performance characteristics of the vapour compression refrigeration system the temperature and pressure 
gauges are installed at each entry and exit of the component. Experiments are conducted by placing of 
shell and tube heat exchanger after the condenser. Different lypes of tools are also used tube cutter to cut 
the tubes and tube bender to bend the copper tube to the required angle. Finally the domestic refrigerator 
is fabricated as for the requirement of the project. All the values of pressures and temperarures are 
tabulated. 

} 
CONCLUSIONS 

The Purpose of this research was carried out for inspecting therrnophysical properties of mixed 
nanorefrigerants. Three ditTerent nanoparticles (AbO" Cu and SiC) and mixed refrigerant of 
R290/R600a were synthesized individually to form mixed nanorerrigerant. The operating conditions were 
3Mpa Pressure and 300 K Temperature respectively. Results are calculated for density, thermal 
conductivity, viscosity and specific heat of mixed nanorefrigerant. 
From the results, we conclude following points 

:> Density of mixed nanorefrigerant increases with increase in volume concentration of nanoparticles. 
,.. Thermal conductivity of mixed nanorefHgerant increases with increase in volume concentration of 

nanoparticles. 

>- Viscosity of mixed nanorefrigerant increases with increase in volume concentration of nanoparticles. 
;. Specific heat of mixed nanorefrigerant decreases with increase in volume concentration ofnanoparticles. 
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divergent channel 
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Abstract 
Ribs are famous heat transfer enhancement device used in many heat exchanging ch annels. This technique of 
attaching ribs to th e flow passages has become one of the wide uses in many industrial applications. Ribs increases 
the turbulent Idnetic en ergy caused by the flow disturbances, increasesthe rate of heat transfer in the duct From the 
past researches, it is also observed that for a smooth straight duct/channel, a small variation in the cross-sectional 
area may produce significant difference in the local and the average hea t transfer patterns. In this study, CFD 
simulations are presented to assess forced convection heat transfer and pressure drop for the air flow through a 
divergent duct with triangular ribs in staggered and inline arrangement Measurements are supposed to be carried 
out on flat aluminium plate in divergent channel f or triangular ribs with aspect ratio of 2 and rib height e= 3 mm 
with varying pie ratios, at fixed angle ofattack as 45°at Reynolds numbers considered in a range of 4000 to 7000. The 
CFD results show that there is a significant effect on heat transfer rate over smooth divergent duct due to the 
presence of rib and concluded that the inline arrangement of ribs gives best heat transfer augmentation than 
staggered for the same mass flow rate. 

Keywords:Divergent duct, Ribs, Nusselt Number, Heat transfer coefficient. Reynolds Number, pressure drop,CFD. 

1. Introduction 
In order to obtain higher power output from the gas 
turbine engines, the turbine inlet temperature had 
been increased in the recent engines. This high 
tempera ture could lead to overheating of the blades 
and may result in blade failure.In order to prevent such 
failures, the blade surfaces must be maintained to 
acceptable limits. So, the cooling of blade surfaces must 
be considered. There are various methods to cool the 
turbine blade and one of the most popula r methods is 
by using rib turbulators. Many other heat transfer 
augmentation techniques are also used such as fins, 
ribs, dimpled surfaces, an d protruding surfaces that 
generate vortices in a heat exchange r. Rib turbulators 
are used in gas turbine airfoils for increasing the heat 
transfer rate via turbulence, heat exchangers and the 
mixing of fluids. Rib turbulators have major scope in 
the applications such as rotating drums, sterilizers, 
heat transfer ovens, mixing and pelletizing machines, 
and air de-stratification fans for horticultural and 
agricultural uses, Rib Turbulators are an efficient and 
economicalway of heat transfer augmentation. 
Repeated ribs have been used as the promote rs of 
turbulence to enhance the heat transfer to th e flow of 
coolants in a channel. These roughness elements break 
the laminar sub-layer of the flow. The heat transfer is 
enhanced as well as the pressure drop is an important 

Experimentswere conducted to evaluatethe thermal 
performance fo r the straight rectangularchannel with 
rib turbulators of different cross-sections s llch as 
triangular, right-angle triangular and rectangular. Ribs 
were placed on opposite walls of the channel. Heat 
transfer coefficients and frictional loss were calculated. 
The resul ts obtained fo r a ll the ducts with different rib 
shapes proved that th e isosceles triangular shaped rib 
had given best heat transfer performance with in-line 
rib arrangement PongjetPromvonge, et al(2008). 
Investigations are evaluated by conducting the 
experiment to assess the thermal performance for the 
rectangular channel fi tted with trian gular ribs of 
different heights with in-line and staggered arrays. The 
flow rate in terms of Reynolds numbers was 
considered in a range of 5000 to 22,000. They found 
that the ill-line rib arrangement provides more heat 
transfer and friction loss than the staggered one for the 
same flow rate. Comparison among ribbed channel and 
smooth channels is done and they found that the 
largeste/H of 0.13 rib with inline array performed best 
in terms of both the Nusselt number and th e friction 
fa ctor C. et al (2009). 

parameter in the analysis of the overall performance of/lC41i~'6f~ta.:~~ 
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performances are provided by triangular ribs with 
w/e= 2.0 OronzioManca et al (2011). Thermal 
performance was presented to investigate the heat 
transfer to the fluid flow through a straight channel 
with triangular ribs of different angles. The tlow rate in 
terms of Reynolds numbers was considered in a range 
from 20000 to 60000 by using Ansys ICEM &Fluent 
V14. It is found that the highest value of average 
Ntlsselt number was obtained for triangular ribs of 
angel 60' compared to the Nusselt number for the ribs 
of angle 90' and 45' at Reynolds number of 
60000TuqaAbduirazzaq et al (2013). Experimental 
investigation was carried out to evaluate the thermal 
performancein a narrow diverging channel with and 
without ribs with a representative Reynolds number of 
28000. This analysis sbowed ribbed ducts provided 
higher heat transfer coefficients Justin Lamont et al 
(2013). Experimental investigation was done to assess 
heat transfer and pressure drop ofturbulent flows with 
a fixed rib height through the rectangular convergent 
and divergent channels with square ribs.The flow rate 
in terms of Reynolds numbers was considered in a 
range from 15,000 to 89,000.Comparison of the 
thermal performance of the ribbed rectangular 
divergent/convergent channelswith the ribbed square 
straight channel showed that among the four types of 
channels, the divergent channel of D2(Dho/Dhi =1.49) 
performed best at the same mass flow rateM.S.Lee et 
al(2013). 
Comparison of heat transfer and pressure drop 
between smooth and divergent rectangular ducts with 
different heights of ribs of e=3, 6 and 9 mm was done 
experimentally and concluded that the 3 mm height rib 
performed best than 6, 9 mm rib heigbt and the 
pressure drop for 6 and 9 mm rib height was higher 
than 3 mm Dr. Natarajan et al (2014). Experimental 
investigation was carried out to assess the thermal 
performancein divergent and convergent ducts with 
square ribs arranged in staggered arrange ment at the 
inner surface of duct for the range of velocity from 3.2 
to 16 m/s. (Reynolds's number: 5000-25000) and 
compared with plain divergent duct. He observed that 
the thermal performance of divergent duct with ribs 
was higher than the plain divergent duct and increased 
by 34% due to the presence of ribsK. R. Chavan et 
al(2015). 

3. Concept of Rib turbulators: 
Attaching of ribs to the flow passages has become one 
of the most widely used mean of heat transfer 
enhancement techniques and has many industrial 
applications such as cooling passages of gas turbine 
blade, compact heat exchangers, fuel elements in 
advanced gas-cooled reactor, electronic cooling 
devices, etc. The flow disturbances due to the rib 
arrays greatly increase the production of turbulent 
kinetic energy which enhances the turbulent heat 
transfer in channel. 

( ,DD6~ r'\ 
Fig.1 different Shapes of Ribs promoters 

The shape of rib cross section affects the formation or 
separation bubble behind the rib and amount oj' 
turbulent kinetic energy production, thus the rib shape 
is the major factor that determines the heat transfer 
performance of rib. 

3.1 Terminology used for rib turbulators: 

• Roughness height (e/D): Roughness height (e/D) is 
defined as the ratio of rib height to channel hydraulic 
diameter. It is also called the blockage ratio which is a 
characteristic of a kind of roughness. 
• Roughness pitch (p/e): Roughness pitch (p/e) is 
defined as the ratio of distance between two 
consecutive ribs and height of the rib. 
• Angle of attack (a): Angle of attack is defined as the 
inclination of rib with direction of air flow in duct. 
• Aspect ratio: It is defines as the ratio of duct width 
to duct height. This factor also plays a very crucial role 
in investigating thermo-hydraulic performance. 

4. Test Geometry Model: 

Fig. 2 shows thegeometry which has been considered 

in this simulation to study effect of ribs on heat 

transfer. The total length of channel is SOOmm. Three 

pitch by height ratios are presented (p/e=8, 10&12) 

with Reynolds number range from 4270 to 6398. 


Fig.2 Test Geometry 

Fig. 2.a. plain divergent duct 

Fig. 2.b. Divergent duct with ribs inline arrangement 
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For data reductions follOwing are the steps required : 
1. Heat Extracted by the air = Q = m(-;PL~~F:~ 

2. Change in temperature 
I::,T = (To - Ti)K 

3. Bulk mean temperature = 

Tf = (To +Ti)/2 

Smt. Kasni r'3vall! Co •. cge l 

of Engll e~rIt g, Pune - 4~. 
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Fig. 2.e. divergent ribbed duct with staggered 
arrangement 

5. Experimental Set up 
Experimental set up mainly consists of an 
insulateddivergent duct, flat plate, blower which is 
used to regulate mass flow rate of air. A divergent duct 
made up of AClyJic matelial in C section is used in 
which the tes t section i.e flat plate with triangular ribs 
is accommodated. A heater is placed beneath th e 
aluminum plate for heating of flat plate. Temperature 
sensors along with digital temperature indicator are 
used to measure inlet and outlet temperature of air. 
Thermocouples also measure the surface temperature 
of 	 flat plate. The schematic diagram or the 
experimental set up is as shown in fi g.3. Air is taken 
rrom atmosphere pressurizes when it passes through 
blower, the pressurized air then flows through a flow 
control valve where flow is regulated. The velocity of 
air 	 is measured at exit of divergent duct by 
anemometer. The air is fed to the duct where it absorbs 
the heat from the flat plate which receives heat from 
heater which is kept at beneath of flat plate. The heated 
air then taken out from the outlet of divergent duct 

, o 

3 

2 

Fig. 3Experimental Setup 
From Fig.3: (I) Blower (2) Plate type Heater (3) Test 
section (4) U- tube manometer. (5) Digital temperature 
indicator (6) Control valve, (7) Voltmeter (8) Ammeter 

6. Data Reduction: 

Special Editioll PGCON-MECH·201 7 

4. 	 Temperature difference I::,Ts = Tw- T/ 
5. 	 Ileat transfer rate = Q= hAI::,T Watts 

G. 	 Coefficient of heat transfer = h = Q/(AI::,T) 

7. 	 Hydrauli c diameter = Dh = 4Acs / P 
8. 	 Reynolds Number= Re = (pVDh)/ P 

9. 	 Nusselt Number = Nt! = hDh/ K 
10. Enhancement Ratio 

ENu = Nu(mod ified ) / Nu(smootlz) 
11. 	Fri ction factor = (2DhllP)/(LUZ) 
12. Enhancement 	 ration in terms of friction 

factor= 
Ef = (f mod ified / f51nooth) 1\ (11 3) 

l3. Performance Enhancement Factor= PEF= 
ENu/Ef 

7. CFD Methodology 

3-Dimensional. Steady-state CFD simulations arc 
performed using ANSYS FLUENT ViS.D. A second order 
upwind scheme for momentum and energy equations 
are considered with SIMPLE coupling for couple 
velocity and pressure drop. This project work includes 
the convection heat transfer from the solid surfaces to 
the adjacent air; and the conductive heat transfer in the 
triangular Jibs. 
The pressure based solver is chosen for the simulations 
with the consideration to the low speed flows in this 
problem. Air density and other properties such as 
viscosity, specific heat wil l be considered as constant 
values. The Realizable k-epsilon turbulence model is 
applied for the simulation. 

6.1 Boundary conditions: 

The foll owing appropriate boundary conditions were 
imposed on the model. 

• 	 Inl et: Velocity inlet boundary condition 
[velocity, static temperature]. 

• 	 Ou tlet: Pressure Ou tlet [atmospheric 


pressure]. 


• 	 Heat source: constant heat flux 

• 	 Walls: constant Adiabati c, No-slip, stationa,y 
wall 

Test geomet,y Meshing tool ICEM 15 has been used 
and these are shown as following: 
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Highlights 

Tills manuscript highlighted the effect of SiC filler and post FSP ageing times on 


rrUcrostntcturalcyolution, hardness, impact toughness and wear behaviour ofsurface 


composite fabricated using friction stir processing, 


Precipitale evolution with respect to ageing times is discussed in detail.1mpacl 


touglmess which is a rcal requirement in many defence app lications ofsurface 


composite 1S discussed in detail. 


Abstract 

Friction stir processing and post process artificial ageing was successfully canied out on AA7075 with and ",ithout reinforcement of 

SiC particles producing defect free processed zone with uniform distribution offiller material. Effect ofSiC particle reinforcement 

and artificial ageing times on the microstructural modifications was characterized using optkal and electron microscopy. electron 

backscattered diffraction and X-Ray diffraction. Hardness, impact and wear tests were carried out to investigate mechanical 

behaviour before and after processing. Reinforcement o[SiC particles during FSP and subsequent age hardening treatment brought 

about nearly h\'ofold increase in hardness and il!!Ract toughness values by the combin.ed effect ofgrain refinement, Zener pinning, 

dispersion strengthening and precipitation hardening. Significant improvement in wear resistance in terms ofwear loss was also 

observed after processing compared to the reference material AA7075-T6. Fractured surface ofpos t FSP age hardened AA7075 alloy 

exhibited features ofductile fracture during Charpy impact test. 
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3/4/22,4:07 PM Consequence of reinforced SiC particles <"lnd post process artificial ageing on microstructure and mechan\cal properties of friel.. 

Ofttle, compn: lu..: nsivc l't:quil'l:mcnt of'good qU;ll i ty lIlakri:d, producing h igh perfonnallcc at low cost has madt: th: fow::; shifl 

from unmL'\cd to cumposite m;llcri:ds. Day hy (by u liLiz;llioti ofMd al matrix composi!!.:.') (MM C) in d ilkrenl: industries arc 

t:xpal'lding dlld it is undergoing con tinuuus adv:tw,:crI-u.:nts, lhereby g:lining popularity as d. potential can didate ror advanced 

;lppLications. r\11aninium met.:Iil1l;)trix com po$ih:s (AM MCs) or simply Aluminium M;lh:ix composites (AMC) art: ve ry much in 

demand (or aCJ:ospace, dcf~nu: and tT~mSp()rtation appiicili ons pertaining to its high spct:if'ic stre ngth, bdte.r stiflness and 

improved wear resi::.;t ;mce Pl. To accom plish further t:o mrm:rt:i:l t csc;lia tion, a lInt:omplicaled ~d cos t efTective method ror 

(;Ibrkation ofAMC is ve l')' cruei;] !. Unifi)l'm di<;rribution offillcr p-a l:ticl~ (Reiniorcements) ;md low processing cost ;Ire the two key 

challenges for the n'l;tntl f:~cturil1g ofDiscont inuuusly Rcinlb n:ell Aluminum (ORA) matri.x l'omposites [2,3]. Nwnerous IJl:ocessing 

techniques havt: been im tiLutcd fo l' the tilbr ica tion ofAMes and they arc alienated in two catcgOl'i<:s like liquid state process!::s ;t11d 

solid state processes. Liquid mdal processes like Stil' Casti ng, COinpoc;l,-;ting, ~uee7..e Casting, Spn.y Forming, Liquid Mel;!1 

fnJilLration and solid state processes like High Energy Ball Milling, Diflusion Bonding. ;md Powder Metallurgy arc the techn.iques 

which arc llsed to produce AMC r4 ]. Ret:l!ntly in troduced, hict10n Stir Processing (FSP) whkh works on the same prim:iplc of 

Frict ion Stir Welding (FS\V) re ported by IVf,ishr:t e:t a1. is a novel and imminent te.dm ique tu .fabricate AMC [5}. 

FSP is basically a t.ool to alter the m.icros trucrure and thereby tailor the properties of the metallic material [6]. A rotating. non

consumable lool having shoulder and pin oCvario\1s geomt: tries is used for FSP. Role ofshoulder and pin is to provide suffidt:n t 

and local heat by interfacial fi'iction and mechanical mix ing ofthc mateJial. required for thc process. n:spectin~ly. Rotating tool is 

plung~d in the area to be procc.sst:d and then traversed through. These actions produce mechanical mixing of the material 

accompanied with intense plastic deformation leading to extrt:01C grain refinement [7,8]. During FS'P, microstructure alte ra tion is 

c<l used by the sequcnce of preheating, extrusion) rorging and cooling processes taking place on the substrate material [5,9). Under 

the optimum processing conditions a defect free processed zone having very fine grained, recrys tallized microstructure can be 

obtained. Final microstructure and properties of the FSPed n ugget zone (NZ) depends on various factors like process parameters 

(Rotational and traverse speed oftool, tool tilt angle, plunge depth) [l O,'11], tool geometry [12]. material property and cooling rate: 

[13,::.4]. Along with fabrication ofHne grained microstructure FSP can also be utihzed to mauufactm·t: surface or bulk in-situ 

composites by incorporating metal [15] or ceramic fillcr particles [16] (reinforcement) into the metal matl·ix. Material flow and 

intense material mixing taking place duxing FSP is exploited by many researchers to achieve homogeneous dispersion of filler 

pdltides in the processed zone. 

Precipitation hardenable AA 7075 was selected as the matrix for this study because ofits heat treatabili ty along with inimitable 

blend of properties like high specific strength and exceptional resistance to fatigue and stress corrosion cracking. Despite ofall 

th ese good properties. 10\ .... illmact tougbness ofthis <tlloy 1imit its applicability in many industries which requires toughness over 

and abo....e strength and hardness. Matericll strengthening of this type ofalloys takes place upon heat treatment (precipitation 


hardening or agc hardening) owing to fonnation ofunjformIy distributed tiny precipitates ",i trun the Al matrix. which hinders tilC 


motion ofdislocations [17.18)' At the pe<lk aging condition, AA7075 attains highest hardness and strength but on the expense of 

toughness. Although, toughness of the alloy can be increased by oYerag.illg but one needs to compromise on strength in this case. 


Pertaining to this, numerous researchers are trying to t:xplore diverse ways to enhance the toughness of7XXX stries precipitation 


hardenable aluminium allovs without compromising on strength and hardness. Few ofthem are considering FSP as a possible 


solution to this problem. M. Rcfat et a1. studied combined effect ofFSP, Alz0 3nano fill cr particle dispersion and artificial ageing 

beat treatment (T6) on AA707S and reported increase in hardness along with toughness (19]. 

A large valiet)' offiUer material powders like transition metal viz. copper [20]. carbonaceous materials viz. graphene (21] and 

ceramics viz. B4C [22] have been incoTporated in Al matrix to form in situ AMC by FSP. SiC as reinforcement has got a lot of 

potential owing to its high wear resistance. elastic modulus and low cost. It has excellent oxidation resistance along with good 


mechanical EToperties. SiC particles usually neither react with the matrix material nor create undesirahle phases and pJay an 


important role in grain boundary pinJ1Ing [23], [24}. 12Sl]. Numerous researchers have carried out SiC particle reinforcement in AI 


ma trix to fabricate Al/SiC composite layer using FSP and studied its consequences on microstructuTe and properties. A. Dolatkhah 


et al. incorporated SiC in A15052 matrix by FSP to understand the consequence ofprocess para.meters on microstructure and 

mechanical properties and reported enhancement in hardness and wear properties [261. M. Sarkari Khorrami et aI. studied 


influenee ofambient and gy..Qgenic temperature on FSP ~vith SiC nanoparticles and observed heavy grain refinement at cryogenic 


tempe...-atmc [27]. Micro and nallO SiC particles "'ere incorporated in stiT cast AA7075 to fabricate surfilCe composite using FSP by 


Atul Kumar et al. and reported con current improvement ofductility, strength and corrosion resistance [28]. Eman M. Zayed et al . 


fabricated hybrid surface composite (50% AIZ0 3 ?nd 50% SiC) using FSP reported superior wear resistance compdl'ed to base metal 


AAS083 [29J. 


It was observed that, thougb considerable research is being canied ~£~ ;;;-riglmess of7XXX series aluminiwn illoys 

~i~hOl.lt comp~omisin~ str~ngth and hardness by expLoring variou :~ques. ~~p .c.~ ~ us.ed as a tool t.o achi~ve this: Bas i~ 
objective OfthlS work 1S to unprove hardness as well as toughness Gi1707S ~y comb~neq r.ctron ofFSP, dlsperslOn OfS1C filler and-~'.::>~ _,: "--_ 
post FSP artificial ageing beat treatment. Effect ofpost FSP agein ' <~Jon '" 'eros tural evolution and m<;c)WJi.~~_~~ssor & 
change is also investigated in this study. 0Jl"O e.:{ // Dept. of ~... lp-~ tlnica! E 

<1231io') Sml Kasf,, _,J '3"dle Co " 
of Eni/ir"er" J. Pune - ,, __ 

https:!lwww.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214914 719307.7 1a 2118 684
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2. Experimental deSCTiption 

In present lmcstigatioll, a Gmm lhick 7075-'1'6 aluminum plale (dlc rni cairomposilion displayed in Tab!!: I was u!itd. The pbtc 

was striped into 200 n11n x 100 mm pieces using low sp(:cd ell il ing di:lmond saw. A tubula.L: furn;lI.:t: was used for solution trC:ltml'llt 

which \vas (<trried out at 480°C [or 2 h in ill:gon almosplll:n.:. As shown in Fig. I, an :IlTay ofcylinclrical h()l~s having 2 rnm diameter 

;lnd 3 mm depth \ ....as mac.:hined on the SlIrfacc uftht! piates as reservoir fol' the: fillc:r partides. SiC particles having avemgt: diameter 

of30 pm were utilized as filler material P;uticlcs were Hlled m;lIlu;,!ly in the hol~ cavities and compacted lIsing flat head punch. A 

nxtuTc wa:-; employed for damping the samples to eliminate mis;.tlignmenl during processing. 

T;lbh: 1. Chemical composition oras received 1\t\7075~T6. 

Malerial %Mg %Mn %Zn %Fc %Cu %Si %AI 

AA707S~T6S1 2.1 0.12 5.1 0.32 1.2 0.58 0.078 Balanc~ 

IOOmm 6mm 
~ 

2mm 

D!Mnload: Download high-res image (3571\8) DownIO;Jd : Da"mI03:d full -siZE im; g«= 

Fig. 1. Hole arrangement for incorporating filler material to manufacture surface composites. 

FSP was can-ied out on a CNC FSW machine with the capacity ofproducing 10 kN maximum do-wnload force and 3000 rpm. W-l% 

La20 (Tungsten-Lanthanum Oxide) alloy tool with taper cylindrical geometry having shoulder diameter of20 mm and pin profile 

as shown in Eg. 2 was used for conducting tests. At the outset, for defect free processing, the preheating ofthe specimen was 

obtained by plunging the tool slowly into the material v.i.th higher lprn (1200 rpm) for 15 s. During actual processing, rotational 

speed of the tool was reduced to 800 I-pm and it was traversed at a steady rate or60 mm/min v.-ith tool tilt angle 30.lm overlapping 

ratio 0[0.6 (GO% overlap) was used between two consecutive passes during FSP. Post FSP, artificial age!gg was carried out at UO °C 

for 6 h, 12 h, 18 h, 24 h and 30 h. The strategy behind the holes distribution and alignment was to accornphsh unifonn distribution 

ofSie particles tluoughout the processed zone keeping bottom pin (6 mm) and shoulder (20 rom) diameter in mind and 

considering 60% overlapping ratio between two successive passes. Vol entage offiUer material was approximately 5% 'with 

respect to .4..4.7075 matri, calculated u sing following equation. r::;,;srot. tr;~;' , 

Volume %offiller material Total NooIholes x Volume oCOll.e hole ~'/ ~V"i---\
Vol~ oro,oc~.d AA707S obI, I ~ u'!:·""-'I " ,~ -. 

•~ . I,~' :.: j ' 

Assistant Pro'essor & Head~ rot h 
/0 132a\\';") Dept of ~'E<hanica l E.., g. 

Smt. Kashib3i "la\ Jie C 
of Engin~e, .. ru ne 

h ttps:!lwww.sciencedi rectcom/sc ience/a rtic le/piU5221491471 9307718 3/18 685
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Abstract 

Incremental sheet fonning (lSI') is very impoltant process for forming different sheet m etal component by the llse ofCNC 

ccntroner movement of spindle tool. It is effeetive for small batch size component as compared to traditional sheet metal forming. 

Tills paper empbasis on force analysis and $pringback analysis on ISF. Foree beha...i or as well as spring baek effect can be study in 

incremental sheet forming sheet by Fin ite Elem ent (FE) analysis so as to improve accuracy of the part. To attain this aim finite 

element analysis ofincl'cmental sheet forming is done in LS-DYNA software package. 
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Experimental investigation to evaluate the performance and 
emission characteristics of CI engine equipped with Exhaust Gas 
recirculation system. 

Sunil P. Chaphalkar *, Ms. Nilesha U, Patil ** , Ms. Priya. S. Bankar*** 
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Corresponding Allthor : Sunil P. Chaphalkar 

ABSTRACT 
The presented study aims to experimentally investigate the sources of influence of exhaust gas recirculation on 
the tendency toward knock in the spark ignition engine. The three main sources of influence of exhaust gas 
recirculation on the engine tendency towards knock are known. The influence on flame propagation changes the 
profile of combustion and therefore the end-gas press ure ctnd temperature profile. The thermal influence changes 
the thermal properties of the end-gas mixture and consequently its temperahue profile, while the chemical 
influence changes the kinetic behavior of the end-gas mixture. The study is based on the results £i'om 
experimental setup with spark ignition engine that uses cooled exhaust gas recirculation system and air heater 
installed into the intake manifold. Experimental tests that employ a new approach were performed, where intake 
temperature is varied by air heater when engine is operated with different levels of exhaust gas recirculation. In 
this way the end-gas temperature and exhaust gas recirculation percentage were varied while the influence on 
!lame propagation was partially compensated by the change of spark timing. The obtained results show that 
there is 110 clear chemi cal influence of the exhaust gases on the tendency towards knock as the cases with low 
and high levels of exhaust gas recirculati.on are all mixed when the temperature of the end-gas js set to the same 
values. This leads to the overall conclusion that the predominant factor in a tendency towards knock is the end
gas temperature profile. 
Keywords- Brake Power, C.L engine, Electronic Control Machine, Exhaust Gas Circulation, NOx emission 

Date Of Submission: 10·07·2019 

I. INTRODUCTION 
All internal combustion engines generate 

power by creating explosions using fuel and air. 
These explosions occur inside the engine's cylinders 
and push the pistons down, which turns the 
crankshaft. Some of the power thus produced is used 
to prepare the cylinders for the next explosion by 
forcing the exhaust gases out of the cylinder, 
drawing in air (or fuel-air mixture in non-diesel 
engines), and compressing the air or fuel-air mixture 
before the fuel is ignited. 

There are several differences between 
diesel engines and non-diesel engines. Non-diesel 
engines combine a fuel mist with air before the 
mixture is taken into the cylinder, while diesel 
engines inject fuel into the cylinder after the air is 
taken in and compressed. Non-diesel engines use a 
spark plug to ignite the fuel-air mixture, while diesel 
engines use the heat created by compressing the air 
in the cylinder to ignite the fuel, which is injected 
ioto the hot air after co mpression. 

Date Of Acceptance: 28·07-2019 

In order to create the high temperatures 
needed to ignite diesel fuel, diesel engines have 

much higher compression ratios than gasoline 
engines. Because diesel fuel is made of larger 
molecules than gasoline, burning diesel fuel 
produces more energy than burning the same volume 
of gasoline. The higher compression ratio in a diesel 
engine and the higher energy content of diesel fuel 
allow diesel engines to be more efficient than 
gasoline engines 
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Generally the higher the temperature, the HighrlOx 
more efficient is the engine which results into good Fcrrr~t!Of1 

~ lone 
Some of the oxygen is used to burn the fuel, 

but the extra is supposed to just pass through the 
engine without reacted. The 
not participate in the combustion reaction, 
passes unchanged through the engine. 

performance and economy of the engine. 

of time, the nitrogen and oxygen in the air combi 
to fonm new compounds, primarily NO and 
These are normally collectively referred 
"NOx". 

WI' w. ijcra.com 

Fig. 1: Working of four stroke engine. 

1.1. Formation oINitrogen Oxides (NO,) 
The factors responsible for diesel engines to 

run more efficiently than gasoline engines also cause 
them to run at a higher temperature. This leads to a 
pollution problem, the creation of nitrogen oxides 
(NOx). You see, fuel in any engine is burned with 
extra air, which helps eliminate unburned fuel from 
the exhaust. This air is approximately 79% nitrogen 
and 21 % oxygen. 

When air is compressed inside the cyLi nder 
of the diesel engine, the temperature of the air is 
increased enough to ignite diesel fuel after it is 
ignited in the cylinder. When the diesel fuel ignites, 
the temperature of the air increases to more than 
1500°F and the air expands pushing thc piston down 
and rotating the crankshaft. 

High NOx 

Form.•)tioh 


Zone 


lcr.(,,~ 


.......,-L_.l-~ 


Fig 1.1.1: NOx fOlmation zone. 

1,2. Problems of NO, 
Nitrogen oxides are one of the main 

pollutants emitted by vehicle engines. Once they 
enter into the atmosphere: they are spread over a 
large area by the wind. When it rains, water then 
combines with the nitrogen oxides to form acid rain. 
This has been known to damage buildings and have 
an adverse effect on ecological systems. Too much 
NOx in the atmosphere also contributes to the 
production of SMOG (mixture of smoke and fog). 
When the sunrays hit these pollutants SMOG is 
formed. NOx also causes breathing illness to the 
human lungs. 

1,3. Reduction of NO, 
Since higher cylinder temperahlres causc 

NOx, it can be reduced by lowering cylinder 
temperatures. Charge air coolers are already 
commonly used for this reason. Reduced cylinder 
temperatures can be achieved in three ways. 
a. 	 Enriching the air fuel (A/Fl mixture. 
b. 	 Lowering the compression ratio and retarding 

ignition timing. 
c. Reducing the amount of Oxygen in the 
cylinder. 
Enriching the air fuel (AIF) mixture results in reduce 
combustion temperatures. However, this increases 
HC and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. Also 
Lowering the compression ratio and retarded 
Ignition Timing make the combustion process start 
at a less than the optimum point and reduces the 
efficiency of combustion. 

These tcchniques lowers the cylinder 
temperature, reducing NOx, but it also reduces fuel 
economy and performance, and creates excess soot, 
which results in more frequent oil changes. So, the 
best way is to limit the amount of Oxygen in the 
cylinder. Reduced oxygen results in lower cylinder 
temperatures. This is done by circulating some 
exhaust gas and mixing it into the engine inlet air. 
This process is known as Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
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II. EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION 
Exhaust Gas Recirculation is nn cffir..:icnt 

method to reduce NOx emissions from the ~nginc. It 
works by recirculating a quantity of exhaust gas 
back to the engine cy linders. Intermixing the 
recirculated gas with incoming air reduces the 
amount of available O2 to the combustion and lowers 
the peak temperature of combustion. Recirculation is 
" sually achieved by piping a route from the ex hallst 
manifold to the intake manifold. A control va lve 
within the circuit regulates and times the gas flow. 

2.1. Uses or Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
First , exhaust gas recirculation reduces the 

concentration of oxygen in the fuel-air mixture. By 
replacing some of the oxygen-rich inlet air wi th 
relatively oxygen-poor exhaust gas, there is less 
oxygen available for the combustion reaction to 
proceed. Since the rate of a reaction is always 
dependent to some degree on the concentration of its 
reactants in the pre- reaction mix, the NOx
producing reactions proceed more slowly, which 
means that less NOx is form ed. In addition, since 
there is less oxygen available, the engine mnst be 
adjusted to inject less fuel before each power stroke . 
Since we are now burning less fuel, there is less heat 
available to heat the tluids taking place in the 
reaction. The combustion reaction therefore occurs 
at lower temperature. Since the temperature is lower, 
and si nce the rate of the NOx-fo rming reaction is 
lower at lower temperatures, less NOx is tormed. 

2.2. Basic parts of EGR 

There are 3 basic parts ofEGR 

l. 	 EGR Valve 
2. 	 EGR Cooler 
3. 	 EGR Transfer Pipe , When EGR 1S required engine electronic 
controls open the EOR valve. The exhaust gas then 
tlows through the pipe to the cooler. The exhaust 
gases are cooled by water from the tlUck cooling 
system . The cooled exhaust gas then fl ow through 
the EGR transfer pipe to the in take manifold. 

EGR Cooler 

Fig. 2.2.1: Typical Four Stroke Diesel Engine wi th 
Basic Parts ofEGR 

2.3 EGR operating conditions 
There are three operating conditions. The EGR flow 
should match the conditions 
1. 	 High EGR fl ow is necessary during cruising and 

midrange acceleration 
2. 	 Low EGR flow is needed during low speed and 

light load. 
J. 	 No EGR fl ow should occur during conditions 

when EGR tlow could adversely affect the 
engme operating effici ency or vehicle 
drivability i.e., dW'jng cngine warm up, idle, 
wide open throttle, etc . 

2.4. EGR impact on ECS. 
The ECM (Electronic Control Machine) 

considers the EGR system as an integral part of the 
entire ECS. Therefore the ECM is capable of 
neutralizing the negative aspects of EGR by 
programming additional spark advance and 
decreased fuel injection duration during periods of 
high EGR flow. By integrating the fuel and spark 
control with the EGR metering system, engine 
perfonnance and the fuel economy can actually be 
enhanced when the EGR system is functioning as 
designed. 

2.5. EGR theory of operation 
The purpose of the EGR system is to 

precisely regulate the flow under different operating 
conditions. The precise amount of exhaust gas must 
be metered into the intake manifold and it varies 
significantly as the engine load changes. By 
integrating the fuel and spark control with the EGR "" Smt. k'<i',r 

.~fJo~~d ,etering system, engine performance and the fu~ 11.... I 
'" ,,<,c, e> onomy can be enhanced. For this an ECM d-----1
€V 2.... -, 	 ~""Sf ' . . 
.S 	 "\."'1' (' lectronic Control Machine) is usea to regula e tlieS ) 
n~ 	 • I r -: ::al 1;... 
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Abstract: 

.. 
Since its development of Taxation Policy, the Indian - Either Central or State Government is 

motivated and trying to bring more and additional revenue through the mode of direct and 

indirect taxes. The income tax is one way of Direct tax and the Good and Service Tax is a 

way of Indirect Tax. Goods and Service Tax or GST as it is known is all yet to be proven as 

a game changer and booster for the Indian Economic Taxation system. This objective of this 

study is to find out the GST as it is evolved an all India One Nation One Tax regime. It 

has now been more than a two decade since the conceptual of National Goods and Services 

Tax (GST) was mooted and suggested by Kelkar Task Force Committee since 2004. The 

Task Force had strongly recommended fully Integrated 'GST' on National basis. 
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Technology always plays a crucial role in our life. New and advancement in technology has 


made our life's even more easier. These technologies are often & gradually improving day b y 


day and making our life simple even to the government too. This research paper focuses on 


the various compliance practises that an industry or a unit or an firm has to follow with 


respect to documentation and filing of returns under the scheme of Goods and .Service Tax 


(GST) that has been applicable as indirect tax across the nation in India since 2016 onwards_ 


KeyWords: 

Goods and Service Tax, GST, compliance practises, Filing of Returns, Indian Economy, 


Indirect Taxes, Income, Tax, Govenunent, Documents and Due dates, etc. 


Title: 

"Fulfilment Of Compliance Practices And Filing Of Returns Under Goods And Services Tax 

(GST) ; A Study With Special Reference To Clients Or Business Units In Pune, Maharashtra, 

India" 

Introduction :. 

Goods and Service tax i.e. (GST) in India is implemented from July 1st 2017, the largest and 

most irnpactful change in the Indian Indirect Taxation System was bound to happen. The 

GST as a Tax would replace almost all the existing indirect taxes on the consumption and it 

will be applied on both the goods and the services too. For the goods, it will be levied as at 

destination based, whereas for the services, it will be levied as at the consumption based. 

The basic ideology of moving towards the model of GST was first initially mooted in the 

Budget for Fiscal Year 2006-2007. The Empowered or Slterillg Committcc of Various State 

Finance Ministers (BC) which had than formulated the design of Structured State VAT was 
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requested to bring up with a roadmap and holistic structure ror the Tax as GST. .I oint 

Working and Empowered Groups of state and central officials having their representation of 

the respective States as well as the Centre were than set up to examine the various aspects of 

the GST Model and draw up their reports with focus specifically on the exemptions and its 

thresholds, taxation of various services and taxation of the inter-State supplies . 

Based on through and long discussions within (Committee) and between it and the Central 

Government, the Empowered Committee of Finance released its First foremost Discussion 

Paper on the GST in the year of November, 2009. This first time spells out the various 

features of the proposed and overview of GST and has formed the base for the discussion on 

tax levy between the Centre and the States - governments. 

GST is one a type of tax that is levied on manufacturing of goods, later on selling and its 

consumption of goods and services, that are distributed among the Central GovernmeNt and 

the various State Governments. The so called Credits of input taxes that are to be paid at each 

stage will be simultaneously available in the subsequent stage of it's value addition, which 

makes an GST essentially a tax only on the value that is in addition at each individual stage. 

The fmal or end consumer will thus bear or pay only the GST charged by the last deale'r i.e at 

times a retailer in the supply chain, with availing the set-off benefits at 'all the previous stages 

in the distribution chain. GST, being a destination based charged as consumption tax; GST is 

usually and at time levied on the import of goods and services too, with export transactions 

percentage being at zero rated under the various GST scheme. 
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Services 

Source: Prepared by Researcher through Secondary Data 

Goods and Service Tax (GST) is sincerely to become a success and reality in India. As all 

goes well, it was to be effective from 01 st April 2017 across the country including the state of 

Jammu and Kashmir. This served as to be a biggest refonn in the history of India, particular 

in the field of Indirect Taxation where around major of II types of taxes are going to be 

merged or subsumed in one single tax. There is no doubt, GST will be a act as a game 

changer for the country in developing stage like that of an Indian Economy. It will open up a 

new way foi growth and act as a to?1 for developing of under developed states in India like 
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Bihar, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh, etc. Eastern pat1 oflhe indian country, which is as of now is not 

developed or less developed, will surely be having more benefit due to the fruits and revenue 

that isarised out of GST. 

The goods and services tax is an value-based tax, same as like the VAT, and is levied or 

charged on goods and ' services that are simultaneously produced and sold for the local 

consumption purposes. The GST, as a tax is paid at every stage of its supply cycle as 

involved by its involved businesses- chains, but the ultimate cost that is paid or tax is to be 

borne by the end consumer. Some western countries, including lndia, have thus implemented 

GST with the key of lnput Tax Credit (ITC) as a mechanism to avoid for the duplicate 

payment of tax on the same supply. GST in India is usually levied on most or several of the 

'consumable goods and services in production. 

The single platform based GST subsumed under its several taxes and levies, which than 

earlier included Central Excise Duty, Services Tax, Additional Customs Duty, Sur-Charges, 

State-Level Value Added Tax and lastly Octroi. Other state and central levies which were 

applicable the supply of, on inter-state transportation of goods and services have also been 

cleared away with in the GST regime. GST, as a tax is levied on all types of transactions such 

as may it be a sale, a transfer, a purchase, a barter, a lease, or an import of goods and/or any 

combination of services. 

India has adopted a dual based GST model, meaning that it is a policy of taxation is 

administered by both control of the Union and the various State Governments. The 

transactions made within a single state or inter state are levied with Central GST (CGST) byc 

the chargeability by Central Government and State GST (SGST) by the chargeability by the 

State governments. For the purpose of inter-state transactions and for the irfiVrue!f~o{;'dorY 
services, an integrated GST (lGST) is levied by ..:5·-;;-2~: ~~~J1; ' by the Central G~ent. 
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GST is a always defined as an consumption-based tax or an destination-based tax, therefore, 

ultimately taxes are to be paid to the state where the goods or the services are consumed not 

in the state in which / where they were produced. The concept of lGST complicates the tax 

collection for various State Governments by disabling or creating difficulty for therri from 

collecting the tax owed to them that are directly from the Central Government. Under the 

previous or old system, a state in indirect tax structure would only have to deal with a single 

State government in order to collect the tax or its revenue. 

This study is concerned with the awareness, satisfaction level, compliance practises and 

difficulties faced by business community and many people while e-filing the return. 

Objectives of the paper: 

The study has following objectives: 

I) To study the online GST portal. 

2) To study the dOl.Oumentation required for GST registration for Proprietors, Partnership 

Firms & Private Limited Companies Etc. 

3) To study the compliance practices of GST. 

4) To study the Input Tax Credit, Payments & Refunds. 

5) . To study the invoicing and billing ofGST. 

6) To study accounting & auditing of GST. 

Research & Methodology 

Definition of research 
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Research is defined as an scientific and a systematic search for the peltinent or desired 


infonnation on a specific topic i.e. in-facts research is one type of an art of scientific 


investigation. 


According to Dr. Phillip Kotler : Research is a scientific design, collection, analysis of 


collected data that is relevant to a specific marketing situation currently facing by the 


company. 


Research is always planned and designed, structural - investigation and analysis. It is 

conducted always in a systematic manner to check, verify or prove or disprove clues and 

various assumptions. It supplements usually the knowledge and extends the facets and 

frontiers ofone's understanding. 

About my Research Problem 

The present research paper or study is exploratory in nature. Since GST i.e. Goods and 

Service Tax is a new phenomenon and concept in India, there are hardly or very few any 

studies in this area oftaxation. Specifically there is a huge gap of empirical studies on GST as 

a tax perspective in India. This study analyses and looks into the fulfilment of GST 

compliances by various industries either small or large scale. 

Need of The Study 

This study have to understand about the compliance practices under the GST. Under this 

study we would come to know that how much level of understanding is there about the GST 

and different compliance practices of GST for various proprietors as well as traders, tax

payers concerned by or under the purview ofGST. 

D;lta Collection 
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Data collection is the process related to gathering the information about the relevant topic 


research taken tor study, which is be studied. Data Collection generally takes place early in 


an improvement or development project, and is often at times formalized through data 
 )
collection plan or system which often contains the various following activity: 

Pre collection activity on goals, target or sort data, definitions and methods. 

Collection ofActual Data. - Primary or Secondary, whatsover. 

Presenting the findings involving various forms of sorting & analysis. 

For accomplishing this and pre-stated objective of study, both Primary and Secondary data 

have been collected by the researcher. 

Documents required for the GST Registration 

o PAN Number ofthe Applicant 

o Aadhaar Number or card 

o Proof of business registration or Incorporation Certificate 

o Various Identity and Residence Proof ofPromoterslDirector alongwith Photographs 

o Address proof of the registered place of business 

o Bank Acco\ln! ~tatementlr:anr.ellp,rl C;hp'~lIp' 

o Digital Signature, if applicable 

o Letter of Authorization or Board Resolution for purpose ofAuthorized Signatory 

Chart No: 02 
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V.!d Pc,m" """ A<:I:Ooot NOOlIxl' [PAN) I' JlIisd!ctior'! details 

VaUd l'XIian mobile phono ntmbOt 

lOOian Financial Sy:;lwn Codh. ~ \(Cl:I~ I)·mall aridross (FSC) fl.mt>er of II¥! MffiCEiI Rcg!slrahon bali< or<! b,and1 

P-rescQlwd doCltnerts ond . Al leastOil-1 proprietor I Partoor I 
ihfOrmaUon onal m.r.J.Io;Y DirectorJlh.lSl9!1 1K~tUJ f Membef 

.fieldsof RoWsuationAppicaUon wlthcorre-=:pnrdJog PMl 

Place 01 bminess Analihonsed slfjr.3!O'y ... I'\.i I:. !,-<:t ·e·;; · 
Iodia I'r'!;n valid detaIlS 1 r>C.Iu':l U~ PAN 

Source: Prepared by Researcher through Secondary Data 

GSTIN-

All of the businesses registered with GST Portal will be assigned a unique Goods and 

Services Tax Identification Number (GSTIN). 

Each taxpayer or registered one is assigned with a state-wise PAN-based I5-digit Goods and 

Services Taxpayer Identification Number (GSTIN). 
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Source: Prepared by Resear.cher through Secondaty Data 

GST Returns 

Under GST, a registered or authorised dealer has to file GST returns that include: 

o Purchases 

o Sales 

o Output OST (On sales) 

o 	 Input tax credit (OST paid on purchases) 
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